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FOREWORD FROM THE IQAC DESK 

Research work adds to the information base of a country and various industries can use 

this to take forward a nation economically or for general all-over development. One common 

requirement of “developing a research culture” is to move from a few isolated individual 

researcher projects to an environment where research is so pervasive that it appears to be the 

activity of a large number of interconnected colleagues. 

Education administrators in India look at Research in many different ways, such as, (i) 

building research culture involves incorporating research into an organisational culture that has 

not previously considered that activity as part of its culture; (ii) implanting a research sub-culture 

within an organisational culture currently having a distinctive teaching sub-culture; (iii) having a 

‘petri-dish’ culture - an environment into which we toss research and expect it to grow, just as we 

expect bacteria to grow in a petri dish (Subrata Chakraborthy, Hindu Business Line). 

Science in India is on a great momentum in the last few decades, thanks to the talent and 

the infrastructure. Our achievements in fields ranging from astronomy to biology, to chemistry 

and agriculture, there are so many to be proud about (Arati Halbe, India’s year in Science, 2017). 

ISRO has now established its ability to launch satellites on a commercial scale with 

multiple multi-satellite launches. Determining factors that influence the onset of monsoon, 

and understanding extreme rainfall events and their influence on the overall rainfall patterns in 

the country are some research challenges our scientists seem to have cracked. 

Named Saraswati, after the Indian goddess of music, art and knowledge, the supercluster 

is estimated to contain billions of stars, planets, gases, dark matter and other bodies. This would 

also help astronomers understand much about the composition of our universe and its mysterious 

past. 

In a pathbreaking seismological study, researchers have examined the Indian Ocean 

Geoid Low (IOGL), a point of abnormally low gravity, caused by the deficit in the mass of Earth 

below IOGL. While there were a few theories in the past explaining the cause, none of them were 

convincing. Scientists from India and Germany seem to have finally succeeded in their attempt to 

explain the phenomenon of the gory face of climate change. Melting glaciers in the Himalayas is 

a significant threat posing the country. 

Indian researchers contributed a significant share in the fight against cancer with research 

spanning across fields of genetics, computational biology, nanotechnology and bioinformatics. 

Scientists in the country also indigenously developed an anti-cancer drug called disarib, which is 

now ready for pre-clinical trials. A major challenge in fighting TB is the emergence of drug 

resistant strains of the TB bacteria, which are now immune to most antibiotics. In a pathbreaking 

study this year, our scientists attempt to answer how TB bacteria develop resistance to most 

antibiotics, and try to find ways to reverse this drug resistance. 

Researchers at the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay (IITB), in a collaborative 

effort with ISRO’s Semi-Conductor Labs (SCL), Chandigarh, have developed a completely 

indigenous Bipolar Junction Transistor (BJT) that can work with the other type of transistor, 

called BiCMOS. 

The IQAC of Nirmala College for women is elated to have launched the 3rd volume of the 

Nirmala Annual Research Congress – 2018. 
Dr Pawlin Vasanthi Joseph 

IQAC Co-ordinator  

https://researchmatters.in/article/observe-surface-pressure-over-arabian-sea-predict-arrival-monsoon-suggests-new-study
https://researchmatters.in/shots/understanding-rainfall-extremes-urban-india
https://researchmatters.in/article/monsoon-rainfall-deficit-related-sporadic-extreme-rainfall-say-scientists
https://researchmatters.in/article/monsoon-rainfall-deficit-related-sporadic-extreme-rainfall-say-scientists
https://researchmatters.in/article/saraswati-poster-boy-indian-astronomy-t%C3%AAte-%C3%A0-t%C3%AAte-prof-joydeep-bagchi
https://researchmatters.in/article/missing-mass-what-causing-geoid-low-indian-ocean
https://researchmatters.in/article/decrease-himalayan-glaciers-study-warns-flash-floods-depleting-water-resources
https://researchmatters.in/article/scientists-edit-gene-kill-cervical-cancer-cells
https://researchmatters.in/article/new-study-mobility-may-prove-helpful-understanding-metastasis-tumour-cells
https://researchmatters.in/article/bioinformatics-study-reveals-key-processes-cancer-cell-mobility
https://researchmatters.in/article/cancer-therapeutic-molecule-india-indian-researchers-have-discovered-possibly-best-bcl2
https://researchmatters.in/article/how-do-tb-bacteria-develop-resistance-common-antibiotics-new-study-iisc-attempts-answer
https://researchmatters.in/article/how-do-tb-bacteria-develop-resistance-common-antibiotics-new-study-iisc-attempts-answer
https://researchmatters.in/article/scientists-find-ways-reverse-drug-resistance-major-burden-treating-tuberculosis
https://researchmatters.in/article/made-india-transistor-can-make-india%E2%80%99s-iot-technology-reality
https://researchmatters.in/article/made-india-transistor-can-make-india%E2%80%99s-iot-technology-reality
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From the Organizer’s Desk 

 

Warm Greetings!! 

The annual research congress is a prime event in Nirmala’s calendar besides other 

National and State level seminars and workshops organized by the Departments.  It is a 

gathering of our research scholars and is a regional platform for them to present and 

discuss their research findings.  It also helps to imbibe good values, practices and ethics 

early on in our young researchers starting at the undergraduate level. 

NARC combines an inspiring keynote speech for our budding researchers with research 

presentations and discussions in a friendly, informal and lively atmosphere.  This 

congress depends on contributions of our research scholars and I would like to 

acknowledge the efforts of research supervisors for their invaluable support in sending 

research articles. 

Original research articles were invited from all the departments.  12 Departments actively 

sent their research findings which are of high quality, original and not published 

elsewhere or submitted for publication.  This year, we received 99 full research articles 

out of which 32 are from Mathematics, 23 from Chemistry, 11 from English Literature, 

9 from Commerce, 7 from Zoology, 4 from History, 4 from Tamil, 3 each from Botany 

and Economics and 1 each from French, Hindi and Bio-informatics Departments. 

All accepted papers will be presented orally and included in the congress proceedings.   

I hope our researchers will enrich their knowledge and benefit from NARC’18. 

 

 

Dr. C. Subha, 

Organizing Secretary.  
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PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE 

 The purpose of quality education apart from setting good standards in academics should 

be of value to individuals. Education should help them to grow in self-mastery, skills, personal 

depth, to be fair minded and generous in all the human resources and to delight in the adventures 

of research which kindles their intellectual curiosity. Knowledge is power, Information is 

Liberation and Research the premise of progress. A blend of all these with values has been the 

spirit of Nirmala College for Women. 

Knowledge is power and schools of learning are called temples of knowledge. Research 

is the key that opens doors of knowledge. There are many rooms in a mansion. It is not enough if 

one stays outside and stands impressed with the big stately structure. One has to walk through 

every chamber that is locked to see and enjoy the treasures of immense value. This is not possible 

without the key of Research. 

 NARC has played a very important role in helping scholars, to know the certainty of the 

path chosen and direction taken in Research. Research at Nirmala has seen phenomenal growth in 

all dimensions. Nirmala Annual Research Congress which has completed 4 years is organized by 

the IQAC of the college with a great purpose to enable research scholars to understand and 

appreciate various intellectual works in research in the college. NARC has helped in showing the 

direction to the scholars who wish to explore research more systematically and gain in the process 

a deeper insight into the rich diversity of areas of their subject and life itself.  

 Over the years it has helped them to share their progress in research and learn from the 

experiences of other scholars. NARC has not only helped to sharpen their thinking but to 

expediate their thesis preparation.  

 Congratulating Dr. Pawlin Vasanthi Joseph, Coordinator – IQAC, and the members of 

IQAC, Research Guides and Scholars for all the efforts taken. I wish NARC 2018 all success and 

pray that Research at Nirmala takes greater strides towards a wonderful contribution for the 

future. 

 

         Dr. Sr. Helen 

           Principal 

        Nirmala college for women 
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A dominator coloring of a graph G  is a proper coloring of G  in which every vertex 

should dominate every vertex of at least one color class. The dominator chromatic number
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1  Introduction 

For general notations and concepts of graphs we refer to [2][5][8]. For definitions of coloring and 

domination refer to [3][4][9][10][11][12]. Unless mentioned otherwise, all the graphs mentioned 

in this paper are simple, finite and connected undirected graphs. A graph coloring is an 

assignment of colors to the vertices of G . The vertex coloring is said to be proper if no two 

adjacent vertices of G receive the same color. Various coloring derivatives are found in the 

literature, one such problem is dominator coloring.  

Dominator colorings were introduced in [7] and they were motivated by [6].The aim in 

this paper is to study about the dominator coloring of mycielskian of certain graphs such as Path, 

Cycle, Complete graph, Star graph, etc.,. 

1.1 Definitions 

Definition 1.1.1. [1] For a graph },...,,{),,( 21 nvvvVEVG  , the mycielskian of G is the 

graph )(G with vertex set 0' vVV  , where }:{' ' VvvV ii   and is disjoint from V , and 

}':{}:{' '

0

'' VvvvEvvvvEE iijiji  . The vertices iv and 
'

iv are called twins of each other 

and 0v  is called the rootof )(G . 

 

Mycielskian of 4C  
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Theorem1.1.8. [1] For any graph G , 2)())((1)(  GGG ddd  . Further if there 

exists a 
d -coloring C  of G  in which every vertex v dominates a color class 

iV with iVv  , 

then 1)())((  GG dd  . 

2  DOMINATION AND COLORING 

Theorem 2.1.If 1)( G then )()( GGd   . 

Proof:Let G be a graph of order n . Given 1)( G . Let 0vD  be the dominating set of G . 

Then the vertex 0v  dominate every vertex of G . If 1)( 0 vf then 1)( ivf  for 11  ni and 

every vertex of G dominates the color class of 1. Hence for color the remaining vertices we need 

1)( Gd colors. Hence )()( GGd   . 

Converse need not be true. 

Example 2.2. 

 Consider the cycle 
4C , 2)()( 44  CCd   but .2)( 4 C  

 
Dominator Coloring of 

4C  

Theorem 2.3.If 1)( G then 1)())((  GG dd  .  

Proof:Let G be a graph of order n . Given 1)( G . Let 
1vD  be the dominating set of G . 

Then the vertex 
1v  dominate every vertex of G .  Hence the vertices 

1v  and 
'

1v  is adjacent to 

every vertex of )(G except 0v . If 1)()( '

11  vfvf  then every vertex iv of )(G dominates 

the color class of 1. Now color the remaining iv  and 
'

iv in )(G by 1)( Gd colors and 0v by 

the color .1)( Gd Then the vertices 
'

iv  dominates color class .1)( Gd Hence 

1)())((  GG dd  . 

Converse need not be true. 

Example 2.4. 

 Consider the path 
4P , 1)(4))((3)( 444  PPP dd   but .2)( 4 P  
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Dominator coloring of 
4P and )( 4P . 

Theorem 2.5.If 2)( G such that },{ vuD  be any minimal dominating set of G  and 

1),( vud then 1)())((  GG dd  . 

Proof:Let G  be a graph of order n . Given 2)( G . Let },{ 21 vvD   be the dominating set of 

G  such that 1),( 21 vvd . That is 
21 ~ vv in G . Now partition the vertex set of G  into two 

sets 
1V and

2V such that, }~:)({ 11 vxGVxV  and }~:)({ 22 vxGVxV  . Consider 

)(G  and let 1)()( '

11  vfvf and 2)()( '

11  vfvf  then all the vertices of 
1V  dominate 

the color class of 1  and all the vertices of 
2V dominate the color class of 2 . Now color the 

remaining iv  and 
'

iv in )(G by 1)( Gd colors and 0v by the color .1)( Gd Then the 

vertices 
'

iv  dominates color class .1)( Gd Hence 1)())((  GG dd  . 

Converse need not be true. 

Example 2.4. 

 Consider the path 3P , 1)(3))((,2)( 333  PPP dd   but .1)( 3 P  

 

Dominator coloring of 3P  and )( 3P  

3 DOMINATOR COLORING OF MYCIELSKIAN SOME SIMPLE GRAPHS 

Theorem 3.1.For any path 









otherwiseP

nP
PP

nd

nd

ndn
2)(

421)(
))((,




 . 

Proof:Consider the path .42,  nPn  Consider the n  vertices iv  of nP  in )( nP  and color 

them by )( nd P  colors. And define the coloring function for 
'

iv  as, )()( '

ii vfvf   for 

ni 1 and 1)()( 0  nd Pvf  . Hence .1)())((  ndnd PP   

 Consider the path .5, nPn Consider the n  vertices iv  of nP  in )( nP  and color them 

by )( nd P  colors. And define the coloring function for 
'

iv  as follows: If )()( '

ii vfvf   then no 

vertices will dominate any of the color classes. Hence 1)()( '  ndi Pvf   for ni 1 and 

2)()( 0  nd Pvf  . Hence .2)())((  ndnd PP   
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Dominator Coloring of ).( 5P  

Theorem 3.2.For any cycle









otherwiseC

nC
CC

nd

nd

ndn
2)(

431)(
))((,




 . 

Proof:Consider thecycle 43,  nCn .Consider the n  vertices iv  of nC  in )( nC  and color 

them by )( nd C  colors. And define the coloring function for 
'

iv  as, )()( '

ii vfvf   for 

ni 1  and .1)()( 0  nd Cvf  Hence .1)())((  ndnd CC   

 Consider the path .5, nCn  Consider the n  vertices iv  of nC  in )( nC  and color 

them by )( nd C  colors. And define the coloring function for 
'

iv  as follows: If )()( '

ii vfvf   

then no vertices will dominate any of the color classes. Hence 1)()( '  ndi Cvf   for ni 1

and 2)()( 0  nd Cvf  . Hence .2)())((  ndnd CC   

Theorem 3.3.For any complete graph 1)())((,  ndndn KKK  . 

Proof:Consider the graph nK  for .1n Clearly .1)( nK  Hence by theorem 2.3, 

1)())((  ndnd KK  . 

Theorem 3.4.For any star graph 1)())((, ,1,1,1  ndndn KKK  . 

Proof:Consider the graph nK ,1  for 3n Clearly .1)( ,1 nK  Hence by theorem 2.3, 

1)())(( ,1,1  ndnd KK  . 

Theorem 3.4.For any wheel graph 1)())((, ,1,1,1  ndndn WWW  . 

Proof:Consider the graph nW ,1  for 3n Clearly .1)( ,1 nW  Hence by theorem 2.3,

1)())(( ,1,1  ndnd WW  . 
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Theorem 3.4.For any complete bipartite graph 1)())((, ,,,  nmdnmdnm KKK  . 

Proof:Consider the graph nmK ,  for 1, mn and let YX , be the bipartite sets. Clearly 

2)( , nmK , choose },{ yxD   where Xx   and Yy  . Then yx ~ . Hence by theorem 2.5, 

.1)())(( ,,  nmdnmd KK   

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have seen the affect of domination number )(G  in coloring numbers )(G

$and )(Gd . Also we discuss dominator coloring number of Mycielskian of common graphs 

such as nmnnnnn KWKKCP ,,1,1 ,,,, . There are many interesting graphs to which this study can 

be extended.  
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Abstract :A  b- coloring of a graph is a coloring of the vertices where each color class contains a 

vertex that has a neighbor in all other color classes. The b-chromatic number of G is the greatest 

integer k such that G admits a b-coloring. In this paper b- coloring of certain snake graphs are 

studied. Some structural properties of them are discussed and theirb- chromatic number were 

obtained . 
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1. Introduction 

Let G be a finite, undirected  graph with no loops and multiple edges. The graph G has the vertex 

set V (G) and the edge set E (G).Graph coloring is coloring of G such that no two adjacent 

vertices share the same color.   

A  b - coloring of a graph is a coloring of the vertices where each color class contains a vertex 

that has a neighbor in all other color classes.  

The b-chromatic number of G is the largest b(G) positive  integer that the graph has a b-coloring 

with 𝜑(G) number of colors. 

The middle graph of   G denoted by M(G), is defined as follows : 

The vertex set of M(G) is V(G)∪E(G) in which  two elements are adjacent in M(G) if the 

following  conditions hold. 

(i) x,y∈E(G) and x, y are adjacent in G. 

(ii) x∈V(G), y ∈ E(G) and y is incident on x in G. 

A triangular snake graph has 2n+1 vertices and 3n edges, where n is the  number of blocks in the  

triangular snake. It is denoted by Tn . 

A double triangular snake graph  is obtained from a path v1, v2, v3,…….vn+1 by joining vi and vi+1 

to a new vertex  wi to another new vertex ui .It has 3n+1 vertices and 5n edges. 

2.Structural  properties of middle graph of  Triangular snake and  Double  Triangular 

snake graphs 

 Number of vertices inM(Tn), p= 5n+1 

 Number of vertices in M[D(Tn)] ,p=8n+1 

 Maximum degree in M(Tn),∆=6 

 Maximum degree in M[D(Tn)],∆=7 

 Minimum degree in M(Tn),δ=2 

 Minimum degree in M[D(Tn)],δ = 3 

3.  b - coloring of M (𝐓𝐧) and M [D(Tn)]  

Theorem 3.1 :For the middle graph of  triangular graph M(𝑇n), the b-chromatic number  is   5 

(𝑖. 𝑒)φb[M (Tn)] = ∆[M (Tn)] -1 ,n≥2 

Proof: 

Let Tn  be the triangular snake graphwith 2n+1 vertices and  3n edges 

Let {v1,v2………vn+1  ,u1,u2………un  } be the vertices of the triangular snake graph Tn. 
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Now by definition of middle graph, each edge of graph is sub-divided by a new vertex. 

Assume that each edge (vi,vi+1) and the line joiningvi and vi+1 to a vertex ui ,i=1,2,3,….n are sub-

divided by the vertices wi, ejj and ejj+1,j=1,2,3,….n respectively. 

Now the coloring assignment are as follows 

Color the vertices  v1,v2………vn+1  ,u1,u2………un  with c1. 

Color alternatively the  sub-divided vertices  e11,e 12……ej,j+1 with c2and  c3. 

Color alternatively the  sub-divided vertices  w1,w2……wn with c4and  c5. 

c (vi) = 1 for 1≤  i ≤  n+1, 

c (ui) = 1 for 1 ≤  i ≤ n, 

c(wi) = 4 for 1 ≤  i ≤ n,  if  i  is odd and 

c (wi) = 5 for 1 ≤  i ≤ n,  if  i  is even 

c (ejj) = 2 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n,   

c (ejj+1) =3 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n,   

It follows that,    φb[M (Tn)] = ∆[M (Tn)] =5 

Hence the b-chromatic number of M (Tn) 𝑖𝑠 5. 

Figure 1: Triangular snake graph 

    u1                                u2 

 

 

 

                 v1            v2                                      v3 

Figure 2:  Middle graph  of  Triangular  snake graph  

 u1  u2 

  

                             e11            e12          e22 e23 

 

    

                   v1                                          w1                                          v2                                                 w 2                                      v3 
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Figure 3:  Middle  graph  of  Triangular  snake graph T2  

   1  1 

  

                      2          3        2 3 

 

 1                             4            1          5 1 

 

 

                                           φb[M (T2)] = ∆[M (T2)] -1  = 5 

Theorem 3.2 :If n≥2,then  theb- chromatic number  of middle graph of  double triangular snake 

graph is  6.   ( 𝑖. 𝑒)φb[M(D (Tn))] = ∆[M (Tn)] -1  ,  n≥2 

Proof: 

Let D(Tn ) be the double triangular  snake  graph with 3n+1 vertices and  5n edges 

Let {v1,v2………vn+1  ,u1,u2………un  ,w1,w2……wn} be the vertices of the double triangular snake 

graph  D(Tn) 

Assume that each edge (vi,vi+1) (ui , vj)and (vj , wi) ,i=1,2,3,….n and j=1,2,3…n+1 is  sub-divided 

by the vertices xi, eijand fij for ,i=1,2,3,….n and j=1,2,3…n+1 respectively. 

Now the coloring  assignment are as follows, 

Color the vertices  v1,v2………vn+1  ,u1,u2………un and w1,w2……wnwith c1. 

Color alternatively the  sub-divided vertices  e11,e 12……ej,j+1 with c2and  c3. 

Color the vertices  f11,f12……fj,j+1 with c3and  c4 

AtlastColor alternatively the  sub-divided vertices  x1,x2……xn with c5and  c6. 

C (vi) = 1 for 1≤  i ≤  n+1,  

c (ui) = 1 for 1 ≤  i ≤ n, 

c (wi) = 1 for 1 ≤  i ≤ n,  

c(xi) =5,if  i  is odd and  

c (xi) = 6 if  i  is evenfor 1 ≤  i ≤ n,   

c (ejj) = 2 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n,   

c (ejj+1) = 3 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n,   
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c(fjj) = 3 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n,   

c (fj,j+1) = 4 for 1 ≤ j ≤ n,   

Hence the maximum number of colors in a b-coloring for M[(D(Tn))] is  6  

   (i. e) φb[M (Tn)] = ∆[M (D(Tn))] -1  =6 

Figure 4:  Double Triangular snake graph D(T2) 

                                               u1 u2 

 

  

                                   v1                                     v3 

     v2 

 

                                        w1                                        w2 

 

Figure 5: Middle graph of  Double Triangular snake graph  

  u1 u2 

  

   e11 e12 e22 e23 

 v1  x1 v2       x2        v3 

 f11            f12 f22 f23 

                                      w1                                        w2 

 

Figure6: Middle graph of  Double Triangular snake graph D(T2) 

                                            1 1 

  

 2    3                   2 3 

  1 5      1 6 1 

  

                                    1   1 
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4. Conclusion 

   b -coloring play an important role in clustering ,automatic reading system and distributed 

system. We have investigated b-chromatic number of middle graph of triangular snake graph and 

double triangular snake graph .The investigation of similar results for different graphs as well in 

the context of various graph coloring problems is an open area of research. 
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1 Introduction: 

In this paper, we consider a simple, finite, connected and undirected graph with vertex set

)(GV and edgeset )(GE . The b-chromatic number [2], parameter of a graph G is the maximum 

number of colors for which G has a proper coloring such that every color class contain a vertex 

adjacent to every other color. The concept of b-coloring was introduced by Irving and Manlove 

[3] in 1999 and showed that the problem of determining b-chromatic number is NP-hard for 

general graphs but it is polynomial for trees. The upper bounds for the b-chromatic number were 

investigated in the work of  Kouider  M and Maheo M [5]. The b-chromatic number for Perterson 

graph and power of a cycle was discussed by Chandrakumar and Nicholous[8]. Balakrishanan R 

[11] and Francis Raj ,Kavaskar T were find out the b-chromatic number of Cartesian product of 

some families of graph. Vaidya S K and Shukla M S [10] were find the b-chromatic number of 

some wheel graphs. In this paper we examine the the b-chromatic number of line graphof Flower 

graph. 

2 Preliminaries 

2.1 Line Graph  

The line graph )(GL [10] of a graph G  is the graph whose vertex set is )(GE and two vertices 

are adjacent in )(GL whenever they are incident in G . 

2.2 Flower Graph  

A Flower graph [10] nF  is the graph from a helm graph by joining each pendent vertex to the 

central vertex of the helm. 

2.3Proposition [3] 

If G admits a b-coloring with m colors, G must have at least m vertices with degree at least 

.1m It is obvious that 1)()()(  GGG  , where )(G is the maximum degree of G . 

2.4Proposition[3] 

If the graph G contains nK  as a sub graph, .)( nG   

3 Main Results 

3.1Theorem 

For the Flower graph nF , 























5,5

5,4

4,5

3,4

)(

n

n

n

n

Fn
. 

Proof: 

For 3n , the vertex set of flower graph be },...,,{)( 7213 uuuFV  . The cardinality of vertices

7)]( 3 FV , and out of these seven vertices, three vertices having degree 4 and apex vertex has 
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degree 6. Assign the colours 3)(,2)(,1)( 321  ufufuf and 4)( 4 uf  in clockwise 

direction. Furthermore no new colours can be introduced in the graph. Therefore it results in a 

proper b-colouring. Hence .4)( 3 F For 4n , the vertex set of flower graph be 

}.,...,,{)( 9214 uuuFV  The cardinality of vertices in 9)]( 4 FV , and out of these nine vertices, 

four vertices having degree 4 and apex vertex has degree 8. Assign the colours

5)(,4)(,3)(,2)(,1)( 54321  ufufufufuf in clockwise direction. Furthermore no 

new colours can be introduced in the graph. Therefore it results in a proper b-colouring. Hence 

.5)( 4 F For 5n , the vertex set of flower graph be },...,,{)( 11215 uuuFV  . The cardinality 

of vertices in 11)]( 5 FV , and out of these eleven vertices, five vertices are of the degree  

4 and apex vertex has degree 10. Assign the colours

5)(,4)(,3)(,2)(,1)( 54321  ufufufufuf in clockwise direction. The vertex 6u  is 

adjacent with 
2u and .5u  If we assign a colour 5 or 2 to the vertex 6u , vertex 6u  cannot receives 

the colour 5 or 2. Hence .4)( 4 F For 6n , the vertex set of flower graph be 

},...,,{)( 13216 uuuFV  . the cardinality of vertices in 13)]( 6 FV , out of these 13 vertices, six 

vertices having degree 4 and apex vertex has degree 12. Assign the colours

5)(,4)(,3)(,2)(,1)( 54321  ufufufufuf in clockwise direction. Furthermore no 

new colours can be introduced in the graph. Therefore it results in a proper b-colouring. Hence 

.6,5)(  nFn  

3.2 Theorem 

If )( nFL be the Line graph of flower graph nF ,then .3,2)]([  nnFL n  

Proof: 

The Flower graph nF , is the graph obtained from the helm nH , by joining each pendent vertex to 

the apex of the helm, and n  be the number of vertices in the outer cycle of helm. Consider the 

line graph of flower graph )( nFL , and the vertex set of )( nFL  can be partitioned in to the 

complete graph with n2 vertices denoted by nuuuu 2321 ,...,,, , the outer cycle with n vertices 

denoted by nvvvv ,....,, 321  andthe vertices introduced in the pendent edges of helm denoted by

 nwwww ,...,,, 321  . The vertex 1v is adjacent with nvv ,2 and nww ,1 ,and also share a common 

vertex in the complete graph. The vertex nv is adjacent with 11, nvv and 1, nn ww , and also share a 

common vertex in the complete graph. Vertex iv is adjacent with 11,  ii vv and 1, ii ww , for

1,...,4,3,2  ni , andalso share a common vertex with the complete graph.  Assign the colours

 n2,...,3,2,1  inclockwise direction to the complete graph as follows

nufufufuf n 2)(,...,3)(,2)(,1)( 2321  . Next, If we introduce a new colour 12 n to 

any one of the vertices iu and iw for ni ,...,4,3,2,1 , these vertices cannot harmonises the colour 

12 n . Since 6)( ivm and 4)( iwm  for .,...,4,3,2,1 ni   Hence the b-chromatic number line 

graph of flower graph is .3,2 nn
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3.3 Corollary 

For the Flower graph
3F , .7)]([ 3 FL

 

Proof:
 

 For 3n , the vertex set of flower graph be },...,,{)]([ 12213 uuuFLV  .The cardinality 

of vertices in 12)]([ 3 FLV and assign the colours  6,...,3,2,1  in clockwise direction to the 

complete graph as follows ,1)( 1 uf ,2)( 2 uf 3)( 3 uf ,..., 6)( 6 uf . Next we assign a 

colour 7 to any one of the vertices in the outer cycle 321 ,, vvv . The maximum degree of any 

vertex in the outer cycle is 6. So it receives the new colour 7 and it is a b-colouring. Hence 

.7)]([ 3 FL  

4. Conclusion 

 In this paper we find the b-chromatic number of flower graph and its line graph. 
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Introduction  

       Chemical graph theory is a branch of Mathematical Chemistry in which different tools 

from graph theory are used to model Chemical phenomena mathematically. Molecules and 

molecular compounds are modelled as molecular graphs, in which the vertices correspond to the 

atoms and the edges correspond to the chemical bonds between the atoms. A topological index is 

a numeric value that is graph invariant and correlates the physico-chemical properties of a 

molecular graph. Topological indices are used for studying quantitative structure-activity 

relationships (QSAR) and quantitative structure property relationships (QSPR) for predicting 

different properties of chemical compounds and their biological activities. In chemistry, 

biochemistry and nanotechnology, different topological indices are found to be useful in isomer 

discrimination, QSAR, QSPR and pharmaceutical drug design. There are several studies 

regarding different topological indices of special molecular graphs, a few of which we mention 

[3-10]. 

    We present the F-topological index of several widely used chemical structures which 

often appear in drug molecular graphs[5], molecule and communication background of neurons 

and nervous system.  

  Python is easy to use and interpret comparing with others.  Python is strongly but 

dynamically typed. This makes Python very easy to write and not too bad to read, running time of 

the programme is few seconds with respect to both vertices and edges. In this paper, we use 

Python program  to compute the F- index of a bridge molecular graph with respect to vertices. 

Interested readers can visit https://repl.it/@Manimekalai/K-to-D for more details. 

Definition: 

1.1 F- Index[12]: 

The F index is given by F(G) = ∑v∈V(G) dG (v)3  or F(G) = ∑vu∈E(G) [dG(u)2+ dG (v)2] 

where dG(v) is the degree of vertex v in G.  

mailto:umarycbe@gmail.com
mailto:manimekalai@drngpasc.ac.in
https://repl.it/@Manimekalai/K-to-D
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1.2 Bridge Molecular Graph[25] : 

Let 
d

iiG 1}{    be a set of finite molecular graphs with vertices vi∊V(Gi). The bridge molecular 

graph  

B(G1 ,G2….Gd,v1,v2,….vd) of  
d

iiG 1}{     with respect to the vertices  
d

iiv 1}{ 
 is yielded from the 

molecular graphs G1 ,G2….Gd  in which the vertices vi and vi+1 are connected by an edge for  

i=1,2...d-1. 

Let {Gi}d be a set of finite molecular graphs with vertices vi.  

1.3 Examples:  

Molecular structure of PNA and PDNA, with possible π-delocalization of the two p-

nitroaniline NLO subunits through the organic bridge. 

 

              NH2                                                                              NO2 

 

 

O2N                                                H2N 

 

PNA 

                     NEt2                                    NO2 

 

 

   O2N                                                   Et2N 

 

PDNA 

 

1.4 Theorem: 

For the bridge molecular graph Gd(Cn,v) the F - index is given by 

F(Gd(Cn,v))=[a+(n-2)×16]+[b+(n-3)×8](d-2) 

where n≥3,a=70 and b=80,d is number of copies of Cn. 

Proof: 

When  n=3 and  d=3 we get F(G2(C3,v))=166. 

             d=4 we get F(G3(C3,v))=246. 

             d=5 we get F(G4(C3,v))=326 and so on. 

When  n=4 and  d=3 we get F(G2(C4,v))=190. 

             d=4 we get F(G3(C4,v))=278. 

             d=5 we get F(G4(C4,v))=366 and so on. 
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When  n=5 and  d=3 we get F(G2(C5,v))=214. 

             d=4 we get F(G3(C5,v))=310. 

             d=5 we get F(G4(C5,v))=406 and so on. 

When  n=6 and  d=3 we get F(G2(C6,v))=238. 

             d=4 we get F(G3(C6,v))=342. 

             d=5 we get F(G4(C6,v))=446 and so on. 

Proceeding like this we will get F index for bridge molecular graph is 

F(Gd(Cn,v))=[a+(n-2)×16]+[b+(n-3)×8](d-2). 

1.5 Program: 

The following is the Python program to calculate F-index for bridge molecular graph Gd(Cn,v): 

start = 70 

increment = 80 

k = int(input("Enter K value : ")) 

value = start + ((k-2) * 16 ) 

increment = increment + ((k-3) * 8) 

n = int(input("Enter number of digits")) 

for i in range(0,n): 

  print(value,end=",") 

  value = value + increment 

In this program we have chosen for our convenience a= 70 and increment = 80 so we can get F 

index for bridge molecular graph with any number of cycles. 

2.1 Bridge Molecular graph Gd(Cn, v1,v2,....vd)[25]: 

Let Cn be the cycle with n vertices. Then Gd(Cn,v1,v2,....vd) is a bridge molecular graph  in which 

d copies of Cn are present in such a way that successive Cn ’s are connected by an edge.  

2.2 Table for F - Index of Bridge Molecular Graph Gd(C3,v) 

S.No 
Number of  

Gd(C3,v) 
The F- Index 

Number of  

Gd(C3,v) 
The F- Index 

1 d=2 F(G)=86 d=7 F(G)=486 

2 d=3 F(G)=166 d=8 F(G)=566 

3 d=4 F (G)=246 d=9 F(G)=646 

4 d=5 F(G)=326 d=10 F(G)=726 

5 d=6 F(G)=406 d=11 F(G)=806 
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2.3 Table for F - Index of Bridge Molecular Graph Gd(C7,v) 

S.No 
Number of  

Gd(C7,v) 
The F- Index  

Number of  

Gd(C7,v) 
The F- Index  

1 d=2 F(G)=150 d=7 F(G)=710 

2 d=3 F(G)=262 d=8 F(G)=822 

3 d=4 F (G)=374 d=9 F(G)=934 

4 d=5 F(G)=486 d=10 F(G)=1046 

5 d=6 F(G)=598 d=11 F(G)=1158 

 

2.4 Table for F - Index of Bridge Molecular Graph Gd(C9,v) 

S.No 
Number of  

Gd(C9,v) 
The F- Index  

Number of  

Gd(C9,v) 
The F- Index  

1 d=2 F(G)=182 d=7 F(G)=822 

2 d=3 F(G)=310 d=8 F(G)=950 

3 d=4 F (G)=438 d=9 F(G)=1078 

4 d=5 F(G)=566 d=10 F(G)=1206 

5 d=6 F(G)=694 d=11 F(G)=1334 

 

 

 

  

Figure : Bridge Molecular Graph Gd(C5,v1,v2,...vd) 

 

 

 

Figure : Bridge Molecular Graph Gd(C6,v1,v2,...vd) 

Conclusion 

The F –index could be established to the bridge molecular graph for cyclic graphs with three 

vertices connected by a path, cyclic graph with four vertices and cyclic graph with any 

number of vertices connected by a path. 
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Abstract 

If distinct colours represent distinct technology types that are placed at the vertices of a simple 

graph in accordance to a minimum proper colouring, a disaster recovery strategy could rely on an 

answer to the question:”What is the maximum destruction, if any, the graph (a network) can 

undergo whilst ensuring that at least one of each technology type remain, in accordance to a 

minimum proper colouring of the remaining induced subgraph.” In this paper we introduce the 

notion of a chromatic core sub graph H of a given simple graph G in answer to the stated 

problem. Since for any subgraph H of G it holds that, χ(H) ≤ χ(G) the problem is well defined. 
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1 Introduction 

For general notation and concepts in graphs and digraphs see [1,3, 8]. We will write that a graph 

G has order ν(G) = n ≥ 1 and size ε(G) = p ≥ 0 with minimum and maximum degree δ(G) and 

∆(G), respectively. The degree of a vertex v ∈ V (G) is denoted dG(v) or when the context is 

clear, simply as d(v). Also, as a collective hence, without distinction, the vertices and the edges of 

a graph are called the elements of a graph. Unless mentioned otherwise all graphs G are finite, 

undirectedsimple graphs. 

We recall that if C = {c1,c2,c3,...,cn} and ` sufficiently large, is a set of distinct colours, a proper 

vertex colouring of a graph G denoted ϕ : V (G) →C is a vertex colouring such that no two 

distinct adjacent vertices have the same colour. The cardinality of a minimum set of colours 

which allows a proper vertex colouring of G is called the chromatic number of G and is denoted 

χ(G). When a vertex colouring is considered with colours of minimum subscripts the colouring is 

called a minimum parameter colouring. Unless stated otherwise we consider minimum parameter 

colour sets throughout this paper. 

2. Chromatic Core Subgraph 

We introduce the notion of a chromatic core subgraph H of a given simple graph G in answer to 

the stated problem.For a graph G its structural size is measured by its structor index denoted and 

defined as, si(G) = ν(G) + ε(G). We say that the smaller of graphs G and H is the graph satisfying 

the condition, min{si(G),si(H)}. If si(G) = si(H) the graphs are of equal structural size but not 

necessarily isomorphic. A straight forward example is the path, P4 and the star graph, S3. 

Definition 1.1. A 𝓙 -coloring of a graph G is a maximal proper coloring such that each vertex in 

G yields a rainbow neighborhood. Equally important is that not all graphs permit a rainbow 

neighborhood. See [5]. 

Definition 1.2. For a finite, undirected simple graph G of order (𝐺) = 𝑛 ≥ 1 a chromatic core 

subgraph H is a smallest induced subgraph H (smallest in respect of si(H)) such that, 𝜒(𝐻) =
𝜒(𝐺) See [4]. 

2 𝒥 -Chromatic core Sub graph of Cartesian product of Graphs  

The subsection begins with the results of Cartesian product of graphs G□H. For the Cartesian 

product the vertex set will be 𝑉(𝐺) × 𝑉(𝐻) ). Let 𝑉(𝐺) = {ui: 1 ≤ i ≤ 𝑚} and 

𝑉(𝐻) = {vj: 1 ≤ j ≤ 𝑚}. Recall that the Cartesian product of vertices (𝑢𝑖, 𝑣𝑗) and (𝑢𝑚, 𝑣𝑛) are 

adjacent (adj) if and only if, 𝑢𝑖 = 𝑢𝑚and𝑣𝑗  𝑎𝑑𝑗  𝑣𝑛 or 𝑣𝑗 = 𝑣𝑛and𝑢𝑖 𝑎𝑑𝑗 𝑢𝑚 . 

Theorem 2.1:Let the graphG and H beany pairwise combination of path or even cycle or 𝐾1  then 

the𝒥 -CCS G□H is 2K . 

Proof: LetG and H be anypairwise combination of path or an even cycle. Let

),,,,()( 321 muuuuGV  and ),,,,()( 321 nvvvvHV  . Now V(G□H)  = 𝑉(𝐺) × 𝑉(𝐻) . 

Then draw an edge between (𝑢𝑖, 𝑣𝑗) and (𝑢𝑚, 𝑣𝑛) if the following condition holds, (i.e) if 𝑢𝑖 =

𝑢𝑚and𝑣𝑗  𝑎𝑑𝑗  𝑣𝑛 or 𝑣𝑗 = 𝑣𝑛and𝑢𝑖  𝑎𝑑𝑗 𝑢𝑚 . The Cartesian graph G□Hadmits Johan colouring and 

its 𝒥 - number is 2. Also there exist a subgraph 2K with 𝒥 -number as 2. Hence, the 𝒥 -CCS is

2K  
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Theorem 2.2: Let 𝐾𝑚  and 𝐾𝑛  be a complete graph, then the 𝒥 -CCS of 𝐾𝑚□𝐾𝑛 is given by 

J-CCS (𝐾𝑚□𝐾𝑛) =  {
𝐾𝑚   if       n ≤  m − 1

   Kn           if       n > 𝑚 − 1
 

Proof:  Let Km and 𝐾𝑛 be both complete graph with m and n vertices respectively. 

Case (i) 𝒏 ≤ 𝒎− 𝟏  Let ),,,()( 321 mm uuuuKV   and ),,,()( 321 nn vvvvKV  , Now 

V(𝐾m□𝐾n)  = 𝑉(𝐾𝑚) × 𝑉(𝐾𝑛) , then draw an edge between (𝑢𝑖, 𝑣𝑗)  and  (𝑢𝑚, 𝑣𝑛)  if the 

following condition holds,(i.e) if 𝑢𝑖 = 𝑢𝑚and  𝑣𝑗𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑣𝑛 or 𝑣𝑗 = 𝑣𝑛 and 𝑢𝑖𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑚 .The Cartesian 

graph 𝐾𝑚□𝐾𝑛admits Johan colouring and its 𝒥- number is m. Also, there exist a subgraph𝐾𝑚 

with J-number as m. Hence, the 𝒥 -CCS of  𝐾𝑚□𝐾𝑛 is𝐾𝑚 ,   The Chromatic core sub graph of Km 

□ Kn is Km, for any complete graph of n ≤  m − 1 . 

Case (ii)  n > 𝑚 − 1then the proof is similar, but here the 𝒥 -number is n. Also, there exist a 

subgraph  𝐾𝑛with 𝒥-number as n. Hence, the 𝒥 -CCS of 𝐾𝑚□𝐾𝑛 is𝐾𝑛. 

Theorem 2.3: Let 𝐶𝑚 and 𝐶3 be the cycle graphs, then the 𝒥 -CCS of Cm□𝐶3is 𝐾3. 

Proof:  Let 𝐶𝑚 and 𝐶3  be cycle graphs. Let, ),,,()(
321 mm

uuuuCV  and 

),,()( 3213 vvvCV   Now, V(Cm□𝐶3)  = 𝑉(𝐶𝑚) × 𝑉(𝐶3),  then draw an edge between (𝑢𝑖, 𝑣𝑗) 

and  (𝑢𝑚, 𝑣3)  if the following condition holds,(i.e) if 𝑢𝑖 = 𝑢𝑚 and  𝑣𝑗𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑣3  or 𝑣𝑗 = 𝑣3  and 

𝑢𝑖𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑚 .The Cartesian graph 𝐾𝑚□𝐾𝑛admits Johan colouring and its 𝒥- number is 3.  Also, there 

exist a subgraph 𝐾3 with 𝒥 -number as 3. Hence, the 𝒥 -CCS of Cm□𝐶3is 𝐾3. 

Theorem 2.4: Let, the graph G be any pairwise combination of path 𝑃𝑚  or even cycle 𝐶𝑚 or 

complete graph 𝐾𝑛 ∶  𝑛 > 1 then, the 𝒥 -CCS of  𝐺□𝐾𝑛is𝐾𝑛. 

Proof: Let G be any pairwise combination of path or even cycle graph or complete graph  

𝐾𝑛 ∶  𝑛 > 1  and Let ),,,,()( 321 muuuuGV   and ),,,()( 321 nn vvvvKV  , Now, 

V(G□𝐾n)  = 𝑉(𝐺) × 𝑉(𝐾𝑛), Now draw an edge between (𝑢𝑖, 𝑣𝑗) and  (𝑢𝑚, 𝑣𝑛) if the following 

condition holds,(i.e) if 𝑢𝑖 = 𝑢𝑚 and  𝑣𝑗𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑣𝑛  or 𝑣𝑗 = 𝑣𝑛  and 𝑢𝑖𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑚  .The Cartesian graph 

G□𝐾𝑛admits Johan colouring and its 𝒥 - number is n. Also, there exist a subgraph 𝐾𝑛  with 

𝒥 -number as n. Hence, the 𝒥 -CCS of 𝐺□𝐾𝑛is𝐾𝑛. 

Remark 2.6: Let G be a any pairwise combination of 𝑃𝑚 or even cycle 𝐶𝑚 then for 𝑛 > 1  the  

𝒥 -CCS of 𝐾𝑛□𝐺is𝐾𝑛.. 

Conclusion 

The paper introduced the notion of achromatic core sub graph of Cartesian product of some 

simple graph in respect of Johan colouring. The field of research can be developed by 

generalizing the notion to edge colouring and other colorings such as local colouring, dynamic 

colouring, co-colouring, Grundy colouring, harmonious colouring, complete colouring, exact 

colouring, star colouring and etc., offers a wide scope. 
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1. Introduction: 

All graphs considered here are finite, connected, loopless and without multiple edges. Let 

G=(V,E) be a graph with n vertices and m edges. Here du represents the degree of a vertex 

u∈V(G) and uv represents the edge connecting by the vertices u and v.Thedutchwind-mill graph 

D3
m is also called friendship graph which is a graph obtained by taking m copies of the cycle C3 

with avertex in common whereas [4] explains more about dutchwind-mill graph .L(G) denotes the 

line graph[3] of G,i.e., the vertices of L(G) are the edges of G and two vertices of L(G) are 

adjacent if the corresponding edges of G are adjacent. The work in computation of topological 

indices of dutchwind-mill graph and windmill graphs are reported in [2,4]. A topological index 

also known as a connectivity index is a type of a molecular descriptor that is calculated based on 

the molecular graph.Topological indices are numerical parameter of a graph which characterize 

its topology and are usually graph invariant. Further results about some topological indices are 

explained in [6,7,8].Using these findings we have proved the following results. 
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Definition 1.1.  Let G=(V,E) be a molecular graph and du is the degree of the vertex u,then ABC 

index of G is defined as, ABC(G)=∑ √
𝑑𝑢+𝑑𝑣−2

𝑑𝑢𝑑𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(𝐺)  . 

Definition  1.2.  Let G be a graph then its fourth ABC index is defined as 𝐴𝐵𝐶4(𝐺) =

∑ √
𝑠𝑢+𝑠𝑣−2

𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(𝐺)   where su is the sum of the degrees of all neighbours of vertex u in G.  

i.e.,su=∑ 𝑑𝑣𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(𝐺) ,similarly for sv. 

Definition 1.3. For the graph G ,Randic  index is defined as  𝜒(𝐺) = ∑
1

√𝑑𝑢𝑑𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(𝐺) . It gives a 

quantitative assessment of branching of molecules. 

Definition  1.4. For a simple connected graph G,its sum connectivity index S(G) is defined as           

𝑆(𝐺) = ∑
1

√𝑑𝑢+𝑑𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(𝐺) .This index belongs to a family of Randic  like Indices and it was 

introduced by Zhou and Trinajstic. 

Definition 1.5. Let G be a graph and e= uv be an edge of G then Geometric Arithmetic index is 

defined as GA(G) = ∑
2√𝑑𝑢𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑢𝑑𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(𝐺)  and it was introduced by D.Vukicevic. 

Definition 1.6. For a Graph G the Fifth Geometric arithmetic index is defined as 𝐺𝐴5(𝐺) =

∑
2√𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑣

𝑠𝑢+𝑠𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(𝐺)  where Su is the sum of the degrees of all neighbors of the vertex u in G. 

2.Structural properties of 𝑳(𝑫𝟑
𝒎) 

 The Line  graph of 𝐷3
𝑚,  𝐿(𝐷3

𝑚) has 

(i) The number of vertices = 3m 

(ii) The number of edges = m(2m+1) 

(iii) m number of vertices of degree 2  

(iv) 2m number of vertices of degree 2m. 

The following are the figures of  Dutch-windmill graph and line graph of Dutch-windmill 

graph 
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3.Some topological indices of line graph of  D3
m 

Theorem:3.1. The atom bond connectivity index of line graph of dutch windmill graph is                                    

ABC (L(D3
m))=√2[𝑚 +

1

2
(2𝑚 − 1)

3

2 ]. 

Proof: We partition the edges of L(D3
m) into edges of the type E(du,dv).The number of  edges of 

the type E(2,2m) is 2m and E(2m,2m) is m(2m-1). 

Now ABC(G)=∑ √
𝑑𝑢+𝑑𝑣−2

𝑑𝑢𝑑𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(𝐺)  . 

i.e.,ABC(L(D3
m))=|𝐸2,2𝑚| ∑ √

𝑑𝑢+𝑑𝑣−2

𝑑𝑢𝑑𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(2,2𝑚)  + |𝐸2𝑚,2𝑚| ∑ √

𝑑𝑢+𝑑𝑣−2

𝑑𝑢𝑑𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(2𝑚,2𝑚)  

 =2m √
2+2𝑚−2

2(2𝑚)
 +m(2m-1) √

2𝑚+2𝑚−2

2𝑚(2𝑚)
 

∴ABC(L(D3
m)) =√2[𝑚 +

1

2
(2𝑚 − 1)

3

2 ]. 

Theorem 3.2. The Randic index of line graph of dutch windmill graph is 𝜒(L(D3
m))=

2m+2√𝑚−1

2
. 

Proof: We know that 𝜒(𝐺) = ∑
1

√𝑑𝑢𝑑𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(𝐺)  

i.e., 𝜒(L(D3
m))=|𝐸2,2𝑚| ∑ √

1

2(2𝑚)𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(2,2𝑚)  + |𝐸2𝑚,2𝑚| ∑ √
1

2𝑚(2𝑚)𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(2𝑚,2𝑚)  

                        =
2𝑚

√2(2𝑚)
+ 
𝑚(2𝑚−1)

√2𝑚(2𝑚)
 =
2𝑚+2√𝑚−1

2
 . 

Theorem:3.3.The Sum connectivity  index of line graph of dutch windmill graph is  

S(L(D3
m))=𝑚[√

2

1+𝑚
−

1

2√𝑚
+ √𝑚]. 

Proof: We know that 𝑆(𝐺) = ∑
1

√𝑑𝑢+𝑑𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(𝐺)  

i.e., S(L(D3
m))=|𝐸2,2𝑚| ∑ √

1

2+2𝑚𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(2,2𝑚)  + |𝐸2𝑚,2𝑚| ∑ √
1

2𝑚+2𝑚𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(2𝑚,2𝑚)  

                       =
2𝑚

√2+2𝑚
+ 
𝑚(2𝑚−1)

√2𝑚+2𝑚
   =  𝑚√

2

1+𝑚
+
𝑚(2𝑚−1)

2√𝑚
 

∴S(L(D3
m))=𝑚 [√

2

1+𝑚
−

1

2√𝑚
+ √𝑚]. 
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Theorem:3.4.The Geometric arithmetic  index of line graph of dutch windmill graph is  

GA(L(D3
m))=2m+2√𝑚-1. 

Proof:We know that 𝐺𝐴(𝐺) = ∑
2√𝑑𝑢𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑢𝑑𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(𝐺)  

i.e., GA(L(D3
m))=|𝐸2,2𝑚| ∑

2√2(2𝑚)

2(2𝑚)𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(2,2𝑚) + |𝐸2𝑚,2𝑚| ∑
2√2𝑚(2𝑚)

2𝑚(2𝑚)𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(2𝑚,2𝑚)  

                          =2m.
2√2(2𝑚)

2(2𝑚)
+ m(2m-1).

2√2𝑚(2𝑚)

2𝑚(2𝑚)
 

∴ GA(L(D3
m))=2m+2√𝑚-1. 

For finding the fourth atom bond connectivity index and fifth geometric arithmetic index for line 

graph of dutch windmill graph we take edge partition of (L(D3
m)) into edges of the type𝐸𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑣

∗  

where uv is an edge and Su is the sum of the degrees of all neighbours of vertex u in G.  

i.e.,su=∑ 𝑑𝑣𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(𝐺) .similarly for Sv.The following is an edge partition based on degree sum of 

neighbours of end vertices of each edge of (L(D3
m). 

𝐸
(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚,2(2𝑚))
∗   =  2m  ; 𝐸(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚,2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚)

∗   = m(2m-1) . 

 

Theorem:3.5.The fifth  Geometric arithmetic  index of line graph of dutch windmill graph is 

𝐺𝐴5(𝐿(𝐷3
𝑚))=m(2m-1)+4√2𝑚

3

2
√2𝑚2−𝑚+1

2𝑚2+𝑚+1
. 

Proof: We know that 𝐺𝐴5(𝐺) = ∑
2√𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑣

𝑠𝑢+𝑠𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(𝐺)  

𝐺𝐴5(𝐿(𝐷3
𝑚))=|𝐸

(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚,2(2𝑚))
∗ | ∑

2√𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑣

𝑠𝑢+𝑠𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸

(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚,2(2𝑚))
∗   +       

|𝐸(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚,2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚)
∗ | ∑

2√𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑣

𝑠𝑢+𝑠𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚,2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚)

∗  

                  =2m
2√(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚)(2(2𝑚))

2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚+2(2𝑚)
   +  m(2m-1) 

2√(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚)(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚)

2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚+2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚
 

                 =4m 
√2𝑚(2𝑚2−𝑚+1)

2𝑚2+𝑚+1
  +m(2m-1) 

∴ 𝐺𝐴5(𝐿(𝐷3
𝑚))=m(2m-1)+4√2𝑚

3

2
√2𝑚2−𝑚+1

2𝑚2+𝑚+1
. 

Theorem:3.6. The fourth atom bond connectivity index of Line graph of dutch windmill 

graph is 𝐴𝐵𝐶4(𝐿(𝐷3
𝑚)) =

𝑚

2𝑚2−𝑚+1
[√4𝑚3 +𝑚 + 1 + (𝑚 −

1

2
)√2(4𝑚2 − 2𝑚 + 1)]. 
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Proof: We know that 𝐴𝐵𝐶5(𝐺) = ∑ √
𝑠𝑢+𝑠𝑣−2

𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(𝐺)  

𝐴𝐵𝐶5(𝐿(𝐷3
𝑚))=|𝐸

(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚,2(2𝑚))
∗ | ∑ √

𝑠𝑢+𝑠𝑣−2

𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸

(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚,2(2𝑚))
∗ +       

|𝐸(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚,2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚)
∗ | ∑ √

𝑠𝑢+𝑠𝑣−2

𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑣
𝑢𝑣∈𝐸(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚,2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚)

∗  

                           =2m√
(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚)+(2(2𝑚))−2

(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚)(2(2𝑚))
  +  m(2m-1) √

(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚)+(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚)−2

(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚)(2+(2𝑚−1)2𝑚)
 

                           =m√
4𝑚2+2𝑚

4𝑚3−2𝑚2+2𝑚
   +  

𝑚(2𝑚−1)

4𝑚2−2𝑚+2
√8𝑚2 − 4𝑚 + 2 

∴  𝐴𝐵𝐶4(𝐿(𝐷3
𝑚)) =

𝑚

2𝑚2 −𝑚 + 1
[√4𝑚3 +𝑚 + 1 + (𝑚 −

1

2
)√2(4𝑚2 − 2𝑚 + 1)]. 

 

Conclusion: 

We found the analytic formula for ABC index,ABC4 index, Sum connectivity index, Randic 

connectivity index, GA index and GA5 index  for line graph of dutch windmill graph. 
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Abstract:  In this paper, a new type of colouring called J-colouring is introduced. We discuss 

johan colouring for path, cycle, complete graph, fan graph, friendship graph, graph power and 

their complement graphs and dual of tree, cycle, friendship graph and their complement graph 

and  johan colouring for rooted product, series and parallel composition, zig-zag product on some 

simple graphs. 
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1. Introduction: For general notations and concepts, we refer to  [1].For definitions of  colouring 

we refer [4][5 .  Unless specified, all graphs mentioned in this paper are simple, connected 

graphs.A colouring of a graph is an assignment of colors to its vertices so that no two adjacent 

vertices have the same colour.  The chromatic number χ (G) of a graph G is the minimum number 

of distinct colours that allow a proper colouring of G. Such a colouring is called chromatic 

colouring. In this paper, we study the graphs admitting chromatic colourings subject to certain 

conditions. 

2. Some basic definitions: 

2.1: Rainbow neighbourhood: [5] A rainbow neighbourhood of a graph G, which admits a 

chromatic colouring, is the closed neighbourhood  N[v] of a vertex v 𝜖 V(G) which contains 

atleast one coloured vertex of each colour in the chromatic colouring of G. The number of 

vertices in G yielding rainbow neighbourhood is called the rainbow neighbourhood number of the 

graph G, denoted by 𝛾χ(G). 

2.2: Johan Colouring: [4] A proper k- colouring of a graph G is called the Johan Colouring or 

the J-colouring of G if C is the maximal colouring such that every vertex of G belongs to a 

rainbow neighbourhood of G. 

2.3: Fan Graph: [8]  A fan graph Fm,n is defined as the graph join K̅m+Pn, where K̅m is the 

empty graph on m nodes and Pn is the path graph on n nodes. 

2.4: Friendship Graph: [7] The friendship graph Fn is a planar undirected graph with 2n+1 

vertices and 3n edges. The friendship graph Fn can be constructed by joining n copies of the cycle 

graph C3 with a common vertex. 

2.5: Parallel Composition: [2] The parallel composition Pc =Pc(X,Y) of two TTGs X and Y is a 

TTG created from the disjoint union of graphs X and Y by merging the sources of X and Y to 

create the source of Pc and merging the sinks of X and Y to create the sink of Pc. 

2.6: Series Composition: [2] The series composition Sc =Sc(X,Y) of two TTGs X and Y is a 

TTG created from the disjoint union of graphs X and Y by merging the sink of X with the source 

of Y. The source of X becomes the source of Sc and the sink of Y becomes the sink of Sc. 
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2.7: Rooted Product: [3]Let H be a labelled graph on n vertices. Let G be a sequence of n rooted 

graphs G1,G2,…Gn. Then by H(G) we denote the graph obtained by identifying the root of Gi with 

the ith vertex of  H. We call H(G) the rooted product of H by G.  

2.8: Zig-Zag Product: [6] The Zig-Zag product of regular graphs G,H denoted by GοH, takes a 

large graph (G) and small graph (H), and produces a graph that approximately inherits the size of 

the large one but the degree of the small one. An important property of the Zig-Zag product is 

that if H is a good expander, then the expansion of the resulting graph is only slightly worse than 

the expansion of G. 

3. Johan Colouring for some simple graphs and their Complement graphs 

Remark 3.1: PathPnis Johan Colourable and  P̅n be the complement of path Pn , n ≥ 3. Then  

P̅n  is johan colourable when n is even, and not johan colourable when n is odd. 

Remark 3.2:Let Cn be the Cycle graph with n ≥ 4 vertices. The graphs Cn and C̅n are Johan 

colourable when n is even, and they are not Johan colourable when n is odd. 

Remark3.3: Complete graph Km  is Johan colourable andthe complement graph of  Km  has 

isolated vertices in which we can  not discuss johan colouring. 

Remark3.4: Fan Graph is Johan colourable and Complement Graph of  Fan graph is not Johan 

colourable. 

Theorem 3.5:Friendship graph Fn is Johan colourable and F̅n is not Johan colourable, for n≥2. 

Proof: The friendship graph Fn is a planar undirected graph with 2n+1 vertices and 3n edges. The 

friendship graph Fn can be constructed by joining n copies of the cycle graph C3 with a common 

vertex. Since, common vertex is adjacent to the remaining vertices, we assign propercolours to Fn. 

We conclude χ (Fn) = 3. Exactly one vertex in F̅n , that is the common vertex in Fn is not 

adjacent to the remaining vertices. Therefore, F̅n is disconnected. Isolated vertex  do not  satisfy 

the rainbow neighbourhood, hence  F̅n is not johan colourable. 

Result 3.6:Let Tn* be the dual of tree Tn, then Tn* is not Johan Colourable and the Complement 

graph of Tn* has isolated vertex in which we can not discuss Johan Colouring.                                                                                                                                      

Result 3.7:Let Cn* bethe dual of cycle Cn, then Cn* is Johan Colourable and the complement 

graph of Cn* has isolated vertices in which we can not discuss Johan Colourable. 

4. Johan Colouring for Rooted, Zig-Zag product and Series and Parallel composition 

Graphs 

Theorem 4.1: Let Cn be the cycle graph, with n even and Tm be the tree graph. Then Rooted 

product G = CnʘTm is Johan Colourable. 

Proof: We know that graph Cn is johan colourable when n is even and graph Tm is johan 

colourable. We can construct rooted product of Cn and Tm , therefore the graph G is a graph with 

(nm) vertices and (nm) edges, We assign proper colours to the vertices of G. We conclude that 

the chromatic number of G is two. χ(G)=2. Every vertex in G belongs to a rainbow 

neighbourhood, hence graph G is johan colourable. 

Remark 4.2: Let Cn be the cycle graph, with n odd and Tm be the tree graph. Then Rooted 

product G = CnʘTm is not Johan Colourable. 
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Theorem 4.3: Let Fn be the friendship graph and Tm be the tree graph. Then Rooted product G = 

FnʘTm is not Johan Colourable. 

Proof: We know that graph Fn is johan colourable and graph Tm is johan colourable. We can 

construct rooted product G of Fn and Tm , therefore the graph G has (2n+1)(m) vertices and 

(2nm+n+m-1) edges. χ(G)=3. Every vertex in G does not belong to a rainbow neighbourhood, 

hence graph G is not johan colourable. 

Theorem 4.4: Let G be a 2 regular graph and H be a P2. Then Zig-Zag Product of Z = G ® H is 

Johan Colourable. 

Proof: Let G be a 2 regular graph with n vertices and degree of each vertex is two, H be a P2 

graph with 2 vertices. We can construct Zig-Zag product. As a first stage, we replace every vertex 

of G by a copy of H. χ(Z) = 2. Every vertex in Z belongs to a rainbow neighbourhood, hence 

graph Z is johan colourable. 

Theorem 4.5: Let Cn be the cycle graph and Tm be the tree graph. Then Series CompositionSc = 

Sc(Cn,Tm) is Johan Colourable when n is even, and not Johan Colourable when n is odd. 

Proof: Case 1: Let n be even. We choose two different vertices s and t called source and sink in 

Cn and Tm. We can construct Series composition of Cn and Tm. The disjoint union of graphs Cn 

and Tm is obtained by merging the sink of Cn with the source of Tm. The source of Cn becomes the 

source of Sc and sink of Tm becomes the sink of Sc. Therefore the graph Sc has (n+m-1) vertices 

and  (n+m-1) edges.  χ(Sc) = 2. Every vertex in Scbelongs to a rainbow neighbourhood, hence 

graph Sc is johan colourable. 

Case 2: Let n be odd. The graph Sc has (n+m-1) vertices and (n+m-1) edges.  χ(Sc) = 3. The graph 

Sc containatleast one pendent vertex. That pendent vertex does not satisfy rainbow 

neighbourhood, therefore every vertex in Sc does not belong to a rainbow neighbourhood. Hence 

graph Sc is not johan colourable. 

Result 4.6: Let Fn and Fm be friendship graphs. Then Series Composition Sc=Sc(Fn,Fm) is Johan 

Colourable.                                                                                                                    

Theorem 4.7: Let Fn and Fm be Friendship graphs. Then Parallel Composition Pc = Pc(Fn,Fm)is 

Johan Colourable. 

Proof: We know that Friendship graph is johancolourable. The disjoint union of graphs Fn and 

Fm is obtained by merging the sources of Fn and Fm to create the source of Pc and merging the 

sinks of Fn and Fm to create the sink of Pc. We know that χ(Pc) = 3. Every vertex in Pc  belongs to 

a rainbow neighbourhood, hence graph Pcis johan colourable. 

Result 4.8: Let Kn be the Complete graph and Pm be the path graph. Then Parallel Composition 

Pc=Pc(Kn,Pm) is not Johan colourable, when n≥4 and m≥3. 

Conclusion:  In this paper, the Johan colouring of  graphs and their complement graphs, johan 

colouring for graph operations on some simple graphs have been found out . This can be extended 

to many other graph classes. Such as  digraphs, Euler graphs, Hamiltonian graphs etc... 
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ABSTRACT 

Motivated by the concept of Minimum Covering energy𝐸𝐶(𝐺) of a graph [2],  emerged the idea 

of minimum dominating energy𝐸𝐷(𝐺)  of a graph and the authors have computed minimum 

dominating energies of a star graph, complete graph, crown graph and cocktail graphs in [ 3 ]. In 

this article we applied the concept of the Minimum dominating energy to Friendship graph. 
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Minimum dominating set, Minimum dominating matrix, Minimum dominating eigenvalues, 

Minimum dominating energy of a graph 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

The concept of energy of a graph was introduced by I. Gutman [1] in the year 1978. Let G be a 

graph of order n with vertex set V= {𝑣1, 𝑣2, … , 𝑣𝑛} and edge set E. The adjacency matrix of G is 

the n × n matrix 𝐴(𝐺), whose entries 𝑎𝑖𝑗 (real values) takes the value as ; 𝑎𝑖𝑗 = 1 if 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑗  are 

adjacent and  𝑎𝑖𝑗 = 0 otherwise. The eigenvalues of A(𝐺)  are the eigenvalues of G whose sum is 

equal to zero. Since matrix of A(𝐺) is real and symmetric, its eigenvalues are real numbers and 

are labeled as 𝜆1 > 𝜆2 > ⋯ > 𝜆𝑟  , 𝑟 ≤ 𝑛 . Then the Energy of the graph G is defined as: 





n

i

iGE
1

)(   
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C.Adiga, Bayad, Gutman, Srinivas in the year 2012 [2] presented the topic “Minimum covering 

energy of a graph”, where the concept of minimum covering eigenvalues was introduced and the 

energy was given by 𝐸𝐶(𝐺)= 


n

i 1

|𝜆𝑖| . 

Motivated by the above paper, M. R. Rajesh Kanna, B.N. Dharmendra, G. Sridhara( 2013)[3] 

came up with the concept of “Minimum dominating  energy of a graph”. 

2. DEFINITIONS 

2.1THE MINIMUM DOMINATING ENERGY 

Let G be a simple graph of order n with vertex set V = {𝑣1, 𝑣2, … , 𝑣𝑛} and edgeset E. A subset D 

of V is called a dominating set of G if every vertex of V- D isadjacent to some vertex in D. Any 

dominating set with minimum cardinalityis called a minimum dominating set. Let D be a 

minimum dominating set ofa graph G. The minimum dominating matrix of G is the n × n matrix 

definedby 𝐴𝐷(𝐺) =  𝑎𝑖𝑗, where 

 

1 if 𝑣𝑖𝑣𝑗 ∈ 𝐸 

𝑎𝑖𝑗  =        1 if  𝑖 = 𝑗 and  𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝐷 

0 otherwise. 

The characteristic polynomial of  𝐴𝐷(𝐺)  is denoted by  det ( 𝜆𝐼 −  𝐴𝐷(𝐺) ). The minimum 

dominating eigenvalues of the graph G are the eigenvalues of 𝐴𝐷(𝐺) . Since 𝐴𝐷(𝐺)  is real and 

symmetric, its eigenvalues are realnumbers and we label them in non-increasing order𝜆1 > 𝜆2 >
⋯ > 𝜆𝑟  , 𝑟 ≤ 𝑛 . Theminimum dominating energy of G is defined as 

𝐸𝐷(𝐺)  = 


n

i 1

|𝜆𝑖| . 

Note that the trace of  𝐴𝐷(𝐺) = Domination Number = k. 

EXAMPLE 

Consider the following graph G with vertices 𝑣1, 𝑣2, 𝑣3. 

Let the Minimum Dominating set D= {𝑣1}. 
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 Then 𝐴𝐷(𝐺)= [
1 1 1
1 0  1 
1 1 0

].  Characteristic equation is 𝜆3 − 𝜆2 − 3𝜆 − 1 = 0.  

Minimum dominating eigenvalues are 𝜆 =  −1, 1 + √2𝑎𝑛𝑑 1 − √2 

Minimum dominating Energy , 𝐸𝐷(𝐺) = 1 + 1 + √2 + 1 + √2  = 3 + 2√2. 

2.2 FRIENDSHIP GRAPH 

The Friendship graph (or Dutch windmill graph or n-fan) Fn is a planar undirected 

graphconstructed by joining n copies of the cycle graph C3 with a common vertex. 

 
 

𝑭𝟐𝑭𝟑𝑭𝟒 

3. THE MINIMUM DOMINATING ENERGY OF FRIENDSHIP GRAPH 

Theorem 3.1 

For n ≥ 2, the minimum dominating energy of the Friendship graph of order 2𝑛 + 1  is  𝐸𝐷(𝐹𝑛) = 

(2𝑛 + 1)  + √2𝑛 

Proof. 

Let 𝐹𝑛 be thecolored Friendship graph with with Vertex set V= {𝑣1, 𝑣2, … , 𝑣2𝑛+1} 

The minimum dominating set is D= {𝑣1 } . Then the minimum dominating  matrix is  

𝐴𝐷(𝐹𝑛)   =  

(

 
 

1 1 1
1 0 1

⋯
   1   1
    0   0

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
1 0 0
1 0 0

⋯
0   1
1   0 )

 
 

(2𝑛+1 ×  2𝑛+1)

 

The Characteristic polynomial is [𝜆 + 1]𝑛[𝜆 − 1]𝑛−1[𝜆 − (1 ± √2𝑛 )] 

The Minimum dominating eigenvalues are 

λ = (1 ± √2𝑛 ) 

                               λ = -1[ 𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 ] 

λ = 1[ (𝑛 − 1)𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 ] 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planar_graph
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Undirected_graph
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Undirected_graph
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cycle_graph
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The Minimum dominating  energy is , 

𝐸𝐷(𝐹𝑛) = 


n

i 1

|𝜆𝑖| 

=|1 + √2𝑛|1 + |1 − √2𝑛| + |−1| 𝑛 + |1| (𝑛 − 1) 

                                        =  2 + √2𝑛 +  𝑛 + 𝑛 − 1 

                                        = 2 + √2𝑛 +  2𝑛 − 1 

∴   The Minimum dominating energy of the Friendship graph is (2𝑛 + 1)  +  √2𝑛 

 

CONCLUSION 

In this article, the Minimum dominating energy of Friendship graph is determined.It can be 

concluded thatMinimum dominating energy depends on the minimumdominating set and it can be 

applied to other graphs and the values can be determined provided they satisfy their 

corresponding mathematical aspects. 
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ABSTRACT:  

    In this paper we study the markovian queuing system with homogenous servers. The arrival 

process follows Poisson and service process follows exponential distribution. There are c servers 

with uniform service rate and each arriving customer requires exactly one server for its service.  
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The model is analyzed under finite capacity N where the queue discipline followed in this model 

is FCFS. Thus an effective time-dependent transient solution for M/M/c/N queuing model is 

derived by using generating function technique and thereby solving simple difference differential 

equations. 

KEYWORDS: 

        Difference differential equation, Modified Bessel function, Laplace transforms, System size. 

INTRODUCTION: 

        “A common situation occurring in everyday life is that of queuing or waiting line. A.K 

Erlang who is called the father of Queuing theory has published his articles relating to the study 

of congestion in telephone traffic. Philippe Nain [6] explained the stochastic birth–death Markov 

process which turned to be a highly suitable modeling tool for many queuing process. Harrison 

Peter & Patel [1] discussed about the M/M/c queue. Kendall [3] explained for c servers which are 

exponentially distributed. It is a generalization of the M/M/1 queue which considers only a single 

server. Parthasarathy [4] analyzed the transient solution for the number of customers in the 

system with single server. Furthermore Parthasarathy [5] also simplified the transient solutions 

for the infinite server in M/M/c queue and deduced the steady state probabilities. In this paper we 

obtain the elegant expressions for the transient solution for M/M/c/N model. 

The difference differential equations for the system are, 
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With   ninP 0 , the Kronecker symbol  &  represents the arrival and service rates 

respectively. If we define  
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Equation (4) is differentiated partially with respect to‘t’. 
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Applying some algebra simplifications, then the above eqn becomes,  
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The solution of partial differential equation (6) becomes 
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Modified Bessel function:

 

Clearly known that  c2 , 
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Here ).(nI is the modified Bessel function. Using this in eqn (7) and comparing the coefficients 

of 
nz on both sides, we get for n=1,2… 
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                                                                              ________________________(8) 

By Substituting  0n  in eqn (8) and applying Bessel function we get, 
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                                                                                                   __________________________(9) 

Since the left hand side of eqn (8) does not contain any negative powers of z then, sub n=-n in the 

right hand side of (8), and using the Bessel inequality, it equates with zero yields,
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By using (8) & (10) applying Bessel inequality we get  
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For solving the probabilities we consider the system of equation as 
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1cI  is a column vector of order c-1 which have 1 in the last place and zero in the remaining 

places. Eqn (12) becomes  
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Taking Laplace transforms of (9) and using (14) simplifies that, 
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cckj sd  is a matrix of order c-1 
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We see that )(sd kj



 are all rational algebra functions in s. In particular the leading coefficient 

equal to 1 and cofactors of the diagonal are polynomials in s of degree c-2. Hence the inverse 

transform can be found out by using partial fraction decomposition method. 

Let Sm be the characteristic roots of the matrix D also using the partial fraction method we get 
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Thus 
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By taking Laplace inverse of the above equation we obtain the time dependent probability of the 

model. 

CONCLUSION: 

             We obtained the time dependent solutions for the M/M/c model with finite capacity using 

generating functions. By applying this model we examined the relationship between Insulin and 

Insulin receptors in Adipose tissue [2]. We plan to extend our work for obtaining some 

performance measures for M/M/c/N.          
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The thyroid gland is an endocrine gland in neck. It secretes two hormones and these hormones are 

necessary for all the cells in body to work normally. The over secretion or under secretion of the 

hormones causes change in metabolism of the body cells. In this paper, we consider M/M/4 

queueing system with heterogeneous servers subject to catastrophes as our base model and with 

the aid of our model, we are analyzing allopathic-medication which will balance the hormonal 

level and thereby find the best drug to cure the disorders in transient-state. 

Keywords: Thyroid hormones, Hypothyroidism, Hyperthyroidism, Thyroid hormone receptors, 

Thyroid-Stimulating Hormone (TSH), Allopathic-Medicine and Transient-state solution. 

Introduction 

 The thyroid gland secretes two hormones that are released into blood: Thyroxine(T4) and 

Triiodothyronine(T3). The hormone releases from the thyroid gland is maintained by thyroid-

stimulating hormone(TSH) which is regulated from the Anterior Pituitary Gland, which itself is 

controlled by thyrotropin-releasing hormone(TRH) produced by the Hypothalamus. These 

hormones which is biologically active and govern the metabolism of the body cells. In other 

words, it controls the speed with which body cells work. If the hormones are secreted more than 

normal subsequently the body cells works faster than normal, which shows Hyperthyroidism. If 

too little of the thyroid hormones are produced, then the cells and organs of body slow down its 

activity, which indicates Hypothyroidism. 

 Receptors, function as hormone-activated transcription factors. Mammalian thyroid 

hormone receptors are encoded by two gene, designated alpha and beta. Further, the primary 

transcript for each gene can be alternatively spliced, generating different alpha and beta receptor 

isoforms. Currently, four different thyroid hormone receptors are recognized: alpha-1, alpha-2, 

beta-1, and beta-2. 

 

 

https://projecteuclid.org/euclid.aoms/1177728975#author-euclidaoms1177728975KendallDavidG
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Numerical Solution 

Models in Queueing System, are developed by differential equations with respect to time 

in case of Transient Analysis and differential equations with independent on time(time=0) in case 

of Steady-State Analysis. In order to find numerical solutions to ordinary differential equations, 

few numerical methodologies can be utilized to obtain values. For example, Runge-Kutta method, 

Euler’s method and Boundary Value method. 

The relationship between insulin level and number of insulin receptors has studied with 

application of queueing theory logic by C.Kandemir and L.Cavas(2007). From a textbook of 

receptor pharmacology, drug- receptor interaction has detailed by Jenkinson.D.H(1996) in 

classical view. In 1997, Kenakin.T analyzed the interaction of drug and receptor in 

pharmacologic view-point. A numerical approach to queueing system has discussed by A.Nellai 

Murugan and S.Vijayakumari Saradha in 2015. 

Relating the four different thyroid hormone receptors with four heterogeneous servers of 

the considered queueing model, the rate of behavior of drugs in the receptors can be analyzed. 

Runge-Kutta 4th order methodology is utilized to calculate the required numerical values to the 

data. Further, in this paper we examine Allopathic treatment and moreover we are analyzing 

which drug is the best one for thyroid disorders. 

Basic Elements 

 The Queueing model, “Transient Solution Of A M/M/4 Queue With Heterogeneous 

Servers Subject To Catastrophes” is considered as a basic concept for this paper. The idea is to 

replace the four heterogeneous servers of the queueing model to be the four thyroid hormone 

receptors bind DNA. Thyroid gland failure or malfunctions of brain or heart or etc., are subject to 

be the catastrophes. The arrival in the system is nothing but the drugs which is consumed to deal 

with thyroid hormone disorders. The basic elements of the performance measures of our queueing 

system is considered as follows,
 

qL Expected level of drug absorbed by the receptors. 

sL Expected level of TSH absorbed in DNA.
 

qW Expected level of drug linger by the receptor.
 

sW  Expected level of TSH required in DNA after the reaction of drug.
 

Transient-State Solution 

 The performance measures of transient-state equations of finite servers are considered 

and by taking c=4 for our model. Thus, various performance measures are 
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 The value of Expected level of drugs absorbed by the receptors and Expected level of 

TSH absorbed in DNA are expected to be higher will produce good improvement in health. Then 

the values of Expected level of drug linger by the receptors and Expected level of TSH required 

in DNA after the reaction of drug should be low in level for the best result. 

Allopathic Medication 

 Allopathic Medication is one of the system of medical practice. It aims to cure disease 

with the remedies(as drugs or surgery). The Expression “Allopathic” was coined in 19 th century 

by Samuel Hahnemann(1755-1843), who was the creator of Homeopathy also. This medication 

was based on balancing four “humors”(a system of medicine detailing the makeup and workings 

of human body), i.e., blood, phlegm, yellow bile and black bile, where diseases caused by excess 

of one humor and which should be thus treated with its opposite. This description continued to be 

used to describe anything that was not homeopathy. The following are most prescribed drugs. 

Hypothyroidism-Drugs Hyperthyroidism-Drugs 

Levothyroxine Methimazole 

Armour Thyroid Carbimazole 

Liothyronine Propylthiouracil 

Liotrix
 

Potassium Iodide 

Numerical Solution-Hypothyroidism 

The drug contains synthetic hormones which brings the hormonal level to normal 

condition. In case of hypothyroidism, the man-made hormones in the drug should increase the 

hormonal level. We are assuming that the level of drugs accepted by the four receptors are taken 

as service rates, the level of drug actually intake by the patient is considered as arrival rate and 

the occurrence level of catastrophes and the value of initial probability[P0(0)] are always constant. 

Using Runge-Kutta 4th order, the numerical values of the reaction of receptors towards the drugs 

is calculated for each drug separately and the values are tabulated below. 

Drugs Armour Thyroid Levothyroxine Liothyronine Liotrix 

 1.00  
0.567142 0.571681 0.573141 0.592327 

 1.01  
0.321923 0.308779 0.315695 0.303269 

 1.02  
0.093111 0.085096 0.089806 0.078353 

 1.03  
0.017892 0.015984 0.016993 0.014093 

 1.04  
0.002924 0.002804 0.002989 0.002449 

 1.05  
0.002838 0.002734 0.002303 0.001155 

 1.06  
0.002782 0.002529 0.002075 0.000946 

 1.07  
0.002627 0.002359 0.002491 0.000937 

 1.08  
0.002525 0.002358 0.002489 0.000936 

Table-1 
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Transient-State Solution: Transient-state(Dependent on time) values are calculated with the 

help of Table-1 and the values are tabulated. The calculated values of Lq, Ls, Wq and Ws for each 

drug represents the behavior of drug towards the thyroid hormone receptors. 

Drugs 
qL  sL  qW  sW  

Armour Thyroid 0.0307808 0.566728 0.0375376 0.6911323 

Levothyroxine 0.0262716 0.540422 0.0375309 0.7717452 

Liothyronine 0.0246734 0.597866 0.0379591 0.9197933 

Liotrix 0.0237195 0.571165 0.0395320 0.9519412 
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0.031
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The level of absorption of the drug increases with time in transient-state. If more the absorption 

level by the receptors and in DNA(
qL and

sL
 
respectively), thereby we observe that there is good 

improvement in balancing the hormones and when the absorption is high the requirement of drug 

for balancing hormones and the drug reminds unabsorbed by the receptor (
sW and 

qW  

respectively) should decrease. Here the drug Armour Thyroid shows the high in the absorption 

level(
qL ) and also the least value of requirement of hormones(

sW ). Even though its absorption 

level is low in 
sL , it satisfies the requirement of hormones and thereby show lower value in 

sW

and second lower value in 
qW

.
 Thus, the drug Armour Thyroid is the better one to cure 

hypothyroidism in transient-state. 

Numerical Solution-Hyperthyroidism 

In case of hyperthyroidism, the drug should reduced the production of excess thyroid 

hormones and thus to control the hormone level in equilibrium. The service rates, arrival value, 

catastrophes, initial probability, transient-state probabilities and steady-state probabilities are 

considered as same as in case of hypothyroidism. Numerical values are also found in same 

methodology and the values are tabulated. 

 

Drugs Methimazole Propylthiouracil Potassium Iodide Carbimazole 

 1.00  
0.567142 0.571681 0.573141 0.592327 

 1.01  
0.321923 0.308779 0.315694 0.303269 

 1.02  
0.093111 0.085096 0.089806 0.078353 

 1.03  
0.017892 0.015984 0.016993 0.014093 

 1.04  
0.002924 0.002804 0.002989 0.002449 

 1.05  
0.002838 0.002734 0.002303 0.001155 

 1.06  
0.002782 0.002529 0.002075 0.000946 

 1.07  
0.002627 0.002359 0.002491 0.000937 

 1.08  
0.002525 0.002358 0.002489 0.000936 

Table-2 
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Transient-State Solution: the following table values are calculated with the aid of table-2. 

Drugs 
qL  sL  qW  sW  

Methimazole 0.026383 0.546828 0.037689 0.781184 

Propylthiouracil 0.024299 0.524299 0.039192 0.845644 

Potassium Iodide 0.023882 0.376823 0.039803 0.628039 

Carbimazole 0.009605 0.509605 0.048024 2.548024 
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 Thus, from the Table-2 and graph above, for time dependent factor, the drug methimazole  

shows high range in 
qL and 

sL , very low in 
qW

 
and then second lower in 

sW . Hence, moreover 

the drug Methimazole is seem to be the best and it reduce the excess thyroid hormones secretion 

in the Hyperthyroidism disorder in transient-state condition. 

Conculsion 

 Therefore, our considered queueing model is being the base for the current paper in 

analyzing the performance of drugs in curing both hypo and hyper thyroid disorders using 

allopathic medication. Numerical values are found using runge-kutta 4th order method and line 

graphs are drawn for the calculated performance measures values for transient-state equations. 

Then, the best medicines for curing thyroid disease is established. 
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Abstract: 

  In this paper  c parallel servers markovian queuing model is taken into consideration. The 

arrival in this model are allowed to join the queue according to a Poisson distribution and the 

service rate takes place according to an exponential distribution. For this model we find a 

transient solution of multiple server heterogeneous queuing system in which there are infinite 

number of c servers with different service rate and each arriving customer requires one server for 

its service. The explicit time dependant probabilities of system size are obtained and the 

numerical illustration are calculated using Runga-kutta method.           

Keywords:  

                  Transient Analysis, Laplace transform, Runga-kutta method 

Introduction: 

    Queuing theory is the mathematical study of waiting lines, or queues. The first paper on 

queuing theory was published in 1909 by A.K.Erlang. Parthasarathy [3] solved a time-dependant 
for the number in a single server queuing system with poission arrival and exponent service time. 

Shyam sundar [5] in his paper deals with the erlangian queuing system with time dependant 

framework. Vijayashree and Janani [6]obtained an explicit expressions for the time dependent 

system size probabilities using Laplace transform and generating function techniques. 
Dharmaraja and Rakesh Kumar [1] studied the markovian queuing system with heterogeneous 

servers and catastrophes. Krishna kumar  and Arivudainambi  [2] discussed the asymptotic 

behavior of the probability of the server being idle and obtained the steady state probabilities for 

the same .Sherif I Ammar [4] derived an explicit solution for M/M/1 queue where the server is 

allowed to take vacation whenever the system is empty for a random period of time. 

Model description 

   We consider a multi-server heterogeneous queuing system in which the arrival occurs 

according to the Poisson process. There are infinite number of servers in the system with different 

service rate i .The transient state time dependant probabilities are calculated and the numerical 

illustration are carried out for different values of λ and µ.The cost function corresponding to 

numerical analysis are tabulated. 
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By standard methods, the system of Kolmogorov differential difference equations governing the 

process is given by 

  Define 
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Adding equs. 7 & 8 and using equ 5 we get 
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By solving partial differential equ .9 using integrating factor, yields,  
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Using modified Bessel function , 
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Using equ 11 in equ 10 we get 
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Comparing the coefficients of zn we get, 

 

Comparing the terms free from z on either side of equ. (12),we get 
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As P(z,t) does not contain terms with negative power of z, replacing the right side of equ.13 by -

n, we get 
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On simplifying equ.15 we get 
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Taking Laplace transform of equation 14, we obtain 
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Numerical Illustration: 

 For the purpose of numerical illustration we take into consideration a special case of 

homogenous transient c server infinite model and use the method of Runge kutta by varying the 

values of λ and µ in equations (1) and (4). 

COST EQUATION : 

   Here optimum cost value is taken as energy value which can be written as  

)()()()( 0 NCtBCtLCtC rh  where, 

Ch  : Holding cost per unit time for each customer present in the system
  

C0  : Cost per unit time for keeping the server on and in operation
  

Cr  : Reward per unit time as the server is doing secondary work. 

Table 1: Cost calculation with respect to λ and µ 

Cost - varying time λ=0.30     λ= 0.31   λ= 0.32    
C(.1) 259.4021 273.6007  288.5660 

C(.2) 271.0545 285.4512 302.7119 

C(.3) 294.4680 301.2638 317.0571 

C(.4) 317.0072 315.2325 333.3889 

C(.5) 333.9777 328.9461 347.4858 

 

From Table 1, we find that the calculated cost values increases as the probability values  increases 

from 0.1 to 0.5. This calculation is done for different arrival rates by varying the values of λ from 

0.3 to 0.32 by keeping service rate as µ as 0.5 . The above table gives clear description that the 

energy values keeps on increasing with increase in time. 

Discussion:  

Most of the heterogeneous server queuing system dealt in the literature have analyzed  steady 

state probabilities ,very few papers have discussed about the transient behavior. Those papers that 

have discussed the transient behavior have dealt with the single server queuing model ,but in this 

paper we have discussed a c server infinite model with heterogeneous server where the server 

behavior changes from time to time. A numerical illustration gives a clear picture about the model 

description. 
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Abstract  

       A transient solution of an M/M/3 queue with heterogeneous servers subject to catastrophes is 

considered. Expressions are derived for the time-dependent system size probabilities in terms of 

the Modofied Bessel function are obtained.  
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Measures. 

1. Introduction  

       Three – server queueing systems emerge in congestion problems of computer networks and 

telephone systems. Moreover, now - a – days in medical field it is very essential. In Diabetic 

treatments, patients inject the insulin to control the sugar level. The sugar level may vary from 

time to time and hence they inject the insulin according to the level needed to control. For 

example, if the patient sugar level is only few points higher than the normal level, they can inject 

the short acting insulin(with the level of medicine according to the calories of food taken) 

       “Lavenberg [1988], describes the situation of queueing analysis in computer systems.” 

Making customers to undergo different quality of service we introduce an invaluable scheduling 

method called heterogeneous service mechanism. It is clearly an important feature of operation in 

all the manufacturing system. “Singh [1970], discussed about the Markovian queueing system 

with balking and two heterogeneous servers. ” “Liu and Kumar [1984], introduced  A control 

model for a machine center with two heterogeneous servers.” Almost in all the application of 
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queueing theory, the users needs to know how long the system will be functioning. For this case, 

we used the transient behavior in the queuing system. 

       “Transient probabilities of single and batch service queueing system have been studied by 

Baburaj [2000].” “The time-dependent solution of single server Markovian queueing system with 

service in batches of variable size has been investigated by Garg[2003]”. 

       Now-a-days we use catastrophes in queueing system because at any time the system may get 

inactive due to some errors inside the system or it may come from outside of system. “Boucherie 

and Boxma [1996] , Jain and Sigman [1996] and Dudin and Nishimura [1999] investigated 

queueing systems with catastrophes”. Artalejo [2000], discussed the Comprehensive treatment od 

queueing models with catastrophes”. “B. Krishna kumar, S. Pavai Madheswari, K.S. 

venkatakrishnan [2007] studied the Transient solution of an M/M/2 Queue with heterogeneous 

servers subject to catastrophes”. 

2. Model Description and Analysis 

       Let us examine an M/M/3 queueing system with three heterogeneous servers. We presume 

that the service time go up exponential distribution with the service rate µ
1
, µ

2
  and  µ

3
. Also the 

arrival of the customer follows Poisson distribution with the rate 𝜆 and there is waiting line in the 

system. The queueing discipline of the model follow FCFS. The customer who is first in queue is 

first served by the server when the server is free. Other than arrival and service rate, here occurs 

the catastrophes in the service facilties and it follows Poisson distribution with the rate ρ. On 

whatever occasion a catastrophes occur in the system, there is a immediate destroy of all the 

customers in the system, all the three servers get inoperative temporarily and the service starts at 

the time when new customer arrives for service. 

       Let {X(t), t ∈ 𝑅+} be the number of customers in the system  at time t. Let 𝑃𝑛(𝑡) = P(X(t) = 

n), n= =3,4,… denote the probability that there are n customers in the system at time t. Let 𝑃0(𝑡)= 

P(X(t) = 0) be the probability that the system is empty at time t, 𝑃1(𝑡)= P(X(t) = 1) be the 

probability that there is one customer in the system, 𝑃2(𝑡)= P(X(t) = 2) be the probability that 

there are two customers in the system and 𝑃3(𝑡)= P(X(t) = 3) be the probabilitythat there are three 

customers in the system. 

       The state probabilities  𝑃1(𝑡) , 𝑃2(𝑡) , 𝑃3(𝑡)  and  𝑃𝑛(𝑡)  n=3,4,5,… satisfy the system of 

differential difference equation given below, 

𝑑𝑃0(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
 = - 𝜆𝑃0(𝑡) + µ1𝑃1(𝑡) + ρ (1- 𝑃0(𝑡))                                                                                     (1) 

𝑑𝑃1(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
  = - (𝜆+ µ

1
+ ρ) 𝑃1(𝑡) + 𝜆𝑃0(𝑡) + µ

1
𝑃2(𝑡) + µ

2
𝑃2(𝑡)                                                          (2) 

𝑑𝑃2(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
  = - (µ

1
+µ

2
+ 𝜆) 𝑃2(𝑡) + 𝜆𝑃1(𝑡) + µ

1
𝑃3(𝑡) + µ

2
𝑃3(𝑡) + µ

3
𝑃3(𝑡)                                      (3) 

𝑑𝑃3(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
  = - (µ

1
+µ

2
+ µ

3
+ 𝜆 ) 𝑃3(𝑡) + 𝜆 𝑃2(𝑡) + µ

1
𝑃4(𝑡) + µ

2
𝑃4(𝑡) + µ

3
𝑃4(𝑡)                            (4) 

𝑑𝑃𝑛(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
  = - (µ

1
+µ

2
+ µ

3
+ 𝜆 ) 𝑃𝑛(𝑡) + 𝜆 𝑃𝑛−1(𝑡) + (µ

1
+µ

2
+ µ

3
) 𝑃𝑛+1(𝑡)                                   (5) 

       By assumption that if there is no customer at time t=0 then 𝑃0(0) = 1. By solving the system 

of equations using probability generating function technique, we define the probability generating 

function as,  
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𝑃(𝑧, 𝑡)  =  𝑄0( t ) + ∑ 𝑃𝑛+4(𝑡)𝑧
𝑛+1 ∞

𝑛=0 +1                                                                                    (6) 

where, 𝑄0( t ) = 𝑃0(𝑡) + 𝑃1(𝑡) + 𝑃2(𝑡) + 𝑃3(𝑡)  and also with the initial condition 𝑃(𝑧, 0) = 1. 

By adding the system of equations (1) to (5) with the standard generating function argument, we 

get 

𝜕𝑃(𝑧,𝑡) 

𝜕𝑡
 = [𝜆 z + 

µ

𝑧
− (𝜆 +  µ+ 𝜌)] [𝑃(𝑧, 𝑡) - 𝑄0( t )] + ρ[ 1 - 𝑄0( t ) ] + 𝜆 (z-1) 𝑃3(𝑡)                (7) 

where µ = ( µ
1
+µ

2
+ µ

3
). 

By using the 1st order linear differential equation in P( z, t ) and solving it we get, 

𝑃(𝑧, 𝑡)  = 𝑒[𝜆𝑧+
µ

𝑧
−𝑎]𝑡

 + ∫ {ρ[ 1 −  𝑄0( t )]  + 𝜆(z − 1)𝑃3(𝑡) − (𝜆z + 
µ

𝑧
− 𝑎)𝑄0( t )}

𝑡

0
 

𝑒[𝜆𝑧+
µ

𝑧
−𝑎](𝑡−𝑢)

 du   (8) 

where  𝑎 =  𝜆 +  µ+ 𝜌  

With  𝐼𝑛(. )  the 1st kind of Modified Bessel function of order n. After substituting in equation (8) 

and expressing the terms of 𝑃(𝑧, 𝑡) as a series in z and on both sides comparing the coefficients of 

𝑧𝑛 we get, for n = 1,2,3,…  

𝑃𝑛+3(𝑡) = n 𝛽𝑛 ∫ 𝑃3(𝑢)
𝑡

0
𝑒−𝑎(𝑡−𝑢)[

𝐼𝑛(𝛼(𝑡−𝑢))

(𝑡−𝑢)
] du                                                                         (9) 

By solving the system of equations from (1) to (3) we find the probabilities 𝑃0 , 𝑃1 , 𝑃2  and 𝑃3. 

We express the equations (1) to (3) in matrix form as, 

𝑑𝑃(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
 = C𝑃(𝑡) +ρ𝑒1 + µ𝑃3(𝑡)    ,   where µ = 𝜇1 + 𝜇2 + 𝜇3                                                        (10) 

where, 𝑃(𝑡) = (𝑃0(𝑡), 𝑃1(𝑡), 𝑃2(𝑡))
𝑇 , C = (

−(𝜆 + 𝜌) 𝜇1 0

2 −(𝜆 + 𝜇1 + 𝜌) (𝜇1 + 𝜇2)
0 𝜆 −(𝜆 + 𝜇1 + 𝜇2 + 𝜌)

) 

𝑒1 = (1,0,0)𝑇 ,  𝑒2 = (0,0,1)𝑇  

In literary, the Laplace Transform of 𝑃𝑛(𝑡) is denoted by  𝑃𝑛
∗(𝑠) . Now, in equation (13) we take 

Laplace Transform and obtain as follows, multiplying 𝑒−𝑠𝑡   on both sides in equation (13) we get, 

𝑃∗(𝑠) = (𝑠 − 𝐶)−1{(1 +
𝜌

𝑠
)𝑒1 + 𝜇𝑃3(𝑡)𝑒2}   , with 𝑃(0) =  (1,0,0)𝑇                                     (11) 

Using Laplace Transform we find the value of  𝑃3
∗(𝑠) 

𝑃3
∗(𝑠) = 

(1+
𝜌

𝑠
)[1−(𝑠−𝐶)−1𝑒𝑇(𝑠+𝜌)𝑒1]

(𝑠+𝜌)(𝑠−𝐶)−1𝜇𝑒2+(𝑠+𝜆+𝜌)−
1

2
(𝜏−√𝜏2−𝛼2−𝛼𝛽)

                                                                        (12) 

Let , (𝑠 − 𝐶)−1= (𝑐𝑖𝑗
∗ (𝑠))3∗3.    It is simple to note that,  
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(𝑠𝐼 − 𝐶)−1 = 
1

|𝐷(𝑠)|
(

𝑎1(𝑠)𝑎2(𝑠) − 𝜆(𝜇1 + 𝜇2) 𝜇1𝑎2(𝑠) 𝜇1
2 + 𝜇1𝜇2

𝜆𝑎2(𝑠) 𝑎2(𝑠)𝑏(𝑠) 𝑏(𝑠)(𝜇1+𝜇2)

𝜆2 𝜆𝑏(𝑠) 𝑎1(𝑠)𝑏(𝑠) − 𝜆𝜇1

)                 (13) 

where  , 𝑎1(𝑠) = 𝑠 + 𝜆 + 𝜇1 + 𝜌, 𝑎2(𝑠) = 𝑠 + 𝜆 + 𝜇1 + 𝜇2 + 𝜌, 𝑏(𝑠) = 𝑠 + 𝜆 + 𝜌 

And  |𝐷(𝑠)| = 𝑠3 + (3𝜆 + 3𝜌 + µ)𝑠2 + [(𝜆 + 𝜇1 + 𝜌)(𝜆 + 𝜇1 + 𝜇2 + 𝜌) + (𝜆 + 𝜌)(2(𝜆 + 𝜌) +
µ)]𝑠 + (𝜆 + 𝜌)(𝜆 + 𝜇1 + 𝜌)(𝜆 + 𝜇1+𝜇2 + 𝜌) 

By applying (19) we get (s + ρ)eT(sI − C)−1e1 = (s + ρ)∑ cj1
∗ (s)3

j=1                                  (14) 

And  (s + ρ)eT(sI − C)−1μe1 = (s + ρ)[μ∑ cj3
∗ (s)]3

j=1                                                          (15) 

By using equations (14) and (15) in (12), we get    

𝑃3
∗(𝑠) = 

(1+
𝜌

𝑠
)[1−(𝑠+𝜌)∑ cj1

∗ (s)]3
j=1 ]

(𝑠+𝜌)[𝜇∑ cj3
∗ (s)3

j=1 ]+(𝑠+𝜆+𝜌)−
1

2
(𝜏−√𝜏2−𝛼2)

                                                                       (16) 

Substituting equation  (19) in (14) we get 

P0
∗(s) =

1

s
(s + ρ)c11

∗ (s) + [μc13
∗ (s)]P3

∗(s)                                                                              (17) 

P1
∗(s) =

1

s
(s + ρ)c21

∗ (s) + [μc23
∗ (s)]P3

∗(s)                                                                              (18) 

P2
∗(s) =

1

s
(s + ρ)c31

∗ (s) + [μc33
∗ (s)]P3

∗(s)                                                                              (19) 

Applying in equation (14) and solving it after some algebraic manipulation, yields from (16) 

𝑃3
∗(𝑠) =

2
𝛼2
[𝜏 − √𝜏2 − 𝛼2][

𝜌
𝑠
− ∑ aj1

∗ (s)3
𝑗=1 ]

1 +
2
𝛼2
[𝜏 − √𝜏2 − 𝛼2][𝜇 ∑ aj3

∗ (s)3
𝑗=1 ]

 

Therefore,  𝑃3
∗(𝑠) =

2

𝛼2
[𝜏 − √𝜏2 − 𝛼2] [

𝜌

𝑠
− 𝑟1

∗(𝑠)] {1 +
2

𝛼2
[𝜏 − √𝜏2 − 𝛼2][𝜇 ∑ aj3

∗ (s)3
𝑗=1 ]}−1 

where 𝑟𝑖
∗(𝑠) = ∑ aji

∗ (s)  , i = 1,33
𝑗=1                                                                                            (20) 

Hence the above equation can be put in the form as, 

 𝑃3
∗(𝑠) = ∑ (−𝑖)𝑛

2𝑛+1

𝛼𝑛+1
[∑ 𝑛𝑐𝑘𝜇

𝑛((𝑟3
∗(𝑠))𝑘)𝑛−𝑘𝑛

𝑘=0 ][
1

𝑠
𝜌
(𝜏−√𝜏2−𝛼2)

𝑛+1

𝛼𝑛+1
− 𝑟1

∗(𝑠)
(𝜏−√𝜏2−𝛼2)

𝑛+1

𝛼𝑛+1
]∞

𝑛=0  

By taking inversion, it yields an explicit expression for 𝑃3(𝑡)  as, 

P3(t) = ρ∑(−1)n (
2

α
)
n+1

(n + 1)∫ ∑nckμk∫ r3
(k)(u − v)dy. In+1

(α(t − u))

(t − u)
. e−a(t−u)du

u

0

n

k=0

t

0

∞

n=0

 

     +∑ (−1)n (
2

α
)
n+1

(n + 1) ∫ ∑ nckμk ∫ ∫ r1
k(y)

v

0
r3
(n−k)(v −

u

0
n
k=0

t

0
∞
n=0

y)dy. In+1
(α(u−v))

(u−v)
. e−a(u−v)dudv           (21) 
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where  ri
(n)
(t) is the n-fold convolution of 𝑟𝑖(𝑡) with itself. We see that, 𝑟𝑖(0) = 𝛿(𝑡), the Dirac 

delta function. 

Transposing (17) – (19)  using some algebraic manipulation, yields 

𝑃0(𝑡) = 𝑐11(𝑡) + 𝜌 ∫ 𝑐11(𝑢)𝑑𝑢 + ∫ [𝜇𝑐13(𝑡 − 𝑢)]𝑃3(𝑢)𝑑𝑢
𝑡

0

𝑡

0
                                                    (22) 

𝑃1(𝑡) = 𝑐21(𝑡) + 𝜌 ∫ 𝑐21(𝑢)𝑑𝑢 + ∫ [𝜇𝑐23(𝑡 − 𝑢)]𝑃3(𝑢)𝑑𝑢
𝑡

0

𝑡

0
                                                    (23) 

𝑃2(𝑡) = 𝑐31(𝑡) + 𝜌 ∫ 𝑐31(𝑢)𝑑𝑢 + ∫ [𝜇𝑐33(𝑡 − 𝑢)]𝑃3(𝑢)𝑑𝑢
𝑡

0

𝑡

0
                                                    (24) 

Hence the equations (9) and (21) – (24) expresses all the system size probabilities. 

Conclusion: 

       In this paper, we have discussed a three servers under  heterogeneous service rate in queueing 

system. An error occurs in the system either from inside or from outside the system. Thus with 

three heterogeneous servers we considered catastrophes and derived the model called ‘Transient 

solution of an M/M/3 queue with heterogeneous servers subject to catastrophes.’ With the help of 

Modified Bessel function and the definitions of Laplace Transform and Inverse Laplace 

Transform, we find the solution of the model. This model is applicable in medical field, where we 

can compare three medicine under transient state and steady state and find which medicine is best 

out of three. So that, it is very useful to doctors to prescribe the best medicine with less side 

effects.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               
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Abstract 

We introduced the concept of differentiated vacation into a multi server queueing system and 

derived the formulas for the steady state probabilities and expected waiting time in the system. 

Also we made an analysis about the average waiting time of the system in various durations of 

vacations. Further we studied about how the number of servers influences the duration of 

vacations to reduce the waiting time in the system. 

Key words: Vacation queueing system, Multi server queueing system, Differentiated vacation, 

Average waiting time.  

1. Introduction 

A vacation queueing system is a queueing system in which a server may become unavailable for a 

random period of time from a primary service center.  The attention of many researchers have 

attracted into the queueing system with server vacation. This idea was first discussed in the paper 

of Levy and Yenchiali(1975). After that many researchers have made excellent survey on 

vacation models, in which the survey given by B. T. Doshi(1986,1990) was discussed deeply 

about vacations in a single-server queueing system and at the end of the work he concluded that 

many queueing problems and their solutions can be simplified if viewed as vacation type 

problems. Most of the researchers like Servi and Finn(2002) and Baba(2005) studied working 

vacation models in that they assumed that those consecutive vacations follow the same 

distributions. But recently Oliver C Ibe and Olubukola A ISijola (2014) studied M/M/1multiple 

vacation queueing system with differentiated vacations. Differentiated vacation occurs in 

environments where “breaks” of different durations can occur. In this paper we introduced the 

idea of differentiated vacations in to a multi server queueing system. In our proposed queueing 

model there are more than one server is available to perform the need of a customer. Here we 

give an advantage for the servers is that, they can take two type of vacations, the first type is 

taken after a non zero busy period and the second type is taken after a zero busy period. But for 

the first and second type of vacations there are separate timing and fixed duration for all the 

servers in the system.  That is at the time of type one vacation all of them should leave from the 

service area together and after completing the vacation all of them should enter in to the service 

area simultaneously. The case is similar to that of type two vacations also. The main advantage of 

this model is that, it helps to avoid the idle characters of servers and hence the performance level 

of them gets increased. As a result more customers will arrive for the service because of the less 

waiting time in the system. For example these models can be introduced in the transaction section 

of a bank to avoid the working pressure of the employees and to improve the efficiency of them.  

2. Methodology 

    We consider a multiple vacation queueing system, with customers arrive according to poisson 

process with rate λ and the time to serve a customer is assumed to be exponentially distributed 

with mean 1 /µ , where µ > λ. As mentioned earlier we can assumed that there are two type of 

vacation for each server.  Suppose that there are C servers in the system and for each of the server 

the duration of type1 vacation is independent of busy period and are exponentially distributed 
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with mean 1/𝛾1 . Similarly the duration of type two vacations is also exponentially distributed 

with mean 1/𝛾2 for each server. Let the state of the system be denoted by, (𝑛, 𝑘) where n is the 

number of customers in the system.  k = 0, if all the servers are active for serving customers,  k = 

1, if all the servers are on type one vacation and k = 2, if all the servers are on type 2 vacation. 

Similar discussions can be seen in papers given by Qingqing Ye and Liwei Liu (2015) and Tuan 

Phung-Duc(2015). Under these assumptions we can draw the transition diagram. Let 𝑃𝑛,𝑘 denote 

the probability that the process is in state (𝑛, 𝑘)  at the time 𝑡  and let 𝑃𝑛,𝑘 = lim
𝑡→∞

𝑃𝑛,𝑘(𝑡).  By 

analysing, 

(𝜆 + 𝛾1 )𝑃0,1 = µ𝑃1,0                                                                                     (1) 

𝜆𝑃0,2 = 𝛾1 𝑃1,0                                                                                               (2) 

𝜆𝑃𝑛,1 = (𝜆 + 𝛾1 )𝑃𝑛+1,1        𝑛 = 0,1,2, ..                                                         (3) 

𝜆𝑃𝑛,2 = (𝜆 + 𝛾2)𝑃𝑛+1,2        𝑛 = 0,1,2..                                                           (4) 

By solving equations (3) and (4) recursively we obtain, 

              𝑃𝑛,1=𝛼1𝛽1
𝑛𝑃1,0 and 𝑃𝑛,2=𝛼2𝛽2

𝑛𝑃1,0,  

where 𝛼1 =
𝜇

(𝜆+𝛾1 )
 ,  𝛼2 =

𝜇𝛾1 

𝜆(𝜆+𝛾1 )
 , 𝛽1 =

𝜆

(𝜆+𝛾1 )
< 1,  and    𝛽2 =

𝜆

(𝜆+𝛾2 )
< 1.   

Now from the local balance equations we obtain, 

𝜆𝑃𝑛−1,0 + 𝜆𝑃𝑛−1,1 + 𝜆𝑃𝑛−1,2 = 𝑛𝜇𝑃𝑛,0,      𝑛 < C                                    (5) 

                𝜆𝑃𝑛−1,0 + 𝜆𝑃𝑛−1,1 + 𝜆𝑃𝑛−1,2 = 𝐶𝜇𝑃𝑛,0,      𝑛 > C                                      (6) 

By solving the above equations recursively we obtain,  

𝑃𝑛,0 = (
𝜌𝑛−1

𝑛!
+ ∑

𝜌𝑛−(𝑖+1)(𝑖+1)!

𝑛!

𝑛−2
𝑖=0 [𝛼1𝛽1

𝑖+1 + 𝛼2𝛽2
𝑖+1])𝑃1,0 ,    𝑛 ≤ C          (7) 

and 

𝑃𝑛,0 = (
𝜌𝑛−1

𝐶𝑛−𝐶𝐶!
+ (

𝜌

𝐶
)
𝑛−𝐶

∑
𝜌𝑛−(𝑖+1)(𝑖+1)!

𝑛!
𝐶−2
𝑖=0 [𝛼1𝛽1

𝑖+1 + 𝛼2𝛽2
𝑖+1] + ∑ (

𝜌

𝑐
)
𝑖

𝐶−2
𝑖=0 [𝛼1𝛽1

𝑛−𝑖 +

𝛼2𝛽2
𝑛−𝑖]) 𝑃1,0,            𝑛 > C ,                                                                           (8) 

where 𝜌 =
𝜆

µ
. 

 Using the law of total probability, we get 

𝑃1,0 = (∑ 𝑃𝑛.0
𝐶
𝑛=1 +

𝜌

𝐶−𝜌
{𝑃𝐶,0 +

𝛼1𝛽1
𝐶

1−𝛽1
+
𝛼2𝛽2

𝐶

1−𝛽2
} +

𝛼1

1−𝛽1
+

𝛼2

1−𝛽2
)
−1

                    (9) 

Therefore the average queue length of the system is given by, 
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𝐸(𝑚) = {(
𝐶𝜌

(𝐶−𝜌)2
)𝑃𝐶,0 +

𝛼1𝛽1
𝐶+1

(1−𝛽1)2
+
𝛼2𝛽2

𝐶+1

(1−𝛽2)2
+

𝛼1𝜌

(𝐶−𝜌)(1−𝛽1)
{
𝐶𝛽1

𝐶−(𝐶−1)𝛽1
𝐶+1

1−𝛽1
+
𝐶𝛽1

𝐶(1−𝐶−𝜌)

𝐶−𝜌
} +

𝛼2𝜌

(𝐶−𝜌)(1−𝛽2)
{
𝐶𝛽2

𝐶−(𝐶−1)𝛽2
𝐶+1

1−𝛽2
+
𝐶𝛽2

𝐶(1−𝐶−𝜌)

𝐶−𝜌
} } 𝑃1,0.                                                       (10) 

Now from Little’s formula we have the average waiting time in the system , 𝐸(𝑣) =
𝐸(𝑚)

𝜆
+
1

µ
. 

3. Sensitivity Analysis 

To get an over view about the impact of variations made in the durations of differentiated 

vacation on a multi server queueing system, let us consider an example. Assume that µ = 0.25. In 

this section actually we are comparing the average waiting time in the system by taking two 

values for the number of customers (C), i.e. C=4 and C=2. Also we assume that 𝛾2 ≥ 𝛾1. First we 

are fixing the value of 𝛾2as 1 and we vary the value of 𝛾1 as 0.07 and 0.05 respectively. For each 

pair of (𝛾2, 𝛾1) we evaluated 𝐸(𝑣) at some particular values of ρ and for each value of C. Next we 

did the same by fixing 𝛾2as 2 and those values are tabulated in Table 1. 

Table 1: Mean time in the system for  various ρ  

We plotted 𝐸(𝑣) by varying ρ in each case. From the graph (Fig 1) we can see that 𝐸(𝑣)  
increases when 1/𝛾1 increases and an important observation that we can derive from the graph is 

that in each of the cases 𝐸(𝑣) increases very quickly, if there are only two servers in the system.  

That is the increment of 𝐸(𝑣) is little slow in a four server system for each value of 𝛾1.  We got 

the graph (Fig 2) with the same behaviour as the first case if we fix the value of  𝛾2as 2. We can 

also observe that for each value of C, if we fix  𝛾1 = 0.07 and vary  𝛾2 as 1 and 2 respectively, 

𝐸(𝑣) increases as 𝛾2 increases. A Similar observation obtained if we fix 𝛾1 = 0.05. From the 

total analysis it can be concluded that a small increment in the duration of first type of vacation 

affect the system noticeably than an increment in the duration of second type of vacation in a C 

server queueing system. 

𝛾2 

 

ρ 𝐸(𝑣) 

C=4 C=2 

𝛾1 = 0.07 𝛾1 = 0.05 𝛾1 = 0.07 𝛾1 = 0.05 

1 0.2 4.22 4.77 5.50 7.48 

0.5 5.73 8.11 9.36 13.64 

0.8 7.28 10.71 12.27 17.30 

0.9 7.71 11.37 13.11 18.27 

2 0.2 4.22 4.78 5.51 7.50 

0.5 5.74 8.14 9.40 13.69 

0.8 7.30 10.74 12.31 17.35 

0.9 7.74 11.40 13.16 18.32 
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Fig1: Mean time in the system by varying ρ for  𝛾2 = 1 

  

 

Fig2: Mean time in the system by varying ρ for  𝛾2 = 2 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper we proposed a multi server differentiated vacation queueing system , which is a 

queueing system with more than one server and each of the server can take two types of vacations 

of different durations.  From the results obtained for us it can be concluded that the expected 

waiting time in the system is more sensitive to the mean duration of the first type of vacation. 

Also the expected waiting time increases very quickly when the number of servers in the system 

is low.  If there are many servers in the system the expected waiting time increases very slowly 

even if the mean duration of type one vacation increases. This queueing system can be introduced 

in various real life situations in order to improve the efficiency of servers of the system.   
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Abstract    

 In this paper we define Interval valued hexagonal neutrosophic numbers. We develop a new multi 

attribute group decision making method based on proposed hamming distance and ideal solution. An 

illustrative example of it is carried out to show the applicability and effectiveness of the proposed 

method 

Keywords  

   Interval valued hexagonal neutrosophic number, Hamming distance, Ideal solution, MADM  

1. Introduction 

F.Smrandache established the concept of neutrosophic set and neutrosophic logic to deal uncertainty 

inconsistency, incompleteness and indeterminacy in 1998. FS,IFS and interval valued intuiniositic 

fuzzy sets gave a new set known as neutrosophic sets [NS] by adding  in determination information. 

In NS the truth membership indeterminacy membership, false membership functions are completely 

independent. H.Wang [3] proposed single valued neutrosophic sets and J.Ye [7] gives correlation 

coefficient and weighted correlation co-efficient in of SVNS. H.Wang [4] proposed interval 

neutrosophic sets [INS] in which the truth membership indeterminacy membership, false membership 

functions is extended to interval value. Followed this I.Deli [5] proposed a ranking method for 

SVNNS using value and ambiguity. I.Deli [6] defined the concept of cut-sets of SVNN and their 

application to single valued trapezoidal neutrosophic number and triangular neutrosophic number. Ye 

[8, 9] developed a simplified neutrosophic weighted arithmetic averaging operator and a simplified 

mailto:sudha.dass@yahoo.com
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neutrosophic weighted geometric averaging operator and applied to multi attribute decision making 

under simplified neutrosophic environment  

2. Preliminaries  

Definition : 2.1 [7]  

Let X be a space of points (objects),with a generic element in X denoted by x and .Xx  A 

neutrosophic set A in X is characterized  by a truth-membership function ),(xTA an indeterminacy-

membership function )(xlA and a falsity-membership function )(xFA  then  )(xTA , )(xlA  and 

)(xFA  are real standard or  non-standard subsets of   
.

1,0 

That is  )(xTA :  
.

1,0 

,

)(xlA : X   
.

1,0 

 and )(xFA : X   
.

1,0 

There is no restriction on the sum of )(xTA

, )(xlA  and )(xFA , so 
  3supsupsup0 (x)F(x)l(x)T AAA  

Definition: 2.2 [9]  

Let X be a universe of discourse. A single valued neutrosphic set A over X is an object having the 

form  X(x)ν(x),(x),ux,A AAA     x:
  

Where 

.3)(00,1][X:,1]0[X:0,1][X: Xxfor(x)νx+(x)with,(x)νand(x),(x) AAAAAA  

The intervals (x)νand(x)x), AAA  (  denote the truth-membership degree, the indeterminacy-

membership degree and the falsity membership degree of Atox , respectively. 

Definition: 2.3. Let X be a universe of discourse. A Hexagonal neutrosophic set  N
~

 in  X  is defined 

as follows.  XxxFxIxTxN
NNNH

 /)(),(),(,
~

~~~~  Where 

0,1][0,1][0,1][ ~~~  (x)F,(x)I,(x)T
NNN

 are three hexagonal fuzzy numbers such that 

0,1][:~ X(x)T
N

, 0,1][:~ X(x)I
N

, 0,1][:~ X(x)F
N

  with the condition     

    Xx,(x)F+xI+xT
NNN

 30 ~~~
 

Definition: 2.4. The ideal choice of interval neutrosophic hexagonal number is 
 

            ])0,0[],0,0[],1,1[:]1,1,1,1,1,1([I  

3. INTERVAL VALUED HEXAGONAL NEUTROSOPHIC NUMBERS

 
 3.1. Hamming distance between two IVHNNs 

 

]],[],,[],,[),,,,,,[(
~

],[],,[],,[),,,,,,(
~

2,22,22,2222222

1,11,11,1,1,1,1,1,11

FFIITTfedcbaB

andFFIITTfedcbaALet





  

be two IVHNN then the Hamming distance between BandA
~~

 is defined as follows 
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3.2. MADM  IN INTERVAL VALUED  HEXAGONAL NEUTROSOPHIC NUMBERS 

In this section we carry over a framework for determining the attribute weights and the ranking 

orders for all the alternatives with unassigned weight information under interval hexagonal 

neutrosophic number environment.In a problem of multi-attribute decision making, suppose

}......,,{ 321 ni AAAAA   is set of alternatives which satisfies 

ctor weight ve theis~)~,~,~(,attributes ofset  },,,{ 214321 jni whereWtheCCCCC  
  

of the attributes, where, .Suppose the characteristic information of the 

alternative  is denoted by Interval value hexagonal neutrosophic number 

 
],,:),,,,,[(

~
ijijijijijijijijijij FITfedcbaA 

  
where,

 

ijTand  denotes the true value of 

alternatives to attribute and ijI  denotes the indeterminacy value of alternatives to 

attribute  and ijF  
 
 the false value. We establish a interval valued hexagonal neutrosophic 

decision matrix as 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





n

i

ii

1

1],1,0[, 

njmiforFIT .......3,2,1,.......3,2,130 666 

iA
jr iA

jr

 nmijrD )~(
~

Alternative C1 C2 … Cn 

 

 

 …  

 

 

 …  

. . . . . 
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Step 1: Determine the weights of the attributes .We use normalized Hamming distance between 

two IVHNN et the attribute weight ],][,][,[:),,,,,[(~ 654321

jjjjjjjjjjjjj FFIITTwwwwwww  for 

j=1,2,3….n expressed as IVHNN 

If ),~(  Iw j is the distance between weights
Iandw j

~  then the distance vector is given by 

),~(...),........,~(),,~()( 21

  IwIwIwW n Where 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The corresponding normalization vector is given by 

 

       )2(),~(...),........,~(),,~( 21   IwIwIw n  

Where































),~(max

),~(
),~(

Ijw

Iw
Iw

j

j

j
 for j=1,2,…..n 

The entropy measure of the jth attribute jC of the available alternative can be obtained 

from )3(

),~(

),~(
ln

),~(

),~(

)ln(

1
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Using the above equation we obtain the normalized weight of the jth attribute 
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Step 2: Determine the aggregated weighted distance between ideal alternatives and alternatives. 

The normalized Hamming distance between the attribute value  

],][,][,[:),,,,,[(
~

ijijijijijijijijijijijijij FFIITTfedcbaA   

and the ideal value )]0,0(),0,0(),1,1(:)1,1,1,1,1,1[(I  can be obtained as follows 

 

)5(

6)2()2(

6)2()2(

6)2()2(

6)2()2(

6)2()2(

6)2()2(

36

1
),(

111111
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111111

111111

111111
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FITdFITd

FITcFITc

FITbFITb

FITaFITa

IA

ijij

ijij

ijij

ijij

ijij

ijij

ij

 

Therefore the distance vector for the alternatives )......2,1( miAi  with respect to the ideal value

I can be set as ),(...),........,~(),,~()( 21

  IaIaIaA njjji  

Using equation (4) and (5) we can calculate the aggregated weighted distance between the ideal 

point and alternatives )6(...2,1,...2,1),,~(~),(
1

 



  njmiforIawIA ij

n

j

ji

w
 

Step 3. Rank all the alternatives using the values of the distance ,...2,1),( mforiIAi

w  
 of 

 .The basic idea of ranking the alternative is the smaller the value of

),(  IAi

w
better the closeness of an alternative to ideal solution 

4. Numerical example

  

In this section, we consider an MADM problem which deals with the supplier selection in supply 

chain management. Assuming that the problem consists of Four foreign export companies  

4321 ,,, AAAA ,and four attributes ..,, 4321 CCCC The four attributes are Commodities )( 1C

,Direction of foreign trade )( 2C  value and volume of trade )( 3C  and Affordable price )( 4C .It is  

assumed that the alternatives 4321 ,,, AAAA  are to be assessed in terms of the interval 

neutrosophic hexagonal numbers with respect to the four attributes  4321 .,, CCCC . The following 

decision matrix represents the assessment values of alternatives over the attributes. 

                              

).,.....2,1( miAi 
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Table 4. 1. Rating values of alternatives 

Attributes            
1C                  

2C                3C             4C             

1A  
[.2   .3 .4  .5  .6  .7]  

[.6  .7] [.3  .4] [.1 .3] 

[.3  .4  .5   .6 .7  .8]  

[.2  .3][.4  .5] [.5  .6] 

[.1  .2  .3  .4   .5  .6 ] 

[.5 .6] [.3 .4] [.1  .2] 

[.4  .5  .6  .7  .8  .9]  

[.7  .8] [.2  .3]  [.1. .2] 

 

2A  [.5 .6 .7  .8  .6  .9 1.0] 

 [.4  .5] [.3  .4] [.1 .2] 

[.1 .2   .3 .4 .5 .6.] 

 [.4  .8] [.2  .3] [.1 .2] 

 [ .3 .4  .5  .6  .7  .8] 

 [.5  .7] [.1  .2] [.1 .2] 

[.2  .3 .4  .5  .6  .7]  

[.6  .7] [.3  .4] [.2 .3] 

3A  [.1  .2   .3 .4  .5  .6  ] 

 [.7  .8] [.3  .4] [.1 .2] 

[.2   .3 .4  .5  .6  .7] 

 [.4  .5] [.2  .3] [.1 .2] 

[ .4  .5  .6  .7  .8   .9] 

 [.6  .7] [.4  .5] [.2 .3] 

[..3 .4  .5  .6  .7  .8]  

[.8.  .9  ] [.2  .4] [.1 .3] 

4A   [.4  .5  .6  .7  .8  .9] 

 [.5 .6 ] [.2  .3] [.2 .3] 

[.5  .6 .7  .8 .9  1.0] 

 [.7 .8]  [.1  .2] [.1 .2] 

 [.3 .4  .5  .6  .7  .8] 

 [.4  .5] [..3 .4] [.2  .3] 

[.2  .3 .4  .5  .6  .7] 

 [.5  .8] [.3  .5] [.1  .2] 

The importance of attributes )4,3,2,1( jC j  are given by 





















.3]  .4][.1  [.2 .5.]  .3 [ .9]  .8  .7  .6  .5  [.4

.3]  .4][.2  [.3 .6]  [5. .8]  .7  .6  .5  .4 .3 [

.3]  [.2 ] .3  [.2 .5.]  [.4 ]  .6  .5  .4 .3   .2 [.1

.3]  .4][.2  [.3 .6]  [.5 .7]  .6  .5  .4 .3   [.2

W  

     = )6(,~,~,~,~
4321 wwww                                                       

Step-1: Determine the weights of attributes  

Using equation (1) and Equation (2), we obtain the distance vector with respect to ideal 

interval neutrosophic trapezoidal number as: ]5775.0,6425.0,7725.0.,7075.0[  

Utilizing equation (3) and equation (4), we obtain the weight vector of the attributes: 

W= {0.2481, 0.2482, 0.2503, 0.2532}. 

Step-2: Determine the aggregated weighted distances for each alternative 

Using equation (6) and the weight vector, we obtain the aggregated weighted distances of 

alternatives: 5798.0)
~

,(,.6447.0)
~

,(,6269.0)
~

,(,6678.0)
~

,( 4321   IAIAIAIA  

Step -3: Rank the alternatives  

Smaller value of distance indicates the better alternative. So the ranking of the alternatives 

appear as: .1324 AAAA  The ranking order reflects that 
4A  is the supplier for the 

considered problem. Therefore the company 
4A  is the best alternative 

4.1. Conclusions: 

In this paper we have proposed interval valued hexagonal neutrosophic number and we have 

developed a MADM problem based on hamming distance and ideal solution .This has been 

presented with an illustrative example and its application is demonstrated.   
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Abstract: 

Fuzzy TOPSIS is a multi-criteria decision making tool to find the best option from all the 

alternatives. In this paper, the ranking of the alternatives has been evaluated and modified by 

means of correlation coefficient to determine closest approximation and illustrated with a 

practical example. 

Key words– DecisionMaking, Triangular fuzzy number,correlation coefficient. 

1. Introduction: 

As there exists several methods in solving decision making problems. TOPSIS was one of the 

classical methods, It was developed by Hwang and Yoon[8 ] in solving a MCDM problems and 

the ratings and weights of the criteria were given as crisp values. In addition to this C.T.Chen [5] 

has extended the concept of TOPSIS to develop a methodology for solving multi-criteria decision 

making problems in fuzzy environment. Considering the fuzziness in the decision making process 

linguistic variables were used to access the weights of all criteria and the ratings of each 

alternative 
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with respect to each criterion. On the basis of the fuzzy TOPSIS, the fuzzy positive ideal 

solution(FPIS) and the fuzzy negative ideal solution (FNIS) were defined and distance of each 

alternative were calculated and the ranking order of the alternatives has been determined. In 

recent years, several MCDM[2][3] techniques and approaches have been suggested in order to 

choose the probable optimal options. An extension to the fuzzy multiple criteria decision making 

(MCDM) model is suggested in this work, where the ratings of alternatives versus criteria, and 

the importance weights of all criteria, are assessed in linguistic values represented by fuzzy 

numbers.  

             In this paper, using the proposed distance of each alternative between two triangular 

fuzzy ratings from the FPIS and FNIS are calculated and the ranking order of the alternatives is 

determined using the correlation coefficient and is illustrated with the numerical example. 

2. Preliminaries: 

Definition2.1 

  Let  𝐴 ̂ = (𝑎1, 𝑎𝑚, 𝑎2) and  �̂� = (𝑏1, 𝑏𝑚, 𝑏2) be two triangular fuzzy numbers. Then the distance 

between 𝐴 ̂and �̂� is defined [7] as d(𝐴 ̂, �̂�) = 1 2⁄ {max(|𝑎1 − 𝑏1|, |𝑎2 − 𝑏2|) + |𝑎𝑚 − 𝑏𝑚|} 

Definition 2.2 

        Let 𝐴 ̂ and �̂� be two triangular fuzzy numbers. Then the fuzzy number 𝐴 ̂is closer to fuzzy 

number �̂� as d(𝐴 ̂, �̂�) approaches 0. 

3. ALGORITHM FOR THE PROPOSED METHOD: 

The procedure of fuzzy TOPSIS is similar to the classic one and can be expressed in a series of 

steps: 

Step-1:Construct the normalized decision matrix. 

     In the fuzzy environment, in order to avoid the complicated normalization formula used in 

classical TOPSIS, simple formulas are used to transform the various criteria scales into a 

comparable scale. The linear scale transformation [5] is: 

  𝑟𝑖𝑗 =  [
𝑎𝑖𝑗

𝑐𝑗∗
,
𝑏𝑖𝑗

𝑐𝑗∗
,
𝑐𝑖𝑗

𝑐𝑗∗
],  𝑗 ∈ 𝐵    and  𝑐𝑗 ∗ =  𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑐𝑖𝑗   ---------------------- (3.1) 

                    𝑟𝑖𝑗 = [
�̂�

𝑐𝑖𝑗
,
�̂�

𝑏𝑖𝑗
,
�̂�

𝑎𝑖𝑗
]  ,  𝑗 ∈ 𝐶    and  �̂� = min 𝑎𝑖𝑗 ---------------------------- (3.2) 

Step-2. Construct the weighted normalized decision matrix.  

         𝑣𝑖𝑗̂ = 𝑟𝑖𝑗(. )𝑤 , i = 1, 2, … m, j = 1, 2, … n    ------------------------------------------- (3.3) 

Step-3. Determine the fuzzy ideal and fuzzy negative-ideal solutions. 

       A+ = (  𝑣1̂ ∗, 𝑣2 ∗̂, ………𝑣�̂�
∗)         ------------------------------------------------------ (3.4) 

A- = (  𝑣1̂, 𝑣2̂, ………𝑣�̂� )             ------------------------------------------------------ (3.5) 

Where  𝑣�̂�
∗ = (1,1,1)and  𝑣�̂� = (0,0,0), j = 1,2,…..n   ------------------------------ (3.6) 
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The distance of each alternative from A+  and  A- can be calculated as  

𝑑𝑖
+ =  ∑ 𝑑(𝑣𝑖�̂�

𝑛
𝑗=1 , 𝑣�̂�

∗) ,   𝑖 = 1,2, , , , , , , , 𝑚  ------------------------------------------- (3.7) 

 

𝑑𝑖
− =  ∑ 𝑑(𝑣𝑖�̂�

𝑛
𝑗=1 , 𝑣�̂�) ,   𝑖 = 1,2, , , , , , , , 𝑚  -------------------------------------------- (3.8) 

Where d(.,.) is the distance measurement between two fuzzy numbers 

Step-4:Once the 𝑑𝑖
+ and 𝑑𝑖

− of each alternative Ai(i=1,2,….m) has been calculated, a closeness 

coefficient is defined to determine the ranking order of all alternatives. 

   The Closeness coefficient of each alternative is calculated as  

CCi= 
𝑑𝑖
−

𝑑𝑖
++𝑑𝑖

− , i=1,2,…..m      ----------------------------------------------------------------(3.9) 

As CCi approaches to 1, according to the closeness coefficient, we can determine the ranking 

order of all alternatives and select the best one from among a set of feasible alternatives. 

Step-5:Though we have already determined the closeness coefficient, a positive correlation for 

the priority vector has been determined using the correlation coefficient (i.e) it determines 

themeasure of thestrength of the relationship between the separation measures, which gives the 

best alternative . It has been calculated using the formula 

r = ∑
𝑑𝑖
+𝑑𝑖

−

√𝑑𝑖
+2∗√𝑑𝑖

−2
    -------------------------------------------------------------------------- (3.10) 

where r lies between -1 and 1 

4. Numerical Example: 

Selecting the 'right' engineering college is a big decision, both for students and their family. The 

parents and students has to take a decision for good career path.In order to choose the best college 

,several criteria can be considered such as (i)Cost (Tuition,/Hostel), (ii)Facilities(Hostel, Cafetria, 

Extra curricular)  (iii)Placements &Internships (iv) Faculty  (v)Location /accessibility . If the 

student had to choose between three engineering colleges for the same engineering branch, the 

better established college should be the choice. The hierarchical structure of the problem is purely 

based on the above criteria and the alternatives are the three different engineering colleges. In 

order to solve this problem the three engineering experts D1,D2 and D3 evaluated three types of 

colleges namely A, B and C and given their evaluations in linguistic variables with respect to the 

objectives(ie.)Cost (C1), Facilities  (C2), Placements & Internships  (C3), Faculty (C4) and 

location of the college (C5) 

        The three decision makers use the seven points scale linguistic variables whose values are 

given as triangular fuzzy numbers to express the importance weight / priority to five criteria given 

by 
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4.1  Linguisticvariables: 

Fuzzy number Linguistic variables (level of measures taken in all 

states) 

(0,0,0.1) Very Low (VL) 

(0,0.1,0.3) Low (L) 

(0.1,0.3,0.05) Medium Low (ML) 

(0.3,0.5,0.7) Medium (M) 

(0.5,0.7,0.9) Medium High (MH) 

(0.7,0.9,1.0) High (H) 

(0.9,1.0,1.0) Very High (VH) 

Table -4.1 

The assessment of the criteria importance by the decision makers are given by  

Criteria/Alternatives D1 D2 D3 

C1 H VH VH 

C2 H H H 

C3 MH H MH 

C4 MH MH MH 

C5 H H H 

           Table – 4.2 

Based  on the above assessment and using the given values of  the linguistic variables, the fuzzy 

weight of each criterion j is determined. 

The ratings of the best Engineering college has been normalized by (3.3)  fuzzy decision matrix 

based on  all criteria are determined as follows 

Criteria/Al

ternatives 

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 

A (0.4731,0.553,0.57) (0.22,0.69,0.88) (0.297,0.56,0.83) (0.38,0.65,0.9) (0.21,0.45,0.7) 

B (0.83,0.97,1) (0.63,0.9,1) (0.39,0.68,0.932) (0.35,0.63,0.9) (0.44,0.75,0.97) 

C (0.664,0.776,0.8) (0.48,0.77,0.97) (0.38,0.65,0.89) (0.414,0.68,0.9) (0.49,0.81,1) 

      

Table-4.3 

Taking the fuzzy positive and fuzzy negative ideal solutions, we determine the distance of each 

alternative from the positive and negative solution  from  (3.7) & (3.8) and the separation  

measures for the alternatives are determined as follows  
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Alternatives 𝑑𝑖
+ 𝑑𝑖

− 

A 2.7585 3.3915 

B 1.715 4.366 

C 1.948 4.118 

    Table-4.4 Separation Measures 

The Closest coefficient is given by (3.9) (i.e) CC1  =
3.3915

3.7585+3.3915
 = 0.5514 

 CC2   = 
4.366

1.715+4.366
=  0.7179 

CC3  =
4.118

1.9478+4.118
  = 0.67886 

According to the closeness coefficient , the ranking order of the three alternatives is B >C>A.In 

order to strengthen the ranking, we determine the correlation coefficient using the formula (3.10).  

Hence the correlation coefficient r= 
24.8663

√14.345∗√47.522
   = 0.9524 

        As the correlation coefficient of r lies between -1 and 1 , the ranking priority gives the more 

closest relationship between  the separation measures which is alternative B , hence the best 

Option is Engineering college  B. 

5. Conclusion: 

 In this paper, the concept of fuzzy TOPSIS, has been discussed and using the proposed distance 

method , the distance of each alternative from  the FPIS and FNIS are calculated and the ranking 

order of the alternatives is determined using the correlation coefficient to strengthen the closest 

approximation of the best alternative. A numerical example on selection of the right engineering 

college is used to illustrate this proposed method. 
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Abstract: 

The objective of this paper is to propose single valued trapezoidal neutrosophicnumbersin game 

theory. The single valued trapezoidal neutrosophic payoff matrix is reduced to a crisp pay off 

matrix using score function and then the game is solved. Corresponding  numerical example is 

illustrated. 

Keywords:Neutrosophic numbers,Single Valued Trapezoidal Neutrosophic Matrix,Game 

Theory. 

1. Introduction: 

Zadeh [9] was the  first to  propose the fuzzy set (FS) todeal with the fuzzy information,because 

the fuzzy set considered only the membership degree and  does not take the non-membership 

degree into account, Atanassov [1] further proposed the intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) which was 

used to overcome the shortcoming of the FS. In other words, theintuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) 

consisted of membership degree and non-membership degree. Similar tothe FS, IFS paid more 

attention to the membership degree and non-membership degree and did notconsider the 

indeterminacy-membership degree. On the basis of the intuitionistic fuzzy set,Smarandache [5] 

further proposed theneutrosophic numbers (NNs).Single valued neutrosophic numbers are a 

special case of single valued neutrosophic sets and are ofimportance for a 

neutrosophicmultiattribute decision making problems. Wang et al. [8] proposed asingle valued 

neutrosophic set and Irfan Deli, Yusuf S¸uba¸  [2]defined the concept of single valued 

neutrosophic numbers, single valued trapezoidal neutrosophic numbers and single valued 

triangular neutrosophic numbers with operations. In this paper, we introduce single valued 

trapezoidal neutrosophic matrix (SVNM) with its arithmetic operations and solved the game 

theory problems with SVNM. 

2. Preliminaries: 

Definition2.1. 

Let E be a universe. A single valued neutrosophicset(SVNS) A ,which can be used in real 

scientific and engineering applications, Here E is characterized by a truth-membership function 

mailto:sudha.dass@yahoo.com
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TA, a indeterminacy-membership function IA and a falsity-membership function FA. TA(x); IA(x) 

and FA(x) are real standard elements of [0, 1]. It can be written as 

A = {< x, (TA(x), IA(x), FA(x)) >: x ∈E, TA(x), IA(x), FA(x) ∈[0, 1]}. 

There is no restriction on the sum of TA(x); IA(x) and FA(x), So 0 ≤ TA(x) + IA(x) + FA(x) ≤ 3. 

Definition2.2. 

A single valued trapezoidal neutrosophic number �̅�  = 〈(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑); 𝑤�̅� , 𝑢�̅� , 𝑦�̅�〉 is a special 

neutrosophic set on the real number set R, whose truth-membership, indeterminacy-membership, 

and a falsity-membership are given as follows: 

𝜇�̅�(𝑥) =

{
  
 

  
 
𝑤�̅�(𝑥 − 𝑎)

(𝑏 − 𝑎)
       𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏

𝑤�̅�                     𝑏 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑐

𝑤�̅�(𝑑 − 𝑥)

(𝑑 − 𝑐)
      𝑐 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑑

0                      𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

𝜗�̅�(𝑥) =

{
  
 

  
 
𝑏 − 𝑥 + 𝑢�̅�(𝑥 − 𝑎)

(𝑏 − 𝑎)
       𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏

𝑢�̅�                                        𝑏 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑐

𝑥 − 𝑐 + 𝑢�̅�(𝑑 − 𝑥)

(𝑑 − 𝑐)
      𝑐 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑑

1                                            𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

𝜆�̅�(𝑥) =

{
  
 

  
 
𝑏 − 𝑥 + 𝑦�̅�(𝑥 − 𝑎)

(𝑏 − 𝑎)
       𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑏

𝑦�̅�                                         𝑏 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑐

𝑥 − 𝑐 + 𝑦�̅�(𝑑 − 𝑥)

(𝑑 − 𝑐)
      𝑐 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑑

1                                            𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

Definition2.3. 

Let�̅� =〈(𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑); 𝑤�̅� , 𝑢�̅� , 𝑦�̅�〉 be a single valued trapezoidal neutrosophic number then the 

score function is defined as 

          S(�̅�) = 
1

16
(𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐 + 𝑑)(2 + 𝑤�̅� − 𝑢�̅� − 𝑦�̅�) 

3. Single Valued Trapezoidal Neutrosophic Matrix: 

A Single valued Trapezoidal Neutrosophic Matrix (SVTNM) is defined as 

�̅�= (�̅�𝑖𝑗)𝑚×𝑛
 where  �̅�𝑖𝑗  = 〈(𝑎𝑖𝑗, 𝑏𝑖𝑗 , 𝑐𝑖𝑗, 𝑑𝑖𝑗); 𝑤�̅�𝑖𝑗

, 𝑢�̅�𝑖𝑗,𝑦�̅�𝑖𝑗
〉 

3.1Single Valued Trapezoidal Neutrosophic MatrixGames : 

Consider a game with m× 𝑛 payoff matrix whose elements are single valued trapezoidal 

neutrosophic numbers�̅�𝑖𝑗 = 〈(𝑎𝑖𝑗, 𝑏𝑖𝑗, 𝑐𝑖𝑗, 𝑑𝑖𝑗);𝑤�̅�𝑖𝑗 , 𝑢�̅�𝑖𝑗,𝑦�̅�𝑖𝑗〉 
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Step 1: 

Convert each neutrosophic cost into crisp value by the score function and obtain the 

classicalpayoff matrix.Calculate the score function of each element in the payoff matrix using the 

formula 

S(�̅�𝑖𝑗) = 
1

16
(𝑎𝑖𝑗 + 𝑏𝑖𝑗 + 𝑐𝑖𝑗 + 𝑑𝑖𝑗) (2 + 𝑤�̅�𝑖𝑗 − 𝑢�̅�𝑖𝑗 − 𝑦�̅�𝑖𝑗) for all i and j 

If S(�̅�𝑖𝑗) <S(�̅�𝑗𝑘)  then �̅�𝑖𝑗 < �̅�𝑗𝑘 

Step 2: 

Check whether a saddle point exists in the payoff matrix.If it exists,the solution can be obtained 

by applying maximin and minimax principle.  

Step 3: 

If the saddle point does not exist, apply the dominance property and reduce the game. 

Comparison of column strategies and row strategies can be done by using score function. 

(i) The Game may reduce to a single cell giving information about the value of the game 

and optimal strategies of players. 

 

(ii) The game may reduce to a 2× 2 matrix without a saddle point and hence it can be solved 

using mixed strategy. 

 

Example 3.1.1:  

Consider the game with payoff matrix whose elements are SVTN with saddle point 

BA (
〈(1,4,5,6); 0.9,0.5,0.1〉 〈(0,1,3,4); 0.6,0.3,0.7〉
〈(2,5,6,7); 0.5,0.3,0.8〉 〈(1,3,4,5); 0.4,0.5,0.7〉

) 

Solution: 

Calculate the scorefunction for each SVTN,thenthe matrix reduces to the2× 2 matrix as 

BA(
2.3 0.8
1.75 0.975

) 

Here, Row Minimum =( 0.8,0.975)  and Column Maximum=( 2.3, 0.975) 

Maximin𝑣  = 0.975     Minimax�̅� =0.975 

Maximin=Minimax  

Hence value of the game is 𝑣 = 0.975 and Saddle point is ( 2,2) 

Example 3.1.2: 

Consider the game with 2× 2 payoff matrix whose elements are SVTN with no saddle point 
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BA (
〈(1,4,5,6); 0.6,0.5,0.1〉 〈(6,7,9,10); 0.9,0.3,0.1〉
〈(5,8,9,10); 0.6,0.1,0.5〉 〈(1,2,3,4); 0.6,0.3,0.7〉

) 

Calculate the score function for each SVTN,then the matrix reduces to the2× 2 matrix as 

  BA(
2 5
4 1

) 

Since the saddle point does not exist, we calculate the optimum mixed strategy. 

The optimum mixed strategy is 𝑆𝐴= [
𝐴1 𝐴2
𝑝1 𝑝2

]&𝑆𝐵= [
𝐵1 𝐵2
𝑞1 𝑞2

] 

𝑝1 =
𝑎22−𝑎21

𝑎11+𝑎22−(𝑎12+𝑎21)
 = 

1

2
 𝑝2 = 1 − 𝑝1 = 

1

2
 

𝑞1 =
𝑎22−𝑎12

𝑎11+𝑎22−(𝑎12+𝑎21)
 = 

1

3
 𝑞2 = 1 − 𝑞1 = 

2

3
 

Value of the game v =  
𝑎11𝑎22−𝑎12𝑎21

𝑎11+𝑎22−(𝑎12+𝑎21)
 = 3 

Example 3.1.3: 

Consider the game with payoff matrix whose elements are SVTN 

(

〈(3,4, 6, 7 ); 0.4,0.7,0.9〉 〈(8,9,11,12); 0.9,0.05,0.05〉 〈(2, 3, 5, 7); 0.7,0.2,0.3〉
〈(10,11,13,14); 0.5,0.3,0.2〉 〈( 5, 7, 9, 11 ); 0.1,0.5,0.6〉 〈(9,10,11,12); 0.86,0.1,0.1〉
〈( 4, 6, 10, 12 ); 0.8,0.1,0.1〉 〈(2, 5, 6, 7 ); 0.5,0.3,0.8〉 〈(7, 8, 10,12); 0.9,0.2, 0.1〉

) 

Calculate the score for each SVTN, the matrix reduces to 

(
1 7 2.3375
6 2 6.9825
5.2 1.75 6.0125

) 

Since the saddle point does not exist we apply the dominance property. 

Row 3 is dominated by row 2 and column 3 is dominated by column 1. We omit row 3 and 

column 3.The matrix reduces to 

(
1 7
6 2

) 

Since the saddle point does not exist, we calculate the optimum mixed strategy. 

Strategy for A = {
2

5
,
3

5
, 0}    Strategy for A = {

1

2
,
1

2
, 0} 

Value of the game 𝑣 = 4 

4. Conclusion: 

In this paper, the single valued trapezoidal neutrosophic matrix has been introduced.The 

neutrosophic cost is converted into a crisp payoff matrix using the score functions.Then the 

games involving these single valued trapezoidal neutrosophic matrix is solved. In future it may be 
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applied to many operations research problems and decision making problems involving 

indeterminate evaluation information. 
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Abstract: This paper describes the optimization of personnel in a hospital by using neutrosophic  

linear programming problem  with trapezoidal  numbers by  ranking function. An illustrative 

numerical example is presented in order to verify the proposed approach. 

Keywords: Trapezoidal neutrosophic number, Linear Programming problem, optimum solution 

1 Introduction 

In 2012 Hanafy and Salama[3,4,7] introduced and studied some operations on neutrosophic sets 

and investigated the correlation of neutrosophic data[8]. Atanassov[1, 2] introduced another type 

of fuzzy sets that is called intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS) which is more practical in real life 

situations. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets handle incomplete information i.e., the grade of membership 

function and non-members hip function but not the indeterminate information and inconsistent 

information which exists obviously in belief system. Smarandache and Salama[8] introduced 

another concept of imprecise data called neutrosophic sets. neutrosophic set is a part of 

neutrosophy which studied the origin, nature and scope of neutralities, as well as their interactions 
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with ideational spectra. The neutrosophic set generalized the concept of classical fuzzy 

set[5,9,10], interval-valued fuzzy set, intuitionistic fuzzy set[1, 2], etc. In this paper we discuss 

neutrosophic linear programming problem.  

2 Preliminaries 

2.1 Definition[6] 

Let X be a fixed set. A neutrosophic set A of X is an object having the form A =

 Xxxxvxx AAA ),(),(),(,   where the function: 
AAA andv  , are real standard or non 

standard subsets of    1,0  define respectively the degree of membership. Degree of non-

membership and degree of indeterminacy of the element x ϵ  X to the set A, which is a subset of 

X and for every x ϵ  X, -0 ≤ 3)()(0   AAA xvx   

2.2 Definition[6] 

Let X be a universe of discourse, a trapezoidal neutrosophic set A
~

 in X is defined as the 

following form:  XxxFxIxTxN
NNN

 |)(),(),(,
~

~~~ , where ]1,0[)(~ xT
N

, ]1,0[)(~ xI
N

and ]1,0[)(~ xF
N

 are three trapezoidal fuzzy numbers with the condition 0≤ )(~ xT
N

+ )(~ xI
N

+

)(~ xF
N

≤3, xєX. For convenience, the three trapezoidal fuzzy numbers are denoted by )(~ xT
N

 = 

(a,b,c,d), )(~ xI
N

 = (e,f,g,h) and  )(~ xF
N

= (l,m,n,p).  

Thus a trapezoidal number is denoted by  n~  = <(a,b,c,d), (e,f,g,h),(l,m,n,p)> which is a basic 

element in the trapezoidal neutrosophic set. 

2.3 Formulation of neutrosophic linear programming problem (NLPP) 

The general form of optimization problem with Neutrosophic objective function and 

Neutrosophic constraints is given by 





n

j

j

k

jk xcAz
1

~)
~

(min   , Where Kk ,.....,3,2,1   

 subject to njmikxa i

n

i

jij ,.....,3,2,1;,.....,3,2,1,
~~

1


  

          
.,....,3,2,1,0 njx j 
 

2.4 Ranking of Trapezoidal neutrosophic Number  

Let n~  = <(a,b,c,d),(e,f,g,h),(l,m,n,p)> be a trapezoidal neutrosophic number. The average 

representation of this Neutrosophic trapezoidal numbers is given by  R( n~ )  where 

           R( n~ )  = 
444

pnmlhgfedcba 
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3 Neutrosophic linear programming problem 

This section extends a trapezoidal neutrosophic linear programming problem, which is a preferred 

practice. 

3.1 Algorithm for solving neutrosophic linear programming problem 

Step 1: Formulate the linear programming problem as 





n

j

j

k

jk xcAz
1

~)
~

(min

 

subject to  

njmikxa i

n

i

jij ,.....,3,2,1;,.....,3,2,1,
~~

1


  

Step  2: Convert the formulation into neutrosophic linear programming problem. 

Step 3: Convert the neutrosophic linear programming problem into crisp linear programming  

problem by ranking   

Step 4: Compute the net Evaluations by using the relation  jjBjj caccz ~~~~~   and examine the 

sign of jj cz ~~   

(a) If all jj cz ~~  ≥ 0 then the solution is optimal solution. 

(b) If atleast one jj cz ~~   < 0 then the solution is not optimal. 

Step 5: Go to step 2 until you get optimal solution. 

3.2 Numerical Problem 

Consider a hospital that is open on all seven days in a week. Based on the present patients   

admission, the number of nurses required for a particular day is given as follows.  

Decision Variable x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 

Day Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

No. of Nurses 100 200 150 250 90 160 300 

Every nurse works five consecutive days, and then takes two days off, repeating this cyclic 

pattern continuously. Here we calculate the optimum requirement of Nurses as per the patient 

intake. Let x1 be number of nurses starting duty on Sunday (Sunday – Thursday), x2 be number of 

nurses starting duty on Monday (Monday – Friday) etc. 
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Solution: 

Step 1: Let xi be the number of workers who begin their five day shift on day i.  

By formulating the given problem  

7654321min xxxxxxxz   

subject to,  

                    

0,,,,,,

300

160

90

250

150

200

100

7654321

76543

65432

54321

74321

76321

76521

76541

















xxxxxxx

xxxxx

xxxxx

xxxxx

xxxxx

xxxxx

xxxxx

xxxxx

 

Step 2: Linear programming is converted to neutrosophic linear programming problem where 

 ci  =1where i = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 is taken as ((0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5)( 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7)( 0.6, 0.7, 0.7, 0.8))  

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((min

x

x

x

x

x

x

xz













 

subject to   

     

100))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0(())5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0(())5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

7
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0,,,,,,

300))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0(())5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0(())5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

160))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0(())5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0(())5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

90))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0(())5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0(())5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

250))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0(())5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0(())5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

150))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0(())5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0(())5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

200))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0(())5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((

))5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0(())5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0)(5.0,4.0,3.0,2.0((
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Step 3: Neutrosophic  linear programming problem is converted to crisp linear programming 

problem by using ranking function 

7654321 13.013.013.013.013.013.013.0min xxxxxxxz   

subject to, 
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30013.013.013.013.013.0

16013.013.013.013.013.0

9013.013.013.013.013.0

7654321
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65432

54321
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Step 4: The crisp linear programming is thus solved and the solution is  min z = 303, x1  = 0 ,x2 = 

25.64, x3 = 794.84, x4 = 0 , x5 = 410.26, x6 = 0 and  x7 = 1102.56 

Hence the hospital could give the first preference to the shift from Saturday and the last 

preference to the shift from Tuesday to minimize and optimize the number of nurses in a duty. 

4 Conclusion 

Nurses shift allotment is an important aspect in running of a Hospital. The resulting schedule 

includes balanced schedules in terms of the distribution of shift duties, fairness in terms of the 

number of consecutive night duties and the preferences of the nurses. The finding of this research 

enables optimum utilization of the available resources, increase in the efficiency of the services 

provided by the nurses and maximum profit with minimum resources. This research paper can be 

further extended to all the other fields of work which pursue shift system. 
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Notations: VSM, VSMmDM denote respectively vague soft matrix and vague soft                                              

                  max- minimum decision making method  

1. Introduction                                                                                                                                                   

     Russian researcher Molodtsov [1] introduced soft set theory in 1999 to deal with uncertainties 

and vagueness where two point crisp set always fails. Maji et. al [2] discussed some of its 

operations and introduced it in decision making problems. In its developmental stages, soft set 

theory has undergone through many modifications in its operations. Some of these operations are 

found helpful in uni-int decision making method.                                                                                                                

     In this modern era, matrix theory found very useful for computational purposes, especially in 

computers. Matrices are easy to store and manipulate datas in computer memory. Soft matrix 

theory developed and soft max-min decision making method developed. Hybrid structures like 

fuzzy soft [1], soft fuzzy [1], vague soft, soft vague, neutrosophic intutionistic are also developed 

in different directions. Maji et al. presented the idea of fuzzy soft set by embedding the ideas of 

fuzzy sets. Using fuzzy soft set theory Cagman and Enginoglu [3] introduced fuzzy soft matrix 

theory in 2012 with its application in decision making problems. Borah et al [4] extended fuzzy 

soft matrix theory. Later in 2014 R.Nagarajan and K. Balamurugan [5] gave a different decision 

making approach for solving fuzzy soft matrix. In 2014 R. Rajarajeswari & P.Dhanalakshmi [6] 

proposed interval valued soft matrix theory on the basis of weights. So soft matrix theory has an 

important place in the developmental scenario of soft set theory. In this paper, through vague soft 

matrix theory , one real life application for decision making problems are presented.  

2. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1 [1](Vague set)                                                                                                                                                            

A vague set A in the universe of discourse U={𝑢1, 𝑢2, …….,𝑢𝑛} is characterized by 2 

membership functions given by                                                                                                                                  

(1) a truth membership function 𝑡𝐴: U ⟶ [0,1]                                                                                                          

(2) a false membership function 𝑓𝐴: U⟶ [0,1]   

where 𝑡𝐴(𝑢𝑖) is a lower bound of the grade of membership of 𝑢𝑖derived from the “ evidence for 

𝑢𝑖” and 𝑓𝐴(𝑢𝑖) is a lower bound on the negation of u derived from the “evidence against 𝑢𝑖” and 

𝑡𝐴(𝑢𝑖)+𝑓𝐴(𝑢𝑖)⩽1. Thus the grade of membership of 𝑢𝑖 in the vague set A is bounded by a sub-

interval [𝑡𝐴(𝑢𝑖), 1−𝑓𝐴(𝑢𝑖)] of [0,1]. This indicates that if the actual grade of membership is 𝜇(𝑢𝑖) 
then 𝑡𝐴(𝑢𝑖)⩽𝜇(𝑢𝑖)⩽𝑓𝐴(𝑢𝑖). The vague set A is written as A ={(𝑢𝑖,[𝑡𝐴(𝑢𝑖),1−𝑓𝐴(𝑢𝑖)])∕ 𝑢𝑖∈U}, 

where interval [𝑡𝐴(𝑢𝑖), 1−𝑓𝐴(𝑢𝑖)] is called the vague value of  𝑢𝑖 in A denoted by 𝑉𝐴(𝑢𝑖)                                                                                                   
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Definition 2.2 [2](Soft set)                                                                                                                                                      

Let U be the initial universe and E be the set of parameters. Let P(U) denote the power set of U 

and A be a non-empty subset of  E. A pair (F,A) is called a soft set over U where F is a mapping 

given by F: A ⟶P(U)                                                                                                                                  

Definition 2.3 [4](Fuzzy soft set)                                                                                                                                                                              

Let U be an initial universe and E be the set of parameters. Let A  E. A pair (F, A) is called 

fuzzy soft set over U where F is a mapping given by F: A→IU, where IU denotes the collection of 

all fuzzy subsets of U                                                                                                                              

Definition 2.4 [3] (Vague soft set)                                                                                                                                             

Let U be a universe, E be a set of parameters, V(U) be the power set of vague set on U and 

A⊆B.A pair (F,A) is called a vague soft set over U where F is a mapping given by F:A⟶V(U). 

In other words, a vague soft set over U is a parameterized family of vague sets of the universe U. 

For e∈A, 𝜇𝐹(𝑒):U⟶[0,1] is regarded as the set of e-approximate elements of the vague soft sets.   

Definition 2.5 [5] (Fuzzy soft matrix)                                                                                                                                          

Let U ={𝑐1, 𝑐2, 𝑐3------, 𝑐𝑚} be the universal set and E be the set of parameters given by 

E={𝑒1,𝑒2,𝑒3,---------𝑒𝑛}. Let A  E and (F, A) be a fuzzy soft set in the fuzzy soft class (U, E). 

Fuzzy soft set (F, A) in matrix form is given as                                                                       

𝐴𝑚×𝑛= [𝑎𝑖𝑗]𝑚×𝑛 or   A  = [𝑎𝑖𝑗],  i =1,2,-----,m ; j =1,2,-----n;  𝑎𝑖𝑗 = {

𝜇𝑗(ci) if ej ∈ A

0         if ejA
 

                                                                                                                                          

𝜇j (ci) represents the membership of 𝑐𝑖 in the fuzzy set F(𝑒𝑗)  

Definition 2.6 [6] (Vague Soft Matrix)                                                                                                                                   

Let U ={𝑢1, 𝑢2, 𝑢3, --------, 𝑢𝑚} be the universal set and E be the set of parameters E={𝑒1, 𝑒2, 

𝑒3, ---------, 𝑒𝑛}. Let A  E and (F, A) be a vague soft set in the vague soft class (U, E). Then 

vague soft set (F, A) in a matrix form as                                                                                                                                                           

𝐴𝑚×𝑛 = [𝑎𝑖𝑗]𝑚×𝑛 or A =[𝑎𝑖𝑗], i=1, 2, -----, m; j=1, 2, -----n where 𝑎𝑖𝑗 = {
V𝐴𝑗(ui)if ej ∈ A

[0, 0] if  ej  A
   

Example 2.7                                                                                                                                                                             

Let 𝑈1= {𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3}be food varieties for break-fast Mr. X prefer . Add a parameter set for 

characteristics of different hotels say, E={𝑒1 = luxury, 𝑒2= famous, 𝑒3= warm serviced, 𝑒4= early 

check-in and late check-out, 𝑒5= honest information, 𝑒6=  hospitality}. Mr X prefers the 

parameter set A={𝑒3,𝑒6} 

Vague soft set according to his interest is given by,                                                                                             

(F, A) =   {(𝑒3, (〈
[0.3,0.5]

𝑏1
,
[0.5,0.7]

𝑏2
,
[0.7,0.9]

𝑏3
〉)) , (𝑒6, (〈

[0.4,0.6]

𝑏1
,
[0.6,0.8]

𝑏2
,
[0.8,0.9]

𝑏3
〉))}            
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Vague soft matrix representation of the above is given as follows 

              654321 eeeeee  

A =  

𝑏1
𝑏2
𝑏3

 [

[0,0] [0,0] [0.3, 0.5]

[0,0] [0,0] [0.5, 0.7]

[0,0] [0,0] [0.7, 0.9]
   

[0,0] [0,0] [0.4,0.6]

[0,0] [0,0] [0.6,0.8]

[0,0] [0,0] [0.8,0.9]
]                                                                                               

Remark 2.8    

Set of all vague soft matrices of order (𝑚 × 𝑛) over U is denoted by 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛 

3.  Product of vague soft matrices 

4 special products of vs-matrices are used to construct vs-decision making problems, which is 

given below 

Definition 3.1                                                                                                                                                           

Let [𝑎𝑖𝑗], [𝑏𝑖𝑘]∈ 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛. Then AND product of [𝑎𝑖𝑗] and [𝑏𝑖𝑘] is defined by                                     

⋀𝑉𝑆𝑀: 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛 × 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛  → 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛2 

[𝑎𝑖𝑗]⋀[𝑏𝑖𝑘]=[𝑐𝑖𝑝] where 𝑐𝑖𝑝=min{𝑎𝑖𝑗, 𝑏𝑖𝑘} such that p = n(j−1)+k 

Definition 3.2 

Let [𝑎𝑖𝑗], [𝑏𝑖𝑘]∈ 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛. Then OR product of [𝑎𝑖𝑗] and [𝑏𝑖𝑘] is defined by                                    

∨𝑉𝑆𝑀: 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛 × 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛→ 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛2 

[𝑎𝑖𝑗]∨[𝑏𝑖𝑘]=[𝑐𝑖𝑝] where 𝑐𝑖𝑝=max{𝑎𝑖𝑗, 𝑏𝑖𝑘} such that p = n(j−1)+k 

Definition 3.3 

Let [𝑎𝑖𝑗], [𝑏𝑖𝑘]∈ 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛. Then AND-NOT product of [𝑎𝑖𝑗] and [𝑏𝑖𝑘] is defined by                                     

∧̅𝑉𝑆𝑀: 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛 × 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛 → 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛2 

[𝑎𝑖𝑗] ∧̅ [𝑏𝑖𝑘] = [𝑐𝑖𝑝] where 𝑐𝑖𝑝= min{𝑎𝑖𝑗, 1−𝑏𝑖𝑘} such that p = n(j−1)+k 

Definition 3.4 

Let [𝑎𝑖𝑗], [𝑏𝑖𝑘] ∈ 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛. Then OR-NOT product of [𝑎𝑖𝑗] and [𝑏𝑖𝑘] is defined by                                                                                           

∨̅𝑉𝑆𝑀: 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛 × 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛→ 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛2 

[𝑎𝑖𝑗] ∨̅ [𝑏𝑖𝑘] = [𝑐𝑖𝑝] where 𝑐𝑖𝑝= max{𝑎𝑖𝑗, 1−𝑏𝑖𝑘} such that p = n(j−1)+k 

4. Max-Min Decision making using vague soft matrices 

Four types of decision making methods VSMmDM, VSmMDM, VSmmDM, VSMMDM can be 

used using ‘vague soft matrix’. Among them VSMmDM method is used here. For this VSM max-

min decision function is defined below.  
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Definition 4.1                                                                                                                                                     

Let [𝑐𝑖𝑝]∈ 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛2, 𝐼𝑘 ={p: ∄ I, 𝑐𝑖𝑝 ≠ [0, 0], (k−1)n < p ≤ kn} for all k ∈ I ={1, 2, -------,n}.                         

Then VSM max-min decision function is defined below 

Mm: 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×𝑛2 → 𝑉𝑆𝑀𝑚×1 ,                                                                                                                                                        

Mm[𝑐𝑖𝑝]=[ 𝑑𝑖1]= [
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑘

{𝑡𝑖𝑘}] where 𝑡𝑖𝑘 =  {

𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑝 ∈ 𝐼𝑘

   {𝑐𝑖𝑝};   if Ik ≠ ∅
 

[0, 0]               ;   if Ik = ∅ 

                  

One column vs-matrix Mm [𝑐𝑖𝑝] is called max-min decision vs-matrix 

Definition 4.2                                                                                                                                                        

Let U = {𝑢1, 𝑢2, ---------,𝑢𝑚}be an initial universe and Mm[𝑐𝑖𝑝]=[𝑑𝑖1]. Subset of U can be 

obtained by using [di1] as in the following way                                                                                                

𝑜𝑝𝑡[𝑑𝑖1](U) = {
𝑑𝑖1

𝑢𝑖
 ∕ 𝑢𝑖: 𝑢𝑖 ∈ U, 𝑑𝑖1 ≠0}is the optimum vague set on U                                                    

Algorithm for VSMmDM method  

Step 1: choose feasible subsets of the set of parameters                                                                                    

Step 2: construct the VSM for each set of parameters                                                                               

Step 3: find a convenient product of the VSM’s                                                                                       

Step 4: find a max-min decision VSM                                                                                                    

Step 5: find an optimum vague set on U 

5. Real life application 

Suppose capital city of one country has 5 different choices for hotels for accommodating special 

guest on the day of a special ceremony say U = {ℎ1, ℎ2, ℎ3, ℎ4,ℎ5}. Assume that it is associated 

with a set of parameters E = {𝑒1= early check-in and late check-out, 𝑒2= warm service,                   

𝑒3= hospitality, 𝑒4= honest information}                                                                                                             

Step 1:                                                                                                                                                                  

Suppose two foreign ambassadors say ambassadors for Italy and Germany have selected their 

parameter set as A = { 𝑒1, 𝑒3, 𝑒4} and B={ 𝑒2, 𝑒3,𝑒4} respectively                                                                                                                                 

Step 2:                                                                                                                                                                

Vague soft matrices constructed according to their choice parameters is given as follows  

 4321 eeee                                                                   

[𝑎𝑖𝑗]5×4
  =

5

4

3

2

1

h

h

h

h

h

 























]7.0,5.0[]6.0,5.0[]0,0[]8.0,2.0[

]6.0,6.0[]6.0,4.0[]0,0[]7.0,7.0[

]4.0,3.0[]8.0,6.0[]0,0[]4.0,3.0[

]9.0,1.0[]7.0,5.0[]0,0[]5.0,5.0[

]6.0,5.0[]6.0,4.0[]0,0[]6.0,4.0[
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[𝑏𝑖𝑘]5×4 = 

5

4

3

2

1

h

h

h

h

h























]5.0,2.0[]9.0,8.0[]8.0,6.0[]0,0[

]9.0,8.0[]7.0,6.0[]7.0,5.0[]0,0[

]8.0,7.0[]8.0,7.0[]4.0,4.0[]0,0[

]9.0,8.0[]6.0,6.0[]8.0,8.0[]0,0[

]6.0,5.0[]9.0,5.0[]7.0,6.0[]0,0[

        

Step 3:                                                                                                                                                     

AND product for vague soft matrices can be used for finding the product of the above matrices        

[𝑎53]⋀[𝑏53] = [𝑐5,16] 

[𝑐5,16] = 























]5.0,2.0[]7.0,5.0[]7.0,5.0[]0,0[]5.0,2.0[]5.0,2.0[]6.0,5.0[]0,0[]0,0[]0,0[]0,0[]0,0[]5.0,2.0[]8.0,2.0[]8.0,2.0[]0,0[

]6.0,6.0[]6.0,6.0[]6.0,5.0[]0,0[]6.0,4.0[]6.0,4.0[]6.0,4.0[]0,0[]0,0[]0,0[]0,0[]0,0[]7.0,7.0[]7.0,6.0[]7.0,5.0[]0,0[

]4.0,3.0[]4.0,3.0[]4.0,3.0[]0,0[]8.0,6.0[]8.0,6.0[]4.0,4.0[]0,0[]0,0[]0,0[]0,0[]0,0[]4.0,3.0[]4.0,3.0[]4.0,3.0[]0,0[

]9.0,1.0[]6.0,1.0[]8.0,1.0[]0,0[]7.0,5.0[]6.0,5.0[]7.0,5.0[]0,0[]0,0[]0,0[]0,0[]0,0[]5.0,5.0[]5.0,5.0[]5.0,5.0[]0,0[

]6.0,5.0[]6.0,5.0[]6.0,5.0[]0,0[]6.0,04[]6.0,4.0[]6.0,4.0[]0,0[]0,0[]0,0[]0,0[]0,0[]6.0,4.0[]6.0,4.0[]6.0,4.0[]0,0[

 

Step 4: 

Mm([aij]⋀[bik])=[di1]; i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

                                   𝑑11 = max {[0.4, 0.6], [0, 0], [0.4, 0.6], [0.5, 0.6]}      = [0.5, 0.6]         

                                   𝑑21 = max {[0.5, 0.5], [0, 0], [0.5, 0.6], [0.1, 0.6]}      = [0.5, 0.6] 

                                   𝑑31 = max {[0.3, 0.4], [0, 0], [0.4, 0.4], [0.3, 0.4]}      = [0.4, 0.4] 

                                   𝑑41 = max {[0.5, 0.7], [0, 0], [0.4, 0.6], [0.5, 0.6]}      = [0.5, 0.7]   

                                   𝑑51 = max {[0.2, 0.5], [0, 0], [0.2, 0.5], [0.2, 0.5]}      = [0.2, 0.5]                                                                                                                                            

𝑜𝑝𝑡[di1](U) =  {
𝑑𝑖1

𝑢𝑖
: 𝑢𝑖 ∈ U, 𝑑𝑖1 ≠ 0}                                                                                                                

𝑑𝑖1= 























]5.0,2.0[

]7.0,5.0[

]4.0,4.0[

]6.0,5.0[

]6.0,5.0[

5×1

 

𝑜𝑝𝑡Mm([aij]⋀[bik](U) = {[0.5,0.6] ∕ ℎ1, [0.5,0.6] ∕ ℎ2, [0.4,0.4] ∕ ℎ3, [0.5,0.7] ∕ ℎ4, [0.2,0.5] ∕ ℎ5}  

                                = [0.5,0.7] ∕ ℎ4 

Step 5: 

Finally method selects maximum alternative as the final decision. It gives sometimes even a 

subset of the universal set. In the present case maximum vague membership alternative is                 
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[0.5, 0.7], indicates that subject to the given set of parameters, ambassadors for Italy and 

Germany book hotel 4.    

In the same manner other products [aij] ∨ [bik] , [aij]⋀̅[bik] , [aij] ∨̅ [bik] with suitable decision 

making functions can be used for other problems.                  

5. Conclusion                                                                                                                                   

This paper is a continuation of Cagman and Enginoglu’s work on fuzzy soft matrix theory done in 

2012. With a real-life example, one of the applications of vague soft matrix theory has shown in 

this paper.  It could be further used in different combinations to provide more useful results  
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Abstract: In this paper, we introduce intuitionistic fuzzy sgb-frontier and study some of their 

properties in intuitionistic fuzzy topological spaces. 

Keywords: Intuitionistic fuzzy sgb-frontier, intuitionistic fuzzy sgb Q-neighborhood, 

intuitionistic fuzzy sgb-adherence, intuitionistic fuzzy sgb-accumulation point and intuitionistic 

fuzzy sgb-continuous. 

1. Introduction 

Fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh[17] in 1965 and Intuitionistic fuzzy sets was 

introduced by  Atanassov[2] in 1986 .IFS is a sufficiently generalized notion to include both 

fuzzy sets and vague sets. Fuzzy sets are IFSs but the converse is not necessarily true [2], whereas 

the notion of vague set defined by Gau and Buehrer [9] was proven by Bustince and Burillo [7] 

to be the same as IFS.  
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Levine [15] generalized the notion of open sets as semiopen sets. Azad [5] carried out 

this fuzzification in 1981, and thus initiated the study of the concepts of fuzzy semiopen and 

fuzzy semiclosed sets. The concept of generalized b closed sets due to Benchalli and Jenifer [6] 

in intuitionistic fuzzy topology. Angelin Tidy and Francina Shalini [1] introduced  intuitionistic 

fuzzy  sgb-closed sets. 

Tang[16] has used fuzzy topology for studying land cover changes in China. Considering 

the inherent nature of Geographic Information Science (GIS) phenomena, it seems more suitable 

to study the problem of land cover changes using intuitionistic fuzzy topology. Tang has made a 

heavy use of the notion of fuzzy boundary. Thus, for recasting the GIS problem in terms of 

Intuitionistic Fuzzy Topology makes the study of intuitionistic fuzzy frontier imperative. 

Athar Kharal [4] studied the notion of frontier in IF topology and establish several of its 

properties, thus providing sufficient material for researchers to utilize these concepts 

fruitfully. The study of weaker forms of different notions of intuitionistic Fuzzy Topology is 

currently underway [10,11,13]. Using the notion of intutionistic fuzzy semisets, it also define the 

notion of intuitionistic fuzzy semifrontier and characterize intuitionistic fuzzy semicontinuous 

functions in terms of intuitionistic fuzzy semifrontier.  

 In this paper, we use the notion of intutionistic fuzzy sgb- closed sets and we also define 

the notion of intuitionistic fuzzy sgb-frontier and characterize intuitionistic fuzzy sgb-continuous 

functions in terms of intuitionistic fuzzy sgb-frontier. 

2. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1: [3] Let X be a nonempty fixed set. An intuitionistic fuzzy set (briefly IFS) A is an 

object of the form A = {⟨x, 𝜇(x), 𝜈(x)⟩ : x ∈ X}, where 𝜇 and 𝜈 are degrees of membership 

and non-membership of each x ∈ X, respectively, and 0 ≤ 𝜇(x) + 𝜈(x) ≤ 1 for each x ∈ X. A class 

of all the IFS’s in X  is denoted as IFS(X). When there is no danger of confusion, an  

IFS A = {⟨x, 𝜇(x), 𝜈(x)⟩ : x ∈ X} may be written as A = ⟨𝜇A, 𝜈A⟩. 

Definition 2.2: [3] Let X be a nonempty set and A =⟨𝜇A, νA⟩, B = ⟨𝜇B, 𝜈B⟩ IFSs in X. Then 

         (1) A ⊆ B if 𝜇A(x) ≤ 𝜇B(x) and 𝜈A(x) ≥ 𝜈B(x), for all x ∈ X,  

         (2) A = B if A ⊆ B and B ⊆ A, 

         (3) A̅ = {⟨x, 𝜈A(x), 𝜇A(x)⟩ : x ∈ X}, 

         (4) A ⋂ B = {⟨x, μA(x) ⋀ 𝜇B(x), 𝜈A(x) ⋁ 𝜈B(x)⟩ : x ∈ X } [15], 

         (5) A ⋃ B = {⟨x, μA(x) ⋁ 𝜇B(x), 𝜈A(x) ⋀ 𝜈B(x)⟩ : x ∈ X }[15]. 

Definition 2.3: [8] IFS’s 0̃ and 1̃ are defined as 0̃  = {⟨x, 0, 1⟩ : x ∈ X} and   

1̃= {⟨x, 1, 0⟩ : x ∈ X}, respectively. 

Definition 2.4: [14] Let 𝛼, 𝛽 ∈ [0, 1] and 𝛼 + 𝛽 ≤ 1. An intuitionistic fuzzy point (IFP for short) 

x(𝛼,𝛽) of X  is an IFS of X defined by 
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                      x (𝛼,𝛽) (y) =   {
(α, β)    if      y =  x,
(0, 1)    if     y ≠  x.

                      (1) 

                In this case, x is called the support of x(𝛼,𝛽) and 𝛼 and 𝛽 are called the value and the 

nonvalue of x(𝛼,𝛽), respectively. An IFP  x(𝛼,𝛽)  is said to belong to an IFS A = ⟨𝜇A, 𝜈A⟩ in X, 

denoted by x(𝛼,𝛽) ∈ A  if ⍺ ≤ 𝜇A(𝑥) and β ≥ 𝜈A(𝑥). Clearly an intuitionistic fuzzy point can be 

represented by an ordered pair of fuzzy points as follows: 

                     x(⍺,β) = (x⍺ , 1-x1-β )                                             (2) 

A class of all IFP’s in X is denoted as IFP(X). 

Definition 2.5: [8] An intuitionistic fuzzy topology (IFT for short) on a nonempty set X is a 

family of IFSs in X satisfying the following axioms: 

                        (1) 0̃ , 1̃ ∈ τ, 

                        (2) G1⋂ G2 ∈ τ for any G1, G2 ∈ τ, 

                        (3) ⋃Gi ∈ τ for any arbitrary family {Gi : i ∈ J} ⊆ τ. 

            In this case, the pair (X, τ) is called an intuitionistic fuzzy  topological space (briefly, 

IFTS) and members of τ are called intuitionistic fuzzy open (briefly, IFO) sets. The complement 

A̅ of an IFO set A is called an intuitionistic fuzzy closed (IFC) set in X. Collection of all IFO 

(resp., IFC) sets in IFTS X is denoted as IFO(X) (resp., IFC(X)). 

Proposition 2.6: [12] Let X be an IFTS. Then the following hold: 

                  (1)  1̃, 0̃ ∈ IFC(X), 

                  (2) If A1,A2 ∈ IF(X), then A1 ∈ A2 ∈ IFC(X), 

                  (3) If 𝒜 ⊂ IF(X), then  ⋂𝒜 ∈ IFC(X). 

Definition 2.7: [8] Let (X, τ) be an IFTS and A = ⟨𝜇A, 𝜈A⟩ an IFS in X. Then the fuzzy interior 

and fuzzy closure of A are denoted and defined as 

                 Cl A = ⋂ {K : K is an IFC set in X and A ⊆ K} , 

                 Int A = ⋃ {G : G is an IFO set in X and G ⊆ 𝐴} .                       (3) 

Proposition 2.8: [8] Let (X, τ) be an IFTS and A, B be IFSs in X. Then the following properties 

hold:  (1) Int 1̃= 1̃, (Cl 0̃ = 0̃), 

                   (2) Int A ⊆ A, (𝐴 ⊆ Cl A), 

                  (3) Int A ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅= Cl A̅, (Cl A̅̅ ̅̅ ̅= Int A̅ ), 

                  (4) Int Int A = Int A, (Cl Cl A = Cl A), 

                   (5) A ⊆ B ⇒ Int A ⊆ Int B, (A ⊆ B ⇒ Cl A ⊆ Cl B), 
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                   (6) Int (A ⋂ B) = Int A ⋂ Int B (Cl (A⋃B) = Cl A ⋃ Cl B), 

                   (7) Int (A ⋃ B) ⊇ Int A ⋃ Int B, (Cl (A⋂B) ⊆ Cl A ⋂ Cl B). 

Definition 2.9: [1] An IFS A is said to be an intuitionistic fuzzy semi generalized b-closed set 

(IFSGbCS) if  bcl(A) ⊆ U whenever A ⊆ U and U is an IFSOS in (X,τ). 

                  An IFS A is said to be an intuitionistic fuzzy semi generalized b-open set (IFSGbOS) 

in (X,τ) if the complement Ac  is an IFSGbCS in (X,τ). 

Definition 2.10: [1]  Let (X, τ) be an IFTS and A = ⟨ x, μA, νA⟩ be an IFS in (X, τ). Then the 

intuitionistic fuzzy b closure of A ( bcl(A)) and intuitionistic fuzzy b interior of A (bint(A)) are 

defined as  bint(A) = ⋃ { G / G is an IFbOS in X and G ⊆ A},  

            bcl (A) = ⋂ { K / K is an IFbCS in X and A ⊆ K }. 

Definition 2.11: [4] Let X be an IFTS and let A ∈ IFS(X). Then x(𝜆,𝜇) ∈ IFP(X) is called an 

intuitionistic fuzzy frontier point (in short, IFFP) of A if x(𝜆,𝜇) ∈ Cl 𝐴 ⋂ Cl A̅. The union of all the 

IFFPs of A is called an IF frontier of A and denoted by Fr A. It is clear that Fr A = Cl A ⋂ Cl A̅. 

Definition 2.12: [4] Let (X, τ) be an IFTS, A ∈ IFS(X) and let x(𝜆,𝜇) ∈ IFP(X). Then A is called an 

intuitionistic Q-neighborhood (in short, IQN) of  x(𝜆,𝜇)  if there is a B ∈ τ such that x(𝜆,𝜇)qB ⊂ 

A.The family of all the IQNs of x(𝜆,𝜇) is called the system of IQNs of x(𝜆,𝜇) and denoted by 

𝒩IQ(x(𝜆,𝜇)). 

Definition 2.13: [4] Let X be an IFTS and let A ∈ IFS(X). Then x(𝜆,𝜇) ∈ IFP(X) is called an 

intuitionistic fuzzy adherence point (in short, IFAP) of A if for each U ∈ 𝒩IQ(x(𝜆,𝜇)), UqA. 

Definition 2.14: [4] Let X be an IFTS and A ∈ IFS(X). Then x(𝜆,𝜇) ∈ IFP(X) is called an 

intuitionistic fuzzy accumulation point of A if it satisfies the following conditions: 

(1) x(𝜆,𝜇) is an IFAP of A, 

(2) if x(𝜆,𝜇) ∈ A, then for each U ∈ 𝒩IQ(x(𝜆,𝜇)), U and A are quasi coincident at some point 

𝑦∈ X such that y ≠ x. 

                     The union of all the intuitionistic fuzzy accumulation points of A is called the 

derived set of A and is denoted by Ad. It is clear that 𝐴d ⊂ Cl A 

Definition 2.15: [4] Let (X, τ) and (Y, 𝜙) be two IFTSs and f : X → Y, a function. Then f  is said 

to be intuitionistic fuzzy continuous if the preimage of each IFS in 𝜙 is in τ.. 

3.Intuitionistic Fuzzy sgb-frontier  

Definition 3.1: Let A be an IFS in IFTS X. Then the intuitionistic fuzzy sgb-frontier of A is 

defined as 𝑠gbFr A = bCl A ⋂ bCl A̅ . Obviously, sgbFr A is an intuitionistic fuzzy semi 

generalized b-closed set. 

Theorem 3.2:  For IFSs A and B in an IFTS X, one has 

(1) bInt A ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = bCl A̅, 

(2) bCl A ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = bInt A̅ , 
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(3) bCl bCl A = bCl A, 

(4) bInt bInt A = bInt A, 

(5) bInt (A⋃B) ⊇ bInt A ⋃ bInt B, 

(6) bInt (A⋂B) = bInt A ⋂ bInt B, 

(7) bCl (A⋃B) = bCl A ⋃ bCl B, 

(8) bCl (A⋂B) ⊆ bCl A ⋂ bCl B. 

Theorem 3.3: For an IFS 𝐴 in IFTS 𝑋, the following hold: 

(1) sgbFr  A = sgbFr  A̅ , 

(2) sgbFr A̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  = 𝑠gbInt A ⋃ 𝑠gbInt A̅, 

(3) 𝑠gbFr A ⊆ Fr A, 

(4) bCl 𝑠gbFr A ⊆ Fr A. 

Proof:(1) sgbFr A = bCl A ⋂ bCl  A̅ = bCl  A̅ ⋂ bCl A = bCl  A̅ ⋂ bCl A̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = sgbFr A̅ . 

           (2) sgbFr A̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  = bCl A ⋂ bCl A̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = bCl A̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ ⋃ bCl A̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅  = bInt A̅ ⋃ bInt A. 

           (3) sgbFr A = bCl A ⋂ bCl A̅ ⊆ Cl A ⋂ Cl A̅ [∵ bCl A ⊆ Cl A and bCl A̅ ⊆ Cl A̅ ]= Fr A.                    

           (4) bCl sgbFr A  = bCl ( bCl A ⋂ bCl A̅ ) ⊆ bCl bCl A ⋂  bCl bCl A̅ = bCl A ⋂ bCl A̅  

= sgbFr A ⊆ Fr A 

        The converse of  (3) and (4) of above theorem not  true as seen from the following example. 

Example 3.4: Let X = {a, b} and let τ = {0~ , G , 1~} be an IFT on (X, τ) where G = ⟨x, (0.2, 0.3), 

(0.7, 0.6) ⟩. Consider an IFS A = ⟨x, (0.6, 0.5), (0.3, 0.4) ⟩ and A̅ = ⟨x, (0.3, 0.4), (0.6, 0.5) ⟩. 

Then calculations give,  Fr A ⊈ A̅ = sgbFr A and Fr A ⊈ A̅ = bCl sgbFr A. 

Theorem 3.5: Let A be an IFS in IFTS X. Then one has 

(1) sgbFr A = bCl A – bInt A, 

(2) sgbFr bInt A ⊆ sgbFr A, 

(3) sgbFr bCl A ⊆ sgbFr A, 

Proof: (1) sgbFr A = bCl A ⋂ bCl A̅ = bCl A -  bCl A̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ [ ∵ bCl A̅̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = bInt A ]=  bCl A – bInt A       

            (2) sgbFr bInt A = bCl bInt A ⋂  bCl (bInt A̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) = bCl bInt A ⋂ bCl bCl A̅ = bCl bInt A ⋂  

bCl A̅ ⊆ bCl A ⋂ bCl A̅ = sgbFr A. 

            (3) sgbFr bCl A = bCl bCl A ⋂ bCl bCl A̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = bCl A ⋂ bCl bInt A̅ ⊆ bCl A ⋂ bCl A̅ 
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= sgbFr A 

         The converse of (2) and (3) of above theorem not  true as seen from the following example. 

Example 3.6: Let X = {a, b} and let τ = {0~ , G , 1~} be an IFT on (X, τ) where G = ⟨x, (0.2, 0.3), 

(0.7, 0.6) ⟩. Consider an IFS A = ⟨x, (0.6, 0.5), (0.3, 0.4) ⟩ and A̅ = ⟨x, (0.3, 0.4), (0.6, 0.5) ⟩. 

Then calculations give 

                 sgbFr A = A̅ ⊈ 0̃ = sgbFr A and sgbFr A = A̅ = bCl sgbFr A. 

Theorem 3.7: Let A and B be IFSs in an IFTS X. Then sgbFr (A⋃B) ⊆ sgbFr A ⋃ sgbFr B. 

Proof:  Consider  sgbFr (A⋃B) = bCl (A⋃B) ⋂ bCl (A⋃B̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) 

                      ⊆ ( bCl A ⋃ bCl B) ⋂ (bCl A̅ ⋂ bCl B̅) 

                      = [(bCl A ⋃ bCl B) ⋂ bCl A ̅] ⋂ [(bCl A ⋃ bCl B) ⋂ bCl B̅ ] 

                      = [(bCl A ⋂ bCl A ̅) ⋃ (bCl B ⋂ bCl A ̅)] ⋂ [(bCl A ⋂ bCl B̅) ⋃ (bCl B ⋂ bCl B̅)] 

                      = [sgbFr A ⋃ (bCl B ⋂ bCl A ̅)] ⋂ [(bCl A ⋂ bClB̅ ) ⋃ sgbFr B]  

                      = (sgbFr A ⋃ sgbFr B) ⋂ ((bCl B ⋂ bCl A ̅) ⋃ (bCl A ⋂ bCl B̅)) 

                      ⊆ (sgbFr A ⋃ sgbFr B).  

The converse of above theorem not  true as seen from the following example. 

Example 3.8: Let X = {a, b} and let τ = {0~ , G , 1~} be an IFT on (X, τ) where G = ⟨x, (0.6, 0.8), 

(0.4, 0.2) ⟩. Consider an IFS A = ⟨x, (0.6, 0.5), (0.2, 0.5) ⟩ and B = ⟨x, (0.6, 0.5), (0.3, 0.5)⟩. 

Then calculations give 

               sgbFr A ⋃ sgbFr B =  A ̅ ⋃ B̅ = B̅  ⊈ sgbFr A = sgbFr (A⋃B) 

Theorem 3.9: For IFSs A and B in IFTS X, one has sgbFr (A⋂B) ⊆ (sgbFr A ⋂ bCl B) ⋃ (sgbFr 

B ⋂ bCl A). 

Proof: Consider sgbFr (A⋂B) = bCl (A⋂B) ⋂ bCl (A⋂B̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)  

                                  ⊆ (bCl A ⋂ bCl B) ⋂ (bCl A̅ ⋃ bCl B̅) 

                                   = [(bCl A ⋂ bCl B) ⋂ bCl A ̅] ⋃  [(bCl A ⋂ bCl B) ⋂ bCl B̅] 

                                   = (sgbFr A ⋂  bCl B) ⋃  (sgbFr B ⋂ bCl A). 

Example 3.10: Let X = {a, b} and let τ = {0~ , G , 1~} be an IFT on (X, τ) where G = ⟨x, (0.6, 

0.8), (0.4, 0.2) ⟩. Consider an IFS A = ⟨x, (0.6, 0.5), (0.2, 0.5) ⟩ and B = ⟨x, (0.6, 0.5), (0.3, 0.5)⟩. 

Then calculations give 

                (sgbFr A ⋂  bCl B) ⋃  (sgbFr B ⋂ bCl A) = (A̅ ⋂ B) ⋃ (B̅ ⋂ A) = A̅ ⋃ B̅  

                                                                                    = B̅ ⊈ sgbFr (A⋂B) 
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Corollary 3.11: For IFSs A and B in IFTS X, one has sgbFr (A⋂B) ⊆ sgbFr A ⋃ 𝑠gbFr B. 

Definition 3.12: An IFS A in IFTS X is called an intuitionistic fuzzy sgb-Q-neighborhood of an 

IFP  e  if there exists an IFSO set B in X, such that eqB ⊆ A. 

Definition 3.13: An IFP e is called a sgb-adherence point of an IFS A if every intuitionistic fuzzy 

sgb-Q-neighborhood of e is quasi-coincident with A. 

Definition 3.14: An IFP e is called a sgb-accumulation point of an IFS A if e is a sgb-adherence 

point of A and every sgb-Q-neighborhood of e and A is quasi-coincident at some point different 

from supp(e), whenever e ∈ A.The union of all the sgb-accumulation points of A is called the 

intuitionistic fuzzy sgb-derived set of A, denoted as Asgbd. It is evident that Asgbd  ⊆ bCl A. 

Proposition 3.15: Let A be an IFS in X, then bCl A = A ⋃ Asgbd. 

Proof:  Let Ω = {e | e is a sgb-adherence point of A}. Then from Theorem 3.15, bCl A = ⋃Ω. On 

the other hand, e ∈ Ω is either e ∈ A or e ∉ A; for the latter case, by Definition 3.17, e ∈ Asgbd ; 

hence bCl A = ⋃Ω ⊂ A ⋃ Asgbd .The reverse inclusion is obvious. 

Corollary 3.16: For any IFS A in an IFTS X, A is IFSGbC if Asgbd ⊆ A. 

Definition 3.17: Let f : X → Y be a function from an IFTS X to another IFTS Y.Then f  is said to 

be an intuitionistic fuzzy sgb-continuous function if f-1(A) is IFSGbO in X for each IFO set A in 

Y. 

Theorem 3.18: Let f : X → Y be a function. Then the following are equivalent: 

(1) f : X → Y is intuitionistic fuzzy sgb-continuous, 

(2) f(Asgbd) ⊆  bCl f(A), for any IFS A in X. 

Proof: (1) ⟹ (2). Suppose that f is intuitionistic fuzzy sgb-continuous. Let A be an IFS in X. 

Since bCl f(A) is IFC in Y, f-1(bCl f(A)) is IFSGbC in X. A ⊆ f-1(bCl f(A)) gives bCl A ⊆ bCl  

f-1(bCl f(A)) = f-1(bCl f(A)). Therefore, f(Asgbd) ⊆  f(bCl A) ⊆ f f-1(bCl f(A)) ⊆ bCl f(A). 

Consequently, f(Asgbd) ⊆  bCl f(A). 

(2) ⇒ (1) Suppose f(Asgbd) ⊆ bCl f(A). Letting B be any IFC set in Y, we show that f-1(B) 

is IFSGbC in X. By our hypothesis, f([f-1(B)]sgbd) ⊆ bCl f(f-1(B)) ⊆ bCl B = B or f([f-1(B)]sgbd) ⊆ B 

gives [f-1(B)]sgbd ⊆ f-1(f [f-1(B)]sgbd)  ⊆  f-1(B) or [f-1(B)]sgbd ⊆ f-1(B) implies f-1(B) is IFSGbC in X. 

Thus, f is intuitionistic fuzzy sgb-continuous. 

Theorem 3.19: Let f : X → Y  be a intuitionistic fuzzy sgb-continuous function. Then one has 

sgbFr f-1(B) ⊆ f-1(sgbFr B)   for any IFS B in Y. 

Proof: Suppose that f is intuitionistic fuzzy sgb-continuous. Let B be an IFS in Y. 

Then sgbFr f-1(B) = bCl f-1(B) ⋂ bCl f
−1(B)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅

 

                             ⊆ bCl f-1(bCl B) ⋂ bCl f-1(bCl B̅) 

     = f-1(bCl B) ⋂ f-1(bCl B) 

                             = f-1(bCl B ⋂ bCl B) 

                             = f-1(sgbFr B) . 

Therefore, sgbFr f-1(B)  ⊆  f-1(sgbFr B). 
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ABSTRACT 

 In this paper, the concepts of chaotic locally indiscrete, chaotic compact, orbit compact, 

mildly orbit compact, orbit lindelof and chaotic lindelof are introduced under neutrosophic sets 

and studied. Furthermore, we will study new types of separation axioms. 

1.INTRODUCTION 

The fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh[11] in 1965 where each elements had a degree of 

membership. The intuitionistic fuzzy set on a universe X was introduced by K.Atanassov[1,2,3] 

in 1983 as a generalization of fuzzy set, where besides the degree of membership a degree of non-

membership of each element is also defined. Smarandache[7,8] originally gave the definition of a 

neutrosophic set and neutrosophic logic. The neutrosophic logic is a formal frame trying to 

measure the truth, indeterminacy and falsehood. In 1989, R.L. Deveney[4] defined chaotic 

function in general metric space. T. Thrivikraman and P.B. Vinod Kumar[10] defined Chaos and 

fractals in general topological spaces. M. Kousalyaparasakthi, E. Roja, M.K. Uma[5] introduced 

the concept of intuitionistic chaotic continuous functions. In[6] we introduced the concept of 

neutrosophic chaotic continuous functions. In this paper, we extend the above concept to 

neutrosophic chaotic locally indiscrete, neutrosophic chaotic compact, neutrosophic orbit 

compact, neutrosophic mildly orbit compact, neutrosophic orbit lindelof and neutrosophic chaotic 

lindelof. Also the concept of neutrosophic orbit hausdroff, neutrosophic chaotic hausdroff, 

neutrosophic orbit regular, neutrosophic chaotic regular, neutrosophic orbit normal, neutrosophic 

chaotic normal, neutrosophic orbit T1 and neutrosophic chaotic T1. 

2.PRELIMINARIES 

Definition 2.1 ([8]). Let X be a non empty set. A neutrosophic set (NS for short) A is an object 

having the form A = <x,A1,A2,A3> where A1,A2,A3 represent the degree of membership , the 

degree of indeterminacy and the degree of non-membership respectively of each element x∈X to 

the set A. 

Definition 2.2 ([8]). Let X be a non empty set, A = <x,A1,A2,A3> and                                 B = 

<x,B1,B2,B3> be neutrosophic sets on X, and let {Ai : i ∈ J} be an arbitrary family of neutrosophic 

sets in X, where Ai = <x,A1, A2, A3>   

(i) A ⊆ B if and only if A1 ⊆ B1, A2 ⊇ B2 and A3 ⊇ B3  

(ii) A = B if and only if A ⊆ B and B ⊆ A.  

(iii) A = <x,A3,A2,A1>  

(iv)A∩B=<x,A1∩B1,A2∪B2,A3∪A3> ; A∪B=<x,A1∪B1,A2∩B2,A3∩B3>  

(v) ∪Ai = <x,∪Ai
1,∩Ai

2,∩Ai
3> ;∩Ai = <x,∩Ai

1,∪Ai
2,∪Ai

3>   
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(vi)A − B = A ∩ B .  

(vii) φN = <x,φ,φ,φ>; XN = <x,X,X,X>. 

Definition 2.3 ([9]). A neutrosophic topology (NT for short) on a nonempty set X is a family τ of 

neutrosophic set in X satisfying the following axioms:  

(i) φN, XN ∈ τ.  

(ii) G1∩ G2 ∈ τ for any G1,G2 ∈ τ.  

(iii) ∪Gi ∈ τ for any arbitrary family {Gi : i∈J} ⊆ τ. 

In this case the pair (X, τ) is called a Neutrosophic topological space (NTS for short) and any 

Neutrosophic set in τ is called a Neutrosophic open set(NOS for short) in X. The complement A 

of a Neutrosophic open set A is called a Neutrosophic closed set (NCS for short) in X. 

Definition 2.4 ([9]). Let (X, τ) be a neutrosophic topological space and                     

           A = <X,A1,A2,A3> be a  set in X. Then the closure and interior of A are defined by  

Ncl(A) = ∩{K : K is a neutrosophic closed set in X and A ⊆ K},  

Nint(A) = ∪{G : G is a neutrosophic open set in X and G ⊆ A}. 

It can be also shown that Ncl(A) is a neutrosophic closed set and Nint(A) is a neutrosophic open 

set in X, and A is a neutrosophic closed set in X iff cl(A) = A; and A is a neutrosophic open set in 

X iff Nint(A) = A. 

Definition 2.5.([6]) Let (X, τ) be a neutrosophic topological space and                                 

F = <x,F1,F2,F3> ∈ NK(X). Let f : F → F be a neutrosophic continuous function. Then f is said to 

be neutrosophic chaotic on F if  

(i)  Ncl(NOf(x)) = F for some x ∈ F.  

(ii) neutrosophic periodic points of f are neutrosophic dense in F. That is,    Ncl(NPf(x)) = F.  

(iii)f ∈ S(F). 

Definition 2.6. ([6]) A neutrosophic topological space (X, τ) is called a neutrosophic chaos space 

if CH(X) ≠ φ. The members of CH(X) are called neutrosophic chaotic sets. 

Definition 2.7. ([6]) Let (X, τ) be a neutrosophic topological space. A neutrosophic set  

A = <x,A1,A2,A3> is neutrosophic clopen if it is both neutrosophic open and neutrosophic closed. 

Definition 2.8. ([6]) Let (X, τ) be a neutrosophic topological space.  

(i) A neutrosophic open orbit set is a neutrosophic set which is both neutrosophic open and 

neutrosophic orbit.  

(ii) A neutrosophic closed orbit set is a neutrosophic set which is both neutrosophic closed and 

neutrosophic orbit.  
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(iii) A neutrosophic clopen orbit set is a neutrosophic set which is both neutrosophic clopen and 

neutrosophic orbit. 

Definition 2.9. ([6]) Let (X, τ) be a neutrosophic topological space.  

(i) A neutrosophic open chaotic set is a neutrosophic set which is both neutrosophic open and 

neutrosophic chaotic.  

(ii) A neutrosophic closed chaotic set is a neutrosophic set which is both neutrosophic closed 

and neutrosophic chaotic.  

(iii) A neutrosophic clopen chaotic set is a neutrosophic set which is both neutrosophic clopen 

and neutrosophic chaotic. 

Definition 2.10. ([6]) Let (X, τ) and (X,σ) be any two neutrosophic chaos spaces. A function f : 

(X, τ) → (X,σ) is said to be neutrosophic chaotic continuous if for each periodic point x ∈ X and 

each neutrosophic clopen chaotic set F = <x,F1,F2,F3> of f(x)   a neutrosophic open orbit set 

NOf(x) of the periodic point x   f(NOf(x)) ⊆ F.  

Definition 2.11. ([6]) Let (X, τ) and (X, σ) be any two neutrosophic chaos spaces. A function f : 

(X, τ) → (X, σ) is said to be a neutrosophic chaotic*** continuous if for each periodic point x ∈ 

X and each neutrosophic closed chaotic set F of f(x)   a neutrosophic clopen orbit set NOf(x) of 

the periodic point x   f(Nint(NOf(x))) ⊆ F.  

3. APPLICATIONS OF NEUTROSOPHIC CHAOTIC CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 

Definition 3.1. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be neutrosophic chaotic locally 

indiscrete if every neutrosophic open orbit set of (X, τ) is a neutrosophic open chaotic set in (X, τ). 

Definition 3.2. Let (X, τ) be a neutrosophic chaos space. If a family { <x,
321 ,, iii FFF > : i ∈ J} of 

neutrosophic open chaotic sets in (X, τ) satisfies the condition ∪{ <x, 
321 ,, iii FFF > : i ∈ J} = XN, 

then it is called a neutrosophic open chaotic cover of (X, τ). A finite subfamily of a neutrosophic 

open chaotic cover { <x, 
321 ,, iii FFF > i:i ∈ J} of X, which is also a neutrosophic open chaotic 

cover of X. Then the neutrosophic open chaotic cover is called a finite neutrosophic open chaotic 

subcover of { F = <x, 
321 ,, iii FFF >  i : i ∈ J}. 

Definition 3.3. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be neutrosophic chaotic compact if 

every neutrosophic open chaotic cover has a finite neutrosophic open chaotic subcover. 

Definition 3.4. Let (X, τ) be a neutrosophic chaos space. If a family {NOf(xi) : i ∈ J} of 

neutrosophic open orbit sets in (X, τ) satisfies the condition ∪{NOf(xi) : i ∈ J}         = XN, then it is 

called an neutrosophic open orbit cover of (X, τ). A finite subfamily of a neutrosophic open orbit 

cover {NOf(xi) : i ∈ J} of X, which is also a neutrosophic open orbit cover of X. Then the 

neutrosophic open orbit cover is called a finite neutrosophic open orbit subcover of  

{NOf(xi) : i ∈ J}. 

Definition 3.5. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be neutrosophic orbit compact if 

every neutrosophic open orbit cover has a finite neutrosophic open orbit subcover. 

Definition 3.6. Let (X, τ) and (X, σ) be any two neutrosophic chaos spaces. Let f : (X, τ) → (X,σ) 

be a function. Then f is said to be a neutrosophic open chaotic function if the image of every 

neutrosophic open chaotic set in (X, τ) is neutrosophic open chaotic in (X, σ). 
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Theorem 3.7. Let (X, τ) and (X, σ) be any two neutrosophic chaos spaces. Let f : (X, τ) → (X, σ) 

be a neutrosophic chaotic continuous function, neutrosophic closed and surjection. If (X, τ) is 

neutrosophic orbit compact and neutrosophic locally indiscrete then (X, σ) is neutrosophic 

chaotic compact.  

Proof Obvious from definition  

Definition 3.8. Let (X, τ) be a neutrosophic chaos space. If a family { <x, 
321 ,, iii FFF > : i ∈ J} of 

neutrosophic closed chaotic sets in (X, τ) satisfies the condition ∪{ F = <x,F1,F2,F3> : i ∈ J} = XN, 

then it is called a neutrosophic closed chaotic cover of (X, τ). A finite subfamily of a neutrosophic 

closed chaotic cover {<x, 
321 ,, iii FFF > : i ∈ J} of X, which is also a neutrosophic closed chaotic 

cover of X. Then the neutrosophic closed chaotic cover is called a finite neutrosophic closed 

chaotic subcover of {<x, 
321 ,, iii FFF > : i ∈ J}. 

Definition 3.9. Let (X, τ) be a neutrosophic chaos space. A neutrosophic cover is said to be 

neutrosophic clopen chaotic cover if it is both neutrosophic open chaotic cover and neutrosophic 

closed chaotic cover. 

Definition 3.10. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be neutrosophic mildly orbit 

compact if every neutrosophic clopen chaotic cover has a finite neutrosophic open orbit subcover.  

Theorem 3.11. Let f : (X, τ) → (X, σ) be a neutrosophic chaotic continuous function, surjective 

and neutrosophic open orbit function. If (X, τ) is neutrosophic orbit compact, then (X, σ) is 

neutrosophic mildly chaotic compact.  

Proof Since f is neutrosophic chaotic continuous, {Fα = <x, 
321 ,,  FFF >: α ∈ I} is a neutrosophic 

clopen chaotic cover of (X, σ) there exists a neutrosophic open orbit cover {f−1(Fα) : α ∈ I} of (X, 

τ). Since (X, τ) is neutrosophic orbit compact, there exists a finite subset I0 of I such that XN = 

∪{f−1(Fα) : α ∈ I0} of (X, τ). Now {f−1(Fα) : α ∈ I0} is a finite neutrosophic open orbit subcover of 

{f−1(Fα) : α ∈ I} of (X, τ). Since f is surjective and neutrosophic open orbit, {f(f−1(Fα)) : α ∈ I0} = 

{Fα : α ∈ I} is neutrosophic open orbit subcover of (X, σ). Hence, (X, σ) is neutrosophic mildly 

chaotic compact. 

Definition 3.12. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be countably neutrosophic orbit 

compact if every countable neutrosophic open orbit cover has a finite neutrosophic open orbit 

subcover. 

Definition 3.13. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be countably neutrosophic mildly 

chaotic compact if every countable neutrosophic clopen chaotic cover has a finite neutrosophic 

open orbit subcover. 

Theorem 3.14. If f : (X, τ) → (X, σ) neutrosophic chaotic continuous, neutrosophic open orbit 

and surjection. If (X, τ) is countably neutrosophic orbit compact then (X, σ) is countably 

neutrosophic mildly chaotic compact.  

Proof The Proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.11. 

Definition 3.15. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be neutrosophic closed orbit 

compact if every neutrosophic closed orbit cover has a finite neutrosophic open orbit subcover.  
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Theorem 3.16. If f : (X, τ) → (X, σ) neutrosophic chaotic*** continuous, neutrosophic open 

orbit and surjection. If (X, τ) is neutrosophic closed orbit compact then (X, σ) is neutrosophic 

closed orbit compact.  

Proof Since f is neutrosophic chaotic*** continuous, {Fα = <x, 
321 ,,  FFF >: α ∈ ∆} is 

neutrosophic closed chaotic cover of (X, σ) there exists a neutrosophic clopen orbit cover {f−1(Fα) 

: α ∈ ∆} of (X, τ). Therefore, f−1(Fα) is a neutrosophic closed orbit cover of (X, τ). Since (X, τ) is 

neutrosophic closed orbit compact, there exists a finite subset ∆0 of ∆ such that XN = ∪{f−1(Fα) : α 

∈ ∆0}. Now, {f−1(Fα) : α ∈ I0} is a finite neutrosophic open orbit subcover of {f−1(Fα) : α ∈ I} of 

(X, τ). Since f is surjective and neutrosophic open orbit, {f(f−1(Fα)) : α ∈ I0} = {Fα: α ∈ I0} is 

neutrosophic open orbit subcover of (X, σ). Hence, (X, σ) is neutrosophic closed orbit compact.  

Definition 3.17. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be countably neutrosophic closed 

orbit compact if every countable neutrosophic closed orbit cover has a finite neutrosophic open 

orbit subcover. 

Theorem 3.18. If f : (X, τ) → (X, σ) neutrosophic chaotic continuous, neutrosophic open orbit 

function and surjection. If (X, τ) is countably neutrosophic closed orbit compact then (X, σ) 

countably neutrosophic closed orbit compact.  

Proof The Proof is follows from Theorem 3.16. 

Definition 3.19. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be neutrosophic orbit Lindelof if 

every neutrosophic open orbit cover has a countable neutrosophic open orbit subcover. 

Definition 3.20. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be neutrosophic mildly chaotic 

Lindelof if every neutrosophic clopen chaotic cover has a countable neutrosophic open orbit 

subcover. 

Theorem 3.21. Let f : (X, τ) → (X, σ) be a neutrosophic chaotic continuous function, 

neutrosophic open orbit and surjection. If (X, τ) is neutrosophic orbit Lindelof then (X, σ) 

neutrosophic mildly chaotic Lindelof.  

Proof Since f is neutrosophic chaotic continuous, {Fα = <x, 
321 ,,  FFF > : α ∈ I} is neutrosophic 

clopen chaotic cover of (X, σ) there exists a neutrosophic open orbit cover {f−1(Fα) : α ∈ I}. Since 

(X, τ) is neutrosophic orbit Lindelof, there exists a countable subset I0 of I such that XN = 

∪{f−1(Fα) : α ∈ I0}. Now, {f−1(Fα) : α ∈ I0} is a countable neutrosophic open orbit subcover of 

{f−1(Fα) : α ∈ I} of (X, τ). Since f is surjective and neutrosophic open orbit, {f(f−1(Fα)) : α ∈ I0} = 

{Fα : α ∈ I0} is a countable neutrosophic open orbit subcover of {Fα : α ∈ I}. Hence, (X, σ) is 

neutrosophic mildly chaotic Lindelof. 

Definition 3.22. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be neutrosophic closed orbit 

Lindelof if every neutrosophic closed orbit cover has a countable neutrosophic open orbit 

subcover. 

Theorem 3.23. If f : (X, τ) → (X, σ) neutrosophic chaotic continuous, neutrosophic closed and 

surjection. If (X, τ) is neutrosophic closed orbit Lindelof then (X, σ) is neutrosophic mildly 

chaotic Lindelof.  

Proof The Proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.21. 
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Definition 3.24. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be neutrosophic orbit Hausdorff  if 

for every two distinct periodic points of X, there exist neutrosophic open orbit sets NO f(x1) and 

NOf(x2) such that NOf(x1) ∩ NOf(x2) = φN. 

Definition 3.25. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be neutrosophic chaotic Hausdorff  if 

for every two distinct periodic points of X, there exist neutrosophic clopen chaotic sets F1 and F2 

such that F1 ∩ F2 = φN. 

Theorem 3.26. Let f : (X, τ) → (X, σ) be neutrosophic chaotic continuous. If (X, σ) is 

neutrosophic chaotic Hausdorff  then (X, τ) is neutrosophic orbit Hausdorff .  

Proof Obvious from definition  

Definition 3.27. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be neutrosophic orbit regular if for 

each neutrosophic closed orbit set NOf(x1), x1 ∈ X in (X, τ) and each periodic points x   NOf(x1) 

there exist neutrosophic open orbit sets NOf(x2) and NOf(x3), x2,x3∈X with NOf(x2),NOf(x3)   φN 

such that NOf(x1) ⊆ NOf(x2) and x ∈ NOf(x3). 

Definition 3.28. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be neutrosophic chaotic regular if 

for each neutrosophic closed chaotic set F = <x,F1,F2,F3> in (X, τ) and each periodic points xF 

there exist neutrosophic open chaotic sets U = <x,U1,U2,U3> and V = <x,V1,V2,V3> with U,V 
φN such that F ⊆ U and x ∈ V . 

Theorem 3.29. Let f : (X, τ) → (X, σ) be a neutrosophic chaotic continuous function. If (X, σ) is 

neutrosophic chaotic regular and f is neutrosophic open orbit or neutrosophic closed orbit then 

(X, τ) is neutrosophic orbit regular.  

Proof Suppose that f is neutrosophic open orbit. Let the periodic point x ∈ X and NOf(x) be an 

neutrosophic open orbit set containing x. Then f(NOf(x)) is a neutrosophic open orbit set of (X, σ) 

containing f(x). Since (X, σ) is neutrosophic chaotic regular, there exists an neutrosophic clopen 

chaotic set F such that f(x) ∈ F ⊂ f(NOf(x)). Then x ∈ f−1(F) ⊂ NOf(x) is neutrosophic clopen 

chaotic set in (X, σ). By Theorem Inverse image of every neutrosophic clopen chaotic set of (X, 

σ) is a neutrosophic clopen orbit set of  (X, τ). f−1(F) is neutrosophic clopen orbit in (X, τ). 

Therefore, (X, τ) is neutrosophic orbit regular. Suppose that f is neutrosophic closed. Let the 

periodic point x ∈ X and NOf(x) be any neutrosophic closed orbit set of (X, τ) not containing x. 

Since f is injective and neutrosophic closed orbit, f(x) f(NOf(x)) and f(F) is neutrosophic closed 

orbit in (X, σ). By the neutrosophic chaotic regularity of (X, σ), there exists an neutrosophic 

clopen chaotic set F such that f(x) ∈ F ⊂ Y − f(NOf(x)). Therefore, x ∈ f−1(NOf(x)) and F ⊂ X − 

f−1(F). By again the Theorem Inverse image of every intuitionistic clopen chaotic set of (X, σ) is a 

neutrosophic clopen orbit set of  (X, τ). f−1(F) is neutrosophic clopen orbit set in (X, τ). Thus, (X, 

τ) is neutrosophic orbit regular. 

Definition 3.30. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be neutrosophic orbit normal if for 

any pair of neutrosophic closed orbit sets NOf(x1) and NOf(x2), x1,x2 ∈ X of (X, τ) there exist 

neutrosophic open orbit sets NOf(x3) and NOf(x4), x3,x4 ∈ X such that NOf(x1) ⊆ NOf(x3) and 

NOf(x2) ⊆ NOf(x4). 

Definition 3.31. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be neutrosophic chaotic normal if 

for any pair of neutrosophic closed chaotic sets A = <x,A1,A2,A3> and B = <x,B1,B2,B3> of (X, τ) 

there exist neutrosophic open chaotic sets U = <x,U1,U2,U3> and V = <x,V1,V2,V3> such that A ⊆ 

U and B ⊆ V . 
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Theorem 3.32. Let f : (X, τ) → (X, σ) be an neutrosophic chaotic continuous. If (X, σ) is 

neutrosophic chaotic normal and f is neutrosophic closed orbit then (X, τ) is neutrosophic orbit 

normal.  

Proof Let NOf(x1),NOf(x2) be any two neutrosophic closed orbit sets of (X, τ) with 

NOf(x1),NOf(x2)  φN. Since f is neutrosophic closed orbit and injective, f(NOf(x1)) and f(NOf(x2)) 

are neutrosophic closed orbit sets of (X, σ) with f(NOf(x1)),f(NOf(x2))   φN. Since (X, σ) is 

neutrosophic chaotic normal, there exist neutrosophic clopen chaotic sets V1 = <x,
3

1

2

1

1

1 ,, VVV > 

and V2 = <x, 
3

2

2

2

1

2 ,, VVV > such that F1⊂ f−1(V1) and F2 ⊂ f−1(V2). Since f is neutrosophic chaotic 

continuous, f−1(Vi) is neutrosophic open orbit. Moreover, f−1(V1) ∩ f−1(V2) = φN. Hence, (X, τ) is 

neutrosophic orbit normal. 

Definition 3.33. A neutrosophic chaos space (X, τ) is said to be neutrosophic orbit T1 if for each 

pair of distinct periodic points x and y in X, there exist neutrosophic open orbit sets NOf(x) and 

NOf(y) such that NOf(x) ∩ NOf(y) = φN. 

Definition 3.34. A neutrosophic chaos space (X,τ) is said to be neutrosophic chaotic T1 if for each 

pair of distinct periodic points x and y in X, there exist neutrosophic clopen chaotic sets F1 = <x, 
3

1

2

1

1

1 ,, FFF > and F2 = <x, 
3

2

2

2

1

2 ,, FFF > such that F1 ∩ F2 = φN.  

Theorem 3.35. Let f : (X, τ) → (X, σ) be neutrosophic chaotic continuous. If (X, σ) is 

neutrosophic chaotic T1 then (X, τ) is neutrosophic orbit T1.  

Proof Obvious from definition. 
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Abstract 

 In this paper we introduces a new class of closed sets in simple extension Ideal topology 

called  πgbI+  - closed set and some of its characterizations are discussed. Also, its relationship 

with other existing sets are dealt with. As an application of this set we form new spaces and its 

properties are investigated. 

Introduction 

 The concept of α - closed sets was introduced by O. Nijastad [17] in topological spaces.  

N Levine [11] and Mashhour [14] proposed the idea of semi closed sets and pre closed sets in 

topological spaces.  Andrijevic [1]  divised the concept of semi-pre open sets and b-open sets. 

Stone M.H. [23] introduced the notion of regular closed sets in topological spaces. In 1968 

Zaitsev [24] defined π-closed sets. Generalized open sets play a very important role in 

general topology and they are now the research topics of many researchers worldwide.  Indeed a 

significant topic in general topology and real analysis concern the variously modified forms of 

continuity, separation axioms etc., by utilizing generalized opens sets. The idea of πgb-closed 

[21] sets was introduced by D. Sreeja and C. Janaki. 

The Contribution of Hamlelt and Jankovic in ideal Topological space initiated the 

generalized of some important properties in general topological ideals. The properties like 

decomposition of continuity separation axioms, connectedness, compactness and resolvability 

have been generalized using the concept of ideals in topological spaces. By a space (X, τ) we 

mean a topological space with a topology  τ  defined on X on which no separation axioms  are 

assumed unless otherwise explicitly stated. For a given point x in a space  (X, τ  ) the system of 

open neighbourhoods of x is denoted by N(x) = {U  τ : x  U}. For a given subset A of a space 

(X, τ).  cl+*  and interior of A, respectively, with respect to the topology. 

 In 1963 N. Levine introduced the concept of simple extension of a topology as, τ +(B) = 

(OU(O’∩B) / O, O’ ∈ τ , B  τ } F. Nirmala Irudayam and Sr. I. Arockirani [15] proposed the 

idea of α-closed, semi closed, pre closed and b closed sets in simple extension topology. F. 

Nirmala Irudayam and S.Reena  proposed simple extension [16] topology in πgb – closed set. In 

this paper we extend this concept to ideal simple extension topological space and study its 

properties. 

Preliminaries: 

Definition 2.1: A subset A of a topological space (X, τ) is said to be  

(1) α –closed [17]  if cl (int(A) ))   A  

(2) semi – closed [11] if int (cl(A))    A. 

(3) pre - closed [14] if cl (int (A))   A.  

(4) sp- closed [1] if int (cl (int (A)))   A  

(5) regular –open [23]  if A = in (cl (A))  

(6) b – open [2] or γ – open  if A ⊂  int (cl (A))   cl (int (A))  

(7) π – open [24] if A is a finite union of regular open sets. 

(8).Q – set [12] if int (cl(A)) = cl(int (a)) 
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Definition 2.2: A subset A of a extended topological space ( X , τ +) is said to be 

i. α +  - closed [15] if cl+ (int (A)))   A  

ii. semi+ - closed [15] if int (cl+(A))   A 

iii. pre+ - closed [15] if cl+ (int (A))   A. 

iv. semi –pre+ open set [15] if A⊂ cl+(int (cl +(A))) 

v. b+ - open[15]  if(A) ⊂ A int(cl+(A))    (cl+(A))) 

Definition 2.3: The notation of closed sets in topological spaces has been generalized to 

generalized closed sets. 

i. gp-closed [13] if pcl (A) ⊂ U whenever A⊂ U and U  is open in X. 

ii. gs -closed [3] if scl (A) ⊂ U whenever A⊂ U and U  is open in X. 

iii. gb -closed [10] if bcl (A) ⊂ U whenever A⊂ U and U  is open in X. 

iv. πg -closed [7] if cl (A) ⊂ U whenever A⊂ U and U  is π - open in X. 

v. πgp -closed [18]  if pcl(A) ⊂ U whenever A⊂ U and U  is π-  open in X. 

vi. πgs  -closed [4] if α cl(A) ⊂ U whenever A⊂ U and U  is π-  open in X. 

vii. πgsp –closed [19] if spcl(A) ⊂ U whenever A⊂ U and U  is π- open in X. 

viii. πgb -closed  [21] if bcl (A) ⊂ U whenever A⊂ U and U  is π -open in X. 

Definition 2.4: A topological space X is said to be 

a) extremely disconnected [6] if the closure of every open subset of X is open in X, 

b) hyper connected [22] if the closure of every open subset is X, 

c) πgb – space  [21] if every πgb  –closed set is closed, 

d) πgb –T1/2 space [21]  if every πgb closed set is b- closed. 

e) πgb –compact[20]  if every πgb –open cover of X has a finite subcover. 

f) πgp -compact [18]  if every πgp –open cover of X has a finite subcover. 

g) gb – compact [5]  if every gb-open cover of X has a finite subcover. 

h) b-compact [9] if every b-open cover of X has a finite subcover. 

i) b-normal (or  γ - normal)[8] if for every pair of disjoint closed subsets A, B of X, there 

exist disjoint b-open subsets U, V of X such that A ⊂ U and B ⊂ U. 

Definition 2.5: The intersection of all πgb -closed sets, each containing a set A in a topological 

space X is called the πgb -closure [20] of A and it is denoted by πgb - cl (A) 

Definition 2.6: A nearly compact space [18] is a topological space in which every cover by 

regular open sets has a finite subcover. 

Definition 2.7: A collection {G1
 : i ∈   } of πgb+ - open sets in a topological space X is called a 

πgb+-open cover [20]  of a subset A of X if A ⊂ {G1: i ∈  } holds. 

Definition 2.8: A subset A of a topological space X is said to be πgb –compact relative to X [20] 

if, for every collection {U1 : i ∈ 1} of πgb  –open subsets of X such that A ⊂ U {U1: i ∈ I0} 

Definition 2.9: Let (X, τ) be a topological space A  ⊂ X  and x ∈ X is said to b – limit point [21]   

of A if every –open set containing x contains a point A different from x. 

Definition 2.10: Let (X, τ) be a topological space, A ⊂ X. the set of all b-limit point of A is said 

to be b-derived set [21] of A and is denoted by Db [A]. 

3. πgbI+ - Closed sets: 
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Let A be a subset of a space X. Then the closure of A in extended Ideal topology and the 

interior of A topology are denoted by cl+* (A) and int (A) respectively. 

Definition 3.1: A subset A of a topological space X is said to be regular - open in simple 

extended Ideal topology if A = int (cl+* (A)). 

Definition 3.2:  A subset A of a space (X,τ+,I) is called π+ open if A is a finite union of regular 

open sets. 

Definition 3.3:  A subset A of (X,τ+,I) is called πgbI+ closed if bI+cl+* (A) ⊂ U whenever A ⊂ U 

and U is π+ open in (X,τ+,I), By πGBI+ C (X,τ+,I) we mean the family of all πgbI+ - closed subsets 

of the space (X, τ+,I). Lemma 3.4: Let A be a subset of a space X. Then 

(a) bI+cl+ *(A) = sI+cl+* (A) ∩ pI+cl+* (A) = A ∪ ((int(cl+*A)) ∩ cl+* (int(A))) 

(b) bI+ int(A) = sI+ int(A) ∪ pI + int(A) = A ∩ (int(cl+ *(A)) ∪ cl+ *(int(A))). 

Definition 3.5: A subset A of a topological space X is called: 

(a) gI+ - closed if cl+* (A) ⊂ U whenever A ⊂ U and U is open in X. 

(b) gpI+ - closed if pI+ cl+* (A) ⊂ U whenever A ⊂ U and U is open in X. 

(c) gsI+ - closed if sI+ cl+*(A) ⊂ U whenever A ⊂ U and U is open in X. 

(d) gbI+ - closed if bI+cl+*(A) ⊂ U whenever A ⊂ U and U is open in X. 

(e) πgI+ - closed if cl+*(A) ⊂ U whenever A ⊂ U and U is π+ open in X. 

(f) πgpI+ - closed if pI+ cl+*(A) ⊂ U whenever A ⊂ U and U is π+ open in X. 

(g) πgsI+ - closed if sI+cl+*(A) ⊂ U whenever A ⊂ U and U is π+ open in X. 

(h) πgαI+ - closed if αI+cl+*(A) ⊂ U whenever A ⊂ U and U is π+ open in X. 

(i) πgspI+ - closed if spI+cl+*(A) ⊂ U whenever A ⊂ U and U is π+ open in X.  

The family of all πgb+I− closed (resp.bI+ - closed) sets in a topological space (X, τ+,I) is denoted 

by πGBI+ C(X)(resp.BI+ C(X)) 

Definition 3.6: A function f : X → Y is said to be 

(a) π+- continuous (resp. πgI+ - continuous, πgpI+ - continuous, πgsI+ - continuous) if f -1 (V) is π+ - 

closed (resp. πgI+ - closed, πgpI+ - closed, πgsI+ closed) in X for every closed set V of Y. 

(b) bI+ - continuous (resp.gI+ - continuous, gbI+  - continuous) if f  -1 (V) is bI+  - closed (resp.gI+  - 

closed,gbI+  - closed) in X for every closed set V of Y. 

(c) Almost - bI+ - continuous if f -1 (V) is bI+  - closed in X for every regular closed set V of Y. 

(d) π+- irresolute if f -1(V) is π+ - closed in X for every π+ closed set V of Y. 

(e) bI+ - irresolute if f -1 (V) is bI+  - closed in X for every bI+  closed set V of Y. 

(f) regular I+  - open if f(V) is regular I+  - open in Y for every open set V of X. 
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(g) bI+ - closed if f(V) is bI+  - closed in Y for every b+  closed set V of X. 

Theorem 3.7: Every closed set is πgbI+  - closed. 

Proof:  Let A be any closed set in X such that A ⊂ U, where U is π+ open. We know that bI+ cl+ 

*(A) ⊂ cl+ *(A) and since A is closed bI+ cl+ *(A) ⊂ cl+ *(A) = A, i.e., bI+ cl+ *(A) ⊂ A and A ⊂ U, 

where U is π+ open. Therefore  bI+ cl+ *(A) ⊂ U. Hence A is πgbI+ - closed set in X. 

Theorem 3.8:  Every gI+ closed is πgbI+ - closed. 

Proof:  Let A be any gI+  - closed set in X and U be any π+ open set containing A. We know that 

bI+ cl+*(A) ⊂ cl+*(A) and since A is gI+ closed, bI+ cl+*(A) ⊂ cl+*(A) = A, i.e., bI+ cl+ *(A) ⊂ A  and 

A ⊂ U, where U is π+ open. Therefore bI+ cl+*(A) ⊂ U. Hence A is πgbI+ - closed set. 

Theorem 3.9:  Every αI+  closed is πgbI+  - closed. 

Proof:  Let A be any αI+ - closed set in X and U be any π+ open set containing A. We know that 

bI+cl+ *(A) ⊂ cl+ *(A) and since A is αI+ closed, bI+cl*(A) ⊂ αI+cl+ (A) ⊂ cl+ *(A) = A, i.e., bI+cl+ 

*(A) ⊂ A and A ⊂ U, where U is π+ open. Therefore bI+cl+ *(A) ⊂ U. Hence A is πgbI+- closed 

set. 

Theorem 3.10: Every pre I+ closed is πgbI+ - closed. 

Proof:  Let A be any pre I+ - closed set in X and U be any π+ open set containing A. We know 

that A is pre+ closed, bI+cl+ *(A) ⊂ pI+cl+ (A) ⊂ cl+ *(A) = A. i.e., bI+cl+ *(A) ⊂ A and A ⊂ U, 

where U is π+ open. Therefore bI+cl+ *(A) ⊂ U. Hence A is πgbI+- closed set. 

Theorem 3.11: Every gbI+ closed is πgbI+ - closed. 

Proof:  Let A be any gbI+ - closed set in X and U be any π+ open set containing A. We know that 

every π+ open set is open, bI+cl+*(A) ⊂ bI+cl+*(A) ⊂ cl+*(A) = A. i.e., bI+cl+ *(A) ⊂ A and A ⊂ 

U, where U is π+ open. Therefore bI+cl+ *(A) ⊂ U. Hence A is πgbI+ - closed set. 

Theorem 3.12: Every πgI+ closed is πgbI+ - closed. 

Proof:  Let A be any πgI+ - closed set in X and U be any π+ open set containing A. We know that 

every π+ open set is open, bI+cl+*(A) ⊂ cl+*(A) = A. i.e., bI+cl+* (A) ⊂ A and A ⊂ U, where U is 

π+ open. Therefore bI+cl+* (A) ⊂ U. Hence A is πgbI+ - closed set. 

Theorem 3.13: Every πgpI+ closed is πgbI+ - closed. 

Proof: Let A be any πgpI+ - closed set in X and U be any π+ open set containing A. We know that 

every π+ open set is open, bI+cl+*(A) ⊂ pI+cl+* (A) ⊂ cl+* (A) = A. i.e., bI+cl+*(A) ⊂ A and A ⊂ 

U, where U is π+ open. Therefore bI+cl+*(A) ⊂ U. Hence A is πgbI+ - closed set. 

Theorem 3.14: Every πgαI+  closed is πgbI+  - closed. 

Proof: Let A be any πgαI+  - closed set in X and U be any π+   open set containing A. We know 

that every π+  open set is open, bI+ cl+ *(A) ⊂ αI+ cl+ (A) ⊂ cl+ *(A) = A. i.e., bI+ cl+ *(A) ⊂ A and A 

⊂ U, where U is π+ open. Therefore bI+ cl+ *(A) ⊂ U. Hence A is πgbI+ - closed set. 
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Theorem 3.15: Every πgsI+  closed is πgb+ I - closed. 

Proof:  Let A be any πgsI+  - closed set in X and U be any π+ open set containing A. We know 

that every π+ open set is open, bI+ cl+*(A) ⊂  sI+ cl+*(A) ⊂ cl+*(A) = A. i.e., bI+ cl+*(A) ⊂ A and A 

⊂ U, where U is π+ open. Therefore bI+ cl+*(A) ⊂ U. Hence A is πgbI+ - closed set. 

Theorem 3.16: Every πgbI+  closed is πgβbI+  - closed. 

Proof: Let A be any πgbI+  - closed set in X and U be any π+ open set containing A. We know 

that every π+ open set is open, bI+ cl+ *(A) ⊂  spI+ cl+ *(A) ⊂ cl+ *(A) = A. i.e., bI+ cl+ *(A) ⊂ A and 

A ⊂ U, where U is π+ open. Therefore bI+ cl+ *(A) ⊂ U. Hence A is πgbI+ - closed set. 

Converses of the above need not to be true as seen in the following examples. 

Example 3.17: Consider X = {a,b,c}, τ = {∅,{a},{a, c}}. Let B = {c} then τ+ = {X, 

∅,{a},{c},{a,c}}. Let I = {∅,{b}} , A = {b}. Then A is πgbI+ - closed but not closed. 

Example 3.18: Consider X = {a,b,c}, τ = {∅,{a},{a,c}}. Let B = {c} then τ+ = 

{X,∅,{a},{c},{a,c}}. Let I = {∅,{b}} , A = {a} Then A is πgbI+ - closed but not gI+ closed. 

Example 3.19: Consider X = {a,b,c}, τ = {∅,{a},{a,c}}. Let B = {c} then τ+ = 

{X,∅,{a},{c},{a,c}}. Let I = {∅,{b}}, A = {a,c} Then A is πgbI+ - closed but not αI+ closed. 

Example 3.20: Consider X = {a,b,c}, τ = {∅,{a},{a,c}}. Let B = {c} then τ+ = 

{X,∅,{a},{c},{a,c}}. 

Let I = {∅,{b}}, A = {a} Then A is πgbI+ - closed but not gbI+ closed. 

Example 3.21: Consider X = {a,b,c}, τ = {∅,{a},{a,c}}. Let B = {c} then τ+ = {X, 

∅,{a},{c},{a,c}}. Let I = {∅,{b}}, A = {a}. Then A is πgbI+ - closed but not πgI+ closed. 

Example 3.22: Consider X = {a,b,c}, τ = {∅,{a},{a,c}}. Let B = {c} then τ+ = 

{X,∅,{a},{c},{a,c}}. Let I = {∅,{b}} , A = {a}. Then A is πgbI+ - closed but not πgpI+ closed. 

Example 3.23: Consider X = {a,b,c}, τ = {∅,{a},{a,c}}. Let B = {c} then τ+ = 

{X,∅,{a},{c},{a,c}}. Let I = {∅,{b}}, A = {a}. Then A is πgbI+ - closed but not πgαI+ closed. 

Example 3.24: Consider X = {a,b,c}, τ = {∅,{a},{a,c}}. Let B = {c} then τ+ = 

{X,∅,{a},{c},{a,c}}. Let I = {∅,{b}} , A = {a}. Then A is πgbI+ - closed but not pre I+ closed. 

Remark 3.25:        

                                                    
1. α+ gI- closed set  2. gI α+ - closed set  3. semi+ - closed set 4. sgI+ - closed set  

5. gsI+ - closed set  6. pre+ - closed set  7. gpI+ - closed set  8.gspI+ - closed set  

9.  gspI+ - closed set 10. bI+ -  closed set 11. gbI+ - closed set 12. πgI+ -  closed set 

13. πgαI+ -  closed set   
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Theorem 3.26:  If A is π+ open and πgbI+ - closed, then A is bI+ - closed. 

Proof:  Let us assume that A is π+ open and πgbI+ closed. We know that A ⊂ A where A is π+ 

open. Since A is πgbI+ - closed, bI+cl+*(A) ⊂ A. Then A = bI+cl+*(A) Hence A is bI+- closed. 

Theorem 3.27: For a subset of A of X, the following statements are equivalent: 

(1) A is π+ open and πgbI+ - closed. (2) A regular I+ open. 

Proof: (1) ⇒ (2) Let A be a π+ open and πgbI+ closed subset of X. Then bI+cl+* (A) ⊂ A and so 

int (cl+*(A)) ⊂ A holds. Since A is open then A is pre I+ - open and thus A ⊂ int(cl+*(A)). 

Therefore, we have int (cl+* (A)) = A, which shows that A is regular I+open. 

(2) ⇒ (1) Since every regular I+ open set is π+ - open then bI+cl+∗(A) = A and bI+cl+*(A) ⊂ A. 

Hence A is πgbI+ - closed. 

Theorem 3.28:  Let A be πgbI+ - closed in (X,τ+,I). Then bI+cl+*(A) −A does not contain any non- 

empty π+ closed set. 

Proof:  Let F be a non empty π+ - closed set such that F ⊂ bI+cl+* (A) − A. Since A is πgbI+ - 

closed. A ⊂ X − F where X-F is π+ open implies bI+cl+*(A) ⊂ X − F. Hence F ⊂ X− bI+cl+*(A). 

Now, F ⊂ bI+cl+* (A) ∩ (X−bI+cl+* (A)) implies F = ∅ which is contradiction. Therefore bI+cl+* 

(A) does not contain any non empty π+ closed set. 

Corollary 3.29:  Let A be πgbI+ - closed in (X,τ+,I). Then A is bI+ - closed if bI+cl+*(A) − A is π+ - 

closed. 

Proof:  Let A be bI+ - closed. Then bI+cl+*(A) = A. This implies bI+cl+*(A) − A = ∅. which is π+ - 

closed. Assume bI+cl+*(A)−A is π+ - closed. Then bI+cl+* (A)−A = ∅. Hence bI+cl+*(A) = A. 

Hence the proof. 

Theorem 3.30:  Let A be πgbI+- closed set such that cl+*(A) = X. Then A is πgpI+ - closed. 

Proof:   Suppose that A is a πgbI+ closed set such that cl+*(A) = X. Let U be an π+ - open set 

containing A. Since bI+cl+*(A) = A ∪ [int(cl+*(A)) ∩ cl+*(int(A))] and cl+*(A) = X, we obtain 

bI+cl+*(A) = A ∪ cl+*(int(A)) = pI+cl+* ⊂ U. Therefore, A is πgpI+ closed. 

Theorem 3.31: If A is πgbI+ - closed set and B is any set such that A ⊂ B ⊂ bI+cl+* (A).  Then B 

is πgbI+ - closed set. 

Proof:  Let B ⊂ U and U be π+ open. Given A ⊂ B. Then let us assume A ⊂ U. Since A is πgbI+ - 

closed. A ⊂ U implies bI+cl+* (A) ⊂ U. By assumption it follows that B ⊂ bI+cl+* (A) then bI+cl+* 

(B) ⊂ bI+cl+*(A) ⊂ U. Hence B is a πgbI+ - closed set. 

Remark 3.32: Finite union of πgbI+ - closed sets need not be πgbI+ - closed. 

Remark 3.33: Finite intersection of πgbI+ - closed set need not to be πgbI+ - closed.  

Definition 3.34: Let (X,τ+,I) be a topological space and A ⊂ X. The set of all bI+ - limit points of 

A is said to be bI+ - derived set of A and is denoted by Db
+ [A].  

Lemma 3.35: If D(A) ⊂ Db
+ (A), then we have cl+*(A) = bI+cl+*(A). 

Lemma 3.36: If D(A) ⊂ Db
+ (A), then we have cl+*(A) = bI+cl+*(A). 
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Lemma 3.37:  If D(A) ⊂ Db+ (A) for every subset A of X. Then for any subsets F and B of X. We 

have bI+cl+* (F ∪ B) = bI+cl+*(F) ∪ bI+cl+*(B). 

Theorem 3.38:  Let A and B be πgbI+ - closed sets in (X, τ+,I) such that D[A] ⊂ Db
+  [A] and 

D[B] ⊂ Db
+ [B] then A  B is πgbI+ - closed. 

 Proof:  Let U be π+ open set such that A ∪B ⊂ U. Since A and B are πgbI+ - closed sets we have 

bI+cl+*(A) ⊂ U and bI+cl+* (B) ⊂  U. Since D[A] ⊂  Db
+  [A] and D[B] ⊂  Db

+  [B], by lemma 

3.35, cl+*(A) = bI+cl+*(A) and cl+*(B) = bI+cl+*(B). Thus bI+cl+*(A ∪  B) ⊂ cl+(A ∪  B) = cl+(A) ∪  

cl+(B) = bI+cl+*(A)   bI+cl+*(B) ⊂ U. This implies A   B is πgbI+ - closed. 

Proposition 3.38: Let A be a subset of a topological space X. If A is semi I+ - open then 

pI+cl+*(A) = cl+*(A). 

Definition 3.39:  A topological space X is said to be extremely disconnected in τ+ if the closure in 

the extended topology of every open subset of X is open in X. 

Theorem 3.40: A space X is extremely disconnected in τ+ if and only if every πgbI+ - closed 

subset of X is πgpI+ - closed. 

Proof: Suppose that X is extremely disconnected. Let A be πgbI+ - closed and let U be a π+ open 

set containing A. Then bI+cl+*(A) = A   [int(cl+*(A) ∩ cl+*(int(A))] ⊂ U, i.e.,[int(cl+*(A) ∩ 

cl=+*(int(A))] ⊂ U. Since int(cl+*(A)) is closed, we have cl+*(int(A)) ⊂ cl+*[int(cl+*(A)) ∩ int(A)] 

⊂ [cl+*(int(cl+*(A))) ∩ cl+*(int(A))] ⊂ U. If follows that pI+cl+*(A) = A  cl+*(int(A)) ⊂ U. Hence 

A is πgpI+ - closed. To prove the converse, let every πgbI+- closed subset of X be πgpI+-closed. 

Let A be a regular I+ open subset of X. Then bI+cl+*(A) = A   [int(cl+*(A)) ∩ cl+*(int(A))] = A 

  [A ∩ cl+* (int(A))] ⊂ A. Then A is πgbI+ - closed and so A is πgpI+ - closed. Since every 

regular+ open is semi+ - open set and by proposition 3.38, we have cl+*(A) = pI+cl+*(A). Hence 

cl+*(A) ⊂ A. Therefore, A is closed. This shows that X is extremely disconnected. 

Definition 3.41:  A topological space X is said to be hyper connected in τ+ if the closure in the 

extended topology of every open subset is X. 

Theorem 3.42: Let X be a hyper connected space. Then every πgbI+ - closed subset of X is πgsI+- 

closed. 

Proof: Assume that X is hyper connected, Let A be πgbI+ closed and let U be a π+ - open set 

containing A. Then bI+cl+*= A   [int(cl+*(A)) ∩ cl+*(int(A)) = A   int(cl+*(A)) = sI+cl+*(A). 

Since bI +cl+* = sI+cl+*(A), we sI+cl+*(A) ⊂ U. Hence A is πgsI+ closed. 
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper is to construct a new form of open set called the neutrosophic infra 

open set in neutrosophic infra topological spaces. Further we analyze the properties of 

neutrosophic infra open sets and study their relationships. 

Keywords: Neutrosophic infra set, Neutrosophic infra open sets, Neutrosophic infra topological 

spaces. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1965, Zadeh [7] introduced fuzzy set, where each element had a degree of membership. The 

intuitionistic fuzzy set was introduced by K.Atanassov [4] in 1986 as a generalization of fuzzy 

set. The neutrosophic set concept was introduced by Smarandache in 1999 [5] by the 

neutrosophic components T, I, F which represent the membership, inderminacy, and non-

membership values respectively, where 0,1     is a non-standard unit interval. The concepts of 

Neutrosophic Set and Neutrosophic topological Spaces was introduced by Salama & Alblowi[1] 

in 2012. Adel.M.AL.Odhari [2,3] introduced the concept of infra topological space and studied 

infra continuous and infra* continuous functions. Vaiyomathi.k and Nirmala Irudayam.F [6] 

introduced the notion of infra open sets and studied various properties in infra topological spaces. 

In this paper we introduce the definitions of neutrosophic infra open sets. And we obtain the 

several properties which enables us to bring out the relationship between these sets. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

Definition 2.1: Let T, I, F be real standard or nonstandard subsets of 0,1    , with 

Sup-T=t-sup, inf-T=t-inf ;    Sup-I=i-sup, inf-I=i-inf  ;     Sup-F=f-sup, inf-F=f-inf 

n-sup= t-sup+ i-sup+ f-sup; n-inf= t- inf + i- inf + f- inf ,Where T, I, F are called the neutrosophic 

components. 

Definition 2.2 [5]: Let X be a non-empty fixed set. A neutrosophic set (NS) A is an object having 

the form  , ( ), ( ), ( ), :A A AA x x x x x X     Where ( ), ( )A Ax x   and ( )A x  which 

represent the degree of membership function, the degree of indeterminacy, the degree of non-

membership respectively of each element x X  to the set A. A neutrosophic 

 , ( ), ( ), ( ), :A A AA x x x x x X     can be identified to an ordered triple 

( ), ( ), ( )A A Ax x x   in 0,1     on X.   
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Definition 2.3 [5]: Let  :iA i J be an arbitrary family of neutrosophic sets in X. Then  

(i)
 

 , ( ), ( ), ( ) :
i i iA A AA x x x x x X      

 
 

(ii)  , ( ), ( ), ( ) :
i i iA A AA x x x x x X        

Definition 2.4 [ 1,5]: A neutrosophic topology (NT) on a nonempty set X is a family   of 

neutrosophic sets in X satisfying the following axioms: 

( )0 ,1N Ni   

1 2 1 2( )  for any G ,ii G G G    

 ( )  for arbitrary family :i iiii G G i     

In this case the ordered pair ( , )X   or simply X is called a neutrosophic topological spaces 

(NTS) and each neutrosophic set in   is called a neutrosophic open set (NOS). The 

complement  cA of a NOS A in X is called a neutrosophic closed set (NCS) in X. 

Definition 2.5: Let A be a neutrosophic set in a neutrosophic topological space X. Then (i)

   :  is a neutrosophic open set in X and G ANint A G G   

 (ii)    :  is a neutrosophic closed set in X and G ANcl A G G    

Definition 2.6 [2]: Let X be any arbitrary set. An Infra –topological space on X is a 

collection 𝜏𝑖𝑋 subsets of X such that the following axioms are satisfying: 

Ax-1: 𝜙 , X 𝜖𝜏𝑖𝑋 . 

Ax-2:The intersection of the elements of any sub collection of  𝜏𝑖𝑋 in X. 

i.e) If Oi𝜖𝜏𝑖𝑋  ,1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑛 → ∩ Oi 𝜖𝜏𝑖𝑋  . 

Terminology, the order pair (X,𝜏𝑖𝑋 ) is called infra-topological space. We simply say X is 

an infra space. 

Definition 2.7 [2]: Let (X,𝜏𝑖𝑋 ) be an infra-topological space and A⊂ 𝑋 . A is called an 

infra open set (IOS) if  A 𝜖 𝜏𝑖𝑋  and A is called an  infra-closed set (ICS) iff  X \A 𝜖𝜏𝑖𝑋  . 

Definition 2.8: Let (X, 𝜏𝑖𝑋  ) be an infra topological space and A . The infra Closure Point (ICP) 

of A is given by : icp(A) = (i.e) icp(A) is the intersection of all infra closed set containing the set 

A and the infra Interior Point (IIP) of A is given by: iip(A) = (i.e) iip(A) is the union of all infra 

open set contained in the set A.  
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3. NEUTROSOPHIC INFRA TOPOLOGICAL SPACES  

In this section, we define a neutrosophic infra set and introduce a new class of open sets called 

neutrosophic infra semi-open set, neutrosophic infra pre-open set, neutrosophic infra  -open 

set, neutrosophic infra b-open set, neutrosophic infra  -open set and study some of their 

properties. 

Definition 3.1: Let X be a non-empty fixed set. A neutrosophic infra set (NIS) NIA  is an object 

having the form  , ( ), ( ), ( ) :
NI NI NINI A A AA x x x x x X     Where ( ), ( )

NI NIA Ax x   and 

( )
NIA x  which represent the degree of membership function, the degree of indeterminacy, the 

degree of non-membership respectively of each element x X  to the set NIA  . 

A neutrosophic infra set  , ( ), ( ), ( ) :
NI NI NINI A A AA x x x x x X     can be 

identified to an ordered triple ( ), ( ), ( )
NI NI NIA A Ax x x   in 0,1     on X.  

Definition 3.2: Let X be a non-empty fixed set. The neutrosophic infra sets NIA  and NIB  

are in the form as follows: 

 , ( ), ( ), ( ) :
NI NI NINI A A AA x x x x x X    ,  , ( ), ( ), ( ) :

NI NI NINI B B BB x x x x x X   
  

 

Then (i) The complement of the neutrosophic infra set NIA  (ie:(
c

NIA )) defined as  

 , ( ), ( ), ( ) :
NI NI NI

c

NI A A AA x x x x x X   
       

(ii) The subset of the neutrosophic infra sets NIA  and NIB  are defined as  

( ) ( ),  ( ) ( ),  ( ) ( ) forall 
NI NI NI NI NI NINI NI A B A B A BA B x x x x x x x X            

(iii) The neutrosophic infra sets   and  NI NI NI NI NI NIA B A B B A      

(iv) The intersection of the neutrosophic infra sets NIA  and NIB  are defined as  

 , ( ) ( ), ( ) ( ), ( ) ( ) :
NI NI NI NI NI NINI NI A B A B A BA B x x x x x x x x X         

       

(v) The union of the neutrosophic infra sets NIA  and NIB  are defined as  

 , ( ) ( ), ( ) ( ), ( ) ( ) :
NI NI NI NI NI NINI NI A B A B A BA B x x x x x x x x X         

       

(vi)     = , ( ), ( ),1 ( ), :
NI NI NINI A A AA x x x x x X     

(vii)  ,1 ( ), ( ), ( ), :
NI NI NINI A A AA x x x x x X      

Since our aim is to construct the tool for developing neutrosophic infra topological spaces, 

we must introduce the neutrosophic infra sets 0NI  and 1NI in X as follows: 
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Definition 3.3: Let  0 ,0,0,1 :  NI x x X  and   1 ,1,1,0 :  NI x x X   

Definition 3.4: A neutrosophic infra topology (NIT) on a nonempty set X is a family 𝜏𝑁𝐼   of 

neutrosophic sets in X satisfying the following axioms: 

( )0 ,1N N NIi   

1 2 1 2( )  for any G ,NI NIii G G G    

In this case the ordered pair ( , )NIX   or simply X is called a neutrosophic infra  topological 

spaces (NITS) and each neutrosophic set in NI  is called a neutrosophic open set (NIOS). The 

complement  c

NIA of a NIOS NIA  in X is called a neutrosophic closed set (NICS) in X. 

Definition 3.5: Let NIA  be a neutrosophic infra set in a neutrosophic infra topological space X. 

Then    :  is a neutrosophic open set in X and FNI NINIin At F F A  is called the 

neutrosophic interior of NIA ; 

   :  is a neutrosophic closed set in X and KNI NINIcl A K K A  is called the 

neutrosophic closure of NIA . 

It can also shown that  NINIcl A is NICS and  int NINI A is a NIOS in X. 

(i) NIA  is in X if and only if NIcl( NIA ). 

(ii) NIA  is NICS in X if and only if NIint( NIA )= NIA  

Proposition 3.6: Let (X, 𝜏𝑁𝐼  ) be an neutrosophic infra topological space and the two 

neutrosophic infra sets NIA  and NIB  in X. Then the following properties hold: 

( ) int( )                  , (ii) ( )NI NI NI NIi NI A A A NIcl A   

( ) NIint( ) NIint( ), ( ) NIcl( ) NIcl( )NI NI NI NI NI NI NI NIiii A B A B iv A B A B     

( ) int( int( )) int( )         ,(vi) ( ( )) ( ) NI NI NI NIv NI NI A NI A NIcl NIcl A NIcl A 
 

(vii) int(1 ) 1                                   ,(viii) (0 ) 0

  

NI NI NI NINI NIcl 

( ) int( )) int( ) int( ) ; ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )NI NI NI NI NI NI NI NIix NI A B NI A NI B x NIcl A B NIcl A NIcl B 
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Definition 3.7: A neutrosophic infra set  , ( ), ( ), ( ) :
NI NI NINI A A AA x x x x x X      in 

neutrosophic infra topological space(X, 𝜏𝑁𝐼𝑋 ) is said to be 

(i) Neutrosophic infra semi-open set ( NISOS in short)  if NIA  ⊆ 𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA )). 

(ii)Neutrosophic infra pre-open set ( NIPOS in short)   if NIA  ⊆ 𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 ( NIA )). 

(iii)Neutrosophic infra 𝛼-open set (NI 𝛼 OS in short)  if NIA  ⊆  𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑖 (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡( NIA )). 

(iv)Neutrosophic infra b-open set (NIBOS in short) if NIA  ⊆ 𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 ( NIA ))  ∪

 𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA )) . 

(v)Neutrosophic infra 𝛽 -open set (NI 𝛽 OS in short) if NIA  ⊆ 𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙( NIA ))) . 

The complement of the above mentioned neutrosophic infra open sets are called their respective 

neutrosophic infra closed sets. 

Proposition 3.8: Let NIA  be a neutrosophic infra set of a space(X, 𝜏𝑁𝐼𝑋 ). Then 

(1) 𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑙 ( NIA ))  =  NIA   ∪ (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 ( NIA ))) 

      𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA )) = NIA ∩ (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ))) 

(2) 𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑐𝑙 ( NIA ) =  NIA  ∪ (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ))) 

      𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ) =  NIA  ∩ (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 ( NIA ))) 

(3) 𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑝𝑐𝑙 ( NIA ) =  NIA  ∪ (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ))) 

      𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ) =  NIA  ∩ (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙(𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 ( NIA ))) 

(4) 𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ))= 𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ) ∪ (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ))) 

(5) 𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑐𝑙(𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA )) = 𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ) ∪ (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ))) 

(6) 𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑝𝑐𝑙 ( NI𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA )) =  NI𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑝𝑐𝑙 ( NIA )) 
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Theorem 3.9: In a neutrosophic infra topological space (X, 𝜏𝑁𝐼𝑋 ) 

(i)Every neutrosophic  𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑖-open set is neutrosophic infra b -open set. 

(ii)Every neutrosophic  𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 𝑝𝑟𝑒- open set is neutrosophic infra b-open set. 

Proof: The result is Obvious. 

The converse of the above theorem need not be true as shown by the following example. 

Example 3.10: Let (X, 𝜏𝑁𝐼𝑋 ) be a neutrosophic infra topological space and X={𝑎, 𝑏}. Define the 

neutrosophic infra sets A, B, 1C and 2C  as follows: 

, ,
(0.3,0.2,0.5) (0.4,0.4,0.7)

a b
A x  , ,

(0.4,0.5,0.7) (0.5,0.6,0.8)

a b
B x  

1 , ,
(0.5,0.5,0.6) (0.6,0.6,0.7)

a b
C x  and 2 , ,

(0.3,0.3,0.3) (0.4,0.5,0.5)

a b
C x  .Then the 

families  0 ,1 , , ,NI NX INI A B A B  is a neutrosophic infra topology on X. Here 1C  is 

neutrosophic infra b-open set but not neutrosophic  𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 𝑝𝑟𝑒- open set and 2C  is neutrosophic 

infra b-open set but not neutrosophic infra semi-open set. 

Proposition 3.11: Let NIA  be a neutrosophic infra set of a space(X, 𝜏𝑁𝐼𝑋 ). Then the following 

are equivalent: 

a) NIA  is neutrosophic infra b- open set.             b) NIA =𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡( NIA )  ∪ 𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA )) 

c) NIA  ⊆ (𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡( NIA )) 

Proof: Let NIA ⊆ (X, 𝜏𝑁𝐼𝑋 ). 

(a)⇒(b) Let NIA  be a neutrosophic infra b- open set.(i.e) NIA  ⊆ 𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 ( NIA ))  ∪

 𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA )) . Then by proposition (3.8), 𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ) ∪ 𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ) 

= ( NIA ∩ 𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 ( NIA ))) ∪ ( NIA ∩(𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA )))  

= NIA ∩ (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( 𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 ( NIA ))  ∪ (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ))) = NIA  

Therefore NIA =𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡( NIA )  ∪ 𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA )) 

(b) ⇒ (c), By Proposition (3.8) We have, 
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 NIA = 𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ) ∪ 𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA )= 𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ) ∪ ( NIA ∩ 𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ))) ⊆

 𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ) ∪ (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ))=(𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡( NIA )) 

(c) ⇒ (𝑎) , By Proposition (3.8) We have , NIA  ⊆  𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ) ∪ (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA )) ⊆

 𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 ( NIA )) ∪ (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA )).  

Therefore A is neutrosophic infra b-open set. 

Theorem 3.12: Let NIA  be a neutrosophic infra set of a space(X, 𝜏𝑁𝐼𝑋 ). Then 

(a) 𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑐𝑙 ( NIA ) =  𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑙 ( NIA ) ∩ NIpcl ( NIA ) 

(b) 𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ) =  𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ) ∪ 𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ) 

Proof:  Obvious. 

Theorem 3.13: Let NIA  be a neutrosophic infra set of a space(X, 𝜏𝑁𝐼𝑋 ), then 𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑐𝑙 (

NIA )) =𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑐𝑙(𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ) ). 

Proof: Let NIA  be a subset of a space (X, 𝜏𝑁𝐼𝑋 ). 

Now  𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡  (𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑐𝑙 ( NIA )) = 𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( 𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑐𝑙 ( NIA )) ∪ 𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑐𝑙( NIA )) = 

𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA )) ∪ 𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑐𝑙 ( NIA )) 

                                     = 𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑙 ( 𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ) ) ∪ 𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑐𝑙 ( NIA )) ---------------- (1) 

& 𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑐𝑙 ( 𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡  ( NIA ))  = 𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ) ∪ 𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ))= 𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑐𝑙 ( 𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑡 (

NIA ))  ∪  𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑐𝑙 ( 𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ))   

                                  = 𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑙 ( 𝑁𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA ) ) ∪ 𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑝𝑐𝑙( NIA ))------------------- (2) 

Hence, From (1) & (2),𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡  (𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑐𝑙( NIA )) =𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑡  ( NIA ) ) 

Theorem 3.14:  

In a neutrosophic Infra topological space X, every neutrosophic infra b-open set (b-closed set) is a 

neutrosophic infra  𝛽- open set (𝛽 -closed set). 
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Proof: Let NIA  be a neutrosophic infra b-𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑒𝑡 in X. Then 

 NIA  ⊆ 𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 (𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 ( NIA )) ∪  𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 ( NIA )) ⊆ 𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙(𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 ( NIA )))  ∪

 𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 ( NIA )) ⊆  𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙(𝑁𝐼𝑖𝑛𝑡 (𝑁𝐼𝑐𝑙 ( NIA ))).  

Therefore NIA  is neutrosophic infra 𝛽 - open set. 

The converse is not true as seen in the following example: 

Example3.17: Let (X, 𝜏𝑁𝐼𝑋 ) be a neutrosophic infra topological space and X={𝑎, 𝑏}. Define the 

neutrosophic infra sets A, B, 1C and 2C  as follows: 

, ,
(0.3,0.2,0.5) (0.4,0.4,0.7)

a b
A x  , ,

(0.4,0.5,0.7) (0.5,0.6,0.8)

a b
B x  

and , ,
(0.3,0.4,0.4) (0.4,0.5,0.5)

a b
C x  .Then the families  0 ,1 , , ,NI NX INI A B A B  is 

a neutrosophic infra topology on X. Here C is neutrosophic infra 𝛽 -open set but not neutrosophic 

infra b-open set. 

Proposition 3.18: The intersection of a neutrosophic infra-open set and a neutrosophic 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 𝑏 −
𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑒𝑡 is a neutrosophic 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑟𝑎 𝑏 − 𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑠𝑒𝑡. 

Proof: The result is obvious. 
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ABSTRACT 

 In this paper, we introduce and  study  a new concept of Pythagorean vague sets. Based 

on these definition  Pythagorean  vague distances are  proposed  and studied with suitable 

illustration. 

Key words:  In Pythagorean vague Sets, Hamming Pythagorean Vague Measures,  Normalized 

Hamming  Pythagorean Vague Measures, Euclidean Pythagorean Vague Measures, Normalized 

Euclidean  Pythagorean Vague Measures. 

INTRODUCTION 

The concept of fuzzy set  was introduced  by  Zadeh [14] in 1965. The membership of an 

element to a fuzzy set is a single  value between  0 and 1.  In  1968  the theory of fuzzy topology 

was introduced by  C.L. Chang [3].  Atanassov [1]  initiated the concept of intuitionistic  fuzzy 

set (IFS), which is a generalization of Zadesh’s  fuzzy set in 1986. 

 The theory of vague set was proposed by Gaw and Buchere [6] as an extension of fuzzy 

set theory. The idea of vague set is defined by a truth membership (tv) and false membership 

function (fv). The value of  tv(x) and  fv (x) are both defined on the closed interval [0,1] with each  

point in a basic set X, where tv(x) + fv (x) ≤1. 

              In 2013 Yagar [13]  introduced  the model of Pythagorean fuzzy sets (PFS)  

characterized by  a membership and non membership degree, which satisfies the condition that, 

the square sum of its membership and non membership degree is less than or equal to 1. Peng and 

Yang [10] studied some results of Pythagorean fuzzy sets in 2015.  In 1997 Szmidt and Kacprzyk 

[4]  defined different types of distances between  intuitionistic fuzzy sets . Atanassov [2] defined  

the hamming distance  and Euclidean distances between vague sets in 1999. Liu [9]  defined the 

distances formula of Vague sets in 2005. Hung and Yang [8] Grzegorzewski [7] Chen [4] and 

Yang and Chiclana [12] proposed the Hausdorff distances of Vague Sets respectively. 

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the concept of Pythagorean vague sets and 

obtain measuring distance between Pythagorean vague sets.  

2. PRELIMINARIES: 

Definition 1[6]:   

A vague set V in a universe of discourse X is characterized by a true membership 

function tv , and a false membership function fv, as follows: tv : U → [0, 1],  fv: U → [0, 1], and 

tv+fv ≤ 1, where tv (x) is a lower bound on the grade of membership of x derived from the 

evidence for x, and fv (x) is a lower bound on the grade of membership of the negation of x 

derived from the evidence against x.  The vague set A is written as,  

A={ < x, tA(x), 1-fA(x)> |x ∈ X}. 
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Definition 2 [6]: 

A vague topology (VT in short) on X is a family A of vague sets( VS in short) in X 

satisfying the following axioms: 

(1) 0,1 ∈ A; 

(2) G1 ∩ G2 ∈ A for any G1, G2 ∈ A. 

(3) ∪ Gi ∈ A  for any family {Gi : i ∈ N} A. 

In this case the pair (X, A) is called a vague topological space (VTS in short) and any 

vague set in A  is known as a vague open set (VOS) in X. The complement Ac of a VOS A  in a 

VTS (X,A) is called a vague closed set (VCS in short) in X.  

Definition 3[6]:  

Let (X,τ) be VTS and A={ < x, tA(x), 1-fA(x)>} be VS in X. Then the vague interior and 

vague closure are defined by 

 vint(A) = ∪ {G/G is aVOS in X and G  A} 

 vcl(A) = ∩ { K / K is aVCS in X and A  K} 

Definition 4[11]: 

 Let X be a universe of discourse. A  Pythagorean Vague Set (PVS)  A in X is  given by A 

= {< x, tA (x), 1-fA (x) >| x ∈ X},  where tA(x): X → [0,1] denotes the truth value and  1-fA(x) : X 

→ [0,1] denotes the false value of the element x ∈ X to the set A, respectively, with the condition 

that 0 ≤ (tA (x))2 + (1-fA (x))2≤ 1. 

Definition 5[11]: 

 Let  P= <tp,1-fp>,  P1= < , >  , P2 = < > be the Pythagorean  vague 

elements and  λ>0, satisfies  the following operations. 

1. Pλ  = [ (tp)λ , ] ,  

2. λ P= [ , (1-fv)λ ] 

3.  

4.
 

Definition 6[11]: 

Let P= {<x,(a,b)>|x∈ 𝑋}  and P1 ={<x, (a1,b1)>| x∈ 𝑋}  , P2= {<x, (a2, b2)>| x∈ 𝑋}  be the 

pythagorean vague sets and λ ≥ 0 , then 
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*P1∪P2 = (max (a1,a2), max (b1,b2)) 

*P1∩P2 =(min(a1,a2), min (b1,b2)) 

*Pc = (b,a). 

3. Distance Measures of Pythagorean Vague Sets 

Definition 3.1  : 

Let A= {<x,(tA(x), 1-fA(x))>|x∈ 𝑋}  and B ={<x, (tB, 1-fB(x))>| x∈ 𝑋}  pythagorean vague sets in 

X 

1. Hamming Distance 

HPV(A,B)= 
1

2
  

2.Normalized Hamming Distance 

NPV(A,B)= 
1

2𝑛
 

3.Euclidean Distance 

EPV(A,B)=  

Where =1-tA(x1)- (1-fA(xi))  =1-tB(x1)- (1-fB(xi)) be the  degree of 

indeterminacy   of  x  in A and  B. 

4. Normalized Euclidean Distance 

NEPV(A,B)=  

Distance  measures satisfies the following conditions: 

 

Example  3.2: 

Let X={1,2}   and let A and B are the Pythagorean fuzzy set in X  defined by  

A={<x, (0.1,0.4), (0.3,0.6)>}      B={<x,(0.4,0.6),(0.5,0.7)>}   
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1.Hamming Distance 

HPV(A,B)=
1

2
( ) 

                =
1

2
 (|0.1-0.4| + |0.4-0.6| + |0.3-0.5| + |0.6-0.7|) 

                =
1

2
 (0.3 + 0.2 + 0.2+ 0.1) = 0.4 

2. Normalized Hamming Distance 

NPV(A,B)= 
1

2𝑛
 

                =   
1

2𝑛
(0.4) = 0.2 

3.Euclidean Distance 

EPV(A,B)=  

   =   0.09          

4. Normalized Euclidean Distance 

NEPV(A,B)=  

                  =  0.04 

Distance in Pythagorean vague sets should be calculated by taking  truth membership and false 

membership function  and it also satisfies the following conditions. 

1. 0≤HPV(A,B)≤ 2n 

    0≤0.4≤ 4 

2.0≤NPV(A,B) ≤2  

    0≤0.2≤2 

3.0≤EPV(A,B) ≤ √2𝑛 

     0≤0.09≤ 2 

4.0≤NEPV(A,B) ≤ √2 

   0≤0.04≤ 1.41. 
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Distances  between  Pythagorean Vague  Sets Based on Hausdorff  Measure 

Definition 3.3: 

1. HPV(A,B)  =  

2.NHPV(A,B) =   

3.EPV(A,B)    =  

4.NEPV(A,B) =  

Example 3.4: 

Let X={1,2}   and let A and B are the Pythagorean fuzzy set in X  defined by  

A={<x, (0.2,0.5), (0.1,0.4)>}      B={<x,(0.1,0.4),(0.1,0.5)>} 

1.  HPV(A,B)  =  

                      = max{|0.2-0.1|,|0.5-0.4|,|0.1-0.1|,|0.4-0.5|} 

             = max{0.1,0.1,0,0.1}= 0.1 

2. NHPV(A,B) =   

                       = (0.1)  = 0.05 

3.EPV(A,B)    =  

           =0.1 

  4.NEPV(A,B) =   

             = 0.22 
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Numerical Example 3.5: 

We have taken survey from the hospital   in which they are facing many problems in 

which we have chosen the most common problems. We have consider only four patients, let the 

patients be P1, P2, P3, P4   are denoted by the set X = { P1, P2, P3, P4 } and the set of symptoms S = 

{Shivering, Wait loss, Dizziness, Itchiness, Hungry}. Let the set of health problems be H = 

{Fever, Jaundice, Anemia, Chicken Box, Diabetes}. 

Table 1: Represents the Patients and their symptoms  

 Shivering Wait loss Dizziness Itchiness Hungry 

P1 (0.9, 0.1) (0.7, 0.2) (0.1, 0.9) (0.7, 0.2) (0.2, 0.7) 

P2 (0, 0.7) (0.4, 0.5) (0.6, 0.2) (0.2, 0.7) (0.1, 0.2) 

P3 (0.7, 0.1) (0.7, 0.1) (0, 0.5) (0.1, 0.7) (0, 0.6) 

P4 (0.5, 0.1) (0.4, 0.3) (0.4, 0.5) (0.8, 0.2) (0.3, 0.4)  

 

Table 2: Represents related health problems  

 Fever   Jaundice Anemia Chicken Box Diabetes 

Shivering (0.3, 0)  (0, 0.6) (0.2, 0 .2) (0.2, 0.8) (0.2, 0.9) 

Wait loss (0.3, 0.5) (0.2, 0.6) (0.5, 0.2) (0.1, 0.5) (0, 0.7) 

Dizziness (0.2, 0.8) (0, 0.8) (0.1, 0.7) (0.7, 0) (0.2, 0.8) 

Itchiness (0.7, 0.3) (0.5, 0) (0.2, 0.6) (0.1, 0.7) (0.1, 0.8) 

Hungry (0.2, 0.6) (0.1, 0.8) (0.1, 0.9) (0.2, 0.7) (0.8, 0.1)    

 

Using  Pythagorean Vague  Normalized Euclidean Distance Measures Definition to 

calculate the distance between each patients  and  health problem with reference to the symptoms, 

we get the table below. 

Table 3: Patients  and  Health Problems 

 Fever   Jaundice Anemia Chicken Box Diabetes 

P1 0.2569 0.3987 0.3271 0.5666 0.5771 

P2 0.4111 0.4147 0.3674 0.2145 0.3633 

P3 0.3435 0.4505 0.2191 0.4528 0.5263 

P4 0.1732 0.3478 0.3256 0.4347 0.4868 

 

Overall, the  Pythagorean  vague normalized Euclidean distance method gives the final result of 

four  Patients health problems that is from Table 3, we see that  

1. The shortest value of  P1 is 0.2569 and therefore P1 faces Fever. 

2 . The shortest value of  P2 is 0.2145 and therefore P2 faces Chicken Box 

3. The shortest value of P3 is 0.2191 and therefore P3  faces Anemia.  

4. The shortest value of P4  is 0.1732 and therefore P4 faces Fever  
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Conclusion 

 We conclude that the health problem of  each patients by applying  Pythagorean vague 

normalized Euclidean  distance method of  Pythagorean vague set is more accuracy for the root of 

finding the problem.    
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1. Introduction: In 1970, Levine[4] introduced the concept of generalized closed sets which 

formed a strong tool in the characterization of topological spaces. Andrijevic[1] derived a new 

class of generalized open sets in a topological space, the so called b- open sets. In 1983, 

Mashhour et al. [6] introduced supra topological spaces. In 2010, O.R. Sayed and Takashi Noiri 

[10] formulated the concept of supra b-open sets and supra b-continuity on topological spaces. 

Nakaoka and N. Oda derived some applications of minimal open sets [7]. M. Kalaivani and M. 

Trinita Pricilla[2],[3] introduced supra b -mi-closed, supra b -mi-closed, supra b -mi-continuous 

and supra b -mi-continuous mapping in supra topological spaces. In this paper we use the notion 

of supra b -mi-closed and supra b -mi-closed sets and introduce supra b  minimal 

homeomorphism and supra b  minimal homeomorphism and their properties are derived.  

2. Preliminaries: 

Definition 2.1:[6] A subfamily   of  X  is said to be a supra topology on X  if  

i)  ,X  

ii) If iA  for all Ji  , then  iA .  ,X  is called supra topological space. The 

elements of   are called supra open sets in  ,X  and complement of supra open set is 

called supra closed set and it is denoted by 
c . 

Definition 2.2:[6] The supra closure and supra interior of a set A are defined as 

 
   

   BABBA

BABBAcl





andopensuprais:int

andclosedsuprais:




 

Definition 2.3:[10] Let  ,X  be a supra topological space. A set A is called a supra b -open set 

if      AclAclA  intint  . The complement of a supra b -open set is called supra b -

closed set. 

Definition 2.4: A proper nonempty subset A of a topological space  ,X  
is called 

i) A minimal open[7] (minimal closed[9]) set is any open (resp.closed) subset of X 

which is contained in A, is either A or  . 

ii) A maximal open[8] (maximal closed[9]) set is any open (resp.closed) set which 

contains A, is either A or X. 

Definition 2.5: A mapping     ,,: YXf   is said to be  

i) generalized closed (g-closed) map[5] if the image of every closed set in X  is g-closed 

set in Y. 

ii) minimal open (resp. minimal closed) map[11] if the image of every minimal open 

(resp. minimal closed) in X  is open (resp. closed) in Y. 

iii) maximal open (resp. maximal closed) map[11] if the image of every maximal open 

(resp. maximal closed) in X  is open (resp. closed) in Y. 
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Definition 2.6:[11] If     ,,: 1 YXf   
is said to be generalized minimal homeomorphism 

(briefly g-mi- homeomorphism) if 
1and ff  are g-mi-continuous maps. 

Definition 2.7:[2] A subset A of a supra topological space  ,X  is called supra b -mi-closed if 

  UAbcl 
 whenever UA   and U is supra mi-open set in  ,X . 

Definition 2.8:[2] A subset A of a supra topological space  ,X  is called supra b -mi-closed 

if   UAbcl 
whenever UA   and U is supra mi-b open set in  ,X . 

Definition 2.10:[3]  A mapping    21 ,,:  YXf   is called supra b minimal continuous 

(briefly supra b -mi-continuous) map if the inverse image of every supra minimal closed set in Y is 

supra b -mi-closed set in X.  

Definition 2.11:]3]  A mapping    21 ,,:  YXf   is called supra b  minimal continuous 

(briefly supra b -mi-continuous) map if the inverse image of every supra minimal closed set in Y 

is supra b -mi-closed set in X.  

3. Supra b-mi-homeomorphism: 

Definition 3.1: A mapping    21 ,,:  YXf   is said to be  

i) supra minimal open (resp. supra minimal closed) map if the image of every supra minimal 

open (resp. supra minimal closed) in X  is supra open (resp. supra closed) in Y. 

ii) supra maximal open (resp. supra maximal closed) map if the image of every supra maximal 

open (resp. supra maximal closed) in X  is supra open (resp. supra closed) in Y. 

iii) supra b minimal open (briefly supra b -mi-open) map if the image of every supra minimal open 

set in X  is supra b -mi-open set in Y. 

iv) supra b minimal closed (briefly supra b -mi-closed) map if the image of every supra minimal 

closed set in X  is supra b -mi-closed set in Y. 

v) supra b maximal open (briefly supra b -ma-open) map if the image of every supra maximal 

open set in X  is supra b -ma-open set in Y. 

vi) supra b maximal closed (briefly supra b -ma-closed) map if the image of every supra maximal 

closed set in X  is supra b -ma-closed set in Y. 

vii) supra * b minimal open (briefly supra * b -mi-open) map if the image of every supra minimal 

open set in X  is supra * b -mi-open set in Y. 

viii) supra * b minimal closed (briefly supra * b -mi-closed) map if the image of every supra 

minimal closed set in X  is supra * b -mi-closed set in Y. 

ix) supra * b  maximal open (briefly supra b -ma-open) map if the image of every supra maximal 

open set in X  is supra * b -ma-open set in Y. 

x) supra * b maximal closed (briefly supra * b -ma-closed) map if the image of every supra 

maximal closed set in X  is supra * b -ma-closed set in Y. 

Definition 3.2: If    21 ,,:  YXf   
is said to be supra b minimal homeomorphism (briefly 

supra b -mi-homeomorphism) if 
1and ff  are supra b -mi-continuous maps. 
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Definition 3.3: If    21 ,,:  YXf   
is said to be supra *b minimal homeomorphism (briefly 

supra b -mi-homeomorphism) if 
1and ff  are supra * b -mi-continuous maps. 

Theorem 3.4: If    21 ,,:  YXf   
is a bijective map, then the following statements are 

equivalent. 

i) Its inverse map    12

1 ,,:  XYf 
 is supra b -mi-continuous (supra * b -mi-

continuous). 

ii) f  is a supra b -ma-open (supra * b -ma-open) map. 

iii) f  is a supra b -mi-closed (supra * b -mi-closed)map. 

Proof:     :iii  Let E be any supra maximal open set in X, so that 
cE is supra minimal closed 

set in X. From (i)         ccc EfEfEf 
 11

 is supra b -mi-closed set in Y, so that  Ef  is 

supra b -ma-open set in Y. Therefore f  is a supra b -ma-open map. 

    :iiiii  Let E  be any supra minimal closed set in X, so that 
cE is supra maximal open set in 

X. From (ii)     cc EfEf   is supra b -ma-open set in Y, so that  Ef  is supra b -mi-closed set 

in Y. Therefore f  is a supra b -mi-closed map. 

    :iiii  Let E  be any supra minimal closed set in X. From (iii)  Ef  is supra b -mi-closed set 

in Y, so that    Ef
11 

 is supra b -mi-closed set in Y. Therefore the inverse map 

   12

1 ,,:  XYf 
 is supra b -mi-continuous. 

Theorem 3.5: If    21 ,,:  YXf   
is a bijective map and supra b -mi-continuous map, then 

the following statements are equivalent. 

i) f  is a supra b -ma-open (supra * b -ma-open) map. 

ii) f  is a supra b -mi-homeomorphism (supra * b -mi-homeomorphism). 

iii) f  is a supra b -mi-closed (supra * b -mi-closed) map. 

Proof:     :iii  Let E  be any supra minimal closed set in X, so that 
cE is supra maximal open 

set in X. From (i)     cc EfEf   is supra b -ma-open set in Y, so that      EfEf
11   is 

supra b -mi-closed set in Y. Therefore    12

1 ,,:  XYf 
 is supra b -mi-continuous map. 

Hence f  is supra b -mi-homeomorphism. 

    :iiiii  Let E  be any supra minimal closed set in X. From (ii)    Ef
11 

 is supra b -mi-

closed set in Y,  Ef  is supra b -mi-closed set in Y. Therefore f  is supra b -mi-closed map. 

    :iiii  Let E be any supra maximal open set in X, so that 
cE is supra minimal closed set in X. 

From (iii)     cc EfEf   is supra b -mi-closed set in Y, so that  Ef  is supra b -ma-open set in 

Y. Therefore f  is a supra b -ma-open map. 
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4. Supra b-mi
*-homeomorphism: 

Definition 4.1: If    21 ,,:  YXf   
is said to be supra b minimal* homeomorphism (briefly 

supra b -mi
*-homeomorphism) if 

1and ff  are supra b -mi-irresolute maps. 

Definition 4.2: If    21 ,,:  YXf   
is said to be supra b minimal* homeomorphism 

(briefly supra * b - mi
*-homeomorphism) if 

1and ff  are supra b -mi-irresolute maps. 

Theorem 4.3: If    21 ,,:  YXf   
is a bijective map, then the following statements are 

equivalent. 

i) Its inverse map    12

1 ,,:  XYf 
 is supra b -mi-irresolute (supra * b -mi-irresolute). 

ii) f  is a supra b -ma
*-open (supra * b -ma

*-open) map. 

iii) f  is a supra b -mi
*-closed (supra * b -mi

*-closed) map. 

Proof: It is similar to theorem 3.4. 

Theorem 4.4: If    21 ,,:  YXf   
is a bijective map and supra b -mi-irresolute map, then 

the following statements are equivalent. 

i) f  is a supra b -ma
*-open (supra * b -ma

*-open) map. 

ii) f  is a supra b -mi
*-homeomorphism (supra * b -mi

*-homeomorphism). 

iii) f  is a supra b -mi
*-closed (supra * b -mi

*-closed) map. 

Proof: Similar to the theorem 3.5. 

Theorem 4.5: If    21 ,,:  YXf  and    32 ,,:  ZYg   are supra b -mi
*-

homeomorphisms then    31 ,,:  ZXfg   is supra b -mi
*-homeomorphism.     

Proof: Let U be any supra b -mi-closed set in Z . Since g is supra b -mi
*-homeomorphism, 

 Ug 1
 is supra b -mi-closed set in Y. But    21 ,,:  YXf   

is supra b -mi
*-

homeomorphism. Therefore       UfgUgf
111 

 
is supra b -mi-closed set in X. Hence 

   31 ,,:  ZXfg  is supra b -mi-irresolute map. Again let V be any supra b -mi-closed set 

in X. Since f  is supra b -mi
*-homeomorphism,      VfVf

11   is supra b -mi-closed set in Y. 

But    32 ,,:  ZYg 
 
is supra b -mi

*-homeomorphism. Therefore 

           VfgVfg
11111111   

 
is supra b -mi-closed set in Z . That is 

        VfgVgf
11111

    is supra b -mi-closed set in Z . It follows that   1
fg   is 

supra b -mi-irresolute. Hence    31 ,,:  ZXfg   is supra b -mi
*-homeomorphism.   
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ABSTRACT: In this paper we introduce a new class of functions called  contra nano*generalized 

b-continuous functions and almost contra nano*generalized b-continuous functions in nano 

topological spaces and their characterizations are analyzed. 

Keywords: contra nano*generalized b-continuous function , almost contra nano*generalized               

b-continuous function. 

1.INTRODUCTION 

Levine[1] derived the concept of generalized closed sets in topological space. Al Omari and 

Mohd.Salmi Md.Noorani [2] studied the class of generalized b-closed sets. The notation of  nano 

topology was introduced by LellisThivagar[10] which was defined in terms of approximations 

and boundry regions of a subset of an universe using an equivalence relation on it and also 

defined nano closed sets, nano interior and nano-closure.  Nano gb-closed set was initiated by  
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Dhanis Arul Mary and I.Arockiarani[6]. The purpose of the  paper is to introduce and investigate 

some of the fundamental properties of  contra nano*generalized b-continuous  and  almost contra 

nano*generalized b-continuous functions and study some of its properties. 

2.PRELIMINARIES  

Definition 2.1[10]: Let U be a non-empty finite set of objects called the universe and R be an 

equivalence relation on U named as the indiscernibility relation. Then U is divided into disjoint 

equivalence classes. Elements belonging to the same equivalence class are said to be indiscernible 

with one another. The pair (U,R) is said to be the approximation space. Let X U  

1. The lower approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be for 

certainly classified as X with respect to R and it is denoted by ( )RL X . That is

( ) { ( ) : ( ) }R
x U

L X U R x R x X


  , where R(x) denotes the equivalence class determined b UX   

2. The upper approximation of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be possibly 

classified as X with respect to R and it is denoted by  XUR
. That is

      :R
x U

U X U R x R X X 


    

3. The boundary of X with respect to R is the set of all objects, which can be classified neither as 

X nor as not-X with respect to R and it is denoted by  RB X . That is

     R R RB X U X L X   

Definition 2.2[6]: Let U be non-empty, finite universe of objects and R be an equivalence 

relation on U. Let X U . Let         , , , ,R R R RX U L X U X B X  . Then   R X  is a  

topology on U, called as the nano topology with respect to X. Elements of the nano topology are 

known as the nano-open sets in U and   , RU X is called  the nano topological space. 

 
c

R X   is called as the dual nano topology of  R X . Elements of  
c

R X   are called as 

nano closed sets. 

Definition 2.3[6]: If  R X  is the nano topolopy on U with respect to X, then the set

      , , ,R R RB U L X U X B X  is the basis for  R X
 

Definition 2.4[6]: If   , RU X is a nano topological space with respect to X  where X U  

and if A U , then the nano interior of A is defined as the union of all nano-open subsets of A 

and it is denoted by  intN A . That is  intN A , is the largest nano open subset of A. The nano 

closure of  A is defined as the intersection of all nano closed sets containing A and is denoted by

 Ncl A . That is  Ncl A , is the smallest nano closed set containing A. 

Definition 2.5[5]: A subset A of a nano topological space   , RU X  is called nano generalized 

b-closed( briefly, nano gb-closed), if Nbcl(A)⊆V whenever A⊆V and V is nano open in U . 
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Definition 2.6[6]: A subset A of a nano topological space   , RU X  is called 

nano*generalized b-closed if  ( )Nbcl A V  whenever A V  and V is nano gb-open in U. 

Definition 2.7[6]: Let   , RU X be a nano topological space and A U . Then A is said to be 

Nano semi open If   intA Ncl N A  

Nano b-open if      int intA Ncl N A N Ncl A   

Nano regular-open if   intA N Ncl A
 

Definition 2.8[8] :Let  (U,𝛕R(X)) and (V,𝛕R’(Y)) be a nano topological spaces, then a map  

f:(U,𝛕R(X))→(V,𝛕R’(Y)) is said to be  

(i) Contra Nano continuous if f−1(𝑉)is nano closed in (U,𝛕R(X)) for each nano open set 

V in (V,𝛕R’(Y)) 

(ii) Almost Contra Nano continuous if f−1(𝑉)is nano closed in (U,𝛕R(X)) for each nano 

regular  open set V in (V,𝛕R’(Y)) 

3. CONTRA NANO*GENERALIZED b-CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 

Definition 3.1 :A map f:(U,𝛕R(X))→(V,𝛕R’(Y)) is called contra nano*generalized b-continuous if 

the inverse image of every nano open set in (V,𝛕R’(Y))) is nano*generalized b-closed in 

(U,𝛕R(X)). 

Theorem 3.2: (i)Every contra nano continuous function is contra nano*generalized b-continuous  

(ii)  Every contra nano r-continuous function is contra nano*generalized b-continuous. 

(iii) Every contra nano c-continuous function is contra nano*generalized b-continuous. 

Proof: Let f:(U,𝛕R(X))→(V,𝛕R’(Y)be contra nano continuous. Let B be any nano open set in                           

(V, 𝛕R’(Y)) .Then the inverse image f−1(B) is nano closed in (U,𝛕R(X)). Since every nano closed 

set is nano*generalized b-closed in (U,𝛕R(X)). Therefore f is  contra nano*generalized                         

b-continuous. Proof is obvious for others. 

Remark 3.3: Converse of the above theorem need not be true it is shown by the following 

examples. 

Example 3.4: Let U={a,b,c} with U/R={{a},{b,c}}. Let X={a}⊆U. Then τR(X)={U,⏀,{a}}. Let 

V={a,b,c} with V/R’={V,⏀,{c},{a,b}}. Let Y={c}⊆V. Then τR ’(Y)={U,⏀,{c}}. Define 

f:(U,τR (X))→(V,τR ’(Y)) be a function defined by f(a)=a, f(b)=c, f(c)=b. Hence f is contra 

nano*generalized b-continuous but not contra nano continuous. Since B={c} is nano open in U 

but f−1({c})={b} is nano*generalized b-closed set but not nano closed set in V. 

Example 3.5: Let U={a,b,c} with U/R={{a},{b,c}}. Let X={a,c}⊆U. 

Then τR (X)={U,⏀,{a},{b,c}}. Let V={a,b,c} with V/R’={V,⏀,{b},{a,c}}. Let Y={b}⊆V. 

ThenτR(Y)={U,⏀,{b}}. Define f:(U,𝛕R(X))→(V,𝛕R’(Y)) be a function defined by f(a)=c, f(b)=a, 

f(c)=b. Hence f is contra nano*generalized b-continuous but not nano contra r-continuous. Since 

B={b} is open in U but f−1({b})={c} is nano*generalized b-closed set but not nano r-closed set 

in V. 
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Example 3.6: Let U={a,b,c} with U/R={{a},{b,c}}. Let X={a,c}⊆U. Then 

𝛕R(X)={U,⏀,{a},{b,c}}. Let V={a,b,c} with V/R’={V,⏀,{b},{a,c}}. Let Y={b,c}⊆V. Then 

𝛕R’(Y)={U,⏀,{b},{a,c}}. Define f:(U,𝛕R(X))→(V,𝛕R’(Y)) be a function defined by f(a)=a, f(b)=c, 

f(c)=b. Hence f is contra nano*generalized b-continuous but not nano contra      c-continuous. 

Since B={b} is open in U but f−1 ({b})={c} is nano*generalized b-closed set but not nano  

c-closed set in V. 

Theorem 3.7: If a map f:(U,𝛕R(X))→(V,𝛕R’(Y)) is nano*generalized b-irresolute map                                   

g:(V,𝛕R’(Y))→(W,𝛕R’’(Z)) is nano*generalized b-continuous map, then                            

gof:(U,𝛕R(X)) →(W, 𝛕R’’(Z)) is  contra nano*generalized b-continuous. 

Proof:Let F be an nano open set (W,𝛕R’’(Z)). Then  g−1(F)  is nano*generalized b-closed in                  

(V, 𝛕R’(Y)), because g is contra nano*generalized b-continuous. Since f is nano*generalized                   

b-irresolute, f−1(g−1(F))=(gof)−1(F)is nano*generalized b-closed in (U,𝛕R(X)).Therefore gof is 

contra nano*generalized b-continuous. 

4. ALMOST CONTRA   NANO*GENERALIZED b- CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS 

Definition 4.1 : A function f:(U,𝛕R(X))→(V,𝛕R’(Y)) is called almost contra nano*generalized             

b-continuous if f−1(B) is nano*generalized b-closed in (U,𝛕R(X)) for every regular open set B in 

(V,𝛕R’(Y)). 

Theorem 4.2:  (i) Every almost nano contra continuous function is almost contra 

nano*generalized b-continuous  

(ii) Every almost nano contra r-continuous function is almost contra nano*generalized                    

b-continuous  

(iii) Every almost nano contra c-continuous function is almost contra nano*generalized                     

b-continuous. 

Proof: Let f:(U,𝛕R(X))→(V,𝛕R’(Y)) be almost nano contra continuous. Let B be any nano regular 

open set in (V, 𝛕R’(Y)) .Then the inverse image f−1(B) is nano closed in (U,𝛕R(X)). Since every 

nano closed set is nano*generalized b-closed in (U,𝛕R(X)). Therefore f is almost contra 

nano*generalized b-continuous. Proof is obvious for others. 

Remark 4.3: Converse of the above theorem need not be true it is shown by the following 

examples. 

Example 4.4: Let U={a,b,c} with U/R={{c},{a,b}}. Let X={a,c}⊆U. Then 

𝛕R(X)={U,⏀,{c},{a,b}}. Let V={a,b,c} with V/R’={V,⏀,{a},{b,c}}. Let Y={a,c}⊆V. Then 

𝛕R’(Y)={U,⏀,{a},{b,c}}. Define f:(U,𝛕R(X)) → (V,𝛕R’(Y)) be a function defined by f(a)=a, 

f(b)=b, f(c)=c. Hence f is almost contra nano*generalized b-continuous but not almost nano 

contra continuous. Since B={a} is regular open in U but f−1({a})={a} is nano*generalized                  

b-closed set but not nano closed set in V. 

Example 4.5: Let U={a,b,c} with U/R={{b},{a,c}}. Let X={b,c}⊆U. Then 

𝛕R(X)={U,⏀,{b},{a,c}}. Let V={a,b,c} with V/R’={V,⏀,{c},{a,b}}. Let Y={a,c}⊆V. Then 

𝛕R’(Y)={U,⏀,{c},{a,b}}. Define f:(U,𝛕R(X)) → (V,𝛕R’(Y)) be a function defined by f(a)=a, 

f(b)=b, f(c)=c. Hence f is almost contra nano*generalized b-continuous but not almost nano 

contra r-continuous. Since B={a,b} is regular open in U but f−1({a,b})={a,b} is 

nano*generalized b-closed set but not nano r-closed set in V. 
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Example 4.6: Let U={a,b,c} with U/R={{a},{b,c}}. Let X={a,c}⊆U. Then 

𝛕R(X)={U,⏀,{a},{b,c}}. Let V={a,b,c} with V/R’={V,⏀,{b},{a,c}}. Let Y={b,c}⊆V. Then 

𝛕R’(Y)={U,⏀,{b},{a,c}}. Define f:(U,𝛕R(X))→(V,𝛕R’(Y)) be a function defined by f(a)=c, f(b)=b, 

f(c)=a. Hence f is almost contra nano*generalized b-continuous but not almost nano contra c-

continuous. Since B={b} is open in U but f−1({b})={b} is nano*generalized b-closed set but not 

nano c-closed set in V.  

Theorem 4.7: Every contra nano*generalized b-continuous function is almost contra 

nano*generalized b-continuous but not conversely. 

Proof: Let f:(U,𝛕R(X))→(V,𝛕R’(Y)) be nano contra nano*generalized b-continuous. Let B be any 

nano open set in (V, 𝛕R’(Y)) .We know that every regular open set is open. Then the inverse 

image f−1(B) is nano*generalized b-closed in (U,𝛕R(X)). Therefore f is almost contra 

nano*generalized b-continuous. 

Example 4.8:Let U={a,b,c.d} with U/R={{a},{b},{c,d}}. Let X={a,c}⊆U. Then 

𝛕R(X)={U,⏀,{a},{c,d},{a,c,d}}. Let V={a,b,c} with V/R’={V,⏀,{a},{b,c}}. Let Y={b,c}⊆V. 

Then 𝛕R’(Y)={U,⏀,{a},{b,c}}. Define f:(U,𝛕R(X)) → (V,𝛕R’(Y)) be a function defined by f(a)=b, 

f(b)=c, f(c)=a. Hence f is almost contra nano*generalized b-closed continuous but not contra 

nano*generalized b-continuous. Since B={a} is  regular open in U but f−1({a})={c} is 

nano*generalized b-closed set but not nano closed set in U. Hence f is almost contra nano*gb-

continuous. 

Theorem 4.9:If f:(U,𝛕R(X)) → (V,𝛕R’(Y)) is almost contra nano*generalized b-continuous and X 

is locally nano*generalized b-indiscrete space then f is almost contra nano continuous. 

Proof: Let B be nano regular open set in Y. Since f is almost contra nano*generalized                           

b-continuous f−1(V) is  nano*generalized b-closed in X and X is locally nano*generalized                   

b- indiscrete space, which implies f−1(V)  is an nano open set in X. Therefore f is almost contra 

nano continuous. 
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Abstract :  

 

In this paper, we introduce the new class of sets called Generalized Single Valued Neutrosophic 

Sets and also we have defined various distances between  GSVNS sets with examples. 

 

Keywords:Neutrosophic sets, Image processing, Hamming distance, entropy. 

1.  Introduction: 

 Neutrosophy is the modern branch of philosophy introduced by Florentin Smarandache. 

Neutrosophy has laid the foundation for a whole family of new mathematical theories classical 

counterparts.Neutrosophy deals with the concepts of origin, nature and scope of neutralities, as 

well as their interactions with different ideational spectra. Smarandache introduced the 

fundamental concepts of neutrosophic set, that had led Salama and Smarandache [1,2,3,4] to 

provide a mathematical treatment for the neutrosophic phenomena. A.A. Salama, Florentin 

smarandache, Mohamed Eisa [5,6], introduced distances between neutrosophic sets like Hamming 

distance, normalized Hamming distance, Euclidean distance and normalized Euclidean distance. 

In this paper, we introduce the distances between Generalized Single Valued Neutrosophic 

Sets : the Hamming distance, normalized Hamming distance, Euclidean distance and Normalized 

Euclidean distance.  

2. Preliminaries  

2.1 Neutrosophic set:[7,8,10] 

Let X be the universe of discourse and A be a subset of X. Then A is called Neutrosophic set if it 

is of the form XxxxxxA AAA  ,)(,)(),(,   where the functions 

  1,0:,, X   represents respectively the degree of membership, the degree of 

indeterminacy and the degree of non-membership of the element Xx satisfying the following 

condition  3)()()(0  xxx AAA   

2.2 Generalized Neutrosophic sets: [1] 

Let X be the universe of discourse. A Generalized Neutrosophic set(GNS) is of the form 

},)(,)(),(,{ XxxxxxA AAA    where )()(),( xandxx AAA    represents 

respectively the degree of membership, the degree of indeterminacy and the degree of non-

membership of the element Xx to the set A where the functionssatisfying following condition 

5.0)()()(  xxx AAA   
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2.3Single Valued Neutrosophic set:[9,10] 

The difference between Neutrosophic set and Single valued neutrosophic set is the range values. In 

NS, the range is the non-standard interval   1,0  . It is difficult to apply for the real life 

problems. In SVNS, we have taken [0,1] instead of   1,0 . 

Let X be a universal space with generic element x. A Single Valued Neutrosophic set A in X is 

characterized by a truth-membership function )(xA , an indeterminacy membership function 

)(xA and a falsity function (i.e. non-membership function) )(xA , for each point Xx , 

1)(,)(),(0  xxx AAA   and 3)()()(0  xxx AAA  . 

When X is continuous , a SVNS A can be written as Xx
x

xxx
A

x

AAA 


  ,
)(,)(),( 

 

When X is discrete, a SVNS can be written as Xx
x

xxx
A i

n

i i

iAiAiA 


 


,
)(,)(),(

1



 

3. GeneralizedSingle Valued Neutrosophic set: 

Now we will extend the neutrosophic set to the next level. That means we will combine the 

concept of Generalized Neutrosophic set and Single valued Neutrosophic set. This gives new class 

of sets “ Generalized Single Valued Neutrosophic sets” simply called as GSVNS.  

3.1 Definition 

Let X be a space of points (objects), with a generic element in X denoted by x. A Generalized 

single valued neutrosophic set (GSVNS)  A in X characterized by a truth-membership function 

)(xA , an indeterminacy membership function )(xA and a falsity function (i.e. non-

membership function) )(xA , for each point Xx ,  

A Generalized Single Valued Neutrosophic set A can be written as 

XxxxxxA AAA  ,)(,)(),(,   

Where 1)(,)(),(0  xxx AAA   and 3)()()(0  xxx AAA   

and the functions satisfies the conditions 5.0)()()(  xxx AAA   

3.2 Distances between Generalized Single Valued Neutrosophic sets: 

In this section, we define different kind of distances between two Generalized Single valued 

Neutrosophic sets. 

Let }.........,{ 21 nxxxX   . 

Let })(,)(),({ XxxxxA AAA   and  where 

1)(,)(),(0  xxx AAA    , 3)()()(0  xxx AAA   and the function satisfies the 

condition 5.0)()()(  xxx AAA   
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Let })(,)(),({ XxxxxB BBB    where  

1)(,)(),(0  xxx BBB   , 3)()()(0  xxx BBB   and the function satisfies the 

condition 5.0)()()(  xxx BBB   

i) The Hamming  Distance is given by 

 



n

i

iBiAiBiAiBiAGSVNS xxxxxxBAd
1

)()()()()()(),(   

ii) The Euclidean distance is given by 

      



n

i

iBiAiBiAiBiAGSVNS xxxxxxBAe
1

222
)()()()()()(),(   

iii) The normalized Hamming distance is given by 

 



n

i

iBiAiBiAiBiAGSVNS xxxxxx
n

BANH
1

)()()()()()(
2

1
),(   

iv) The normalized Euclidean distance is given by 

 

      



n

i

iBiAiBiAiBiAGSVNS xxxxxx
n

BANE
1

222
)()()()()()(

2

1
),( 

 

3.2.1 Examples: 

Let us consider the Generalized Single Valued Neutrosophic sets A, B in X={a,b,c,d,e}. 

Let })(,)(),({ XxxxxA AAA    

X )(xA  )(xA  )(xA  )()()( xxx AAA    

a 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.3 

b 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.3 

c 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 

d 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.3 

e 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.3 

 

Let })(,)(),({ XxxxxB BBB    

X )(xB  )(xB  )(xB  )()()( xxx BBB    

a 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.2 

b 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.2 

c 0.5 0.5 0 0.5 

d 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.3 

e 0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 
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Here A and B are GSVNS , Since 5.0)()()(  xxx AAA  , 1)(,)(),(0  xxx AAA 

and 5.0)()()(  xxx BBB  . Then  

The Hamming distance is  

 



cbax

BABABAGSVNS xxxxxxBAd
,,

)()()()()()(),( 
 

 

4.01.01.04.01.01.01.03.01.02.01.0   

0.2),( BAdGSVNS  

The Euclidean distance is  

      



cbax

BABABAGSVNS xxxxxxBAe
,,

222
)()()()()()(),( 

 

         16.001.001.016.001.001.001.009.001.004.001.0   

72.0),( BAeGSVNS  
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The Normalized Euclidean distance is  
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From this example, we conclude that the formulas (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) satisfies the following 

conditions 

a) 
2

),(0
n

BAdGSVNS   

b) 5.0),(0  BANHGSVNS  

c) 
2

),(0
n

BAeGSVNS   

d) 5.0),(0  BANEGSVNS  
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4. Conclusion:   

 New class of Neutrosophic set called generalized single valued neutrosophic sets were 

defined and some of the distances between two GSVNS were discussed in this paper. Image 

interms of pixels into neutrosophic domain is one of the advanced technique in image 

processing. In our future work will includes the  applications of GSVNS in image processing. 
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1.Introduction:  

The concept of fuzzy sets and intuitionistic fuzzy sets was introduced by Zadeh [10] in 

1965 and Atanassov [1] in 1986. The theory of fuzzy topology was introduced by C.L.Chang [3] 

in 1967. The theory of vague sets was first proposed by Gau and Buehrer [4] as an extension of 

fuzzy set theory. Then, Smarandache[8] introduces the neutrosophic set in 1998. Shawkat 

Alkhazaleh[7] in 2015 introduced the concept of neutrosophic vague set as a combination of 

neutrosophic set and vague set. With this neutrosophic vague set in 2017  Mary Margaret. A and 

Trinita Pricilla. M[5],[6] introduced the concept of neutrosophic vague topology and neutrosophic 

vague continuous and irresolute mapping. In 2000, M.Caldas[2] defined and studied weak and 

strong forms of irresolute maps in general topology. In this paper we introduce the concept of 

irresoluteness called neutrosophic vague generalized pre ap-irresolute maps and neutrosophic 

vague generalized pre ap-closed maps and some of their basic properties.  

2. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1:[7] A neutrosophic vague set NVA (NVS in short) on the universe of discourse X  

written as       XxxFxIxTxA
NVNVNV AAANV  ;ˆ;ˆ;ˆ; , whose truth membership, 

indeterminacy membership and false membership functions is defined as:  

             FFxFIIxITTxT
NVNVNV AAA ,ˆ,,ˆ,,ˆ  

where, 

1)   FT 1  

2)   TF 1  and 

3)   20 FIT . 

Definition 2.2:[7] Let NVA  and NVB  be two NVSs of the universe U . If 

   ;ˆˆ, iBiAi uTuTUu
NVNV

        ,ˆˆ;ˆˆ
iBiAiBiA uFuFuIuI

NVNVNVNV
 then the NVS NVA  is 

included by NVB , denoted by ,NVNV BA   where .1 ni   

Definition 2.3:[7] The complement of  NVS NVA  is denoted by 
c

NVA  and is defined by  

           .1,1ˆ,1,1ˆ,1,1ˆ   FFxFIIxITTxT c

A

c

A

c

A NVNVNV
 

Definition 2.4:[7] Let NVA  be NVS of the universe U where Uui  ,

       ;0,0ˆ;1,1ˆ  xIxT
NVNV AA    .0,0ˆ xF

NVA  Then NVA  is called a unit NVS( NV1  in short), 

where .1 ni   

Definition 2.5:[7] Let NVA  be NVS of the universe U where Uui  ,

       ;1,1ˆ;0,0ˆ  xIxT
NVNV AA    .1,1ˆ xF

NVA  Then NVA  is called a zero NVS( NV0  in short), 

where .1 ni   
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Definition 2.6:[7] The union of two NVSs NVA  and NVB
 
is NVS NVC , written as

NVNVNV BAC  , whose truth-membership, indeterminacy-membership and false-membership 

functions are related to those of NVA  and NVB  given by, 

             
xNVxNVxNVxNVNV BABAC TTTTxT ,max,,maxˆ

  
      

xNVxNVxNVxNVNV BABAC IIIIxI ,min,,minˆ          

             
xNVxNVxNVxNVNV BABAC FFFFxF ,min,,minˆ . 

Definition 2.7:[7] The intersection of two NVSs NVA  and NVB  is NVS NVC , written as 

NVNVNV BAC  , whose truth-membership, indeterminacy-membership and false-membership 

functions are related to those of NVA  and NVB  given by, 

            
xNVxNVxNVxNVNV BABAC TTTTxT ,min,,minˆ

   
      

xNVxNVxNVxNVNV BABAC IIIIxI ,max,,maxˆ  

      
      

xNVxNVxNVxNVNV BABAC FFFFxF ,max,,maxˆ . 

Definition 2.8:[7] Let NVA  and NVB  be two NVSs of the universe U . If ,Uui 

           ,ˆˆ;ˆˆ;ˆˆ
iBiAiBiAiBiA uFuFuIuIuTuT

NVNVNVNVNVNV
 then the NVS NVA  and NVB , are 

called equal, where .1 ni   

Definition 2.9:[5] A neutrosophic vague topology (NVT in short) on X is a family   of  

neutrosophic vague sets (NVS in short) in X  satisfying the following axioms: 

 NVNV 1,0  

  21 GG  for any 21,GG  

     JiGG ii :,  

In this case the pair  ,X  is called a neutrosophic vague topological space (NVTS in short) and 

any NVS in   is known as a neutrosophic vague open set (NVOS in short) in X . The complement 
cA  of NVOS in a NVTS  ,X  is called neutrosophic vague closed set (NVCS in short) in X . 

Definition 2.10:[5] A NVS   AAA FITxA ˆ,ˆ,ˆ,  in NVTS  ,X  is said to be  

i) Neutrosophic Vague pre- closed set (NVPCS in short) if    ,int AANVNVcl   

ii) Neutrosophic Vague pre-open set (NVPOS in short) if   ,int ANVclNVA   

Definition 2.11:[5] Let A  be NVS of a NVTS  ,X . Then the neutrosophic vague pre interior 

of A (  ANV intp in short) and neutrosophic vague pre closure of A (  AclNVp  
in short) are 

defined by 
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    ,andinNVPOSais/intp AGXGGANV   

    .andinNVPCSais/p KAXKKAclNV   

Definition 2.12:[5] A NVS A  is said to be neutrosophic vague generalized pre-closed set 

(NVGPCS in short) in  ,X  if   UAclNV p  whenever UA  and U is NVOS in X .  

Definition 2.13:[6] A map     ,,: YXf   is said to be neutrosophic vague generalized pre 

irresolute (NVGP irresolute in short) mapping if  Af 1
 is NVGPCS in  ,X  

for every 

NVGPCS A  in  ,Y . 

3. NVGP contra irresolute, NVGP ap-irresolute, NVGP ap-closed maps: 

Definition 3.1: A mapping     ,,: YX   is said to be  

i) NVGP contra irresolute if  B1
 
is NVGPCS in X for every NVGPOS in Y. 

ii) neutrosophic vague generalized pre approximately irresolute (NVGP ap-irresolute) if 

   BAclNV 1p   , whenever B is a NVOS in Y, A is NVGPCS in X and  BA 1  . 

iii) neutrosophic vague generalized pre approximately closed (NVGP ap-closed) if 

   ANVB intp , whenever A is a NVGPOS in Y, B is NVCS in X and   AB  . 

Theorem 3.2: NV irresolute mapping is NVGP ap-irresolute mapping. 

Proof: Let   be NV irresolute mapping and B is NVOS in Y, A is NVGPCS in X such that 

 BA 1  . By our assumption  B1
 
is NVOS in X. Then by the definition of NVGPCS we 

have    BAclNV 1p   . Hence   is NVGP ap-irresolute mapping. 

Theorem 3.3: A mapping     ,,: YX   is: 

i) NVGP ap-irresolute if  A1
 
is NVOS in X for every NVOS A  in Y. 

ii) NVGP ap-closed if  B  
is NVCS in Y  for every NVCS B  in X. 

Proof: i) Let  A  be NVOS in Y,  A1
 is NVOS in  X  and B be NVGPCS in  X such that 

 AB 1  . By the definition of NVGPCS in X  we have,    ABclNV 1p    whenever 

 AB 1   and  A1
 
is NVOS in X. Thus   is NVGP ap-irresolute. 

ii)Let  B  be NVCS in X,  B  
is NVCS in Y  and A  be NVGPOS in Y  such that   AB  . By 

the definition of NVGPOS in Y we have,    ANVB intp  whenever   AB   and  B  
is 

NVCS in Y. Thus   is NVGP ap-closed. 

Definition 3.4: A mapping     ,,: YX   is said to be NVGP perfectly irresolute if the 

inverse image of every NVGPOS in Y  is NVGP clopen in X. 
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Theorem 3.5: Every NVGP perfectly irresolute mapping is NVGP contra irresolute mapping. 

Proof: Let    is NVGP perfectly irresolute mapping and let B  be NVGPOS in Y. Then by our 

assumption  B1
 
is NVGP clopen in X. Thus  B1

 
is NVGPCS in X. Hence NVGP contra 

irresolute mapping. 

The converse of the above theorem is not true in general as seen from the following example. 

Example 3.6: Let  ,,baX   vuY ,  and 

           

           
.

3.0,2.0;3.0,2.0;8.0,7.0
,

4.0,1.0;2.0,1.0;9.0,6.0
,

,
7.0,4.0;4.0,2.0;6.0,3.0

,
6.0,5.0;3.0,1.0;5.0,4.0

,





























vu
yB

ba
xA

 

Then  NVNV A 1,,0
 and  NVNV B 1,,0

 are NVTs on X and Y  respectively. Define a 

mapping     ,,: YX   
by     .and vbfuaf   Clearly   

is NVGP contra irresolute 

mapping but not NVGP perfectly irresolute mapping, since B
 
is NVGPOS in Y , but  B1  is 

NVGPCS and not NVGPOS in X . 

Theorem 3.7: Let     ,,: YX   
and     ,,: ZY   

be two mapping. Then, 

i)    is NVGP ap-irresolute, if    is NVGP ap-irresolute and   is NV irresolute. 

ii)    is NVGP ap-closed, if    is NV closed and   is NVGP ap-closed. 

iii)    is NVGP perfectly irresolute, if   and   are NVGP perfectly irresolute. 

iv)    is NVGP contra irresolute, if    is NVGP perfectly  irresolute and   is NVGP 

contra irresolute. 

v)    is NVGP irresolute, if    is NVGP perfectly irresolute and   is NVGP contra 

irresolute. 

vi)    is NVGP irresolute, if    is NVGP perfectly irresolute and   is NVGP 

irresolute. 

vii)    is NVGP contra irresolute, if    is NVGP perfectly irresolute and   is NVGP  

irresolute. 

viii)    is NVGP irresolute, if    is NVGP contra irresolute and   is NVGP contra 

irresolute. 

ix)    is NVGP contra irresolute, if    is NVGP contra irresolute and   is NVGP 

irresolute. 

Proof: It follows from the definition. 
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Theorem 3.8: If     ,,: YX   
is NVGP contra irresolute from a NVTS  ,X  into a 

NVTS  ,Y , then    is NVGP contra continuous mapping. 

Proof: Let  A  be NVOS in Y. Since every NVOS is NVGPOS, A  is NVGPOS in Y. Since    is 

NVGP contra irresolute, then  A1
 
is NVGPCS in X. Hence    is NVGP contra continuous 

mapping. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper the concept of Bipolar single-valued Neutrosophic relations were studied. We further 

studied the composition of BNF relations with t-norms and t-conorms and characterize their 

properties. 

Keyword: Bipolar single-valued Neutrosophic set and bipolar single-valued Neutrosophic relation. 

1. Introduction: 

A mathematical description of a situation where certain elements of sets are related to one another in 

some way is a Relation. The use of fuzzy relations originated from the observation that real life 

objects can be related to each other to certain degree. The fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh[10] in 

1965. The introduction of the neutrosophic set was proposed by Smarandache [4,5]. Bosc and Pivert 

[2] introduced a study is called bipolar fuzzy relations where each tuple is associated with a pair of 

satisfaction degrees. Irfan Deli [7] and et.al developed bipolar neutrosophic sets and their application. 

 

I.Arockiarani and J.Martina Jency[1] introduced Fuzzy neutrosophic sets, Topological spaces and 
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Fuzzy Neutrosophic relations. In this paper the concept of Bipolar single-valued Neutrosophic 

relations were studied. We further studied the composition of BSVN relations with t-norms and t-

conorms and characterize their properties. 

2. Preliminaries: 

Definition (2.1)[10]: The fuzzy set where each element had a degree of membership (T). 

The Intuitionistic fuzzy set on a universe as a generalization of fuzzy set, where the degree of 

membership μA(x) ∈[0,1] of each element x∈X to a set A, there was considered a degree of non-

membership ν A(x)∈[0,1],such that  x∈X, μA(x) + ν A(x) ≤1. 

Definition (2.2)[9]: A Bipolar single-valued Neutrosophic  set (BSVN) A in X is defined in the 

form of BSVN (A) = <u,(TBNF
+,TBNF

-),(IBNF
+,IBNF

-),(FBNF
+,FBNF

-):u∈X> where 

(TBNF
+,IBNF

+,FBNF
+):X→[0,1] and (TBNF

-,IBNF
-,FBNF

-):X→ [-1,0] .In this definition, there TBNF
+ and 

TBNF
- are acceptable and unacceptable in past. Similarly IBNF

+ and IBNF
- are acceptable and 

unacceptable in future. FBNF
+ and FBNF

- are acceptable and unacceptable in present respectively. 

Definition (2.3): In order to define the BSVN relation, we will use the well-known triangular 

norms and co-norms in [0, 1].we will call t-norms in [0, 1] to every mappings [0, 1] x [0, 1] → [0, 

1] satisfying the following properties 

1. Boundary condition T(x, 1) = x and T(x, 0) = 0, for all x ∈ [0, 1]  

2. Monotony, T(x, y) ≤ T (z, t) if x ≤ z and y ≤ t  

3. Commutative, T(x, y) = T(y, x), for all x, y ∈ [0, 1]  

4. Associative, T (T(x, y), z) = T(x, T(y, z)), for all x, y, z ∈ [0, 1]  

Given a t-norm T, we can consider the mapping S: [0,1] x [0, 1] → [0, 1] S(x, y) ≡ 1-T(1-x, 1-y). 

This mapping S will be called dual t-conorm of T. The most important properties of t-norms and t-

conorms can be found in [3,8].Here we present the following theorem with regard to the 

distributive property of t-norms and t-conorms. In this paper unless it is said in the opposite way, 

we will designate the t-norms and t-conorms with the greek letters 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜆, 𝜌. Let I be a finite 

family of indices and {𝑎 }∈𝐼 , {𝑏𝑖 }𝑖∈𝐼 be number collection of [0, 1].For every 𝛼 t-norm or t-

conorm and for every 𝜆 t-norm or  

t-conorm  

1. 


i (𝑎𝑖 ∨ 𝑏𝑖) ≥ 


i (𝑎𝑖) ∨ 


i (𝑏𝑖)      2. 


i (𝑎𝑖 ∧ 𝑏𝑖) ≤ 


i (𝑎𝑖) ∧ 


i (𝑏𝑖) are verified.  

With the result given by L.W.Fung and S.K.Ku [6] relative to the fact that 𝛼 is an idempotent t-

conorm (idempotent t-norm) if and only if 𝛼 =∨ (𝛼 =∧), we get the following; 

Let {𝑎𝑖}i∈𝐼 , {𝑏𝑖 }𝑖∈𝐼 be two finite number families of [0,1] and 𝛼, 𝜆 t-norms or t-conorms not null. 

Then 


i (𝑎𝑖 ∨ 𝑏𝑖) = 


i (𝑎𝑖) ∨ 


i (𝑏𝑖) if and only if 𝛼 =∨ and 


i (𝑎𝑖 ∧ 𝑏𝑖) = 


i (𝑎𝑖) ∧ 


i (𝑏𝑖) if and only if 𝜆 

=∧. 

 

3. Bipolar single-valued Neutrosophic Relations: 
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Definition 3.1:A Bipolar single-valued Neutrosophic  set relation is defined as a Bipolar single-

valued Neutrosophic  subset of 𝑋 × 𝑌 having the form 𝑅 ={<(x,y),T


R  (x,y), T


R  (x,y), I


R  (x,y), I



R  (x,y),  

F


R  (x,y), F


R  (x,y) >: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑌 } where   (x,y)∈ 𝑋 × 𝑌 and also T


R ,I


R ,F


R  :  

𝑋 × 𝑌 → [0,1],  

T


R  ,I


R , F


R : 𝑋 × 𝑌 → [-1,0]. We will denote with BSVN (𝑋 × 𝑌) the set of all bipolar single-

valued Neutrosophic subsets in 𝑋 × 𝑌. 

Definition 3.2: A binary bipolar single valued neutrosophic relation between 𝑋 and 𝑌, we can 

define R-1 between 𝑌 and 𝑋 by means of T


1R
 (𝑦,x)= T



R  (𝑥,𝑦), T


1R
 (𝑦,𝑥)= T



R  (𝑥,𝑦), I


1R
 (𝑦,𝑥)= 

I


R  (𝑥,𝑦),  

I


1R
 (𝑦,𝑥)= I



R  (𝑥,𝑦), F


1R
 (𝑦,𝑥)= F



R  (𝑥,𝑦), F


1R
 (𝑦,𝑥)= F



R  (𝑥,𝑦)  ∀(𝑥,𝑦)∈𝑋×𝑌 to which we call 

inverse relation of R. 

Definition 3.3: Let R and P be two bipolar single-valued neutrosophic relations between X and Y, 

for every (𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ X×Y .We can define,  

1. R≤ P ⇔ < T


R  (x,y) ≤ T


P  (x,y) , T


R  (x,y) ≤ T


P  (x,y)  , I


R  (x,y) ≥ I


P  (x,y) ,  

I


R  (x,y) ≥ I


P  (x,y) , F


R  (x,y) ≥ F


P  (x,y) , F


R  (x,y) ≥ F


P  (x,y) >   

2. Rc = {<(x,y), (1- T


R  (x,y)), (-1- T


R  (x,y)), (1- I


R  (x,y)), (-1- I


R  (x,y)), 

(1- F


R  (x,y)),(-1- F


R  (x,y))>} 

3.R  P ={<(x,y), T


R  (x,y)  T


P  (x,y) , T


R  (x,y)  T


P  (x,y)  , I


R  (x,y)   I


P  (x,y) ,  

I


R  (x,y)  I


P (x,y), F


R  (x,y)   F


P  (x,y) , F


R  (x,y)  F


P  (x,y) >} 

4. R  P ={<(x,y), T


R  (x,y)   T


P  (x,y) , T


R  (x,y)  T


P  (x,y)  , I


R  (x,y)  I


P  (x,y) ,                                

I


R  (x,y)   I


P  (x,y) , F


R  (x,y)  F


P  (x,y) , F


R  (x,y)   F


P  (x,y) >} 

Theorem 3.4: Let R, P, Q be three elements of bipolar single-valued Neutrosophic relations 

(X×Y)  

(i)  R ≤ P ⇒ R-1 ≤ P-1    (ii) (R  P)-1=R-1  P-1   (iii) (R  P)-1=R-1  P-1   (iv) (R-1)-1 = R 

(v)    R  (P  Q) =  (R  P)  (R  Q)  and  R  (P  Q) =  (R  P)  (R  Q) 

(vi) R  P ≥ R, R  P ≥ P, R  P ≤ R, R  P ≤ P 

(vii) If R ≥ P and R ≥ Q; then R ≥ (P  Q) (viii) If R ≤ P and R ≤ Q; then R ≤ (P  Q) 
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Proof: (i) If R ≤ P,then for every (x,y) ∈ X xY 

T


1R
 (𝑦,𝑥)= T



R  (x,y) ≤ T


P  (x,y) = T


1P
 (y,x)   T


1R

 (y,x)= T


R  (x,y )≤ T


P  (x,y) = T


1P
 (y,x) 

I


1R
 (𝑦,𝑥)= I



R  (x,y) ≥ I


P  (x,y) = I


1P
 (y,x)        I


1R

 (y,x)= I


R  (x,y) ≥ I


P  (x,y) = I


1P
 (y,x) 

F


1R
 (𝑦,𝑥)= F



R  (x,y) ≥ F


P  (x,y) = F


1P
 (y,x)     F


1R

 (y,x)= F


R  (x,y) ≤ F


P  (x,y) = F


1P
 (y,x) 

Hence R-1 ≤ P-1. 

(ii) (R  P)-1=R-1  P-1 

T


 1)( PR
 (y,x)= T



 )( PR
 (x,y)= T



R  (x,y)   T


P  (x,y) = T


1R
 (y,x)  T


1P

 (y,x) = T


  11 PR
(y,x) 

T


 1)( PR
 (y,x)= T



 )( PR
 (x,y)= T



R  (x,y)   T


P  (x,y) = T


1R
 (y,x)  T


1P

 (y,x) = T


  11 PR
(y,x) 

The proof is similar for I


 1)( PR
 (y,x) = I



  11 PR
(y,x) , I



 1)( PR
 (y,x)= I



  11 PR
(y,x) and  

F


 1)( PR
 (y,x) = F



  11 PR
(y,x) , F



 1)( PR
 (y,x)= F



  11 PR
(y,x) . 

(iii) (R  P)-1=R-1  P-1   : The proof is similar to (ii). 

(iv) (R-1)-1 = R: The proof follows from the definition. 

       (v) R  (P  Q) = (R  P)  (R  Q) and R  (P  Q) = (R  P)  (R  Q) 

Proof:  T


 )(( QPR  (x,y) = T


R  (x,y)  { T


P  (x,y)   T


Q  (x,y)}= T


R  (x,y)  T


P  (x,y)   T


R  

(x,y)   

T


Q  (x,y) = T


 PR
 
(x,y)  T



QR
 
(x,y) = T



 )()( QRPR  (x,y) 

Similarly for  T


 )(( QPR  (x,y) ,I


 )(( QPR  (x,y), I


 )(( QPR  (x,y), F


 )(( QPR  (x,y),F


 )(( QPR  (x,y). 

Hence R  (P  Q) = (R  P)  (R  Q) .The proof is analogous to the above one, in the case of            

R  (P  Q) = (R  P)  (R  Q). 

(vi) R  P ≥ R, R  P ≥ P, R  P ≤ R, R  P ≤ P: The proof is obvious. 

       (vii) If R ≥ P and R ≥ Q; then R ≥ (P  Q)   

Proof: If R ≥ P and R ≥ Q , T


R  (x,y) ≥ T


P  (x,y) , T


R  (x,y) ≥ T


P  (x,y) , I


R  (x,y)≤ I


P  (x,y) , 

 I


R  (x,y) ≤ I


P  (x,y) , F


R  (x,y) ≤ F


P  (x,y) , F


R  (x,y) ≤ F


P  (x,y), T


R  (x,y) ≥ T


Q  (x,y) , T


R

(x,y)  ≥       T


Q  (x,y) , I


R  (x,y) ≤ I


Q  (x,y) , I


R  (x,y) ≤ I


Q  (x,y)  , F


R  (x,y) ≤ F


Q  (x,y) , F


R  

(x,y) ≤ F


Q  (x,y)           T


R  (x,y) ≥ T


P  (x,y)  T


Q  (x,y) ⇒ T


R  (x,y) ≥ T


QP  (x,y) ⇒ R ≥ (P 
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Q) ,similarly for T


R  (x,y) ≥      T


QP  (x,y), I


R  (x,y) ≤ I


QP  (x,y) , I


R  (x,y) ≤ I


QP  (x,y) , F


R  

(x,y)≤ F


QP  (x,y) , F


R  (x,y)≤ F


QP  (x,y).Therefore       R ≥ (P  Q). 

(viii) If R ≤ P and R ≤ Q; then R ≤ (P  Q): The proof is similar as (vii). 

4. Composition of BSVN Relations: 

The composition of binary BSVN relation in [0, 1] and [-1, 0].we can give the following 

definition. 

Definition (4.1):Let α,β,λ,ρ be t-norm or t-conorm,let R∈ BSVNR(XxY) and P∈ 

BSVNR(YxZ).The composed relation  P 




,

,
 R ∈ BSVNR(XxZ) defined P 





,

,
 R = {<(x,z), T



RP  

(x,z), T


RP  (x,z), 

I


RP  (x,z), I


RP  (x,z), F


RP  (x,z),F


RP  (x,z)/x∈X,z∈Z>} where T


RP  (x,z)= 

y {β[T



R  (x,y), T


P  

(y,z)]} 

T


RP  (x,z)= 

y {β[T



R  (x,y), T


P  (y,z)]} as same for I


RP  (x,z) and I


RP  (x,z),                                           

F


RP  (x,z)= 


y {ρ[F


R  (x,y), F


P  (y,z)]}, F


RP  (x,z)= 


y {ρ[F


R  (x,y), F


P  (y,z)]}. 

Theorem (4.2): For each R∈ BSVNR (XxY) and P∈ BSVNR (YxZ) and α,β,λ,ρ any t-norm or  

t-conorm, (P∘R)-1=R-1∘P-1. 

Proof:   

Let T


1)( RP
 (z,x)= T



)( RP  (x,z)= 

y {β[T



R  (x,y), T


P  (y,z)]}= 

y {β[T


1R

 (x,y), T


1P
 (y,z)]}=  


y {β[T


1P

 (y,z),T


1R
 (x,y)]}= T


 11 PR 

 (z,x) , similarly for T


1)( RP
 (z,x)= T


 11 PR 

 (z,x) , 

I


1)( RP
 (z,x)=I


 11 PR 

 (z,x), I


1)( RP
 (z,x)= I


 11 PR 

 (z,x) and F


1)( RP
 (z,x)= F



)( RP  (x,z)= 


y {ρ[F



R  (x,y), F


P  (y,z)]}= 


y {ρ[F


1R
 (x,y), F


1P

 (y,z)]}= 


y {ρ[F


1P
 (y,z),F


1R

 (x,y)]}= F


 11 PR 
 (z,x), 

for every (z,x)∈ZxX. Similarly for F


1)( RP
 (z,x)=F


 11 PR 

 (z,x). Hence (P∘R)-1=R-1∘P-1. 

Theorem (4.3): For any α,β,λ,ρ any t-norm or t-conorm; R,P ∈ BSVNR(YxZ) and Q ∈ 

BSVNR(XxY), then (R  P)∘Q ≥ (R∘Q)  (P∘Q) holds. 

Theorem(4.4): In the condition of definition (4.1), (i) If P1≤ P2 , then P1∘R ≤ P2∘R for every 

R∈BSVNR  (ii) If P1≤ P2 , then P∘R1 ≤ P∘R2 for every P∈BSVNR. 

Theorem (4.5): let R,P be two elements of BSVNR(YxZ) and Q∈BSVNR(XxY), α,λ not null t-

norm or t-conorm.Then (R  P)∘Q =(R∘Q)  (P∘Q) if and only if α=   and λ=  . 
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5. Relation on Bipolar single-valued Neutrosophic sets: 

Definition (5.1): The Relation △ ∈BSVNR (XxX) is called the Relation of identity if ∀(x,y)∈XxX 

T


 (x,y)={
1  𝑥 = 𝑦
0  𝑥 ≠ 𝑦

    , T


 (x,y)={
−1 𝑥 = 𝑦
0   𝑥 ≠ 𝑦

     , I


 (x,y)={
0 𝑥 = 𝑦
1 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦

   , I


 (x,y)={
0  𝑥 = 𝑦
−1  𝑥 ≠ 𝑦

   ,  

F


 (x,y)={
0 𝑥 = 𝑦
1 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦

    , F


 (x,y)={
0  𝑥 = 𝑦
−1  𝑥 ≠ 𝑦

   . The complementary relation △c = △ is defined by    

T


 (x,y)={
1  𝑥 = 𝑦
0  𝑥 ≠ 𝑦

   , T


 (x,y)={
−1 𝑥 = 𝑦
0   𝑥 ≠ 𝑦

   , I


 (x,y)={
0 𝑥 = 𝑦
1 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦

   , I


 (x,y)={
0  𝑥 = 𝑦
−1  𝑥 ≠ 𝑦

  ,  

F


 (x,y)={
0 𝑥 = 𝑦
1 𝑥 ≠ 𝑦

    , F


 (x,y)={
0  𝑥 = 𝑦
−1  𝑥 ≠ 𝑦

   .It is evident that △=△-1
 , ∇=∇-1. 

Definition (5.2): The Relation R ∈ BSVNR (XxY) is called Reflexive if for every x ∈ X,  

T


R  (x,x)=1 T


R  (x,x)= -1  , I


R  (x,x)=0  T


R  (x,x)=0  , F


R  (x,x)=0  F


R  (x,x)=0 and Anti 

reflexive if for every x ∈ X, T


R  (x,x)=0  T


R  (x,x)=0  , I


R  (x,x)=1  T


R  (x,x)= -1  , F


R  (x,x)=1  F



R  (x,x)= -1 (i.e) The Relation R is called Anti-reflexive if its complement Rc is Reflexive. 

Theorem (5.3): For every R ∈ BSVNR (XxY), it is verified that (i) if R is reflexive then △ ≤ R, 

(ii) if R is Anti-reflexive then △ ≥ R.                                                                                                               

Proof: It is the consequence of the definition 5.1 and 5.2. 

Theorem (5.4): Let R1 br reflexive bipolar single-valued Neutrosophic relation in XxX.Then (i) 

(R1)-1 is reflexive. (ii)  R1  R2 is reflexive for every R2 ∈ BNFR (XxX). (iii) R1  R2 is reflexive 

⇔  R2 ∈ BSVNR (XxX) is reflexive.                                                                                                              

Proof: proof follows from the definition. 

Definition (5.5): A Reflexive closure of a reflexive for every R ∈ BSVNR (XxX) is defined as R

△. 

Definition (5.6): A relation R ∈ BNFR (XxX) is called symmetric if R=R-1 that is, if for every  

(x,y) of XxX, T


R  (x,y)= T


R  (y,x)  T


R  (x,y)= T


R  (y,x) , I


R  (x,y)= I


R  (y,x)  I


R  (x,y)= I


R  

(y,x),  

F


R  (x,y)= F


R  (y,x)   F


R  (x,y)= F


R  (y,x). 

Definition (5.7): Let R be an element of BSVNR (XxX).We will say that it is ant symmetrical 

Bipolar single-valued Neutrosophic relation if for every (x,y) of XxX, x≠y ⇒T


R  (x,y)≠ T


R  (y,x)    

T


R  (x,y)≠ T


R  (y,x) , I


R  (x,y)≠I


R  (y,x)   I


R  (x,y)≠ I


R  (y,x) , F


R  (x,y)≠ F


R  (y,x)    

F


R  (x,y)≠ F


R  (y,x). 
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Theorem (5.8): If α,β,λ,ρ are either t-norm or t-conorm and R,P ∈ BSVNR (XxX) are 

symmetrical then R 




,

,
 P = (R 





,

,
 P)-1. Proof: Let R and P are symmetrical ⇒ R=R-1 , P=P-1 then  

R 




,

,
 P = R-1 





,

,
 P-1 = (R 





,

,
 P)-1. 

Definition (5.9): Let us take α t-conorm, β t-norm, λ t-norm and ρ t-conorm, we will say that  

R ∈ BSVNR (XxX) is (i) Transtive if R ≥ R 




,

,
 R (ii) c-transtive if R ≤ R 





,

,
 R. 

Result (5.10): For α t-conorm, β t-norm, λ t-norm and ρ t-conorm, it is verified that  

(i) If R ∈ BSVNR (XxX) is reflexive and transitive, then R= R 




,

,
 R,  

(ii) If R ∈ BSVNR (XxX) is anti-reflexive and   c-transitive, then R= R 




,

,
 R. 
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Abstract:  

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the notions PFGS- minimal closed sets, the PF𝐺𝑆 ∗- 
minimal closed sets in terms of Pythagorean fuzzy minimal structure space. Also the various 

properties of this newly formed sets are studied and the corresponding topological structure is 

discussed. 

Keywords: PF minimal open set, PFGS-minimal closed set, PF𝐺𝑆∗- minimal closed set. 

 1. Introduction 

                 Fuzzy sets were introduced by Zadeh [12] in 1965.Intuitionistic fuzzy sets were 

introduced by Attanassov [1]. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets take into account both the degree of 

membership and of non-membership subject to the condition that their sum does not exceed 

1.Yager was presented a new set called Pythagorean fuzzy set. In PFS [10,11], each element is 

expressed by an ordered pair (𝑢, 𝑣)  satisfying the condition 𝑢2 + 𝑣2 ≤ 1  . The concept of 

minimal open set was introduced first by Nakaoka F. and Oda Nobuyuki [9]. Levine N [6] initiated 

the study of Generalized closed sets in topological spaces. The concept of Generalized ∗ closed set 

has been introduced by Bhattacharya S.(Halder) [3].The notation of Semi-open sets and Semi 

continuity was first introduced and investigated by Levine N.[7].In this paper, we introduce the 

new concepts of Pythagorean fuzzy generalized semi minimal closed sets, Pythagorean fuzzy 

 generalized semi∗ minimal closed sets in Pythagorean fuzzy minimal structure space. Further we 

investigate some of their properties. 

2. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1[10] Let X be a nonempty set and I the unit interval [0,1].A PF set S is an object 

having the form 𝑆 = {〈𝑥, 𝑢𝑆(𝑥), 𝑣𝑆(𝑥)〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋}  where the functions 𝑢𝑆: 𝑋 → [0,1] 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑣 𝑆: 𝑋 →
[0,1]  denote respectively the degree of membership and degree of non-membership of each 

element 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 to the set S, and 0 ≤ (𝑢𝑆(𝑥))
2
+ (𝑣𝑆(𝑥))

2 ≤ 1 for each 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋.  

Lemma 2.2 [10] ] Let X be a nonempty set and I the unit interval [0,1].A PF sets S and T be in the 

form 𝑆 = {〈𝑥, 𝑢𝑆(𝑥), 𝑣𝑆(𝑥)〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋} and 𝑇 = {〈𝑥, 𝑢𝑇(𝑥), 𝑣𝑇(𝑥)〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋}.   

Then 

1) 𝑆𝐶 = {〈𝑥, 𝑣𝑆(𝑥), 𝑢𝑆(𝑥)〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋} 
2) 𝑆 ∪ 𝑇 = {〈𝑥,max(𝑢𝑆(𝑥), 𝑢𝑇(𝑥)) , min (𝑣𝑆(𝑥), 𝑣𝑇(𝑥))〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋} 

3) 𝑆 ∩ 𝑇 = {〈𝑥,min(𝑢𝑆(𝑥), 𝑢𝑇(𝑥)) ,max(𝑣𝑆(𝑥), 𝑣𝑇(𝑥))〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋} 

4) 1~ = {〈𝑥, 1,0〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋}, 0~ = {〈𝑥, 0,1〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋} 

5) (𝑆𝐶)𝐶 = 𝑆 , 0~
𝐶 = 1~, 1~

𝐶 = 0~ .   
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Definition 2.3 [5] A fuzzy subset A of X is a fuzzy generalized closed set if 𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ 𝑈 whenever 

𝐴 ⊆ 𝑈, U is a fuzzy open subset of X. 

Definition 2.4 [2] A fuzzy subset A of X is a fuzzy dense set if 𝐶𝑙(𝐴) = 1~. 

Definition 2.5 [8] Let (X, τ) be a topological space. A subset A of a space X is called a ⋀-set if it 

is equal to its kernel that is intersection of all open supersets of A. 

3. On Pythagorean Fuzzy Generalized 𝐒𝐞𝐦𝐢 Minimal Closed Sets 

In this section the concept of PF generalized semi minimal closed set is introduced and some of its 

properties are discussed. 

Definition 3.1 A PF topology on a nonempty set is a family τ of PF sets in X containing 0~, 1~ 

and closed under arbitrary infimum and finite supremum. The Pair (X, τ) is called a PF topological 

space and each PF set in τ is known as a PF open set. The Compliment 𝑆𝐶 of a PF open set S in a 

PF topological space (X, τ) is called closed set in X. 

Definition 3.2 Let (X, τ) be a PF topological space and Let A be a PF Set in X. Then closure of A 

is defined by 𝐶𝑙(𝐴) =∩ {𝐹: 𝐴 ⊆ 𝐹, 𝐹𝐶 ∈ τ}. and the fuzzy interior of A is defined by  𝐼𝑛𝑡(𝐴) =∪
{𝐺: 𝐴 ⊇ 𝐺, 𝐺 ∈ τ}. 

Definition 3.3 A subset A of a family τ of PF sets on X is called a PF minimal open set in X if a 

PF open set which is contained in A is either 0~ or A. 

Definition 3.4 A Pythagorean fuzzy subset A of X is a Pythagorean fuzzy dense set if  

  𝐶𝑙(𝐴) = 1~. 

Definition 3.5 A PF subset A of a (X, τ) topological spaces is called PF semi-open if 

 𝐴 ⊆ 𝐶𝑙(𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝐴)). 

Definition 3.6 A PF set A is said to be a PF generalized  minimal closed set, if there exist at least 

one PF minimal open set U containing A such that 𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ 𝑈. 

Definition 3.7 A PF set A is said to be a PF generalized semi minimal closed set, if there exist at 

least one PF minimal open set U containing A such that 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ 𝑈. 

Example 3.8 Let 𝐴 = {〈𝑥, (0.9,0.4)〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋} and 𝐵 = {〈𝑥, (0.8,0.3)〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋} be two PF subsets of 

X. Let τ = {0~, 1~, 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐴 ∪ 𝐵, 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵}.Here 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵 is a PF minimal open set of τ. Consider a set 

𝐶 = {〈𝑥, (0.2,0.8)〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋}, then 𝐶 ⊆ 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵 and 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐶) = {〈𝑥, (0.3,0.8)〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋} ⊆ 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵. Hence 

C is a PF generalized semi minimal closed set. 

Theorem 3.9 

Let  𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵 ⊆ 𝑈, where U is a PF minimal open set. If B is a PF generalized semi minimal closed 

set, then A is also a PF generalized semi minimal closed set. 

Proof: 

Let  𝐵 ⊆ 𝑈, where U is a PF minimal open set i.e. 𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵 ⊆ 𝑈. From definition as B is a PF 

generalized semi minimal closed set 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐵) ⊆ 𝑈 implies 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐵) ⊆ 𝑈 .Therefore A is 

also a PF generalized semi minimal closed set. 
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Theorem 3.10  

A PF set A is PF generalized semi minimal closed and PF semi minimal open set then A is a PF 

semi closed set. 

Proof: 

       Let if possible A be a PF generalized semi minimal closed set .Then, there exist a PF minimal 

open set U containing A such that S𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ 𝑈.  Since A itself is PF semi minimal open set 

 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ 𝐴. This implies that  𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝐶𝑙(𝐴)) ⊆ 𝐴. Hence A is a PF semi closed set. 

Theorem 3.11 Every PF generalized semi minimal closed set is a PF generalized semi closed set. 

Proof:   Let A be a PF generalized semi minimal closed set then there exist a PF minimal open set 

U  such that 𝐴 ⊆ 𝑈 implies 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ 𝑈.  Since  U is a PF minimal open set 𝑈 ⊆ 𝑂, where O is a 

PF open set. Hence 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ 𝑈 ⊆ 𝑂 i.e. A is a PF generalized semi closed set. 

Remark 3.12: Converse of the above theorem need not be true which follows from the following 

example:  

Let 𝐴 = {〈𝑥, (0.4,0.7)〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋} and 𝐵 = {〈𝑥, (0.3,0.6)〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋} be two PF subsets of X. Let τ=
{1~, 0~, 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐴 ∪ 𝐵, 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵} .Here 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵  is a PF minimal open Set of τ. Consider a set 𝐶 =
{〈𝑥, (0.2,0.9)〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋} , then 𝐶 ⊆ 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵  and 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐶) = {〈𝑥, 0.6,0.4〉}.  Hence C is not a PF 

generalized semi minimal closed set but PF generalized closed set. 

Theorem 3.13 Let A be any PF generalized semi minimal closed set then 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ ⋀(𝐴) if the 

set X is finite. 

Proof: Since A is a PF generalized semi minimal closed set, 𝐴 ⊆ 𝑈 where U is a PF minimal open 

set then  𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ 𝑈. Therefore 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ 𝑈 = ⋀(𝐴), since ⋀(𝐴) is the infimum of all PF open 

set containing A and the set X being finite ⋀(𝐴) is a PF open set. 

Theorem 3.14 

1) 0~ is a PF generalized semi minimal closed set but 1~ is not a PF generalized semi minimal  

closed set. 

2) Arbitrary union of PF generalized semi minimal closed set is a PF generalized semi 

  minimal closed set. 

3) Arbitrary intersection of PF generalized semi minimal closed set is a PF generalized semi 

minimal closed set. 

Proof: 

(1) is obvious. 

(2)  Let {𝐴𝑖: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}  be an arbitrary collection of PF generalized semi minimal closed set. Since in 

a PF topological space there exist a unique PF minimal open set. Let U be the corresponding 

PF minimal open set. i.e. 𝐴𝑖 ⊆ 𝑈, where U is a PF minimal open set, implies 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴𝑖) ⊆ 𝑈. 
 

Therefore,∪ {𝐴𝑖: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} ⊆ 𝑈, implies ∪ {𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴𝑖): 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} ⊆ 𝑈. But we know that 

 𝑆𝐶𝑙 ∪ {𝐴𝑖: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} ⊆ ∪ {𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴𝑖): 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} ⊆ 𝑈 . 

 

Thus arbitrary union of PF generalized semi minimal closed set is a PF generalized semi minimal 

closed set. 
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(3) Let {𝐴𝑖: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}  be an arbitrary collection of PF generalized semi minimal closed set. Since in 

a PF topological space there exist a unique PF minimal open set. Let U be the corresponding 

PF minimal open set. i.e.𝐴𝑖 ⊆ 𝑈, where U is a PF minimal open set, implies 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴𝑖) ⊆ 𝑈. 

      Obviously  ∩ {𝐴𝑖: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} ⊆ 𝑈 , and thus 𝑆𝐶𝑙 ∩ {𝐴𝑖: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} ⊆ 𝑈 . But we know that        𝑆𝐶𝑙 ∩
{𝐴𝑖: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} ⊆ ∩ {𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴𝑖): 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} ⊆ 𝑈.Therefore arbitrary intersection of PF  

      generalized semi closed set is a PF generalized semi minimal closed set. 

   4. Some Results on PF 𝐆𝐞𝐧𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐥𝐢𝐳𝐞𝐝  𝐒𝐞𝐦𝐢 ∗ Minimal Closed Sets 

Definition 4.1 A PF set B is said to be a PF generalized  semi ∗ minimal closed set, if there exist 

at least one PF minimal open set A containing B such that 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐵) ⊇ 𝐴. 

Example 4.2 Let 𝐴 = {〈𝑥, (0.3,0.7)〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋} and 𝐵 = {〈𝑥, (0.4,0.8)〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋} be two PF subsets of 

X. Let τ= {0~, 1~, 𝐴, 𝐵, 𝐴 ∪ 𝐵, 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵}.Here 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵 is a PF minimal open set of τ. Consider a set 

𝐶 = {〈𝑥, (0.2,0.9)〉: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋}, then 𝐶 ⊆ 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵  and 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐶) = {〈𝑥, 0.7,0.4〉} ⊇ 𝐴 ∩ 𝐵.  Hence C is a 

PF  generalized  semi ∗ minimal closed set. 

Theorem 4.3 

Let 𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵 ⊆ 𝑈, where U is a PF minimal open set. If A is a PF generalized  semi ∗ minimal 

closed set , then B is also a PF generalized  semi ∗ minimal closed set . 

Proof: 

 Let  𝐵 ⊆ 𝑈, where U is a PF minimal open set i.e. 𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵 ⊆ 𝑈. From definition as A is a PF 

generalized semi ∗ minimal closed set 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊇ 𝑈 implies 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐵) ⊇ 𝑈 (𝑎𝑠 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐵) ⊇ 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴)). 

Thus B is also a PF generalized semi ∗ minimal closed set. 

Theorem 4.4 Every PF minimal open set is a PF generalized semi ∗ minimal closed set in itself. 

Proof: Let A be a PF  minimal open set, we know that  𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊇ 𝐴. Since A is a minimal open 

set, then by definition A is a PF generalized semi ∗ minimal closed set. 

Remark 4.5 : The converse of the above theorem need not be true, as PF set C in Example 4.2 is 

PF generalized semi ∗ minimal closed set but it is not a PF minimal open set. 

Theorem 4.6 If 𝐵(≠ 0~) is a PF open set then B will be PF generalized semi ∗ minimal closed 

set iff B is a PF minimal open set. 

Proof: Let B be a PF open set which is PF generalized  semi ∗ minimal closed set From definition 

there exist a PF minimal open set A containing B such that 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐵) ⊇ 𝐴.But a PF minimal open set 

does not contain any other PF open set except itself i.e. 𝐵 = 𝐴 implies B is a PF minimal open set. 

Conversely, let B is a PF minimal open set, then as proved in theorem 4.4, B is a PF 

generalized semi ∗ minimal closed set. 

Theorem 4.7 A PF generalized semi ∗ minimal closed set A is PF generalized semi minimal 

closed set iff  𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) = 𝐵 where B is a PF minimal open set. 
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Proof: 

              Since A is a PF generalized semi  ∗ minimal closed set, 𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵 where B is a PF minimal 

open set and 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊇ 𝐵………… (1) 

But A is a PF generalized semi minimal closed set which implies 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ 𝐵………….. (2) 

So from (1)  and  (2)  𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) =  𝐵. 

Conversely, let 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) = 𝐵 and A is a PF generalized semi ∗ minimal closed set. 

From definition 𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵  implies  𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊇ 𝐵 , but 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) = 𝐵  i.e. 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ 𝐵 implies A is PF 

generalized semi minimal closed set. 

Theorem 4.8 Let A be a closed set and a PF generalized semi ∗ minimal closed set then A is the 

minimal open set. 

Proof: Let  𝑈 be a PF minimal open set containing A. Since A is a PF generalized semi ∗ minimal 

closed set,  𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊇ 𝑈 .Then 𝐴 ⊇ 𝑈  implies  𝐴 = 𝑈. Hence A is an PF minimal open set. 

Remark 4.9   0~ and 1~ are not a PF generalized semi ∗ minimal closed set . 

Theorem 4.10 Arbitrary union of PF generalized semi ∗  minimal closed set is a PF 

generalized semi ∗ minimal closed set if it is contained in a PF minimal open set. 

Proof:   

      Let ∪ {𝐵𝑖: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} ⊆  𝐴     (where A is a PF minimal open set and i ∈ I)  {𝐵𝑖: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} ⊆  𝐴  ,
𝑆𝐶𝑙{𝐵𝑖: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} ⊇  𝐴  (Bi is a PF generalized semi 

∗ minimal closed set) which implies 

  ∪ 𝑆𝐶𝑙{𝐵𝑖: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} ⊇ 𝐴    𝑆𝐶𝑙(∪ {𝐵𝑖: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}) ⊇  𝐴  (𝑎𝑠 𝑆𝐶𝑙(∪ {𝐵𝑖: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼}) ⊇ ∪ 𝑆𝐶𝑙{𝐵𝑖: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼})  

  ∪ {𝐵𝑖: 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼} is  also a  PF  generalized semi ∗ minimal closed set.  

Theorem 4.11 A PF set A contained in a PF minimal open set is a PF semi generalized∗ minimal 

closed set if it is a PF semi generalized∗ closed set. 

Proof:  Let 𝐴 ⊆ 𝑈  , a PF minimal open set. Since a PF minimal open set is a subset of any PF 

open set, 𝐴 ⊆ 𝑈 ⊆ 𝑂, a PF open set. Here A is a PF generalized∗ closed set, implies 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊇
𝑂 ⊇ 𝑈 i.e. A is a PF Semi generalized∗ minimal closed set . 

Theorem 4.12 The union of a PF generalized semi minimal closed set and a PF 

generalized semi ∗ minimal closed set is a PF generalised semi ∗ minimal closed set. 

Proof: Let A be a PF generalized semi minimal closed set and B be a PF generalised semi ∗ 
minimal closed set in the same PF topological space.Let  𝑃 = 𝐴 ∪ 𝐵.  Here 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ⊆ 𝑈 ⊆
𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐵). Therefore 𝑃 = 𝐴 ∪ 𝐵 ⊆ 𝑈  𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴 ∪ 𝐵) = 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐴) ∪ 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐵) = 𝑆𝐶𝑙(𝐵) ⊇ 𝑈. 

Hence P is a PF generalized semi ∗ minimal closed set. 

Remark 4.13 The intersection of a PF generalized semi minimal closed set and a PF 

generalised semi ∗ minimal closed set is a PF generalized semi minimal closed set. 
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Abstract: The main purpose of the paper is to introduce the concept of Simplified Neutrosophic 

Bipolar Sets (SNBSs) and to present three vector similarity measures between SNBSs as a 

generalisation of the Jaccard, Dice and cosine similarity measures in vector space. 

Keywords:Neutrosophic Bipolar sets, Simplified Neutrosophic Bipolar sets, Vector Similarity 

measure, 

1.Introduction: Ye [2] introduced the concept of a simplified neutrosophic set (SNS), which is a 

subclass of a neutrosophic set and includes the concepts of INS and SVNS, and defined some 

operational laws of SNSs, and then he proposed simplified neutrosophic weighted averaging 

(SNWA) operator and simplified neutrosophic weighted geometric (SNWG) operator and applied 

them to multicriteria decision-making problems under the simplified neutrosophic environment.. 

Bipolar-valued fuzzy sets, which was introduced by Lee[6]is an extension of fuzzy sets whose 

membership degree range is enlarged from the interval [0, 1] to [-1, 1]. Therefore, the main 

purposes of this paper are to present three vector similarity measures for SNBSs based on the 

extension of the Jaccard, Dice, and cosine similarity measures between vectors [3-5]. 

2. Some Concepts of Neutrosophic Bipolar Sets: 

Definition 2.1[1]: A bipolar neutrosophic set (NBS) A in X is defined as an object of the form 

A={< 𝑥, 𝑇+(𝑥), 𝐼+(𝑥), 𝐹+(𝑥), 𝑇−(𝑥), 𝐼−(𝑥), 𝐹−(𝑥) >: 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋}.  
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Where 𝑇+(𝑥), 𝐼+(𝑥), 𝐹+(𝑥): 𝑋 → [0,1]and 𝑇−(𝑥), 𝐼−(𝑥), 𝐹−(𝑥): 𝑋 → [−1,0]. 

The positive membership degree 𝑇+(𝑥), 𝐼+(𝑥), 𝐹+(𝑥)  denotes the truth membership, 

indeterminate membership and false membership of an element x∈ 𝑋 corresponding to a bipolar 

neutrosophic set A and the negative membership degree𝑇−(𝑥), 𝐼−(𝑥), 𝐹−(𝑥) denotes the truth 

membership, indeterminate membership and false membership of an element x∈ 𝑋to some implicit 

counter-property corresponding to a bipolar neutrosophic set A. 

Definition 2.2: Let A={< 𝑥, 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥), 𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥), 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥), 𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥), 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥), 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥) >}and 

B= {< 𝑥, 𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥), 𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥), 𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥), 𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥), 𝐼𝐵
−(𝑥), 𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥) >}   be two NBSs in a universe of 

discourse X. Then the following operations are defined as follows: 

1. A=B if and only if 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥) = 𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥) , 𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥) = 𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥) , 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥) = 𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥) ,𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥) =

𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥), 𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥) = 𝐼𝐵
−(𝑥), 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥) = 𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥). 

2. 𝐴𝑐 = {< 𝑥, 1 − 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥), 1 − 𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥), 1 − 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥), 1 − 𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥), 1 − 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥), 1 − 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥) >
}. 

3. 𝐴 ⊆ 𝐵 if and only if 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥) ≤  𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥), 𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥) ≤ 𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥), 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥) ≥ 𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥) and  

𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥) ≥ 𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥), 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥) ≥ 𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥), 𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥) ≤ 𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥).    

Simplified Neutrosophic Bipolar Sets: 

Definition 3.1: Let X be a space of points (objects), with a generic element in X denoted by x. A 

neutrosophicset A in X is characterized by positive truth-membership function 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥) , an 

indeterminacy-membership function 𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥) and a falsity-membership function 𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥)  and the 

negative truth-membership function𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥), an indeterminacy-membership function𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥)and a 

falsity-membership function 𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥) . If the functions 𝑇𝐴

+(𝑥), 𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥), 𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥),
𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥), 𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥), 𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥) are singleton subintervals/subsets in the standard [0, 1] and [-1,0], that is 

𝑇+(𝑥): 𝑋 → [0,1] , 𝐼+(𝑥): 𝑋 → [0,1] , 𝐹+(𝑥): 𝑋 → [0,1] , 𝑇−(𝑥): 𝑋 → [−1,0] , 𝐼−(𝑥): 𝑋 → [−1,0] 
and 𝐹−(𝑥): 𝑋 → [−1,0] . Then, a simplification of the neutrosophic bipolar set A is denoted 

by,A={< 𝑥, 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥), 𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥), 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥), 𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥), 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥), 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥) > | 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋} which is called a SNBS. 

It is a subclass of the neutrosophic bipolar set and includes the concepts of INBS and SVNBS.On 

the one hand, if we only use the SNBS A whose𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥), 𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥), 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥), 𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥), 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥), 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥)  
are single points in the real standard [0, 1] and [-1, 0] instead of subintervals/subsets in the real 

standard [0, 1] and [-1, 0], the SNBS A can be described by three positive real numbers in the real 

unit interval [0, 1] and three negative real numbers in the real unit interval [-1, 0].Therefore, the 

sum of 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥) ∈ [0,1], 𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥) ∈ [0,1], 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥) ∈ [0,1]  satisfies the condition 0 ≤ 𝑇𝐴

+(𝑥) +
𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥) + 𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥) ≤ 3  and the sum of  𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥) ∈ [−1,0], 𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥) ∈ [−1,0], 𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥) ∈ [−1,0] 

satisfies the condition 0 ≤ 𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥) + 𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥) + 𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥) ≤ −3. In this case, the SNBS A is reduced 

to the SVNBS A. 

Definition 3.1: A SNBS A is contained in the other SNBS B, written as A⊆B, if and only if  

𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥) ≤  𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥), 𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥) ≤ 𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥), 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥) ≥ 𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥) and 𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥) ≥ 𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥), 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥) ≥ 𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥), 
𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥) ≤ 𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥) for every x in X. 

Definition 3.2: The complement of a SNBS A is denoted by 𝐴𝑐 and is defined as  1 − 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥), 

1 − 𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥), 1 − 𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥), 1 − 𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥), 1 − 𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥), 1 − 𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥) for any x in X. 
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Definition 3.3: Two SNSs A and B are equal, written as A = B, if and only if A⊆B and B⊆A. 

 On the other hand, if we only consider three positive membership degrees and the three 

negative membership degree in a SNBS A as the subunit interval of the real unit interval [0, 1] and 

[-1,0], the SNBS can be described by three positive interval numbers in the real unit interval [0, 1] 

and three negative interval numbers in the real unit interval [-1,0]. . For each point x in X, we have 

that𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥)= [𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑇𝐴

+(𝑥), sup 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥)], 𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥) = [𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥)], 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥) =

[𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥), sup𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥)]  ⊆ [0,1]  𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥)= [𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥), sup 𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥)], 𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥) =
[𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥)], 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥) = [𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥), sup 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥)] ⊆ [-1,0] for any x ∈X. In this case, 

the SNBS A is reduced to the INBS A. From this concept, we can give the following definitions: 

Definition 3.4: The complement of a SNBS A is denoted by 𝐴𝑐 and is defined as  

[𝑖𝑛𝑓1 − 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥), 𝑠𝑢𝑝1 − 𝑇𝐴

+(𝑥)], [𝑖𝑛𝑓1 − 𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥), sup 1 − 𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥)], [𝑖𝑛𝑓1 − 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥), 𝑠𝑢𝑝1 −

𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥)], [𝑖𝑛𝑓1 − 𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥), 𝑠𝑢𝑝1 − 𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥)], [𝑖𝑛𝑓1 − 𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥), 𝑠𝑢𝑝1 − 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥)] 

[𝑖𝑛𝑓1 − 𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥), 𝑠𝑢𝑝1 − 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥)]for any x in X. 

Definition 3.5: A SNBS A is contained in the other SNBS B, written as A⊆B, if and only if, 

𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥) ≤ 𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥),𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥) ≤ 𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥),i𝑛𝑓 𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥) ≤ 𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥), 𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥) ≤

𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝐼𝐵
+(𝑥), 𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥) ≥ 𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥), 𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥) ≥ 𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥),  

𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥) ≥ 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥),𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥) ≥ 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥),𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥) ≥ 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥), 𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥) ≥

𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵
−(𝑥), 𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥) ≤ 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥), 𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥) ≤ 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥). 

4.Vector Similarity Measures between SNBSs:The vector similarity measure is one of important 

tools for the degree of similarity between objects. However, the Jaccard, Dice, and cosine 

similarity measures are often used for this purpose. In the following, the Jaccard, Dice, and cosine 

similarity measures between two vectors are introduced from [3-5]. 

 Let X={𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3, … , 𝑥𝑛} and Y= { 𝑦1, 𝑦2, 𝑦3, … , 𝑦𝑛} be the two vectors of length n. The 

Jaccard index of these two vectors (measuring the “similarity” of these vectors) [19] is defined as, 

𝐽(𝑋, 𝑌) =  
𝑋.𝑌

‖𝑋‖2
2+‖𝑌‖2

2−𝑋.𝑌
=

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

∑ 𝑥𝑖
2𝑛

𝑖=1 +∑ 𝑦𝑖
2−∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑛
𝑖=1

            ------------------- (1) 

Where  𝑋. 𝑌 = ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1  is the inner product of the vectors X and Y, ‖𝑋‖2 = √∑ 𝑥𝑖

2𝑛
𝑖=1  and 

‖𝑌‖2 = √∑ 𝑦𝑖
2𝑛

𝑖=1  are the Euclidean norms of X and Y (also called the 𝐿2 norms). 

Then the Dice similarity measure [4] is defined as follows: 

𝐷(𝑋, 𝑌) =
2 𝑋.𝑌

‖𝑋‖2
2+‖𝑌‖2

2 =
2∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1

∑ 𝑥𝑖2
𝑛
𝑖=1 +∑ 𝑦𝑖2

𝑛
𝑖=1

-------------------(2) 

Cosine formula is then defined as the inner product of these two vectors divided by the product of 

their lengths. This is nothing but the cosine of the angle between the vectors. The cosine similarity 

measure [3] is defined as, 

𝐶(𝑋, 𝑌) =
 𝑋.𝑌

‖𝑋‖2‖𝑌‖2
=

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑦𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1

√∑ 𝑥𝑖2
𝑛
𝑖=1 √∑ 𝑦𝑖2

𝑛
𝑖=1

--------------------(3) 
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These three formulae are similar in the sense. Then, the cosine measure is undefined if 𝑥𝑖 and/or 𝑦𝑖 
(i=1,2,….n) are equal to zero, while the Jaccard and Dice measures are undefined if 𝑥𝑖 and/or 𝑦𝑖 
(i=1,2,….n) are all equal to zero. For these cases, only let the similarity measures be equal to zero 

if undefined. It is obvious that the Jaccard, Dice, and cosine similarity measures satisfy the 

following properties [3-5]: 

(P1) 0 ≤ 𝐽(𝑋, 𝑌), 𝐷(𝑋, 𝑌), 𝐶(𝑋, 𝑌) ≤ 1; 

(P2) 𝐽(𝑋, 𝑌) = 𝐽(𝑌, 𝑋), 𝐷(𝑋, 𝑌) = 𝐷(𝑌, 𝑋), , 𝐶(𝑋, 𝑌) =  𝐶(𝑌, 𝑋); 

(P3)𝐽(𝑋, 𝑌) = 1 , 𝐷(𝑋, 𝑌) = 1, , 𝐶(𝑋, 𝑌) = 1 IF X=Y, i.e., 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖 (i=1,2,…,n) for every 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋 

and 𝑦𝑖 ∈ 𝑌.Assume that there are two SNBSs, 

A={< 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖), 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖), 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖), 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖) > |𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋} and 

B={< 𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖), 𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖), 𝐼𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖), 𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖) > |𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋}. If we only use INBSs in 

the SNBSs A and B, then the elements in functions𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) = [𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)] 

𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) = [𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)],𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖) = [𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)],𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖) =

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)], 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖) = [𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)],𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖) =
[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)] ⊆ [0,1] for any 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋 in A or 𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖) =
𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)],𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖) = [𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)],𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖) =

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)],𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖) = [𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)], 𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖) =
[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)] , 𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖) = [𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)] ⊆ [0,1] for any 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋 in B can 

be considered as a vector representation. Based on the extension of the above three vector 

similarity measures, the three similarity measures between SNBSs A and B are proposed in the 

vector space as follows: 

𝑆𝐽(𝐴, 𝐵) =
1

𝑛
∑ (

 
 
 
 

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+ 

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)−

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)] )

 
 
 
 

(

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+

[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]

2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]

2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]

2−

([𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2)−

([𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2)+

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+

[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2−

([𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2)−

([𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2)−

(𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+ 

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)−

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]) )

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝑛
𝑖=1 -------------------(4) 
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𝑆𝐷(𝐴, 𝐵) =
1

𝑛
∑

2

(

 
 
 
 

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+ 

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)−

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)] )

 
 
 
 

(

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+

[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]

2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]

2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]

2−

([𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2)−

([𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2)+

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+

[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2−

([𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2)−

([𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2) )

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝑛
𝑖=1      -------------------(5) 

𝑆𝐶(𝐴, 𝐵) =
1

𝑛
∑ (

 
 
 
 

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+ 

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)−

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)] )

 
 
 
 

(

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 √

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]

2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]

2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]

2+

[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]

2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]

2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]

2
.

√
[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2+

[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]

2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]

2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]

2
−

(√
[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+

[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2

.

√
[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+

[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2 )

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝑛
𝑖=1 -------------------(6) 

According to the properties of the Jaccard, Dice, and cosine similarity measures[3-5], each 

similarity measure Sk (A, B) (k = J, D, C) also satisfies the following properties: 

(P1) 0 ≤ 𝑆𝑘(𝐴, 𝐵) ≤ 1; 

(P2) 𝑆𝑘(𝐴, 𝐵) = 𝑆𝑘(𝐵, 𝐴); 

(P3)𝑆𝑘(𝐴, 𝐵) = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝐴 = 𝐵, 𝑖. 𝑒. , 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖), 𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖), 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) =

𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖), 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖). For every 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋. 

Proof:  

(P1) It is obvious that the property is true according to the inequality 𝑎2 + 𝑏2 ≥ 2𝑎𝑏 for Eqs. (4) 

and (5), and the cosine value for Eq. (6).  

(P2) It is obvious that the property is true. 

(P3) When A = B, there are𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖), 𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖), 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖) =

𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖), 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖), i.e.,  

𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖) , 𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖),  𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) =

𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝐼𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝐼𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖) =
𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖),  
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𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖), 𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖), 
𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖), 𝑖𝑛𝑓 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖) for 

i=1,2….,n. So there are 𝑆𝐽(𝐴, 𝐵) = 1, 𝑆𝐷(𝐴, 𝐵) = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑆𝐶(𝐴, 𝐵) = 1. 

 However 𝑆𝑘(𝐴, 𝐵) is undefined if 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖) =  𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖) =

𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖) = 0 and/or 𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐼𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖) =  𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖) = 0 for 

every 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋. In this case, let the measure values 𝑆𝑘(𝐴, 𝐵) = 0 for k= J,D,C. 

 Furthermore, the differences of importance are considered in the elements in the universe. 

Thus, we need to take the weight of each element 𝑥𝑖 (i = 1, 2,…, n) into account. In the following, 

we develop weighted similarity measures between SNBSs.  

 Let 𝑤𝑖 be the weight for each element𝑥𝑖 (i = 1, 2,…, n), 𝑤𝑖 ∈ [0,1], and ∑ 𝑤𝑖 = 1𝑛
𝑖=1 , then 

we have the following three weighted similarity measures: 

𝑊𝑆𝐽(𝐴, 𝐵) = ∑ 𝑤𝑖
(

 
 
 
 

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+ 

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)−

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)] )

 
 
 
 

(

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+

[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]2−

([𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]

2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]

2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]

2)−

([𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2)+

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+

[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2−

([𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2)−

([𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2)−

(𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+ 

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)−

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]) )

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝑛
𝑖=1 --------------(7) 

𝑊𝑆𝐷(𝐴, 𝐵) =∑ 𝑤𝑖

2

(

 
 
 
 

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+ 

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)−

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)] )

 
 
 
 

(

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+

[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]2−

([𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]

2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]

2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]

2)−

([𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2)+

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+

[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2−

([𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2)−

([𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2) )

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝑛
𝑖=1         ---------------(8) 
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𝑊𝑆𝐶(𝐴, 𝐵) = ∑ 𝑤𝑖
(

 
 
 
 

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+ 

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)−

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+

𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)] )

 
 
 
 

(

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 √

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+

[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]2

.

√
[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+

[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]2

−

(√
[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+

[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2

.

√
[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+

[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2 )

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

𝑛
𝑖=1 ---------------(9) 

If 𝑤 = (1 𝑛⁄ , 1 𝑛⁄ ,… , 1 𝑛⁄ )𝑇, then Eqs. (7)-(9) are reduced to Eqs. (4)-(6). It is obvious that 

each weighted similarity measure 𝑊𝑆𝑘(𝐴, 𝐵) for k= J, D, C also satisfies the following properties: 

(P1) 0 ≤ 𝑊𝑆𝑘(𝐴, 𝐵) ≤ 1; 

(P2) 𝑊𝑆𝑘(𝐴, 𝐵) = 𝑊𝑆𝑘(𝐵, 𝐴); 

(P3)  𝑊𝑆𝑘(𝐴, 𝐵) = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝐴 = 𝐵, 𝑖. 𝑒. , 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖), 𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖), 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) =

𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖), 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖) = 𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖). For every 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋. 

Similar to the previous proof method, we can prove that the properties (P1)-(P3). 

Assume that there are two SNBSs, 

A={< 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖), 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖), 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖), 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖) > |𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋} and 

B={< 𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖), 𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖), 𝐼𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖), 𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖) > |𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋}. If we only use SVNBSs 

in the SNBSs A and B, then the elements in functions 𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) =

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)] , 𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖) = [𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)] , 𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖) =
𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)] , 𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖) = [𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)], 𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖) =

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)]  , 𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖) = [𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)] ∈ [0,1]  for any 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋  in A or 

𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖) = 𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)]  , 𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖) = [𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]  , 𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖) =

[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)] , 𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖) = [𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)], 𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖) =
[𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐼𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐼𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)] , 𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖) = [𝑖𝑛𝑓𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖), 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)] ∈ [0,1] for any 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑋 in B  can 

be considered as a vector representation. Then, the three vector similarity measures Eqs. (4)-(6) are 

reduced, respectively, to the following three similarity measures of SVNBSs: 

𝑆𝐽(𝐴, 𝐵) =
1

𝑛
∑

(𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝐼𝐵

++ 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝐹𝐵

+−[𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝐼𝐵

−+ 𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)])

(

[𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖)]

2
+[𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2
+[𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2
+[𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2
+[𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2
+[𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2
−

([𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝐼𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2)−

(𝑇𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)+𝐼𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝐼𝐵

++ 𝐹𝐴
+(𝑥𝑖).𝐹𝐵

+)−(𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)+𝐼𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝐼𝐵

−+ 𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖).𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖))

)

𝑛
𝑖=1   (10) 

𝑆𝐷(𝐴, 𝐵) =
1

𝑛
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∑
2(𝑇𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖).𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)+𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖).𝐼𝐵
++ 𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖).𝐹𝐵
+−[𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖).𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)+𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖).𝐼𝐵
−+ 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖).𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)])

([
𝑇𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2
+[𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2
+[𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2
+[𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2
+[𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2
+[𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2
−

([𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝐼𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2)
)

𝑛
𝑖=1     (11) 

𝑆𝐶(𝐴, 𝐵) =
1

𝑛
 

∑
(𝑇𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖).𝑇𝐵
+(𝑥𝑖)+𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖).𝐼𝐵
++ 𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖).𝐹𝐵
+−[𝑇𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖).𝑇𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)+𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖).𝐼𝐵
−+ 𝐹𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖).𝐹𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)])

(
√[𝑇𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2
+[𝐼𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2
+[𝐹𝐴

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2
.√[𝑇𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2
+[𝐼𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2
+[𝐹𝐵

+(𝑥𝑖)]
2
−

(√[𝑇𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝐼𝐴

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝐹𝐴
−(𝑥𝑖)]2.√[𝑇𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝐼𝐵
−(𝑥𝑖)]2+[𝐹𝐵

−(𝑥𝑖)]2)

)

𝑛
𝑖=1  (12) 

Similarly, the three weighted similarity measures Eqs. (7)-(9) are also reduced, respectively. 
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Abstract -We propose a new approach for eye diagnosis by employing intuitionistic fuzzy 

sets. The composition function , a new score and  value functions are all defined to discuss in 

decision making problem. A topological structure on intuitionistic fuzzy set is considered as a tool 
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I. Introduction  

The fuzzy concept was introduced by Zadeh [8] in 1965. The traditional fuzzy set is 

characterized by the membership value or the grade of membership value. In some real life 

problems in expert system, belief system, information fusion and so on, we must consider the 

truth-membership as well as the falsity-membership for proper description of an object in 

uncertain, ambiguous environment. Intuitionistic fuzzy set is appropriate for such a situation. The 

intuitionistic fuzzy sets can handle the incomplete information considering both the membership 

and non-membership values which was introduced by Atanassov [2].In 1995 Burillo and 

Bustince[3]  first proposed intuitionistic fuzzy relation.Further researches of this type of relation 

can be found in [4,5,7]. De et al [6]gave an intuitionistic fuzzy sets approach in medical diagnosis 

using three steps such as; determination of symptoms, formulation of medical knowledge based on 

intuitionistic fuzzy relations, anddetermination of diagnosis on the basis of composition of 

intuitionistic fuzzy relations. 

In this article we will present intuitionistic fuzzy sets as a tool for reasoning in the 

presence of imperfect facts and imprecise knowledge. An example of eye diagnosis will be 

presented assuming there is a database, i.e. description of a set of symptoms S, and a set of 

diseases D. We will describe a state of a patient knowing results of his/her eye tests. We have 

proposed two-criteria approach, based on it the result will be delivered. 

II. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1.[2]   Let X be a non empty fixed set. An intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS in short) A in 

X is an object having the form A = {< x, μA(x), νA(x) > / x ∈ X} where the functions μA(x) : X → 

[0,1] and νA(x) : X → [0,1] denote the degree of membership (namely μA(x)) and the degree of 

non-membership (namely νA(x)) of each element x ∈ X to the set A, respectively, and 0 ≤ μA(x) + 

νA(x) ≤ 1 for each x ∈ X. Denote by IFS(X), the set of all intuitionistic fuzzy set in X. 

Definition 2.2. [2] A = {< x, μA(x), νA(x) > / x ∈ X} and B = {< x, μB(x), νB(x) > / x ∈ X}. Then  

 A ⊆ B if and only if  μA(x) ≤ μB(x) and νA(x) ≥ νB(x) for all x ∈ X 

 A = B if and only if A ⊆ B and B ⊆ A 

 Ac = {< x, νA(x) , μA(x) > / x ∈ X} 

 A ∩ B = {< x, μA(x) ̅ μB(x), νA(x) ̅  νB(x) > / x ∈ X} 

 A ∪ B = {< x, μA(x) ̅ μB(x), νA(x) ̅ νB(x) > / x ∈ X}  

Definition 2.3.[3] Let X,Ybe ordinary finite non-empty sets, an intuitionistic fuzzy relation(IFR ) 

R between X and Y is defined as an intuitionistic fuzzy set on X ×Y , that is, R is 

given by: R = {〈(𝑥, 𝑦), μR(x, y), νR(x, y)〉| (x,y) ∈X ×Y}, where μR, νR : X ×Y → [0,1]  

satisfy the condition μR(x,y) + νR(x,y) ≤ 1, ∀ (x,y) ∈X ×Y. The set of all IFR between X and Y is 

denoted by IFR(X ×Y). 

Definition 2.4.[1] The composition ∘ of two IFRs, R1 and R2 is defined by 

μR1∘ R2(x,y) = max{min(μR1(x,z), μR2(z,y))}and 

νR1∘ R2(x,y) = min{max(νR1(x,z), νR2(z,y))}  

where R1 is a relation from A to B R2 is a relation from B to C. 
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III Two criteria method for comparing Intuitionistic Fuzzy sets 

Definition 3.1 Let A be a Intuitionistic fuzzy set. Then the value function of A is defined as V(A) 

= 𝑇𝐴  + 𝐹𝐴 where 𝑇𝐴  , 𝐹𝐴 denotes Truth value and False value of A respectively. 

Definition 3.2 Let A and B be two Intuitionistic fuzzy set. Then the score function of A and B 

defined as S1 = |𝑉(𝐴) − 𝑉(𝐵)|. 

Definition 3.3 Let A be Intuitionistic fuzzy set. Then the score function of A is defined as S2 = Ti 

– Fi. 

IV APPLICATION OF INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY SETS IN  EYE DIAGNOSIS 

 USING COMPOSITION FUNCTION 

We define mathematically; a patient is a intuitionistic fuzzy set, say P i, on the set of 

symptoms S and the intuitionistic fuzzy relation from the set of symptoms S to the set of diseases 

D, which reveals the membership , and the non-membership between thepatients and symptoms 

and between symptoms and diseases. 

Algorithm: 

Step 1: The symptoms of the patients are given in Table 1. i.e. the relation Q (P→S) between the 

patients and symptoms are noted. 

Step 2: The medical knowledge relating the symptoms with the set of disease under consideration 

are noted in Table 2 i.e. R(S→D) the relation of symptoms and disease are given. 

Step 3: The composition T(P→D) the relation of patients and disease are found using the definition 

2.4 and noted in Table 3 

Step 4: Obtain the complement of Table 1 and is given in Table 4. 

Step 5: Obtain the complement of Table 2 and is noted in Table 5 

Step 6: Applying definition 2.4 for the values of Table 4 and Table 5 is denoted in Table 6 

Step 7: Calculate the value function for Table 3 and Table 6 and is given in Table 7 and Table 8 

respectively. 

Step 8: Find the score function using definition 3.2 for the values in Table 7 and 8 and is noted in 

Table 9. 

Step 9: We apply another score function for the table 3 using the definition 3.3 and it is given 

Table 10. 

Step 10: The higher the score, higher is the possibility of the patient affected with the respective 

disease. 
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Table 1 

Q Fluctuating Vision(S1) Photophobia(S2) Red Eye(S3) 

Patient 1(P1) (0.6,0.3) (0.7,0.3) (0.1,0.4) 

Patient 2(P2) (0.5,0.1) (0.4,0.5) (0.5,0.2) 

Patient 3(P3) (0.6,0.0) (0.5,0.3) (0.3,0.4) 

Patient 4(P4) (0.7,0.3) (0.6,0.2) (0.6,0.3) 

 

Table 2 

R Trachoma(D1) Retinopathy(D2) Blepharitis(D3) Keratitis(D4) 

Fluctuating  Vision(S1) (0.7,0.1) (0.6,0.2) (0.5,0.3) (0.7,0.0) 

Photophobia(S2) (0.5,0.3) (0.4,0.2) (0.7,0.2,) (0.6,0.3) 

Red Eye(S3) (0.4,0.5) (1.0,0.0) (0.4,0.3) (0.5,0.5) 

Table 3 

T Trachoma(D1) Retinopathy(D2) Blepharitis(D3) Keratitis(D4) 

Patient 1(P1) (0.7,0.3) (0.6,0.3) (0.7,0.3) (0.6,0.3) 

Patient 2(P2) (0.5,0.1) (0.5,0.2) (0.5,0.3) (0.5,0.1) 

Patient 3(P3) (0.6,0.1) (0.6,0.2) (0.5,0.3) (0.5,0.0) 

Patient 4(P4) (0.7,0.3) (0.6,0.2) (0.6,0.2) (0.6,0.3) 

 

Table 4 

Q’ Fluctuating Vision(S1) Photophobia(S2) Red Eye(S3) 

Patient 1(P1) (0.3,0.6) (0.3,0.7) (0.4,0.1) 

Patient 2(P2) (0.1,0.5) (0.5,0.4) (0.2,0.5) 

Patient 3(P3) (0.0,0.6) (0.3,0.5) (0.4,0.3) 

Patient 4(P4) (0.3,0.7) (0.2,0.6) (0.3,0.6) 

 

Table 5 

R’ Trachoma(D1) Retinopathy(D2) Blepharitis(D3) Keratitis(D4) 

Fluctuating  Vision(S1) (0.1,0.7) (0.2,0.6) (0.3,0.5) (0.0,0.4) 

Photophobia(S2) (0.3,0.5) (0.2,0.4) (0.2,0.7,) (0.3,0.6) 

Red Eye(S3) (0.5,0.4) (0.0,1.0) (0.3,0.4) (0.5,0.5) 
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Table 6 

T’ Trachoma(D1) Retinopathy(D2) Blepharitis(D3) Keratitis(D4) 

Patient 1(P1) (0.4,0.4) (0.2,0.6) (0.3,0.4) (0.4,0.5) 

Patient 2(P2) (0.3,0.5) (0.2,0.4) (0.2,0.5) (0.3,0.5) 

Patient 3(P3) (0.4,0.4) (0.2,0.5) (0.3,0.4) (0.4,0.5) 

Patient 4(P4) (0.3,0.6) (0.2,0.6) (0.3,0.6) (0.3,0.6) 

 

Table 7 

Value Function Trachoma(D1) Retinopathy(D2) Blepharitis(D3) Keratitis(D4) 

Patient 1(P1) (0.8) (0.9) (0.8) (0.9) 

Patient 2(P2) (0.6) (0.7) (0.8) (0.6) 

Patient 3(P3) (0.7) (0.8) (0.8) (0.5) 

Patient 4(P4) (1.0) (0.8) (0.8) (0.9) 

Table 8 

Value Function Trachoma(D1) Retinopathy(D2) Blepharitis(D3) Keratitis(D4) 

Patient 1(P1) (0.8) (0.8) (0.7) (0.9) 

Patient 2(P2) (0.8) (0.6) (0.7) (0.8) 

Patient 3(P3) (0.8) (0.7) (0.7) (0.9) 

Patient 4(P4) (0.9) (0.8) (0.9) (0.9) 

Table 9 

Score Function (D1) (D2) (D3) (D4) 

(P1) (0.0) (0.1) (0.1) (0.1) 

(P2) (0.2) (0.1) (0.1) (0.1) 

(P3) (0.1) (0.1) (0.1) (0.3) 

(P4) (0.1) (0.0) (0.1) (0.4) 

Table 10 

Score Function (D1) (D2) (D3) (D4) 

(P1) (0.4) (0.3) (0.4) (0.3) 

(P2) (0.4) (0.3) (0.2) (0.4) 

(P3) (0.5) (0.4) (0.2) (0.6) 

(P4) (0.4) (0.4) (0.4) (0.4) 

 

Therefore from the maximum values in boththe Tables 9 and 10 we conclude that P1 is suffering 

from Blepharitis, P2is suffering from Trachoma and P3 and P4  are suffering from Keratitis.  
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IV. Conclusion 

This paper introduces the notion of intuitionistic fuzzy relations and the novel score function , 

value function with aview to evolve an expert system for the diagnosis of patients.This gives a 

flexible and simple solution for eye diagnosis problem in intuitionistic environment. 
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Abstract In this paper Quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic relations (QSVNR) and 

quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic rough sets have been introduced. We have defined the 

complement, inverse, reflexive, symmetric, transitive of a QSVNR and also defined the lower and 

upper approximations of quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic approximation space and its 

operators. And also we have studied the properties of a quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic 

rough sets . 

Keywords Quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic relations, quadripartitioned single valued 

neutrosophic rough sets. 

Introduction Fuzzy set introduced by Zadeh[9] proposed the concept of imprecision, uncertainity and 

degrees of truthfulness of values. In fuzzy set degree of the truthfulness is represented by membership 

functions which lies in a unit interval [0,1].  In 1983, KrassimirT.Atanassov[1] defined the concept of 

initutionstic fuzzy set which is known as the generalization of the fuzzy set and it consists of 

membership and non membership functions. In 1998, Smarandache[3] proposed a tri-component logic 

Neutrosophic set and it has three components truth membership function, indeterminacy membership 

function and falsity membership function respectively and lies in the non-standard unit interval 

]0−, 1+[.  

In 1982, Pawlak[5] defined the concept of rough sets and it provide the notions of lower and upper 

approximations of set. And also it is based on the equivalence relations of the given set.In specific 
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rough neutrosophic set originated by Broumi and Smarandache (2014) [3] . Later Wang (2010) [8]  

proposed the concept of single valued neutrosophic set (SVNS)  which is a very new hot research 

topic.Hai Long Yang(2017)[4] proposed the new hybrid model of single valued neutrosopic rough 

sets.  Based on Belnap’s four valued logic[2] and Smarandache’s “Four Numerical-valued 

neutrosophic logic”[7]RajashiChatterjee.,et al[6] proposed the concept of Quadripartitionedsingle 

valued neutrosophic sets(QSVNS) . In this indeterminacy is split  into two functions named as 

‘contradicition’ (both true and false) and ‘unknown’ (neither true and false) so that QSVNS has four 

functions T,C,U,F which lies in the non-standard unit interval ]0−, 1+[  . 

  This paper is organized in the following ways. Section 1 provides a brief introduction. Section 2 

delivered the basic definitions which we need to prove the results in further. Section 3 introduces the 

concept of Quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic relations (QSVNR) and Quadripartitioned 

single valued neutrosophic rough sets and its lower , upper approximation operators are defined . And 

also we have studied some properties of Quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic rough sets. 

Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2 Preliminaries In this section we recall the basic definitions of rough sets, Neutrosophic sets, SVNS, 

QSVNS which will be used in proving the rest of the paper. 

Definition 2.1[5]  Let U be any non-empty set. Suppose R is an equivalence relation over U. For any 

non – null subset X of U, the sets 

and are called the lower approximation and 

upper approximation respectively of X where the pair S=(U,R) is called an approximation space. This 

equivalence relation R is called indiscernibility relation. The pair  is called 

the rough set of X in S. Here denotes the equivalence class of R containing X. 

Definition 2.2[7] Let X be an universe of discourse, with a generic element in X denoted by , the 

neutrosophic (NS) set is an object having the form, where 

the functions    define respectively the degree of membership ( or truth) , the 

degree of indeterminacy, and the degree of non-membership ( or falsehood ) of the element   to 

the set A with the condition,  

Definition 2.3[11] Let U be a space of points (objects), with a generic element in U denoted by . A 

single valued neutrosophic set (SVNS) A in U is characterized by a truth-membership function  , 

an indeterminacy- membership function  and a falsity membership function  , where 

 and . A SVNS A can be 

expressed as  

Definition 2.4[4] A SVNS R in  is referred to as a single valued neutrosophic relation 

(SVNR) in U, denoted by  

where represent the truth – 

membership function, indeterminacy-membership function and falsity-membership function of R 
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respectively. Based on a SVNR, Yang et al.[4] gave the notion of single valued neutrosophic rough 

set as follows. 

Let  be a SVNR in U, the tuple is called a single valued neutrosophic approximation space 

, the lower and upper approximations of  with respect to  denoted by 

 are two SVNS’s whose membership functions are defined as  

,  

 

,  

The pair is called a single valued neutrosophic rough set of   with respect to 

. are referred to as single valued neutrosophic lower and upper approximation 

operators respectively. 

Definition 2.4[6]Let X be a non-empty set. A quadripartitionedneutrosophic set (QSVNS) A over X 

characterizes each element  in X by a truth-membership function  , a contradiction membership 

function , an ignorance – membership function  and a falsity membership function  such 

that for each ,  

when X is discrete, A 

is represented as, However, when the 

universe of discourse is continuous, A is represented as,

 

Definition 2.5[6] Consider two QSVNS A and B ,over X. A is said to be contained in B, denoted by 

. 

Definition 2.6[6]The complement of a QSVNS A is denoted by and is defined as, 

 

i.e,  

Definition 2.7[6]The union of two QSVNS A and B is denoted by and is defined as, 
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Definition 2.8[6]The intersection of two QSVNS A and B is denoted by and is defined as, 

 

3. The constructive approach of quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic rough sets: 

In this section we will introduce the concept of quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic relations 

and quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic rough sets.  

Definition 3.1 A QSVNS   R  in  is called a quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic 

relation (QSVNR) in U , denoted by, 

 

where denote 

the truth membership function, a contradiction membership function, an ignorance membership 

function and a falsity membership function of R respectively. 

Definition 3.2 Let R be a QSVNR in U, the complement and inverse of R are defined as follows 

respectively. where,

 where,

Example 3.1 Let . A QSVNR  R in U is given in  Table 1 . By definition 3.2 we can 

compute  which is given in Table 2 and 3 respectively.Table 1: QSVNR  R 

R    

 (0.4,0.6,0.3,0.2) (0.5,0.7,0.3,0.1) (0.9,0.4,0.3,0.2) 

 (0.5,0.4,0.3,0.2) (0.1,0.5,0.7,0.4) (0.2,0.7,0.3,0.5) 

 (0.3,0.9,0.4,0.7) (0.6,0.4,0.7,0.2) (0.7,0.8,0.5,0.4) 

   Table 2 : of  R 

    

 (0.2,0.3,0.6,0.4) (0.1,0.3,0.7,0.5) (0.2,0.3,0.4,0.9) 

 (0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5) (0.4,0.7,0.5,0.1) (0.5,0.3,0.7,0.2) 

 (0.7,0.4,0.9,0.3) (0.2,0.7,0.4,0.6) (0.4,0.5,0.8,0.7) 
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Table 3 :  of  R 

    

 (0.4,0.6,0.3,0.2) (0.5,0.4,0.3,0.2) (0.3,0.9,0.4,0.7) 

 (0.5,0.7,0.3,0.1) (0.1,0.5,0.7,0.4) (0.6,0.4,0.7,0.2) 

 (0.9,0.4,0.3,0.2) (0.2,0.7,0.3,0.5) (0.7,0.8,0.5,0.4) 

 

Definition 3.3 Let R be a QSVNR in U. 

(1) If ∀ 𝑥 ∈ 𝑈 , ,  and then R is called a 

reflexive QSVNR. 

(2) If  ∀ 𝑥, 𝑦 ∈ 𝑈 ,  

then R is called a symmetric QSVNR. 

(3) If ∀ 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 ∈ 𝑈,

 

 

then R is called a transitive QSVNR, where  denote maximum and minimum 

respectively. 

Definition 3.4Let R be a QSVNR in U, the tuple (U,R) is called a quadripartitioned single valued 

neutrosophic approximation space∀ 𝐴 ∈ 𝑄𝑆𝑉𝑁𝑆(𝑈), the lower and upper approximations of A 

with respect to (U,R) denoted by are two QSVNS’s whose membership 

functions are defined as : ∀ 𝑥 ∈ 𝑈, 

  ,          

          ,                 

 ,          

 ,  

The pair is called the quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic rough set of A  

with respect to . are referred to as the quadripartitioned single valued 

neutrosophic lower and upper approximation operators respectively. 

Example 3.5 Let be the universe. A QSVNR  R  in X is given in Table 3. 
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Table 4:QSVNR  

    

    

    

    

  

Let  

According to Definition 3.4, 

 ,         

,       

,        

,        

Hence, .Similarly we 

can obtain, 

 

 

The properties of Quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic rough sets: 

Theorem 3.1   Let (X,R) be a quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic approximation space. The 

quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic lower and upper approximation operators defined in 3.4 

have the following properties. , 

(1)   ; 

(2) If  

(3)  

(4)  

(5)  

Proof (2) and (4) are following immediately from Definition 3.4. We have to prove only (1) , (3) and 

(5).By Definition 3.4 ,  
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Therefore,  

 

 

 

 

Thus , .By Definitions 2.8 and 3.4,  

 

 

 

Thus, .Similarly we can prove  

 
 

(6) We only need to show that the former part  
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Theorem 3.2   Let  be two QSVNRs in X, , we have 

(1)  

(2)  

Proof (1) by Definition 3.4, we have 

 

Hence, (2) By (1) and Theorem 3.1 (5), 

 

Conclusion QSVNS is aimprovization of Wang’s single valued neutrosophic set and in this case 

indeterminacy is split into two functions named as Contradiction and Unknown. In this paper a 

new hybrid model of quadripartitioned single valued neutrosophic rough set has been defined and 

also studied its lower and upper approximations operators and its properties. 
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POTENTIAL OF MUSA ACUMINATA BRACT EXTRACT AS CORROSION 

INHIBITOR FOR MILD STEEL IN PHOSPHORIC ACID ENVIRONMENT 

Dr. Gunavathy. N 1*, Dr. S. C. Murugavel2 
1 Department of Chemistry, Nirmala College for Women, Coimbatore, Tamilnadu, India. 
2 Department of Applied Science, PSG College of Technology, Coimbatore, Tamilnadu, 

Inhibition of corrosion of mild steel in phosphoric acid environment in presence and 

absence of Musa acuminata bract (MAB) extract have been evaluated by weight loss method and 

surface examination. Inhibition efficiency of bract extracts increases with increase in 

concentration. Surface characterization techniques used ascertain the nature of the protective film. 

Based on all these results a plausible mechanism of corrosion inhibition has been proposed. 

Keywords: Musa acuminata bract, Mild steel, Weight loss, Surface Analysis, SEM.I 

INTRODUCTION 

 Mild steel finds a wide range of applications in industries such as pulp and paper, 

power generation, chemical and oil industries, because of its availability, low cost, ease of 

fabrication and high tensile strength. But mild steel has a high tendency to corrode easily, 

especially in acid, alkali and other aggressive environment (Vinod Kumar et al 2010). Corrosion 

is a prevailing destructive phenomenon in science and technology. Corrosion is a major problem 

that must be confronted for safety, environmental and economic reasons. 

 The use of inhibitors is one of the most practical methods for protection against 

corrosion. The role of inhibitor is to form a barrier of one or several molecular layers against acid 

attack. Protective action is often associated with chemical or physical adsorption involving 

variation in charge of, adsorbed substance and transfer of charge from one phase to another phase 

(Anwar Sathiq 2011). Most of the efficient corrosion inhibitors used in industry is organic 

compounds having multiple bonds and heteroatoms like nitrogen, oxygen, sulphur through which 

they are adsorbed on the metal surface (Saliyan 2008). They function by interfering with either 

the anodic or cathodic reactions or both (Nalini 2011). 

 The corrosive inhibitive effect of bract extract of Musa acuminata in 1N H3PO4 on 

mild steel was carried out using conventional weight loss method and surface examination 

analysis has been presented  

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 The plant part taken for the present study in phosphoric acid medium is bract of Musa 

acuminata. 

 

Figure 1 Photograph of inflorescence with floret and bract 
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Phytochemical Screening 

 Extract of Musa acuminata bract was subjected to preliminary phytochemical screening 

to identify the chemical constituents of the plant. The methods of analysis were carried out using 

standard qualitative methods as described by various researchers Kotate (1999) and Harborne 

(1984). The samples were screened for the presence of bioactive compounds. 

PREPARATION OF THE INHIBITOR 

 25 gm of dried powder of bract was boiled in 500 ml of 1N phosphoric acid with reflux 

condenser for three hours and was kept overnight to extract its phytonutrients. The extract was 

filtered and the filtrate volume was made up to 500 ml using the respective acids. The extract so 

prepared was taken as 5% stock solution and from this other concentrations were prepared. The 

extract was used for corrosion study and surface examination. 

CORROSION STUDY 

 Weight loss studies were conducted at room temperature. Mild steel specimens were 

weighed accurately in electronic balance (SHIMADZU model AUW 220D). After initial 

weighing, the specimens were fully immersed using glass hooks in beakers containing 100 ml of 

1N H3PO4 without and with inhibitor of different concentrations at various intervals of time. After 

the specified period of immersion, the specimens were removed, washed with distilled water, 

dried and reweighed. The loss in weight was determined. A triplicate was run to ensure the 

weight loss and the results were averaged. The details of inhibitor concentration and time 

intervals used in the present study are given below,  

Inhibitor concentrations in % v/v 0.05 0.10 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 

Time interval in hours 1 3 5 7 12 24 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 The results of the performance of bract extract of Musa acuminata in 1N phosphoric acid 

are summarised below, 

Table 1 Phytochemical constituents present in the extract of Musa acuminata 

Phyto Compound PE CCl4 EtOAc CH3OH H2O 

Alkaloids + - - + - 

Saponins - - - + - 

Tannins - - - ++ ++ 

Flavonoids - - + + - 

Terpenoids - - - + - 

Phlobotannins - - - - - 

Coumarins - - - + + 

Cycloglycosides + - - + - 

Total phenols - - - + + 

Quinones - - - - - 

Anthraquinones - - - - - 

Steroids - - - + - 
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Table 2 CR of mild steel of MAN(B) extract in 1N H3PO4 acid in various concentration  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Effect of immersion time on CR of mild steel in 1N H3PO4 without and with MAN(B) 

extract 

SURFACE EXAMINATION STUDIES  

 The results pertaining corrosion inhibition efficiency of bract extract of Musa acuminata 

‘Nendran’ in 1N H3PO4 on mild steel are supported by the Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

micrographs. 

SEM photographs of mild steel samples 

    

 Polished mild steel surface   MS exposed to 1N H3PO4  Exposed to acid with 

extract 

Conc. of 

extract (% v/v) 

1 hr 3 hrs 5 hrs 7 hrs 12 hrs 24 hrs 

Blank 22.51 17.94 19.19 18.12 19.94 21.83 

0.05 15.05 12.07 12.30 12.02 15.39 17.32 

0.10 11.93 9.29 9.58 11.59 14.81 16.97 

0.50 10.25 7.88 8.49 10.86 13.56 15.89 

1.00 9.03 7.21 7.53 9.82 12.90 15.40 

1.50 8.47 6.72 6.80 9.25 10.34 14.87 

2.00 8.25 6.50 6.40 7.31 9.96 14.39 
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CONCLUSION 

           The corrosion rate of mild steel was monitored in 1N H3PO4 medium without and with 

various concentrations of Musa acuminata bract extracts. Weight loss and SEM were employed 

in the present investigation.  

            The following conclusions are drawn from the present study, 

            The qualitative analysis of Musa acuminata plant parts showed the presence of 

alkaloids, saponins, tannins, flavonoids, terpenoids, coumarins, phenols, and steroids. 

            The corrosion of mild steel in acid medium is significantly reduced upon the addition of 

Musa acuminata plant extract. The inhibition efficiency increased with the increasing 

concentration of inhibitor. The maximum inhibitor efficiency was observed at an optimum 

concentration of 2% v/v.  

              Prolonged immersion of  sample in the acid medium with plant extract leads to greater 

adsorption of plant constituents. Inhibition efficiency increased up to 3h. 

The bract extract of Musa acuminata showed maximum efficiency of 94.93% in 1N HCl, 

93.09% in 1N H2SO4 and 66.67% in 1N H3PO4 at 5 hours of immersion. 

              Surface studies involving SEM confirmed the efficiency of the plant extract as 

corrosion inhibitor for mild steel. Surface smoothness is in relation to the concentration of the 

extract. The comparison of the images from scanning electron microscopy revealed that the 

molecules of the plant extracts are adsorbed on the metal surface, thereby decreasing the 

corrosion attack on the metal surface. 

             All the results of the present study indicate that the extract bract of Musa acuminata 

can be used as corrosion inhibitors for mild steel. Further, as these extracts are environmental 

friendly, they can be considered as green corrosion inhibitors. 
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ABSTRACT 

 Qualitative and quantitative analysis of different brands of milk like Milma, Wayanad, 

Sakthi, Amul and Good life were analyzed for the various parameters like Temperature, odour, 

appearance, Platform test, Solid Not Fat, Acidity, Protein, Phosphates, Methylene Blue 

Reduction, Specific Gravity, Adulteration, and Neutralization, to ensure the quality of the 

different milk brands. Results showed that the values of the various parameters were well within 

the prescribed AGMARK standard values and proved that the milk brands analyzed can be 

consumed safely by man as its quality was assured. 

 Keywords: Milk, qualitative and quantitative analysis, comsumablilty 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 Milk is a pale liquid produced by the mammary glands of mammals. It is the primary 

source of nutrition for infant mammals (including humans who breastfeed) before they are able 

to digest other types of food. Early lactation milk contains colostrum, which carries the 

mother's antibodies to its young and can reduce the risk of many diseases. It contains many other 

nutrient (Pehrsson et al, 2000), including protein and lactose. 

 

  As an agricultural product milk is extracted from non-human mammals during or soon 

after pregnancy. Dairy farms produced about 730 million tonnes of milk in 2011 (Anandkumar, 

2016), from 260 million dairy cows. India is the world's largest producer of milk, and is the 

leading exporter of skimmed milk powder, yet it exports few other milk products. The ever 

increasing rise in domestic demand for dairy products and a large demand-supply gap could lead 

India being a net importer of dairy products in the future. The United States, India, China and 

Brazil are the world's largest exporters of milk and milk products. China and Russia were the 

world's largest importers of milk and milk products until 2016 when both countries became self-

sufficient, contributing to a worldwide glut of milk (Gagnon, 2016).In the present study the 

various parameters like Temperature, Sampling, platform, Acidity, Fat Solid not Fat, Protein, 

Phosphates, Methylene blue reduction, Adulteration, Neutralization, in the different brands of 

milk were analyzed and compared to predict the safe consumability of the different brands of 

milk. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

 Different brands of milk like Milma, Wayanad, Sakthi, Amul, and Good life was 

collected from market, and these milk was analyzed for quality, to make sure that all the brands 

of milk are free from microbes and that all the milk are good for human consumption. Procedures 

followed were as per, given by the Research Laboratory in Milma, KoliKozde, Kerela. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 Milk testing and quality control is an essential process of any milk processing industry 

whether small, medium or large scale. Milk being made up of 87 % of water was prone to 

adulteration by unscrupulous middlemen and unfaithful farm workers. Moreover, its high 

nutritive value makes it an ideal medium for the rapid multiplication of bacteria, particularly 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mammary_gland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mammal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nutrition
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digestion
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lactation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colostrum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antibody
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lactose
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agriculture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dairy
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under unhygienic production and storage at ambient temperatures. In order for any processor to 

make good dairy products, good quality raw milk materials are essential (Sjaunja, 1984). A milk 

processor would only be assured of the quality of raw milk from the products to processor and 

finally to the consumer. Therefore in the present study various parameters were determined to 

find the milk quality. The results of the qualitative and quantitative analysis of various parameters 

of milk obtained from various sources from the local market are summarized in the Table 1. 

Table 1: The various parameters for different brands of milk 

S.No. 
Milk Brand  

Milma Wayanad Sakthi Amul Good life 
Parameters ↓ 

1. Temperature in ͦ C 6 6 6 7 6 

2. Odour Pleasant Pleasant Pleasant Pleasant Pleasant 

3.  Appearance Normal Normal Normal Normal Normal 

4. Platform test 

 Organoleptic test 

 Result Negative Negative Negative Negative Negative 

 Quality Good Good Good Good Good 

 Clot on Boiling (COB) 

 Result Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive 

 Quality Good Good Good Good Good 

 Corrected Lactometer Reading CLR 

  29.5 30 30 31 31 

5. Fat Percent 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.6 3.7 

6. Solid Not Fat (SNF) % 

  8.50 8.62 8.60 8.90 9.00 

7. Acidity 0.135 0.153 0.153 0.153 0.135 

8. Protein Content (g) 3.2 3.2 2.8 3.5 3.7 

9. Phosphate Test 

 Result Positive Positive Positive Positive Positive 

10. Methylene Blue Reduction Test 

 MBRT in Hours 7 6 6 8.30 8 

 Milk Quality Good Good Good Good Good 

11. Specific gravity 1.0295 1.0283 1.0287 1.0319 1.0311 

12. Adulteration 

 Cane Sugar Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 

 Starch Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 

 Formalin Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 

 Urea Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 

 Sodium Chloride Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 

 Glucose Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 

 Sugar Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 

 Hydrogen Peroxide Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 

13. Neutralizer 

 Carbonate  Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 

 Bicarbonate Absent Absent Absent Absent Absent 
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CONCLUSIONS 

 The opaque white fluid secreted by matured female which is rich in protein and fat, is 

also known for the purity. Milk is almost complete food for infants and a supplement to diets of 

children and adults. Milk is the one food for which there seems to be no adequate subsititute. 

Thus dairy product industry is one of the flouring industries worldwide. The nutritive value was 

to be ensured through various chemical analysis. 

 In the present study various brands of milk were analyzed for the various parameters and 

the results are summarized as follows; 

 The platform test done for all the brand of milk showed that all were qualitatively good. 

 By analysing different qualities of milk, it was found the temperature ranged between 6 – 

7 ° C and the value was within the range of Agmark specification. 

 Sensory evaluation for all the samples were found to be same for all i.e., sweet flavour, 

pleasant aroma, and granular texture.                              

 COB  value gave a negative result for all the brands.  

 CLR was in  range of 29.5 and 31,  It had a value within the range of Agmark value. 

 %  FAT was in range between 3 and 7 and value was within the range of Agmark 

specification. 

 % SNF was in the range 8 and 9, it was found in the Agmark specification range. 

 Acidity also gave a negative result for all the brands  

 Protein test had a positive result with 2.8 to 3.7 which ranged between Agmark value. 

 Phosphatase test also showed the colour change within the quality range, which was 

within the Agmark value. 

 MBRT test for different brands of milk showed a colour change within 7 to 8 hours. 

 Results showed that the values of the various parameters were well within the prescribed 

AGMARK standard values and proved that the milk brands analyzed can be consumed safely by 

man as its quality was assured. 
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ABSTRACT 

Escherichia coli (Ecoli) are most commonly present bacterium in human intestine, which helps in 

prevention of entry of pathogenic microorganisms. E coli are non-pathogenic in normal 

conditions, but if present in excess, will become causative agent of various diseases like urinary 

tract infection, diarrhoea, vomiting etc. Many researchers have assessed bioactivity of plant 

potentials and their valuable phytonutrients against serious infectious organisms. Antibacterial 

activity of Phaseolus lunatus seed phytonutrients were investigated against Ecoli using docking 

analysis. In present study, phytonutrients of Phaseolus lunatus namely Chlorogenic acid, Caffeic 

acid, Ellagic acid, Quercetin and Kaempferol were selected for insilico against Ecoli protein. The 

insilico studies were performed using Autodock 4.2 and interactions between protein and 

compounds were analyzed. The efficiency of compounds was screened based on binding energy 

existing between the protein and inhibitor. The docking studies shows phytonutrients of 

Phaseolus lunatus against Ecoli protein was efficient. The potential compounds can be subjected 

to further experimental trials and can be an alternative in the future management of Ecoli 

infections. 

Keywords: Phaseolus lunatus, Ecoli, Autodock, Molecular docking, Chlorogenic acid, insilico 

analysis 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Naturally occurring plants have played an important role in the discovery of new therapeutic 

agents [Mohanty et al, 2008]. Virulent strains of E.coli can cause gastroenteritis, urinary tract 

infections, neonatal meningitis etc [Mead et al, 1999]. With increasing use of drugs, 

microorganisms are attaining resistance to commonly used antibiotics, which leads to downfall of 

effectiveness of conventional medicines and therefore, search for new antimicrobial agents has 

become necessary. Traditional medicines have been used for many centuries by a substantial 

proportion of the population of India [Amrita et al, 2009]. The major target of phytochemicals in 

E. coli is DNA gyrase (type II A topoisomerase), which plays essential role in bacterial DNA 

replication [Champoux, 2001; Drlica et al, 2003]. Aim of this work was to virtually evaluate 

antibacterial activity of phytonutrients of seeds of Phaseolus lunatus against Ecoli using 

molecular docking analysis. 

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 
 

A LIGAND PREPARATION  

The structures of phytochemicals namely Chlorogenic acid, Caffeic acid, Ellagic acid, Quercetin 

and Kaempferol used in this study were retrieved from Pubchem compound database (figure 1). 

These phytochemicals satisfied Lipinski’s rule of five and ADME properties. The structures were 

taken as input for docking program in Autodock 4.2  

(Morris et al., 2009) 
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Figure 1. Structure of phytochemicals present in Phaseolus lunatus seeds 

B. PREPARATION OF PROTEIN 

The 3D X-ray crystal structure of target protein was retrieved from Brook Heaven Protein 

Data Bank (figure 2) (PDBID: 1AB4). The binding site in protein was determined using 

Computer Atlas of Surface Topology of Proteins (CASTp) [Dundas et al., 2006]. CASTp 

helps in identifying geometric properties of protein pockets, which are assumable positions 

on protein surface. The amino acid residues within binding site were identified. The analysis 

revealed there are several pockets, which fit in role of active site. 

 

Figure 2. 3- Dimensional structure of DNA Gyrase protein of Ecoli 
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C. MOLECULAR DOCKING 

Molecular docking combined with a scoring function can be used to screen potential drugs 

insilico to identify molecules that are likely to bind to protein target of interest. To perform 

docking model, AutoDock 4.2 suite molecular-docking tool was used and methodology was 

followed (Morris et al., 2009). The default parameters of automatic settings were used. Each 

docking experiment consisted of 10 docking runs with 150 individuals and 500,000 energy 

evaluations. The size of grid box is key parameter in AutoDock. The volume of the box was 

fixed to 27000Å to have large search space. AutoDock results indicated binding position and 

bound conformation of protein, as well as hydrogen bond interactions between protein and 

ligand molecule. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

MOLECULAR DOCKING  

Molecular docking studies were performed in order to virtually confirm and to provide 

understandable evidence for observed antibacterial activity of phytochemicals of Phaseolus 

lunatus seeds. The five phytochemicals were docked using AutoDock 4.2 successfully. The 

interactions and binding energy of phytochemicals are listed in Table 1. Phytochemicals 

showed binding energy between -4.82 to -5.84 kcal/ mol. The number of H-bonds was 

calculated between atoms of protein-ligand docked complex. Insilico studies show good 

affinity of ligand towards protein. The higher the negative value of the energy of binding, the 

better is the affinity of the molecule to the receptor (Kiran et al., 2018).  

TABLE 1. DOCKING RESULTS OF PHYTOCHEMICALS WITH DNA GYRASE 

S.No 
Molecular 

Name 

Binding 

Energy 

(kcal/mol)  

Hydrogen Bond Interaction 

 

No. of  

Hydrogen 

bonds 

1 Chlorogenic acid -4.82 

LIG1:H – A: GLU139: N  

LIG1: H – A: GLU133: OE2  

LIG1: H – A: GLU133: OE2 6 

LIG1:H – A: GLU139: N  

LIG1: O – A: LYS129: NZ 

LIG1: H – A: GLU133: OE1 

 

2 Caffeic acid -4.86 
LIG1:H – A: GLU325:OE2  

LIG1:H – A: GLU325:OE2 2 

3 Ellagic acid  -5.68 

LIG1:H – A: GLU133:OE1  

LIG1:H – A: ASP58:OD2 4 

LIG1:H – A: GLU133:OE2 

LIG1:H – A: ASP58:OD2 
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4 Kaempferol -5.44 

LIG1:H – A:ASN53:OD1  

LIG1:H – A:ASP58:OD1, OD2 4 

LIG1:H – A: GLU133:OE2  

LIG1:O – A: ASP137:N  

5 Quercetin -5.84 

LIG1:H – A: ASP58:OD2  

LIG1:H – A: GLU133:OE2 5 

LIG1:H – A: ASN53:OD1  

LIG1: H – A: MET135: O  

LIG1:H – A: GLU133:OE2  

The intermolecular interactions between the ligand and the DNA gyrase were investigated. 

Quercetin and Ellagic acid illustrate high affinity for protein molecules with score of -5.84 and -

5.68 (Figure 3). Both phytochemical showed five and four hydrogen bond interactions with DNA 

gyrase protein. Quercetin shows interactions with GLU133, ASP58, ASN53, MET135 residues of 

protein. Ellagic acid showed hydrogen interactions with GLU133 and ASN58 residues of protein 

and was buried in active sites of protein. 

 

Figure 3: Quercetin and Ellagic acid interacting with residues of protein molecule 

The five compounds demonstrated binding affinity towards receptor protein. Among analyzed 

compounds, Quercetin and Ellagic acid were identified with least binding energy of -5.84 and -

5.68. The molecular docking of two compounds showed good binding mode and interaction 

energy. H-bond pattern was analyzed and confirmed interaction of molecules and showed that 

these phytochemicals possessed possible antibacterial activity. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

The data presented herein highlighted some conclusions regarding the affinity of compounds to 

protein target related to antibacterial action. These phytocompounds are naturally available in 

Phaseolus lunatus and have fewer side effects. Insilico analysis would be useful in value outcome 

of phytochemicals of Phaseolus lunatus seeds as well as prove useful in future drug discovery 

process against Ecoli infections. From current study, it can be concluded that Quercetin and 

Ellagic acid can be used as a DNA gyrase protein inhibitor in future. Further experimental studies 

on these compounds can be performed to validate inhibition activity and used in treatment of 

Ecoli disease. 
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ABSTRACT 

A novel strategy was developed for the synthesis of twodifferent N-fused 1,4-dihydropyridine 

(1,4 DHP) scaffolds namely imidazo pyridine derivatives by coupling nitroketene S,S-acetal, 

various nitrogen containing dinucleophiles, malanonitrile and substituted 

salicylaldehydes/aldehydes in the presence of InCl3 as catalyst in water-EtOH solvent mixture 

under reflux condition. Furthermore, mechanism for the formation of 1,4-DHPs was explored 

through experimental and DFT calculations. DFT studies reveal that the reaction went through 

lower energy triheterocyclic intermediate than the higher energy chromeno imidazopyridine 

intermediate. The attractive features of this protocol include short reaction time,easy separation of 

the product without chromatographic purification, simple execution with excellent yield and 

possibility to synthesize structurally diverse 1,4-dihydropyridine derivatives through greener 

approach. 

Keywords: Cyclic nitroketene · 1,4-Dihydropyridines · NMR and single crystal XRDstudies · 

InCl3 · Michael addition 

Introduction 

A real challenge of synthetic organic chemist lies in the discovery and development of 

novel strategies for the synthesis of biologically significant heterocyclic scaffolds and reactive 

intermediates. The strategies must have minimum steps, produce high yield and follow eco-

friendly approach which is very much essential for the modern drug discovery.[1] Due to 

ecological concern, effective methodologies are much needed to replace conventional stepwise 

methods which use harmful chemicals and solvents that produce vast amounts of waste. Multi 

component reactions (MCRs),[2] are important synthetic tool for replacing conventional methods 

to synthesize various biologically significant heterocyclic compounds. MCR consists of several 

advantages such as operational simplicity, reduced reaction time, high yield, reduced use of toxic 

and hazardous chemicals, and easy isolation of pure products that avoid tedious purification and 

reduced production of pollutants. Costs can also be reduced by diminishing of waste generated by 

organic solvents and chromatographic stationary phases.[3]Water can be considered to be 

nature’s reaction medium and isa non-hazardous, non-flammable, non-toxic, uniquely redox 

stable, inexpensive solvent that has the additional advantage of being a non-exhaustible resource 

that is almost freely available even in the least developed countries. 

1,4-Dihydropyridines (1,4-DHPs), as the significant “privileged structural motif” present 

in several natural products and pharmacologically related structures with wide range of 

pharmaceutical activities, are very attractive targets for combinatoriallibrary synthesis in modern 

drug discovery.[5,6] These derivatives showbiological activity by scavenging free radicals.[15] 

Similarly, indole and pyrrole N-fused bicyclic scaffolds, such as oxazinoindolesand 

dihydropyrrolooxazines exhibit potent antidepressantactivity,[16] and pollenopyrroside B 

possesses a wide rangeof biological activities, such as antioxidant and antitumor.Based on the 

pharmacological applications of these scaffolds multi-functionalized N-Fused 1,4-DHPs namely 

imidazopyridine derivatives was synthesized by using nitroketene S,S-acetal in the presence of 
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InCl3under reflux conditions with a high atom economy in aqueousmedium via one-pot multi-

component reaction is outlined in Scheme 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

Scheme 1. Synthesis of 2-hydroxyphenyl-N-fused-1,4-DHP derivative 5 

Materials and Methods 

 A plausible mechanistic pathway for the formation of compound 5 is outlined in Scheme 

2.The first step is believed to be the formation of cyclic N,N-acetal 6 with elimination of MeSH 

by the reaction of nitroketene S,S-acetal 1 with ethylenediamine2, which was isolated and fully 

characterized. Simultaneously, reaction of malanonitrile 3 and salicylaldehyde4 give a 

Knoevenagel product 7 with elimination of H2O, whichis highly stable iminocoumarin 

intermediate that could beisolated. Subsequently, the cyclic N,N-acetal 6 undergoes aMicheal 

addition with iminocoumarin intermediate 7 to generateMichael adduct A. The adduct A 

undergoes imine–enaminetautomerism to give intermediate B, which rapidlyundergoes 

intramolecular 6-exo-dig-cyclisation with cyanogroup attack via pathway I (formation of six 

member ring via1,2,3,4,5,6) to give C as expected product. Similarly, intermediateB undergo 

another possible intermolecular imino groupattack via pathway II (formation of six member ring 

via1,2,3,4.5,6’) to give the triheterocyclic intermediate C’. This C’undergoes O-bond cleavage in  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Scheme 2. Plausible mechanism for formation of compound 5. 
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the presence of the catalyst to give D and followed by 1, 3 H-shift to give final product 5. Inorder 

to find the mechanistic pathway, we tried to separate allthe intermediates. But, the intermediates 

could not be separated except intermediates 6 and 7. It shows that the intermediates 6 and 7 might 

be formed concomitantly and reacted rapidly to give the  

product 5. 

Results and Discussion  

 The synthesis of biologically significant heterocyclic compounds and use of Indium salts 

as catalyst report the facile and efficient synthesis of multi-functionalized N-fused  

1,4-DHPnamelyimidazopyridinederivative by one-pot four-component coupling of nitroketene 

S,S-acetal, various nitrogen based dinucleophiles, malanonitrile and substituted 

salicylaldehydes/aldehydes in the presence of InCl3 as catalyst using water-EtOH mixture as a 

solvent medium at reflux condition (Scheme 1). The reactions were accomplished within  

0.5-3 h and the pure solid products were sequestered in good yield by simple filtration of the 

reaction mixture at the end of the reaction.The product was obtained 0.5-3 h and reaction 

proceeded smoothly affording a series of 2-hydroxyphenyl-N-fused-1,4-DHP derivatives 5 in 

excellent yields as 79-92 %.  

5-amino-7-(5-chloro-2-hydroxyphenyl)-8-nitro-1,2,3,7-tetrahydroimidazo[1,2a] 

pyridine-6-carbonitrile (5a) 

White solid, Yield: 89 %, m.p.: 242-244 ˚C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 9.63 (s, 1H), 9.49 

(s, 1H), 7.08 – 6.92 (m, 2H), 6.72 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 6.39 (s, 2H), 4.86 (s, 1H), 4.04 (dd, J = 

18.5, 9.1 Hz, 1H), 3.94 (dd, J = 17.5, 9.0 Hz, 1H), 3.80 (t, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, 

DMSO-d6) δ 153.31, 151.58, 149.09, 132.00, 127.66, 126.26, 121.39, 120.30, 116.32, 104.32, 

57.12, 44.00, 42.59, 35.51. ESI-HRMS: Anal. Calcd for C14H12ClN5NaO3 [M+ + Na]: 356.0526, 

found: 356.0532. 

1Hand 13C NMR of 5a 

 

 

Figure 1. ORTEP diagram of 5a 
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CONCLUSION 

A simple and straightforward one-potfour-component domino protocol for the synthesis ofN-

fused-1,4-dihydropyridine scaffolds namelyimidazopyridine derivative using InCl3 as catalystin 

water–EtOH (8 : 2; v/v) at reflux condition was reported. The mechanistic pathway of final 

products through both experimental and DFT calculations was investigated. This facile and 

versatile method exemplifies multiple bond-forming efficiency, step economies, excellent yield, 

good functionality tolerance, inexpensive starting material, broad substrate scope, operational 

simplicity, time and cost effective through environmentally friendly approach. Significantly, the 

presence of -NH2,-CN and -NO2 groups on 1,4-DHP scaffolds make these compounds excellent 

entities as precursors.  
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ABSTRACT           

The development of nanotechnology is making the interest of researchers towards Green 

synthesis of nanoparticles. In the present project copper oxide nanoparticles were synthesized 

using Prunus persica leaf extract. The leaf extract act as a reducing agent. The synthesized 

copper oxide nanoparticles were confirmed by the change of colour after addition of leaf extract 

into the copper acetate solution.The phytochemical screening of Prunus persica leaf extract was 

done.The biosynthesized CuO Nanoparticles were characterized by using UV-Vis analysis, 

Fourier Transform Infrared analysis (FTIR), X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD), Scanning Electron 

Microscopy (SEM). The antimicrobial study of the CuO Nanoparticles was established using both 

gram positive and gram negative pathogens.  

KEY WORDS: Green synthesis, Prunus persica, Copper oxide, Nano particle. 

INTRODUCTION 

Nanotechnology plays an important role in modern research, it can be applied in almost 

all fields such as pharmaceutical, electronics, health care, food and feed, biomedical science, drug 

delivery, chemical industry, energy science, cosmetics, environmental health, mechanics and 

space industries. Advancement of nanotechnology is increasing the interest of researchers 

towards synthesis of nanoparticles because nanoparticles have a rising application towards 

medical field [1]. In recent years, synthesis of metal nanoparticles using plant extracts attracted 

attention of many researchers because of availability of materials, inexpensive and easy processes 

to carry out in any laboratory and use of non-toxic reagent. There are many ways to synthesize 

nanoparticles such as sol gel method, chemical reaction, solid state reaction and co-precipitation. 

Compared to those methods green synthesis method is one of the best method for synthesis of 

nanoparticles [2]. Metal oxide nanoparticles are of interest because of their unique optical, 

electronic and magnetic properties. Oxides of transition metals are an important class of 

semiconductors, which have applications in magnetic storage media, solar energy transformation, 

electronics, gas sensors and catalysis[3].Due to their high conductivity, copper oxide 

nanoparticles are applied in conductive inks, adhesives and pastes for a range of electronic 

devices [4]. Copper oxide is less expensive when compared to silver and gold which possess 

antimicrobial potential. CuO nanoparticles are potentially high valuable antimicrobial agents due 

to the fact that when synthesized, they possess extremely unusual crystal morphologies and high 

surface areas [5]. Various plants were used for the synthesis of nanoparticles using green 

synthesis method. In this present investigation, Prunus persica belonging to the family of 

Rosaceae commonly known as Peach has be used for the synthesis of copper oxide nanoparticles 

by green synthesis method. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

COLLECTION OF PRUNUS PERSICA LEAVES 

 Prunus persica leaves were collected from agricultural lands of Munnar in Kerala. 

Leaves were washed with tap water several times and then washed with distilled water 2-3 times 

to remove dust particles. Washed leaves were dried. 
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PREPARATION OF PRUNUS PERSICA LEAF EXTRACT 

All glass wares were washed with deionized water and then dried. About 5g of Prunus 

persica leaves were taken in 250 ml beaker and 100ml of deionized water was added and boiled 

for 30 minutes. After cooling, the extract was filtered using filter paper and stored for further 

usage. The extract was yellow in colour. 

PHYTOCHEMICAL SCREENING 

Extract of Prunus persica leaves was subjected to preliminary phytochemical screening 

to identify chemical constitution of plant. Methods of analysis were carried out using standard 

qualitative method as described by various researchers Kotate, (1999) and Harbrone, (1984). The 

samples were screened for presence of bioactive compounds. 

PREPARATION OF COPPER (II) ACETATE SOLUTION 

 0.1N copper (II) acetate solution was prepared by dissolving 1.816 g of copper acetate in 

100 ml distilled water and stored in clean dry flask.  

GREEN SYNTHESIS OF COPPER OXIDE NANOPARTICLE 

10ml of Prunus persica leaf extract was added to 5 ml of 0.1N copper (II) acetate 

solution and mixed well, colour of solution changed from yellow to brown. Colour change may 

be due to formation of copper oxide nanoparticles. Solution was allowed to settle and then 

filtered, dried and stored for further characterization. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

UV-VISIBLE SPECTROSCOPY 

In the present study the synthesized copper oxide nanoparticle had λmaxat 266 nm 

indicating the presence of oxide of copper metal. Similar observation was also made by Ahmed et 

al (2003) and Jayalakshmi et al (2014). 
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FTIR ANALYSIS 

 

 

 

FTIR value Possible functional group 

3763 cm-1 O-H stretching frequency 

3425 cm-1 N-H stretching frequency 

2941 cm-1 C-H stretching frequency 

1622 cm-1 C=C bending frequency 

1379 cm-1 C-H bending frequency 

1105 cm-1 C- O stretching frequency 

754 cm-1 C-Cl stretching frequency 

613 cm-1 C-Br stretching frequency 

FTIR analysis of copper oxide nanoparticles suggested that they might be surrounded by 

any of these molecules such as phenols and terpenoids, Kalainila et al already reported the same 

type of results.Important compounds in the plant extract are hydroxyl and carbonyl groups. Both 

functional groups allowed plant extract to act as reducing agent as well as stabilizing agent. 

Chemical constituents present in plant leaves extract such as flavonoids, alkaloids and phenols are 

responsible for reduction of copper ions into copper oxide nanoparticle due to their capping and 

reducing capacity. 
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XRD PATTERN 

The sizes of the synthesized CuO nanoparticles were calculated from powder XRD 

pattern using Debye - Scherrer’s formula, 

D=kλ/β cosθ 

          Where, 

D - the particle size can be calculated using the equation 

θ is the Bragg’s angle for the peak 

β is the Full Width for Half Maximum for the diffracted peak (FHWM)  

λ is the wavelength having value 1.5406 

k is Scherrer’s constant≈ 0.94 

 

Particle 

 

2 θ (deg) 

 

FWHM(deg) 

 

Peak Number 
Crystalline 

size 

Particle (I) 23.0349 0.7587 11 1.8701 nm 

Particle (II) 28.5722 0.7444 17 2.6130 nm 

In the present study the size of the synthesized copper oxide nanoparticle from copper 

acetate using Prunus persica leaf extract was found to be 1.8701nmand 2.6130nm.Similar 

observation was also made by Rozina Shaikhet al (2016). 

SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE (SEM) 

 

Image obtained by SEM for synthesized CuO nanoparticle showed spherical shaped 

nanoparticles. 

ANTIMICROBIAL ACTIVITY 

In the present study synthesized CuO nanoparticles were analysed for inhibition against 

the bacteria and fungi using Agar diffusion method. The zone of inhibition values for the bacteria 

and fungi are given in the table. As compared with the standard the synthesized copper oxide 

nanoparticle having better zone of inhibition values 
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Zone of inhibition (mm) 

 Bacteria Fungi 

Sample code 
Salmonella 

typhi 

Pseudomonas Streptococci Candida 

albicans 

CuO(Prunus 

persica) 

10 8 13 10 

Standard 

(Amikacin) 

18 17 17 15 

Control Resistant Resistant Resistant Resistant 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

• Phytochemical screening of Prunus persica leaf extract showed presence of anthocyanin, 

saponin, triterpenes, flavonoids, tannin, alkaloids, phenol, lactones and the absence of 

steroids, coumarins, quinones, carbohydrates and proteins. During the biosynthesis, 

formation of CuO nanoparticles was indicated by change in colour of mixture (copper 

acetate and Prunus persica leaf extract) from blue to brown after the addition of copper 

actate into Prunus persica leaf extract. 

• UV-Vis spectroscopy showed λmax  value for the synthesized copper oxide nanoparticle 

from copper acetate using Prunus persica leaf extract at 266 nm. 

• FTIR study showed the peak values at 3763 cm-1 (O-H stretching frequency), 3425 cm-1 

(N-H stretching frequency), 2941 cm-1 (C-H stretching frequency), 1622 cm-1 (Aromatic 

group (C=C)), 1379 cm-1 (C-H bending frequency), 1105 cm-1C-O stretching frequency, 

754 cm-1 (C-Cl stretching frequency), 613 cm-1 (C-Br stretching frequency). 

•  XRD data showed that size of synthesized copper oxide nanoparticle from copper acetate 

using Prunus persica leaf extract was found to be 1.8701nm and 2.6130 nm. 

• SEM image showed that shape of synthesized copper oxide nanoparticle was spherical in 

shape. 

• Synthesized copper oxide nanoparticle from copper acetate using Prunus persica leaf 

extract had greater antimicrobial activity against selected bacteria and fungi. 
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Abstract 

Four Cu(II) complexes were synthesized by the reaction of dichlorobis (dimethyl 

sulfoxide) copper(II) [Cu(DMSO)2Cl2] with 4-methoxysalicylaldehyde-4(N)-substituted 

thiosemicarbazone [4-MSal-Rtsc], where R= H, CH3, C2H5 and C6H5. The new Cu(II) complexes 

were characterized by various spectral techniques (IR, UV-Vis and 1H-NMR).  

Their binding interaction with calf-thymus DNA (CT-DNA) and protein (Bovine serum albumin) 

was analyzed by using emission spectral titration studies and cyclic voltammetry.  

The observations indicated significant binding ability of the complexes 1–4 with CT-DNA and 

BSA. 

Introduction 

Copper is the one of the earliest metal. It’s malleable, ductile, good conductor and 

produce rich colors.1 Copper(II) complexes with semicarbazide and thiosemicarbazide have 

received much attention due to their application as antiviral drugs, exhibiting superior activity 

compared to that of uncomplexed ligand.2 Copper is the one of the most abundant elements in the 

earth crust. It exist in two oxidation state +1 and +2. Among these +2 is most common and its 

complexes have been extensively studied. These complexes have octahedral, tetrahedral, square 

planar and trigonal bipyramidal geometries.3 Due to the presence of unpaired electrons 

copper(II) complexes are paramagnetic. DMSO can ligate metal atoms by bonding in one of two 

possible ways; through the oxygen atom or through the sulfur atom.4 Among the platinum group 

metals, ruthenium, nickel, copper, palladium and platinum complexes have been studied 

extensively.5 The present work deals with the synthesis, spectral characterization and DNA/BSA 

binding studies of new Cu(ІІ)complex containing 4-methoxy salicylaldehyde-4(N)-substituted 

thiosemicarbazone. 

Experimental Section 

All the reagents used were analar grade and were purified and dried according to standard 

procedures.6 The ligands (HL1-4) were synthesized according to the standard literature procedures. 

7 The cyclic voltammetric studies were performed on CH-1660E electrochemical workstation.  

General procedure for Synthesis of complexes 

To a solution of [Cu(DMSO)2Cl2] (0.3439 mmol) in acetonitrile (5 ml),  

4-methoxysalicylaldehyde substituted thiosemicarbazone (0.3439 mmol), in acetonitrile (5 ml) 

were added. The reaction mixture was then refluxed for 5 h. The dark green suspension gradually 

turned to brown. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The brown solid that formed 

was washed with petroleum ether (60–80⁰C) 2–3 times. 
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Complex  Yield  Colour Melting point 

Cu(Msal-tsc)Cl 71% Brown ͦ300⁰C 

Cu(Msal-mtsc)Cl 78%  Brown ͦ300⁰C 

Cu(Msal-etsc)Cl 67% Dark Brown  178⁰C 

Cu(Msal-ptsc)Cl 68% Dark Brown 110⁰C 

DNA Binding study  

Measurements of emission intensity were carried out by using a buffer solution of 5% 

DMSO/5 mM Tris–HCl/50 mM NaCl as a blank to make preliminary adjustments. DNA was 

pretreated with EB in the ratio of [DNA/EB] = 10 for 30 min at 27°C. The metal complexes were 

then added to this mixture, and their effect on the emission intensity was measured. 

BSA binding experiments  

A protein binding study was performed via fluorescence quenching experiments on 

tryptophan using bovine serum albumin (BSA, 10 mM) as the substrate in phosphate buffer  

(pH 7.2). Quenching of the emission intensity of tryptophan residues of BSA at 347–349 nm 

(excitation wavelength of 280 nm) was monitored using ligands (HL1-4) and their complexes  

(1-4) as quenchers with increasing concentrations of the complexes. 

Electrochemistry 

Electron transfer properties of new complexes (10 ml, 1 mol) and its binding ability with 

CT-DNA were performed by Cyclic voltammetry using methanol solvent. The working electrode 

was glassy carbon electrode, Ag/AgCl electrode as the reference electrode, platinum wire as the 

counter electrode and tetrabutylammoniumperchlorate as supporting electrolyte at a scan rate of 

100mvs-1. Cyclic voltammogram of complexes 1-4 were recorded then five successive additions 

of 10µl DNA to the new complexes were studied, the change in the potential and current values 

were noted. 

Results and Discussion 

The reactions of [Cu(DMSO)2Cl2] with an equimolar amount of  

4-methoxysalicylaldehyde-4(N)-substituted thiosemicarbazones (HL1-4) were refluxed in CH3CN 

medium resulted in the formation of new complexes (Scheme 1). The complexes are soluble in 

common organic solvents such as CH2Cl2, acetonitrile, ethanol, methanol, DMF and DMSO. 

 

 

 

Scheme 1: Preparation of new Cu(II) complexes 

Spectral studies 

The IR spectra of the ligands HL1-4 showed the absorption bands at of 3458, 3360, 3361, 

3339 cm-1 respectively corresponding to v(O-H) group, which was completely disappear after 

complexation with the copper(II) ions showing deprotonation prior to coordination through 

oxygen atom. An azomethine nitrogen v(C=N) bands at 1593, 1629, 1692, 1589cm-1 and in the new 
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complexes (1-4) has been shifted to the range of 1609,1605, 1659, 1602 cm-1 respectively, 

indicating the coordination of azomethine nitrogen atom.8 A sharp bands at 771, 780, 795, 736 

cm-1 assigned to v(C=S) in the ligands has retained in the spectra of the complexes at 721, 776, 775 

and 736 cm-1 respectively due to v(C=S) indicated the coordination of thione sulphur atom.9 From 

the IR spectra of the new complex it is inferred that the ligand coordinated as ONS ligand to the 

Cu through its phenolic oxygen, thione sulphur and hydrazinic nitrogen and it act as a tridentate 

monobasic manner.10 In UV-vis (DMSO), λmax : 310-315 nm (n→ π*) and 375-385 nm assigned 

Ligand to Metal Charge Transition for complexes 1-4. The 1H NMR spectra of the new copper(II) 

complexes were recorded in CDCl3. In those spectra no peaks were found. The NMR inactiveness 

of the complexes confirms the paramagnetic nature and its +2 oxidation state. 

DNA Binding Studies:  

The ability of the complexes to bind to CT-DNA was confirmed by ethidium bromide 

(EB) displacement studies (Fig 1). The addition of the complexes 1–4 (0–50 mM) to CT-DNA 

which is pretreated with EB in a Tris HCl-buffer, decreases of emission intensity indicates the 

binding capability of metal complexes to EB-DNA. Upon addition of complexes 1-4 to CT-DNA 

caused significant reduction in the emission intensity at 602 nm (Fig.1) which indicates that the 

replacement of the EB fluorophore by respective complexes. The quenching extents of complexes 

1-4 were evaluated qualitatively by employing Stern–Volmer equation (1). Using the classical 

Stern-Volmer equation, the quenching constant was determined (Fig 2 and table 1).  

I0/I = Ksv[Q] + 1            (1) 

Table.1. Ksv value for the interaction of the complexes 1-4 with CT-DNA+EB 

Complexes  Ksv x 104  

1  0.313  

2  0.468  

3  0.481  

4  0.322  

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Emission spectra of the DNA-EB system (λemi=602 nm) of complex 1-4. 
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Fig. 2: Stern Volmer plot of complexes 1-4 

BSA binding Studies: 

The interactions between the synthesized cupper(II) complexes 1-4 and bovine serum 

albumins (BSA) was studied by using fluorescence spectroscopy. When excited at 280 the 

emission spectra of BSA was shown to display an intense fluorescence observed at 338 nm.11 This 

is mainly due to the tryptophan residues of the serum albumin. Fig. 3 showed the effect of 

increasing concentrations of the complexes on the emission intensity of BSA. Addition of 

increasing amounts of the complexes to BSA solution resulted in the quenching of emission 

intensity of the band at 338 nm. 

 

Fig. 3: Emission spectra of BSA (10 ϻM; λem: 338 nm) in the presence of increasing 

concentration of the complexes (0-50 μM) 

 

Fig. 4: Stern Volmer plots and Scatchard plots of the complexes 1-4 

 

Table. 2. Queching constant (KSV), binding constant (Kb) and number of binding sites (n) for the 

interactions of complexes with BSA 

Complexes Ksv x 104 Kb x 103 n 

1 0.282 0.047 0.76 

2 0.256 0.262 0.815 

3 0.589 0.489 0.901 

4 0.317 0.072 0.73 
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Electrochemistry 
 Electron transfer properties of new complexes (10 ml, 1 mol) and its binding ability with 

CT-DNA were studied (Fig. 5). From the electrochemical studies it is inferred that the current 

and potential corresponding to complexes (around -0.6×10-5 A, 0.5V) significantly varied with 

the successive addition of CT-DNA to the values of (around -0.85×10-5 A, 0.5V) current and 

potential respectively. This indicates the considerable binding interaction of DNA with 

complexes.  

 

Fig. 5: Cyclicvoltammogram for complex 1-4 

Conclusion 

Four new mononuclear copper(II) complexes were synthesized and characterized by 

various spectroscopic techniques. The NMR inactiveness of the complexes confirms the 

paramagnetic nature and its +2 oxidation state. From the spectral studies, it is inferred that the 

ligands acted as a tridentate monobasic fashion and resulted square planar complexes by utilizing 

their azomethine nitrogen, phenolic oxygen and thione sulphur atoms, forming a five member and 

six member chelate rings. CT-DNA/protein binding studies were carried out for all the 

complexes. The complex 3 exhibited higher binding ability than other complexes.  
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Abstract 

The photocatalytic degradation of mureoxide by undoped zirconium dioxide has been 

studied and the progress of the reaction was observed spectrophotometrically at 616nm. The 

effect of various operating variables like temperature, concentration of dye, amount of 

semiconductor and light intensity on the rate of degradation was observed. A tentative mechanism 

has been proposed for the photocatalytic degradation of the dye, involving hydroxyl radical as an 

active oxidizing species. 

Key Words: Photocatalyst, Dye, Degradation, Mureoxide  

INTRODUCTION:- 

Metal are very strong and durable and therefore used to make many things. These are 

used for making automobiles, satellites. Most metal are hard but some are not. All metal are good 

conductors are electricity. Photocatalysis is the acceleration of a photo reaction in the presence of 

catalysis. In catalyzed photolysis light absorbed by an absorbed substrate. In photo generated 

catalysis, Photocatalysis activity depends on the ability of the catalysis to create electron hole pair 

which generates free radicals. It’s able to undergo secondary reaction.(1) When metal absorbs UV 

light a chain of events possibly leading to the production of radicals is initiated. These radical can 

attack the surroundings of the pigment and that can cause breakdown of the organic medium 

resulting in embrittlement loss of gloss or chalking. When colorants, pigments or dyestuffs are 

involved, the color can also be affected. If one of the step leading to radical formation is 

prevented, the catalytic degradation cycle is stopped. 

 The pollution of water owing the color effluents originating from various industrial 

capacities is current problem worldwide. Textile dyes and other industrial dyestuffs form one of 

the largest groups of organic compounds that represent an increasing environmental danger. 

Textile industry waste water is known to contain considerable amounts of non fixed dyes, azo dye 

and a quantity of inorganic salts.(2) The most of the dyes used in dying processes are released 

into the environment. For instance, azo dyes, the most important and frequently used foe 

colorization in textile industries endanger human health due to either toxic or mutagenic and 

carcinogenic effect. They are very stable because of their complex aromatic structures, hence are 

difficult to degrade. Congo red is typical and the first synthetic dye of anionic azo dyes, which is 

synthesized by coupling tetrazotised benzidine with two molecules of napthionic acid. The quick 

recombination of change carriers is the main factor influencing the photocatalytic activity.(3) 

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 

 Experimental work carried out for the degradation of Mureoxide dye using zirconium 

dioxide has been explained. The experimental section includes, (i) Synthesis of ZrO2 by sol-gel 

method, (ii) Characterization of ZrO2 (iii) Degradation of Mureoxide dye 

SYNTHESIS OF ZIRCONIUM DIOXIDE 

Zirconium was synthesized by sol-gel method. Zirconium acetate was added with 

Con.HCl in drop wise manner with constant stirring. Then quantitatively weighed polyvinyl 

propylene was added in the above mixture followed by 25ml distilled water with constant stirring. 
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Then to this mixture, 200ml of distilled water was added with constant stirring for 18hrs by using 

magnetic stirrer. After stirring, ammonium buffer solution was added. Then the mixture was kept 

in furnace for calcination. The calcinations process was carried out in 450˚C. The mixture was 

kept in furnace for 3hrs and then it is ground well in a mortar. The sample was collected. 

CHARACTERIZATION OF ZrO2 

 The newly synthesized zirconia was characterized by IR and UV spectroscopy, SEM 

analysis and XRD studies. 

DEGRADATION REACTION 

Dye solution was prepared for photo degradation studies. Mureoxide dye is used. 100ppm 

dye solution was prepared taking 0.1g Mureoxide in water and made up to 100ml. This made up 

solution is tested for (i) Effect of dye concentration with time, (ii) Effect of catalyst 

concentration, (iii) Effect of temperature. These factors are also examined for UV data. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

CHARACTERIZATION OF METAL OXIDE 

FT-IR spectrum of the metal oxide ZrO2 shows bands observed at 3293.82 and 

1629.55cm-1 are assigned to the bending and stretching vibration of the O-H bands due to 

absorbed water molecules. The bands at 449.7 to 621.933cm-1 corresponds to various 

vibrations of the Zr-O bonds. The observation of absorbed peak at 1071cm-1 implied that the 

hydrated molecules could be in several different energetically bonding states. 

 XRD ANALYSIS OF THE CATALYST  

XRD patterns of synthesised ZrO2 are shows Peaks appearing at 2Ѳ: 29.6531, 

49.8066, 59.3791 corresponding to the diffraction patterns of (101), (112) and (211) 

respectively of the pure tetragonal phase of ZrO2. The percentage crystallinity of the catalyst 

is also determined and is found to have 56.93% crystalline in its structure. The results are 

tabulated in Table 1 and 2. The percentage crystallininty is calculated using the following 

formula: 

 

SEM ANALYSIS OF THE CATALYST  

The surface morphology of ZrO2 was investigated using SEM. Fig 1 shows the SEM 

of ZrO2 which shows a compact arrangement of uniform particles and are almost irregular in 

shape. The particles are more or less spherical in shape and each particle is found to be 

aggregate of very small crystallites.  

DEGRADATION OF MUREOXIDE 

The photocatalytic degradation of mureoxide is observed at λmax = 201-495nm. The 

plot of log OD Vs time was found to be a straight line. The rate of the reaction was 

determined using the expression K= 2.303 x slope  
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EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE 

Reaction was followed at four different temperature is the range of 40 K using 

0.02mg of the catalyst. Results are given Table 3. The results indicate that the 

photodegradation increases with temperature. This may be due to fact that adsorption of 

reactants on the surface of catalysts is spontaneous exothermic phenomenon enhanced by 

reaction of temperature. 

EFFECT OF DYE CONCENTRATION WITH TIME 

Effect of variation of Catalyst concentration was studied by taking different 

concentration of dye. The results are tabulated in Table 4. From the results, it is evident that 

the rate of photocatalytic degradation increases concentration of the dyes. This may be due to 

the fact that as the concentration of the catalyst increased, more dye molecules were 

available for excitation followed by inter system crossing and hence, there was far increase 

in the rate.(4) The rate of photocatalytic degradation was found to decrease with increase in 

the concentration of dyes further. Here, the dyes acting as a filter for the incident light and it 

does not permit the light to reach the metal oxide and these, decreasing the rate of 

photocatalytic activity.  

EFFECT OF AMOUNT OF ZIRCONIUM DIOXIDE 

The amount of metal oxide is also likely to affect the process of dye degradation and 

the results are summarized in Table 5. It has been observed that, as the amount of catalyst 

was increased, the rate of photodegradation of dyes increases but the reaction rate becomes 

constant after a certain amount of catalyst. This may be due to the fact that, as the amount of 

catalyst increased, the exposed area also increases but after a certain limits, the amount of 

catalyst has no effect on the rate of photocatalytic degradation.(5) This may be considered as 

saturation point above which any increases in amount of catalyst only increase the thickening 

of the layer. 

MECHANISM 

 On the basis of experimental observations, a tentative mechanism may be proposed  

  1Dye0       hγ        1Dye1 

  1Dye1       hγ        3Dye1 

  Catalyst       hγ       e- (CB) + h+ VB) / cat+     

              H+ + OH-                     •OH 

  3Dye1  + •OH             Products + l dye 

 Dye may absorb radiation of suitable wavelength; it is exited to its first singlet state 

followed by intersystem crossing (ISC) to triplet state. Catalyst also utilized incident light to 

exist its electron to conduction bond leaving behind a hole. This hole may abstract an 

electron from OH- to from •OH radicals. The exited dye may be oxidized to products by •OH 

radicals. 
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TABLES` 

Table 1. X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA 

S.No 
Stronges

t Peak 
2Ѳ D 

Relative 

Intensity 

1 5 29.6531 101 2181 

2 13 49.8066 112 1717 

3 16 59.3791 211 1226 

Table 2. Percentage crystallinity of the catalyst 

S.No 

Total Intensity of 

the strongest peaks 

(Ic) 

Total 

Intensity of 

broad peaks 

(Ia) 

% 

Crystallinity 

=Ic/Ic+IaX100 

1. 5724 3876 56.93 

Table 3. Effect of Temperature 

S.NO WEIGHT(g) TIME(min) Observed OD 

1. 0.02 40 1.7625 

2. 0.02 50 2.0370 

3. 0.02 60 2.9076 

4. 0.02 70 2.9580 

Table 4. Effect of dye concentration with time 

S.NO WEIGHT(g) TIME(min) Observed OD 

1. 0.02 15 1.3336 

2. 0.02 30 1.5688 

3. 0.02 45 1.6171 

4. 0.02 60 1.7458 

5. 0.02 75 1.8428 
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Table 5. Effect of Catalyst Concentration 

S.NO WEIGHT(g) 
Observed 

Optical Density 

1. 0.02 0.8331 

2. 0.04 1.3258 

3. 0.06 1.5245 

4. 0.08 1.7332 

Scanning Electron Microscope Image 

 

 The SEM images of the Catalyst 

CONCLUSION 

The existence of catalyst and lights is essential for photocatalytic degradation of 

colored dyes. Visible light/ ZrO2 system could be efficiently used for the photodegradation of 

organic dyes. The results indicate that the degree of photodegradation of organic dye was 

affected by different parameters. The procedure used in this present work can be improved 

and used as an efficient technology for photocatalytic degradation of organic dyes.  
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Abstract 

Plants and plant-based medicaments are the basis of many of the modern pharmaceuticals 

we use today for our various ailments. The aim of the study was to find out the bioactive 

chemical constituents and to evaluate the antimicrobial activity of the alcoholic extract of- 

Echinopsis calochlora schum(ECS-S). A qualitative phytochemical analysis was performed for 

the detection of alkaloids, glycosides, terpenoids, steroids, flavonoids, tannins and reducing 

sugar. Knowledge of the chemical constituents of plants is desirable, not only for the discovery of 

therapeutic agents, but also because such information may be of value in disclosing new sources 

of such economic materials as tannins, oils, gums, precursors for the synthesis of complex 

chemical substances. 

Keywords : flavonoids, phytochemical, antimicrobial activity, alkaloids, glycosides. 

1. Introduction: 

Phytochemicals are chemical compounds formed during the plants’ normal metabolical 

processes [1].These chemicals are often referred to as secondary metabolites of which there are 

several classes including alkaloids, flavonoids, coumarins, glycosides, gums, polysaccharides, 

phenols, tannins and terpenoids [2]. In contrast to synthetic pharmaceuticals based upon single 

chemicals, many medicinal plants exert their beneficial effects through the additive or synergistic 

action of several chemical compounds acting at single or multiple target sites associated with 

physiological process. The primary metabolites are of major importance to plants [3]. The 

secondary metabolites are of medicinal value to man and these can equally be obtained from 

various anatomical structures of plants [4].Different parts of the plant have different active 

constituents and these active constituents may vary in their extent of activity and concentration. 

Most of active principles are existing in leaves, flower, fruit, bark, root and seeds of the plant. 

Plant products are often used traditionally to treat many diseases like fever, cold, malaria, 

rheumatism, aches, toothaches, headaches, indigestion, ulcers, diarrhea, constipation, 

dysmenorrheal and irregular menstruation. The knowledge of the chemical constituents of plants 

would further be valuable in discovering the actual value of folkloric remedies. Chemically 

constituents may be therapeutically active or inactive. The ones which are active are called active 

constituents and the inactive ones are called inert chemical constituents [5-7]. The phytochemical 

screening and pharmacological activity of various plant extracts are reported by several 

researchers [8-12].The present study aims to investigate the phytochemical screening and 

pharmacological activity of stem of Echinopsis calochlora schum(ECS-S) 

2. Experimental: 

2.1. Materials: 

 Fresh and crushed stem of Echinopsis calochlora schum was soaked in 500 ml of ethyl 

alcohol for 3 days. After the immersion period the solution was filtered and stored. The filtrate 

was used as a stock solution for further studies. 
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2.2. Methods: 

2.2.1. Phytochemical Screening 

The extracts were examined for the presence of the following phytochemicals: alkaloids, 

tannins, saponin, steroid, terpenes, flavonoids, and cardiac glycosides etc, using standard 

procedures[13] as follows: 

Test for Alkaloids 

The extract was dissolved in 5mL of 1% HCl and 5 drops of Drangendoff’s reagent were 

added. The formation of orange precipitate indicates the presence of alkaloids. 

Test for Saponins 

The extract, with 5mL of water was vigorously shaken and heated to boil. Frothing that 

persisted for 30 minutes shows the presence of saponin. 

Test for Tannins 

The extract was dissolved in 5mL of distilled water, then boiled gently and cooled. 1mL 

of this solution was put in a test tube and 3 drops of Ferric Chloride solution was added. A deep 

greenish-black colouration indicates a positive test for tannins. 

Test for Terpenes/Terpenoids 

The Salkowski test was used. 5mL of the extract was mixed in 2mL of Chloroform, and 

3mL concentrated sulphuric acid was carefully added to form a layer. A reddish brown 

colouration of the inter-face was formed to show positive result for the presence of terpenes or 

terpenoids. 

Test for Steroids 

2mL of acetic anhydride was added to 1 ml of extract with 2mL of H2SO4. The colour 

changed from violet to blue, indicating the presence of steroids. 

Test for Cardiac glycosides 

The Keller-Killani test was used. 5mL of each extracts was treated with 2mL of glacial 

acetic acid, containing one drop of ferric chloride solution. This was underlayed with 1mL of 

concentrated sulphuric acid. A browning of the interface indicates a deoxysugar characteristic of 

‘cardiac glycosides’ (cardenolides).  

Test for Flavonoids 

5mL of diluted ammonia solution was added to a portion of the plant extract, followed by 

addition of concentrated sulphuric acid. A yellow colouration was observed in each extract, 

indicating the presence of flavonoids. 

2.2.2. Antibacterial activity: 

The test microorganisms used for antimicrobial sensitivity testing included 

Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli. Antibacterial assay was carried out on Muller Hinton 

agar. The active extract fractions were serially diluted in the respective solvent used for its 
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extraction. The active extract fractions were diluted and used at concentrations of 20, 60 and 

80μL concentration. The assay is established by the measurable zones of inhibition after 24 h of 

incubation at 370C. Ciproflaxacin is used as standard control. 

2.2.3. FTIR analysis: 

The crude plant extract was employed for FTIR analysis using a Shimadzu spectrometer 

in the spectral region between 4000 and 500 cm-1.  

3. Results and Discussion: 

3.1. Phytochemical screening: 

The phytochemical constituent of the plant extract is shown in Table 1 and Fig 1. The 

presences of medicinally important metabolites are reported by screening study. The screening 

shows the presence of alkaloids, coumarins, tannin, anthocyanin, phenol and glycosides in the 

plant extract. 

Table1: Phytochemical analysis of ECS-S 

S.NO Phyto 

constituents 
ECS-S 

1. Alkaloids + 

2. Terpenoids - 

3. Coumarins + 

4. Steroids - 

5. Tannins + 

6. Saponins - 

7. Flavonoids - 

9. Anthocyanin + 

11. Phenols + 

12. Proteins - 

13. Carbohydrates - 

14. Glycosides + 
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Fig 1: Phytochemical screening of ECS-S 

3.2. Microbial activity 

The microbial activity of 20μL, 60μL and 80μL concentrations of the crude extract was 

measured by zone of inhibition as in Table 2. The result showed that no zone of inhibition by the 

plant extract due to the thickness of the cell wall of the microorganisms and may be the higher 

concentration of the plant extract inhibits the growth of the pathogens. The standard drug exhibits 

25 mm zone of inhibition. 

Table 2 :  Antimicrobial testing of ECS-S using Agar diffusion method   

Sample Pathogens Diameter of zone of inhibition(mm) 
 

ECS-S 
Standard 

Ciprofloxacin 

100 μg 

Sample 

20 μL 
Sample  

60 μL 
Sample 

80 μL 

S.aureus 25 0 0 0 
E.coli 25 0 0 0 

3.3. FTIR Analysis 

FTIR peak values and the spectrum for ECS-S were shown in Table 3 and Fig 4 

respectively. The peak at 3328 cm-1 and 2989.66cm-1 indicate the presence of C-H in alkane and 

O-H in alcohol. The peak at 1751.36cm-1 shows presence of C-O in esters. The peak at 

1523.76cm-1 shows the presence of C=C in aromatics. 1381.03cm-1 peak indicates the presence 

of methyl group. The peak at 1238.30cm-1 indicates the presence of C-N in aliphatic amines. The 

peak at 875.68cm-1 & 867.97cm-1 shows the presence of aromatic meta distributed benzene. 

TABLE 3: FTIR peak values for ECS-S 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Peak values 

(cm-1) 
Possible groups 

3328  -OH in alcohol 
2989.66  C-H in alkane 
1751.36 -C=O in ester 
1523.76  C=C in aromatic 
1381.03 -CH3  
1238.30 C-N in aliphatic amines 
1041.56                  Trifluoromethyl 
867.97 Meta disubstituted benzene 
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Fig4: FITR Spectrum of ECS-S 

Conclusion: 

The ethanolic extract of the studied plant contained many bioactive chemical constituents 

including alkaloids, glycosides, terpenoids, steroids, flavonoids, and tannins. The FTIR analysis 

revealed the presence different functional groups in the plant extract. The extract of Echinopsis 

calochlora inactive against the tested pathogens. The higher concentration of the plant extract 

may be inhibiting the bacterial growth. 
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Abstract: 

Plants historically have served as models in drug development. The production of 

medicines and the pharmacological treatment of diseases began with the use of natural plant 

products. The plant extracts are used as therapeutic agents, have varieties of biological activities 

including heart failure, cancer, anti-neoplastic, anti-inflammatory, sedation, anti-bacterial, 

antifungal, analgesic, antipyretic and anthelminthic effects. The present study investigates the 

preliminary phytochemical screening of Sansevieria cylindrica belongs to the family 

Asparagaceae and its FTIR analysis. The screening study revealed the presence of possible phyto 

constituents in the plant extract. 

Keywords: plant products, Agar diffusion method, phytochemical, pharmacological activity 

1. Introduction 

  Bioactive compounds derived from plant extracts have been reported scientifically for 

biological activities. Plants produce phytochemicals to protect themselves; but recent studies 

indicate that many phytochemicals can also protect humans against infectious diseases [1-5]. 

These biologically active ingredients are alkaloids, flavonoids, steroids, glycosides, terpenes and 

tannins  

[6-8]. There are innumerable potentially useful medicinal plants and herbs waiting to be evaluated 

and exploited for their effective therapeutic application. There is great interest in plant 

antimicrobials, and several methods are available to detect their inhibitory activity. Various 

publications have documented the antimicrobial activity of plant extracts. Several methods have 

been used, and they are based on different principles. So the results obtained are influenced by the 

method selected, by the microorganism or specific strain used, and by the plant extract test 

compound (with different phenolic compounds) and degree of solubility [9-10]. The objective of 

this work was to examine the phytochemical screening and in vitro antimicrobial activity of stem 

of Sansevieria cylindrica extract. Antimicrobial activity was tested by disc diffusion method for 

determining the susceptibility of A.niger and C.albicans to extract SCEA-S and the standard 

amphotericin. 

2.Exprimental: 

2.1. Materials: 

Dried and powered stem of Sansevieria cylindrica was soaked in 500 ml of ethyl acetate 

for 3 days. After the immersion period the solution was filtered and stored. The filtrate was used 

as a stock solution for further studies. 

2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Qualitative phytochemical analysis 

The ethyl acetate extract of Sansevieria cylindrica was subjected to different chemical 

tests for the detection of phyto constituents such as carbohydrates, glycosides, alkaloids, proteins, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asparagaceae
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amino acids, tannins, phenolics, saponins, flavonoids, terpenoids, steroids etc using standard 

procedures[11]. The qualitative test was justified by their color changes with various reagents. 

2.2.2. Antibacterial activity 

The antimicrobial activity of the ethyl acetate extract of SCEA-S was determined by disc 

diffusion method. The anti fungal assay was seen against to the micro organisms A.niger and 

C.albicans. The fungal species were first cultured in a nutrient broth for 24 h before use. 

2.2.3. FTIR analysis: 

The crude Sansevieria cylindrica extract was employed for FTIR analysis using a 

Shimadzu make spectrometer in the spectral region between 4000 and 500 cm-1.  

3. Results and Discussion: 

3.1. Phytochemical screening: 

Preliminary phytochemical screening was performed and reported in Table 1.The 

presence of phytoconstituents such as alkaloids, Saponins, quinones and carbohydrates were 

confirmed by the standard procedure[12].Negative results obtained for terpenoids, coumarins, 

steroids, tannins, flavonoids, anthroquinones and phenols. 

Table. 1: Phytochemical analysis of stem of Sanseveris cylindrica 

  PHYTOCHEMICALS OBSERVATION 

Alkaloids + 

Terpenoids - 

Coumarins - 

Steroids - 

Tannins - 

Saponins + 

Flavonoids - 

Quinones + 

Anthroquinones - 

Phenols - 

Carbohydrates + 

+Present - Absent 

3.2. Antifungal activity: 

Antifungal assay was carried out using different strains of fungal species like A.niger and 

C.albicans.The results obtained were compared against standard drug amphotericin. The crude 

ethyl acetate extract of Sansevieria cylindrica showed activity against tested fungal species. The 

extract exhibit moderate antifungal activity against the micro organism A.niger at 80μL 

concentration of the extract and the extract exhibits no inhibition zone against C.albicans. The 

antifungal activity is shown in Table 2 and Figure 1 & Figure 2.Both standard drug and the 

sample showed same zone of inhibition (3mm) against A.niger pathogen. 
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Table 2: Antifungal activity of SCEA-S by disc diffusion method 

 

Sample Pathogens Diameter of zone of inhibition(mm) 

 

SCEA-S 

Amphotericin 

250μg 

Sample  

20 μL 

Sample 

 60 μL 

Sample  

80 μL 

A.niger 3 0 0 3 

C.albicans 9 0 0 0 

 

 

    

Fig 1: Antifungal activity of the standard drug Amphotericin 

  

    

Fig 2: Antifungal assay of SCEA-S 
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3.3. FTIR analysis 

FTIR spectrum of SCEA-S is shown in Fig 3 respectively. The peak at 3383.14cm-1 

indicate the presence of OH group in alcohols or phenols.1643.35 cm-1 peak indicates the 

presence of C=O in amide. The peak at 1141.86 cm-1 shows the presence of esters. 1396.46cm-1 

indicates the presence of N-O in nitro compound. FTIR study shows the presence of various 

functional groups in the plant extract. 

  

Fig 3: FTIR spectrum of SCEA-S 

Conclusion: 

The findings of our study indicates that 

 The different phytochemical tests performed on the extract of Sansevieria cylindrica  

shows the presence of alkaloids, carbohydrates, saponin and quinines.  

 It can be concluded that ethyl acetate stem extract contains bioactive constituents. 

 FTIR study revealed the presence of different functional groups in the plant extract. 

 Antifungal susceptibility assay indicated that the ethyl acetate extract showed the 

moderate activity against pathogenic fungal species A.niger. 
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ABSTRACT 

Phytochemical assay and biological activity is essential for the isolation of new 

compound which directs to the discovery of drug. The adaptability of biological actions can be 

attributed to the huge amount and wide variety of secondary metabolites in plant organisms. The 

current work demonstrated the chemical constituents, antibacterial activity of Solanum betaceum. 

Preliminary phytochemical screening was performed by the Harborne method. Different phyto-

constituents such alkaloids, carbohydrates, proteins, glycosides, lactones, Flavanoids, were 

identified in the leaf extract and it shows better antibacterial activity against the tested micro 

organisms.  

Key words: phytoconstituents, alkaloids, antimicrobial action, glycosides, secondary metabolites. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Plants generally produce many secondary metabolites which are biosynthetically derived 

from primary metabolites. Secondary metabolites have been directly playing an important role in 

human society to combat diseases. Secondary metabolic compounds are present in all plants and 

many of these are known to provide protection against insect attacks and plant diseases [1-3]. The 

pharmacological studies was already done by several researchers with various plants such as 

Hibiscus rosasinensis [4], Linum usitatissimum [5], Amaranthus plant species [6], Aconitum 

heterophylum,[7], Clerodendron glandulosum [8], Eucalyptus camaldulensis [9], Tinospora 
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cordifolia [10], Momordica dioica [11], Yucca gloriosa [12].The The aim of this study was to 

assess the invitro potential of ethyl acetate extract of Solanum betaceum. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL  

2.1 Materials 

2.1.1 Preparation of plant extract  

The leaves were initially separated from plants body and rinsed with distilled water. 

Afterwards the samples were dried under shade of sunlight and then homogenized into fine 

powder using a mortar and were stored in air bottles and the powdered seeds was soaked in 

solvent ethyl acetate for 3 days. The collected portion was subjected to screening studies. 

2.2 METHODS 

2.2.1 Preliminary phytochemicals screening 

The extract obtained from successive solvent extraction of Solanum betaceum were then 

subjected to various qualitative chemical tests[13] to determine the presence of various 

phytoconstituents like alkaloids, carbohydrates, proteins/amino acids, glycosides, phenol, tannins, 

phytosterols, flavonoids, Saponins, lactones, coumarins, terpenes.  

2.2.2 FTIR Analysis 

FTIR spectrum of the crude plant extract (SBL EA) was investigated for its characteristic 

functional groups in the spectral region between 4000-500 cm-1 using Shimadzu make 

spectrometer. 

2.2.3 Anti-bacterial analysis 

The Antibacterial activity of the extract (SBL EA) was performed with Staphylococcus 

aurerus, Escherichia coli organisms by Agar diffusion method. The stock cultures of bacteria 

were revived by inoculating in broth media and grown at 37 degree celcius for 18 hrs. The agar 

plates of the media were prepared and wells were made in the plate. Each plate was inoculated 

with 18 hold cultures (100µl, 10-4cfu) and spread evenly on the plate. After 20 min, the wells 

were filled with of compound at different concentrations. All the plates were incubated at 37 

degree celcius for 24 hours and the diameter of inhibition zone were noted and compared with 

standard ciproflaxin. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Phytochemical Analysis 

Preliminary phytochemical screening of (SBL EA) mainly revealed the presence of 

alkaloids, carbohydrates, proteins, glycosides, lactones, saponin, steroids, flavanoids and negative 

results were obtained for tannins, terpenes, anthocyanin, phenol and coumarin in ethyl acetate 

extract. The results pertaining to this study were presented in Table 1. 
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Table: 1 Qualitative analysis of SBL EA for the presence of phytochemicals 

S.No Phyto constituents SBL-EA 

1 Lactones + 

2 Alkaloids + 

3 Carbohydrates + 

4 Flavanoids + 

5 Proteins + 

6 Saponin + 

7 Steriods + 

8 Glycosides + 

9 Coumarins - 

11 Terpenes - 

12 Anthocyanin - 

13 Quinones - 

14 Phenol  - 

                                       + Presence                    - Absence 

3.2 FTIR Analysis 

The FTIR instrument was used to determine the type of functional groups in the plant 

extract. The observed stretching frequency and the corresponding bond assignment are given in 

the table 2. The FTIR spectrum of extracts SBL EA is shown in the figure 1. The spectral values 

indicate that the peak 3622.32 cm-1 shows the presence of OH in alcohols or phenols. The peak at 

3745.45 cm-1 shows the presence of amide N-H stretching. The peak at 3591.46 cm-1  shows the 

presence of amine N-H stretching. The peak at 2958.81 cm-1 shows the presence of alkyl C-H 

stretching. The peak at 1739.79 cm-1 shows the presence of aldehyde C=0. The peak at 1516.05 

cm-1 shows the presence of aromatic C=C band. The peak at 1427.32 cm-1 shows the presence of 

aromatic C-C. The peak at 1242.16 cm-1 shows the presence of aliphatic amines.  

Table 2: FTIR peak values of Solanum betaceum 

Peak 

values 

Band Assignments 

cm-1 

3745.76 N-H in Amide 

3622.32 O-H in Alchol 

3591.46 N-H in Amine 

2958.81 C-H in Alkyl 

2380.16 O-H in acid 

1739.79 C=O in Aldehyde 

1647.21 C=C in Alkenyl 

1516.05 C=C in Aromatic 

1427.32 C-C in Aromatic 

1373.32 N-O in Nitro 

1242.16 Aliphatic amines 
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Fig 1: FTIR Spectrum of SBL- EA 

3.3 Antibacterial sensitivity 

The leaves of Solanum betaceum in ethyl acetate extract (SBL EA) was tested for their 

anti-bacterial using disc diffusion method. At higher concentration the diameter of inhibition 

zones (DIZ) against S.aureus was 19 mm ad E.coli was 29 mm. whereas the stand drug 

Ciprofloxacin at 500µg showed 38 mm DIZ against E.coli and 36 mm against S.aureus for SBL 

EA. The leaf extract shows better activity against the two tested microorganisms is shown in the 

table 3. The anti microbial activity of the standard drug is shown in Table 4. 

Table: 3 Antibacterial analysis of leaves of Solanum betaceum 

Sample Bacteria 20µI 60µI 80µI MIV µI 

 

SBL EA 

E.coli 15 27 29 20 

S. aureus 8 15 19 20 

Table 4: Anti-bacterial Activity of std. Ciprofloxacin 

Organisms 25 μg 50µg 100µg 250µg 500µg 1000µg MICµg 

E.coli 26 29 32 34 38 * 25 

S.aureus 25 28 31 34 36 * 25 

                                                                    

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The phytochemical screenings of the plant extract states that the plant extract possess 

medicinally important secondary metabolites. Pharmacological study shows that the leaves of the 
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plant Solanum betaceum has moderate antimicrobial activity due to the presence of various 

phytochemicals in the plant extracts and FTIR analysis shows that the plant extract exhibits 

various functional groups like O-H, C-H, C=O, N-O, N-H, C=C. The findings of this study reveal 

that the ethyl acetate extract of the plant possess potential phyto components that may be of great 

use for developing plant-based drugs. 
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Abstract 

The present study investigates phytochemical analysis in the leaf extract of Mimosa diplotricha 

with ethyl alcohol by GC-MS method and preliminary phytochemical screening. The 

phytochemical assay revealed the presence of flavonoids, glycosides, proteins, phenolic 

compounds, tannin, terpenoid, saponins, steroids, and carbohydrate and the absence of alkaloids 

in the extract.GC-MS analysis showed that the plant extract contains variety of phytochemicals 

and totally 9 different phyto constituents observed in the tested plant material. 

Keywords: Mimosa diplotricha, phytochemicals, GC-MS analysis, flavonoids 
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1. Introduction 

  Plants have been an important source of medicine with qualities for thousands of years. 

Mainly on traditional remedies such as herbs for their history it has been used as a popular folk 

medicine. Natural plants materials are expensive gift from human to nature. Herbal medicines are 

safer than synthetic medicines because the phytochemicals in the plant extract target the 

biochemical pathway. Medicinal plants have been used all over the world for the treatment and 

prevention of various ailments, particularly in developing countries where infectious disease are 

endemic and modern health facilities and services are inadequate. plant based natural constituents 

can be derived from any part of the plant like bark, leaves, roots, flowers, seeds, fruits, etc. Plants 

are the traditional sources for many chemicals used as a pharmaceutical biochemicals, fragrances, 

food colours and flavours [1-3]. Chromatography is the term used to describe a separation 

technique in which a mobile phase carrying a mixture is caused to move in contact with a 

selectively absorbent stationary phase. It also plays a fundamental role as an analytical technique 

for quality control and standardization of phyto therapeuticals[4]. The GCMS analysis of 

different plant products are reported by several researchers [5-8]. The present investigation was 

carried out to determine the phytochemical compounds using GC-MS analysis and preliminary 

screening. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials  

2.1.1. Preparation of plant extract 

Fresh leaves of Mimosa Diplotricha are collected from Walayar region, Kerala, and are 

shade-dried and then crushed using a mechanical grinder. These materials were soaked in ethanol 

for 3 days. The extract was filtered and the solvent was removed from it using rotary evaporator. 

The collected portion was subjected to screening for further studies. 

2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Preliminary phytochemical screening 

The crude plant extract tested for the presence of various phyto chemicals like alkaloids, 

flavonoids, tannins, saponin, carotenoids, terpenoids and steroids etc. using standard 

procedures[9]. 

2.2.2. GC-MS Analysis 

GC-MS technique was used in this study to identify the components present in the 

extract. GC-MS technique was carried out at The South India Textile Research Centre (SITRA), 

Coimbatore. The GC-MS analysis of MDL extracts in ethyl alcohol, was performed using a 

thermo GC- Trae Ultra ver : 5.0, Thermo MS DSQII equipped with a DB-5 capillary column (5% 

phenyl95%dimethylpolysiloxane) (30nm X 0.25mm ID X 0.25μmdf) and mass detector turbo 

mass gold of the company which was operated in EI mode. Helium was the carriers gas at a flow 

rate of 1ml/min. and the injection volume was 1μl and operated at oven temperature 70ºC was 

raised to 260ºC at 6ºC/min. 
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Identification of components: 

Interpretation on mass spectrum of GC-MS was done using the database of National 

Institute Standard and Technology (NIST), WILEY8, FAME having more than 62,000 patterns. 

The mass spectrum of the unknown component was compared with the spectrum of the known 

components stored in the (NIST), WILEY8, FAME library. The name, molecular weight, and the 

structure of the components of the test materials were ascertained [10]. 

3. Results and Discussions 

3.1. Phytochemical Screening 

The phytochemical screening showed the presence of flavonoids, glycosides, proteins 

phenolic compounds, tannin,t erpenoid, saponins, steroids, and carbohydrate and the absence of 

alkaloids in MDL.  

3.2. GC-MS Analysis 

The compounds present in the ethanolic extract of leaves of Mimosa diplotricha were 

identified by GC-MS analysis presented in figure 1. The active principle Molecular Weight 

(MW), Probability, Concentration (%), Molecular Formula (MF), and Retention Time (RT) is 

presented in Table 1. The structure of the phytoconstituents listed in table 2. 

Totally nine compounds were identified in the MDL extract. The prevailing compounds were 1,4- 

diphenyl but-3-ene -2-ol, methylene triphenyl phosphorane -boran, Trifluoro silyl- octa methyl 

cyclo tetra silazane, 2-(2-Pyridyl)-3-(tri methyl silyl)-5,6,7,8-tetra hydro quinoline, Neo 

phytadiene, 1,2-Benzene dicarboxylic acid, dibutyl ester, Citroflex A, Hexanedioic acid, bis(2-

ethyl hexyl) ester and 2,6,10,14,18,22-Tetra cosahexaene. 

Fig 1: GC-MS Spectrum of MDL 
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Table 1: Components identified in MDL 

RT Name of the phytoconstituents Probability MF MW Peak 

Area % 

5.27 1,4-diphenylbut-3-ene-2-ol 49.80 C16H16O 224 13.27 

9.73 methylenetriphenylphosphorane-

boran 

23.29 C19H20BP 290 12.47 

11.85 Trifluorosilyl-

octamethylcyclotetrasilazane 

68.22 C8H27F3N4Si5 

 

376 7.08 

13.87 2-(2-Pyridyl)-3-(trimethylsilyl)-

5,6,7,8-tetrahydroquinoline 

74.36 C17H22N2Si 

 

282 2.56 

19.86 Neophytadiene 33.68 C20H38 278 1.46 

22.28 1,2-Benzenedicarboxylic acid, 

dibutyl ester 

12.71 C16H22O4 278 3.43 

27.74 Citroflex A 79.82 C20H34O8 402 1.58 

29.70 Hexanedioic acid, bis(2-ethylhexyl) 

ester 

39.06 C22H42O4 370 4.84 

35.99 2,6,10,14,18,22-Tetracosahexaene, 30.40 C30H50 410 3.33 
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Table 2: Structure of the phyto constituent in MDL 

S.No Name of the 

phytoconstituents 

Structure 

 

 

1 

 

 

1,4-diphenylbut-3-ene-

2-ol 

 
 

 

   2 

 

 

methylenetriphenylphos

phorane-boran 

 
 

3 

 

Trifluorosilyl-

octamethylcyclotetrasila

zane 

 
 

 

4 

  

 

2-(2-Pyridyl)-3-

(trimethylsilyl)-5,6,7,8-

tetrahydroquinoline 

 
 

 

5 

 

 

Neophytadiene 

 
 

 

   6 

 

 

1,2-

Benzenedicarboxylic 

acid, dibutyl ester 

(CAS) 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

The present research work proved that our tested plant is rich source of various 

phytochemical constituents like flavonoids, steroids, saponins, tannins, proteins, terpenoids and 

glycosides. These are performing various pharmacological actions. The production of free 

radicals in the living body is responsible for a large number of disorders. GC-MS study revealed 

that the plant extract contains variety of phytochemicals and also explained the structure of the 

possible phytoconstituents. Totally 9 different phyto constituents present in the leaves of the 

Mimosa diplotricha extract. In MDL the phyto constituent1,4-diphenylbut-3-ene-2-ol has the 

maximum peak area of 13.27 %. The findings of this study reveal that the leaves of Mimosa 

diplotricha(MDL) have medicinally important phytoconstituents. The prescence of various 

chemical compounds confirms the application of MDL possesses medicinal value and further 

plan of study includes isolation and purification of chemical compounds. 
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ABSTRACT 

Plants have been a rich source of compounds for the development of clinically useful 

therapeutic agents. The plant Chloris barbata contains enamours phytoconstituents which are used 

in medication and other curative system. The in vitro screening of antimicrobial properties of 

Chloris barbata is evaluated by the disc diffusion method. The presence of alkaloids, flavonoids, 

tannins, phenols, carbohydrates, proteins lactones quinines, triterpenoids and amino acids are 

detected in the preliminary phytochemical tests. Moderate antibacterial activity is observed in the 

extract against some pathogenic microorganisms when compared with the standard 

Ciprofloxacin. The results of present study support traditional usage of Chloris barbata in new 

drug for the therapy of infectious diseases caused by pathogens. 

KEY WORDS: Chloris barbata, phytochemicals, flavonoids, tannins, phenols 

1. Introduction 

Nature has given many medicinal plants for our health and survival. A great part of 

herbal composites is used as main particle in drug discovery to produce synthetic molecular 

analog. It plays considerable role in herbal and traditional medicine for treatment of various 

diseases like diabetes, hypertension, asthma, constipation, cancer, and depression, skin diseases 

like dermatitis, eczema and acne [1-6]. Chloris barbata is a tufted, erect, annual or short-lived 

perennial grass. It belongs to the family Poaceae. In the present investigation, preliminary 

phytochemical and antibacterial activity of ethyl alcohol extract of Chloris barbata(CB-AL) was 

examined.  

2. Experimental  

2.1. Materials 

2.2.1. Preparation of CB-AL extract 

The freshly collected whole plant of Chloris barbata was shade dried and then crushed 

using mechanical grinder. A weighed quantity of powder is subjected to ethyl alcohol extraction 

for 3 days. Then the extract is filtered and the filtrate is used for further studies.  
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2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Phytochemical studies 

The crude plant extract was subjected to preliminary phytochemical screening to identify 

the active bio constituents present in them using standard procedure [7]. 

2.2.1. Anti bacterial activity 

 The stock culture of bacteria were revived by inoculating in broth media and grown at 

37º c for 18 hrs. Each plate was inoculated with 18 hrs old culture (100 μl, 10-4cfu) and spread 

evenly on the plate. After 20-minute wells were filled with the compound at different volumes All 

the plates were incubated at 37ºc for 24 hrs and the diameter of inhibition zone were noted. The 

various concentration of the plant extract is tested for antimicrobial assay. Ciprofloxacin at the 

concentration of 1 mg/ml (10μl/well) was used as standard.  

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Phytochemical screening 

Phytochemical and biological screening is necessary for the isolation of new compound, 

which lead to the discovery of drug. The presence of different phytochemicals in the plant 

extracts are summarised in the Table 1. Phytochemical test indicated the presence of various class 

of bioactive secondary metabolite such as terpenoids, alkaloids, carbohydrates, proteins and 

quinones. 

Table: 1 Qualitative phytochemical analysis of CB AL 

Phyto constituents CB-AL 

Tannins + 

Alkaloids + 

Carbohydrates + 

Terpenoids + 

Proteins + 

Quinones  + 

Steriods + 

Glycosides - 

Coumarins - 

                                       + Presence                    - Absence 

3.2. Antibacterial assay: 

The antibacterial activity was done using modified agar well diffusion method according 

to standard protocol. The pharmacological properties of a plant is directly attributed the presence 

of various chemical constituents. The crude extract exhibit antibacterial activity with zone of 

inhibition ranging from 4mm for B.Subtilis and 5 mm for S.typhi at 80 μL concentration. The 

plant extract possess moderate anti bacterial activity compared with the standard drug. The 

antibacterial assay of the plant extract and the standard are shown in table 2 and 3 and Fig 1 to 4. 

TABLE: 2 Antibacterial activity of CB in AL 

ORGANISMS 20µL 60µL 80µL 

B.SUBTILIS 0 0 4 

S. TYPHI 0 0 5 
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TABLE: 3 Antibacterial activity of std Ciproflaxin 

ORGANISMS 25 

µg 

50 

µg 

100 

µg 

250 

µg 

500 

µg 

MIC 

µg 

B.SUBTILIS 20 24 27 30 36 25 

S.TYPHI 27 31 35 38 40 25 

 

                                                                                                      

Fig:1 CB-AL B.subtilis                                                                             Fig:2 CB- AL S.typhi 

                                                   

Fig:3 B.Subtilis with Std.Ciprofloxacin                                      Fig:4 S.Typhi with Std.Ciprofloxacin                                                                              

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The alcoholic extract of Chloris barbata exhibited moderate antibacterial activity with all 

the tested strains of microorganisms at 80μL concentration on comparison with the standard 

ciprofloxacin. The obtained activity may be due to the presence of flavonoids, alkaloids, tannins 

etc. Further studies are under progress to characterize the many active principles. This study 

supports further research will be needed for identification of the many new bioactive compounds, 

which are responsible for the pharmacological action against the disease causing human 

pathogens. 
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Abstract 

Corrosion of metals is a serious environmental problem that has been given adequate 

attention in the oil and gas industries because, during industrial processes such as acid cleaning 

and etching, metal surfaces are often made to come in contact with acidic medium, indicating that 

the use of inhibitors is necessary. The inhibitory action of Aerva lanata leaf on the corrosion of 

mild steel in 1N HCl solution was investigated using weight loss and FTIR techniques. The 

weight loss results showed that when the concentration of plant extract increased the rate of mild 

steel corrosion is decreased, which indicates that the inhibition of the corrosion process is 

produced. FTIR analysis indicates the presence of different functional groups in the tested 

inhibitor which are responsible for inhibition process. 

Keywords: Corrosion, Inhibition efficiency, FTIR, Mild steel 

1. Introduction 

Corrosion is an irreversible interfacial reaction of a material (metal, ceramic, polymer) 

with its environment which results in its consumption or dissolution into the material of a 

component of the environment. Inhibitors are commonly used to reduce the corrosive attack on 

metallic materials [1]. The selection of inhibitor is controlled by its economic availability, its 

efficiency to inhibit the substrate material and its environmental side effects. The heavy loss of 

metal as a result of its contact with acids can be minimized to a great extent by the use of 

corrosion inhibitors. Pure synthetic chemicals are costly and some of them are not easily 

biodegradable and their disposal creates pollution problems. Natural products of plant origin 

contain different organic compounds (alkaloids, tannins, amino acids etc.) and most of them are 

known to have inhibitive action[2-7]. The aim of the present manuscript is to study the inhibiting 
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effect of Aerva lanata leaf extract on the corrosion of mild steel in 1N HCl medium by weight 

loss method and FTIR analysis. 

2. Experimental  

2.1. Materials 

2.1.1. Metal specimen preparation: 

 In preparing the specimens for the experiment, the specimens of mild steel were cut into 

5×1 cm and 2 mm thickness. The samples were degreased, dried, polished with emery sheets to 

have uniform smooth surface weighed and stored in a desiccator. The initial weight of each 

sample was taken and recorded. 

2.1.2. Preparation of medium and plant extract 

 The blank corrodent 1N HCl was prepared by dilution of analar grade HCl with distilled 

water. The extract was prepared by refluxing 25g of powered dry leaf of Aerva lanata in 1N HCl 
for 3h and kept overnight for cooling. Then it was filtered and stored. The filterate was diluted 

with appropriate quantity of acid to obtain various inhibitor test solutions. 

 

2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Weight loss method 

In the Weight loss measurements, mild steel coupons in triplicate were completely 

immersed in 100ml of the test solution of acidic environment (1N HCl) in the presence and 

absence of the inhibitor for different immersion periods at room temperature. Triplicate samples 

were used to check reproducibility of results. From the weight loss measurements, Inhibition 

efficiency (IE) will be calculated using the following relationship [8] 

IE %= [Wo - Wi / Wo] ×100 

2.2.2. FTIR technique. 

The IR spectrum was performed by using a Shimadzu spectrometer in the spectral region 

between 4000 and 500 cm-1. The crude leaf extract was employed for FTIR analysis.  

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Weight loss method 

Effect of period of immersion on inhibition efficiency of the plant extract in IN HCl medium 

The inhibition efficiency of the plant extract for various immersion times is shown in 

table1.At various time intervals the inhibition efficiency was estimated without and with the 

inhibitor by weight loss method. At 0.05% v/v of the inhibitor for 1 hour the inhibition efficiency 

was found to be 41%. Inhibition efficiency was found to increase with increase in concentration 

of the inhibitor. Figure 1 shows the relation between the inhibition efficiency and immersion time 

at various inhibitor concentration. Figure 2 shows the relation between the inhibition efficiency 

and concentration of the plant extract for different periods of immersion. For 1 hour the IE was 

found to be 71% and for 24 hours of immersion time IE was found to be 93 at 3% v/v of the 

inhibitor concentration. The inhibitor is found to have good efficiency at all immersion periods. 
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Table: 1 IE of Aerva lanata leaf extract in IN HCl at different immersion periods. 

Conc. of extract 

%v/v 

Immersion period(h) 

1h 3h 5h 7h 24h 

0.05% 44 73 76 88 83 

0.50% 60 73 77 89 87 

1% 64 78 78 90 88 

1.50% 66 79 82 90 89 

2% 69 80 83 91 89 

2.50% 70 80 86 93 91 

3% 71 81 90 96 93 

 

 

 

Fig 1: Inhibition efficiency of Aerva lanata with different immersion time. 

 

 

Fig 2: Effect of concentration of Aerva lanata with at different immersion time. 

3.2. FTIR Analysis 

 The FTIR instrument is used to determine the type of bonding for organic inhibitors 

adsorbed on the metal surface. The observed stretching frequency and the corresponding band 

assignment are given in Table 2. FTIR spectrum of crude extract is shown in Fig 3.The peak 

values indicates the existence of various functional groups such as –O-H,C=O,N-H, C-X and 

C≡C groups in the plant extract. The inhibition process obtained through the adsorption these 

functional groups on mild steel surface and retards further corrosion of metal specimen. 
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Fig 3: FTIR spectrum of crude Aerva lanata 

Table 2: FTIR analysis of crude Aerva lanata 

Peak values cm-1 Possible groups 

3741.90 -O-H in alcohol 

2357.01 C≡C in alkynes 

1793.80 C=O in carbonyl 

1516.05 N-H in amines 

833.25 C-X in alkyl halides 

 

4. Conclusion 

The following conclusions can be made on the basis of the results obtained: 

1. The leaf of Aerva lanata inhibits the corrosion of mild steel in 1N HCl solution. 

2. It was found that the corrosion rate of mild steel decreases with the increase in 

concentration of the inhibitor. 

3. The results of weight loss measurements for different immersion periods at room 

temperature show the maximum inhibition efficiency of 93% at 3% v/v of inhibitor 

concentration. 

4. The effect of immersion time on inhibition efficiency shows that the inhibitor is effective 

even for longer immersion periods at low concentration. 

5. FTIR analysis indicates the presence of various functional groups in the plant extract, 

which are may be responsible for corrosion inhibition of the metal. 
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Abstract 

Green or safe corrosion inhibitors are biodegradable and do not contain heavy metals or 

other toxic compounds. Most green corrosion inhibitors are obtained from ethanol, aqueous, acid 

or methanol extract of plant materials. The successful use of naturally occurring substances to 

inhibit the corrosion of metals in acidic and alkaline environments has been reported by some 

research groups. The objective of the present study is aimed at investigating inhibitive properties 

of acid extract of Alstonia scholaris leaves for the corrosion of mild steel in 1N HCl by weight 

loss method and SEM analysis. 

Keywords: mild steel, corrosion, inhibitor, plant materials 

1. Introduction 

The addition of corrosion inhibitors effectively secures the metal against an acid attack. 

Many studies in this regard using organic inhibitors have been reported. Most of the inhibitors are 

organic compounds with N, S, and O hetero-atoms having higher electron density, making them 

the reaction centres. These compounds are adsorbed on the metal surface and wedge the active 

corrosion sites, and most of them are highly toxic to both human beings and the surroundings. 

Thus, use of natural plant products as eco-friendly and nontoxic corrosion inhibitors has become 

popular [1-8]. The aim of this work was to investigate the potential of Alstonia scholaris extract 

to act as an inhibitor of mild steel corrosion in hydrochloric acid. 

2. Experimental  

2.1. Materials 

About 5 grams of dried and powdered leaves of Alstonia scholaris were refluxed with 1N 

HCl for about 3hours and kept overnight to extract the basic components. The solution was 

filtered off and the filtrate was diluted with blank. This extract was used to study the corrosion 

inhibition properties. Mild steel specimens with tiny holes on their upper parts were polished with 
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different grades of emery papers, dried at room temperature, and then stored in a desiccator 

before use. 

2.2. Method 

2.2.1. Weight Loss Method 

The polished and pre-weighed MS specimens were suspended in 100 ml test solutions 

using glass hooks, with and without the plant extracts of different concentrations, for different 

hours of immersion (1h, 3h, 5h, 7h and 24h) at room temperature. After the corrosion test, the 

specimens were carefully washed in distilled water, dried, and then weighed. The rinse removed 

loose fragments of the film of the corroded samples. The loss in weight was determined using a 

four digit Shimadzu make analytical balance. From the weight loss data, the corrosion rate (CR) 

of the metal specimen was calculated using the following formula[9]. 

CR (mpy) = 534 W/ D A t 

2.2.2. SEM analysis 

 The mild steel specimens immersed in blank and in the inhibitor solutions for 3h were 

removed, rinsed with distilled water, dried and observed in a scanning electron microscope to 

examine the surface morphology. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

3.1. Weight loss measurement  

Tables 1 shows the effect of the inhibitor (plant extract) on corrosion rate of mild steel at 

different concentrations of the leaves of Alstonia scholaris. The Effect of different concentration 

of Alstonia scholaris on CR of mild steel is shown in Fig 1.The Influence of immersion time on 

corrosion rate of mild steel is shown in Fig 2. 

Table 1: Corrosion rate of mild steel with different concentration of Alstonia scholaris 

leaves extract 

 

The results revealed that the decreasing corrosion rate is associated with increase in the 

inhibitor concentration which indicates that more inhibitor molecules are adsorbed on the metal 

surface, thereby providing wider surface coverage. The corrosion rate of metal decreased from 

1 hour 3 hour 5hour 7 hour 24 hour

632 372 350 869 262

227 99 64 230 59

183 45 47 149 42

142 41 39 95 37

100 38 28 83 30

92 33 25 76 28

65 29 23 72 25

57 28 23 64 24

1.50%

2%

2.50%

3%

0.50%

1%

CORROSION RATE

BLANK

0.05%

CON. OF EXTRACT
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632 mpy to 57 mpy at 1h of immersion time indicates that the adsorption of plant constituents on 

the metal surface. 

 

Fig1: Effect of different concentration of Alstonia scholaris on CR of mild steel 

 

Fig 2: Influence of immersion time on corrosion rate of mild steel 

3.2. SEM analysis 

The SEM photograph in Figure 3a shows that the surface of MS was extremely damaged 

in the absence of the extract, while Figure 3b clearly shows the formation of a film by the active 

Alstonia scholaris leaves constituents on the MS surface which was responsible for the corrosion 

inhibition.  
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3a 

 

3b 

Figure 3: SEM images of MS a) in 1N HCl and b) with Alstonia scholaris leaves extract 

(3%v/v) 

4. Conclusions 

The active molecules present in the extract of Alstonia scholaris leaves have effectively 

inhibited corrosion of mild steel in 1N HCl at various immersion periods by forming a protective 

barrier layer. The extract was found to retard corrosion rate of mild steel. SEM results confirm 

that the introduction of plant extract effectively protects mild steel from corrosion.It is readily 

available, less toxic and biodegradable and can be considered as corrosion inhibitor for metal in 

aggressive environment. 
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The inhibiting effect of acid extract of Dioscoria alata plant on the corrosion of mild 

steel in 1N H2SO4 solution has been investigated by weight loss method for seven different 

concentrations of plant extract ranging from 0.05%v/v to 3%v/v and FTIR analysis. The results 

indicated that the corrosion inhibition efficiency increased on increasing plant extract 

concentration. The obtained results showed that the Dioscoria alata extract acts as a good 

inhibitor for the corrosion of mild steel in 1N H2SO4 solution. 

Key words: Inhibition efficiency, Mild steel, FTIR analysis, Weight loss method 

1. Introduction 

 Acid solutions are widely used in industry, such as acid pick-ling, industrial acid 

cleaning, acid descaling and oil well acidizing. Because of the general aggressively of acid 

solutions, inhibitors are commonly used to reduce the corrosive attack on metallic materials. 

There are various organic inhibitors which tend to decrease the corrosion rate of steel and iron in 

acidic solutions. Recently the use of synthetic inhibitors has created environmental problems due 

to its toxicity properties. Therefore researchers are now focusing on development of cheap, non -

toxic and environmental friendly corrosion inhibitors from natural products [1-7]. In this paper 

the corrosion behaviour of tuber of Dioscoria alata extract was studied by weight loss method 

and FTIR techniques. 

2. Experimental  

2.1. Materials 

Rectangular specimens of mild steel were mechanically press cut into 5×1 cm and 2 mm 

thickness and polished with emery papers of different grades. The acidic extract of Dioscorea 

alata tuber was prepared from fresh tuber which was washed, cut into pieces and then grounded 

well. Then 15g of the tuber was put into RB flask containing 300 ml of 1N sulphuric acid 

solution. The resulting solutions were refluxed for 3 hr and left overnight before it was carefully 

filtered. The stock solution was prepared from the filtrate and prepared into the desired 

concentrations for further study. 
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2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Weight loss method: 

The metal specimens were completely immersed in 100 mL of the test solution of 1N 

sulphuric acid in the presence and absence of the inhibitor. The specimens were withdrawn from 

the test solutions for weight measurement after 1h, 3h, 5h, 7h, and 24h, washed thoroughly with 

distilled water, and dried completely. The weight loss was taken as the difference in weight of the 

specimens before and after immersion determined using digital balance. From the weight loss 

measurements, the inhibition efficiency (IE) % of the plant extract was calculated using the 

following equation[8]. 

    IE %= [CRb - CRi / CRb] ×100 

Where CRb and CRi are the corrosion rate values in absence and in presence of inhibitor.  

2.2.2. FTIR technique. 

 The crude Dioscorea alata tuber extract was employed for FTIR analysis using a 

Shimadzu spectrometer in the spectral region between 4000 and 500 cm-1. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Weight loss method 

Table 1 shows the inhibition efficiency of Dioscorea alata tuber extract on mild steel 

corrosion in 1N H2SO4 at different time of immersion. The results show that the inhibition 

efficiency increases with increase in the concentration of the extract probably due to an increase 

in the metal surface area covered by the extract. The plant extract shows 64% of IE at 1 h of 

immersion time and the optimum inhibition efficiency was found to be 95% at the maximum 

concentration (3%v/v) of the inhibitor at 24h of immersion time.  

 

Table 1: Inhibition efficiency of Dioscorea alata tuber extract on mild steel corrosion in 1N 

H2SO4 

Conc. 

of 

extract(%v/v) 

Inhibition Efficiency (%) 

1h 3h 5h 7h 24h 

0.05 7 72 61 38 54 

0.5 21 85 82 66 83 

1 30 87 88 77 86 

1.5 44 91 89 80 90 

2 52 93 90 88 92 

2.5 61 94 91 91 93 

3 64 95 92 93 95 
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Fig 1: Effect of immersion time on IE of Dioscorea alata 

3.2. FTIR Analysis 

 The observed peak values and the corresponding groups are given in Table 2. FTIR 

spectrum of 3%v/v plant extract is shown in Fig 3. The peak at 3745.76cm-1 indicates the 

presence of O-H group. The peak at 1739.79cm-1 indicates the presence of C=O group. The peak 

at 1369.46cm-1 shows the presence of N-O group. The peak at 1219.01cm-1 and 1091.71cm-1 

describes the presence of C-N and C-H groups respectively. This shows that different functional 

groups in the inhibitor may be involved in the adsorption on mild steel surface suggesting some 

interaction/ adsorption may be taking place over the metal surface. 

 

Fig 2: FTIR spectrum of 3% Dioscorea alata tuber extract 
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Table 2: FTIR peak values of Dioscorea alata tuber extract 

Peak values Possible groups 

3745.76 -O-H in alcohol 

1739.79 C=O 

1369.46 N-O in nitro compound 

1219.01 C-N in aliphatic amines 

1091.71 C-H in alkenes 

4. Conclusion 

The results revealed that these extracts effectively reduce the corrosion rate of mild steel 

in acid solutions, by showing inhibition efficacy upto 95% and can be safely used without 

pollution. FTIR study reveals the presence of possible functional groups in the tested plant 

extract. Dioscorea alata tuber extract has a promising potential as an alternative eco-friendly, 

non-toxic, readily available inhibitor to replace the non-biodegradable, toxic and expensive 

synthetic chemicals, which are currently being in use. 
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 Natural organic inhibitors that can be extracted or synthesized from potential herbs, spice 

and medicinal plants can be used as corrosion inhibitors of mild steel in acidic solution due to its 

active chemical activity, low toxicity and low cost. In the present study the inhibition action of 

the acid extract of Clerodendrum inerme leaves against corrosion of mild steel in 1N H2SO4 

medium was investigated by weight loss method. The corrosion rate (CR) and the inhibition 

efficiency (IE) of the extract were calculated. The findings show that the extract could serve as an 

effective inhibitor for the corrosion of mild steel in acid medium. The results reveal that acid 

extract of Clerodendrum inerme leaves could serve as a good corrosion inhibitor and having 

efficiency of 86.90 % at a concentration of 1.65 % v/v of the inhibitor. 

Keywords: Acid, Mild steel, Corrosion rate, Inhibition efficiency 

1. Introduction 

Plant extracts are viewed as an incredibly rich source of naturally synthesized chemical 

compounds that can be extracted by simple procedures with low cost. A lot of natural products 

have been previously used as corrosion inhibitors for different metals in various environments. 

Literature reviews on corrosion inhibitors have shown that organic inhibitors contain nitrogen, 

oxygen, sulphur or aromatic rings in their molecular structure. Corrosion inhibition efficiency 

increases in the sequence of O<N<S<P. The inhibiting action of these compounds is attributed as 

a first stage, to the adsorption of the additives to the metal/solution interface [1-8]. The adsorption 

process depends upon the nature and surface charge of the metal, the type of aggressive media, 

the structure of the inhibitor and the nature of its interaction with the metal surface. In the aim of 

the research work, the acid extract of Clerodendrum inerme is used as corrosion inhibitor for mild 

steel in 1N H2SO4 

2. Experimental  

2.1. Materials 

 All reagents used for the study were analar grade and distilled water was used for their 

preparation. The mild steel specimen of 5×1 cm and 2 mm thickness was used for weight loss 

measurements. Fresh leaves of the plant material were dried in shade so as to enrich the active 

principles, by reducing its moisture content. The extract was prepared by refluxing 50g of 

powdered dry leaves in 1L of 1N H2SO4 for 3 h and kept overnight. Then it was filtered and taken 

as a stock solution. From the stock solution the various inhibitor test solutions of 0.01%, 0.05%, 

1%, 1.5%, 2%, 2.5%, 3% v/v concentrations were prepared.  

2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Weight loss method: 

Weight loss measurements were carried out in sulphuric acid with Clerodendrum inerme 

leaves in the concentration range of 0.05% to 3% v/v for different immersion periods 

(1h,3h,5h,7h &24h) at room temperature. Polished mild steel specimens were initially weighed in 

an electronic balance. After that the specimens were suspended with the help of glass hook in 

100ml beaker containing acid in the presence and absence of leaves extract. The specimens were 

removed after the exposure period, washed with water to remove any corrosion products. After 
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that they were dried and reweighed. From the weight loss measurements, the corrosion rate (CR) 

and inhibition efficiency (% IE) will be calculated using the following relationships. 

CR (mpy) = 534 W/ D A t 

IE %= [CRb - CRi / CRb] ×100 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Weight loss method 

The corrosion rate of MS and inhibition efficiency of Clerodendrum inerme leaves in 1N 

H2SO4 for different immersion periods at room temperature is shown in Table 1. It is observed 

that the inhibition efficiency increased and corrosion rate of the metal decreased with increasing 

concentrations of inhibitor. This behaviour could be attributed to the increase in adsorption of 

inhibitor on the metal or at the solution interface on increasing its concentration. At 1h of 

immersion the corrosion rate of the metal in blank solution shows 331mpy.But the addition of 

small concentration of (0.05%) of the plant extract considerably lowers (196 mpy) the corrosion 

rate of the metal and the IE is found to be 79% at 1h for higher inhibitor concentration. The 

highest %IE of 98% was obtained at 24h of immersion. This result also showed that the leaves of 

Clerodendrum inerme extract actually inhibited the corrosion of mild steel in sulphuric acid 

solution. The effect of immersion time against the CR and IE is shown in Figure 1 and Figure 

2.The influence of the inhibitor concentrations against the CR and IE is shown in Figure 3 and 

Figure 4. 

Table1: CR of mild steel and IE of plant extract in 1N H2SO4 

Conc.of 

extract 

%v/v 

1h 3h 5h 7h 24h 

CR 

mpy 

IE 

% 

CR 

mpy 

IE 

% 

CR 

mpy 

IE 

% 

CR 

mpy 

IE 

% 

CR 

mpy 

IE 

% 

Blank 331  - 1090 -  845 -  1754  - 1007  - 

0.05% 196 41 113 90 87 90 543 69 284 72 

0.50% 104 69 81 93 55 93 115 93 48 95 

1% 100 70 61 94 49 94 73 96 41 96 

1.50% 96 71 60 94 44 95 58 97 28 97 

2% 87 74 54 95 43 95 48 97 27 97 

2.50% 83 75 50 95 41 95 42 98 25 98 

3% 70 79 44 96 32 96 40 98 21 98 
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Figure 1: Effect of immersion time against the CR of mild steel 

 

Figure 2: Effect of immersion time against the IE of the plant extract 

 

Figure 3: Concentration of the inhibitor against the corrosion rate of the metal 
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Figure 4: Concentration of the inhibitor against the Inhibition efficiency 

4. Conclusions 

The main conclusions drawn from the studies are: 

 Leaves extract of Clerodendrum inerme acts as a good corrosion inhibitor for mild steel 

in 1N H2SO4 medium. 

 Inhibition efficiency increases with inhibitor concentration and maximum inhibition 

efficiency was 98 % at the inhibitor concentration 3% v/v at 24h and 1h of immersion the 

IE was found to be 79%.  

 The corrosion rate decreases as the concentration of the Clerodendrum inerme leaves 

extract increases, indicating that the rate of corrosion is dependent on the amount of 

inhibitor present. 

 Corrosion inhibition may be due to the adsorption of the plant constituents on the mild 

steel surface. 
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INDIGOFERA TINCTORIA EXTRACT AS ECO FRIENDLY CORROSION 

INHIBITOR FOR MILD STEEL IN ACID SOLUTION 

Sangari.S1 and Anbarasi. K2 

1M.Sc Chemistry, Nirmala College for Women, Coimbatore-18 
2Assistant Professor of Chemistry, Nirmala College for Women, Coimbatore-18 

Green corrosion inhibitors have a promising future for the quality of the environment 

because they do not contain heavy metals or other toxic compounds. In addition, they are 

biodegradable and renewable source of materials. This study examine the effectiveness of 

Indigofera tinctoria extract solution to inhibit corrosion of mild steel in hydrochloric acid by 

weight lost technique and SEM analysis. It was found that the Indigofera tinctoria extract act as a 

good corrosion inhibitor for mild steel in 1N HCl solution. The inhibitive effect has been 

attributed to the presence of phyto constituents in the extract which leads to slowing down of the 

corrosion processes on the metal surface. 

Keywords: Corrosion, SEM analysis, Mild steel, Phytoconstituents 

1. Introduction 

Use of inhibitors is one of the most practical methods for protection against corrosion 

especially in acid solutions to prevent metal dissolution and acid consumption. Mild steel in acid 

solution is widely used in various industrial processes and corrosion of mild steel known to occur 

in this environment. One of the effective methods to prevent corrosion is the use of organic 

inhibitors. A great number of scientific studies have been devoted to the subject of corrosion 

inhibitors for mild steel in acidic media. In recent years, natural compounds such as herbal plants 

are employed as inhibitors in order to develop new cleaning chemicals for green environment. 

Several studies have been reported in the use of natural products as corrosion inhibitors in 

different media [1-8]. The present work is a trial to find a cheap and environmentally safe 

inhibitor for mild steel corrosion in the acidic solution.  

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

The long sheet of MS specimen was press cut into 5×1 cm and 2 mm thickness and used 

for corrosion inhibition study. The blank corrodent 1N HCl was prepared by dilution of analar 

grade HCl with distilled water. Indigofera tinctoria extract solution with a concentration of 5% 

was made by dilution of 50 ml of extracts solution with 1L of 1N HCl. This represents the stock 

solution from which different concentrations of plant extract was prepared by dilution with the 

same acid solution.  

2.2. Methods 

2.2.1. Weight loss method 

The mild steel specimens were completely immersed in 100ml of the test solutions in the 

presence and absence of the inhibitor for different immersion periods at room temperature. 

Triplicate samples were used to test reproducibility of results. The mean weight loss values of 

three identical experiments was used to calculate the corrosion rate (CR) and surface coverage 

(θ)was calculated by 

CR (mpy) = 534 W/ D A t 

    Surface coverage, θ = [CRb - CRi / CRb]  
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2.2.2. SEM analysis 

 The surface morphology measurements of the mild steel specimens with and without 

inhibitor were examined using Shimadzu make scanning electron microscope in the 

magnification range of 1000. 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Weight loss method 

The calculated values of corrosion rate (CR) and Surface coverage (θ) for mild steel 

corrosion in1N HCl in the presence of different concentration of the plant extract from the weight 

loss measurements are shown in Table 1 and effect of immersion time on corrosion rate of mild 

steel is shown in Fig 1.Results presented in the table indicate that corrosion rate of mild steel in 

the acid medium was reduced in the presence of Indigofera tinctoria extract compared to the 

blank solution. It is also seen in the table that corrosion rate of metal in the presence of the extract 

decreases with increase in the extract concentration. Corrosion rate is also observed to increase 

with rise in temperature. Surface coverage values were found to increase with increase in 

concentration of plant extract. Maximum surface coverage of 0. 96 was obtained with extract 

concentration of 3%v/v at 7h of immersion. 

Table 1: Corrosion rate and Surface coverage values for mild steel corrosion in1N HCl 

Conc.of 

extract 

%v/v 

1h 3h 5h 7h 24h 

CR θ CR θ CR θ CR θ CR θ 

BLANK 592 - 447 - 286 - 1194 - 105 - 

0.05% 240 0.59 148 0.67 104 0.64 156 0.87 47 0.55 

0.50% 212 0.64 100 0.78 65 0.77 85 0.93 34 0.68 

1% 166 0.72 81 0.82 60 0.79 77 0.94 31 0.70 

1.50% 157 0.73 77 0.83 40 0.86 70 0.94 27 0.74 

2% 148 0.75 71 0.84 36 0.87 63 0.95 24 0.77 

2.50% 144 0.76 68 0.85 34 0.88 60 0.95 23 0.78 

3% 135 0.77 58 0.86 29 0.90 45 0.96 21 0.80 

 

 

Fig 1: Effect of immersion time on corrosion rate of mild steel 
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3.2. SEM Analysis 

 SEM micrographs of mild steel surfaces after immersion for 3h in the presence and 

absence of Indigofera tinctoria extract are shown in Fig 2 and Fig 3. Fig 2 indicates a 

considerable surface damage on the mild steel, which was dipped in 1NHCl solution. It confirms 

that the metal surface is highly corroded in blank solution. In Fig 3 the corroded area of the mild 

steel surface was protected with the addition of 0.05% inhibitor concentration, which shows that 

there is less damage on the MS surface which further confirms the inhibition action and 

adsorption of inhibitor on MS surface. 

 

Fig 2: SEM image of mild steel with 1N HCl  Fig 3: SEM image of mild steel with 

0.05% of inhibitor 

4. Conclusion 

Indigofera tinctoria leaves extract acted as an effective corrosion inhibitor for mild steel 

in 1N HCl solution. The corrosion rate of the metal atom significantly minimised in the presence 

of plant extract. Surface coverage of the system increases with increase in concentration of the 

inhibitor. SEM studies showed the formation of inhibitor film on mild steel surface. It clearly 

indicates that the mild steel surface was protected from corrosion in the presence of plant extract 

which is acting as a corrosion inhibitor. The corrosion inhibition is probably due to the adsorption 

of the phytochemical constituents of the extract on the metal surface. 
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ELECTROCHEMICAL STUDIES ON CORROSION INHIBITION PROCESS OF MILD 

STEEL BY CAESALPINIA CORIRIA IN ACID MEDIUM 

Dr. P. Dhivya1 Mrs. J. Johncy Caroline2 

Assistant Professor1,2, Department of Chemistry, 

Nirmala College for Women (Autonomous), Coimbatore. 

The corrosion inhibition of Caesalpinia coriaria extract on mild steel using both weight 

loss and electrochemical methods is determined. The inhibition efficiency increases and corrosion 

rate decreases with increase in inhibitor concentration. The leaf extract of Caesalpinia coriaria is 

an excellent inhibitor showing maximum efficiency 75% in 1M H2SO4 at 5 hours. Corrosion 

kinetic parameters, polarization curve and surface studies involving SEM confirmed the 

efficiency of the plant extract as corrosion inhibitor for mild steel. Higher the concentration 

greater is the surface smoothness. 

Key words: weight loss, electrochemical methods 

INTRODUCTION 

Corrosion is an irreversible interfacial reaction of a material with its environment which 

results in consumption of the material or its dissolution into the material of a component of the 

environment. It is the natural tendency of the elements of a material to return to their most 

thermodynamically stable state 1. It involves an electrochemical process governed by reactions on 

an atomic level, and basic stress environment variables like pH, temperature, stress etc add to the 

complexity of corrosion. The term corrosion is sometimes also applied to the degradation of 

plastics, concrete and wood, but generally refers to metals. Metallic corrosion is the natural 

process of the metal going to its oxidized state 2. The metal gets corroded by exposure to 

corrosive atmosphere like moist air, salty water, refinery oil, various acids etc3. The most widely 

used metal is iron (usually as steel). 

Scientific Classification 

Kingdom  : Plantae 

Division  : Magnoliophyta 

Class   : Magnoliopsida 

Order   : Fabales 

Family   : Caesalpiniceae 

Genus   : Caesalpinia 

Species   : C.Coriaria 
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It grows to 9 m (30 ft) tall, often much less and very contorted in exposed coastal sites. In 

other environments, it grows into a low dome shaped tree. Leaves of Caesalpinia coriaria are 

bipinnate, with 5-10 pairs of pinnae, each with 15-25 pairs of leaflets. The individual leaflets are 

7 mm long and 2 mm broad. The fruit is a twisted pod 5 cm long. Caesalpinia coriaria are 

largely used in tanning industry. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

The present investigation deals with the aim of finding out eco-friendly and cost effective 

inhibitor which can be used in the industry. The study of corrosive inhibitive effect of leaf extract 

of “Ceasalpina coriaria” in 1N H2SO4 on mild steel.  

The inhibitive effect was evaluated using conventional weight loss, electrochemical 

potentiodynamic polarization and AC impedance techniques. 

Reagents used 

The metal gets corroded by exposure to corrosive atmosphere like moist air, salty, water, 

refinery oil, various acids etc. Acids are used for de-rusting and picking, clearing of refinery 

equipment, removal of calcareous deposits from boilers, radiators of vehicles, pipelines carrying 

water or petroleum products, heat exchangers etc. 

Preparation of inhibitor 

Leaves of Caesalpinia coriaria were collected, washed and shade dried. 15 gms of dried powder 

of leaves was boiled in 500 ml of 1N H2SO4 with reflux condenser for three hours and was kept 

over night. The extract was filtered and the filtrate volume was made up to 500 ml using 1N 

H2SO4 the next day. The extract so prepared is taken as 3% stock solution and from this other 

concentrations were diluted. 

Corrosion monitoring techniques 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results pertaining to the study entitled “Corrosion inhibition of mild steel by 

Caesalpinia coriaria extract in acidic media” are discussed below. The performances of leaf 

extract in 1N H2SO4 as inhibitors of corrosion for mild steel is compared. 

Weight loss studies 

The weight loss determination is used even today because of its versatility (all types of corrosive 

environment), simplicity (technique) and direct approach (no assumptions or approximations). 

The weight loss method was conducted using various concentration of inhibitors (0.01%-0.5%) 

v/v. Here the parameters like inhibitor efficiency, corrosion rate and surface coverage were 

calculated. 

Table 1. Surface coverage (Ɵ) for the corrosion of mild steel in 1 N H2SO4 

Concentration 

of inhibitor 

(%) 

1 hour 

(Ɵ) 

3 hours 

(Ɵ) 

5 hours 

(Ɵ) 

7 hours 

(Ɵ) 

24 hours 

(Ɵ) 

0.01 0.0951 0.1176 0.1250 0.1292 0.1710 

0.05 0.2619 0.2721 0.2832 0.2921 0.3889 

0.075 0.3095 0.3233 0.3333 0.3512 0.4286 

0.1 0.4148 0.4118 0.4292 0.4438 0.5127 

0.25 0.5476 0.5588 0.5525 0.5787 0.5594 

0.5 0.7381 0.7426 0.7600 0.6966 0.6389 

Potentiodynamic polarization studies 

The electrodynamic parameters of the inhibitor such as corrosion potential Ecorr, corrosion current 

density Icorr, anodic and cathodic Tafel slopes ba and bc in absence and presence of inhibitor were 

obtained. Results reported in the tables reveal the strong inhibiting effect of the inhibitor4. Icorr 

values of the inhibited acids are lower than that of the uninhibited acid, which indicates that the 

increase in corrosion inhibition property is due to increase in blocked fraction of the electrode 

surface by adsorption of inhibitor molecules.  
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Table 2. Electrochemical parameters for the corrosion of mild steel in 1N H2SO4 with 

various concentrations of inhibitor  

S.No Concentration of 

inhibitor(%) 

-Ecorr 

V 

Icorr 

µA cm-2 

ba 

mV/dec 

bc 

mV/dec 

I.E. (%) 

1 Blank 0.4513 0.0006546 137.24 235.66  

2 0.05 0.4477 0.0002276 86.98 236.41 65.23 

3 0.1 0.4681 0.0002071 45.09 144.54 68.35 

4 0.25 0.4582 0.0001874 46.60 164.50 71.37 

5 0.5 0.4552 0.0001470 48.66 172.22 77.54 

Impedance studies 

The impedance parameters derived from the investigations are mentioned in for various 

concentrations of the inhibitor. The charge transfer resistance (Rct) is calculated from difference 

in impedance at lower and higher frequencies. From the table it is clear that the double layer 

capacitance Cdl decreases with increase in concentration of the inhibitor. The decrease in the Cdl 

values which can result from a decrease in dielectric constant and / or an increase in the thickness 

of electrical double layer suggests that the inhibitor molecules function by adsorption at the 

metal-solution interface(5). The charge transfer resistance values for the mild steel increases with 

increase in the concentration of the inhibitor indicating that the increase in concentration of plant 

decreases the corrosion rate. These are in accordance with the results obtained  

Table 3. Impedance parameters for the corrosion of mild steel in 1N H2SO4 with various 

concentrations of inhibitor 

S.No Concentration of 

inhibitor (%) 

Rct (Ω cm2) Cdl (F cm-2) I.E. (%) 

1 Blank 19.01 0.00001597  

2 0.05 37.52 0.00000911 49.33 

3 0.1 164 0.00000762 88.41 

4 0.25 190 0.00000703 89.99 

5 0.5 259.1 0.00000663 92.66 

 

 

 

 

 

T2 1 T1 1 K1 K2 Ea  2.303 R =  log T2 1 T1 1 K1 K2 Ea  2.303 R =  log 
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Table 4. Comparison of inhibitor efficiency by electrochemical and non electrochemical 

methods for the corrosion of mild steel in 1N H2SO4 

S.No 

Concentration of 

inhibitor 

(%) 

Inhibitor efficiency 

Weight loss Tafel polarization Impedance 

1 0.05 28.33 65.23 49.33 

2 0.1 42.92 68.35 88.41 

3 0.25 56.25 71.37 89.99 

4 0.5 75.00 77.546 92.66 

CONCLUSION 

The present investigation deals with the corrosion inhibition of Caesalpinia coriaria 

extract on mild steel. Both weight loss and electrochemical methods were carried out. The 

adsorption of plant constituents on the surface of mild steel makes a barrier for charge and mass 

transfer and products further attack by acid. 

The following conclusion could be drawn, 

 The leaf extract of Caesalpinia coriaria served to inhibit the corrosion of mild steel in1N 

H2SO4 

 The inhibition efficiency increases and corrosion rate decreases with increase in inhibitor 

concentration. 

 The leaf extract of Caesalpinia coriaria was an excellent inhibitor showing maximum 

efficiency 75% in 1M H2SO4 at 5 hours. 

 The leaf extract was found to have more inhibition efficiency probably due to the 

presence of alkaloids in leaf. 

 Corrosion kinetic parameters like Icorr, Ecorr, ba, bc, Rct and Cdl values were evaluated using 

electrochemical measurements. 

 Polarization curve recorded reveal that the leaf extracts of Caesalpinia coriaria behave 

like mixed type of inhibitor  

 Decrease in Icorr, and Cdl values and increase in Rct values confirmed the inhibition action 

of the inhibitor, owing to increased thickness of the adsorbed layer. 

 Surface studies involving SEM confirmed the efficiency of the plant extract as corrosion 

inhibitor for mild steel. Higher the concentration greater is the surface smoothness. 

 The inhibition efficiencies obtained by conventional weight loss method and 

electrochemical measurements were quite comparable. 
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CHARACTERISATION AND REDUCTION OF THE EFFECT OF 

POLLUTANTS OF MUNICIPAL SEWAGE WATER 
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 This study was carried out to characterise the municipal sewage water in Ukkadam, 

Coimbatore city and to assess the possibility of reducing the pollutant and sludge load of sewage 

water through chemical treatment. 

Keywords 

 Sewage, Sludge, pH, Electrical conductivity (EC), dissolved oxygen, biological oxygen 

demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD) 

INTRODUCTION 

 While world attention is focused on the depletion of the atmospheric ozone layer and 

global warming, a more serious problem is brewing literally under our feet. Many a major city in 

India is sitting on a short fuse the ticking of which is drowned in the song of ecological 

romantisists. The real problem is corruption of water resources1. Coimbatore city is famous for 

textile processing and dyeing industries which releases enormous quantity of waste water that 

mixes with sewage and threaten the environment. Sewage is created by residents, institutions, 

commercial and industrial establishments. In Coimbatore city there are two systems involved in 

the transportation of waste water ie., a open drainage system and a subsurface system. The system 

works without pumps because gravitation is in favour. The open drainage water system goes to 

tank in the south Coimbatore ie., Valankulam, Chinnakulam and Periakulam. The water collected 

through subsurface system goes to the sewage farm located in Ukkadam. Due to the diversified 

source, the sewage water is loaded with variety of pollutants and considerable quantity of sludge.  

Hence the study was carried out to characterize the municipal sewage water and various 

parameters like pH, Electrical conductivity, dissolved oxygen, biological oxygen demand, 

chemical oxygen demand were studied2,3  

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

Sewage water samples (1000 ml) were collected from 20 different locations in and around 

sewage farm, Ukkadam, Coimbatore and stored in polythene containers.and also a known 

quantity (5 liters) of sample was collected from sewage farm inlet and outlet separately for 

analysis. An attempt was made to reduce the total suspended solids TDS, BOD, COD etc using 

different chemicals like 2% AlCl3, 2% FeCl3 and 2% FeCl2 solutions. The chemically treated 

water was passed through different adsorbents like activated carbon, charcoal and vermiculite 

packed with lime, sand and pebbles. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

1 Characteristics of sewage water and sludge 

 The results of physical, chemical and biological characteristics of sewage water and 

sludge are given in table 1& 2 

 The sewage farm is using six step treatment plant to treat the sewage water. The sewage 

water samples were collected before and after the treatment. The sewage water was acidic in pH 

(6.39) even after the treatment with EC of 1.59 dS m-1. In general the existing sewage water 

treatment plant reduced the components viz., EC, TDS,TSS, BOD, COD. 
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Table 1 Characteristics of sewage water 

 

S.No Parameters Sewage water inlet Sewage water outlet 

1 pH 6.18 6.39 

2 EC (dS m-1) 1.61 1.59 

3 Total suspended solids (mg L-1) 156 152 

4 Total dissolved solids (mg L-1) 2396 2312 

5 Dissolved oxygen (mg L-1) 3.21 3.29 

6 Biological oxygen demand (mg L-1) 49 43 

7 Chemical oxygen demand (mg L-1) 296 285 

 

Table 2 Characteristics of sewage sludge 

 
S.No Parameters Value 

1 pH 7.42 

2 EC (dS m-1) 1.49 

3 Total carbon (%) 28.26 

4 Total nitrogen (%) 1.46 

5 Total phosphorous(%) 0.66 

6 Total potassium (%) 0.27 

7 C/N ratio 19.35 

8 Ca(%) 11.92 

9 Mg(%) 1.25 

10 Bacteria (X 105 CFU g-1 sludge) 29 

11 Fungi (X 104 CFU g-1 sludge) 32 

12 Actinomycetes (X 103 CFU g-1 sludge) 7 

2. Effect of alum on the sludge reduction in sewage water 

 An experiment was conducted to quantify the coagulant required to remove the sludge 

from sewage water by using alum at different concentration. The results are given in table 3. The 

experimental results showed an increase sludge reduction with the increased concentration of 

alum. Maximum sludge reduction (5.39%) was recorded at 5% alum concentration. But the 

ability of alum in reducing the sludge was decreased at 4% alum concentration ie., reduction of 

sludge was increased at decreasing rate. In general 0.75 to 5.39% of sludge was reduced from the 

total volume of sewage water at different level of alum concentration. 
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Table 3. Effect of alum on the sludge reduction in sewage water 

 

S.No 
Concentration of 

alum used (ppm) 

Quantity of water 

used for the treatment 

(litres) 

Quantity of sludge 

generated g 

10 kg-1 water 

Sludge 

reduction 

1 0 10 75 0.75 

2 1 10 276 2.76 

3 2 10 495 4.95 

4 3 10 520 5.20 

5 4 10 528 5.28 

6 5 10 539 5.39 

3. Chemical treatment 

Aluminium chloride, ferric chloride and ferrous chloride were efficient in reducing the pollutant 

load from sewage water. Among the three chemicals used, aluminium chloride was found to be 

efficient in reducing most components. 
 

Table 4. Effect of different chemicals on the reduction of pollutant load of sewage water 

S.No Parameters Aluminium chloride 
Ferric 

chloride 

Ferrous 

chloride 

1 pH 6.21 6.13 6.26 

2 EC (dS m-1) 1.62 1.65 1.66 

3 Total suspended solids (mg L-1) 112 123 129 

4 Total dissolved solids (mg L-1) 1800 1892 1912 

5 Dissolved oxygen (mg L-1) 6.12 6.03 5.96 

6 
Biological oxygen demand (mg 

L-1) 
27 29.2 29.9 

7 
Chemical oxygen demand (mg L-

1) 
189 201 232 

 

COD is the measure of the chemical oxygen demand and BOD is the measure of biological 

oxygen demand in waste water. These two parameters are used to characterize both the municipal 

and industrial waste water. BOD tends to be used more frequently in municipal wastewater 

treatment and COD is used more often in industrial wastewater treatment. The aluminium 

chloride reduced the BOD of sewage water from 49 to 27 mg L-1 and COD from 285 to 189 mg 

L-1. In both municipal and industrial wastewater treatment applications, there are many types of 

materials that contribute to BOD and COD. They can be organics, inorganics, oils, fats, etc. BOD 

and COD can be removed by coagulation and/or filtration when they are in the form of suspended 

solids. If they are soluble, then adsorption, biological oxidation or chemical oxidation processes 

are needed to remove them. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

The present study has revealed that sewage water that is treated has better physico-chemical 

characteristics and can be used for irrigation. A step to conserve water is the step to secure the 

future. 
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SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF COPPER (II) COMPLEX OF 

BENZALDEHYDE BENZOYL HYDRAZONE 
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The copper complex was prepared from benzaldehyde benzoyl hydrazone. The yield of 

the complex was about 70% and the melting point was 204-210°C. The IR spectrum shows 

different bands at 1600 cm-1, 1500 cm-1, 995 cm-1, 1030 cm-1 corresponding to the various 

functional groups. The electronic spectrum of Cu (II) complex showed only one single broad 

band at 416 nm, which is attributed to 2T2→ 2E transition indicating tetrahedral coordination 

environment. 

Key Words: Copper chloride, benzaldehyde, hydrazine hydrate. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Coordination chemistry is an important branch of chemistry. It is the study of a class of 

compounds formed by metal. Several coordination compounds are now routinely used in 

industries to benefit the mankind. Coordination compounds are compounds in which central 

metal atoms or ion is linked to a number of ions or neutral molecules by coordinate bonds or 

which contain complex ions. Examples-[Cu(NH3)4]SO4, Ni(CO)4. The neutral or negative ion 

bound to the central metal ion in the coordination entity is called ligand. They donate a pair of 

electrons to the central metal ion. Ligands donate electron density to the metal centre to form the 

coordinate-covalent bond. Ligands may be charged or neutral. Hydrazine is a detonate chemical. 

The presence of two lone pairs of electrons and four substitutable hydrogen atoms in addition to 

potent N-N bond. Hydrazine and its derivatives were prepared by Curtius. Hydrazine does not 

frequently act as reducing agent in reaction with transition metals, but act as a ligand to form 

complexes. Hydrazine is a dibasic ligand, it can function as unidentate, bidentate or bridging 

ligands. The monoprotonated hydrazine still retains a basic site and is capable of coordinating to 

the metal and the complexes containing positively charged hydrazinium ions are well known. The 

alkyl derivatives of hydrazine such as methyl, ethyl, phenyl and diethyl substituted hydrazine’s 

can also act as ligands. Complexes containing bridging phenyl hydrazines have not been prepared 

probably due to steric reasons. Present work deals with the preparation and characterization, and 

SEM analysis of benzaldehyde benzoyl hydrazone copper complex. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Synthesis of benzoic acid hydrazide (BH) C6H5CONHNH2:  

 

The benzoic acid hydrazide, C6H5CONHNH2(BH) was prepared by following literature 

procedure by refluxing together ethanolic solutions of ethyl benzoate (30 ml) and hydrazine 

hydrate (10 ml) in 1:1 mole ratio for about six to eight hours and the solution was left overnight, 

thus obtained hydrazide was recrystallized. 

C6H5COOC2H5 + H2N-NH2.H2O → C6H5CONHNH2 + C2H5OH + H2O 

 

Synthesis of benzaldehyde benzoyl hydrazone (BBH) C6H5CONHNCHC6H5: 

 

Benzaldehyde benzoyl hydrazone, a hydrazide schiff’s base is prepared by condensation 

of benzoic acid hydrazide (5.44 g dissolved in ethanol)with benzaldehyde (4.244 g, m.wt-

106.124) in 1:1 molar ratio. After mixing these two solutions it was heated for few minutes which 

was left over night. The pale yellow crytalline solid formed was then filtered and washed 2-3 

times with ethanol and left to dry. 

C6H5CONHNH2 + C6H5CHO →C6H5CONHNCHC6H5 +H2O 

 

Synthesis of the complex: 

 

Ethanolic solution of BBH CuCl2 (5mmol/0.85g in 10 ml) were mixed together and was 

heated for few minutes on the water bath which resulted in the formation of orange precipitate it 

was then left over night. The precipitate was filtered was then washed with ethanol and dried over 

fused CaCl2 

2(BBH)+CuCl2.2H20 → [Cu (BBH)2] + 2 HCl + 2 H2O. 

 

Characterization of the complex:  
 

Metal content of the complex was extracted iodometrically, for this about 0.1 g of the 

complex was weighed and digested with aqua regia followed by concentrated H2SO4. The white 

residue was then extracted with few drops of diluted HCl and distilled water into a conical flask 

to which 10 ml of 10% KI solution was added. It was finally diluted to about 75 ml. the flask was 

then covered and allowed to stand in dark for few minutes. The liberated iodine was titrated 

against standard sodium thiosulphate solution using starch as indicator. The amount of copper 

was calculated by using relation. 

1ml of 1N Na2SO3 = 0.06354g of copper 

11.6 ml of 1N Na2SO3 = 0.06354x140 = 0.737064x100 = 73.7% 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

The ligand, benzaldehyde benzoyl hydrazone in this study form 1:2 (M: L) complexes. 

The reaction between the ligand and metal salt is represented by following equation:  

CuCl2 2H2O + 2(BBH) → [Cu(BBH)2] + 2HCl +2H2O. The complex is intensely colored and 

stable powder, which melt around 260 - 264° C. The yield of the complex is found to be 70% 

(Table 1). The complex is insoluble in water, ethanol, benzene and soluble in dimethyl 

sulphoxide and dimethyl formamide. The complex corresponds to formula [Cu(BBH)2]. It doesn't 

contain any anions. 
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Physical properties 

 

 

Infrared spectra  
 

 Infrared spectroscopy is one of the most common spectroscopic techniques used for 

structural elucidation of metal complexes and compound identification. Infrared spectra of the 

ligand, BBH, have several prominent bands at 3280 and 1630 cm-1 due to v (N-H). The amide 

bands of >CONH- group are observed at 1675, 1535 and 1275 cm-1 which indicates that the 

ligand exist in the keto form in the solid state. The amide and v (N-H) stretching bands had 

disappeared in the complex indicating the absence of the >C=O group and loss of the NH proton 

via enolisation indicating that the ligands are coordinating in the enolic form. 

 

 

  Fig.1 The IR Spectra of Benzaldehyde benzoyl hydrazone 

 

 

  Fig.2 The IR Spectra of Copper(II) Benzaldehyde benzoyl hydrazone 

Complex Colour Yield (%) Melting point(°C) 

BH White 78.9% 176 °C 

BBH Pale Yellow 73.7% 204-210°C 

[Cu(BBH)2] Orange 75.4% 204-206°C 
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The IR spectra of the complex [Cu(SBH)2] showed some new bands. A sharp band at 

1600 cm-1 diagnostic of >C=N-N=C< group indicating transformation of the carbonyl group to its 

enolic form through keto-enol tautomerism and subsequent coordination of the enolic oxygen to 

metal after deprotonation. Again the appearance of a new band at 1500 cm-1 was characteristic of 

v(NCO-), which further supported the enolic oxygen coordination. A weak band, ν(N-N) 

appearing at 995 cm-1 in the ligand shifted to higher frequency 1030 cm-1 in the complex which 

shows coordination through one of the nitrogen atom of the hydrazide moeity1. A broad band 

around 3400 cm-1 in complex showed non involvement of -OH group of salicylaldehyde in 

coordination. 

 

Electronic spectra:  

 The electronic absorption spectra are often very helpful in the evaluation of results 

furnished by other methods of structural investigation. The electronic spectra measurements were 

used for assigning the stereochemistry of metal ions in the complexes based on the positions and 

number of d-d transition peaks.  

The electronic spectrum of Cu (II) complex showed only one single broad band at 416 

nm, which is attributed to 2T2→ 2E transition indicating tetrahedral coordination environment. 

This transition results from the hole transfer from t2 to e orbital.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

Fig.3 UV Spectrum of the complex 

 

SCANNING ELECTRON MIRCOSCOPE: 
 

The FESEM images of the metal complex are given in the figures. The SEM image of metal 

complex reveal the rod shape surface nature of the particle. 
 

 

 

   

 

 

Fig. 4. The rod shape surface nature of the particle 
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CONCLUSION 

 

 Hydrazones belongs to an important class of compound which has drawn significant 

attention due to remarkable biological and analytical properties. On the basis of the spectral 

studies the nature as well as structure of complex has been suggested. The complex is insoluble in 

water, ethanol and benzene and soluble in dimethyl sulphoxide and dimethyl formamide. 

Complex does not contain any water molecules and anions. The IR spectrum shows the 

frequencies of C=O and C=N is shifted to lower frequencies indicating the formation of complex. 

The UV spectrum shows the stereochemistry of metal ions in Cu(II) complex based on position 

and number of d-d transition peak. The SEM image of metal complex reveal the rod shape 

surface nature of the particle. 
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SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF TRANSITION METAL 

COMPLEX 
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The complex was formed by reacting benzoic acid and hydrazine hydrate with nickel 

nitrate in aqueous medium in 1:1:1 molar ratio at pH>6.The product obtained was characterized 

by various analytical and spectroscopic techniques.The complex Ni(C6H5COO)2 (N2H4)2 was 

obtained in 78% yield as violet coloured substance having melting point at 97 ℃.The complex 

was soluble in organic solvents like ethanol,methanol and DMSO. The IR spectrum shows the 

stretching frequencies of (C=O) and (C=N) is shifted to lower frequencies indicating the 

formation of complex and it is further supported by newly formed low frequency bands.The UV 

spectrum shows to absorption bands in DMSO in which d-d transition is evident.The complex 

formed can be carried out for further studies. 

Key Words: Nickel Nitrate, Hydrazine Hydrate, Benzoic Acid. 

INTRODUCTION 

Transition metals are found everywhere from vitamin supplements to electroplating 

baths. Transition metals also make up the pigments in many paints and compose all minerals.1 

Typically, transition metals are found in the cationic form since they readily oxidize or lose 

electrons, and are surrounded by electron donors called ligands. These ligands do not form ionic 

or covalent bonds with the metal center; rather they take on a third type of bond known as 

coordinate-covalent.2 The coordinate-covalent bond between a ligand and a metal is dynamic, 

meaning that ligands are continuously exchanging and re-coordinating around the metal center. 
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The identities of both the metal and the ligand dictate which ligands will bond preferentially over 

another. In addition, color and magnetic properties are also due to the types of complexes that are 

formed.3 The coordination compounds that form are analyzed using a variety of instruments and 

tools. This experiment explores why so many complexes are possible and uses a spectrochemical 

(color and chemical) method to help identify the type of coordination complex that forms. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

All the reagents used were of analar grade and were purified and dried according to the 

standard procedure 4. The ligand was synthesized according to the procedure 5. Benzoic acid, 

Hydrazine hydrate, Nickel nitrate hexahydrate were obtained from Merck and Sigma chemicals 

India respectively. Melting point was recorded in a Sigma melting point apparatus. Infrared 

spectra were measured as KBR pellets on a Nicolet nature model FT-IR spectrophotometer in the  

400-4000 cm-1 range. The electronic spectrum of the complexes has been recorded in DMSO 

using Perkin Elmer UV- visible spectrophotometer in the 200-800 nm range.  

 

MATERIALS REQUIRED 

Benzoic acid.  

Hydrazine hydrate  

Nickel nitrate hexahydrate 

 

Preparation of transition metal dihydrazine complex M (C6H5COO) 2(N2H4)2 [M= Ni] 

 

The complex was prepared by dissolving corresponding metal nitrate (2.907gms, 0.01mol 

Ni(NO3)2.6H2O; in 20ml of distilled water) was prepared and poured to ligand solution which was 

prepared by mixing. Benzoic acid (2.44g, 0.02mol in 10ml water) and hydrazine hydrate 

(1.032ml, 0.02mol in 10ml water) with constant stirring. Clear solution is obtained initially, and it 

becomes residue in addition of Nickel Nitrate solution after 30min. When stirred using a 

magnetic stirrer (Fig.11) at 50o C and 370 rpm and the it is converted to micro crystalline solids 

when left undisturbed. The color of the crystal is pale violet. Nickel hydrazine complex (Fig.12) 

was formed only in 1:1 alcohol medium at pH=5. The solution with the products where cooled, 

filtered and washed with distilled water, ethanol and then with ether. Then dried in desiccator 

containing anhydrous CaCl2. 

 

M (NO3)2+2N2H4+2C6H5COOH→M (C6H5COO) 2(N2H4)2+2HNO3 

 

RESULTS AND DISSCUSSION 

 

The present work aims at preparing metal dihydrazine complex. The preparation of metal 

dihydrazine complex has been carried out in aqueous medium. The metal complex have been 

characterized by IR, UV studies. The stoichiometric reaction of Ni (NO3)2.6H2O with Benzoic 

acid and hydrazine hydrate in aqueous medium resulted in the formation of new complex 

(equation 1). From the analytical data stoichiometry of the new complex was soluble in common 

organic solvents such as dichloromethane, chloroform, benzene, acetonitrile, methanol, ethanol, 

DMF and DMSO. All the complexes are formed in acidic medium (pH<7). The chemical 

reactions can be represented as  

 

Ni(NO3)2+ 2N2H4 + 2C6H5COOH → Ni (C6H5COO) 2 (N2H4)2 + 2HNO3 
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INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY 

 

The IR bands are shown C=O stretching vibration: The band at 1710 cm-1 of the ligand due to 

C=O stretching lowered to ~ 1688cm-1 on complexation. C=N stretching vibration:The band at 

1625 cm-1 in the spectrum of the ligand due symmetrical (C=N) stretching decreased to ~ 

1616cm-1 in the complex, while the band at 1616cm-1 was assigned to γ (C=N) frequency shifted 

to the lower frequency at 1536cm-1 in the complex. 

 The low frequency bands of complexes. New bands which appeared at low frequencies in the 

spectra of the synthesized complexes were probably due to (M-N) and (M-O) bond vibration 

frequencies. The facts are further supported by newly formed low frequency bands: 

1-The band at 418cm-1 have been assigned to γ (M-N). 

2-The bands at 545cm-1 have been assigned to γ (M-O). 

On the basis of the above evidence is an indication of complex formation. 

 

 

Fig 1. Infrared spectrum of new metal complex 

 

ELECTRONIC SPECTRUM 
The electronic spectrum of Ni (II)-complex shows two absorption bands in DMSO 

solution at 367 nm (LMCT) S → d transition. 

 

Fig.2. Ultra violet spectrum of the new metal complex 
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SCANNING ELECTRON MIRCOSCOPE: 

 

The FESEM images of the metal complex are given in the figure. The SEM image of metal 

complex reveal the rod shape surface nature of the particle. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3. FESEM of the new metal complex 

 

The floral arrangement on the surface of the new metal complex.  

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE NEW COMPLEX 

 

Complex  Colour  Yeild Melting point 

(℃) 

Ni(C6H5COO)2 

(N2H4)2 

 Violet 78% 97 ℃ 

Complex γ( C=N) γ( C=O) γ( M-O) 

Ni(C6H5COO)2 

(N2H4)2 

1536cm 1688 cm 545 cm 

 

CONCLUSION 

The new metal complex nickel di hydrazinate complex acts as good anti-microbial agent 

and it can be subject to futhur studies like NMR,TEM,anti-cancer activity and cyclic voltametry. 
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A study was carried out in Coimbatore south taluk, Tamil Nadu, India to know the 

ground water quality owing to groundwater contamination with increasing population, 

industrialization and agricultural activities. The ground water samples collected from five 

locations of Coimbatore south taluk were subjected to ground water quality assessment and 

compared with the drinking water quality standards prescribed by World Health Organization. 

Among the five locations studied, ground water collected from Singanallur alone stood well 

within the ground water quality limits prescribed by the WHO. The ground water collected from 

Ramanathapuram showed a high range of TDS (1100 – 1210 mg L-1) followed by Uppilipalayam 

(990 – 1014 mg L-1). The ground water collected from Singanallur exhibited a low TDS (410 – 

440 mg L-1). 

Key words: Ground water, hydrogeochemistry, water quality. 

INTRODUCTION 

Groundwater quality studies have attracted researchers for a variety of reasons now a 

days because of their significance related to public health problems, their need in relation to plant 

growth and the mechanism of metal transport in aqueous environment. The study of quantity of 

water alone is not sufficient to solve the water management problems because its uses for various 

purposes depend on its quality. Hence, the hydro geochemical characters of groundwater and 

groundwater quality in different aquifers over space and time have proven to be important in 

solving the problems. Water is the basic element of social and economic infrastructure and is 

essential for healthy society and sustainable development. 97% of Earth’s water is in the form of 

saline water present in ocean and only 3% of fresh water is available (Mahesha, 200). It is 

scientifically proved that 68.7% of fresh water is found to be stored in the form of glaciers and 

icecaps and 30.1% is available in the form of groundwater. Groundwater is one of the valuable 

earth’s renewable resources for human life and economic development, which occur as a part of 

hydrologic cycle (Howard Perlman, 2006). Amongst the natural water resources, groundwater 

forms an invisible component of the system. In last 50 years it is observed that development of 

groundwater resources is unpredictable. An estimated 2 billion people worldwide rely on aquifers 

for drinking water supply. The annual utilizable groundwater resources in India are estimated as 

428 km3 per year. This accounts for about 80% of domestic water requirement and more than 45 

% of the total irrigation requirements of the country (Fattesingrao Jadhav, 1998) Groundwater 

quality is slowly but surely declining everywhere. Hence, an attempt was made to know the 

ground water of Coimbatore south to know its suitability for present use and to find out a solution 

for future use. Similar studies on the ground water quality of various locations of Coimbatore 

districts were done by Ibrahim Bathusha and Saseetharan, (2006); Lenin Sundar and Saseetharan, 

(2008); Jothivenkatachalam, et al. (2010). 
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METHODOLOGY 

The study area, Coimbatore south taluk, Coimbatore District has been selected for this 

study, which lies between 10 ° 99’ N latitudes and 76 ° 94’ E longitudes. There are five revenue 

villages are comes under Coimbatore south taluk covering Coimbatore old town, Singanallur, 

Ramanathapuram, Souripalayam and Uppilipalayam.  

 

 
 

In each location five water samples were collected from the bore wells extensively used 

for drinking, household and irrigation purposes. The ground water samples were collected in the 

pre cleaned polypropylene bottles after leaving the motor pumps under running condition for 

about 10 minutes in order to ensure that the collected ground water samples should be 

representative of ground water aquifer. The collected samples were labeled properly. The 

collection, preservation, labeling and analysis of various parameters of water samples from 

different locations were carried out by following standard analytical methods (APHA, 1998; 

Saxena, 1994). The results were compared with water quality standards given by World Health 

Organization (WHO) and India.  

Table 1. Analytical methods and equipment used in the present study 

Sl. 

No. 

Parameter Method Instruments/Equipments 

1. pH Electronic pH meter 

2. EC (dS m-1) Electronic Conductivity meter 

3. Chlorides (mg L-1) Titration by AgNO3 - 

4. Hardness (mg L-1) Titration by EDTA - 

5. TDS (mg L-1) Electrometric  TDS Meter 

6. Sulphates  Turbidimetric  Turbidity Meter 
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Table 2. Drinking water quality standards 

Sl. 

No. 

Parameters Indian Standards WHO Standards 

Desirable 

Limit 

Permissible 

Limit 

Maximum 

allowable 

concentration 

1. pH 6.5 - 8.5 No Relaxation 6.5 - 8.5 

2. EC (dS m-1) <0.25 - - 

3. Chlorides (mg L-1) 250 1000 250 

4. Total hardness (mg L-1) 300 600 500 

5. TDS (mg L-1) 500 - 500 

6. Sulphates (mg L-1) 200 400 400 

7. Phosphates (mg L-1) - - 0.1 

8. Calcium (mg L-1) 75 - - 

RESULTS 

The chemical composition of bore well waters collected from the five locations of 

Coimbatore south is given in Table.1 and 2. The pH of the ground water samples collected from 

these five locations was slightly alkaline in nature and the average pH values were ranged from 

6.91 to 7.93. The EC value is an index to represent the total concentration of soluble salts in 

water. The average EC value of all the five location was ranged from (0.63 to 1.52 dS m -1). The 

TDS of ground water collected from Singanallur (429 mg L-1) was within the WHO standard 

where as the water collected from the other four locations were found higher (640 to 1180 mg L-1) 

than the desirable limit of WHO (500 mg L-1). The chloride concentration of all the five locations 

was ranged from 94.50 to 237.81 mg L-1. Two locations namely Uppilipalayam (237.81 mg L-1) 

and Ramanathapuram (220.55 mg L-1) registered near to the prescribed standards of WHO (250 

mg L-1). Though it registered the chlorides lower than the prescribed limit, there are more chances 

of it cross beyond the prescribed limit due to continuous pumping and improper recharge. With 

respect to hardness, all the five locations were showed a high hardness value (352 to 633 mg L-1). 

The hardness of water is mainly because of the presence of carbonates, bicarbonates, chlorides 

and sulphates of calcium and magnesium. The temporary hardness caused by carbonates and 

bicarbonates of calcium and magnesium of the ground waters of these locations can be reduced 

by boiling of water. However, removal of chlorides and sulphates from the ground water by 

boiling is difficult. The phosphate concentration ranged from 0.36 to 0.44 mg L-1. Kalaivani and 

Ramesh, (2014) reported that the ground water of Coimbatore south taluk were high and 

unsuitable for drinking.  

CONCLUSION 

Our study confirm that all the ground water samples collected from twenty five sampling 

spots of five locations of Coimbatore south are not suitable for drinking purpose. It is clearly 
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evident from the past and present study the ground water quality of Coimbatore south taluk is 

deteriorating which needs further attention.  
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Table 1. Hydro geochemical characteristics of ground water samples collected from different locations of 

Coimbatore south 

 Values are mean of five replications 

Table 2. Hydro geochemical characteristics (range) of ground water collected from different locations of 

Coimbatore south 

 

 

 

S. 

No. 

Sampling points pH 

EC 

(dS m-1) 

Cl- 

(mg L-1) 

Hardness 

(mg L-1) 

TDS 

(mg L-1) 

PO4
- 

(mg L-1) 

SO4 

(mg L-1) 

HCO3 

(mg L-1) 

Calcium 

(mg L-1) 

1 
Coimbatore (old 

Town) 
7.64 0.63 199.05 633 640 0.41 17.25 623 54 

2 Ramanathapuram 6.91 1.52 220.55 481 1180 0.47 16.13 675 82 

3 Singanallur 7.48 0.72 94.50 352 429 0.36 12.31 442 48 

4 Sowripalayam 7.12 1.35 178.25 530 846 0.43 19.42 552 74 

5 Uppilipalayam 7.93 1.23 237.81 543 1032 0.44 20.12 592 65 

S. 

No. 

Sampling points pH EC 

(dS m-1) 

Cl- 

(mg L-1) 

Hardness 

(mg L-1) 

TDS 

(mg L-1) 

PO4
- 

(mg L-

1) 

SO4 

(mg L-1) 

Bicarbonates 

(mg L-1) 

1 Coimbatore (old 
Town) 

6.92 - 7.64 0.53 – 0.68 165 - 201 590 - 640 610 - 670 0.39 – 
0.45 

16.12 – 
17.28 

610 -640 

2 Ramanathapuram 6.91 – 7.41 1.32 – 1.62 190 - 230 460 - 490 1100 - 
1210 

0.44 – 
0.55 

15.92 - 
16.43 

655 - 680 

3 Singanallur. 7.11 - 7.48 0.69 – 0.78 85 - 101 345 -352 410 - 440 0.32 – 
0.38 

12.11 - 
12.41 

430 - 452 

4 Sowripalayam. 7.12 – 7.62 1.27 -1.40 160 - 185 510 -550 822 - 860 0.39 – 
0.41 

19.21 - 
19.55 

530 - 561 

5 Uppilipalayam. 7.93 – 8.02 1.11 – 1.32 220 - 245 523 -555 990 - 

1014 

0.37 - 

.51 

19.95 – 

20.22 

570 - 600 
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Phytochemical screening and pharmacological studies of Acer circinatum leaf and 

stem extracts 
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The prescribed study showed that the selected Acer circinatum stem and leaves extracts 

containing the various phytochemicals like steroids, coumarins, lactons, flavonoids and 

alkaloids. Antibacterial and antifungal studies revealed that the phytochemicals of the plant 

extract inhibited the growth of selected bacteria Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus and 

selected fungi Aspergillus flavus, Aspergillus niger. The phytochemical screening exhibits that 

the plant extracts states that the plant extracts possess medicinally important secondary 

metabolites.  

Key words  

 Phytochemical screening, Pharmacological studies, Acer circinatum, Ethyl acetate. 

Introduction 

Natural products are expected to play an important role as one of the major sources of 

new drugs in the years to come because of their incomparable structural diversity, the relatively 

small dimensions of many of them, and their drug like properties, that is their ability to be 

absorbed and metabolized (1). Phyto-constituents are the natural bioactive compounds found in 

plants and phytochemistry is a distinct discipline somewhere in between organic chemistry, plant 

biochemistry and closely related to natural products. It deals with a variety of organic substances 

accumulated in plants. The plants may be considered as a biosynthetic laboratory. Not only their 

chemical compounds such as carbohydrates, protein, and lipids that are used as food by men, but 

also a multitude of compounds like glycosides, alkaloids, flavonoids. Obviously natural products 

will continue to be extremely important as sources of medicinal agents (2-3). 

According to their functions in plant metabolism, phytochemicals are basically divided 

into two groups, Primary constituents: It comprises of common sugars, amino acid, proteins and 

chlorophyll. Secondary constituents: It comprises of alkaloids, terpenoids, saponins, phenolic 

compounds, flavonoids, tannins and so on. The chemical compounds formed during the normal 

metabolic processes of plants are often referred to as "secondary metabolites". However the 

presence of the secondary metabolites in plants probably explains the various uses of plants for 

traditional medicine (4-10). 

Materials and methods 

Collection of plant material 

Stems and leaves of Acer circinatum were collected from Coimbatore in Tamil Nadu. 

They were rinsed with tap water followed by distilled water to remove the dirt on the surface. 

Barks were removed from stems and cut into small pieces. Afterwards the sample was shade 

dried and then homogenized into fine powder using a mortar and pestle were stored in airtight 

bottles and were used for all the extraction process. 

Preparation of plant extract 

The powdered leaves and stem of Acer circinatum was soaked in ethyl acetate in 3days. 

The collected portion was subjected to screening for further studies. 

mailto:kulandaifspm@gmail.com
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Phytochemical screening 

Materials required 

Glacial acetic acid, Acetic anhydride, Sulphuric acid (concentrated), 10% Sodium 

hydroxide, Ferric chloride, Lead acetate, Sodium nitro prusside, Chloroform, Picric acid 

(saturated), Fehling solution (A&B), Copper sulphate 

Procedure 

Phytochemical analysis was carried out for all the extracts as per the standard methods. 

Test for steroids: liebermann burchard test: A few drops of extract was added with 1ml of glacial 

acetic acid and 1ml of acetic anhydride and 1-2 drops of conc.H2SO4. The solution becomes 

bluish green, indicates the presence of steroids. 

A few drops of extract treated with 2-3 ml of acetic anhydride and was mixed with 1-2 

drops of conc. H2SO4. The dark green coloration of the solution indicates presence of steroids. 

Test for terpenoids: Salkaowski test: 

A few drops of extract was added with sulpuric acid shaken well and allowed to stand for 

2 minutes. The lower layer turned to yellow colour indicates the presence of terpenoids. 

Test for coumarins: A few drops of extract was treated with 1ml of 10% sodium hydroxide. The 

formation of yellow color indicates the presence of coumarins. 

Test for saponins: Froth test: Extract was diluted with 20ml of distilled water and this solution 

was shaken well in a conical flask for 15minutes. Formation of foam indicates the presence of 

saponins. 

Test for quinones: 1ml of concentrated sulphuric acid was added to the plant extract. Formation 

of blue color indicates the presence of quinones. 

Test for anthracyanins: Few drops of extract was added with 10% Sodium hydroxide. Blue 

color indicates the presence of anthracyanins. 

Test for tannins: FeCl3 test: Few drops of extract was taken in a test tube and ferric chloride 

solution was added drop by drop. A blue black precipitate was indicates the presence of tannins. 

Test for lactons: Few drops of extract was treated with mixture of sodium nitro pruside and 

glacial acetic acid. The mixture was treated with sodium hydroxide. A deep red colour indicates 

presence of lactons. 

Test for alkaloids: Wagners Test: Few drops of extract was dissolved in chloroform. The 

chloroform layer was evaporated and the residue acidified and added few drops of Wagners 

reagent (Iodine in Pottasium Iodide). Orange precipitate indicates presence of alkaloids 

Test for carbohydrates: Extracts were dissolved individually in 5ml of distilled water and were 

filtered extracts were used to test the presence of carbohydrates.  

Fehlings Test: Filtrates were hydrolysed with dil. HCL and were neutralized with alkali and 

heated with Fehlings solution A&B. Formation of red precipitate indicates the presence of 

reducing sugars. 
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Test for flavonoids: Sodium hydroxide Test: 5ml of extract is dissolved in water, warmed and 

filtered. 2ml of extract was added with 10% aqueous sodium hydroxide solution and formation of 

yellow coloration. Few drops of dil.HCl was added to this solution. A change in color from 

yellow to colorless indicates the presence of flavonoids. 

Test for proteins: Biuret Test: Few drops of extract was treated with copper sulphate solution 

and sodium hydroxide solution. Violet color indicates the presence of flavonoids. 

Test for glycosides: Keller-Killiani Test: Few drops of extract was treated with 1ml of glacial 

acetic acid and few drops of ferric chloride solution was added. Conc.H2SO4 was added through 

the sides of the test tube. Reddish brown ring at the junction of liquids was indicates the presence 

of de-oxysugar. 

Test for phenol: Ferric chloride Test: Few drops of extract was treated with 3 to 4 drops of 

ferric chloride solution. Formation of bluish black color indicates the presence of phenol. 

Antibacterial analysis 

Media Used: Peptone-10 g, NaCl-10g and Yeast extract 5g, Agar 20g in 1000 ml of distilled 

water.  

Analysis method: Agar diffusion method. 

Bacteria analyzed: Escherichia coli, Staphylococcus aureus. 

Method: 

The stock cultures of bacteria were revived by inoculating in both media and grown at 

37ºC for 18 hrs. The agar plates of the above media were prepared and wells were made in the 

plate. Each plate was inoculated with 18 hold cultures (100 μl, 10-4 cfu) and spread evenly on the 

plate. After 20 min, the wells were filled with of compound at different volumes. All the plates 

were incubated at 37ºC for 24 hours and the diameter of inhibition zone were noted. 

Anti-fungal analysis 

Media Used: Czapek-Dox Agar: Composition (g/l) Sucrose-30.0; Sodium nitrate-2.0; K2HPO4-

1.0, MgSO4.7H2O-0.5; KCl-0.5; FeSO4-0.01; Agar-20. 

Name of the analysis method: Agar diffusion method. 

Fungi Analysed: Aspergillus flavus, Aspergillus niger. 

Method: 

The stock cultures of were revived by inoculating in both media and grown at 270ºC for 

48 hrs. The agar plates of the above media were prepared and wells were made in the plate. Each 

plate was inoculated with 48 hours old cultures (100 μl 104 CFU) and spread evenly on the plate. 

After 20 min, the wells were filled with different volumes of samples. All the plates were 

incubated at 270ºC for 96 hours and the diameter of inhibition zone were noted. 
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Results and Discussion 

Phytochemical analysis 

Results of the phytochemical constituents of ethyl acetate extracts of ACL and ACS were 

reported in table (1), fig: 8, 9, 10 and 11. The phytochemical screening of ACL showed the 

presence of steroids, coumarins, lactons, flavonoids and alkaloids. Saponins, quinones, phenol, 

terpenoids, anthracyanins, tannins, carbohydrate, proteins, glycosides are found as absence of 

positive result. The phytochemical screening of ACS showed the presence of steroids, coumarins, 

lactons, alkaloids and flavonoids. Saponins, quinones, phenonl, terpenoids, anthracyanins, 

tannins, carbohydrate, proteins, and glycosides are found as absence of positive result. 

Table: 1 Qualitative analysis of ACL EA and ACS EA for the presence of phytochemicals 

S.No Phyto constituents ACL ACS 

1 Steroids + + 

2 Terpenoids _ _ 

3 Coumarins + + 

4 Saponins _ _ 

5 Quinones _ _ 

6 Anthracyanins _ _ 

7 Tannins _ _ 

8 Lactone + + 

9 Carbohydrate _ _ 

10 Flavonoids + + 

11 Proteins _ _ 

12 Glycosides _ _ 

13 Alkaloids + + 

14 Phenol 
_ _ 

s 
+presence -absence 

Anti- bacterial and Anti- fungal Activity 

The leaves and stem of Acer circinatum in ethyl acetate extract (ACS EA & ACL EA) 

was tested for their antibacterial and anti-fugal activity using disc diffusion method. The zone of 

inhibitions (mm) are mentioned in table:3 shows the antibacterial activities of ACS EA & ACL 

EA. At higher concentration the stem extract shows the diameter of inhibition zones (DIZ) 

against Staphylococcus aureus was 5mm, Ecoli was 5mm. The leaf extract shows lowest 

activity compared to stem extract. The stem extract shows better activity against the two tested 

microorganism using Ciprofloxacin as standards. Anti-fungal activity of ACS EA & ACL EA 

not shows any inhibition using Amphotericin as standards. 
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Conclusions 

Preliminary phytochemical screening of plant extracts showed the presence of steroids, 

coumarins, lactons, flavonoids, alkaloids and the absence of saponins, quinones, phenol, 

terpenoids, anthracyanins, tannins, carbohydrate, proteins and glycosides. Pharmacological 

study shows that the stem of the plant Acer circinatum has good anti-microbial activity due to 

the presence of various phytochemicals in the plant extracts. Anti bacterial activity shows at 

80μl concentration, the stem extract moderately inhibit the growth of the pathogens. Both stem 

and leaf extract were inactive towards the selected fungi Aspergillus flavus, Aspergillus niger. 

The phytochemical screening and pharmacological evaluation of the plant extracts states that the 

plant extracts possess medicinally important secondary metabolites. FT-IR analysis shows that 

the plant extract exhibit various functional groups like O-H, C-H, C=O, N-O, C-X, C-F etc. 
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ABSTRACT 

Ants are the most dominant components of the terrestrial ecosystem because of their 

universal distribution and thus constitute the greater part of biomass. Ants are considered to be 

very sensitive to habitat transformation and disturbance, and for this reason have been extensively 

used as indicator species. The aim of the present work is to investigate the ant population in the 

Disturbed and Undisturbed sites of the college campus and to apply the Shannon Weinner Index 

and Simpson’s diversity index to assess the richness of the ant diversity in the campus. The ants 

were collected using pitfall traps, scented traps and hand collection methods from July 19 th, 2018 

to sep 25th, 2018. The Shannon Wiener index is high for undisturbed site and the Simpson’s 

Diversity index is also high for the undisturbed site. On the campus gardening has been done each 

year as a regular process leading to digging, change of soil, replacement of soil, additional 

manuring, burning of litter, and change of plants and grass that has resulted in change of 

topological profile of the ant ecosystem in this campus. Ants the  most  successful  social  insects, 

live  in  almost  all types  of  habitats. They can with stand various ecological hazards adapting 

with the situations. Being  tiny  creatures  they  have  to  face  all types  of  anthropogenic  

activities. Different anthropogenic activities affect the ant community.      

Key words:  ant diversity, Shannon Weinner index, Simpsons diversity index, Pitfall,                        

scented traps, hand collection, anthropogenic activity. 

INTRODUCTION 

 Ants are the most dominant components of the terrestrial ecosystem because of their 

universal distribution and thus constitute the greater part of biomass. Ants contribute a 

conspicuous component of terrestrial biodiversity and are the most divergent group among all 

social insects. They act as ecosystem engineers. They play a very important role in the ecosystem 

by improving the soil and assisting in the decomposition process and are considered as good 

biological indicators due to their mutualistic behavior with both flora and fauna. These eusocial 

insects lead to high level of interactive lives assisting each other to survive and are highly evolved 

hymenopterans showing polymorphism. 

Ants are found everywhere except in Iceland, Greenland and Antarctica (Holldobler and 

Wilson, 1990), But the number of species decline with increasing latitude, altitude and aridity 

(Farji – Brener and Ruggiero, 1994). Some ant species establish mutualistic relationships with 

many other organisms including invertebrates and vertebrates. For example ants protect aphids 

and other homopterans from their predators, for obtaining sugar-rich solutions produced by them 

(Delfino and Buffa, 2000). 

Ants  can  build  their  nests  in  leaf  litter, rotting logs, underneath  the soil, within 

woody  stems  or  under the rocks  and they can also establish  fungal gardens in the soils. During 

activities associated with gallery building of nests by ants, they favor the mixing of organic 

matter in the soil, as well as increase the aeration properties of soils (Luque et al., 2002). Ants are 

among the leading predators in terrestrial habitats because they feed on other insects and small 

invertebrates, so that ants can be used as biological control of insects, pests (Suryanto, 1993).  
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 Ants are considered to be very sensitive to habitat transformation and disturbance, and for 

this reason have been extensively used as indicator species (Hoffmann and Anderson 2003). 

Increases in grazing intensity may also result in decline of ant species richness, especially of litter 

inhabiting cryptic species and specialized predators, and strong changes in species composition, 

although the relative proportions of different functional groups appear somewhat resilient to 

grazing pressure (Hoffmann, 2000). 

 The Western Ghats in India plus the whole island of Sri Lanka is considered one of the 

34 world biodiversity hotspots (Gunawardene et al., 2008) of ants. They are also useful  

indicators  in  monitoring  programs and natural areas restoration efforts  because  of  their fast  

response   to changes in habitat quality, their abundance and relatively  easy  sampling  and  

identification (Brown, 2000). 

The objective of the present work is to investigate the ant population in the Disturbed and 

Undisturbed sites of the college campus and to apply the Shannon Weinner Index and Simpson’s 

diversity index to assess the richness of the ant population in the campus. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Study Area  

The fieldwork was conducted in the campus of Nirmala college for women, Coimbatore, 

Tamilnadu. Coimbatore lies at 11 1’6”N, 76 58’ 21”E, in south India at 411 meters (1349 ft) 

above sea level on the banks of the Noyal river, in south western Tamilnadu. The average annual 

rainfall is around 700 mm (27.6 in) with the northeast and the southwest monsoon contributing to 

47% and 28% respectively to the total rainfall. This study was conducted from July19 to 

September 25 at ten sites from two fragements having various disturbance levels. 

Undisturbed area – 10 different plots were selected for ant collection as a representative. 

These plots are least disturbed areas. Human activities are nearly nil from this area. This region 

has a large number of trees, shrubs and grasses.    

Disturbed area – 10 plots were selected for collection of ants as a representative. These 

plots are heavily disturbed because of human activities and vehicles. The habitat from this region 

is adversely affected by human activities. This habitat prominently includes grasses, shrubs and 

only few tree species here roads and buildings are present. 

Sampling protocols  

         The ants were collected using pitfall traps, scented traps and hand collection methods from 

July 19th, 2018 to sep25th, 2018. A) The pit-fall traps consisted of a 0.5 liter plastic glasss with an 

opening of 12 cm in diameter, buried at ground level. At least one pit- fall trap were placed in 

each of the ten randomly chosen site. Each glass carried 25 ml of ethanol and glycerol mixture. 

The traps were set up between 15.00 and 17.00 hrs and were collected after 48 hrs (Gadagkar et. 

al., 1993). B) Scented traps were applied similar to that of pitfal traps but instead of ethanol and 

glycerol mixture, 25 ml of sugarcane juice and ethanol mixture were added. C) Hand collection of 

ants from each sampling plot was carried out to collect representative individuals of all species 

seen in the quadrate after laying the baits.  For removal of sampling error we used three different 

ant collection methods to collect maximum number of ant species from study area. Ants were 

photographed by using mobile phones. 
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            Species diversity was calculated  using Shannon - Weinner and Simpson’s diversity 

indices.  Shannon - Wiener diversity index and Simpson’s diversity index. (D) were calculated by 

using  standard  formula . 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 1: Ant Diversity In The Disturbed Sites 

LOCATION 

 

SPECIES ANT DENSITY 

HAND 

COLLECTION 

PITFALL TRAP SCENTED 

TRAP 

Infront of the    P G 

Chemistry lab 

Camponotus 

parius 

15 27 41 

Left side of the 

Research 

Department 

Camponotus 

compresses 

8 16 30 

Near the Rest 

Room 

Tetramorium 

species 

25 42 50 

Parking area Monomorium 

pharaonis 

27 36 47 

Front side of the 

parking area 

Tetraponera 

rufonigra 

3 12 33 

Open Stage Solenopsis 

species 

10 28 39 

Infront of the 

Divine Mercy 

Block 

Camponotus 

species 

12 25 42 

Left side of the 

Divine Mercy 

Block 

Crematogaster 

cerasi 

5 18 35 

Infront of the 

Administrative 

Block 

Monomorium 

minimum 

3 11 27 

Infront of the 

Chappel 

Solenopsis 

invicta 

30 45 7 

TOTAL 188 233 310 
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Table:2  Ant Diversity In The Undisturbed Site 

LOCATION SPECIES ANT DENSITY 

  HAND 

COLLECTION 

PIT FALL 

TRAP 

SCENTED 

TRAP 

Termanalia arjuna 

tree 

Ocycohylla 

smaragdina 

20 38 42 

Sappotta tree Polirachis dives 

smith 

10 21 22 

Inside Green house Pheidole species 15 26 30 

Below water tank Monomorium 

destructor 

17 32 50 

Hostel Wall Camponotus 

compressus 

9 33 20 

Back side of the 

stage 1 

Crematogaster 

cerasi 

9 27 28 

Back side of the 

stage 2 

Monomorium 

species 

13 17 27 

Right side of the 

stage 

Solenopsis 

germinata 

25 37 41 

Albizia lebbeak tree Tetraponera 

rufanigera 

17 28 31 

Guava tree Camponotus 

species 

7 16 21 

TOTAL 142 275 312 

 

Table :3 Shannon- Wienner Index 

METHOD OF COLLECTION DISTURBED 

SITE 

UNDISTURBED 

SITE 

Hand collection 2.1613 2.2313 

Pit fall trap 1.9699 2.2655 

Scented trap 2.2783 2.3440 

 

Table: 4 Simpson’s  Diversity Index 

METHOD OF COLLECTION DISTURBED 

SITE 

UNDISTURBED 

SITE 

Hand collection 0.1496 0.91574 

Pit fall trap 0.8808 0.89302 

Scented trap 0.8951 -0.0924 

 

In our study we located 10 sites under the Undisturbed areas and 10 sites under Disturbed 

areas. The genus / species identified in the undisturbed sites are Crematogaster, Camponotus 

compresses, Oecophylla smaragdina, Solenopsis germinata, Monomorium destructor, 

Camponotus sp, Pheidole, Polyrachis dives smith, Monomorium sp. Disturbed sites include 
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Camponotus sp, Crematogaster cerasi, Monomorium minimum, Monomorium pharaonis, 

Solenopsis invicta, Solenopsis sp, Tetraponera rufonigra, Tetramorium sp, Camponotus parius, 

Camponotus sp. The number of species was more in the undisturbed site. 

The Shannon Wiener index is high for Undisturbed site. Hand collection (2.231), Pitfall 

trap (2.265), Scented trap (2.344). The Disturbed site index was lower, Hand collection (2.161), 

Pitfall method (1.969), Scented trap (2.278). 

The Simpson’s Diversity index is high for Undisturbed site: Hand collection (0.915), 

Pitfall trap (0.893), Scented trap (-0.092). The index for Disturbed site is lower; Hand collection 

(0.149), Pitfall trap (0.880), Scented trap (0.895). 

In the campus the location for undisturbed sites include the botanical garden- Termanalia 

arjuna tree, Sappotta tree, Green house, water tank, Open stage, Albizialeb beak tree, and Guava 

tree and Disturbed sites are  PG Chemistry lab, Research department, Rest room , Parking area, 

Open stage, Divine Mercy block, Administrative block and the Chapel. 

From the above result it is concluded that species richness diversity and abundance were 

higher in Undisturbed site as compared to Disturbed site. This is due to habitat destruction and 

increase in disturbances by various anthropogenic activities. Related studies on ants, birds and 

butterflies have shown that species richness and diversity decreases with increase in disturbance 

(Andersen 1995; Pachpor and Ghodke 2000-2001).  

Studies from different regions of the world have shown that habitat degradation, 

disturbance and fragmentation have a negative effect on ant diversity and abundance. 

Undisturbed forest has higher species richness than those in disturbed habitats (Greenslade and 

Greenslade, 1977). Our results match with Kumat et al., (1997) and Pachpor and Ghodke (2001) 

who mentioned that habitats with abundant trees support high diversity of ants. This is because of 

habitat complexity and heterogeneity. Habitat complexity provides hiding, nesting and foraging 

grounds to the many ant species, but disturbed site does not. 

On the campus gardening has been done each year as a regular process leading to 

digging, change of soil, replacement of soil, additional manuring, burning of litter, change of 

plants and grass that has resulted in change of topological profile of ant ecosystem in this campus. 

Ants are polyphagous in nature. They are related to many organisms of the ecosystem. 

They help in decomposition of plant and animal remains. Rapid urbanization has differential 

effects on ants depending on their adaptability to human activities. 

 Diversity  of  the  species  of  ants  reveals  the  fact  that  ants withstand   human  

interferences. Since  the  ant  species recorded in  this  study  are  mostly  carnivorous  or  

omnivorous  in  nature, their population  are  directly  dependent on their prey species, which in 

most cases are phytophagous in nature and thereby dependent on vegetation itself. Thus it can be 

assumed that the vegetation cover on soil might have played indirect influence on the community 

structure of ants (Ghosh et al., 2007).  

Pheidole nests in soil, crematogaster nests in dead wood on trees, and Solenopsis nested 

under rocks and rotten logs; these findings also coincide with our observation in the campus. 

Solenopsis germinata was found in undisturbed sites. Humidity may influence nest building. 

Camponotus is a frequently occurring species everywhere. Camponotus had the greatest 

individual numbers. These ants are called as carpenter ants because of their “Nesting behaviors’’ 

(Chavhan et al., 2011). Food source may have been important. Solenopsis was found commonly 

in two sites. The most common among them were Oecophylla smaragdina, a truly arboreal 
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species. These ants nested in shady places and require broad leaves to stitch their nest. All the 

recorded species of Polyrachis were arboreal and found in undisturbed areas. These ants nested 

on the ground. Tetraponera representing Pseudomyrmicinae has been recorded.  These are 

solitary foragers and make their nests in fallen dead wood and rotten logs. Tetraponera rufonigra 

has been recorded. Monomorium and Tetramorium species are also found in the campus.                     

CONCLUSION 

Studies  on  ants  have  become  centered, mainly  around  the  field  of  systematic, 

behaviour and sociobiology. The use of insects as biological indicators  to  monitor  the  quality 

of  environment is increasing. The  possibility  of  utilizing  ants,  in  particular, as the  index  

organisms are being explored in different parts  of  the  world. Ants the  most  successful  social  

insects, live  in  almost  all types  of  habitats. They can with stand various ecological hazards 

adapting with the situations. Being  tiny  creatures  they  have  to  face  all types  of  

anthropogenic  activities. Different anthropogenic activities affect the ant community.       
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ANT SPECIES IN UNDISTURBED SITE  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig1:Camponotus compressus      Fig 2 :Camponotus species      Fig 3: Crematogaster cerasi 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4:Monomorium destructor     Fig 5 : Monomorium species   Fig 6 : Tetraponera rufonigra 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 7: Solenopsis germinata     Fig 8: Polyrhachis dives smith         Fig 9 : Pheidole species 

 

 

 

 

Fig 10 : Ocecophylla smaragdi 
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ANT SPECIES IN DISTURBED SITE 

 

Fig11:Camponotuscompressus   Fig 12 : Camponotus parius Fig 13:  Camponotus species 

 

Fig 14: Crematogaster cerasi          Fig 15: Monomorium minimum       Fig 16: MonomoriumPharaonis 

  

Fig 17: Solenopsis invicta      Fig18: Tetraponera rufonigra  Fig19: Solenopsis species 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 20 : Tetramorium species 
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ROLE OF EDIBLE OILS, POWDERS OF GARLIC AND LEMON  

WASTES IN THE CONTROL OF PULSE BEETLE CALLOSOBRUCHUS 

CHINENSIS LINN in REDGRAM 

A. Nancy bernath1, Dr. Rosaline Mary2 
   Ph.D Zoology1,     Assistant Professor2 

Department of Zoology, Nirmala College for Women(Autonomous), Coimbatore. 

ABSTRACT: 

              Garlic powder, lemon peel extract along with groundnut oil plays a major role in the 

control of pulse beetles in redgram. The groundnut and the palm oil are used as the main 

ingredients but are mixed with the above mentioned products along with clay soil but separately. 

The pellets are introduced into the container with redgram. The whole set up is maintained at 

room temperature. The mortality rate of the pulse beetles are checked and counted at regular 

intervals. Then the mortality rate is compared with the containers containing different oils. 

Key Words: Gralic powder, Lemon peel, groundnut oil, palm oil, clay soil. 

INTRODUCTION:   

            Pulses ‘the gift of nature’ plays an important role in Indian economy and its diet. In India, 

the population is substantially vegetarian, pulses are influential as they are rich in protein, amino 

acids, energy, minerals and certain vitamins. India is the largest producer, distributor and 

consumer of pulses. On 239 lakh hectar area India has produced 18.45 million tons of pulses in 

the year 2016-17. The major pulse producing state in India are Maharastra, Rajasthan, Madhya 

Pradesh, Orissa and Andra Pradesh. Among pulses the red gram is one of the most widely 

cultivated pulse crops after pigeonpea and chickpea. 

              Red gram belongs to the family fabaceae. Red gram ia a native of India and Central Asia. 

Red gram is an important source of high quality protein for vegetarians and sick persons. Red 

gram are highly nutritious containing protein, carbohydrates, calcium, iron, vitamins, thiamin, 

riboflavin, fibre and provides calcium energy. Red gram is a protein rich staple food. The protein 

content present in red gram is three times greater than that of the cereals. It is distributed and 

consumed in the form of split pulse as well as whole pulse. 

            Insect infestation to quality deterioration of durables( cereals, pulses) stored in warm and 

humid climates. Physical and nutritional loss sustained in our county is because of stored food 

products by bruchids, weevils and other insects. It is assessed that about 20,000 species of pests 

abolish approximately 1/3 rd of the worlds food productions, the highest losses ensuing in the 

developing world. The qualitative and quantitative damage to grains because of the insects pests 

may amount to 30-40 %. The computation of losses at storage has been an preplexing snags since 

long. The genus callosobruchus attacks grain legumes during both pre and post harvest stage , but 

in India , the callosobruchus maculates, c.analis and c.chinensis are the imperious pest species of 

the genera. They are about 200 pests species that cause damage to stored grains.  

           C.chinensis is an efficiently important pest of all pulses and causes 50-70% in losses of 

pulse storage. The entire immature stage of the insect is spent in the legume seeds, in which it 

causes weight loss, decrease in germination potential and diminish the nutritional value. 

          Plant material based insecticides are target specific, non-toxic to human being and 

beneficial organism, less prone to insect forbearance and restoration, biodegradable and less baser 

and are affirming grain proctectants. There is a much need for knowing the capacity of plant 
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products against the insect pest in the stored products. Therefore, the present investigation was 

carried out to calculate the efficacy of plant products and edible oils against pulse beetles 

infesting stored red grams. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS: 

          The present study “Role of edible oils,Garlic and Lemon peel extract in the control of pulse 

beetle Callosobruchus chinensis in red grams”.The  details  of  materials  used  and  methods  

adopted  during  the  course  of investigation have been presented as under: 

COLLECTION OF PEST: 

The pests were collected from the local mill and are introduced into a separate container 

containing the red grams. They are allowed to get multiplied into the container for the further 

purposes.  

COLLECTION OF PLANT PRODUCTS: 

The garlic bulbs are collected from the local market and the lemon peel is collected from 

the household products. 

COLLECTION OF EDIBLE OILS: 

        The edible oils such as groundnut oil and palm oil are collected from the oil mill directly to 

avoid the mixture of unwanted products. 

PREPARATION OF POWDERS:  

The garlic bulbs are finely chopped and are allowed to dry under shade i.e., away from 

sunlight so that it does not lose its original capacity and its flavour. The 

lemon peel is scraped from the outer layer of the lemon fruit and is allowed to dry in shade to 

retain its original capacity. After the product gets dried they are collected and are grinded in the 

mixer till it gets finely powdered. 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN:   

Two products namely the lemon peel powder and the garlic bulb powders are taken and the 

control treatment was used against pulse beetle on red gram.  

The redgram is weighed in the electrical balance for up to 25g each for about five 

containers. Ten pairs of pulse beetles were introduced into the container containing the pulse. The 

pellets are prepared using the clay soil as a binder. The clay soil is taken and it is mixed with the 

powders of garlic as well as the lemon peel powder 5g each. To make the soil in the form of a 

pellet they are mixed with the edible oils namely the groundnut oil and the palm oil 1ml each. 

They are mixed together with the manual method. Water is not added to the pellets because when 

days pass it may easily dry the main binder of the pellet and may loosen the pellet.. The pellets 

are made with different combinations such one pellet is made with groundnut oil along with the 

garlic powder and the lemon peel powder. Then another pellet is made with the palm oil along 

with the garlic powder and the lemon peel powder. 

The data was recorded for the 100% mortality and it was counted for all the seven days in 

a week. The alive pests were counted and are reduced from the total count of ten pairs of pests. 

The remaining pests are noted in the form of the table. 
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION: 

            It was clearly observed from all the above experiments that the groundnut oil plays a 

major role in the control of the pulse beetle by acting directly on the oviposition of the beetle. 

They also act on the weight loss of the pulse beetle. The weight loss of the pulse beetle indirectly 

acts on the activity of the pulse beetles. It has been proven that 100% mortality of the pulse beetle 

is recorded within 5 days in the groundnut oil and it showed maximum number of mortality in the 

concentration of 6 and day 5. 

In the palm oil the mortality rate was shown from day 6 and concentration 8. Even 

though palm oil shows good and acceptable result in the mortality rate of the pulse beetle, the 

groundnut oil shows best result for 100% mortality.  The data pertaining to the number of days of 

100% mortality showed significant difference. 

In trial one for groundnut oil with garlic lemon powder, from the 6thand7thday and in 

concentration 6 the experiment started showing decreased number of pulse beetles and the mean 

value noticed is 9.86 in 6th day and 11.43 in 10th day .But in concentration 10 from 3rd to 7th it was 

found that all the insects were found to be dead. 

In trial two the results were same as that of the results in the trial one. The pulse beetles 

were found to be dead in the 10th concentration and the mean value is 12.14.From day 3 onwards 

the death of the pests is noticed. 

DAYS 2 4 6 8 10 

1 0 0 2 4 6 

2 0 4 5 6 8 

3 3 6 7 8 10 

4 4 8 11 11 11 

5 8 9 13 12 15 

6 10 11 15 15 17 

7 11 12 17 16 18 

MEAN 5.14 7.14 10.00 10.29 12.14 

S.D 4.56 4.18 5.51 4.49 4.59 

 In trial one for palm oil with garlic lemon powder no changes were found during the 

first and second day in the concentration of 2 and 4 but from day 4 onwards the death of the pest 

is found to be gradually increasing. 

 

DAYS 2 4 6 8 10 

1 0 0 3 3 6 

2 0 3 4 5 8 

3 4 6 8 9 9 

4 5 7 11 12 11 

5 7 9 13 15 14 

6 9 12 14 16 15 

7 11 13 16 17 17 

MEAN 5.14 7.14 9.86 11.00 11.43 

S.D 4.22 4.67 5.01 5.51 4.04 
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DAYS 2 4 6 8 10 

1 3 4 6 8 11 

2 6 5 8 10 15 

3 7 8 11 11 20 

4 9 9 14 13 20 

5 11 12 16 17 20 

6 12 13 20 20 20 

7 14 15 20 20 20 

MEAN 8.86 9.43 13.57 14.14 18.00 

S.D 3.80 4.12 5.53 4.88 3.61 

In trial two for palm oil with garlic lemon powder the results were same as that of the 

trial one. Not all the insects were found to be dead in this trial. But the decrease in the amount of 

insect is noticed. 

DAYS 2 4 6 8 10 

1 2 3 7 8 12 

2 5 5 9 10 17 

3 7 7 11 13 20 

4 9 9 15 14 20 

5 10 13 17 20 20 

6 12 14 20 20 20 

7 15 16 20 20 20 

MEAN 8.57 9.57 14.14 15.00 18.43 

S.D 4.35 4.89 5.24 5.07 3.05 

Therefor in the above experiments, it has been clearly proved that the groundnut oil along 

with the garlic and lemon peel extract worked well in the control of pulse beetle in the 

concentration of 10.  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION: 

The experiment was done in the laboratory to calculate the insecticidal studies of 

botanical powders against the pulse beetle, Callosobruchus chinensis in red gram. 

The detailed study is summarized below: 

 The selected botanical products of garlic bulb and the lemon peel extracts are powdered 

and used for the treatment of red gram. 

 25 gm of red gram were taken and weighed, they are kept in the containers and treated 

with 2,4,6,8 and 10gm concentration of botanical products. 

 5ml of groundnut oil and palm oil is taken and mixed along with the botanical products. 

 The clay soil is taken as the binder for the pellets. Water is not added to the pellets 

instead the edible oils are used. 

 The mortality of the adult pests was observed for every 24 hours interval for 7 days. 

 Mortality of the pulse beetle was recorded for palm oil with garlic lemon powder at 6 th 

day and showed 80% result. 

 The mortality of the pulse beetle was recorded for ground nut oil with garlic lemon 

powder at 3rd day and showed 100% result. 

 The present study was to investigate the properties of botanical products, for their safety 

and efficacy. 
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 Though synthetic products are used worldwide it cannot be afforded by many of the 

farmers, the use of the natural botanical products such as garlic powder and lemon peel 

powder, which are easily available and can also be grown by the farmers themselves. 

 The sharp reduction in the adult mortality was noticed in groundnut oil along with garlic 

lemon powder.  

 Among the 5 concentration the adult mortality was high in groundnut oil at 10ml 

concentration at 3rd day and showed  100% mortality. 

 But in the treatment of palm oil with garlic lemon powder recorded acceptable activity 

against pulse beetles. 

 The above results indicated that the groundnut oil showed drastic results in the control of 

pulse beetle. 

 Therefore, the present study proved the possibility of using the garlic lemon powder 

along with groundnut oil in the control of pulse beetle Callosobruchus chinensis. 

 The data was subjected to mean and the standard deviation was analyzed.  
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ASSESSMENT OF XENOBIOTICS IN THE SELECTED ORGAN TISSUES OF 

FRESH WATER FISH OREOCHROMIS NILOTICUS OF SELECTED LOTIC 

EXOSYSTEM OF COIMBATORE DISTRICT 

Mercy M* and Mary Fabiola Sr 
Department of Zoology, Nirmala College for Women, Coimbatore 

ABSTRACT 

Heavy metal contamination of aquatic ecosystems has been long recognized as a serious pollution 

problem. When fish are exposed to elevated levels of heavy metals in a polluted aquatic 

ecosystem, they tend to take these metals up from their direct environment. Heavy metal 

contamination may have devastating effects on the ecological balance of the recipient 

environment and a diversity of aquatic organism. In the present investigation copper, lead, 

cadmium, zinc and nickel concentrations were recorded in tissues of Oreochromis niloticus from 

selected study areas.  The distribution of heavy metal in the fish organs analyzed were in the 

order of Zn > Cu > Pb > Ni and Cd. Heavy metal concentration was high in Koolipalayam and 

Orathupalayam lake. In this study fish gill and liver tissues shows highest tendency to accumulate 

both zinc and copper metals, while it is less deposited in liver. As the fish Oreochromis niloticus 

is largely consumed by people, it is essential to make awareness about water pollution and effects 

of heavy metals on human body. 

Key words: Heavy metal, Pollution, Oreochromis niloticus , Muscle, gill and liver tissue. 

Introduction  

The pollution of aquatic environment by inorganic and organic chemicals is a major 

factor posing serious threat to the survival of aquatic organisms including fish. Among the 

environmental pollutants, metals are of particular concern due to their potential toxic effect and 

ability to bioaccumulate in aquatic ecosystems. Fish is often at the top of aquatic food chain and 

may concentrate large amounts of some metals from the water. The presence of heavy metals in 

aquatic ecosystem is the result of two main sources of contamination; natural processes and 

anthropogenic activities. Heavy metals including both essential and non essential elements have a 

particular significance in ecotoxicology, since they are highly persistent and all have the potential 

to be toxic to living organisms (Adeniyi and Yusuf, 2007). 

Heavy metals are considered to be major pollutants as they cause greatest threats to biota 

because of their persistence and possible bioaccumulation and bio magnification through food 

chains Uysal etal., (2009); Ricart etal., (2010). Heavy metals pollutants contain toxic substances 

derived from sources like industrial waste discharges, sewage effluent, pesticides and 

agrochemicals etc which when discharged into water bodies will change the surface tension, 

thermal properties, conductivity, density and pH value along with biodegradable and non-

biodegradable pollutants which will cause dermatological diseases, skin cancer and internal 

cancers (liver, kidney, lung and bladder). 

The degree contamination in aquatic environment is frequently assessed by comparing 

containment concentration in associated biota. Prolonged exposure to water pollutants even in 

very low concentrations have been reported to induce morphological, histological and 

biochemical alterations in the tissues which may critically influence fish quality. Water analyses 

may be inefficient to identify the metal inputs to fluvial systems because of the inherent 

variability of flow and contaminant concentrations. With this regard, fish can be considered as 

one of the most significant indicators in aquatic ecosystems to analyze the impact of metal 
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pollution because they occupy various tropic levels, and are the key species in tropic chains, and 

concentrate large amounts of metals Barata etal., (2010); Lasheen etal., (2012) . Mohammad MN 

Authman etal.,(2015) gives a brief account of the toxic effects of heavy metals on fish and the use 

of fish as bio-indicator of the effects of heavy metals pollution. With this regards the present 

research work was also carried out to analyze the accumulation of heavy metals (Cadmium, 

Chromium, Lead, Nickel and Zinc) in selected fish organs of Oreochromis niloticus collected 

from the lakes around Coimbatore district. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

Collection of fish samples  

The study species Oreochromis niloticus was collected from the selected study areas 

namely Perur lake, Oratupalayam lake and Koloipalayam lake using gill net from the selected 

sites. From each sampling sites 10 fishes were collected as sample material with average weight 

ranging from 250 - 300 g, average length of 8-10cm and the target organs (gills, muscle and liver) 

were excised for further analysis. 

 Heavy Metal Analysis from fish samples 

Fish samples of 1.0 g dry weight were digested with 6ml o HNO3 (65%) and 2ml of 

H2O2 (30%) at 280°C on a hot plate for 4hr. To the digested sample 2ml of 1N HNO3 is add to 

the residue and the solution is evaporated again on the hot plate, till the sample gets completely 

digested. After cooling, the above sample 10ml of 1N HNO3 was added. This solution gets 

diluted and filtered through a 0.45µ nitrocellulose membrane filter (Sharma etal., 2000). The 

filtered solution is measured for metal concentrations using Atomic Absorption spectrometer. The 

entire triplicate sample was analyzed in the Department of Chemistry, South India Textile 

Research Association (SITRA), Coimbatore. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS  

Heavy metal analysis results were expressed as Mean± SD with 0.05% significant level 

of significant by DMRT. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The analysis of heavy metals in different organs of fresh water fish Oreochromis 

niloticus is shown in Table 2. All the three organs – muscle, gills and liver shows different 

accumulated values of heavy metals. In the present study liver tissue shows highest level 

(35.40±1.28a) of metals concentration while muscle sample shows minimum (1.35±0.017c) 

concentration of metals. In the gills, the sequence of trace metals is Zn > Cu > Ni > Pb and Cd. It 

is observed that the sequence of trace metal is Zn > Cu > Pb > Ni and Cd in muscle and liver 

tissues. The values and sequence of heavy metals found in different organs are correlated with the 

results found by Abida Begum etal., 2009. In this study Zinc concentration was high in all the 

selected areas while Cadmium concentration was low. The concentration of lead and nickel 

shows fluctuations in all the three organs. Similar results were also reported by  Malik et al., 

(2010), Kumar etal.,(2011), Taweel etal., (2012) in Oreochromis niloticus and Fatima and 

Usmani ,(2013) in Channa striatus and Heteropneustes fossilis). In the present study among the 

selected study areas all the heavy metal concentrations were high in Oratupalayam and 

Kooloipalayam lakes whereas Perur lake shows comparatively low metal concentration. Except 

copper and nickel all the three metals (Cadmium, Lead and Zinc) were above the permissible 

limits. The permissible limits for heavy metals were represented in Table No- 1. 
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CONCLUSION  

In conclusion it may be stated that in order to evaluate the ecological condition of 

freshwater fish, both fish muscle and inner organs must be monitored regularly. To develop the 

fishing industry in freshwater reservoirs it is necessary to maintain water quality standards, and to 

monitor contamination levels of water reservoirs and fish regularly. 

Table-1 

Heavy metal concentration in muscle tissue prescribed by WHO, FAO 

Heavy metals( µg/g-1) WHO FAO 

Cadmium (Cd) 1.00 0.50 

Zinc (Zn) 30.00 35.00 

Lead (Pb) 0.50 0.50 

Nickel (Ni) 15.00 10.00 

Copper (Cu) 30.00 30.00 

Table – 2 

Heavy metal concentration in fish tissues (muscle, gill and liver) of Oreochromis  niloticus 

from selected study areas. 

Metals  

µg/g-1 

Samples Perur Koolipalayam  Orathupalayam 

Cadmium 

(Cd) 

 

 

 

Muscle 1.35±0.017c 1.59±0.014a 1.53±0.018b 

Gill  1.57±0.021c 1.85±0.017a 1.78±0.023b 

Liver 1.89±0.022c 2.22±0.023a 2.14±0.026b 

Zinc  

(Zn) 

 

 

 

Muscle 19.59±1.02c 24.45±1.27 25.94±1.19 

Gill  22.43±1.27c 28.14±1.25b 29.71±1.24a 

Liver 26.73±1.19c 33.37±1.31b 35.40±1.28a 

Lead (Pb) 

 

 

 

Muscle 6.57±0.736c 8.64±0.747b 9.69±0.822a 

Gill  7.66±0.821c 10.08±0.792b 11.30±0.864a 

Liver 8.97±0.799c 11.80±0.827b 13.24±0.872a 

Nickel (Ni) 

 

 

 

Muscle 3.39±0.174c 5.43±0.154a 5.37±0.167b 

Gill  4.06±0.153c 6.51±0.161a 6.44±0.158b 

Liver 4.46±0.189c 7.14±0.165a 7.07±0.171b 

 

Copper 

(Cu) 

 

 

Muscle 8.61±0.387c 9.69±0.345a 9.63±0.347a 

Gill  10.04±0.410c 11.30±0.385a 11.23±0.372b 

Liver 11.91±0.418c 13.40±0.388a 13.32±0.274a 
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Values are mean ± SD of three samples in each group. a-c Row means followed by common 

superscript are not significant at 5% level by DMRT 
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ABSTRACT 

The present investigation was aimed to investigate the mosquito larvicidal activities of methanol 

extract of Madras patensis, Vitex negundo and Odenlandia corymbosa against selected human 

vector Culex quinfasciatus under laboratory conditions. Larvicidal activity of the crude extract or 

phytochemicals against different cases of vector has been studied extensively when compared to 

other related aspects. The methanol extract of Vitex negundo showed maximum larvicidal avtivity 

when compared to the other two The 50 ppm plant extract exhibited the larval mortality of about 

76.80% in the Ist  instar larvae and it was reduced to 63.89%, 49.61% and 30.26% in the 2nd, 3rd 

and 4th instar respectively. From the present study it is evident that, the higher concentration of 

plant products promoted high degree of mortality in the case of larvae of Culex quinquefasciatus 

after 24 h treatment. And the results suggests that the methanol extract of Vitex negundo  have a 

maximum potential as larvicidal agent against Culex quinquefasciatus. The Madras patensis 

shows moderate larvicidal activity and Oledenlandia corymbosa showed minimum larvicidal 

activity against the larvae of Culex quinquefasciatus. As naturally occurring insecticides, these 

plant derived materials could be useful as an alternative for synthetic insecticides controlling field 

populations of mosquitoes. 

Keywords: Madras patensis, Vitex negundo, Oldenlandia corymbosa, Culex quinquefasciatus, 

methanol extract.  

INTRODUCTION 

Mosquito borne diseases have an economic impact including loss in commercial and labor 

outputs, particularly in countries with tropical and subtropical climates. However. no part of the 

world is free from vector-borne diseases[1] 

The mosquito is the principal vector of many of the vector-borne diseases affecting human beings 

and other animals. Culex quinquefasciatus, a vector of lymphatic filaiasis and its widely 

distributed tropical diseases with around 120 million people infected worldwide and 44 million 

people have common chronic manifestation[2] 

The use of plant and plant-derived products to control pests in the developing world is very 

common and ancient practice in India. Natural products of plant origin with insecticidal 

properties have been tries in the recent years for control of variety of insect pests and vectors. 

Plants are considered as a rich source of bioactive chemicals and they may be an alternative 

source of mosquito control agents. Natural products are generally preferred because of their 

innate biodegradability. In all probability, these plants are used to control insects contained 

insecticidal phytochemicals that were predominantly secondary compounds produced by plants to 

protect themselves against herbivorous insects[3]. Thus botanicals can be used as an alternative 

source for synthetic insecticides. 
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Mosquitoes breed in water occasionally depositing eggs directly on water but generally prefer a 

variety of moist surfaces such as tree holes and containers. Human activities such as the 

production of a large amount of the environmental debris that holds water pools including 

disposable bottles cans discarded tires and storage of water in and around living premises. When 

reliable piped home water supplies are unavailable or unreliable may markedly increase the 

available mosquito breeding sites[4] 

Plant essential oils in general have been recognized as an important natural resource of 

insecticides[5]. The phyto-chemicals derived from plant sources can act as larvicides, insect 

growth regulators, repellents and ovipositional attractants and have deterrent activities observed 

by many researches[6] 

In view of the recently increased interest in developing plant origin insecticides as an alternative 

to chemical insecticide, this study was undertaken to assess the larvicidal potential of the 

methanol extract of Madras patensis , Vitex negundo and Oldenlandia corymbosa against the 

human vector Culex quinquefasciatus. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Selection of plant species 

The plant species Madras patensis, L. belongs to Euphorbiaceae family and is widely found in 

the Coimbatore district, Tamil Nadu, India. It was collected from the foot hills of Maruthamalai, 

Coimbatore District, Tamil Nadu and was authenticated by botanical survey of India (BSI), 

Coimbatore, India. 

Laboratory rearing of mosquitoes 

Culex quinquefasciatus eggs were obtained from National Institute of Communicable Diseases, 

Mettupalayam, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu. To start the colony the larvae were reared in the plastic 

and enamel trays containing tap water. Larvae were fed a diet of Brewer’s yeast, dog biscuits and 

algae in the ratio of 3:1:1 respectively. Pupa were transformed from the trays to a cup containing 

tap water and were maintained in our insect cage (45× 45× 40 cm) where adult emerged.  

Adults were maintained in glass cages and were provided continuously with 10 % sucrose 

solution in a jar with a cotton wick. On day 5 adults were given a blood meal from chicks placed 

in cages overnight for blood feeding by females. Glass petri dishes with 50 ml of tap water with 

filter paper was kept inside the cage for oviposition. 

Preparation of Madras patensis L. extract 

The leaves, stem and the flowers of Madras patensis L., Vitex negundoand Oldenlandia 

corymbosa plant materials were shade dried at room temperature and powdered coarsely by using 

electric grinder. The 20 g of Madras patensis L. powder was placed in the pouch made of 

Whatmann No. 1 filter paper and placed in the soxlet’s apparatus and mixed with 250 ml of 80% 

methanol and soxlet for 6 h[7]. The concentrated extract was kept in wide mouth glass petridishes 

and evaporated to dryness at room temperature. The dried material was weighted and dissolved 

by using the suitable emulsifying agent. The stock solution was prepared dissolving 1.00 gm of 

dried material with 1 ml of emulsifier (1000 ppm). Different concentrations of plant extract were 

prepared from the stock solution by using distilled water. The concentration of 50, 100, 150, 200, 

250 and 300 ppm were selected on the basis of killing range minimum to maximum larval 

mortality after 12 h duration. 
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Bioassay 

Larvicidal activity was evaluated by the following WHO method with slight modifications. 30 

numbers of first, second, third and fourth instars of Culex quinquefasciatus were placed in a 

separate 500 ml petridish with 249 ml of dechlorinated water and 1.0 ml of the desired plant 

extract concentrations. Five replicates were maintained for each concentration. Mortality rate was 

observed at 24 h of the exposure time. The mortality was calculated by Abbots method  [8] for 

computing effectiveness of an insecticide. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The maximum larval mortality was exhibited by Vitex negundo plant extract against the larvae of 

Culex quinquefasciatus is presented in the tanle (1). At 50 ppm plant extract showed the larval 

mortality of 77.80% in the larvae and it was elevated to 88.90% at 300ppm after 24 h. The larval 

mortality of the II- instar in the 50 ppm was 57.17% . It was gradually increased to 67.88%, 

67.88%, 78.58%, 78.58% and 89.29% when treated with the respective concentrations of 100, 

150, 200, 250 and 300 over the period of 24 h. III and IV instars showed less larval mortality 

when compared to I and II instar larval mortality. The LC50 values for I and II instar larvae are 

13.79 ppm and 33.03 ppm respectively.  

The moderate larval mortality was exhibited by Madras patensis plant extract against the larvae 

of Culex quinquefasciatus is presented in the tanle (2). At 50 ppm plant extract showed the larval 

mortality of 55.60% in the larvae and it was elevated to 88.47% at 300ppm after 24 h. The larval 

mortality of the II- instar in the 50 ppm was 46.46%. It was gradually increased to 57.17%, 

57.17%, 67.88%, 67.88% and 77.80% when treated with the respective concentrations of 100, 

150, 200, 250 and 300 over the period of 24 h. III and IV instars showed less larval mortality 

when compared to I and II instar larval mortality. The LC50 values for I and II instar larvae are 

33.03 ppm and 56.09 ppm respectively.  

The minimum larval mortality was exhibited by Oldeanlandia corymbosa plant extract against 

the larvae of Culex quinquefasciatus is presented in the tanle (3). At 50 ppm plant extract showed 

the larval mortality of 42.39% in the larvae and it was elevated to 76.95% at 300ppm after 24 h. 

The larval mortality of the II- instar in the 50 ppm was 33.40%. It was gradually increased to 

46.46%, 57.17%, 57.17%, 67.88% and 77.80% when treated with the respective concentrations of 

100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 over the period of 24 h. III and IV instars showed less larval mortality 

when compared to I and II instar larval mortality. The LC50 values for I and II instar larvae are 

53.52  ppm and 91.67 ppm respectively. 

The increased pattern of larval mortality was recorded in the case of Culex quinquefasciatus 

larvae if they are treated with the higher concentration of plant extracts. The present study 

showed that the extracts of Madras patensis, Vitex negundo and Oldenlandia corymbosa were 

more effective againstl the I and II instars larval mortality of Culex quinquefasciatus and also 

evident that the larval ages were significant factor for the determined larval mortality. 

The results reported here open the possibility of further investigations of efficacy on their 

larvicidal and insecticidal properties of natural product extracts.The results of the present study 

would be useful in promoting research aiming at the development of new agent for mosquito 

mosquito control based on bioactive chemical compounds from indigenous plant source. 
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Table 1: Effect of methanol extract of Vitex negundo on the larvae of       

 Culex quinquefasciatus after 24 h. 

 

 

S. No 

 

Concentration of 

plant extract 

(ppm) 

 

Number of 

Larvae/ pupae 

used 

 

Percentage Mortality 

Larval  Stages 

I II III IV 

 

1. 

 

50 

 

30 

 

77.80 

 

57.17 

 

37.95 

 

27.61 

 

2. 

 

100 

 

30 

 

77.80 

 

67.88 

 

48.29 

 

37.95 

 

3. 

 

150 

 

30 

 

77.80 

 

67.88 

 

58.63 

 

48.29 

 

4. 

 

200 

 

30 

 

88.90 

 

78.58 

 

68.97 

 

68.97 

 

5. 

 

250 

 

30 

 

88.90 

 

78.58 

 

79.31 

 

79.31 

 

6. 

 

300 

 

30 

 

88.90 

 

89.29 

 

89.65 

 

89.65 

 

LC50 

   

13.79 

 

33.03 

- - 

 

Values are the mean of Five replications 

Computed as C-T/C 100, Where T= % damage in treatment 

C= % damage in control 
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Table 2: Effect of methanol extract of Madras patensis on the larvae of       

 Culex quinquefasciatus after 24 h. 

 

 

 

S. No 

 

Concentration 

of plant extract 

(ppm) 

 

Number of 

Larvae/ pupae 

used 

 

Percentage Mortality 

Larval  Stages 

I II III IV 

 

1. 

 

50 

 

30 

 

55.60 

 

46.46 

 

27.61 

 

17.26 

 

2. 

 

100 

 

30 

 

66.70 

 

57.17 

 

37.95 

 

27.61 

 

3. 

 

150 

 

30 

 

66.70 

 

57.17 

 

48.29 

 

37.95 

 

4. 

 

200 

 

30 

 

77.80 

 

67.88 

 

58.63 

 

48.29 

 

5. 

 

250 

 

30 

 

77.80 

 

67.88 

 

68.97 

 

58.63 

 

6. 

 

300 

 

30 

 

88.47 

 

77.80 

 

67.88 

 

68.97 

 

LC50 

   

33.03 

 

56.09 

 

- 

 

- 

 

Values are the mean of Five replications 

Computed as C-T/C 100, Where T= % damage in treatment 

C= % damage in control 
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Table 3: Effect of methanol extract of Oldenlandia corymbosa on the larvae of       

 Culex quinquefasciatus after 24 h. 

 

 

S. No 

 

Concentration 

of plant extract 

(ppm) 

 

Number of 

Larvae/ pupae 

used 

 

Percentage Mortality 

Larval  Stages 

I II III IV 

 

1. 

 

50 

 

30 

 

42.39 

 

33.40 

 

14.34 

 

17.26 

 

2. 

 

100 

 

30 

 

55.60 

 

46.46 

 

37.95 

 

27.61 

 

3. 

 

150 

 

30 

 

66.70 

 

57.17 

 

48.29 

 

37.95 

 

4. 

 

200 

 

30 

 

66.70 

 

57.17 

 

58.63 

 

48.29 

 

5. 

 

250 

 

30 

 

77.80 

 

67.88 

 

68.97 

 

58.63 

 

6. 

 

300 

 

30 

 

76.95 

 

77.80 

 

67.88 

 

68.97 

 

LC50 

   

53.52 

 

91.67 

 

- 

 

- 

 

Values are the mean of Five replications 

Computed as C-T/C 100, Where T= % damage in treatment 

C= % damage in control 
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Abstract 

Zooplankton diversity and water quality parameters of two wetlands were studied to 

adjudge the health and potential threats of those wetlands. Zooplankton species diversity in the 

selected wetlandwas found to be quite high. Rotifer was the richest group having 13 species, 

Cladocera species (8), Copepoda (8) species enjoynumerical superiority followed by Ostracoda 

(5). Only during premonsoon period rotifer and cladocerandiversity was significantly different in 

these two wetlands. Presence of higher number of copepods in allseasons signifies oligotrophic 

condition of these wetlands.Water quality parameters indicate prevalence of moderate quality of 

water in the wetland selected for research analysis.Destruction of natural habitat and local 

vegetation, eutrophication condition and agricultural practices are thus hampering zooplankton 

life by adversely affecting their food chain. 

Key words: Wetland, water quality, Plankton,  

1.0 Introduction 

Wetlands are crucial for biodiversity conservation because it is one of the most 

productive ecosystems. Richness of wetlands depends on its plankton community because they 

are placed on the base of the food pyramid. Freshwater zooplankton plays an important role in 

ponds, lakes and reservoirs ecosystem and food chain (Manickam etal.,2014). Zooplankton are 

one of the most important biotic components influencing all the functional aspects of anaquatic 

ecosystem, such as food chains, food webs, energy flow and cycling of matter (Park and Shin, 

2007).Their diversity and abundance plays a major role inmanagement of aquaculture 

(Boyd,1982). 

Zooplankton communities are known to be highly susceptible to a wide range of factors 

like environmentalchanges, temporal abundance and seasonal variation, and their diversity is a 

marker of water quality in trophic conditions in cold, temperate and tropical waters. The 

zooplankton community is composed of both primary consumers (which eat phytoplankton) and 

secondary consumers (which feed on the other zooplankton). They provide a direct link between 

primary producers and higher tropic levels such as fish. Nearly all fish depend on zooplankton for 

food during their larval phases, and some fish continue to eat zooplankton for their entire lives 

(Madinet al.,2001). Moreover, they are also known to play a primary role in functioning and 

mailto:dr.dhanalakshmi02@gmail.com
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productivity of lake ecosystems, and make up a major portion of its biomass (Gannon and 

Stemberger,1978).  

Due to theirimportance in aquatic ecosystem, much attention was paid on theireco-

biology. Zooplankton also have enormous ecological value as theyare primary consumers of 

phytoplankton, and also recycle thenutrients.Zooplanktons play an integral role and may serve as 

bio indicator and it is a well-suited tool for understanding water pollution status (Contreras et al., 

2009).Literature on ecology of zooplankton population from different parts of India is available 

from the investigation of Sivakumar and Altaff,2004; Mathivananet al.,2007; Ganesan and 

Khan,2008; Sharma ,2009; Sharma,2010.Keeping in view the importance of such wetlands and 

generaldearth of literature, the present work was undertaken to assess the quality of water 

anddiversity, abundance and seasonal variation of zooplankton community of perennial wetland 

Singanallur at Coimbatore District, Taminadu, India. 

2.0 Materials and methods 

2.1 Study area 

Location: It is situated right side of the Coimbatore – Singanallur 

road.Latitude: 10° 59'46" N and Longitude: 77° 01'11" E. Size of 

wetland: Catchment area: 11.776 Sq.milesWater Spread area – 

1.153 Sq.km; Length of the Bund – 3102.00 M; Capacity – 52.27 

M.cft; Depth – 13.95 Feet. Biodiversity:Found good number of 

Pelicans, Painted stork, Open-bill stork, Pond herons, Egrets, 

White-breasted waterhens, Purple Moorehens, Darters, 

Cormorants, Kingfishers, grebes, Spot-billed ducks and 

cootsPlate.1 Map showing study area 

2.1 Collection and preservation of samples: The plankton and water sample were collected 

from selected habitats for one year(Dec2016-Nov2017). Samples were collected periodically for 

every month first week during morning hours (6.00 A.M to 8.00 A.M). For quantitative analysis, 

100 litres of water was filtered through plankton net made up of bolting silk (150 μm) to collect 

zooplankton. The collected plankton samples were transferred to polyethylene bottles (90 ml) and 

preserved with 5% of neutral buffer (10 ml) formalin (aqueous solution of formaldehyde). The 

plankton samples varied both qualitative (by-towing) as well as quantitative (by-filtering) 

analysis throughout the study period. 

2.2 Analysis of water quality and biological parameters: The seasonal wise water quality 

parameters were estimated by using “Water & Soil Analysis Kit Model 1160”. The freshwater 

zooplankton species were studied under microscope and identification was made referring the 

standard works (Altaff, 2004). Plankton counting was made by drop method. Quantitative 

analysis was made using a plankton-counting chamber (Sedgwick Rafter’s)under Inverted 

Biological Microscope (INVERSO 3000 TC-100). 1 ml of sample was taken with a wide 

mouthed pipette and poured into the counting cell of the Sedgwick Rafter. After allowing for 

settle some time they were counted. At least 6 such counting was made for each sample of the 

plankton. The average values were taken. Total number of plankton present in 1 liter of water 

sample was calculated Santhanam etal., 1989 using the following formula:N = n × v / VWhere, 

N= Total number of planktons perliter of water filtered; n = Average number of planktons in 1 ml 

of plankton sample; v = Volume of plankton concentrated (ml); V = Volume of total water 

filtered (liter).2.3 Statistical analysis and diversity indices:The statistical analysis was done 

using software programmed for total zooplankton numbers of individual species, diversity indices 
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namely; Shannon’s diversity index (H'), species evenness and species richness were calculated 

using PAST software package (PAST; version = 2.02). 

 

3.0 Results and Discussion 

In the present experimental analysis, all the mean data of selected water quality 

parameters (i.e., temperature, pH, salinity, electrical conductivity, total dissolved solid, total 

suspended solid, carbon-dioxide and dissolve oxygen) obtained seasonal basis and analysis of 

water samples during December, 2016 to November, 2017 is depicted in Table.1.Water 

temperature is an important factor in any aquatic environments affecting biological processes, in 

this study recorded and water temperature 23.0°C to 27.0°C. The maximum of water temperature 

was noticed in summer and minimum in monsoon. The pH values were ranged for 7.00 to 8.40. 

In the maximum was noticed in summer and minimum in monsoon. Salinity was variable 

throughout the study period. The salinity values ranged from 0.642 (mg/L) to 0.917 (mg/L). A 

maximum salinity of was observed in summer and minimum observed in monsoon. The values of 

dissolved oxygen were ranged from 5.6 (mg/L) to 8.7 (mg/L). Dissolved oxygen values of the 

water were higher in summer and lower in monsoon during the study period. In the study period 

the range of Electrical conductivity was 0.777 (mg/L) to 0.900 (mg/L). The EC were maximum in 

summer and minimum in monsoon. The total dissolved solid was range in 0.535 (mg/L) to 0.783 

(mg/L). The maximum value of TDS was in summer and minimum in monsoon. 

Table.1 Water quality parameters of Singanallur wetland for a period of one year 

(Dec2016-Nov2017) 

c PM S PRM M 

Temperature (ºC) 24 27 25 23 

pH 7.6 8.4 7.4 7.0 

Salinity (mg/L) 0.775 0.917 0.814 0.642 

Dissolved oxygen(mg/L) 5.6 8.7 7.4 6.1 

Electrical conductivity 0.820 0.900 0.851 0.777 

TDS (mg/L) 0.504 0.783 0.636 0.545 

  

* PM-Postmonsoon; S-Summer; PRM-Premonsoon; M-Monsoon 

In the present study, all the analyzed parameter was observed to be maximum recorded 

during summer season and minimum in monsoon season (Table 1). Water temperature influences 

the plankton of surrounding air temperature (Wang et al., 2002) (Table 1). The water body 

registered an alkaline pH. Aquatic organisms are affected by pH because most of their metabolic 

activities are pH dependent (Ranjan et al., 2007). Salinity acts as major ecological factor 

controlling the plankton population of freshwater (Abbassiet al., 1996). Electrical conductivity is 

a good indicator of the overall water quality (Abbassiet al., 1996). A sudden rise in conductivity 

in water during monsoon and post monsoon season indicates addition of some pollutants 

(Jeelaniet al., 2005). High value of dissolved content is an indication of healthy system in a water 

body (Krishnamoorthy et al.,2007). The present study the recorded highest average value for total 

dissolved solids might be due to accumulation of the anthropogenic waste which hampered the 

quality of water.  
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Table.2 Species diversity indices of zooplankton recorded in Singanallur wetlandfor a 

period  

of one year (Dec2016-Nov2017) 

 

Species Diversity Indices PM S PRM M 

 

 

Rotifera 

Shannon diversity index  2.62 2.72 2.55 2.53 

Simpson’s diversity index 0.91 0.93 0.91 0.90 

Species evenness 0.86 0.85 0.87 0.91 

Margalef species richness 0.57 2.37 0.89 2.64 

Menhinick index 2.40 0.50 2.33 0.69 

 

 

Cladocera 

Shannon diversity index  2.27 2.25 2.38 2.37 

Simpson’s diversity index 0.88 0.89 0.87 0.85 

Species evenness 0.92 0.94 0.89 0.86 

Margalef species richness 1.41 1.49 1.55 1.65 

Menhinick index 0.37 0.38 0.50 0.54 

 

Copepod 

Shannon diversity index  2.21 2.27 2.18 2.17 

Simpson’s diversity index 0.97 0.99 0.89 0.88 

Species evenness 0.88 0.89 0.81 0.79 

Margalef species richness 1.40 1.45 1.49 1.55 

Menhinick index 0.35 0.33 0.42 0.45 

 

Ostracoda 

Shannon diversity index  1.85 1.86 1.75 1.74 

Simpson’s diversity index 0.83 0.82 0.84 0.79 

Species evenness 0.91 0.90 0.94 0.85 

Margalef species richness 0.94 0.96 1.10 1.15 

Menhinick index 0.29 0.31 0.30 0.58 

 

* PM-Postmonsoon; S-Summer; PRM-Premonsoon; M-Monsoon 

In the present study period totally, 13 species of rotiferabelonging to 7 genera were 

recorded (Table.3). The Shannon diversity index (H) was found to be high (2.72) in summer and 

low (2.53) in monsoon. Simpson’s diversity index was maximum (0.93) during summer while 

minimum (0.90) in monsoon. The high species evenness (0.85) was found during summer and 

low evenness (0.71) was noticed in monsoon. The Margalef species richness (R1) was found 

maximum (2.64) in monsoon and minimum (2.37) in summer. The Menhinick index (R2) values 

were fluctuated throughout the study period with maximum (R2) (0.69) recorded during monsoon 

and minimum (0.50) in summer (Table.2). Totally 8 species of Cladocera belonging to 5 genera 

was recorded during the study period. The Shannon diversity index (H) was found to be 

maximum (2.38) in the month of premonsoonand minimum (2.25) was noticed in monsoon. 

Simpson’s diversity index was maximum (0.89) in summer and minimum (0.88) in monsoon. 

Species evenness was recorded to be high(0.94) in summer and low (0.86) in monsoon. The 

Margalef index (R1) species richness was resulted maximum (1.65) during monsoon and 

minimum (1.49) was reported in summer. The maximum Menhinick index (R2) (0.54) was 

recorded in monsoon and minimum (0.38) in summer.  

In the current investigation, 8 species of Copepoda belonging to 8 genera (Table-2) were 

recorded. The Shannon diversity index (H) was found maximum (2.27) during summer and 

minimum (2.17) in monsoon. Simpson’s diversity index was maximum (0.89) in summer and 

minimum (0.88) in monsoon. The high species evenness (0.89) was found in summer and low 

evenness (0.79) obtained in monsoon. The Margalef species richness (R1) was maximum (1.55) 
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during the month of monsoon and minimum was reported as (1.45). The maximum Menhinick 

index (R2) value (0.45) was recorded during monsoon and minimum (0.33) during summer. In 

the present study period 5 species of Ostracoda were recorded in belonging to 6 genera. The 

Shannon diversity index (H) was maximum (1.86) recorded during summer and minimum (1.74) 

in monsoon. Simpson’s diversity index was found higher (0.84) in postmonsoon and minimum 

(0.79) in monsoon. The maximum evenness (0.94) was noticed in postmonsoon following till 

summer while low evenness (0.85) was obtained in monsoon. The Margalef index (R1) of species 

richness was found maximum (1.15) in monsoon and minimum (0.96) were noticed in summer. 

The Menhinick index (R2) showed maximum (0.58) during monsoon and minimum (0.31) during 

summer. 

Table.3 List of freshwater zooplankton species recorded in in Singanallur wetland for a  

period of one year (Dec2016-Nov2017) 

 

Rotifera Cladocera Copepoda Ostrocada 

1.Brachionus 

quadridentatus 

2.Brachionusrubens 

3.Keratella cochlearis 

4.Keratella tropica 

5.Brachionus falcatus 

6. Brachionusdiversicornis 

7. Brachionus caudatus 

8. Brachionuscalyciflorus 

9. Lecane papuana 

10. Asplanchna brightwelli 

11. Asplanchna intermedia 

12.Anuraeopsis fissa 

13.Anuraeopsis navicula 

1.Diaphanosoma sarsi 

2.Diaphanosoma exci 

3.Daphnia carinata 

4.Daphnia magna 

5.Ceriodaphnia 

cornuta 

6.Ceriodaphnia 

reticulata  

7.Moina flagellate 

8.Moina macrocopa 

 

1.Mesocyclops 

leuckarti 

2.Mesocyclops 

aspericornis 

3.Mesocyclops 

hyalinus 

4.Sinodiaptomus 

5.Apocyclops sp 

6.Cletocamptus sp 

7.Eucyclops sp 

8.Heliodiaptomus 

sp 

 

 

1.Cyprinotus nudus 

2.Cypris protubera 

3.Candonocypris 

dentatus 

4.Cypretta fontinalis 

5.Strandesia 

elongata 

 

 

Rotifers have often been used to indicate trophic status of a water body. The species 

Brachionuscalyciflorus is considered to be a good indicator of eutrophication. The cladocera 

population was ranked third in order of individuals in the present study. Copepods are in 

intermediate trophic level among bacteria, algae and protozoa on one hand and small and large 

plankton predators on the other. The lake rich in organic matter support higher number of 

cyclopoids, thus suggesting their preponderance in higher trophic state of water. The Ostracoda 

population was ranked in fourth order of individuals in the present study. High mean value of 

Shannon’s index (H1) was recorded as follows Rotifera>Copepoda> Cladocera > Ostracoda. The 

presence of 3species of rotifera which includes B. calyciflorus, B. falcatus, 

andKeratellatropicaand 3 species of cladocera (Diaphanosomasarsi, 

Ceriodaphniacornuta,andMoinodaphnia), 2 species copepoda (Mesocyclopshyalinus, 

Mesocyclopsleuckarti) and 2 species ostracoda (Cypris protuberaand Hemicyprisanomala) reveal 

that the lake is being less polluted. It is understood that the various anthropogenic activities such 

as entry of agricultural runoffs (eg.insecticides and pesticides) from surrounding agricultural field 

seem to be the major cause of eutrophication. Therefore, the continuous monitoring is essential 

for the conservation of this lake ecosystem. 
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Abstract: 

 The marine fish are extraordinarily nourishing food and are affluently accessible fish 

meat source. The measurement of some proximate profiles such as protein, lipids, moisture and 

pH contents in raw and dried fishes are often necessary to ensure that they meet the requirements 

of food regulations in nutrition aspects and commercial specifications. The objective of this work 

was to analyze the physicochemical and proximate composition of raw and dried fishes of 

Scomberomorus guttatus and Cynoglossus semifasciatus collected from Ukkadam whole sale 

market, Coimbatore. From the results it was observed that the pH contents of raw and dried 

Scomberomorus guttatus and Cynoglossus semifasciatus were 7.1, 6.9, 6.4 and 6.5 and moisture 

contents were 70.02, 69.54, 0.61 and 0.57% respectively. The pH and moisture content of raw 

Scomberomorus guttatus was higher than the dry fish samples. Dried samples of Scomberomorus 

guttatus had higher protein content (4.4 and 6.8mg) than the raw samples (2.6 and 5.0mg). 

Highest lipid content was found in raw samples of Scomberomorus guttatus (1.64 and 1.35mg).  

Key words: Scomberomorus guttatus, Cynoglossus semifasciatus, physicochemical parameters, 

proximate composition. 

Introduction: 

 Fish is one among the most consumable food worldwide. It is a favourite foodstuff for the 

majority of societies. Fish meals contain most important nutritional components and serve as a 

source of energy for human beings (Ojewola and Anand, 2006).  Additionally the fish muscle 

contains little saturated fat and significant amount of vitamin C along with minerals such as 

calcium, potassium, zinc, iron, phosphorus and copper. Protein is essentials substance of life and 

exists in the largest quantity of all nutrients as a component of living beings. Lipids are major 

sources of metabolic energy and essential for the formation of cell and tissue membrane. Majority 

of the nutritionists recommend that human beings should eat fish every day. Fish is currently 

being used as a good tool for food therapy and source of therapeutic substance for the treatment 

of coronary diseases, auto immune disease, protein energy malnutrition and anaemia. 

 Biochemical composition of flesh is a good indicator of fish quality, physiological 

conditions of fish and habitat of fish (Aberoumad and Pourshafi, 2010). Moisture, dry matter, 

protein, lipids, vitamins and minerals are the most important components that act as source of 

nutritive value of fish meat. In general, the proximate composition, amino acid level and fatty 

acid composition of fish are varied from one to another species. It depends on age, sex, 

environment and season variations. The biochemical compositions are closely connected to 

feeding habit, migration and sexual changes in connection with spawning . 

 Dried fish is a major component of harvested fisheries in many countries including India. 

About 25- 30% of the world catch is being used for human consumption as dried, salted, smoked 

or treated by some combination of these processes. Seafood products are currently in high 

demand as they are considered healthy and nutritional. Dried fish is a traditional part of the diet of 

a large section the world's population. However, the gap between the demand and supply of fish 
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is widening due to increase in population poor post harvest handling, lack of processing, storage 

facilities and utilization of unconventional fish species (Balachandran, 2001).  

 Because of health consciousness, the modern day man is interested in taking sea food 

more in view of its nutritional superiority than all other sources of food accessible. Oparaku and 

Nwaka, (2013) studied the effect of processing on the nutritional qualities of three fish species 

(Synodontis clarias, Trachurus trecae and Clarias gariepinus). Mohanty et al., (2015) analysed 

the proximate composition of three marine fishes of Chandipur, Bay of Bengal, India. Merline 

and Chitra (2017) investigated the nutritional content and isolation of amine forming bacterias of 

commercially important dry fish Sardinella longiceps collected from local market in Coimbatore, 

Tamil Nadu. Hence the present study was designed to investigate the proximate composition of 

some highly consumable marine raw and dry fishes available in Coimbatore City. 

Materials and methods: 

Samples collection: 

  Raw vanjaram (Scomberomous guttatus) and nangu (Cynoglossus semifasciatus) fish 

were collected from whole sale fish market, Ukkadam, Coimbatore. The dry fish samples were 

procured from retail shop at Coimbatore.   

Sample preparation: 

The collected raw fish samples were immediately placed in an ice box containing crushed 

ice, kept cold and transported to the laboratory. The samples were beheaded, gutted, washed and 

filleted. Then the known weights of muscle samples were homogenate and filtered and then used 

for further analysis. Similarly the muscle samples were prepared from dry fish. 

Physicochemical analysis: 

For measuring the pH, fish muscle samples (10g) were homogenized in sterile blenders 

with 10ml of distilled water to make thick slurry. The pH of this slurry was then measured using a 

pH meter (Eco tester pH1) (Ronald and Ronald, 1991). Moisture content of the raw and dried 

samples was tested using the method of Jain and Singh (2000).  

Proximate composition: 

Protein contents (Lowry et al., 1975) and lipid contents (Folch et al., 1957) of the muscle 

tissues of raw and dried samples of Scomberomous guttatus and Cynoglossus semifasciatus were 

estimated. 

Results and discussion: 

 The knowledge on biochemical composition of any edible organisms is extremely 

important since the nutritive value is reflected in its biochemical contents. A new species should 

be recommended for human consumption only after assessing the nutritive value of the species 

with regards to its nutritional qualities. 

The demand for protein rich food is increasing, especially in developing countries, 

stimulating the exploration of unexploited or non-traditional resources. Marine fish are 

commercially valuable species and easy to cultivate in coastal areas. Marine fish are important for 

marine ecology and human diet, since it is an important source of nutrients. The results of the 
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present investigation give a clear detail about the nutritional value in edible marine species and 

it's depletion during drying.  

Nutritional quality is an important aspect of fish quality and it influences both the 

keeping quality and technological characteristics of the fish. The findings of many researches 

revealed that these were a remarkable correlation between the pH
 and the fish rawness (Abbas et 

al., 2008). pH is an important factor that affects the microbial growth and spoilage of foods. In this 

present investigation the pH values recorded in raw Scomberomorus guttatus and Cynoglosus 

semifasciatus values are 7.1 and 6.9 respectively and in dry samples it is 6.4 and 6.5 respectively 

(Figure 1).  

The moisture determination is one of the most important and widely used measurements 

in the processing and testing of food. The moisture content of raw Scomberomorous guttatus and 

Cynoglossus semifasciatus found to be 70.02% and 69.54%. In dry fish sample the moisture 

content found to be 0.61% and 0.57% respectively (Figure 2). The moisture content indicates that 

the percentage of moisture was in acceptable level (70-80 %), which may be due to the stable 

levels in the environmental locations, where fish was collected. The moisture  content seen to be 

exact indicators of the susceptibility of a product to undergoes microbial spoilage. Moisture 

content of raw fishes was higher than that of dried fish as a result of dehydration of water 

molecules present in dry fish. 

The fish received increased attention as a potential source of animal protein and nutrients 

for human diets (Fawole et al., 2007). Protein forms the largest dry matter in fish. It is the 

essential substance of life and accordingly exists in the largest quantity of all nutrients as a 

component of the living beings. Fish proteins are rich in essential amino acids. They are required 

for the maintenance of growth, reproduction and synthesis of vitamins. In this present 

investigation the protein values in raw fish Scomberomorus guttatus and Cynoglossus 

semifasciatus showed 4.4mg/100g and 2.6mg/100g respectively (Figure 3). Dry fish samples 

showed 6.8mg/100g and 5.0mg/100g of protein content in their muscle tissues. Decrease of 

moisture content and increase of protein and fat contents were the most prominent changes in all 

the fishes after drying. This trend was in agreement with findings of Chukwu (2009), who 

observed that decreased moisture content in dry samples than the raw samples collected from fish 

market at in Muscat, Oman. There was an increase in protein levels in dried fish when compared 

with raw fish which protein nitrogen was not lost during drying. This result was in accordance 

with findings of Gokoglu et al., (2004) 

The increase in drying time and loss of moisture content leads to protein denaturation. In 

the present work dried fish had higher protein which may be due to dehydration of water 

molecules present between thereby causing aggregation of protein and resulting in the increase in 

protein content of dried fish then the raw fish. 

Lipids are the major source of metabolic energy and essential materials for the formation 

of cell and tissue membrane. Lipid content of the raw samples (Scomberomorus guttatus and 

Cynoglosus semifasciatu) was found to be 1.64 gm and 1.35gm respectively (Figure 4). Lipid is 

quite important to overcome malnutrition problems in our country and for those with 

cardiovascular problem to be overcome by effective utilization of nutrient rich sea food which is 

an excellent source of high biological value. 

The lipid content of dry samples (Scomberomorus guttatus and Cynoglosus 

semifasciatus) was found to be 0.32 gm and 0.16gm. The fat content may be reduced with the 

evaporation, and temperature could be attributed to possible loss of fat due to increase in 

temperature by long exposure of species. Fat content also varies among the fishes species. 
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Changes observed in lipid content during storage may have been due to leaching out of some 

extractable soluble protein fraction and hydrolysis of some of the lipid fraction. The protein 

content of the sun dried fish was higher but lipid content observes was recorded low according to 

Priya et al., (2011). This could be associated with the oxidation of fat during the period of sun 

drying.  

Fish lipids are well known to be rich in long-chain (cc) n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids 

(ccn-3PVFA), especially eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) and docosahexaenoic acid (DHA). The 

lipids are highly efficient as source of energy in that they contain more than twice the energy of 

carbohydrate and proteins. 

Conclusion: 

 In the present study the knowledge of the chemical composition of edible marine fishes is 

extremely important since the nutritive value is reflected in its biochemical contents. Even though 

large numbers of marine fish, shrimp, crabs and mussel are suitable for human consumption, our 

knowledge on its nutritive value is fragmentary. In this respect biochemical assay play a major 

role in recent years. The biochemical composition raw and dried fishes are the yardstick to 

measure and assess the nutritional quality of food resources. In conclusion, raw fish consumption 

is recommended for children because of less percentage of crude fibre which is responsible for its 

faster digestibility compared to that of dry fish. The proximate composition of different marine 

dry fishes revealed that dry fish have good nutritional value. The collected samples were very rich 

in protein and lipid contents. However, the nutritional value of dry fishes are greatly deteriorates 

due to the longer storage. Therefore, the dry fish industries should be kept more precautionary 

steps during storage of dry fish in the warehouse and in the sale centre. 
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Abstract 

An investigation was carried out to evaluate the effect of selected plant leaves of 

(Ocimum basilicum and Piper betle) as supplemented feed on the hematological parameters such 

as total erythrocyte count, total leukocyte count, haemoglobin count, platelets count and Mean 

Cell Haemoglobinof Labeo rohita fingerlings. Four supplemented feed were prepared for each 

plant leaf powder at 5% and 10% concentration, the feed without the plant leaf powder was 

considered as control. The fishes were supplemented with these feed for 90 days. The results 

were obtained after 90 days of experiment. The data were analyzed using one way analysis of 

variance (ANOVA). The fishes fed with Ocimum basilicum showed maximum increase in total 

erythrocyte count, total leukocyte count, haemoglobin count, platelets count and Mean Cell 

Haemoglobin when compared to control. This study suggests that inclusion of plant leaves in fish 

feed result in increase in the blood parameters and this can be used as immunostimulants to raise 

the cellular immune response of Labeo rohita fingerlings. 

Keywords:Labeo rohita, plant supplement feed, Haematologicalparameters. 

Introduction 

Aquaculture has been one of the fastest growing agricultural industries worldwide 

(Hishamunda and Ridler, 2002). It is gaining considerable importance all over the world as a 

mean of improving world fish production. Its productivity constitute significant portion of 

national income of many countries of Asia (Michel, 1997). The production rate of this industry 

has increased dramatically over the past decades. 

Fish is highly liked as food fish in the South and Southeast Asian countries (Wee and 

Tacon, 1982). The aquaculture and fisheries have a promising role to play in social development 

by providing nutritional security for Indian population and contributing to the economic 

advancement of the farmers and the fishery workers as more than 14.66 million fisher man and 

fish farmers are totally depend on fisheries for their livelihood in India (Pavarajet al., 2011). 

According to Food and Agricultural Organization reports, the production value reached from 

1million tons in the early 1950s to 7/ 51 million tons with a value equal to 8/ 78 billion dollars in 

2006 (FAO, 2008).  Over the years, the total World fishery production decreased slightly and the 

human consumption for aquatic products increased(FAO, 2012).  

Due to increasing demands for more proteins, aquaculture the farming of aquatic 

organisms, including fish, molluscs, crustaceans and aquatic plants has increased worldwide 

between 1970 and 2010 at approximately 7 % per annum (FAO, 2009). Aquaculture production 

was 10% in the 1970s globally but today it produces about 50% of total fish output (Diana, 2009). 

The increase in the productivity in fish culture has been accompanied by stressful conditions and 

problems related to fish disease (Pavarajet al., 2011). 
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 The growth of intensive aquaculture production has led to a growing interest in treating 

or preventing fish diseases. Protecting the fishes from disease can be done through two ways. One 

is by strengthening the immune power of the organism to fight the invasion of pathogens and the 

second is through medication (Stephen et al., 2006). The use of disinfectants and anti-microbial 

has shown limited success in preventing or curing aquatic disease (Subasinghe, 1997). The use of 

antibiotics and chemotherapeuticfor treatment in intensive aquaculture has been widely criticized 

for its negative impact (Criteaet al., 2012) and research on interactions between immunity, 

growth and development of eco- friendly alternatives to antibiotics that may keep fish healthy 

such as probiotics and plant based immune- stimulants has increased. 

Indigenous technological knowledge for treating disease is receiving attention in fish 

health and disease management. The term applies to any compound that modulates the immune 

system by increasing the host’s resistance to disease. Immuno- stimulants mainly facilitate the 

function of phagocytic cells and increase their bactericidal activities. Several immune- stimulants 

also stimulate lysosomes and the antibody response of fish (Sakai, 1999). Immuno- stimulants 

include a wide range of chemical agents, bacterial components, polysaccharides, animal or plant 

extracts, nutritional factors and cytokines. 

Plant extracts with antimicrobial and immuno- stimulant properties have been used as 

therapeutic and prophylactic agents against fish pathogens (Fyzul and Austin, 2015). The 

medicinal plants are rich in secondary metabolites and essential oils of therapeutic importance 

(Aket al., 1999). The important advantages claimed for therapeutic uses of medicinal plants in 

various ailments are their safety besides being economical, effective, fewer side effects and their 

easy availability (Bhandariet al., 2008, Singabet al., 2005). Many of the medicinal herbs and their 

chemical components are used as an immune stimulant which reused in artificial diet preparation, 

aquaculture research and their practices (Dugenciet al., 2003). 

In plants there are many sources of safer and cheaper chemical compounds such as 

alkaloids, flavonoids, pigments, phenols, terpenoids, steroids and essential oils that possess 

diverse range of bioactivity (Cook and Samman, 1996; Veliogluet al., 1998; Iwalewaet al., 2007). 

The compounds produce definite physiological action in the body like anti- stress, growth 

promotion, appetite stimulation, antimicrobial activities and immune stimulation (Citarasu, 2010). 

So with this point of view, the leaves of Ocimum basilicum and Piper betle plants are 

selected as immunostimulants and incorporated in the fish feed to boost up the immunity of fish, 

Labeo rohita fingerlings. 

Collection of plant leaves 

Fresh leaves of selected plantsO.basilicum known as basil belonging to the family 

Lamiaceae and P.betle known as betle belonging to the family Piperaceae (Plate 2) were collected 

for feed preparation in and around Coimbatore.  

Preparation of plant powders  

The collected leaves were washed, shade dried and powdered using pulverizer. The 

powdered leaves were sieved to remove the large (granules) fiber particles and used for fish feed 

preparation.  
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Preparation of fish feed  

Fish feed was prepared by adding equal proportion of wheat flour and coconut oil cake in 

the ratio of 1:1and corn flour was added as binder. These ingredients were mixed using hot water 

and made into soft dough. The dough was steamed for 10 minutes and then cooled to room 

temperature. Four experimental feeds were prepared by adding the plant additive (O. basilicum 

and P. betle at 5 % and 10 %) separately and the feed without plant leaves is kept as control. The 

pellets were prepared by using domestic appliances with pore size 0.5 mm diameter and stored in 

refrigerator for further use. 

Experimental design  

The laboratory experiments were laid in completely randomized design (CDR).Three 

replication for each treatment and control were maintained simultaneously. The experiment was 

conducted using 15 liter plastic troughs. The troughs were stocked with 10 fishes with mean 

initial weight of 5 to 5.5 grams. The fishes were starved for a night prior to the experiment. The 

experiment was conducted for 90 days and fishes were fed with prepared control and 

experimental feed. The medium was changed daily in order to remove fecal and unconsumed 

feed. 

Haematological parameter 

After 90 days experimental period the haematological parameters were examined both in the 

control and experimental fishes. The parameters analyzed were 

1. Total erythrocyte count/ RBC count (haemocytometer) 

2. Total leucocyte count/ WBC count (haemocytometer) 

3. Haemoglobin count (Shali’s haematin method) 

4. Platelet count (haemocytometer). 

5. Mean cell hemoglobin (MCH) 

Result and Discussion 

After 90 days of treatment the haematological parameters of L. rohita were determined. Fig 1 to 

Fig 5 clearly illustrates that the haematological parameters such as total erythrocyte count, total 

leukocyte count, haemoglobin count, platelets count and mean cell haemoglobin, were 

significantly higher (p< 0.05%) in treatment groups when compared to control. Among the 

treatments the fishes fed with O. basilicum 10% concentration supplemented feed showed 

maximum increase in RBC (0.89 million/ cu.mm), WBC (700 million/ cu.mm), haemoglobin 

(0.93 gm%), platelets (47.07 thousand/ µl) and MCH (100 pg), whereas control recorded a 

minimum of (RBC- 0.4 million/ cu.mm, WBC- 260 million/ cu.mm, Haemoglobin- 0.3 gm%, 

platelets- 20.2thousand/ µl and MCH- 37 pg). 
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Haematological parameters of fish are used as indicators of their physiological state and 

their study has become wide spread in the control of pathogens and manipulation of stress in fish 

(Logambalet al., 2000, Adiguzelet al., 2005, Ardoet al., 2008). 

The result of the present study correlates with the findings of Sahuet al., 2007 who 

reported that increased RBC and WBC in L.rohita fingerlings fed with M.indica indicated cellular 

immunity. Haemoglobin in the blood carries oxygen from the respiratory organs (lungs or gills) 

to the rest of the body. Similar to our results Harikrishnanet al., 2003 reported that there was an 

increased level in the haemoglobin content in C.carpio treated with A.indica.  

The blood indices such as MCV, MCH and MCHC are particularly important for the 

diagnosis of anemia in most animals (Colesh, 1986).Aruldosset al., 2014 stated that MCV, MCH, 

MCHC were significantly higher in O. mossambicustreated with C. dactylon. 

Conclusion 

In the present study, the raise in the haematological parameters in the experimental fishes 

were mainly due to the direct action of components present in the plant leaves. So this study 

proves the possibilities of using these plant leaves as immunostimulants. 
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Minerals are inorganic compounds needed for the body to regulate chemical reactions 

and maintain structures. Medicinal plants are said to have high nutritive value and as a result of 

that they are prescribed for their therapeutic values. Medicinal plants contribute major part in the 

economic value of India. The seeds of Holoptelea integrifolia are rich source of minerals and oil. 

Phytochemical screening was carried out on the oil extract. The study revealed that the terpenoids 

and saponins are present and flavanoids and alkaloids, phenols, tannins, glycosides, 

anthraquinones, carbohydrates and proteins were completely absent. Total mineral content of the 

seeds were determined by the standard methods. Minerals analysis of the seeds reveals that the 

presence of phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium, sulphur, copper, iron and zinc. The 

quality and quantity of the oil in the seeds of Holoptelea integrifolia clearly suggest that the oil 

yielding capability of this plant can fulfill the future demands of the edible oil in the country and 

seeds are also balance our nutrition. The aim of the present study was to investigate the presence 

of nutritional value and to determine the oil yielding capacity of the seeds of Holoptelea 

integrifolia. Seed oil was extracted by n-hexane solvent by using Soxhelt apparatus. 

Key words: seeds, n-hexane, phytochemical, minerals. 

INTRODUCTION 

India is rich in two levels of biodiversity, namely species diversity and habitat diversity. 

In India, thousands of species are known to have medicinal properties and the use of different 

parts of several medicinal plants to cure specific aliments has been in vogue since ancient times. 

Herbal medicine is still in the run of about 75 – 80% of the whole population, mainly in 

developing nations. For primary health care because of (Mahalingam et al., 2011) better cultural 

acceptability with the human bodies, it reduces side effects. Sixteen nutrient elements are 

essential for the growth the reproduction of plants. Nutrients are classified in to two types a) 

macronutrients and b) micronutrients. Carbohydrates, fats and proteins are usually called 

macronutrients. Minerals and vitamins are micronutrients. The vitamins and minerals are equally 

important to our well being although they are needed in very small quantity. Nutrients are 

substances derived from food during the process of digestion. A nutrient is a chemical that an 

organism needs to live and grow or a substance used in organism metabolism which must be 

taken in from seeds (Ezeagu Ikechukwu, 1996). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

Study Area: (Plate-1 and 2) 

Tamilnadu is one of the 29 states in India. Its capital is Chennai, the largest city. 

Tamilnadu is bordered by the union territory of puducherry and the states of Kerala, Karnataka 

and Andhra Pradesh. It is situated in the southern most part of the Indian peninsula. Coimbatore is 

the city in Tamilnadu, South India. The Nirmala College is situated in the district of Coimbatore, 

which has a salubrious climate due to the presence of forests to the north and the cool winds 

blowing through the Palakkad gap in the Western Ghats. The college campus is pollution free and 

eco-friendly. It is filled with trees and has a rich Botanical garden. Temperature of the study area 

was 280 C. 

mailto:nithyababu1994@gmail.com
mailto:sheebam582@yahoo.com
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Plate-1: Location Map Plate-2: Study Area  

 

        

Collection of the Sample 

The seeds of Holoptelea integrifolia were collected from 

Nirmala College, Coimbatore. For the present study Holoptelea 

integrifolia, Planch.; is selected in Nirmala College campus to 

find out the qualitative phytochemical and mineral profile of seed 

of Holoptelea integrifolia were analysed. Leaves were collected 

in the month of January and seeds were collected during the 

month of April. The data were then processed and represented in 

tables and chart.  

Plate-3: Habit of Holoptelea integrifolia 

Systematic position  

Division : Phanerogams  

Class : Dicotyledons 

Order : Urticales 

Family : Ulmaceae 

Genus : Holoptelea 

Species : H.integrifolia, Planch.; 

 Holoptelea integrifolia, Planch.; is a native to Asian-tropical region including India, 

Nepal, Srilanka, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Vietnam and china. It is a large deciduous tree. It 

has spreading branches and grows up to 30 to 35m height and 3m girth. Bark is whitish, yellow, 

grey, covered with blisters, peeling in corky, exfoliate with regular intervals. Leaves are simple, 

alternate, elliptic ovate, entire glabrous with cordate base, acuminate, nerves 5-8pairs, 5-13cm 

long and 3.2 to 6.3cm wide. The bark when cut and the leaves when smashed emit an unpleasant 

smell. Flowers are polygamous greenish yellow to brown in short racemes or fascicles. In 

bisexual flowers, 5 stamens and in male flowers, 8 stamens are present, basally adnate to tepals, 

ovary is unilocular and stalked, style very short and its length is 2.5 to 4mm; stigmas 2 in number. 

The flower appear at the scars of fallen leaves on the tree, from February to March. Fruits are, 

light brown, obliquely elliptic or orbicular, one seeded samara winged and stalked, indehiscent, 

2.5 to 3.5cm long 1.5 to 2.5cm wide. The plant produces a large number of fruits in the month of 
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April-May. It is used traditionally for the treatment of inflammation, gastritis, dyspepsia, colic, 

intestinal worms, vomiting, wound healing, leprosy, diabetes, hemorrhoids, dysmenorrhoea and 

rheumatism. Bark and leaves are used as better astringent, thermogenic, ant-inflammatory, 

digestive, carminative, laxative, anti-helmintic, depurative, repulsive urinary astringent and in 

rheumatism. 

PREPARATION OF PLANT EXTRACTS: 

The collected seeds were washed with running tap water followed by sterilized distilled 

water and were air dried at room temperature in laboratory for 50-60 days. The dried seed 

materials were powdered by using an electric blender and then stored in air tight containers until 

further use. N-hexane was used for extraction. 45g of leaf powder packed with a Whatman filter 

paper. It is placed into the thimble of a soxhelt apparatus and extracted using N-hexane. 

Appearance of the colourless solvent in the siphon tube was indication of exhaustive extraction 

and based on that further extraction was terminated. The extracts were then transferred into the 

previously weighed empty Petri dishes and allow evaporating the solvent. The oil extracts is 

finally obtained.  

I. PRELIMINARY PHYTOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS  

The phytochemical screening of methanol extract of analysed by standard methods and 

shown various phytochemical constituents such as saponins, phenols, alkaloids, protein, tannins, 

flavonoids, carbohydrates and terpenoids (Harbone, 1984 and Wagner et al., 1984). 

II. ANALYSIS OF MINERAL PROFILE 

The minerals like phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium, sulphur, copper, iron and 

zinc were estimated in the standard laboratory by employing Atomic Absorption 

Spectrophotometer, the results were recorded by following the methods of Issac and Johnson 

(1975). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Phytochemical compounds are analysed in the oil of the seed of Holoptelea integrifolia. 

The study reveals that the oil extracts of Holoptelea integrifolia seeds are showed the high 

presence of terpenoids but adequately saponins, flavanoids, alkaloids, phenols, tannins, 

glycosides, anthraquinones, carbohydrates and proteins were completely absent. The detailed 

investigations of phytochemicals in n-hexane solvent are showed (Table-1). The seeds contain 

high percentage of oil which can be an alternative source of edible oils. The seeds contain about 

50% oil having palmitic and oleic acids. Seeds are easily available and it has the capacity to 

produce oil seeds for a longer period of time. The result indicates that production of edible oil in 

India increases and reduces dependency of the country on importing edible oils from other 

countries. The plant extracts shows the consist saponins which are known to produce inhibitory 

effect on inflammation (Just et al., 1988). Saponins have the ability of precipitating and 

coagulating red blood cells. Some of the notable characteristics of saponins include formation of 

foams in aqueous solutions, hemolytic activity, cholesterol binding properties and bitterness 

(Sopido et al., 2000 and Okwu, 2004). Potent water-soluble antioxidant and free radical 

scavenger, flavonoids are also present, which prevent oxidative cell damage and also have strong 

anticancer activity (Rio et al., 1997 and Salah et al., 1995). Nutritional analysis of the seeds of 

Holoptelea integrifolia reveals that the seeds contain nitrogen (1.47%), phosphorus (948.0 mg), 

potassium (813.0 mg), calcium (632.0 mg), magnesium (108.0 mg), sulphur (28.50 mg), copper 

(0.22 mg), iron (9.87 mg) and zinc (3.50 mg). Evaluation of mineral profile of these seeds 
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extracts was recorded (Table- 2). Proximate and ultimate analyses of plant seeds were done. Oil 

from the seeds was extracted by solvent extraction method. Micro-nutrients viz., Ca, Mg, Fe, Zn, 

Cu etc. were determined atomic absorption spectrometry and P was determined by phosphor 

molybdate method AOAC. The results of the present analyses are showed (Table-2). These seeds 

are excellent sources of nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and iron but poor sources of copper, 

magnesium and zinc. The high contents make these seeds attractive as a natural source of calcium 

supplementation for pregnant and lactating women, as well as for children and the elderly people. 

The amount of minerals we needs is actually very small- much smaller than the amounts of 

carbohydrates, proteins and fats required for a healthy diet. Most adults need about 1000 

milligrams of calcium per day (IOM, 2011), but only about 10 to 15 milligrams of iron and zinc 

per day (IOM, 2001). Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA) and adequate intakes (Al), the 

daily intakes that should meet the needs of most healthy people. 

Table-1: Qualitative analysis of phytochemical constituents present in the n – hexane 

extract of the seeds of Holoptelea integrifolia 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table - 2: Mineral analysis of the seeds of Holoptelea integrifolia 

S.No Parameter Results Daily Value 

1 Potassium 813.0 mg 3,500 mg 

2 Phosphorus 948.0 mg 1,000 mg 

3 Calcium 632.0 mg 1,000 mg 

4 Sulphur 28.50 mg  980 mg 

5 Magnesium 108.0mg 400 mg  

6 Iron      9.87 mg        18 mg 

7 Zinc 3.50mg 15 mg 

8 Copper 0.22 mg 2mg 

S.No 
PHYTOCHEMICAL 

CONSTITUENTS 
N-HEXANE 

1 Alkaloids      - 

2 Flavonoids     + 

3 Saponins     ++ 

4 Phenols     - 

5 Tannins     - 

6 Glycosides     - 

7 Anthraquinones     - 

8 Terpenoids     +++ 

9 Carbohydrates      - 

10 Protein     - 
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Chart- Mineral analysis of the selected sample 

 

Conclusion 

 Good nutrition has plays a major role in human survival. Under-nutrition is often a major 

problem in most of the developing countries of the world. Consequently the cases of  

under-nutrition are common in these countries. Nutrients e.g. oils, fats, carbohydrates, proteins 

etc. are substances derived from food during the process of digestion. A nutrient is a chemical 

that an organism needs to live and grow or a substance used in organism metabolism which must 

be taken in from seeds. Plant seeds have been reported to contain oils and fats, carbohydrates, 

proteins, amino acids, vitamins and minerals with good nutritive value. These seeds are easily 

available in our common peoples. These seeds included daily diet; they can change their 

nutritional deficiency. The seed contains all the macronutrients and micronutrients. The results 

revealed the presence of oil yielding capacity and minerals of the seeds studied. Therefore, oil 

extracts from these seeds could be used as edible oil. 
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A STUDY ON COMPARISON OF STOMATAL TYPES IN DICOT AND 

MONOCOT LEAVES COLLECTED FROM THE COLLEGE CAMPUS 

Resmi P. R And Dr. T Anitha 
Department of Botany, Nirmala College for Women 

In Botany stomata is a tiny opening or pore that is used for gaseous exchange they are 

mostly found on the under surface of plant leaves. In a stoma there is the chloroplast, cell wall, a 

vacuole cell nucleus. Air enter the plant through this opening the CO2 is used in the 

photosynthesis some of the O2 produced is used in respiration. Surplus O2 exit trough these same 

opening also water vapour goes into the atmosphere through these pores in transpiration. The 

pore is formed by a pair of cells known as guard cells. These adjust the size of the opening by a 

opening or closing. To open a guard cell, proton (H+) are jumped into guard cell. Water enters in 

to them, the cells get hard and they push opens 

INTRODUCTION 

 Plants have certain opening on the outer and lower surface of the leaves that allow water 

to escape are called stomata. They are usually found on the underside of the leaves to reduce 

excess water loss and they are surrounded by guard cells that open and close the pores. stomata 

release water their main purpose is to exchange of gases. Plants need to breathe CO2 from the 

atmosphere in order to photosynthesize or change into usable chemical energy. They also need to 

release O2 back into the atmosphere as a waste product of cellular process. This gas exchange 

occur through the stomata and while this happens, some water is lost from the plants. Stomata are 

small force present in the epidermal cells of leaves in plants. Stomata during are open during the 

day and close during the night. Stomata take in CO2 required for the photosynthetic activity the 

day. They give out excess water released in the process of respiration during night along with 

CO2.Openig and closing of stomata is controlled by concentration of solute in guard cells. 

Solute from neighbouring epidermal and mesophyll cells enter the guard cells lowering 

its osmotic and water potential. This lowered water potential and osmotic potential will allow 

movement of water in guard cell from neighbouring cell. Guard cell become turgid and swell in 

size resulting in the stomata opening due to water accumulation in them.   

As the stomata open the solute concentration is reduced. This make the water from the 

guard cell to move away in to the neighbouring cell and making them flaccid with no water. They 

collapse against each other and result in the closing of stomata. 
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Blue light causes stomatal opening where red light has no effect at all. stomata open in 

the presence of blue light cause movement of potassium ions. Stomata open in the presence of 

light and closed in darkness. Light intensity required to open the stomata in very low as compared 

to the intensity required for photosynthesis. In CAM (Crassulacean acid metabolism) plants 

stomata open during dark and remained closed during the day even moonlight is sufficient to 

keep the stomata open is some plant species. Rise in Temperature induces stomata opening while 

fall in Temperature caused its closing. At 38 0C to 40 0C, stomata open even in darkness. In some 

plant species, stomata remain closed even under continues light at 00C. Low concentration of CO2 

induces stomata opening and high concentration induces its closure. O2 is essential for stomatal 

opening. Water stressed plant induces stomata closure due to the formation of Abscisic acid 

(ABA) and lowering of water potential in epidermal cells. Influx of potassium ions caused 

opening of stomata while efflux of potassium ions from guard cell caused closure of stomata. 

Mechanical Shock causes closing of stomata. ABA brings about closure of stomata and cytosine 

is required for keeping the stomata open. Deficiency of certain mineral element like Nitrogen, 

phosphorus and potassium has some effect on the opening and closing of stomata. The aim was to 

study different types of stomata found in selected Monocot and Dicot leaves, and to compare the 

type of stomata. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The leaves of dicot and monocot plant were collected from the college campus (Nirmala 

College for Women, Coimbatore). The collected leaves were washed using distilled water, then 

peeled off and stained it using safranin, then observed in a trilocular microscope. The 

observations were recorded. 

PLANT DESCRIPTION  

 

1) Tradescantia spathacea sw 

Plant Family : Commelinaceae 

Plant Form : Herb: 

Habit : A short-stemmed low herb. 

Leaves : Densely imbricated, long, narrow-lanceolate, base vaginate, steel blue and red-brown or 

purplish below. 

Inflorescence : Umbel 

Flowers : Flowers many in a dense umbel 

Fruit : A capsule 

2) Epiprenum pinnatum (L) Engl.  

Synonyms : Monstera dilacerata (K. Koch & Sello) K. Koch, Pothos pinnatus L. 

Common Name : Tonga Vine, Variegated-Philodendron, Surpankha, Dragon Tail Plant 

Plant Family : Araceae 

http://www.efloraofgandhinagar.in/plant-families/commelinaceae
http://www.efloraofgandhinagar.in/plant-form/herb
http://www.efloraofgandhinagar.in/plant-families/araceae
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Plant Form : Climbers Habit : An ever green climber with long slender stems. 

Leaves :Shiny, heart-shaped, pinnately-lobbed into regular segments. 

Small pores are also along mid-rib. 

Inflorescence : Spathe 

Flowers : Green flowers generally produced during summer 

3) Pancratium triflorum (Roxb)  

Habit : Pankusum is a herb, 30-40 cm tall, arising from a bulb. Bulb is spherical, 4-5 cm, without 

a neck 

Leaves: Thin linear-lancelike leaves, 20-45 cm long, arise with the flowers. The scape (stem 

carrying flowers) is slender, 15-23 cm tall, flattened, with longitudinal lines. Stalkless flowers : 

arise in an umbel of 3-8 flowers, enclosed in a spathe. 

Flowers: white, 4-5 cm across, fragrant. Petals are narrow, linear, 2-3 cm - tube is 3-5 cm long. 

The cup holding the stamens is small, with teeth divided into two, between short filaments. 

Anthers are prominent and yellow. 

Fruits: are ovoid, 3-angled. Flowers open at night, fade by morning. Flowering: May-June. 

DICOT PLANTS 

4) Hibiscus rosa –sinensis L 

Common name : Shoe-flower 

Family: Malvaceae 

Habit : shrub, it is an ornamental evergreen shrub having branched tap root system. 

Stem: woody and solid but herbaceous at upper portion, aerial, erect, branched, cylindrical, solid 

and glabrous. 

Leaves : simple, alternate, serrate, ovate, unicostate reticulate venation. 

Fruit : drupes globose. 

5) Euphorbia tetraphylla L. 

Family : Euphorbiaceae 

Habit : annual perennial herb, shrubs, tree, most of the plants are xerophytic 

Stem : herbaceous and fleshy ; spiny  

Roots : tap root 

http://www.efloraofgandhinagar.in/plant-form/climbers
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Leaves : sessile,or petiolate; alternate, simple 

Inflorescence : cyathium 

Flower : regular, actnomorphic, hypogynous, unisexual 

Fruit : shizocarpic fruit regma, rarely capsule 

Seed : endospermic 

6) Santalum album L. 

Family : santalaceae 

Habit : small evergreen glabrous tree with slender drooping branches with sap wood white and 

odourless, heartwood is yellowish brown 

Leaves : elliptic-lanceolate, entire thin 

Inflorescence : terminal and axillary paniculate cyme 

Flower : complete actinomorphic, hermaphrodite, hypogynous 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Table 1- Types of Stomata 

S. No Name of the plant Family Type of 

Stomata 

1 Epiprenum pinnatum (L)engl Araceae Paracytic 

2 Pancratium triflorum Roxb Amaryllidaceae Paracytic 

3 Tradescantia spathacea S Commelinaceae Paracytic 

4 Hibiscus rosa-sinensis L. Malvaceae Anomocytic 

5 Euphorbia tetraphylla L. Euphorbiaceae Anomocytic 

6 Santalum album L. Sandalaceae Anomocytic 
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Fig 1 –Monocot Leaves 

MONOCOT LEAVES 

Epiprenum pinnatum  
Type of stomata : Paracytic 

 

Pancratium triflorum 
Type of stomata : Paracytic 

 

Tradescantia spathacea  
Type of stomata : Paracytic  
 

   

 

Fig 2 –Dicot Leaves 

DICOT LEAVES 

Hibiscus rosa-sinensis  

Type of stomata : 

Anomocytic 

 

Euphorbia tetraphylla  

Type of stomata : 

Anomocytic 

 

Santalum album  

Type of stomata : Anomocytic 
 

  
 

 

 From the microscopic observation of the peelings of the leaves collected from college 

campus, all the monocot leaves showed paracytic type of stomata. All the dicot leaves posessed 

anomocytic type of stomata. 

Summary 

  The study was conducted to find out the types of stomata found in some of the dicot and 

monocot leaves. Dicot leaves showed Anomocytic and monocot leaves showed paracytic stomatal 

type.  
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Indigenous Knowledge on medicinal plants used by the Kota Tribes of Sholur area, 
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An ethanobotanical survey of medicinal was carried out among the ethinic group of Kota tribes in 

Sholur, Nilgiri district, Tamil Nadu. The plants were collected and identified using Floras. 

Herbarium were prepared and deposited in the Department of Botany, Nirmala College for 

Women, Coimbatore. The ethanobotanical data were collected from 23 traditional healers in the 

area of Sholur of Nilgiri District by means of questionnaire focusing on the local names of the 

medicinal plants. The survey identified 35 medicinally important plants from 28 families and 33 

genera. The most often recurring ailment treatment by the healers was anemia, bone 

strengthening, burns, diabetics, fever, kidney stone, tooth ache, piles, snake bite, urinary 

infection, wound healing, obesity, head ache, vomitting, skin allergy and sprain. The habit 

revealed that about 36% of Herbs and 31% of shrubs, 29% of tree and 4% of Climbers were used 

as remedial plants. The reported potentially important medicinal plants are to be considered for 

further validation and to be conserved for further utilization. 

Key Words: Ethanobotany, Diabetics, Kota tribes, Sholur,  

INTRODUCTION 

India is one of the richest floristic region of the world and has rich source of plant 

products and many of these plant species is used for medicinal purpose (Sudeesh, 2012). The 

Western Ghats of India is one such high bio-cultural variety region, which is one of the global 

biodiversity hot-spots (Myers et al., 2000). In recent times studies on ethanobotany gaze at the 
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primitive tribes in the region. Every tribal community in the world has a unique sense and 

knowledge that they develop from birth (Rajan and Sethuraman., 1991.) They subside on food 

such has Milk, honey, fruits and tubers besides other variety of cereals. Tribal population 

provides abundant knowledge about the uses of plants and their plant parts as medicine. 

An extensive understanding of the concept involves and indirect interaction between the 

plants and people. The use of herbal medicine in Asia represents a long history for mankind. 

Plants used for traditional medicine that can be used to treat chronic as well as infectious 

diseases. Only the tribal people have got the vast knowledge of using plants against different 

illness that will be supportive to the biological system. The present work is focised to document 

and analyze the traditional knowledge regarding the practice and the use of plants in treatment of 

various disorders. 

Study area 

Sholur is a panchayat town in the Nilgiri District of Tamil Nadu located at the altitude of 

about 1980 meters above mean sea level. This village consists of six small hamlets named 

Ooratty, Kotatty, Bickaikkandy, Hosatty, Thattaneri and Backodai. The place is covered with 

large area of grassland and patches of thick forest vegetation which habitats wild animals as 

Tiger, Panther, Black Panther, Elephant, Deer, Bear, Bioson, Nilgiri thar, small fishes, frogs, 

crabs, water spiders etc. 

 Kota Tribes 

Kotas are said to be the oldest inhabitants of Nilgiri District. They are distributed in 

several areas in and around Nilgiris viz Kothagiri, Kundha, Sholur, Kokkal, Gudalur and 

Trichigadi. These people have their own unique Kota language and they are living in forest area 

in habitat of wild animals and they are able to sense the smell of the animals nearby or on the 

way. They have been maintaining their life style as a jack of all trades such as potters, 

agriculturalist, leather workers, carpenters and black smith. They build their houses inside the 

shola forest on the patches of grasslands. 

METHODOLOGY 

Data Collection: The ethanobotanical field survey was conducted during February 2017- 

September 2018 with the help of the knowledgeable local healer. For authentication and proper 

verification of the plants some of the tribal inhabitants were taken to field. 

The collected plant specimens were identified with the help of the local floras: Flora of 

British India (Hooker, 1875 – 2006); Flora of the Presidency of Madras (Gamble and Fischer, 

1915 - 1936); Flora of Tamil Nadu (Nair and Henry, 1983; Henry et al. 1987, 1989; An 

Excursion flora of Central Tamil Nadu, India (Matthew, 1991); Flora of Tamil Nadu Carnatic 

1983. 

The specimens were then poisoned, pressed and labeled by standard herbarium method 

(Santapau, 1955; Fosberg and Sachet, 1965). The correct identity of the herbarium specimens 

were then confirmed by further critical study with the help of authentic specimens deposited in 

the Madras Herbarium (MH), of Botanical Survey of India (BSI), Southern Circle, Coimbatore. 

Descriptions were made from the fresh materials. Vegetation types and many interesting plants 

were photographed, important observations and any other relevant field data were noted in the 

field itself. 
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Ailment category 

Based on the information obtained from the traditional healers of the study area, all the 

reported ailments were categorized to cure various disorders such as kidney stones, cancer, 

circulatory system, dermatological infection, endocrine disorders, eye infection, fever, piles, 

snake bite, respiratory system disorder and skeleto muscular system disorder. 

Results and Discussion 

Documentation of indigenous Ethnomedicinal knowledge 

During the study it was noted that 35 plant species belonging to 28 families and 33 

genera were documented and are used as herbal remedy for the treatment of several ailments 

(Table 1). Oxalidaceae family was the most commonly used plant family representing 3 plants 

species followed by Amaranthaceae, Euphorbiaceae, Liliaceae, Myrtaceae, Rutaceae and 

Solanaceae with 2 species and other families were represented by single species (Fig 1). 

 

   

Life form and parts used 

 Amoung the collected plants species 36 were herbs, followed by 31 shrubs, 29 Tree, and 

4 climbers (Fig 2). Kalaiselvan and Gopalan (2014) has reported 28 plants belonging to 23 

families of which they have resulted herbs to the dominant life form used by the Irula tribes of 

Bolampatty village, in Nilgiris. It is found that the most widely used medicine preparation part is 

leaves (12), followed by flower, fruit, wood (5), seeds (3), Root, whole plant (4), pulp and bark 

(1) Fig 3. It is also reported that leafy crude drug preparation is mostly recommended in ethanic 

medicine followed by flower, fruit, wood, root, whole plant, pulp bark and seeds. The same 

findings has been reported by Maria et al. (2014) and they weer studied about traditional 

knowledge of in Paliyar tribes leaves were most frequently used in preparation of medicine. 
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Life Form Analysis
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Method of preparation and mode of administration of plants 

The preparation and usage of plant parts were categorized as raw 27% followed by paste 

16%, crushed 14%, powder 13%, boiled 11%, cooked 3%, Decoction 5 and juice 8% and fried 

3% (Figure 4). The decoctions were prepared by boiling the plants in water and the water level 

reduce to about required amount. Most of the fruits and vegetable that are edible are intaken raw 

by the tribal people living in the area. The preparation of decoction is one of the common ailment 

practices among some tribal in Tamil Nadu (Thirumalai et al., 2012). The paste was prepared by 

grinding the fresh leaves in water or milk.  

Ingredients added 

 The medicines were prepared by the Kota tribal healers by adding more than one plants 

and other ingredients such as honey, goat milk, coconut oil, mustard oil, salt, pepper, Fenugreek, 

turmeric, onion, thulsi and sand to improve the tolerability and medicinal property of certain 

remedies (Table 2). Xavier et al. (2014) have been supported the present findings. Honey and 

Goat milk are used while intake of prepared medicine in powder and juice. Oral medicines are 

prepared mostly using water, goat milk, honey based on the needs. 

 

Table 2: Ingredients added while preparation of medicine. 

S.No Botanical Name Other plants added in 

medicinal preparation 

Other ingredients 

added 

1 Anona squamosa  Fenugreek - 

2 Ruta graveolens Turmeric and thulasi - 

3 Biophytum sensitivum Turmeric - 

4 Andrographis 

paniculata 

Onion Coconut oil 

5 Ricinus Communis - Sand 

6 Mimosa pudica  - Honey 

7 Citrus limon - Salt 

8 Althernanthera sessilis Onion Mustard oil 

9 Cardiospermum 

halicacabum 

Pepper - 

10 Curcilogo orchioides Pepper Goat milk 

11 Psidium gujava - Salt 

12 Urena lobata Aloevera - 

12
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Ailment categories 

 On the bases of the information gathered from the tribal healers in the study area all the 

reported ailments were categories viz., kidney stones, cancer, circulatory system, dermatological 

infection, endocrine disorders, eye infection, fever, piles, snake bite, respiratory system disorder 

and skeleto muscular system disorder (Fig 5). Based on the report submitted by Lakshmana and 

Sreenath, (2014) medicinal plants such as Andrographis, Butea monosperma, Curcuilogo 

orchiodes, Gloriosa superb, Strachy nux-vomica, Mimosa pudica and Ruta graveolens are used as 

Phyto-Antidotes. Ramesh and Kumud (2015) have reported about 33 plants that are useful in 

treatment of various health disorders and stated that the traditional knowledge is only handed over 

orally from generation to generation.  

 

 
 

Conclusion 

The traditional knowledge of medicinal plants is becoming vanished as there is no written 

material. Some medicinal plants are vanishing in alarming rate due to over exploitation, 

harvesting, trade value, grazing, industrialization learning of forest for agriculture, Megaprojects 

and anthropogenic influences. Thus the documentation of traditional medicinal plant is important. 

   
Andrographis paniculata Solanum sisymbrifolium     Solanum nigrum 
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Medicinal plants are potential sources for the development of novel drugs with no 

adverse effects. Plants have free radical scavenging molecules, including flavonoids, phenols, 

anthocyanins and vitamins, which show antioxidant activity. Earlier studies show that secondary 

metabolites of phenolic nature including flavonoids are responsible for a variety of 

pharmacological activities. Flavanoids are polyphenolic compounds which are one of the 

abundant secondary metabolites in plants. Flavonoids consist of a large group of polyphenolic 

compounds having a benzo-𝛾-pyrone structure and are ubiquitously present in plants. In the 

present study, a flavonoid namely 7, 3’, 4’ -Trimethoxy Quercetin identified in the methanolic 

extracts of the fruits of Solanum incanum was tested for anti-atherosclerotic activity by molecular 

docking approach. 

Keywords: Autodock, Herbal Drugs, Atherosclerosis 

1. Introduction 

Solanum incanum (L) is one of the important traditional medicinal plant belongs to 

Solanaceae family and it is one of about 1,500 Solanum species in the world. It is also known as 

the bitter garden egg. It is perennial bushy herb or shrub up to 1.8m of height with spines on the 

stem, leaves, stalks and calyces and with velvet hairs on the leaves (Sambo et al., 2000).  

Flavonoids are hydroxylated phenolic substances which are known to be synthesized by 

plants in response to microbial infection (Dixon et al., 1983). Their activities are structure 

dependent. The chemical nature of flavonoids depends on their structural class, degree of 

hydroxylation, other substitutions and conjugations, and degree of polymerization (Kelly et al., 

2002). Recent interest in these substances has been stimulated by the potential health benefits 

arising from the antioxidant activities of these polyphenolic compounds. 

 

 
Fig 1: General Structure of Flavonoid 

 Atherosclerosis is a condition in which the arteries are narrowed due to Cholesterol 

plaques. Oxidative modification of low-density lipoproteins (LDL) by free radicals is an early 

event in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis. The rapid uptake of oxidatively-modified LDL via a 

scavenger receptor leads to the formation of foam cells. Flavonoids may directly scavenge some 

radical species by acting as a chain breaking antioxidant. The ability of quercetin and the 
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quercetin glycosides to protect LDL against oxidative modification has shown a significant 

protective effect (Fuhrman et al., 1995). Furthermore, a Japanese study reported an inverse 

correlation between flavonoid intake and total plasma cholesterol concentrations (Arai et al., 

2000). 

2. Methodology 

 Molecular Docking was performed using autodock by following the below protocol: 

2.1 Preparation of Receptor and Ligand files 

 Autodock entails both the receptor and ligand in PDBQT format for assessing the binding 

affinity between them. PDBQT format restrains the atomic coordinates, partial charges and atom 

types. Initially, the receptor file in PDB format obtained from Protein Databank was accessed in 

Autodock Workspace. The water molecules in the receptor file were removed and implicit 

Hydrogen atoms were added. Finally, partial charges were added and the receptor file was saved 

in PDBQT format. Similarly, the ligand files in PDB format was retrieved by Autodock and 

saved in PDBQT format.   

2.2 Preparation of Grid and Dock Parameter files 

 Autogrid 4.2 program in ADT was used to perform the grid computation. The grips maps 

with a dimension of 90X90X90 and spacing of 0.375 Aº were centered along the ligand binding 

site. For each type of receptor, adjustments were made in the grid dimensions to select its active 

site for binding. The receptor and ligand files in PDBQT format along with the grid maps were 

saved as the grid parameter file to execute the Autogrid program. After the autogrid calculation, 

autodock parameter file was created with the receptor, ligand and selection of autodock 

parameters.  

2.3 Docking and Visualization 

 Docking was performed using Lamarckian Genetic Algorithm with 10 independent runs 

per ligand with an initial population of 150 randomly placed ligand on the receptor binding site.  

A maximum of 2.5X105 evaluations on the energy will be carried out for 27X103 

generations with a mutation rate of 0.02 and a cross over rate of 0.80. The  

local-energy-minimization algorithm was limited to 100 steps for 6% of the population. To 

explore the conformational space of ligands, the overall translation steps was set to 0.2 Å, and the 

overall rotation and torsion rotation step were set to 5 in the docking studies. The autodock 4.0 

program in ADT was executed and the docking scores were reported using binding free energy 

energies in kcal/mol. The bound complex with the receptor and ligand was visualized using 

Pymol. 

3. Results and Discussion 

 The flavonoid present in the methanolic extracts of the fruits of S. incanum was identified 

using GC-MS analysis. 7, 3’, 4’ Trimethoxy Quercetin was the flavonoid present whose structure 

is presented in Figure 2.  
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Fig. 2 Structure of 7, 3’, 4’-Trimethoxy Quercetin  

 Macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF or MMIF), also known as glycosylation-

inhibiting factor (GIF), L-dopachrome isomerase, or phenylpyruvate tautomerase is a protein in 

humans is encoded by the MIF gene. It is an important regulator of innate immunity and acts as 

an inflammatory mediator in rheumatoid arthritis. In addition, Zernecke et al (2008) demonstrated 

the involvement of macrophage migration inhibitory factor MIF in the inflammatory pathogenesis 

of atherosclerosis. Inhibiting MIF with small molecule inhibitors has been shown to interfere in 

its biological activity (Dickerhof et al, 2014). Hence, we attempted to dock MIF with  

7, 3’, 4’-Trimethoxy Quercetin and tried to compute its inhibition for treatment of atherosclerosis. 

                 MIF 3D structure was retrieved from PDB with the PDB ID, 1CA7. Molecular 

docking was performed with MIF as receptor and 7, 3’, 4’-Trimethoxy Quercetin as the ligand.  

 

 

The results are tabulated in Table 1 and docking conformations are displayed in Figures 3 

and 4.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3:  Docked conformation of Macrophage migration 

 inhibitory factor(MIF) with 7,3’,4’-Trimethoxy Quercetin  

 

Fig 4:  Surface representation of Docked conformation of  

Macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF)  

with 7, 3’, 4’-Trimethoxy Quercetin 
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Table 1 Docking results of Macrophage migration inhibitory factor (MIF) with  

7, 3’, 4’-Trimethoxy Quercetin for Anti-atherosclerosis activity 

Pose B.E L.E IC Tot IE No. of H 

bonds 

Bonding formation 

1 -6.14 -0.25 31.45 -1.9 1 ASN6:HD21 

2 -6.03 -0.24 38.3 -1.92 1 ASN6:HD21 

3 -6.0 -0.24 40.0 -1.9 2 A:ASN6:HD21 

B:ASN6:HD21 

4 -5.96 -0.24 42.44 -1.89 2 B:ASN6:HD21 

C:ASN6:HD22 

5 -5.92 -0.24 45.52 -1.88 1 B:ASN6:HD21 

6 -5.77 -0.23 59.31 -1.89 1 C:ASN6:HD22 

7 -5.65 -0.23 72.11 -1.89 1 C:HIS62:HE2 

8 -5.65 -0.23 72.63 -1.86 0 - 

9 -5.41 -0.22 108.02 -1.84 2 C:ASN6:HD22 

C:TYR99:HH 

10 -5.25 -0.21 142.79 -1.69 2 B:ASN6:HD21 

B:HIS40:HD21 

BE-Binding Energy; LE-Ligand Efficiency; IC-Inhibitory Constant; IE- Internal Energy;  

 Docking of 7, 3’, 4’-Trimethoxy Quercetin with Macrophage migration inhibitory (MIF) 

resulted in 10 different docked conformations with binding energy ranging  

from -6.14 to -5.25kcal/mol. Among the 10 different docked conformations, Conformation 3, 4, 9 

and 10 had 2 hydrogen bonds each with different binding energies. The best conformation having 

a binding energy of -6.14 kcal/mol showing one hydrogen bond were visualized in Pymol and the 

result is displayed in Figures 3 and 4. It can be concluded that 7, 3’, 4’ trimethoxy Quercetin can 

inhibit MIF thus aiding in the treatment of Atherosclerosis.  

4. Conclusion 

The present study which started with the aim to identify the pharmacological activities of 

7, 3’, 4’ trimethoxy Quercetin present in the methanolic ripe fruit extracts of Solanum incanum 

has ended with suggesting potential leads against Atherosclerosis. Although, it is a preliminary 

study the results are promising towards a successful lead discovery. Further studies with 7, 3’, 4’ 

Trimethoxy Quercetin including Drug Likeliness, ADMET will enhance its application in the 

treatment of Atherosclerosis.  
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 The paper reveals the growth and performance of MSMEs in India. A significant feature 

of the Indian economy since independence is the rapid growth of Micro and small enterprises 

(MSEs) sector, the then small scale industries (SSIs) sector. After attaining independence in 1947, 

the government of India had a great task for rapid industrialization of the country. In the 

industrial policy resolutions of 1948 and 1956, the small scale industrial sector was given a 

special role for creating additional employment with low capital investment. Now, the Micro, 

Small and Medium Enterprises sector has emerged as a highly vibrant and dynamic sector of the 

Indian economy over the last few decades and it is also recognized as the real engine of growth 

for the Indian Economy (Udaykumar Varma, 2011). The sector is highlighted as a breeding 

ground for entrepreneurship at the grass root level and continues to show dynamism in terms of 

employment generation, contribution to GDP and export earnings (Shyam Agarwal, Virbhadra 

Singh, 2011) 

Keywords: SSI, MSMEs, entrepreneurs, etc., 

Introduction: 

 In India, small scale industries play an essential role in industrial economic development. 

This sector has been exhibiting a sound, stable and strong positive growth. By realizing the 

importance of this sector in the economic, industrial and social development of the country, the 

government of India has been encouraging, emphasizing and supporting the promotion of micro, 

small and medium enterprises since independence through deliberate policies such as protection 

from large scale industries, capital subsidies, differential tax treatment, reservation of specific 

items of production for small scale sector etc. Finance has been considered as the life blood of all 

the business and industrial activities. Timely and adequate credit is the most crucial input that can 

make micro and small enterprises sector more competitive. The increase in the competitiveness of 

small scale industry will also be determined by the availability and quantum of finance. The 

requirement of finance for SSI will be substantial considering its size, structure, growth pattern, 

need for its restructuring and technology development. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE:  

 Chew R. et al (2008) has conducted study on the SME‘s of Singapore. The objective of 

this study was to appreciate the difficulties faced by small and medium enterprises 

(SMEs) in a small open economy such as Singapore where there is very little margin for 

comfort. The approach used for the purpose of study, was analytical and statistical in 

nature. Comparing key ratios over time to reinforce the findings was done. The study 

came out with the conclusion that SMEs in Singapore are price-takers in the product 

markets and they are also price-takers in the input markets. When there is substantial 

increase in costs, SMEs will be in trouble as they cannot pass the increased costs to the 

buyers of their products and services. 

 Latha L.K et.al. (2009) has conducted the study on problems faced by small scale 

entrepreneurs. This study has been conducted with an objective of finding out the 

problems faced by small scale entrepreneurs of Nellore district and the opinions of 

entrepreneurs as to influential factors for the success of entrepreneurship. For the purpose 

of this study primary data had been used with the help of structured questionnaire and 

informal interview having sample size of 196 registered units of Nellore district. Analysis 
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has been done with the help of ANOVA and Z-test. – It was found that high price of raw 

materials, lack of marketing information and marketing of products are major problems 

faced by the entrepreneurs, followed by competition from small industries and 

absenteeism of labour. The majority (about 90.3 per cent) of the respondents did not want 

to make any complaint to government agencies. 

 Sharma R. (2012) has conducted her research on the problems and prospects of small 

scale industrial units. The study has been conducted with the objective to examine the 

policies and practices relating to small scale industrial units. To find out the differences 

between problems and prospects of exporting and non-exporting units following policies 

and practices. To identify the gaps in those practices which have failed to receive 

acceptance and to specify the problems in the existing practices of exporting and  

non-exporting units. It was descriptive research design. The data had been collected from 

60 exporting and 240 non -exporting units for the purpose of the study. It has been found 

from the study that the major problems faced by exporting units are technology up 

gradation, marketing efficiency and negotiations on terms of payment. Finance and 

technology up gradation are the problems faced by non-exporting units also because they 

are facing competition from the large industries as well as from MNC‘s. 

 Mohammad N.A (2008) The objective of the study was to demonstrate a comparative 

study of financing small and cottage industries (SCIs) by interest-free banks in different 

countries like Turkey, Cyprus, Sudan and Bangladesh. The objectives are achieved by 

analyzing data based on an institutional theoretical framework of references. The 

methodological approach used in the research is of qualitative nature. The research result 

shows that the lender–borrower network relationship, especially in case of financing 

rural-based SCIs by interest-free banks, differ from one country to the other even though 

the basic principles of interest-free financing remains the same 

 Ramjaneyulu (2003) in his work “An Impact of Structural Adjustment Programme” on 

the policies of small-scale industries in India stressed the need to promote small 

enterprises. The main remarks of his presentation were to facilitate industries in rural 

backward areas and to promote stronger linkages between agriculture and industry. A 

new scheme of Integrated Infrastructural Development for small-scale industries should 

be implemented with the active participation of financial institutions. He also stressed the 

need for various policy reforms to boost these enterprises in the economy. 

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY: 

 To study about growth and performance of MSMEs in India. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

 The study is based on secondary data to find the growth and performance of MSMEs in 

India. The data were collected from the annual reports of MSMEs. It is collected from the year 

2006-2007 to 2016-2017. The Annual Growth Rate and Compound Annual Growth Rate are used 

to find the growth year by year. 

Compound Annual Growth Rate:[4]In order to find out the year to year growth rate of MSMEs 

in India during the study, the CAGR was calculated. The formula is, 

 

                                                                              ^               1 
CAGR =                               End value                                   no of years           * 100 

         Beginning value 
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Annual growth rate: To analyze the year to year change in the flow of growth inMSMEsin 

India, in this study annual growth rate was calculated. The formula is, 

Current year value – Previous year value 

Annual Growth Rate = x 100 

Previous year value 

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION:  

GROWTH AND PERFORMANCE OF MSMEs IN INDIA 

SL.NO YEARS 

TOTAL 

WORKING 

ENTERPRISES 

(in Lakhs) 

EMPLOYMENT 

(in Lakhs) 

MARKET 

VALUE OF 

FIXED ASSETS 

(Rs. in Crores) 

1 2006-07 
361.76 

(4.31) 

805.23 

(4.57) 
868,543.79 

2 2007-08 
377.36 

(4.33) 

842 

(4.61) 
920,459.84 

3 2008-09 
393.7 

(4.34) 

880.84 

(4.65) 
977,114.72 

4 2009-10 
410.8 

(4.36) 

921.79 

(4.70) 
1,038,546.08 

5 2010-11 
428.73 

(4.41) 

965.15 

(4.82) 
1,105,934.09 

6 2011-12 
447.64 

(4.45) 

1,011.69 

(4.91) 
1,182,757.64 

7 2012-13 
467.54 

(4.47) 

1,061.40 

(4.98) 
1.268,763.67 

8 2013-14 
488.46 

(4.53) 

1,114.29 

(5.12) 
1,363,700.54 

9 2014-15 
510.57 

(-1.78) 

1,171.32 

(-7.45) 
1,471,912.94 

10 2015-16 
501.49 

(26.40) 

1084.11 

(2.38) 
1,996,642.10 

11 2016-17 633.88 1,109.89 1,936,788.23 

 
TOTAL 5021.93 10967.71 12,862,399.97 

 
CAGR 5% 3% 8% 

 Sources: annual report of MSME. 

INTREPRETATION: 

 It is clear from Table that the total number of working enterprises has increased from 

361.76lakhs in the year 2006-07 to 633.88 lakhs in the year 2016-17 with the compound annual 

growth rate of 5 per cent. It was noticed from the table and worth mentioning that the number of 

persons employed in this sector rose from 805.23 lakhs in 2006-07 to 1,109.89 lakhs in 2016-17 

with the CAGR of 3 per cent. The table also represents an increase in market value of fixed asset 

which rose from 868,543.79 in 2006-07 to 1,936,788.23 in 2016-17 with the CAGR of 8 per cent. 
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Conclusion: 

Micro and Small Enterprises sector in particular essentially need adequate finance to 

flourish in their activities which in turn contribute to the economy in terms of Gross Domestic 

Product and providing employment opportunities. It was concluded from the study that the 

growth and performance of MSMEs in India shows a tremendous increase in growth among 

working enterprises, persons employed and in market value of fixed asset. In future MSMEs 

sector will play a major role for the developing countries like India. 
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The Foreign Direct Investment in India has undergone a drastic change since the 

economic reforms in 1991. The positive changes can be particularly attributed to the evolving 

policy framework. In 1991, Liberalization, Privatization and Globalization aimed at making the 

Indian economy a faster growing economy and globally competitive. Foreign investments gives 

the Indian industry a chance for technological up gradation, access to global managerial skills and 

practices, optimum utilization of human capital and natural resources, and to compete efficiently 

in the international market. FDI inflows to service sector have been phenomenal in the past few 

years. The service sector is not only the dominant sector in India’s GDP, but has also attracted 

significant foreign investment inflows, contributed significantly to exports as well as provided 

large-scale employment. India’s services sector covers a wide variety of activities such as trade, 

hotel & restaurants, real estate, business services, transport, storage & communication, financing, 

insurance, community, social & personal services and services associated with construction. The 

present paper highlights the impact of service sector in Foreign Direct Investment Equity Inflows 

to India in Service Sector. 

Keywords: Foreign Direct Investment, Foreign Direct Equity Investment, Service Sector, GDP. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 India is one of the most stirring and promising market in the globe. Technical and skilled 

human resources are the finest available resources in the world. Due to economic crisis in 1991, 

economic environment at global level was changed. India recognized the need for advanced 

technology in science and business and therefore made a new economic policy in July 1991. 

Under new policy, restrictions for foreign Direct investment was liberalized, and consequently 

India started attracting foreign direct investments, joint ventures and collaborations. Before the 

introduction of economic reforms in the 1990’s FDI inflows were concentrated in the 

manufacturing activities in India, which was due to the import substitution industrialization 

programmes that encouraged the tariff-jumping investments to capture the protected domestic 

market. However, the trends clearly changed towards an increase in FDI mainly in the service 

sector. The service sector is the key driver of India’s economic growth. It is remarkable to 

mention that this sector has contributed 55% of India’s GDP in 2018-19.     

The services sector is one of the largest and fastest-growing sectors in the global market. 

Over the past two decades, the services sector has expanded rapidly and has come to play an 

increasingly important role in national economy and in the international economy. Services 

accounts for large shares of production and employment in most economies around the world. 

The structure of FDI worldwide has also shifted towards services. In the early 1970s, services 

sector accounted for only one quarter of the world FDI inflows. In the year 1990 the share was 

less than one half and by 2018, it has risen to about 70 per cent. India opens doors to foreign 
companies in the export-oriented services which could increase the demand of unskilled workers 

and low skilled services and also increase the wage level in these services.  

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 Dr. Jonadankoner, Dr. Dipuyan Roy & Prof. Avinashpurandare (2018), the paper 

examined “The impact of FDI inflows on the services, constructions, trading, mining and 

agriculture sector in India. The data were analyzed through Hausman Test & Panel Regression 

Model and it was concluded that if the inflow of FDI increases then the growth of that sector will 

also be positive. 

 Jyoti Gupta, Dr. Rachna Chaturvedi (2017), the researcher analyzed “FDI inflows in 

India from 1991 to 2016 and to make predictions for next 5 years using least square method. 

Further FDI inflows were studied on the basis of top countries investing in India and the top 

sectors in which the investments are received. It was found that Mauritius alone contributed 33% 

of total FDI inflows to India. The top sectors receiving FDI inflows are services, construction 

development, computer software, telecommunications, automobile, drugs & pharmaceuticals, 

trading, chemicals, power, Hotel and tourism. The researcher concluded that some policy changes 

could be recommended so that India could attract still higher FDI inflows.  

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

 To study the impact of FDI equity inflows to India’s service sector. 

 To analyze the trend of FDI equity inflows in service sector in India.  

METHODOLOGY 

 Source of Data: The study is based on secondary data. The required data have been 

collected from the Bulletin of RBI. 
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 Period of the Study: The study covers a period of 5 years from 2013 to 2018. The 

accounting years starts from 1st April and ends with 31st March. 

 Tools used for Analysis:  

1. Compounded Annual Growth Rate 

2. Trend Analysis 

3. Correlation Analysis  

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

Analysis: FDI EQUITY INFLOWS IN INDIA       (Amount in Crores) 

 

YEAR 

SERVICE 

SECTOR 

TOTAL 

INFLOWS 

TREND 

PERCENTAGE 

% ON TOTAL 

INFLOWS 

2013-2014 13,294 1,47,518 100 9% 

2014-2015 27,369 1,89,107 205 14% 

2015-2016 45,415 2,62,322 341 17% 

2016-2017 58,214 2,91,696 437 20% 

2017-2018 43,249 2,88,889 325 15% 

CAGR 26.6 

CORRELATION 0.94 

 

 

Findings: 

 The largest recipient of FDI Equity inflows in India is the service sector (Financial and 

Non-Financial services). 

 The compound annual growth rate of Foreign Direct Equity Investment into India in 

service sector is found to beat 26.6 per cent.  
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 It shows that there is a positive correlation (+0.94) between the total FDI equity inflows 

with the inflows of FDI Equity in service sector. 

 The inflows of FDI equity in service sector place a major investment and it shows 

increasing trend and there is downfall in the year 2017-2018 because of investments  

re-routing to countries like US which witnessed an increase in interest rates together with 

a stronger dollar value. 

CONCLUSION 

 India has been one of the developing countries and has managed to show a positive GDP 

growth even during the recession period. India is now rated as the second most favoured 

destination for FDI in the world after China, but it is expected that in future India would out beet 

China as it has a larger proportion of young population with one of the fastest growing 

economies. The service sector is the sector in which the largest investments are received from 

different countries in the world. The proportion of service sector’s cumulative FDI equity inflows 

is 18% of the total foreign direct equity investment in India. FDI equity inflows in service sector 

have a positive and significant impact in Indian economy. 
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The identity of institutions resonates with branding in higher education. The reputation of 

an institution has an immense role in how it is succeeding, which directly associates to their 

brand. If the performance is not highly regarded, the brand and the institution will be directly 

affected in terms of the popularity, along with recognition. Brand owners may feel they 

understand exactly what their brand represents. Thus, students would be less likely to be involved 

with a College that has a bad reputation, along with poor branding initiatives, beyond their mere 

attendance. Branding is the process of creating a distinctive and appropriate visual representation 

of an organization and what it stands for and ensuring that it is used consistently across all 

communication platforms. The aim of this study is to explore the various aspects of awareness of 

the brand image of a College and the factors which influence a student while selecting his College 

based on brand marketing by today’s higher educational institutions. 

Keywords : Higher education, brand perception, brand promises 
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Introduction 

Customer Perception is a marketing concept that encompasses a customer's impression, 

awareness and /or consciousness about a company or its offerings. Customer perception is 

typically affected by advertising, reviews, public relations, social media, personal experiences 

and other channels. In HE, reputation describes the image (of quality, influence, trustworthiness) 

that the institution has in the eyes of others. Perceived quality refers to students' and graduates' 

judgments about a higher education institution's overall excellence or superiority while reputation 

is the overall value, esteem, and character of a brand. 

Institutions must deliver on their brand promise. Specifically, a brand should be consistent with 

the lived experience of students, faculty, and other stakeholders at the institution. An institution 

that delivers on its brand promise will build positive, long‐  term relationships with its 

constituents, and these relationships help the institution build reputation over time. Institutional 

reputation correlates with brand awareness. An institution with a good reputation, but little brand 

awareness outside its internal community, is missing opportunities to connect with a broader base 

of potential students, donors, and funding agencies. While traditional marketing methods such as 

direct mail and print ads remain popular, many institutions report increasing spending on social 

media marketing and email marketing to reach a broader audience. 

Significance of the Study 

Students form their perceptions of brand image, identity, and meaning before enrolling at a 

University and they continue evolving during their study and even after graduation. Brand 

identity should include not only visual expressions but also verbal ones. Brand image, which is 

the consumer's perceptions of a brand as reflected by the brand associations held in their 

memories, and it will depend on the type of institution that will command a different approach to 

marketing the university to potential students. 

Statement of the Problem 

Higher Educational Institutions should focus on activities that enhance their brand image rather 

than simply create awareness, as brand image has a more significant effect on brand equity 

compared to brand awareness. An attempt has been made to explore the promises suggested by a 

College brand, the objective circumstances of an institution, and its symbolic and external 

representation. Linkages between the favorability of the sample members' perceptions of the main 

components of a College’s brand and the participants' conative, affective, and cognitive responses 

(including those related to a University's reputation) were examined 

Objectives of the study 

1. To study College students’ perception of the factors building their College’s brand 

image. 

2. To understand the respondents’ opinion on the significance attached by their College 

on building the brand image and its components. 

3. To examine how strongly the students feel about their College’s brand image and 

whether the branding message has reached the students. 

Research Methodology  

The present study is empirical based on survey method.  

Sources of Data 

Both Primary and Secondary data have been used in the present research work. 
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Primary Data : Primary data was collected with the help of structured Questionnaires. 

Secondary data: Secondary data was collected from online sources, journals, magazines and 

newspapers. 

Sampling Design 

Sampling method 

The population for the present study consists of students of 19 Autonomous Arts and Science 

Colleges under Bharathiar University in Coimbatore District. Two stage Random Sampling was 

adopted for the study. In the first stage out of 19 Colleges, 10 college’s student population was 

obtained. In the second stage proportionate random sampling method was adopted to get a total 

sampling unit of 750 students who were selected using random numbers. 

Sample size: 

The questionnaires were distributed to 750 respondents from selected Autonomous Arts and 

Science Colleges in Coimbatore District. 

Statistical Tools 

Socio Economic Demographic profile and ANOVA  

Area of Study  

Coimbatore District has been taken as the area of study. 

Period of Study 

The period of study is 6 months. 

 Limitations of the Study 

1. The study is restricted to selected Colleges in Coimbatore District. 

2. The respondents are from Autonomous Arts and Science Colleges only. 

3. There is no comparitive study. 

Review of literature 

Balais (1975) explored the perception of students with respect to the college administration, 

faculty, students, and college in general. The results of this study showed that the freshers were 

the most satisfied group and the seniors were the least satisfied. The females scored significantly 

higher than the males on the four satisfaction scales. Also, students with a high level of total 

college satisfaction obtained significantly higher grades than students whose satisfaction with 

college in general was low. 

Samsinar et al (2003) concluded that a student faces the hard choice of which particular 

discipline of study and institution of higher learning to enroll after completing secondary 

education. It is therefore critical for private institutions for higher education to influence the 

student decision making process by service offerings that are highly valued by the students. 
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Analysis and Interpretation 

Table 1  

Demographic, Socio-economic profile of the Respondents 

S.NO PROFILE Details RESPONDENTS 

 

NO % 

1 Gender Male 327 43.6 

  Female 423 56.4 

2 Age 17-19 yrs 422 56.3 

  20-22 yrs 305 40.7 

  23 yrs and above 23 3.1 

3 Type of family Nuclear 430 57.3 

  Joint 320 42.7 

4 Family size Up to 3 204 27.2 

  4-6 460 61.3 

  7-9 60 8.0 

  10 and above 26 3.5 

5 Family income 

per annum 

Up to 

Rs.2,00,000 368 49.1 

  Rs.2,00,000-

5,00,000 312 41.6 

  Rs.5,00,000 and 

above 70 9.3 

6 Parental 

education 

Illiterate 

125 16.7 

  Matric 142 18.9 

  HSC 163 21.7 

  Graduation 153 20.4 

  Post graduation 167 22.3 

7 Parental 

occupation 

Agriculture 

129 17.2 

  Business 369 49.2 

  Profession 73 9.7 

  Self-employment 79 10.5 

  Govt. Servant 26 3.5 

  Private sector 

employment 74 9.9 

8 Place of 

residence 

Rural 

125 16.7 

  Semi-urban 210 28.0 

  Urban 415 55.3 

10 Course 

currently 

pursuing 

UG 

413 55.1 

  PG 335 44.7 

  Research 

Scholars 2 0.2 

Source : Primary Data 
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From the above table it can be understood that among the respondents, majority (56.4%) are 

females, 56.3 % of them belong to 17 -19 years of age group, 57.3 % of the respondents belong to 

nuclear family, 61.3 % of have a family size of 4-6, 49.1 % of them belong to upto two lakhs 

annual income group, 22.3 % of the respondents’ parents are post graduates, 49.2 % of the 

respondents’ parents are business men, 55.3 % of them are urban residents, 55.1 % of them are 

undergraduates. 

OPINION ON THE SIGNIFICANT FACTORS IN BUILDING THE BRAND 

IMAGE OF THEIR COLLEGE 

 To estimate and compare the mean opinion score among the students on the significanct 

factors in building the brand image of their College, weighted average analysis is performed 

using five rating score by assigning 5 for Highly significant; 4 for Significant; 3 for Neutral; 2 for 

moderately significant and 1 for least significant and the results are presented in the following 

tables. 

Null Hypothesis:  

There is no significant difference in the mean opinion scores among the students on the 

significant factors in building the brand image of their College. 

ANOVA TABLE 

SOURCE DF S S M S F 

Between groups 11 1823.281 165.753 117.50** 

Within groups 8988 12678.470 1.411  

            **- Significant at 1 % level 

Since the F is significant the null hypothesis of no significant difference in the mean 

opinion scores among the students in building the brand image of their College is rejected and it 

is concluded that there is significant difference in the mean scores among students. The mean 

scores among the students are furnished below: 

OPINION ON SIGNIFICANT FACTORS IN BUILDING THE BRAND IMAGE OF 

YOUR COLLEGE 

 

S.No 

 

FACTORS 

 

 

Mean score 

 

Rank 

1  Name and symbolism 4.42 1 

  2 Recognition of degree 4.35 3 

  3 Length of existence  4.20 5 

4 Prestigious alumni base  4.33 2 

5 New programme offerings 4.28 6 

6 Value added courses 4.12 7 

7 Co-curricular activities 4.10 8 

8 Educational partnerships 4.03 9 

9 Competition for student enrolment  3.92 11 

10 Tuition fees 2.65 12 

11 Values and vision 4.01 10 

12 College ranking and ratings 4.32 4 
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The above table showed that among the 12 significant factors in building the Brand 

image of a College, the mean score ranged from 2.65 to 4.42. The factor ‘Name and symbolism’ 

secured the highest mean score and stood at top, followed by ‘Prestigious alumni base’in the 

second position, ‘Recognition of Degree in the third position, ‘College rankings and ratings’ in 

the fourth place, ‘Length of existence ‘in the fifth position, ‘New programme offerings’ in the 

sixth place, ‘Value added courses’ in the seventh position, Co-curricular activities in the eigth 

place, Educational partnerships in the ninth position, ‘Values and vision’ stood in the tenth 

position,’ Competition for student enrolment’ in the eleventh position and ‘Tuition fees ‘stood at 

last securing the least score. 

Null Hypothesis:  

There is no significant association between Gender of the students and opinion on the 

significant factors in building the brand image of their College. 

TABLE 2 

Gender and opinion on the significance of factors in building the brand image of 

their College 

Gender 

group 

Level of significance score Total 

Low Medium High 

Male 117 103 107 327 

Female 139 137 147 423 

Total 256 240 254 750 

    X2
CAL. VAL (FOR 8 DF  = .730 ns   X2

TAB.  VAL FOR 2 DF  =  5.99 

The Chi-square indicates that there is no significant association between gender group and 

opinion on the significance of factors in building the brand image of their College and it is 

concluded that opinion on the significance of factors in building the brand image of their College 

is independent of the gender group of the respondents. 

Conclusion 

Branding serves at least four important functions: Creating instant recognition of a College’s 

name within target audiences, differentiating a College from its competitors, promoting an 

understanding of what the College does and the value of that work, establishing an emotional 

connection with current and prospective stakeholders that motivates them to place their trust in 

the College and support it. History of Excellence and academic reputation stood as the first factor 

in building the brand image of a College in the eyes of the student customer. Hence quality 

education with excellent faculty, infrastructure and ample placement opportunities should be 

provided to create a strong brand awareness and brand equity in the Higher educational market 

for a College to survive in today’s competitive world. 
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Online banking allows customers of a financial institution to conduct money transactions 

on a secured website operated by the institution, which can be a retail bank, credit union or 

building society. Online banking is growing in this modern era as it is widely used by banks all 

over the world. Online banking is becoming much more common in these days. Users can pay 

their bills through online and access a record of their checking account transactions in online also. 

Online banking makes everything easier. Users can access the information anywhere that they 

have access to the Internet. It makes their financial life much easier to manage. Online bank 

provides the financial service for the individual client by internet. Customers find this method 

more convenient and satisfactory as they can check their account details and make transactions 

from their homes and offices or wherever at any point in time. This satisfaction from customers 

has made this approach even more reputable and popular.  

KEY WORDS 

Online Banking, Electronic Banking, Internet Banking, Internet Based Banking, Mobile Banking. 

INTRODUCTION   

According to the American Marketing Association (AMA) Board of Directors, “Marketing is the 

activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, delivering, and 

exchanging offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and society at large”  

AN OVERVIEW OF ONLINE BANKING  

Online banking was first introduced in 1980 but wasn’t available to clients until 1995. Ever since 

then, the increase in demand for online banking systems and services has vastly increased. 

Internet banking arrived in India in the late 1990s. ICICI was the first bank to champion its usage 

and introduced internet banking to its customers in 1996. With lower internet costs and increased 

awareness about electronic media, online banking established itself only in 1999.  

 

http://www.marketingpower.com/AboutAMA/Pages/DefinitionofMarketing.aspx
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OVERVIEW OF ONLINE BANKING IN NIRMALA COLLEGE FOR WOMEN  
On 8 November 2016, “The Government of India announced the demonetization of all 

₹500 and ₹1000 banknotes of the Mahatma Gandhi Series. It also announced the issuance of 

new ₹500 and ₹2000 banknotes in exchange for the demonetized banknotes”. On the time, 

Nirmala College for Women implemented Online Banking (for the payment of tuition fees will be 

pay through online also) to encourage the students to know the Online Banking activities. During 

that time, it was most helpful for the students. Since 2016 to till now Nirmala College for women 

adopted online banking which is useful for both students and society. This study indulged on 

online banking among Nirmala College students.  

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY  

• To study the level of customer awareness of online banking towards Nirmala 

College students.  

• To find out the challenges in online banking  

• To analyze the banking activities of the students.  

RESEARCH DESIGN 

Descriptive research is used in this study.  

SOURCES OF DATA  

• Primary Data: The primary data was gathered by questionnaire from the users 

of online banking 

• Secondary data: The secondary data was collected through extensive books, 

reading Journals, newspapers and various websites.  

SAMPLING TECHNIQUES  

The sampling techniques used for this study is convenience sampling.  

SAMPLING TOOLS  

• Percentage analysis  

• Chi squire  

SAMPLE SIZE  

 The sample size of this study is 125  

AREA OF THE STUDY  

A Study on Level of Customer Awareness towards Online Banking has been collected from the 

customers of Online banking among Nirmala College. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  

The statistical tools are applied for the analysis of data. The tools used are Percentage Analysis, 

Chi-Square  

RESULTS RELATED TO PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS  

• Majority 52% of the respondents are between 18-20 years.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Government_of_India
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demonetisation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahatma_Gandhi_Series
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_2000-rupee_note
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• 37.6% of the respondents are arts students.  

• 30.4% of the respondent are pursuing their UG 1st year 

• Majority 58.4% of the respondents are not the first generation learner.  

• 100% of the respondents have their individual bank account.  

• Majority 52% of the respondents are using online banking less than 1 year.  

• 29.6% of the respondents got awareness for online banking through their 

friends.  

• The majority 52.8% of the respondents are using their mobile for their online 

banking transactions.  

• 29.6% of the respondents are using online banking as twice in a year.  

• 44.8% of the respondents are generally transact funds with their family. 

• The majority 88% of the respondents are using online banking for their online 

fee payment  

• Majority 75.2% of the respondents are aware about banking charges.  

• The majority 65.6% of the respondents accept that the service charges for 

online banking are fair.  

• 38.4% of the respondents are trying to avoid using cash for the payment 

method.  

• 15.2% of the respondents are represent hackers are the main problem of online 

banking.  

• 38.4% of the respondents said that free transactions would encourage them to 

use more of online banking services.  

• 39.2% of the respondents are agreed that online banking is more convenient 

than manual banking.  

• 33.6% of the respondents have purchased 3 to 8 times through online banking 

in the last 12 months.  

• 33.6% of the respondents feel that transactions through internet is 

somewhatsecure.  

• 43.2% of the respondents are recorded that less than 10 minutes taken for 

online banking transactions.  

• The majority 52% of the respondents are satisfied with the using of online 

banking.  

RESULTS RELATED TO CHI-SQUARE  

 Ho: The various challenges related factors and the level of awareness are independent.  

 H1: The various challenges related factors and the level of awareness are dependent.  

RESULT: 

It can be concluded that the various challenges related factors and the level of awareness are 

dependent. 

Ho: The various factors in online banking and the level of awareness are independent.  

H1: The various factors in online banking and the level of awareness are dependent.  

RESULT: 

It can be concluded that the various factors in online banking and the level of awareness are 

dependent. 
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CONCLUSION  

This study investigates customers of online banking are. 125 survey responses were collected 

through convenience sampling method giving a response rate of 100 percent. This study reveals 

over half of the online banking users have an aware of banking charges and also face some 

challenges and problems while using online banking. However the users facing difficulties, 

majority of them feel that online banking is more convenient and satisfied also.  
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The increasing trend in Smartphone among the people is the main reason that has 

amplified the interest to research on the topic. People’s obsession about the Smartphone has been 

increasing rapidly. The aim of this research is therefore to find out consumer behaviour of 

Smartphone buyers in Indian Market. The research is trying to find out that why do people desire 
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to purchase a smartphone, what influence people in purchasing a smartphone and what motivate 

them in making the purchase decision. Different consumers have different characteristics in their 

life that also influences their buying behaviour. Social factors such as family, groups, roles and 

status) and personal factors (such as age, occupation, lifestyle, personality and self-concept) are 

those characteristics that could influence the buyer behaviour in making final decision. Nowadays 

cheaper smart phones are also available in the market. But why people buy expensive 

smartphones? Price, quality, brand, country of origin, marketing, sales, word of mouth etc. could 

be several factors that a consumer may think before buying a Smartphone. 

Keywords: Smart Phone, Consumers, Market study. 

INTRODUCTION 

India is currently the world’s second-largest telecommunications market with a 

subscriber base of 1.05 billion and has registered strong growth in the past decade and half. The 

Indian mobile economy is growing rapidly and will contribute substantially to India’s Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP), according to report prepared by GSM Association (GSMA) in 

collaboration with the Boston Consulting Group (BCG). The country is the fourth largest app 

economy in the world. The liberal and reformist policies of the Government of India have been 

instrumental along with strong consumer demand in the rapid growth in the Indian telecom 

sector. Today, almost all the Smartphone's has a high-density screen resolution allowing the 

handset to display almost all the websites in their standard formats as they appear on the 

computer screens. Nowadays most of the websites are launching their mobile versions as well, 

and several applications which can be run on the Smartphone OS directly. For better connectivity, 

hi-speed data is also made available through WI-Fi, 3G and 4G data connections. In the past 2-4 

years, the rapid development of mobile – applications has caused a birth of the new mobile 

applications market, allowing a lot of trade to happen through mobile platform as well, which has 

been a major reason for people to adopt the Smartphone. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY  

 To examine the socio-economic status of the selected respondents. 

METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY 

Descriptive research study has been used in this research. Around 125 respondents were 

selected by using simple random sampling method in Coimbatore city. The study is based on 

primary data as well as secondary data. Questionnaire is the main tool for collecting the opinion 

of the respondents about the smart phone. The collected data were subdued into tables and charts 

by using statistical tools like simple percentage analysis, has been used in this research study. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 The socio-economic factors of the selected respondents are given below table. 
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Table 1 : Socio-Economic factor of the selected respondents 

No. Factors 
Number of 

Respondents 
% 

1 Age   

 a) Upto 20 Yrs. 49 39.2 

 b) 21 – 23 Yrs. 51 40.8 

 c) Above 23 Yrs. 25 20.0 

 Total 125 100.0 

2 Gender   

 a) Male 21 16.8 

 b) Female 104 83.2 

 Total 125 100.0 

3 Educational Status   

 a) UG Degree 67 53.6 

 b) PG Degree 42 33.6 

 c) Research Degree 16 12.8 

 Total 125 100.0 

4 Monthly Family Income level   

 a) Below Rs.15000 19 15.2 

 b) Rs.15000 – Rs.25000 39 31.2 

 c) Above Rs.25000 67 53.6 

 Total 125 100.0 

5 Period of using Smartphone   

 a) Below 1 Year 27 21.6 

 b) 1-2 Years 41 32.8 

 c) Above 2 Years 57 45.6 

 Total 125 100 

6 Time spent in using Smartphone in a 

day 

  

 a) Below 2 hours 42 33.6 

 b) 2-4 hours 59 47.2 

 c) Above 4 hours 24 19.2 

 Total 125 100.0 

7 Brand of Smartphone using now   

 a) Sony 11 8.8 

 b) Samsung 25 20.0 

 c) LG 23 18.4 

 d) Xiomi Redmi 19 15.2 

 e) Apple 10 8.0 

 f) Micromax 7 5.6 

 g) Karbonn 9 7.2 

 h) Lenova 16 12.8 

 i) Others 5 4.0 

 Total 125 100.0 

8 Buying Location of the Smartphone   

 a) Retailer 37 29.6 

 b) Exclusive showroom 52 41.6 

 c) Online 29 23.2 

 d) Others 7 5.6 

 Total 125 100.0 

It could be found from the above analysis as follows:  
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 Around 39.2 percent of the respondents belong to upto 20 years age category, 40.8 percent 

of the respondents belong to 21-23 years age category and remaining 20.0 percent of the 

respondents belong to above 23 years.  

 Approximately 16.8 percent are male and 83.2 percent are female.  

 The respondents have been studying UG degree level as 53.6 percent, PG degree level as 

33.6 percent, and above PG degree level as 12.8 percent.  

 Among the 100 percent, 15.2 percent respondents’ family earns below Rs.15000, 31.2 

percent earns Rs.15000 to 25000 and remaining 53.6 percent earns above Rs.25000. 

 21.6 percent of the college students have using smart phone below 1 year, 32.8 percent are 

using 1-2 years and 45.6 percent are using above 2 years.  

 Around 33.6 percent of the college students spent below 2 hours for using smart phone, 

47.2 percent spent 2-4 hours and 19.2 percent spent above 4 hours.  

 Majority (20.0%) of the respondents are using Samsung smart phone followed by LG as 

18.4 percent, Xiomi Redmi for 15.2 percent, Lenovo for 12.8 percent, Sony for 8.8 percent 

and Apple for 8.0 percent.  

 Approximately 29.6 percent of the respondents purchased their smart phone from retailers, 

41.6 percent purchased exclusive showroom, 23.2 percent purchased through online and 

5.6 percent through some other sources.  

FINDINGS 

 It is found from the analysis that majority of the respondents belong to 21-30 years, 

female, UG degree level education, above Rs.25000 income earned family, above 2 years 

using smart phone, 2-4 hours daily using smart phone, Samsung smart phone users and 

purchase through exclusive showroom. 

 It could be noticed from the analysis that majority of college students, who belongs to 21-

23 years aged, perceived their perception at the maximum level, PG degree level educated, 

Rs.15000 to 25000 earned as monthly family income, 1 to 2 years of using and 2 to 4 

hours spent in using smartphone daily. 

 

SUGGESTIONS AND CONCLUSION 

From the research, 21-23 years aged college students have perceived their 

utilization of smart phone at the high level when compared to other respondents. This is proved 

approximately majority of the PG degree college students’ perception level is higher than other 

students. So, the age category college students should carefully use their smart phone with 

effectively. Also, around 1-2 years usage level of the respondents have perceived the maximum 

levels than other respondents. Hence, it is suggested to the other category of the respondents that 

they have to use the smart phone in an efficient way.  

Accordingly, future studies need to use more diverse samples from all segments of the 

population to explore similarities and differences between groups, thereby increasing the external 

validity of the study. It is suggested to the college students that the key attributes of Smartphone 

technology that enhance users’ perception towards smart phone applications, as well as their 

intention of initial adoption.  
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THE EFFECT OF E-LEARNING 
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E-learning enhances the academic excellence of the learning community. The 

enthusiastic reception of e-books gave the manufacturers sufficient impetus to publish e-books on 

a massive scale. E-books stand for qualitative education and cover a wide range of syllabi thereby 

meeting the academic needs of students. This paper has examined the effect of e-learning on 

students as well as its advantages and disadvantages. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We have a lot of technologies to communicate faster, better, clearer, sharper and more 

convincingly. Permanence has died and our society is in the midst of tremendous changes. There 

would be a flood of novelty, information overload, sensory bombardment and an increase in the 

tempo of daily life. Technology changes things today. The greatest challenge now is to keep  

up-to-date with the latest technology. We can make the best use of its potential by using it 

intelligently. 

ADVANTAGES OF E-LEARNING ON STUDENTS’ BEHAVIOUR 

Increasing educational quality is a critical challenge that every forward looking 

educational institute needs to address to equip their children to be effective in the world of 

growing demands, rapid and wide spread and globalization shrinking of the world to a global 

village. A paradigm shift e-learning through the use of ICT-Information and Communication 

Technology could be the sought after solution to this challenge. That raises the following 

questions: Are there only positive impacts or the technology supported e-learning has any 

negative impacts too? Can we make all students and teachers techno-savvy in the shortest span of 

time? In addition to these questions there remains a fundamental question – are all the educational 

institution capable enough to have adequate funds to upgrade their institute and the teachers to the 

level of requirement that the modernization of technology demands? 

 Instils Curiosity 

https://www.ibef.org/industry/telecommunications.aspx
www.shodhganga.com
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Good learners are curious. They wonder about all sorts of things, often about things way 

beyond their areas of expertise. They love the discovery part of learning. Finding out 

about something they didn’t know satisfies them for the moment, but their curiosity is 

addictive. 

 

 Autonomous Learning 

Students search out information and diverse studying resources and be presented by 

hyper–text. They read, analyse and evaluate the information they have found. E-learning 

extensively facilitates and enriches the learning process. They make the concepts more 

clear and can be repeated over and over again. 

 

 Multidimensional Study Materials  
E-learning, e-books, smart class rooms are conquered one chalk and talk” method. 

Information covering words sound cartoon and radios are included in the study materials 

this helps to improve the quality of education. It can reinforce learning and support 

learning. They are there to assist, to complement and supplement what the presenter is 

doing. 

 

 They make class room teaching effective. 

 They make learning easy. 

 They make use of more sensory organs. 

 They create interest and motivate students. 

 

 Systematic Presentation 

E- Learning is professional in approach it helps the students to acquire process and store 

information precisely and accurately. It is done in sequential ways. The materials include 

use of charts, maps, graphs, diagrams, pictures, filmstrips, slides etc are presented 

meaningfully. Enhance learning, memory and increases decision making accuracy. It is 

sophisticated and is apt in the present scenario. Encourages the students to observe, 

compare and contrast the facts presented to them. 

  E-learning can be used by teachers to explain concepts in an innovative way. They are 

much easier to  remember and review because of their visual quality. 

 It is easy to link. They make a high impact in the minds of the students. 

 Makes a particular concept clear. Students develop interest to know exactly the 

concept 

 Creates long lasting memory/correlation of a concept. 

 Enhancing Life Skills 

E- learning equipped the learner, with life skills to be competitive in the 21st century. 

Helps to integrate the curriculum with skills such as critical thinking and problem solving 

and creativity and imagination citizenship, students leadership and personal development, 

collaboration and communication. E-learning is an effective devise to prepare competent 

students. 

  The teacher uses multimedia to modify the contents of the material. It will help the 

teachers to represent in a more meaningful way, using different media elements. These can be 

modified and customized. By incorporating digital media elements, the students are able to learn 

better since they use multiple sensory modalities, which would make them more motivated to pay 

more attention to the information presented and retain the information better. 
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 It enable students to be creative, think critically, analytically and to solve 

problems 

 It is dynamic and subject to changes. 

 It improves the learning skills of students. 

 It is professional in approach. 

 It promotes interactive learning. 

 Helps students to acquire process and store information. 

 

 Quantum Leap in Development and Technology is E-learning 

The great psychologist Piaget and Vygolsky ‘’believed that children actively construct 

their  knowledge”. Students are get in the freedom to learn through e-learning act 

anytime and anywhere  without the help of teachers. The e-learning provide a wide range 

of perspectives regarding cultural background values and experiences. The ultimate aim 

enable students to exercise their rights and mange their own lives. 

 Global citizenship  
E- learning helps to active – globally – aware citizens who have the skills, knowledge and 

motivation  to address the issues of human and environmental sustainability and 

work towards a fairer world.  Global awareness helps students to be sensitive to other 

cultures disparities. Global citizenship  mould respect for diversity.  

3. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 S.A.Kelkar (2012) - IT Service Management- A Concise Study has analysed the 

use or the deployment of IT services that differentiate companies from each 

other. IT services are at the heart of every company’s success. Service 

requirements are shaped by technology, business models and customer 

expectations. 

 

 Wang and Woo (2011) – claimed that the face book group had the potential to 

be used as Learning Management System. It has pedagogical, social, 

technological affordance. Technological support brings a lot of creativity among 

the learners. 

 

 Steven Alter (2011) – Foundation of E- Business – E-learning has become a 

buzzword for businesses over a past few years, with increased awareness about 

the use of computer and communication technologies to simplify business 

procedures and increase efficiency. 

 

 Jonathan Reynolds (2010) – In E- Business, a management perspective reveals 

social and behavioural network resources and its effect in massive participation 

both nationally and internationally. The implementation of e-business 

technologies within society has fatal flaws which undermine the original goals of 

their developers. 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The study is based on primary and secondary data. Primary data is collected by using 

questionnaires. Questionnaires are given to both the learners and the tutor simultaneously. Sample 

selected is analysed by using Mean and Standard Deviation.  
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4.  ANALYSIS 

 

The study is based on primary data of sample of 600 students and 100 teachers from high 

school and higher secondary level. The researcher applied closed questionnaires for collecting 

samples. The sample of questions included in the questionnaire is given below: 

  

 

 

No. Questions Yes No 

1. I like using E-learning for conceptualization of the content  
 

2. I think E- learning in teaching content helps me to improve my skill  
 

3. I think my grades will improve by using E-learning  
 

4. 
I hope teaching with the help of E-learning is more effective than 

traditional method 
 

 

5. E-learning makes my learning more interest  
 

6. By using E-learning develop my interactive skill  
 

7. I think E-learning make my class more live  
 

8. 
By using E-learning encourages myself pacing than tutor oriented 

learning  
 

 

9. Using internet helps me to update my learning  
 

10. 
I find E-learning an easier and fast method of conceptualization of the 

content 
 

 

Mean value on Students Perception 

based on E-learning 

Mean value on Tutors Perception based 

on E-learning 

Arithmetic 

Mean 

Standard 

Deviation 

Coefficient 

of Variance 

Arithmetic 

Mean 

Standard 

Deviation 

Coefficient 

of Variance 

7.576 1.674 22.09 8.405 0.244 2.914 
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5. INTERPETATION OF THE DATA 

Sample collected from the students and teachers regarding E-learning based on the 

conceptualization of the content reveals that the majority of the data are scattered around the 

mean. That is the effect of E-learning. E-learning positively influences the learning process. 

Tutors also preferred the technology based learning. They prefer to blend E-learning with 

traditional method in subjects like Maths, Physics, Science and Computer etc. 

6. CONCLUSION 

  E-learning enables the students to understand the concepts easily and effectively. They 

have keen insight into student learning difficulties and so design them to enable deeper 

understanding of the concepts. A renowned team of educators, teachers, linguists, artists and 

experts work closely for years to evolve the e-books. It is skillfully done applying the principles 

of didactics. 
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A Comparative Study of Bajaj Holding and Investment and India bulls Venture Ltd 

1S. Preethi & Dr. S. Leema Rosaline2 
1Research Scholar, & 2Assistant Professor, Nirmala College for Women, Coimbatore- 18. 

The economy is reflected by the growth of stock market. Over the years the Indian stock 

markets have become stronger. The study has done by comparing two companies which is listed 

in S&P BSE Sensex. This paper captures the relation and returns between the companies. The 

companies are Bajaj Holding and Investment Limited and India bulls Venture Ltd. These 

companies were taken according to the market capitalization. These two companies fall under the 

category of investment under finance sector which has free float market capitalization of 39.48%. 

Keywords: Stock market, BSE, Market Capitalisation, Correlation, Returns. 

Introduction 

The segment of a financial market of an economy wherefrom long-term capital is raised 

via instruments such as shares, securities, bonds, debentures, mutual funds is known as the 

security market of that economy. A stock exchange, securities exchange or bourse is a facility 

where stock brokers and traders can buy and sell securities, such as shares of stock and bonds and 

other financial instruments. Stock exchanges may also provide for facilities the issue and 

redemption of such securities and instruments and capital events including the payment of income 

and dividends. A stock exchange is often the most important component of a stock market. 

Supply and demand in stock markets are driven by various factors that, as in all free markets, 

affect the price of stocks. There is usually no obligation for stock to be issued through the stock 

exchange itself, nor must stock be subsequently traded on an exchange. Such trading may be off 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exchange_(organized_market)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stock_broker
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stock_trader
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Security_(finance)
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exchange or over-the-counter. This is the usual way that derivatives and bonds are traded. 

Increasingly, stock exchanges are part of a global securities market. Stock exchanges also serve 

an economic function in providing liquidity to shareholders in providing an efficient means of 

disposing of shares.  

Market Capitalization 

Market capitalization (market cap) is the market value of a publicly traded company's outstanding 

shares. Market capitalization is equal to the share price multiplied by the number of shares 

outstanding. As outstanding stock is bought and sold in public markets, capitalization could be 

used as an indicator of public opinion of a company's net worth and is a determining factor in 

some forms of stock valuation. It is used by the investment community in ranking the size of 

companies, as opposed to sales or total asset figures. It is also used in ranking the relative size of 

stock exchanges, being a measure of the sum of the market capitalizations of all companies listed 

on each stock exchange. In performing such rankings, the market capitalizations are calculated at 

some significant date, such as June 30 or December 31. The total capitalization of stock markets 

or economic regions may be compared with other economic indicators.  

Free Float Market Capitalisation 

Free float market capitalization means the value of the company is calculated by excluding shares 

held by the promoters. These excluded shares are the free float shares. Free float market 

capitalisation is lower than total market capitalisation as shares held by promoters or those that 

are locked in are excluded.  

Objective of the Study 

 The main objective of the study is to analyse the relation between the companies. 

 To find the returns of the company. 

Research Methodology 

This paper is based on the secondary data and compared two companies Bajaj Holdings and 

Investment Limited and India bulls Venture Ltd., which is listed S&P BSE Sensex under the 

finance – investment category. For the analysis 10 year data have been taken. This paper 

compares the relation and returns between the companies.  

Review of Literature 

DebjibanMukerjee (2007) has done a comparative analysis of Indian Stock market with 

International markets. This paper captures the trends, similarities and patterns in the activities and 

movements of the Indian stock market with international market. It has been found that Indian 

market is more integrated with the global market and has impact with each other. It can be safely 

being said that the markets due react to global cues and any happening in the global scenario be it 

macroeconomic or country specific affect the various markets. 

Dr.Girbal Singh Lodhi and Dr.Kaustubh Jain (2013) have done a comparative study on 

Bombay Stock Exchange and National Stock Exchange during the year 2001-2013. A ready 

market for investments was need of the hour and this was how the Stock Exchange came into 

being. Presently, the Bombay Stock Exchange Limited and National Stock Exchange of India 

Limited put together account for 80% of the total turnover as compared to 10% by the other stock 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Over-the-counter_(finance)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Derivative_(finance)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bond_(finance)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Publicly_traded_company
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shares_outstanding
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shares_outstanding
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Share_price
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Share_(finance)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proxy_(statistics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Net_worth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stock_valuation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stock_exchange
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stock_market
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macroeconomics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economic_indicator
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exchanges. So the researcher decided to compare these two most prominent stock exchanges of 

India. They found that stock market is consistently increasing in NSE than BSE. The average 

execution cost in NSE is less than half the average value of the cost in BSE and also they found 

that trading frequency in NSE is higher than BSE. 

Shivi Khanna (2016) examined the price behavior of Indian stock market with UK and Japan 

stock market prior and post global financial crisis and concluded that during the pre -crisis period 

both Japan and UK markets are integrated with Indian market, while in post crisis Indian markets 

were influenced by UK stock market, but not by Japan market. 

Neeraj and Prasanta K. Panigrahi (2016) have done a comparative analysis on causality and 

correlations between BSE and NYSE indexes using Janus faced relationship. They found that 

Janus faced relationship shows smaller stock exchanges may provide a natural setting for 

simulating market fluctuations of much bigger exchanges. This possibly arises due to the fact that 

high frequency fluctuations form a universal part of the financial time series and are expected to 

exhibit similar characteristics in open market economics. They concluded that there is no linear 

Granger casualty was found between the averaged behavior of the two stock exchanges and high 

frequency fluctuations of BSE were found to be manifested in NYSE with a time lag. 

Sukhmander Singh and Deepak Kumar (2018) have done a comparative analysis of Indian 

Stock Market with International stock markets. They have prepared this paper with the intention 

of capturing the global trends and patterns and also the flow of global stock market as the Indian 

stock market has been integrated with world’s top stock market. They concluded that Indian stock 

market which has linked with stock markets of all the countries globally integrated over the next 

10 to 15 years; need to move towards far greater integrated global financial world and policy 

makers in India need to rethink the frame work for such integration.  

Findings, Interpretation and Conclusion 

Analysis of Return and Standard deviation 

Table: 1 

 Bajaj Holdings 

and Investment 

Limited 

% India bulls 

Venture Ltd 

% 

Average Return 0.015 1.59 0.032 3.83 

Variance 0.008 0.88 0.060 6.07 

Standard Deviation 0.094 9.41 0.246 24.64 

Interpretation 

The above table shows the average return, variance and standard deviation of Bajaj 

Holdings and Investment Limited and India bulls Venture Ltd. When comparing these two 

companies, the average return of India bulls is 3.83% which is higher than Bajaj Holdings and 

Investment Limited which is of 1.59% which means India bulls venture ltd has higher return. 

Regarding the standard deviation India bulls venture ltd has a value of 24.64% which is higher 

than Bajaj Holdings and Investment Limited value of 9.41%. 
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Exhibit: 1 

 

Analysis of Covariance and Correlation 

Table: 2 

Company Name Covariance % Correlation % 

Bajaj Holdings and 

Investment Limited 

 

0.005 

 

0.56 

 

0.242 

 

24.22 

India bulls Venture Ltd 

Interpretation 

The above table shows covariance and correlation of Bajaj Holdings and Investment 

Limited and India bulls Venture Ltd. When comparing these two companies the covariance is 

0.005 and correlation is 0.242 which shows positive relation that exists between these two 

companies.  

Conclusion 

With favorable industrial output and inflation data the Indian equity market witnessed a 

strong rebound. The study has done on comparative analysis between Bajaj Holdings and 

Investment Limited and India bulls Venture Ltd which is listed in S&P BSE Sensex under finance 

sector - Investment category. These companies where taken based on the market capitalisation. It 

is concluded that India bulls Venture Ltd has higher returns and higher standard deviation value 

when compare to Bajaj Holdlings and Investment Limited. According to correlation, there exists 

a positive relation between these two companies. India bulls Venture Ltd continued to trade on a 

positive trajectory.  
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A STUDY ON EMPLOYEES ATTRITION AND RETENTION IN THE AVE 

MARIA SPINNING MILL PVT LTD KANNAMPALAYAM. 

L. Lovely Lourds Preethi 
Assistant Professor, Department Of Commerce (Pa), Nirmala College for Women, Coimbatore-18 

Human resource management (HRM or simply HR) is the management of human 

resources. It is a function in organizations designed to maximize employee performance in 

service of an employer's strategic objectives. HR is primarily concerned with the management of 

people within organizations, focusing on policies and on systems 

Companies in India as well as in other countries face a formidable challenge of recruiting 

and retaining talents while at the same time having to manage talent loss through attrition be that 

due to industry downturns or through voluntary individual turnover. Losing talents and 

employees result in performance losses which can have long term negative effect on companies 

especially if the departing talent leaves gaps in its execution capability and human resource 

functioning which not only includes lost productivity but also possibly loss of work team 

harmony and social goodwill. 

 This study reveals the employees attrition and the process where the organization 

involved in retaining them.  

Keywords: Attrition, Retention, Employees, Organisation. 

INTRODUCTION TO ATTRITION AND RETENTION 

Attrition may be defined as “gradual reduction in membership or personnel as through 

retirement, resignation or death”. In other words, attrition can be defined as “the number of 

employees leaving the organization which includes both voluntary and involuntary separation.”  

Employee retention refers to policies and practices companies use to prevent valuable 

employees from leaving their jobs. Not too long ago, companies accepted the “Revolving door 

policy” as part of doing business and were quick to fill a vacant job with another eager candidate. 

A process in which the employees are encouraged to remain with the organization for the 

maximum period of time.  

FACTORS OF RETENTION 

 Compensation 

 Environment 

 Growth  
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 Relationship 

 Support 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1. To study the economic profile of the employees in Ave Maria Spinning Mill. 

2. To know the reasons for attrition occurs in the organization.  

3. To know the satisfactory level of employees towards their job and working conditions. 

4. To provide suggestions and recommendations. 

SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

 The scope of this study is confined to manufacturing industries in small scale industries 

category located industrial parks of kannampalayam.  

 The study throws light through valuable suggestion to decrease attrition level in the 

organization.  

 This study can help the management to find the weaker parts of the employee feels 

towards the organization and also helps in converting those weaker part in to stronger by 

providing the optimum suggestions or solutions. 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The study of conducting research is research methodology. 

Search for knowledge. Systematic and scientific search for getting relevant answers on 

any taken up specific topic. Scientific enquiry into a subject. Research is a movement from the 

unknown to known. It is the voyage of discovery. 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

A research design is purely and simply the frame work or the plan for the study that 

guides the combination of descriptive and exploratory research design has been explored. 

SAMPLE SIZE 

The study is mainly based on convenient random sampling method for the purpose of the 

study 100 respondents. In the study the Primary data collected by means of questionnaire. 

TOOLS USED 

The SPSS package has been used for statistical analysis  

 Percentage analysis. 

 Chi square test. 

 Rank Analysis. 

FINDINGS 

PERCENTAGE ANALYSIS 

                 No. of respondents 

Percentage of Respondents =               X 100 

           Total no. of respondents  

 

 Majority (65%) of the respondents are Male. 

 Majority (52% ) of the respondents are the age group of 31-40 years. 

 Majority (69%) of the respondents are undergone the attrition. 
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 Majority (51%) of respondents are selected agree to state that the Company does an 

excellent job of keeping employees informed about matters affecting the employees.  

 Majority (60%) of the respondents are chosen extension and benefits to dependents as 

retention policy. 

CHI-SQUARE 
(Oi-Ei)2 

              Chi-square       =  

Ei 

Oi= Observed frequency 

Ei=Expected Frequency 

Degree of freedom=(c-1)(r-1) 

HO: There is no significant relationship between the Personal Factors Gender, Age, Educational 

Qualification, Monthly Income with the Employees Opinion about the Organization @ 5% Level 

of significance. 

RANK ANALYSIS 

                                          1-6 ∑ D2  

                           R= 

                                          N (N2-1) 

                      

Respondents with an average rank score of 3.89 have given 1st rank to the Working hours and 

fluctuating targets. 

CONCLUSION 

It is revealed from the research that the organization has to concentrate on workload and 

lead time, relationship between colleagues and supervisors, internal recruitments to retain the 

employees and reduce attrition. This research gave insight knowledge about the HR practices of 

the organization and retention strategies of the concern innovation. Thus, Organizations should 

create an environment for the growth opportunities, appreciation for the work accomplished and a 

friendly cooperative atmosphere that makes an employee feel connected in every respect to the 

organization. This study concludes that to reduce attrition in mill and it should create some 

opportunities for the growth of their employees within the organization by adopting new 

Innovative Technologies and Effective training programs 
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India is the largest coir producer in the world accounting for more than 80 per cent of the 

total world production of coir fibre. Countries like India, Sri Lanka, Mexico, Vietnam, and 

Caribbean Countries produce Coir. Coir’s global production is about 350,000 tonnes. India and 

Sri Lanka being the major producers of coir, account for 90 per cent of the world production. 

The coir industry is contributing significantly for creation of livelihood in major coconut 

growing States and union territories of India like Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, 

Karnataka, Maharashtra, Goa, Orissa, Assam, Andaman and Nicobar, Lakshwadeep and 

Pondicherry. Kerala had exported 73,665 tonnes of products valued at Rs.709.58 crore in  

2013-14. In India, Allepy district in Kerala state is the coir hub and is the major deciding factor of 

coir trade in India. The rate of coir is mainly fixed in other markets of India on the basis of Allepy 

market. Tamil Nadu is the second largest producer of Coir fiber in the country after Kerala.  

INTRODUCTION  

Tamil Nadu produces 60 per cent of the total coir yarn, but only a little is being used for 

making value-added products. The total area of the coconut cultivation in Tamilnadu is 3, 57, 100 

hectares and production is 3243.50 million and the productivity is 9083 nuts per hectare which 

surpasses the all India average productivity of 6632 nuts per hectare. There are about 1300 coir 

processing units in the State out of 10000 units in the country. 

In Tamilnadu, coir is mainly produced in Pollachi taluk of Coimbatore district, 

Kanyakumari and Nagercoil districts due to its large area under cultivation of coconut which is 

due to suitable climatic conditions available in these regions for fibre production. Besides these, 

coir rope making cottage industries are available in Dindigul taluk, Palani taluk and some regions 

of Salem district. As per the data available with Coir board regional office in Pollachi, there are 

600 coir industries in Pollachi taluk.  

The main products obtained from these industries are coir fibre (white and brown) and 

coir pith blocks. In the brown coir fiber sector, Tamil nadu occupies the first place with a 

production of 1.33 lakh Million Tonne per annum and contributing to 65 per cent of total 

production in India. This speaks of the immense potential of the coir industry in Tamil Nadu 

especially in Pollachi district. But enough studies are not available on the economics of 

investment in this industry and also the export analysis of this sector and hence the present study 

was taken up in Pollachi district. 

COIR PRODUCTS 

Coir Fibre  

Coconut husk is the basic raw material for the coir industry. There are two methods 

employed for extraction of fibre from coconut husk. The fibre obtained from the retted husk is 

known as White fibre". The fibre taken from the dry semi dray, green husk after soaking them in 

cement tanks for a period of 7 to 10 days in known as Brown fibre. Industrial units extract coir 

fibre from green husk with the help of combining machines and other mechanical devices. 

mailto:lissystanely@gmail.com
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Coir Yarn  

Coir yarn is a semi finished raw material which is spun out of coir fibre. The coir yarn 

may be of three types viz., single ply yarn, two ply yarn, and three ply yarn. Single ply yarn is 

wheel spun yarn consisting of only one ply spun from coir fibre. Two ply yarn is a wheel spun 

yam consisting of two plies, spun from white fibre and brown fibre. The important characteristics 

by which the quality of coir yarn is judged are its colour, absence of impurities, fineness, texture 

and type of fibre used. Three ply yarn, a very thick variety is also called" Muppriyarn". It is 

defined as wheel spun yarn consisting of three plies spun from coir fibre. The three ply yarn is 

also known by special names such as "Airmal" Balamony, special coir etc.,  

Coir Rope  

Coir rope is made up of three or more strands, the strands themselves being an 

assemblage of yarn twisted together. Coir rope originates from Malabar and Trivandram in 

Kerala. 

Rubberised Coir  

Rubberized coir needs brown curled coir fiber as basic raw material. The rubberized coir 

is used in automobile sector for seat and back cushion and mattress.  

Mat and Mattings  

Mat and mattings are woven on handlooms. Similar to these used in the textile industry. 

For weaving the product firstly, the coir yarn is sorted out according to scourge, color etc., Hanks 

of uniform quality are the special together to obtain continuous lengths. They may be classified 

into four types; 

1. brown mats  

2. fibre mate  

3. matting mat and  

4. various speciality mats like sinnet, coir or rope mats made on boards of frames using 

braids or ropes. 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM  

One of the major problems of the coir units of Coimbatore region is lack of finance, the 

smaller the unit, the larger the problem of capital fund. They need more money as working capital 

as well as long term capital to run the units efficiently. Units need to borrow money but due to 

various legal processes and paper works they are not willing to borrow from Bank. Most of them 

are not aware about the different financial schemes of the Government and the Coir Board. This 

analyses such financial related problems of the coir units in Coimbatore region.  

SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

Coir societies play an important role in providing the employment of rural poor. The 

present study is an in depth attempt which comes out with an economic analysis of coir societies 

and their operational behaviour. The major findings on the realities of the coir societies at grass 

root level, the suggestions and policy implication of the study would be helpful to the operation 
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of coir societies, policy makers and the Government. This would enable them to devise strategies 

and approaches for the sustained growth and development of this agro-based industry. 

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY  

 To find out the various problems faced by the coir industry in India 

 To indicate the future prospects for the coir industry in India 

Review of Literature  

Satya Sundaram (2006) in his article, “Coir Products in Demand”, had pointed out that 

the major problems of coir industry in India such as inadequate knowledge of the product and its 

end uses, non-availability of local skill and lack of accessibility to technology, lack of innovation, 

unskilled workers, low rate of wages, advantages of coir products are not explained to the people, 

proper channels of distribution is not available, agents are not appointed and target is not fixed.  

According to Vijayachandran Pillai (2002) in his study, “Marketing Problems of Rural 

Coir Co-operatives in Kerala”, the private sector coir units 82 percent depends mainly on the 

private agents for marketing, 10 percent depends on government agencies and remaining 2 

percent depends on direct sale and private exports for marketing. Further, he had stated that lack 

of sufficient orders and competition from other units are the chief problems of the private sector 

coir units 

PROBLEMS OF COIR INDUSTRIES IN INDIA 

Despite of favourable contribution to employment and income of the people and 

country’s economy in innumerable ways, the Coir Sector does not get the required support from 

the government, banks, financial institutions and other lending institutions in order to provide 

quality goods and services, to meet the competition, to create demand and to attract customers in 

both. National as well as International markets. Even though the Coir Sector has potentials in 

India, they are facing a number of problems. The major problems faced by the coir industries in 

India are enumerated below.  

Material Problems 

Material is the basic and prime input to any industrial concern. The operation of the coir 

units depends on the availability of the coconut husk (basic raw materials). Further, the coir units 

are facing several problems day by day in procuring and using the raw materials. Coir industry in 

India is suffering a number of material problems like non-availability of materials, shortage of 

materials, poor quality of raw materials and high cost of materials. 

Labour Problems 

Labour is one of the most fundamental factors of production which determine the success 

of an industrial unit. There are a number of unskilled workers engaged in coir units and their 

productivity is very low when comparing other village industries. A major portion of the workers 

in coir industry are women especially in the spinning as well as manufacturing sectors and their 

productivity is very low when comparing men workers. Labour absenteeism, low rate of wages, 

labour turnover, routine work, low labour productivity are the major problems of labour in coir 

industry. 
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Financial Problems 

The coir units have more borrowed funds rather than the owned funds for its 

establishment as well as operation purposes. They depend on State Financial Corporations, 

Commercial Banks and Creditors for its requirements of both long-terms and short-term capital 

requirement purposes. They have no access to other sources of long-term funds like capital 

markets. The financial problem of coir units are timely non-available of borrowings, higher rate 

of interest, security, bank’s rigid procedures. The credit worthiness of coir borrowers is generally 

weak and therefore they face reluctant creditors who may be induced to lend only at a very high 

rate of interest. 

Production Problems 

Coir units are unable to compete with other small scale industries due to non-availability 

of modern technology. Most of the coir units are using traditional methods and ratts to the coir 

production. The traditional methods and techniques lead to low productivity. Thus, Poor labour 

productivity, machine breakdowns, low rate of demand, power cut problems and higher rate of 

power charges are the chief production problems of coir units. 

Marketing Problems 

Marketing of finished products is another major problem faced by the industrial units. A 

number of marketing problems faced by coir industry like transport expenses, salesman expenses, 

involvement of agent, middlemen charges, substitute goods, market rate fluctuations and 

inadequate storage facilities for coir and coir products are some of the hardships faced by the 

industry. 

Infrastructure Problems 

Inadequate infrastructure facilities are the major problems for slow growth and 

development of coir industries in India. Most of the coir units working in rural areas encounter 

several problems like lack of power supply, water, roads, communication, canteen facilities and 

transports. Therefore, the inadequate infrastructure facilities will affect both quality and quantity 

of coir production and that leads to under-utilization of machine capacity and natural resources. 

PROSPECTS OF COIR INDUSTRY IN INDIA 

The perspective issues relating to the industry is that support because it gives livelihood 

for lakhs of workers by utilizing the discarded material of coconut. The industry also fetches 

crores of foreign exchange by export of coir and coir products. It is expected that the export will 

cross more than 1000 crores in 11thPlan Period. Government of India is providing a number of 

assistance to the coir units in the form of subsidies and training to the coir entrepreneurs for 

promoting coir industry in India. The Government of India is providing a wide net work of 

developmental institutions for promoting coir industry in the country like Coir Board, DIC, TIIC, 

SIPCOT etc. “The District Industries Centre have been acting as a nodal agency at pre-investment 

and post-investment stages and providing all the essential facilities to SSI entrepreneurs under 

one roof”.6 

Employment Opportunities  

Being labour-intensive industry, coir industry provides self-employment opportunities to 

the people with small size of investment and little efforts and reduces unemployment and under 

employment problems. “The extensive improvement in the utilization of coconut husk from 50 
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percent to 60 percent will lead to employment generation up to 8,00,000 workers during the end 

of 11thFive Year Plan Period”.7 

Entrepreneurship Development  

Coir industry is a great opportunity to the people for establishing as well as operating the 

industrial units without experience. It creates a good amount of savings and entrepreneurial skill 

among the people particularly in rural areas. Coir entrepreneurs also improve social welfare of a 

country. Thus, large amount of human resources is not only mobilised but also utilized by the coir 

sector for emerging as well as promoting entrepreneurship especially in rural areas and thereby 

improving the country’s economy.  

Income Generation 

Coir industry generates income to the people viz., owners and workers. It generates more 

income to the entrepreneurs with low capital investment and training. Further, it also generates 

income to the people those who are engaged in coir industry. The Coir industry enormously 

contributes to reduce unemployment, to alleviate poverty, to improve the standard of living of the 

people, to provide income and to protect wealth of the people in the Indian society. It is the social 

uplift to the people especially those who are living below poverty line. Out of 80 percent of the 

women workforce, a major portion of the women workers are economically very weaker sections 

of the society. In India, alone, about half a million people depend on this industry for their 

livelihood.  

Regional Dispersal of Industries 

The migration of people from rural to urban areas for employment and earning more 

income leads to many evil consequences like overcrowding, pollution, creation of slums, etc. 

These problems in the Indian society can be solved by establishing and operating coir industry in 

terms of utilizing local and available natural resources and bring about dispersion of industries in 

various parts of the country and thereby promoting balanced regional economic development. 

Technological Development  

During initial stage, Coir industry was started as well as operated on traditional way. 

Now-a-days, it is avenue for absorbing innovation. They provide ample opportunities for the 

development of technology and technology in turn, creates an environment conducive to the 

development of coir units. They also facilitate the transfer of technology from one to the other. As 

a result, the economy reaps the benefit of improved technology. 

Promotion of Exports 

India exports 14 items of coir and coir products to more than 105 countries in the world 

and India has earned more foreign exchange through exports of coir and coir products to foreign 

countries. Indian coir and coir products have greater demand in the international markets due to 

its special features like colour, design, quality, uses, price, attractiveness and craftsmanship. 

Therefore, coir industries in India have potential for better overseas marketing.  

Better Industrial Relations 

Industrial disputes are reduced and efficiency of employees has increased through better 

industrial relations between the owner and workers. The waste of production and working days 

are comparatively less in coir units. Therefore, the better performance of coir industries in India 
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in terms of number of units, investment, production, employment and exports leads to the growth 

and development of the country’s economy. 

Government Supports  

The government of India provides various assistances through Coir Board and DIC for 

promoting the coir industry in the form subsidies and trainings. The subsidies include power 

subsidy, capital subsidy and machinery subsidy and tax concessions. Further, Government is 

conducting various training programmes to the coir entrepreneurs or the coir manufacturer for 

promoting coir industry. Special training programmes have been formulated for women artisans. 

Modern traditional rats would be provided to the trained women so as to increase employment 

and earnings.  

Hypothesis 

H1: coir industry faces various problems in Banking sector 

H2: There is no significant relationship between various problems faced by the coir industry and 

the future prospects for the coir industry. 

METHODOLOGY  

In Tamil Nadu, the Pollachi taluk in Coimbatore was purposely selected for the study 

because Pollachi taluk is the leading producer of coir in Tamil Nadu and it has largest number of 

coir industries namely 600 industries which engaged in coir fibre production (Brown & White) 

and coir pith production. Twenty industries were selected for primary data collection from this 

taluk. The secondary information such as export of coir and related products from India both 

product wise and country wise was collected for the period from 1998-2014 from the website of 

coir board. The tools of analysis used in the study are 

1. Break even output (BEO)  

Break even output is the quantity at which all cost allocated to a product are equal to all 

revenue from its sale. If quantities produced is smaller than BEO, there is loss and vice 

versa. The BEO for the coir production units was calculated by using the following 

formula. Break even output = F / (P – V) Where, F = Fixed cost (Rs.); P = Unit output 

price (Rs. /ton) ; V = Unit variable cost (Rs. /ton). 

2. Investment Analysis  

The discounted methods of analysis namely Net Present Value (NPV), Benefit Cost Ratio 

(BCR) and Internal Rate of Return (IRR) were used to study the technical feasibility and 

economic viability of the coir industries. 3. The annual growth rate of quantity and value 

of export of coir products was estimated with compound growth rate analysis. The 

instability of coir products was measured by Coppack instability index. 4. Markov chain 

analysis was attempted to analyze the direction of trade and change in the export of coir 

products. 
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MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS ON TOTAL COST  

INCURRED FOR TREATMENT OF ALCOHOL RELATED HEALTH 

PROBLEMS  

Dr. G. Shanmuga Priyaa, 
Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, Nirmala College for women, Coimbatore. 

Health is defined as physical, mental and social well-being; not merely the absence of disease 

or disability. People constitute the valuable human resources needed for the development of any 

country. It is needless to say that the development of the national economy rests on the health, ability 

and well being of its people. This paper aims that alcohol is one of the causes of morbidity and 

mortality around the world. The complex relationships between policies, economics and 

politics of alcohol and public health and between governments, industry and individuals call for 

a thorough review of the current situation. While public health implications of policies 

concerning alcohol have long been accepted, the failure to implement many of these policies 

demands a more balanced and nuanced approach to the problem. Average volumes consumed and 

patterns of drinking are two dimensions of alcohol consumption that need to be considered in 

efforts to reduce the burden of alcohol-related problems. It is up to both governments and 

concerned citizens to encourage debate and formulate effective public health policies that 

minimize the harm caused by alcohol. This paper examines a multiple linear regression analysis 

on total cost incurred for the treatment among alcohol patients in Coimbatore. A survey method 

was adopted to collect data from 486 participants using interview schedule. Multiple linear 

regression models were used to analyze the data. The result showed that expenditure has 

increased significantly (at different levels) with an increase in the sample respondents‟ 

educational status, monthly income, total value of income from all sources and number of health 

problems from which they suffered. 

Key Words: Alcohol, Health, Socio-Economic Cost, Multiple Linear Regression. 

Introduction 

The cost of illness is dependent on many variables. These include the type of disease, the 

number and severity of complications as well as the demographic characteristics of the study 

population. In a heterogeneous society like India, with great disparity in earning, access to 

medical care, as well as, differing quality of care, it is very crucial that all factors are taken into 

account to get the correct picture. The lack of medical records makes it even more difficult to carry 

out such studies (Kapur, A., 2001).  

Review of Literature  

In India, Government health policy is devolved to the individual States, and most often 

control is executed by restricting licenses to sellers. State monopolization of alcohol sales has 

been used in several countries including developing countries such as India. However, as one of 

the poorest states in India, West Bengal suffers from deep corruption and has failed to stop the 

production of illicit liquor. Illicit liquor is a hugely profitable industry in West Bengal, where 

bootleggers pay no taxes and sell enormous quantities of their product. Coupled with creating a 

stringent policy for the alcohol market, the West Bengal government should invest in designing 

socially and culturally sensitive interventions to avert alcohol use-related morbidity and mortality. 

The state of Gujarat in India, where alcoholic drinks are banned, recently approved a serious 

penalty for making, transporting or selling illicit liquor that leads to death (The Guardian, 2011). 

The government of West Bengal could review Gujarat‟s policy, and see if the programme is 

feasible to adopt. 
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Area of the study 

  Although studies have been conducted to assess Alcoholics and its risk factor burden in 

many regions of India, the data was not compiled together. Understanding this problem the 

researcher planned to conduct her survey in Coimbatore city. This city has a multi-cultural 

society, most of cosmopolitan nature. Its inhabitants are largely conservative and traditional, 

retaining their roots in their native villages. It is a Municipal Corporation as well as the District 

Headquarters. The city has numerous hospitals. Apart from the Government hospital, several 

multi-facility hospitals function in the city. The district health department is amongst the best in 

terms of implementing government-initiated health schemes. Also, several rare surgical 

procedures have taken place here. The city also has numerous homeopathic clinics run by Non-

Governmental Organizations. Fast pace of industrialization, spiraling population and the increase 

in the health awareness have led to the growth of the healthcare industry in Coimbatore. The city 

stands second to Chennai in the Tamilnadu State for highly affordable and quality healthcare 

deliveries of international standards. Coimbatore is also the preferred health care destination for 

the floating population from nearby towns, districts and also nearby districts of Kerala. The 

growth of the hospitals in the city can be attributed to the vision of the industrialists here to bridge 

the gap between growing health needs and the existing services. Many of the private hospitals in 

the city are promoted by industrialists as an extension of their business portfolio and their service 

to society. 

Table – 1 

Results of Multiple Linear Regression Analysis on Total Cost  

Incurred for Treatment of Alcohol Related Health Problems  

Explanatory Variables 

Standardised 

Coefficient 

(ß) 

t-value p-value 

Age (in Years)       -0.010  -0.224 0.823 

Educational Status (7 Categories) 0.106 2.154 0.05 

Monthly Income (in Rs.) 0.171 3.568 0.001 

Total Value of Income from All Sources (in Rs.) 0.104 2.290 0.05 

Alcohol Related Health Problems (Actual Nos.) 0.151 3.462 0.001 

Nativity (Ref. Rural) 

    Urban  

 

      -0.101 

 

 -2.257 
 

0.05 

Migration Status (Ref: Migrated)  

    Not-migrated  

 

0.117 

 

2.697 
 

0.01 

Debt Position (Ref: No Debts) 

    Have Debts 

 

0.146 

 

3.186 
 

0.01 

R
2
 (in %) 

Total Sample 

14.2 

486 
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Determinants of Total Cost Incurred for Treatment of Alcohol Related Health Problems  

In the preceding section, gross differentials in the (average) total cost incurred for 

treatment for health problems are examined through cross-tabular analysis with one-way 

ANOVA. These straightforward tabulations provide us a general understanding of the nature of 

relationship between the independent variables (background characteristics of respondents) and 

dependent variable (total cost incurred for treatment for health problems) on one to one basis and 

therefore, these are less decisive. But in general context, at a point of time, any dependent 

variable would not only be influenced by one independent variable but also by several other such 

variables. Under these circumstances, multivariate analysis allows us a more accurate assessment 

of each of the explanatory variable by taking into account the potential confounding effects of 

other variables used in the model. Such an analysis would help us to know the crucial 

determinants of the dependent variable under consideration, which would be very useful to 

suggest policy implications and programmes for lessening the health problems related to drinking 

alcohol.   

In view of the discussion stated above, an attempt is made here to analyse the principal 

determinants of total cost incurred for the treatment of alcoholic ill-health (problems) with the 

help of a multivariate technique. The dependent variable, total cost incurred for treatment of 

alcoholic related health problems, treated here as a continuous variable in nature (i.e., actual 

amount spent in Indian Rupees) and hence, multiple linear regression analysis is felt to be the 

most appropriate. The independent (explanatory) variables considered for analysis are based on 

the theoretical importance as well as their levels of significance with the dependent variable 

(except the age and educational status). Out of the 8 variable included in the model, 5 are 

continuous in nature and the other 3 are dummy variable type. More details about the multiple 

regression analysis are provided in the chapter on Methodology. Results based on multivariable 

analysis are provided in Table 1. 

Data provided in Table 1 highlights that, among the total sample respondents, all the 

eight variables included in the model together have explained about 14.2 percent variation in total 

cost incurred for the treatment alcoholic related health problems. Controlling for all the variables 

included in the model, the total const incurred for treatment related alcoholic health problems of 

the respondents tend to increase significantly with an increase in their monthly income as well as 

with the total number of health problems from which they suffered (p<0.001 and p<0.001, 

respectively). Thus, the results indicate that, on the one side, the tendency to spend more and 

more money for the treatment of health problems is higher as their monthly income increasing 

(β=0.171), mainly due to accessibility and affordability of monetary resources. Likewise, it is 

pertinent to note that respondents are tend to incur large sum amount of money for the treatment 

of alcoholic health problems with an increase in the number of health problems from which they 

suffered (β=0.151). Such finding is obvious because of the need and human tendency to take 

treatment at the earliest for one or the other diseases, even with more amounts of money either 

from their personal income and/or money raised from different sources and/or borrowed from 

others.  

Another striking finding noticed here is that the total cost for the treatment related to 

alcoholic health problems is observed to be fairly increasing with an increase in the their 

educational status, but the results are turned out as moderately significant (β=0.106; p<0.05). This 

is finding is also on the expected lines in the sense that as the level of education increases, 

respondents will have better knowledge to take sophisticated treatment even by paying large sums 

of money and further, those who have higher education are likely to be placed in better positioned 

jobs and thereby, earning higher amounts of money so as to have the affordability to take 
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treatment. Yet another major finding of this analysis is the positive net effect of total value of 

money raised from all sources for treatment on their cost of treatment. This finding is moderately 

significant (β=0.104; p<0.05) and thus, suggesting that respondents are able to spend 

comparatively higher amounts of money for treatment of alcoholic related health problems by 

pooling money from different sources.  

Among the role of categorized variables on the cost incurred for treatment, it is 

conspicuous to note that the net positive effect of non-migrant status on the total cost spent for the 

treatment of alcoholic ill-health is significantly high (ß= 0.117; p<0.01) and thus, specify that 

respondents who are residing in the city of Coimbatore are spending lot of money for treatment 

for alcoholic ill-health as compared those who migrated to the Coimbatore and its surroundings. 

Another noticeable fact here is that those who have debt showed a higher tendency to spend 

higher amount for the treatment of alcoholic related health problems as compared to those who 

didn‟t have such debt, and this finding is also turned out as statistically highly significant 

(ß=0.146; p<0.01). Yet another interesting finding noticed here is that the sum of money spent for 

the treatment of alcoholic ill-health is reasonably much lower among those who born and brought 

up in urban areas than those whose nativity is rural areas and this finding also emerged as 

moderately significant (ß=-0.101; p<0.05). Finally, the amount of money spent for the alcoholic 

ill-health appears to be decreasing with an increase in their current age (ß=-0.010), but the t-test 

results didn‟t turned out significant.   

Conclusion: 

This study concludes that alcohol consumption has got negative impact on human health 

and burden of economy. The pattern of alcohol intake around the world is constantly evolving. 

There is thus a strong justification for the health profession to step up its health advocacy with 

respect to policies to reduce rates of alcohol consumption. Although India is generally considered 

a dry country, drinking practices differ considerably among people living in the southern, and 

even among members of different castes residing in the same region. In sum, the multiple 

regression analysis results on the total cost incurred for treatment of health problems among 

alcoholic respondents revealed that such cost has increased significantly (at different levels) with 

an increase in the sample respondents‟ educational status, monthly income, total value of income 

from all sources and number of health problems from which they suffered. Likewise, it is also 

conspicuous to note that the total cost incurred for the treatment of alcoholic ill-health 

(significant at different levels) is higher among those who have not migrated to Coimbatore city 

and who have debts than their respective counterparts. Conversely, such cost is lower among 

those respondents who born and brought up in urban areas as against to those whose nativity is 

rural areas. Current age percent has exhibited somewhat positive net effect on the total cost for 

treatment, but the t-test results turned out as insignificant.    
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INTRODUCTION 

Food is a material consisting essentially of protein, carbohydrate, and fat used in the body 

of an organism to sustain growth, vital processes and to provide energy. The food also contains 

supplementary substances like minerals, vitamins and condiments.
1
 India is one of the key food 

producers in the world, with the second largest arable land area. It is the largest producer of milk, 

pulses, sugarcane and tea in the world and the second largest producer of wheat, rice, fruits and 

vegetables.  

 TOTAL FOODGRAINS PRODUCTION
2
 

The 4th Advance Estimates of production of major crops for 2016-17 have been released 

by the Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers Welfare on 16th August, 2017. The 

assessment of production of different crops is based on the feedback received from States and 

validated with information available from other sources. The following tables shows the 

estimated production of various crops as per the 4th Advance Estimates for 2016-17 vis-a-vis the 

comparative estimates for the years 2003-04 onwards. 

 

                                                           
1
   https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/food 

2
   Foodgrains production Report, (2018). Total Foodgrains production is estimated at record 275.68 

million tonnes. Press Information Bureau, Government of India, Ministry of Agriculture & 

Farmers Welfare, 1-3. 
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Agricultural Statistics Division Directorate of Economics & Statistics 

Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers welfare 

Fourth Advance Estimates of Production of Foodgrains for 2016-17   As on 16.08.2017 Million Tonnes 

 

  

As on 16.08.2017 

Million Tonnes 
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Agricultural Statistics Division 

Directorate of Economics & Statistics 

Department of Agriculture, Cooperation and Farmers welfare 

Fourth Advance Estimates of Production of Commercial Crops for 2016-17  

As on 16.08.2017 Lakh Tonnes 

  

  # Lakh bales of 170 kgs. each 

  # # Lakh bales of 180 kgs. each 

 

 

As on 16.08.2017 

Lakh Tonnes 
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The following are the estimated production of major crops during 2016-17. 

 Foodgrains – 275.68 million tonnes (record) 

 

 Rice – 110.15 million tonnes (record) 

 Wheat – 98.38 million tonnes (record) 

 Coarse Cereals – 44.19 million tonnes (record) 

 Maize – 26.26 million tonnes (record) 

 Pulses – 22.95 million tonnes (record) 

 Gram – 9.33 million tonnes 

 Tur – 4.78 million tonnes (record) 

 Urad – 2.80 million tonnes (record) 

 

 Oilseeds – 32.10 million tonnes 

 

 Soyabean – 13.79 million tonnes 

 Groundnut – 7.56 million tonnes 

 Rapeseed & Mustard – 7.98 million tonnes 

 Castorseed – 1.42 million tonnes 

 

 Cotton – 33.09 million bales (of 170 kg each) 

 

 Sugarcane – 306.72 million tonnes 

 
3
As a result of very good rainfall during monsoon 2016 and various policy initiatives 

taken by the Government, the country has witnessed record foodgrain production in the current 

year. As per Fourth Advance Estimates for 2016-17, total Foodgrain production in the country is 

estimated at 275.68 million tonnes which is higher by 10.64 million tonnes (4.01%) than the 

previous record production of Foodgrain of 265.04 million tonnes achieved during 2013-14. The 

current year‟s production is also higher by 18.67 million tonnes (7.27%) than the previous five 

years‟ (2011-12 to 2015-16) average production of Foodgrains. The current year‟s production is 

significantly higher by 24.12 million tonnes (9.59%) than the last year‟s foodgrain production. 

Total production of Rice is estimated at record 110.15 million tonnes which is also a new 

record. This year‟s Rice production is higher by 3.50 million tonnes (3.28%) than previous record 

production of 106.65 million tonnes achieved during 2013-14. It is also higher by 4.74 million 

tonnes (4.49%) than the five years‟ average Rice production of 105.42 million tonnes. Production 

of rice has increased significantly by 5.74 million tonnes (5.50%) than the production of 104.41 

million tonnes during 2015-16.  

Production of Wheat, estimated at 98.38 million tonnes is also a record. This year‟s 

wheat production is higher by 2.64% than the previous record production of 95.85 million tonnes 

achieved during 2013-14. Production of Wheat during 2016-17 is also higher by 5.77 million 

tonnes (6.23%) than the average wheat production. The current year‟s production is higher by 

6.10 million tonnes (6.61%) as compared to Wheat production of 92.29 million tonnes achieved 

during 2015-16. Production of Coarse Cereals estimated at a new record level of 44.19 million 

tonnes is higher than the average production by 2.85 million tonnes (6.88%). It is higher than the 

previous record production of 43.40 million tonnes achieved during 2010-11 by 0.79 million 

                                                           
3
   http://pib.nic.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=170036 
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tonnes (1.82%). Current year‟s production is also higher by 5.67 million tonnes (14.72%) as 

compared to their production of 38.52 million tonnes achieved during 2015-16. 

As a result of significant increase in the area coverage and productivity of all major 

Pulses, total production of pulses during 2016-17 is estimated at 22.95 million tonnes which is 

higher by 3.70 million tonnes (19.22%) than the previous record production of 19.25 million 

tonnes achieved during 2013-14. Production of Pulses during 2016-17 is also higher by 5.32 

million tonnes (30.16%) than their Five years‟ average production. Current year‟s production is 

higher by 6.61 million tonnes (40.41%) than the previous year‟s production of 16.35 million 

tonnes. With an increase of 6.85 million tonnes (27.11%) over the previous year, total Oilseeds 

production in the country is estimated at 32.10 million tonnes. The production of Oilseeds 

during 2016-17 is also higher by 2.84 million tonnes (9.72%) than the five year‟s average 

Oilseeds production.  

Production of Sugarcane is estimated at 306.72 million tonnes which is lower by 41.73 

million tonnes (-11.98%) than the last year‟s production of 348.45 million tonnes. Despite lower 

area coverage during 2016-17, higher productivity of Cotton has resulted into higher production 

of 33.09 million bales (of 170 kg each), i.e. an increase of 10.29%, as compared to 30.01 million 

bales during 2015-16. Production of Jute & Mesta estimated at 10.60 million bales (of 180 kg 

each) is marginally higher (0.73%) than their production of 10.52 million bales during the last 

year. 

SCOPE OF FOOD PROCESSING INDUSTRY IN INDIA
4
 

As per an estimate, India‟s current food processing industry is estimated at USD 130 

Billion and expected to attract huge domestic and foreign investment. Some of the key factors 

which are likely to increase the demand for processed food and consequently the food processing 

industry in the coming years are - 

 

 India is a country of over 1.25 billion population. With rising middle class having a 

considerable disposable income, the domestic market offers 1.25 billion opportunities for 

the sector. 

 India ranks no 1 in the world in the production of milk, ghee, ginger, bananas, guavas, 

papayas and mangoes. Further, India ranks no 2 in the world in the production of rice, 

wheat and several other vegetables & fruits. If the surplus production of cereals, fruits, 

vegetables, milk, fish, meat and poultry, etc are processed and marketed both inside and 

outside the country, there will be greater opportunities for the growth of the sector. 

 Due to rapid urbanization, food habits are changing rapidly towards value-added foods. 

The change is accentuated by the fact that over 65% of India‟s population is 35 or under, 

who are inclined to have processed food. 

 Next to China, India is among the fastest growing economies in the world. The recent 

quantum jump in the ease of doing business ranking of the World Bank (from 130 to 100) 

indicates the conducive business climate in the country and it is expected to attract 

foreign investment into this sector. 

                                                           
4
   IBEF India Brand Equity Foundation. Food Processing, Market & Opportunities. Report, Fastest 

growing free market democracy, 1-25. 
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 As per an estimate, around 40 percent of total food production is wasted due to the 

inadequate facilities for transportation, storage, processing and marketing. If these 

deficiencies are addressed, there is a huge scope for the development of the sector. 

IMPORTANCE OF FOOD PROCESSING
5
 

Food has been processed and packaged since the earliest days of man's history on earth. 

Meat and fish were salted, smoked and dried. Herbs were dried and stored for use as medicines. 

Alcoholic beverages were made from fruits and cereals. In the early days of traditional food 

processing the main aim was preservation to maintain a supply of wholesome, nutritious food 

during the year and in particular to preserve it for hungry periods, for example when hunting was 

poor. Food was seldom sold but traded and bartered. While food processing still has the main 

objective of providing a safe nutritious diet in order to maintain health, other aspects, particularly 

the generation of wealth for the producer and seller, have become increasingly important. 

With the change from traditional to industrial food processing there has also been a 

change in the types of product processed. Traditional processors worked with foods that grew 

locally and the methods they developed were in harmony with the climate in which they lived. 

Only simple packaging using leaves, animal skins and pottery was possible and necessary to 

protect the food for its planned storage life. Nowadays non-traditional crops are grown all over 

the world. For example, the potato which originated in Peru, rice which came from Asia, and 

numerous fruits and vegetables are now grown away from their area of origin. This together with 

consumer demand influenced by radio, advertising and television has lead to a demand for non-

traditional foods that are not appropriate to the local environment. They need special processing 

and packaging to protect them for their required storage life. 

While most people in the world still rely on traditional foods for their basic diet, those in 

industrialized centres tend more and more to purchase processed and packaged foodstuffs for 

convenience. The increasing number of women who now work away from home adds additional 

pressure for such changes. Even people with a heavily traditional diet are demanding external 

products either as occasional treats, such as gassy drinks or basic commodities such as white 

sugar and flour. To meet these demands the industrial food processing sector has emerged. Food 

and crop processing is generally considered to be the largest industry in most countries.  

1.9 BENEFITS OF FOOD PROCESSING
6
 

Throughout the history of humanity, man has been mostly limited to consuming foods 

either readily available or preserved in limited fashion via smoking, salting and pickling. It was 

not until the Industrial Revolution and mass-producing techniques that processed, preserved foods 

became widely available. Food processing has numerous benefits as well as some drawbacks. 

Preservation 

When you process foods, you often make them far easier to store and preserve. Some 

food processing techniques, such as freezing, preserve the nutritional content, according to the 

European Food Information Council. Other methods, such as cooking, can also improve 

nutritional content. Further, preserved food is available for much longer time periods than non-

                                                           
5
   http://collections.infocollections.org/ukedu/uk/d/Jto01ae/3.1.html 

6
   https://www.livestrong.com/article/454626-what-are-the-benefits-of-food-processing/ 
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preserved foods, making them easier to keep and store without the consumer having to make 

more frequent purchases. 

Safety 

Another key benefit to processing foods is the ability for producers to ensure food safety 

and remove or prevent dangerous toxins. Milk pasteurization, for example, removes harmful 

bacteria from raw milk, making it suitable for human consumption. Food processing methods that 

remove water, such as drying and smoking, reduce or limit the possibility of bacterial growth 

because the bacteria rely on the water to grow and multiply. 

Convenience and Marketing 

Processing enables manufacturers to provide a mostly uniform product. This means that 

if you buy a bottle of name-brand beer today, the bottle of the same beer you buy tomorrow will 

be the same product. Processing also allows for quicker and easier consumption. Eating a pre-

made and processed meal, for example, allows the consumer to spend much less time in 

preparation and cooking. 

DRAWBACKS 

While there are many benefits to processed foods, that doesn't mean no drawbacks exist. 

One significant downside is that food processors must often add salt in the preservation process. 

Thus, people who eat a lot of processed foods have much higher sodium levels. Elevated sodium 

levels can lead to significant health problems, including high blood pressure and a higher risk of 

strokes and other serious medical conditions. 

CONCLUSION 

Industrialization is the process of manufacturing consumer goods, capital goods and 

building infrastructure in order to provide goods and services to both individuals and businesses. 

Out of various manufacturing industries, food processing involves the conversion of raw 

ingredients into more acceptable food farms. In India, potential for agro-processing industrial 

development depends on the availability of abundant raw materials and low labour cost. Indian 

food processing industry is the World‟s second largest producer of food next to China and has the 

potential of being the biggest in the food and agricultural sector. At the same time, with the 

growth of the economy, a change is also seen in the food basket of cereals to a more varied and 

nutritious diet of fruits and vegetables, milk, fish, meat and poultry products. Due to its diverse 

agro-climatic conditions, it has a wide-ranging and large raw material base suitable for food 

processing industries. Presently, a very small percentage of these are processed into value added 

products. Food processing industries can absorb a major share of workers from the agriculture 

sector, who face disguised unemployment. It can lead to better productivity and GDP growth. 

Thus, a strong and dynamic food processing sector plays a vital role in reduction in the wastage 

of perishable agricultural produce, enhancing shelf life of food products, ensuring value addition 

to agricultural produce, diversification & commercialization of agriculture, generation of 

employment, enhancing income of farmers and creating surplus for the export of agro & 

processed foods. In the era of economic liberalization, all segments including; private, public and 

co-operative sectors have defined roles to play and only their active participation will make this 

endeavor a success. Hence, the Indian food processing industry has a huge potential for the 

growth and boost countries competitiveness. 
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CRITICAL EVALUATION OF IMPLEMENTATION OF INDIRA AWAAS 

YOJANA (IAY) 

A. Adaikkala Mary 
Research Scholar (part time), Govt Arts College, Coimbatore-18, India. 

Housing is accepted as basic need for the survival of human beings. Housing could be an 

elementary human need and it is a basic demand for human survival similarly as for a good life. 

Ownership of a house provides significant economic security and social status for a citizen in the 

society. The identity and social recognition associated with ownership of a house provides an 

individual with immense confidence to get involved into many social activities. A person 

deprived of this basic need faces all odds of life and remains discriminated and marginalized in 

the society. The Indira Awaas Yojanaa (renamed as Pradhan Manrti Grameen Awaas Yojana on 

20th November 2016) centrally sponsored scheme of Ministry of Rural Employment, 

Government of India is one of the most important poverty alleviation programme in the country 

which play a vital role in the upliftment of the living standard of poor people in rural areas. The 

Indira Awaas Yojana (IAY) was launched keeping the basic need of millions in mind. Almost 

half of the Indian population resides in villages, villages which often lack basic infrastructure. 

This scheme aims to reduce the number of homeless people in the country and fulfilling basic 

criteria of accommodation for millions. This paper has made an analysis on the evaluation of the 

IAY scheme over the beneficiaries and their satisfaction level. 

Keywords: Housing, Survival, Indira Awaas Yojana (IAY), Millions 

Introduction 

  Housing is one of the basic requirements for the survival of human beings. Ownership of 

a house provides significant economic security and social status for a citizen in the society. The 

identity and social recognition associated with ownership of a house provides an individual with 

immense confidence to get involved into many social activities. Stable, affordable and accessible 

housing is directly and indirectly linked to human well-being. One can easily understand the 

socio-economic status of a family just by watching physical attributes of their housing. Good 

housing and its surroundings indicate the standard of living of the family. It provides facilities for 

education, recreation and many other facets of life. A person deprived of this basic need faces all 

odds of life and remains discriminated and marginalized in the society.  

Housing contributes significantly towards the configuration of cultured human existence. 

Around one third of the human populations in urban as well as rural areas in the country are 

deprived of adequate housing facilities. Out of the estimated 200 million families in India, 

approximately 65 to 70 million families do not have adequate housing facilities. They are not able 

to procure a house for want of financial resources. The situation of the Scheduled Tribes, 

Scheduled Castes and the other socially and economically backward class families are worst 

affected by poor housing conditions. Hence, fulfilling the need for rural housing and tackling 

housing shortage particularly for the poorest is an important task to be undertaken as part of the 

poverty alleviation efforts of the government.  

The Indira Awaas Yojana (renamed as Pradhan Manrti Grameen Awas Yojana on 20th 

November 2016) centrally sponsored scheme of Ministry of Rural Employment, Government of 

India is one of the most important poverty alleviation programme in the country which play a 

vital role in the upliftment of the living standard of poor people in rural areas. This scheme is 

being implemented in all the districts of the state through Rural Development Department, Tamil 

Nadu on 75:25 cost sharing basis between Centre and State respectively. 
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Objective 

The objective of IAY is primarily to provide grant for construction of houses to members 

of Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes, freed bonded labourers and also to non-SC/ST rural poor 

below the poverty line. 

Implementation of Indira Awaas Yojana 

The Seventh Five Year Plan recognized radical reorientation of all housing policies and 

stated that “major responsibility of house construction would have to be left to the private sector, 

in particular the household sector”. Furthermore, it stated that the government should be involved 

in housing “not so much to build but to promote housing activity”. The public-private partnership 

concept for housing provision was put to test bed during the nineties. In this direction, the Eighth 

Plan envisaged “housing essentially as a private activity” but also recognized the need for state 

intervention “to meet the housing requirements of a majority of vulnerable sections as well as to 

create an enabling environment for accomplishing the goal of „shelter for all‟ on a self-sustaining 

basis”. 

Indira Awaas Yojana, which used to be a component of Jawahar Rozgar Yojana became 

an independent Scheme from 1997-1998 onwards. The beneficiaries are selected from the Below 

Poverty Line (BPL) list approved by the Grama Sabha. Atleast 60% of the total IAY allocation 

during a financial year should be utilized for construction/ upgradation of dwelling units for 

SC/ST BPL rural households. A maximum 40% of allocation is for non- SC/ST BPL rural 

households. 3% of the above categories should be allocated for physically and mentally 

challenged persons. Government of India has also asked the States to earmark 15% of the 

beneficiaries from amongst minorities. It is funded by the Centre and State in the ratio of 75:25. 

From the year 2011-2012 to 2015-2016, 4,41,637 houses have been taken up at the cost of 

Rs.4875.728 crore. Further, the sharing pattern of Central and State has been changed as 60:40 

from the year 2015-16 onwards. From the year 2015-16 onwards, payments to the beneficiaries 

are being credited to their bank account through Public Financial Management System (PFMS). 

For the year 2015-16, 45,788 houses have been allotted under Pradhan Mantri Awaas Yojana 

(Gramin).  

Identification of Beneficiaries 

The District Panchayat/ Zilla Panchayat/ District Rural Development Agencies (DRDAs) 

on the basis of allocations made and targets fixed, decide the number of houses to be constructed/ 

upgraded Panchayat-wise under IAY, during a particular financial year. The same is be intimated 

to the Gram Panchayat concerned. Thereafter, the Gram Sabha selects the beneficiaries from the 

list of eligible BPL households, restricting this number to the target allotted as per the Programme 

Guidelines. Selection by the Gram Sabha is final. No approval by a higher body is required. Zilla 

Parishads/ DRDAs and Block Development Offices should be sent a list of selected beneficiaries 

for their information. The allotment of house unit is made in the name of the female member of 

the household. Alternatively it could be allotted in the name of both wife and husband. 

Prioritization of beneficiaries is as follows: 

 Members of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes(SC/ST) 

 Members belonging to minorities 

 Members who fall below the poverty line 

 Widows 

 Family members of defense personnel who lost their during lives in action 

 Ex-servicemen/women and members of the paramilitary forces 
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Allotment of Houses 

Allotment of houses should be in the name of female member of the beneficiary 

household. Alternatively, it can be allotted in the name of both husband and wife. 

Location of IAY houses 

The houses under IAY should normally be built on individual plots in the main habitation 

of the village. Landless labourers which were given Rs.10,000 for buying land would now be 

given Rs.20,000. The houses can also be built on micro habitat approach or in a cluster within a 

habitation, so as to facilitate the development of infrastructure, such as, internal roads, drainage, 

drinking water supply etc. and other common facilities. Care should always be taken to see that 

the houses under IAY are located close to the village and not far away so as to ensure safety, 

security, nearness to work place and social communication. 

Involvement of beneficiaries 

The construction of the houses should be done by the beneficiaries themselves from the 

very beginning. The beneficiaries may make their own arrangement for the construction, engage 

skilled workmen on their own and also contribute family labour. The beneficiaries will have 

complete freedom as to the manner of construction of the house which is their own. This will 

result in economy in cost, ensure quality of construction, lead to satisfaction on the part of 

beneficiaries and acceptance of the house. The responsibility for the proper construction of the 

house will be on the beneficiaries themselves. A Committee of the beneficiaries may be formed to 

coordinate the work. 

Provision of house sites  

The landless poor are particularly vulnerable as they bear the double disadvantage of 

being unsheltered and with no land to build a house on. Assistance as per Schedule would be 

provided for the purpose of providing house sites.  

State Governments may notify the entitlements for house sites in their respective States. 

If justified, this could vary within the State. Different extents of land may be prescribed for 

different localities based on the availability of land and its cost. Ideally 10 cents of land should be 

provided.  

For the house sites component, the District Collector should identify public lands 

available in the habitations and allot them to the eligible landless. In case public land is not 

available the required land may be purchased by following the procedure prescribed by the State 

government. If this is not possible, land acquisition may be undertaken as the last resort.  

While selecting land, it should be ensured that it is fit for construction of houses 

especially in terms of connectivity, availability of drinking water, access to public institutions, 

etc. The State should ensure that site is chosen with the involvement of the people for whom it is 

meant and is fully acceptable to them.  

If money provided under the scheme is not sufficient, additional funds may be provided 

by the State Government. If the beneficiary is willing to purchase the land she may be reimbursed 

the eligible amount after due verification. States should issue detailed guidelines for this 

component.  
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The States may prepare projects for providing houses to all such landless people who 

have been given land sites and give special priority to them under IAY. Once the details of such 

landless people to be given housing sites are available, Ministry of Rural Development would 

earmark a stream of IAY funds exclusively for the benefit of this group based on a formula and 

this amount would be non-divertible.  

Conclusion 

The Indira Awaas Yojana has been renamed as Pradhan Manrti Grameen Awaas Yojana 

on 20th November 2016. The main objective of the scheme is to provide a finance aid to the 

members of scheduled castes/ scheduled tribes freed, bonded labourers and also to other non 

Scheduled Castes/ Scheduled Tribes rural poor below the poverty line for the construction of their 

dwelling units by providing a lump sum amount as financial assistance. It may be concluded that 

IAY has benefited a number of families living in rural areas. Almost all the beneficiaries were 

satisfied with the implementation of the scheme. 
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 India has been an agricultural country since time immemorial. Agriculture has been the 

main source of livelihood of the people of this country. Agricultural marketing plays an important 

role not only in stimulating production and consumption but in accelerating the pace of economic 

development. Its dynamic functions are described as the most important multiplier of economic 

development. Efficient marketing plays a very important role not only in rising economic activity 

but also in making economic use of what is produced. India‟s prosperity depends upon the 

agricultural prosperity. The Indian council of Agricultural Research defined it as Agricultural 

marketing involves three important functions, namely assembling (concentration) preparation for 

consumption (processing) and distribution (dispersion).This paper highlights the various 

problems in marketing of agricultural products. It covers the importance of agricultural 

marketing, functions of agricultural marketing and the reforms required to rectify the problems. 

Key words: Marketing, Economic development, Products, Sales. 

Introduction 

 The term agricultural marketing is mixing Agricultural marketing means the economic 

process under which agricultural goods are exchanged. The Agricultural marketing system is a 

link between the farm and non-farm sectors. Agricultural marketing is a specific part of 

marketing. It is related to agricultural products only. It is the base of most of the economic 

activities of a country. It brings marketable surplus to the market for sale. Farmers will keep a 

portion of their produce for self. Consumption and cattle and the remaining portions are left for 

sale. Higher level of marketable surplus leads to greater economic development.
1
 Marketing is 

essential to all types of production, but in agriculture it is all the more important due to its 

peculiarities which require special arrangement for sale. Marketing of agricultural produce is 

considered as an integral part of agriculture, since an agriculturist is encouraged to make more 

investment and to increase production.
2
 

Ancient and Modern Marketing 

Agricultural marketing involves in its simplest form the buying and selling of agricultural 

produce. This definition of agricultural marketing may be accepted in olden days, when the 

village economy was more or less self-sufficient, the marketing of agricultural produce presented 

no difficulty, as the farmer sold his produce direct to the consumer on cash or a barter basis. But, 

I modern times, marketing of agricultural produce is different from that of olden days. In modern 

marketing agricultural produce has to undergo a series of transfers or exchanges from one hand to 

another before it finally reaches the consumer.
3
 

 

                                                           
1
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 Pratap mal, Infrastrturcal Development for Agriculture and Rural Development, Mohit publications, New 
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Functions of Agricultural Marketing 

The major marketing functions involved in agricultural marketing are; 

 Concentration 

 Grading 

 Processing  

 Warehousing 

 Packaging 

 Distribution.
4
 

Facilities Needed for Agricultural Marketing 

 In order to have best advantage in marketing of his agricultural produce farmers should 

enjoy certain basic facilities like 

 They should have proper facilities for storing their goods. 

 They should have adequate and cheap transport facilities which could enable them to take 

their surplus produce to the mandi rather than dispose it of in the village itself to the 

village money – lender-cum-merchant at low prices. 

 They should have clear information regarding the market conditions as well as about the 

ruling prices, otherwise may be cheated.
5
 

Importance of Agricultural Marketing 

The importances of agricultural marketing are: 

 Provides raw materials for industries. 

 Provides food grains for the entire population and fodder for cattle. 

 Provides a base for expansion of internal market of a country. 

 Helps in the expansion of international market also when marketable surplus found in 

excess of the demand of a country fetches a considerable amount of foreign exchange. 

 At present most of the farmers sell their produce through village level markets, fairs and 

mandies. 
6
 

Defects of Agricultural Marketing 

1. Lack of transport facilities 

 This problem has many dimensions lack of transport service in reasonable agricultural 

marketing areas, seasonality of transport service, high freight charges due to inadequacies, lack of 

all – weather roads and transport vehicles, unsuitability of the present transport facilities for 

transportation of some products like fruits, vegetables, eggs, etc. In some cases there are 

insufficient vehicles to carry goods from the farms to the rural markets to the towns. In other 

                                                           
4
 Ibid.,p.278 

 
5
 Dr. V. Vijayalakshmi, Development of Indian Agriculture, Sreeranga printers Pvt.Ltd,  
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cases, transport accounts for a large proportion of marketing costs. In some instances, there are no 

roads or where they exist, they might be seasonal. Feeder roads are usually few and, in most 

cases, have to be constructed and maintained by communal efforts.
7
 

2. Growth of urban centres 

 The Growth of urban centre creates more marketing problems concerned with inadequate 

supply to meet the increase in size; the need to create new markets, storage and even parking 

problems for prospective buyers who own cars. 

3. Inadequate storage facilities 

 The Indian farmer is very poor, illiterate and ignorant. First of all he does not have 

facilities for storing his produce. The storage facilities which are available in the villages at 

present are so poor that 10 to 20 per cent of the produce is eaten away by rats. 

4. Forced sales 

 The average farmer is so poor and indebted that he has no sufficient time to wait for 

better prices. He is forced to sell his yield to the money lender or to the trader so as to clear his 

debts. Such distress sales weaken the already miserable position of the average Indian farmer 

further.
8
 

5. Multiplicity of Weights and Measures 

 Through the use of false weights and measures, through unnecessary deduction on the 

plea that his produce is of inferior quality the farmer often loses in going to the mandis. There is 

lack of standard weights and measures. Weights made of sticks, stones, bits of old iron are 

commonly used in the villages and markets. 

6. Too many intermediaries 

 The number of intermediaries and middlemen between the farmer and the final consumer 

of his produce is too many and the margin going to them too large.
9
 

7. Lack of communication on market 

 The farmers are not getting information about the ruling prices in the big markets. As a 

result the farmers have to accept whatever price is quoted to them and have to believe whatever 

the traders tell them. 

8. Lack of organization 

 There is lack of organization among producers. Producers are small and scattered. They 

have no collective organization of their own to protect their interest.
10
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9. Malpractices of Markets 

 Malpractices in scales and weights. 

 Arbitrary deduction for religious and charitable purposes. 

 Large quantity of produce is taken away as sample. 

 Secret bargain between the seller‟s agent and the buyer‟s agent. 

 The broker is in more contact with the buyer than the seller. As such he in favour of the 

buyer. 

10. Adulteration 

 Adulteration is often restored by the middlemen which affects the health of the people. 

Due to adulteration the quality of the produce is reduced.
11

 

Steps taken to improve the agricultural marketing  

The government has taken various steps to improve the conditions of agricultural 

marketing. Its setup the all India ware Housing Corporation to construct and manage a whole 

network of warehouses in all towns. To promote warehousing in villages the cooperative societies 

are given necessary financial and technical facilities. Cooperative marketing and processing 

societies have been started to market the agricultural goods of the formers. Rural transport has 

been given importance under the five year plans and considerable progress has been made. 

Regulated markets are in operation and the interest of the formers has been well safeguarded in 

these markets. Considerable publicity is given to market information food grain prices are being 

stabilized by the government through the recommendations of the agricultural prices commission. 

Yet only 35-45 percent of the formers use these facilities.
12

 

Remedial measures for improvement of Agricultural Marketing 

 Establishment of regulated markets. 

 Establishment of co operative marketing societies. 

 Extension and construction of additional storage and warehousing facilities for 

agricultural produce of the farmers. 

 Make arrangement for education for education and awareness program for rural farmers 

in order to improve their knowledge in improving agro produce and its marketing 

process. 

 Implement the rural development program in fast track to develop the infrastructural 

facilities such as road facility, communication facility, electricity, etc., in rural areas. This 

will be help for easy transportation of agro produce to the market place.
13
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Conclusion 

The Government must frame and formulate new regulations according to the situation in 

the country. They must fix the price for the certain goods. Government must check and verify the 

functioning of co-operative Marketing and processing societies in rural areas. Wider publicity is 

must about agricultural marketing information. The defects of Agricultural Marketing can be 

removed by periodic evaluation and monitoring of functioning of Regulated Market, Use of 

Standard Weights and Measures, Storage and warehousing facilities Improvement in Transport 

Facilities, Provision of Marketing Information and development of Co-operative Marketing. 

Government should facilitate a link between the University of Agricultural Sciences and farmers. 

Periodical awareness programs mode of scientific farming training conducted by these 

universities would help the farmer in better cultivation. 
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Kota or Kothar are one of the many tribal people indigenous to the Nilgiri mountain range in 

Tamilnadu. The other tribal people are Todas, Irulasand Kurumbas. Todas and Kotharshave been 

subject to intense anthropological, linguistic and genetic analysis since the early 19
th
 century, 

numerically, Kotar have always been a small group not exceeding 4000 individuals spread over 

seven villages for the last 150 years. They have this own unique language that belongs to the 

Dravidian language family. The Government of India consider them to be a Scheduled Tribe 

(ST). But Kotasare relatively successful people who make their living as agriculturalist, doctors, 

postmasters and availing themselves of any government and private rector employment. It is 

agreed by linguists and anthropologists that Kotar may have entered the Nilgiri massif from 

Kerala or Karnataka in centuries BCE and developed in isolation from the rest of the society. 

Kotar women had their own rights in choosing their marriage partners. They would also help out 

in many economic activities. They were also exclusively engaged in making pottery. They always 

maintained a distance from outsiders. Here my research findings will highlight the role of Kotar 

women in the socio-economic sectors associated with the District of Nilgiri. 

KEYWORDS:Kothar women, tribal people, scheduled tribe. 

INTRODUCTION: 

The term “tribe” and “tribal” means a human social group that tangles with their own customs, 

traditions, common language, territory, background and their own way of living. Many countries 

have different tribes. This paper is going to forecast mainly on Kota tribe from the 6 primitive 

tribal communities of the Nilgiri District. This presentation highlights and showcases the  

kota tribe in detail especially in the Nilgiri District. Kotas, also called askothar orkov by  

self-designation, they have allied themselves in all facilities, improvised their socio-economic 

status and not depending on the traditional services for living their life. Women constitute the 

silent of the world population. Empirical studies on women started, only during 19
th
century. The 

kota women are of the moderate height of fair built body and not nearly so good looking as the 

men. In this context an attempt has been made by the investigator to study the “ Role of the Kota 

Women in Nilgiri District”. 
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Among the 6 primitive communities, Toda and Kota plays most significant role among the others. 

One of the several communities thought to be indigenous to the Tamil Nadu District of Nilgiris 

Hills is Kota in South India. The government classified it as a scheduled tribe. The word “Kota” 

was given by the outsiders, they call themselves asKov. In this modern world, the settlement of 

Kota‟s success is somehow related to the maintenance jack – of – all trades. 

KOTA’S SETTLEMENT: 

Kota‟s occupyseven villages distributed rather widely throughout the Nilgiri District. They are 

classified under seven domains: 

1. New Kotagiri (PorgadKokkal): 

The new village is “Porgad Kokkal” as New Kotagiri which is situated near Kotagiri Public 

School. The speciality of this village is the people over here were a unique traditional dresses and 

sing praises to their deity in a most grand way. 

2.Trichigadi (ThickandKokkal): 

Trichigadi village or Thickand Kokkalis the biggest among all the other seven villages of Kota 

tribes of Nilgiri district, situated near Kaguchi. A tremending personality of fame is date 

ShriLakshman, a scholar, who worked in HOF as Hr. Manager. He had contributed and done so 

many improvements in for all the Kota village, which replenish the fame of this village. 

3.KilKotagiri(KeynadKokkal): 

KeynadKokkal otherwise called as KilKotagiri which is on the way to Sholurmattum. The 

proudness of this village lies on the mass blooming of the “neelakuriniji” 

(StrobilanthesKunthianus) which blooms its petals once in every 12 years. According to The 

Hindu, “ The neelakurinji, from which the Niligiri mountains got their eponymous name, was last 

seen to bloom in the same area in 2006. 

4.Kolimalai (KolmelKokkal): 

KolmelKokkal, widely known as Kollimalai. The fascinating one in kolli hills is that the tourist 

people cannot miss. The shandyas it is located strategically opposite to the Highways Travellers 

Bangalow, where the tourists witness and negotiate nearly 70 hairpin bends to reach the next 

tourist destination, Solakadu. 

5. KundahKotagiri (MenadKokkal): 

The first settlement in Kotapuranas is Kundah. It is also called as MenadKokkal. It is situated 

near Bikkati, ooty Taluk is 34kms from ooty bus stand. Breeks (1873) has viewed that sholur is 

the oldest of all Kota villages (varadharajan, 1979). 

6. Kokkal (KalgaasKokkal): 

Ancient name of their village is (KalgaasKokkal).It is presently addressed as Upper Gudalur. It‟s 

taluk is 4kms far away from Gudalur bus stand nearly 10. 

7. Sholur (KurgochKokkal): 

Sholur is also known as KurgochKokkal. It is situated in ooty taluk just 16kms from ooty bus 

stand. 
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SOCIAL LIFE: 

The social organisation of any society involves mutual relation obligations, elements of idea 

behaviour anticipated behaviour and accrual behaviour of the community members. Thus social 

organisation is the network of relations existing among individuals and groups in a society. 

The historical aspects of kota polyandry frame a significant problem. Before, the English 

came up to the Nilgiri plateau, its inhabitants were relatively isolated from the main currents of 

South Indian life. Contact with the people of the lowlands were few, since the honey up the hills 

was hard and hazardous. Soon after the Europeans discovered that the climate to the plateau was 

a life saving refuge from the fevers of the plains, roads and later railroad were built. In the wake 

of the English came Tamilians and other lowland Hindus. Within the last fifty years, the advent of 

these newcomers has effected significant changes in the tribal culture. New deities have been 

adopted, new methods of cultivation practiced. It is striking that there has been no change in the 

practice of polyandry. Other of the tribal institutions, economic, religious, political, have been 

affected, yet polyandry flourishers with full vitality. 

ROLE OF KOTHAR WOMEN: 

A man have more than one wife and so the kota martial system includes true polygamy as 

well as fraternal polyandry. A women lives only in the house of her legal husband and he is 

recognized as the father of the children these bears. The husband has precedence to his wife‟s 

attention and favours. However, in the absence of the husband, any of his brothers have the right 

and the obligation to act in his stead. It is a right in the sense that a husband may not attempt to 

interfere and may not exhibit any signs of jealousy, when he finds so brother with his wife.  

It becomes an obligation when the husband is away from the villager overnight. No 

women will sleep alone in a house lest the sorcerers‟ from the nearby kurumba tribe find her an 

easy prey. Although any of a man‟s brothers may be the biological father of his wife‟s child, only 

the husband is recognized as the sociological father. The kinship system further reflects the 

operation of the principle of fraternal equivalence. A man calls the chidden of his brother by the 

same terms as he uses for his own sons and daughters. This is true for the children of 

classificatory brothers as well as for the children of real bothers. In South India, polyandry is of 

especially frequent occurrence. 

Pemukkaduthvai means a place to the left of fireplace (adupu) or stove for a woman to sit. Wives 

of Kota priests also had importantroles in religious functions. Kotar women also had specialised 

roles in cultivation, domestic chores and other social functions.  

IMPORTANCE OF WOMEN EDUCATION: 

Equal education for women is permitted by their parents and these days we could see that women 

doctors, engineers, teachers, bankers, other government and private employees, etc. They learn 

English, hindi, tamil in their school education. Many government scheme like central and state 

governments are sponsoring the kothar through Niligiri Adivasi Welfare Association (Nawas). 

BIRTH AND MARRIAGE: 

During a women‟s pregnancy, the husband leaves his hair and nails uncut. Three houses built for 

women to occupy after the birth of children, or at other times when they considered unclean. 

Immediately after birth, the mother, and child are removed to the first hut, a temporary erection of 

bough called Vollugudu, from Vollumeans inside and gudu means nest, where they remain for 

thirty days. The second and third months are spent in two permanent huts called Telulu. A women 
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with her first child, on leaving the vollugudufor the firsttelulu, must make seven steps backwards 

among seven kind of thorns strewerdon the found. SomeKotagiri, however have only the 

vollugudu in which the women remains for a month, and he treading on thorns takes place, when 

she leaves the volluguduto return home. This is Mamul, no other reason is of course discoverable. 

On leaving the second telulu, the mother generally goes to a relative‟s house for three days; if this 

is not convenient, she returns home. Her husband purifies the house on her return by sprinkling it 

with cow – dung and water. On the seventh day after this, a feast is given to the relatives, the 

child is fed with congee and the parental grandfather names it. 

When a boy is from 15 to 20 years old, his parents ask in marriage for him some girl of six or 

eight. If her parents‟ consent to the betrothal the boy with his parents goes to their house, salutes 

the boy bowing his head and clasping their feet, and presents them with a Birianhana of gold and 

ten or twenty rupees amongst well – to – do. Some of the Kota jewels are presented to the girl at 

this time. This ceremony is calledbalimed – deni from bali, bracelet, and med-deni, when the girl 

becomes a age, she is sent at the request of the boys relations to his father‟s house, a feast is given 

with music, and the bridegroom mother ties on thetali, in this case asilver necklace made by 

Kotas. In some places the bridegroom goes to the brides house and presents with thetali, two 

madige or brass armlets, and Bali or bracelets. 

The Kotas marry only one wife, unless she should be barren, when they may take another. In this 

case, the two wives live in the same house. Widows may remarry. Kotas professto have no 

traditions of any kind. They even pretend ignorance of the story of Koten, though it is evident 

from their manner that they do know it. Some declare that they were born on these hills, others 

that the inhabitants of each Kotagiri came from a different part of the neighbouring plains. 

ECONOMIC LIFE: 

Next to the todas in point to interest, and probably also in antiquity of race, as well as of 

settlement on the hills, stand the kotas, though the two races have nothing in common either as 

regards physical development, countenance, usasge, or dwellings. 

The name is found variously spelt, Kota, kotar, koter, kohatur, the deviation is uncertain. Kohata 

or Gohata, cow killer, has been suggested, but this seems doubtful. The todascall them kouf, or 

cow-people. They recognize no caste among themselves, but are divided intokeris (streets), and 

men of one kerimust seek a wife in another. They are very industrious tribe and devote 

themselves to agriculture and to various they excel as carpenters, smiths, tanners, basket makers. 

They are well formed of average height, not bad features and fair skinned.
 

Thetoda and kotas lived near each other before the settlement of the latter on the Nilgiri. Their 

dialects too betray a great resemblance. The kotasare the only hill people who are not affair of the 

todas, and they treat them occasionally even with bare courtesy, though, as a rule, a kota, when 

meeting a toda and badaga, lifts both his handsto his face and makes hisobeisance from a 

distance. They do also not, like the other hill tribes, greatly admire the mysterious power of 

witchcraft, with which thetodas are credited. 

Kotas lived in seven villages of 30 to 60 detached huts, at the center of Toda and Badaga spheres 

“the size of the kota population is almost the same as that of the todas”.They are that artisans and 

musicians of the Nilgiri society. Though all classes look down on the kotas, all agreed that they 

are excellent artisans. The Badagas invite tokota Musicians for their ceremonies and joyful event. 

They are skilled at black smithy, carpentry, rope, and umberalla making, gold and silver jewellery 

making, and are indispensable to other tribes. 
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THE MAIN OCCUPATIONS OF KOTA: 

The incredible occupations of Kotas are pottery, agriculture, buffalo, rearing, carpentry and often 

work as postmasters, doctors, government employees, bankers and in other professional positions. 

In olden days hunting was considered as their main occupation but due to the government law 

hunting is prohibited at present. 

RELIGIOUS RITES: 

Their priests are from their own tribe. There are two priest in a village. One is called Devadi, 

whose officeis hereditary. If the family fails entirely, recourse is had to inspiration for the choice 

of another. The Devadi appoints the second. Neither lives in the temple; they cool food before it 

at the feast of Kamatarya, and distribute it to the householders, sow and reap the first handfuls of 

grain at the proper seasons, and make the first obeisance other corpse at a funeral. Th edevadi is 

liable to be possessed by the deity. Generally, they recognize but one God, under the name of 

Kamataraya, and his wife, each represented by a thin silver plate. 

 Traditions say of Kamatarayathat perspiring profusely; he wiped from his foreheads 

three drops of perspiration and out of them formed the three most ancient of the hill tribesmen the 

Todas, Kurumbas, and Kotas. The chief Kota festival, however is the annual feast of Kamataraya, 

called Kamabataor Kamata. This lasts for about a fore night. On the first evening, the priest lights 

a fire in the Swami house, and then brings it to the principal street of the village where it is kept 

up during the whole of the feast. On the second day no work may be done, except digging clay 

and making pots but not particular ceremonies tak eplace on this or the three following days. On 

the sixth day men are sent to detchbamboos and rattan, and on the seventh day the two temples 

are newly thatched and decorated; it‟s essential that this should be accomplished before nightfall. 

On the eighth and ninth days are spent in feasting. Contribution of grain and ghee are demand 

from the entire neighbouring Badaga village and cooked in the enclosure of the temples. Only 

boiled grain, ghee and a sort of pea soup are eaten on this occasion. A portion is laid before 

temple, then the priests eat and afterwards at the rest of the villagers all sitting in a row before 

temple. The tenth day is passed in dancing the kota dress up to the occasion wearing the long 

robes and borrowing jewels of all sorts from the Badagas, who are obliged to propitiated their 

artisans by attending and contributing on this occasion. 

On the eleventh day, they decorate themselves with leaves, tie buffalo horns to their heads, and 

go through various appropriate pantomimes. The women also dance at this feast only; they sing at 

the same time, which is an improvement on the drum and horn accompanied of the men‟s 

dancing. On the twelfth day they make a fire inside their temple, by drilling a pointed stick round 

and round in an hole in a piece of wood, bring a bit of iron, and go through the form of heating 

and working it up by way of asking „shastras‟ and say to the god, “let all be well and prosper”. 

UNIQUE PRACTICES OF KOTA: 

The Kotas have their own calendar months and they are twelve in number. Some of the important 

months are Koodal, Allanni, Adhar, Avanni and Potadhi. Koodal is the first month which begins 

either in the end of December last week or the first week of January after 3
rd

 day next to new 

moon day. There is no dowry system in practice. 

CONCLUSION: 

Thus, Kotas are very much dependable with the nature all time and also live along with the 

nature. They practice herbal medicines to treat various diseases, bone fracture etc. many of the 
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plants used in Kota medicine are becoming difficult to find because the Nilgiri ecology has been 

altered drastically in the last half – century. 
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Under the wave of economic upswing, the developmental state of India has been casting 

a low beam on the sector of people moving from place to place in search of a new livelihood. The 

unavoidable economical condition of marginal people forces them to move from their homeland 

in search of job opportunities to support the family economically. This paper discusses the issue 

of the migrant workers. Though they are open to many opportunities they end up with limited 

access to their needs. Such short comings in our social condition narrow their path. 

COIMBAOTREA self-made industrial city, as most Coimbatoreans would proclaim, Coimbatore 

is among the most industrially developed and commercially vibrant districts in Tamil Nadu. 

People from all over the country come in search of a new beginning. This paper highlights the 

difficulties and problems faced by the immigrants who move from place to place in search of a 

better life. 

KEY WORD: Migrants, daily wagers, huddles, economical condition. 

INTRODUCTION  

India is a vast South-Asian country with diverse terrain and history reaching back 5 

millennia. Its culture and tradition is way too ancient and has influenced many Eastern nations. 

India is a Federal republic governed under a parliamentary system consisting of 29 states and 7 

union territories, a pluralistic, multilingual and multi-ethnic society. Despite its varied features 

the most common aspect is “Migration”. In an era where travel means mere  

Pleasure seeking, there are people who move from one place to another in search of a better job 

opportunity and a stable livelihood.  

“Migration” by Wikipedia is the movement by people from one place to another with the 

intention of settling permanently or temporarily in a new location. The movement is often over 

long distances and from one place to another seeking a new opportunity for the betterment of 

their economic status. The cause for migration has always been poverty. Lack of education is 
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another most common reason. And when in interrogation asked why they choose migrating out of 

all the other choices possible, the reason is a fact said plain- they are not able to support their 

families or use their skills efficiently. They migrate because they do not have access to public 

transfers. They migrate because they see others in their social network migrating and they realise 

that migration is another option to make a living.  

Migration occurs for many reasons. Many people leave their home countries in order to 

look for economic opportunities in another country. Others migrate to be with family members 

who have migrated or because of political conditions in their countries. There are international 

migrants as well as state to state migrants. One thing common among all is that they migrate in 

search of a better settlement. This paper focuses on the aspect of migrants from the northern 

states to Coimbatore, especially with high scope of earning a better living. 

Hailed as the „Manchester of the South‟, Coimbatore houses a large number of small and 

medium textile mills.it is a hub of new opportunities, secure jobs, comfortable enough to begin a 

new life for the people lost in nothingness. A vibrant city itself with challenging job and a place 

with access to an affordable survival in the bad tidings of life. 

FACTORS AFFECTING MIGRATION 

Migration is a decision that impacts the welfare of the household, the home community, 

and in the end the whole economy in various ways. Migrant workers experience many different 

situations in unknown land to cover up for the welfare of the household, but in most cases moving 

from one place to another and being away from one‟s immediate family is at a considerable 

emotional cost. Especially temporary work related migration increase the risk for family 

breakdown, fragmentation of social networks and psychological stress. The emotional impact is 

not just limited to the migrants themselves, but also the family left behind. 

 Fewer job opportunities are another factor that causes unemployment in the case of a 

migrant. This state forces them to take up odd jobs with less income. A job with no proper 

income or steady pay becomes another issue to deal. They end up financially dependent and are 

forced to seek money lender. This is one of the main reason through which migration alleviates 

poverty and is high due to remittances.  

REASONS FOR MIGRATION 

“The socio-economic development of the southern states is considerably higher and that 

attracts people. Another factor is that because of better education levels and awareness, local 

residents of these areas get drawn towards better economic opportunities. This vacuum that gets 

created gets filled up by people from outside. These developed areas face a crisis of manpower, 

especially for low-skilled jobs, which leads to migration,” says Dr. Abdul Shaban, chairperson of 

the Centre for Public Policy, Habitat and Human Development at the Tata Institute of Social 

Sciences. 
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STATES WITH HIGH MIGRANT GROWTHRATE 

 

STATE 

 

2001 

 

2011% 

 

GROWTH % 

GROWTH OF 

STATE 

POPULATION 

TAMILNADU 1.58cr 3.13cr 98% 15.6% 

MANIPUR 0.037cr 0.073cr 97% 18.7% 

MEGHALAYA 0.037cr 0.077 108% 27.8% 

KERALA 0.92cr 1.63cr 77% 4.9% 

J&K 0.18cr 0.28cr 55% 23.7% 

ASSAM 0.67cr 1.02cr 52% 16.9% 

KARNATAKA 1.66cr 2.50cr 51% 15.7% 

ANDHRA 

PRADESH 

2.34cr 3.32cr 42% 11.1% 

INDIA 31.45cr 45.36cr 44% 17.64% 

MIGRANT’S LIFE IN TAMIL NADU 

Migrating people in TN initially face high challenges. There are many barriers to break 

and cross for the survival of an outsider. Language is the very first obstacle they face. 

Communication is necessary for better connectivity. Without proper communication one cannot 

convey his ideas or understand anything that‟s said.  

They are treated with less respect and regard. Migrant people due to less opportunity in work 

sector face the hard side of unemployment. They take up different jobs with less pay for their 

daily survival. The jobs taken up for instance are: 

 Porter 

 Street food chain stalls 

 Vendors 

 Daily wagers (construction helpers) 

 Pedestrian sellers 

 Sewage cleaners 

Due to lack of education they face many problems in their working sector, and very less 

potions available in case of job opportunities. They are forced to take up such menial jobs for 

their needs, which later on turns to be the only option left for their survival. The odd jobs that 

they do drains them out mentally and physically. This leads them to take up unwanted and 

unhealthy habits like smoking and consumption of alcohol. 

The percentage of people who consume alcohol is very high among the migrating worker. 

Their job that needs physical draining forces them to take up such habits as a distraction or 

relaxation. There are people who fall prey to such habits in due course of time and are unable to 

detach them. This leads to health issues and problems in the family.  

WHY THEY MOVED Work and Education are the top priority to many migrants. They migrate 

with the hope for a better future. Anticipating financial stabilization in the family and improving 

their status in the society. The other reasons like to provide proper education to their children and 

help them grow in a healthy society.  
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REASON 

 

MEN 

 

WOMEN 

 

TOTAL 

WORK 3.90cr 0.74cr 4.64cr 

BUSINESS 0.32cr 0.11cr 0.43cr 

EDUCATION 0.48cr 0.32cr 0.80cr 

MARRIAGE 0.60cr 21.79cr 22.39cr 

MOVED WITH 

HOUSEHOLD 

3.15cr 3.83cr 6.98cr 

MOVED AT 

BIRTH 

2.85cr 1.94cr 4.79cr 

OTHER 2.80cr 2.53cr 5.33cr 

TOTAL 14.10cr 31.26cr 45.36cr 

SUGGESTIONS 

 It is found from the study that the most of the migrated workers are not influenced by any 

political or governmental aids. So, equality must be given to all the sectors equally. 

 Job opportunities and wages must be equally provided to both men and women. Equality 

in work oriented places must prevail. 

 It could be noted that most of the migrated workers are influenced by alcohol and 

smoking. Proper awareness must reach them regarding the hazardous effect of Tabaco 

and alcohol to live a healthy life. 

 From the study findings, it is evident that lack of education is the main reason for such 

job seeking. Equality in education must be brought and seen that it reaches the neediest. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper has highlighted the life of the migrated people and their struggle in day to-day life. 

Each person wishes to see a better tomorrow, likewise people who are not happy with their 

current scenario try their best to bring in a change. MIGRATED WORKERS are such sector of 

people who work really hard to bring in some stander in their living. Change in the place of living 

and coming out of their comfort zone, leaving back home and family are some sacrifices they do 

to build a new world for their future generation to simply live in comfort.  
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Sangam period (Tamil: Sangakālam) is the period of history of ancient Tamil Nadu and 

Kerala spanning from 3rd century BC to 3rd century AD. It is named after the 

famous Sangam academies of poets and scholars centered in the city of Madurai. 

The current estimate is that the Sangam period lasted between 400 BCE until 300 CE. The 

earliest mention of the Sangam is to be found in the 8th century commentary on the Irayanar 

Agapporul. It mentions three Sangams lasting, at long intervals, for a total of 9990 years. 

The Tamil Country, during the Age of Sangam, which according to K.G. Sesha Aiyar and 

others flourished in the first three centuries of the Christian era, was ruled by the Cheras, Cholas 

and the Pandyas. The Chera country of the Sangam period comprehended the extreme south of 

the Malabar Coast or Travancore, Wayanadu, the Nilgiris, southern portion of Coimbatore and 

part of Tirunelveli. But for sometimes the Nilgiris was under the rule of the Satavahanas who had 

built their empire in the Deccan. The Satavahanas King who was contemporary to Cheran 

Sanguttuvan was in friendly terms with the Cheras. P.T. Srinivasa Iyengar, who did an extensive 

research in the “Paditrupathu” and “Silappathikaram”, while describing the Northern exploits of 

Senguttuvan, says that the one- Nutruvar kannar, whose sways extended from the Nilgiris, the 

Northrn boundary of the Chera country to the Gangetic region, offered his help to Senguttuvan in 

his Northern conquest. He futher says that the termwas a bad translation of 'Satakarni'. K.G. 

Sesha Aiyar also says the 'Sarakarni' was a friend of the Chera king Senguttuvan. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

The Tamil Country, during the Age of Sangam, which according to K.G. Sesha Aiyar and 

others flourished in the first three centuries of the Christian era, was ruled by the Cheras, Cholas 

and the Pandyas. The Chera country of the Sangam period comprehended the extreme south of 

the Malabar Coast or Travancore, Wayanadu, the Nilgiris, southern portion of Coimbatore and 

part of Tirunelveli. But for sometimes the Nilgiris was under the rule of the Satavahanas who had 

built their empire in the Deccan. The Satavahanas King who was contemporary to Cheran 

Sanguttuvan was in friendly terms with the Cheras. P.T. Srinivasa Iyengar, who did an extensive 

research in the “Paditrupathu” and “Silappathikaram”, while describing the Northern exploits of 

Senguttuvan, says that the one- Nutruvar kannar, whose sways extended from the Nilgiris, the 

Northrn boundary of the Chera country to the Gangetic region, offered his help to Senguttuvan in 

his Northern conquest. He futher says that the term Nutruvar Kannar was a bad translation of 

'Satakarni'. K.G. Sesha Aiyar also says the 'Sarakarni' was a friend of the Chera King Senguttuvan. 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt46nz7c.11
https://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt1ckpdk1.7
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The period of Senguttuvan was fixed by K.G. Sesha Aiyar between 125 and 180 AD. 

During this period, the Satakarnis, who ruled Deccan were Pulumayi-II and Yajan Satakarni. The 

coins of Pulumayi-II have been found in Cuddalore, too, which confirm his supremacy over 

Tamil Nadu. Moreover, it is inferred that Senguttuvan might have started his second Northern 

Expedition on the later part of his reign and Sri Yajna Satakarni reigned his country from AD 170 

to 199, probably either Pilumayi-II or Sri Yajan Satakarni might be the friend of Senguttuvan who 

invited him to his country on his way to North and assisted him. 

THE RASHTRAKUTAS OR RATTA KINGS: 

„Kongudesa Rajakkal‟ a Tamil work gives an account of some of the kings who ruled the region 

of „Kongu‟. They had their capital at Skandapura, identified with a place near the Gajalhatti pass 

of the present Karnataka State. It is said that their rule extended over South West Mysore, 

including, the Nilgiris. The following reasons may be attributed for including the Nilgiris within 

their domain. 

1. The Rattas ruled the Kongu Region comprising of – modern districts of Coimbatore, Periyar, 

Salem and Dharmapuri – with their capitals in Karnataka, not far beyond the western 

borders of the Nilgiris. The Nilgiris was situated between their capital Kongu region. Hence, 

before extending their rule over Kongu region, they should have conquered the Nilgiris 

region also. Some scholars now view that the Nilgiris also was included in the Kongu 

country. 

2. The Rattas were a martial race and were delighted in the fight mounting on horses and 

elephants. Their culture affected the Nilgiris people and it can be seen from the numerous 

figures of these animals found in the Nilgiris cairns and cromlechs. 

There were seven Ratta rulers whose tentative chronology has been fixed by M. Arokiasamy as 

follow: 

1. Vira Raya Chakravarthi, (AD – 250-270) 

2. Govinda Raya -I,  (AD-270-290) 

3. Krishna Raya   (AD- 290-310) 

4. Kala Vallabha Raya  (AD- 310-330) 

5. Govinda Raya – II  (AD – 330-335) 

6. Kannara Reva   (AD – 335-380) 

7. Thiruvikramadeva  ( AD – 380-405) 

Of all the Ratta Kings mentioned, Thiruvikramadeva is said to have conquered the 

„Dakshin‟ country and overcome the Chola, Pandya, Kerala and Malayala countries. 

Thiruvikrama, as his predecessors, belonged to Jain religion. Later, he became a Saivite by faith 

which brought on a crisis to his kingdom. The Jaina monks could not tolerate his conversion and 

they withdrew their blessings and support extended to him. This became a death-knell to his 

dynasty and it made its exit from the political scene of South India, making way to the Gangas. 

THE GANGAS 

The Gangas ruled over a great part of Karnataka from second to the eleventh century. But 

their rule was extended to Kongu and the Nilgiris only after the death of last Ratta ruler 

Tiruvikrama. Their grants have been found in all parts, from Coorg in the West North Arcot and 

Tanjore in the east and from the extreme south of the then Mysore State in the South to the 

Belgaum district of Bombay in the North. The territory of the Gangas was known as Gangavadi. 

At the time of founding of Gangas Kingdom, its chief city was Kolar but the capital was removed 

in the 3
rd

 century to Talakad on the Cauvery in the South east of the Mysore district.  
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As their boundaries in the north, east west and south were, Marandale Tondainadu and 

Chera country and Kongu respectively, the Nilgiris formed part of the kingdom of the Gangas. 

The first ruler of this dynasty was Madhava who was also called Konganivarma, the title used by 

all the subsequent kings of the line as a suffix to their names. The Ganga kings were termed as 

„Dharma Maha Rajathi Rajas‟ in their inscriptions.  

Dr. M.Arokiasamy, after a careful study to related source fixes a tentative chronology 

which slightly differs from the views of his predecessors who had specialised this subject. 

GANGA’S RULE IN THE NILGIRIS 

 Konganivarma (AD 405 – 460): 

Konganivarman, the first Ganga king who distinguished himself in many battles and won 

many victories over the Banas, had carved out a petty kingdom in South India. His successor 

Madhava-I was not a warrior king and his region was marked by peace and prosperity. He was an 

eminent scholar and also a patron. 

Harivarman (AD 460-480): 

Konganivarman was succeeded by Harivarman whose period was marked for the division 

of the Ganga dynasty into two rival Houses, one headed by Harivarman ruled from Skandapura 

and other, the “Paruvis” from Kolar. The Pallavas, the great force, who ruled from Kanchi 

supported the cause of the Gangas at Kolar against Harivarman. Hence, Harivarman allied with 

the Kadambas, other South India force, shifted his capital from Skandapura to Talakad, which is 

identified with modern Dharapuram in Coimbatore district. 

Vishnugopa (AD 480 – 525) and Madhava (AD 525 – 535): 

The divided Ganga dynasty re-joined under Vishnugopa, the son and successor of 

Harivarmam. Vishnugopa had no sons and so he adopted Madhava, a „Paruvi‟ Ganga. But later a 

son was born to Vishnugopa. After Vishnugopa, the Ganga kindom was ruled by Madhava, the 

adopted son and after him by Krishnavarman, his own son. Krishnavarman was succeeded by his 

sister whose name is not known. During her rule, one Dandikara acted as her regent. She was 

succeeded by her son Konganivarman-II. Along with Konganivarman -II, Avinita, a scion from 

the „Paruvi‟ ganga dynasty co-ruled the country. 

Durvinita (AD 655-660): 

Konganivarman -II and Avinita were succeeded by Durvinita, the son of the later. 

Durvinita is said to have usurped the throne as the royal intention was to crown the son of 

Konganivarman – II. Durvinita, thus brought back the power to the Paruvi Ganga, fought several 

battles and establishd his sway over the modern districts of the Nilgiris, Coimbatore, Salem, 

Dharmapuri, Periyar and even extended it to the region of Tondaimandalam. He allied with the 

Western Chalukyas, another major contemporary dynasty ruling in South India. He married his 

daughter to Pulikesin-II of Western Chalukya kingdom and cemented the alliance. He also 

become the „Lord of Punnata‟ by conquering it from Ravidatta, a Chera feudatory. 

MUSHIKARA (AD 660-665): 

After the death of Durvinita, who transformed the Ganga Kingdom into Ganga Empire in 

AD 655 Mushikara his son became his successor to the Ganga throne. For Mushikara, his 

illustrious father left him a vast dominion comprising the whole of Gangavadi and the entire 

region of Kongu, including the Nilgiris. At this time, Mushikara was the greatest king of South 

India. He ruled over for five years and was succeeded by his son, Thirvikrama who also had ruled 

for five years. The Bendirur grant mentions that Thirukrama had married a Chola princess but the 
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indentification of the Chola princess could not be made. 

BHUVIKRAMA (AD 665-725): 

Thiruvikarama‟s son was Bhuvikrama who seems to have ascended the throne of 

Gangavadi in AD 665. His region was marked by many wars and conquests. He sided with the 

Chalukyas in the „Pallavas-Chalukyas conflict‟ of that time and he fought a battle with the Pallava 

King Parameswaravarman-I, and snatched the royal necklace of the Pallava, which was said to 

have been retried from the Gangas, later, by Nandivarma Pallava. 

KONGANIVARAMAN-III (AD 725-750): 

Bhuvikarma was succeeded by Konganivaraman III. Though no clear evidence is there to 

say that he was the son fo Bhuvikarma, some scholars computing certain available records 

surmise so. His region witnessed peace and prosperity. He was also known as Sivamara. 

THE DISINTEGRATION OF THE GANGAS: 

The end of the rigion of Bhuvikrama witnessed the disintegration of the central power of 

the Gangas. Bhuvikrama divided his entire empire into sizable units and left them incharge of the 

members of the royal family to be governed by them in subordination to the centre. One of such 

division was the Kongu region which included the Nilgiris. The rulers of this region were termed 

Kongu Gangas. The first Kongu Gangas was Vallabharaya, the brother of Konganivarman-III in 

whose time the division of empire occurred and the branch of rulers went upto Madhava-II. The 

exact relationship between these Kongu Gangas and the Central authority is not exactly known. 

PANDYAN INROADS: 

As the Gangas Kingdom become weak, the neighbouring powers began their inroads into 

Gangas territory. Pandyan King Sadayan Ranadhira conquered parts of Kongu country. His son 

Arikesari Maravarman is said to have crossed the river Cauvery and subdued certain hilly parts of 

the Kongu country. Pandya Neduncheliyan is also said to have captured the powerful king of 

western Kongu with his elephants and subdued Kongubhumi so that the noisy drum was sounding 

his fame throughtout the Kanakabhumi. Kanakabhumi literally means, the land of gold. There is a 

reference that there were gold mines in the Nilgiris which attracted the Romans to trade with the 

country in early centuries of the Christian era. Hence, the view that „Kanakabhumi‟ mentioned to 

have been conquered by Pandya Neduncheliyan was the Nilgiris, cannot be altogether ruled out. 

THE PALLAVAS: 

The Pallavas whose powers were on the rise in the 7th and 8
th
 centuries were also 

constant foes to the Gangas. Pallavamalla, with the assistance of his general Udhaya Chandra 

occupied a half of the Kongu country. By this time, there was a political crisis in the territory and 

the regime of the Kongu was on the decline. 

But, by AD 930, the Nilgiris continued to be under the Ganga rule which is proved by an 

inscription which shows that the Wayanad was then part of the territories of the well known 

Ganga dynasty of Mysore. This record relates, how on the death of Ereyappa, the then king of the 

Gangas, his sons, Rachamalla and Butuka both claimed to succeed to the throne. Rachamalla was 

in Wayanad at the time and Butuka sent for him and proposed that they should settle their 

differences by dividing the country-between them. But Rachamalla‟s envoy replied that they did 

not wish any one other than Rachamalla to rule over the Kingdom of Wayanad. Hostilities 

between the brothers naturally followed in which Rachmalla was killed and Butuka become the 

undisputed master of Wayanad. 
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 CONCLUSION: 

The Sangam works give a fairly much informaton on political changes in ancient 

Tamilagam. As in any other society the Tamils were divided into tribes with their own leaders, 

habits and pursuits. Through progress in settled life they came to possess particular territories and 

through conflicts and alliances transformed themselves into political powers. Tolkappiyar refers 

to twelve political divisions called nadus. 

The Pallavas with the assistance of his General Udhaya Chandra occupied a half of the 

Kongu country. Pandyan King Sadayan Ranadhira son Arikesari Maravarman is said to have 

crossed the river Cauvery and subdued certain hilly parts of the Kongu country. 

H.B. Grigg, W. Francis and some other writers have remarked that the Nilgiris had no 

history prior to the British occupation of the district. This may be true, perhaps partially with 

regards to the political history. According to a contemporary author who has, besides many books 

on the Nilgiri Hills and its people, published A Bibliography for the Nilgiri Hills of South India. 

In this chapter an attempt is made to present the history of the district chronologically, by culling 

out historical episodes relating to the Nilgiris, from the standard and authentic works. 

Though it was true that the Nilgiris was not a cynosure to lure the invaders and the rulers, 

the fact remains that it formed part of the kingdoms of the Cholas, Cheras, Kongu kings, 

Kadambas, Gangas, Nolambas, Hoysalas, Ummattur chiefs, Mysore Odeyars, Nayaks and others. 
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jpUj;njhz;lh; fhg;gpaj;jpy; mwk; 

jpUkjp. N[h. vg;rpgh 
Kidth; gl;l Ma;thsh; cjtpg; Nguhrphpia> 

jkpo;j;Jiw GdpjNgJU fy;tpapay; fy;Y}hp> fUkj;jk;gl;b. 

Kd;Diu  

,yf;fpa cyfpy; fhg;gpak; xU jdp ,lj;ijg; ngw;Ws;sJ. ,yf;fpa 
tsk; epiwe;j goikahd nkhopfspy; Kjy; ,yf;fpakhf “fhg;gpak;” miktijf; 
fhzyhk;. ,yf;fpa tiffspy; xd;whd fpwp];Jt ,yf;fpak; Nkiyehl;L 
jpUj;njhz;lh;fshy; Njhw;Wtpf;fg;gl;L ek;kth;fshy; tsh;f;fg;gl;L mjd; 
vy;iyahdJ gue;J tphpe;J nrd;W nfhz;bUf;fpd;wJ. fpwp];Jt ,yf;fpak; 
,NaR fpwp];Jit kl;LNk ikakhff; nfhs;shky; mthpd; rPlh;fs; kw;Wk; 
mthpd; nfhs;iffisia gpd;gw;wpNthiu ikakhff; nfhz;Lk; tpsq;Ffpd;wJ.  

jpUj;njhz;lh; fhg;gpak;  

 Nguhrphpah; ,d;dhrp mth;fshy; 2007-k; Mz;L vOjp ntspaplg;gl;l 
fhg;gpak; jpUj;njhz;lh; fhg;gpak; MFk;. ,th; GJf;Nfhl;il khtl;lj;jpYs;s 
jpUkak; vDk; Chpy; 1934-Mk; Mz;L gpwe;jth;. ,th; ghisaq;Nfhl;ilapYs;s 
J}a rNthpahh; fy;Y}hp jkpo;j;Jiwj; jiytuhfTk;> nrd;idg; 
gy;fiyf;fofj;jpy; fpwp];Jtj; jkpo; ,yf;fpaj;Jiw jiytuhfTk; 
gzpahw;wpath;. jpUj;njhz;lh; fhg;gpak; ,e;jpa Jizf; fz;lj;jpd; tuyhw;wpy; 
Fwpg;ghf Nfus khepyj;jpd; “jpUtpjhq;$h;” vd;Dk; FWepyg;gug;gpy; tho;e;j 
Njtrfhak; gps;isapd; tho;tpay; $Wfis ,yf;fpa eaq;fSld; vLj;J$Wk; 
E}yhFk;. ,e;E}ypy; nrhy;yg;gl;Ls;s mwk; gw;wpaf; fUj;Jfisf; fhz;Nghk;. 

mwk;  

 khdpl elj;ij newpgl;ljhf mike;jpUg;gjid mwk; vd;fpNwhk;. mwk; 
vd;w Nfs;tp vOk;NghJ ekJ Kd;Ndhh;fs; tpl;Lr;nrd;w tsq;fs;> 
topfhl;Ljy;fs;> gFj;jwpT kw;Wk; kdr;rhd;wpd; gbahd elj;ijfs;> midthpd; 
eyd;> mfpk;ir> cz;ik vd gytw;wpd; $l;lhfTk; ekJ gpd;gw;wYf;F 
cfe;jitfs; midj;Jk; mwk; vd fhe;jpa Ma;thsh; jpU. nrag;gpufhrk; 
$Wfpd;whh;.  

cz;ikAk; cs;sj;J}a;ikAk;  

 ek;gpf;iff;F mbg;gilahdJ cz;ikAk;> cs;sj;J}a;ikAk; MFk;. 
nghwhikf; nfhz;L gpwiuj; Jd;GWj;jpdhy; ehKk; Jd;Gw NehpLk; vd;gij 
czh;e;j jpU. ePyfz;ld; mth;fs; khh;j;jhz;lth;kdpd; muritapy; kd;dDf;F 
njhpahky; eilngw;Wf; nfhz;bUe;j Coy;fis fz;lwpe;J cs;sJ cs;sthNw 
kd;ddplk; njhptpj;Js;shh;. ,jid> 

“ gopRkj;j tpUk;GtNdy; gpd;Ndhh; ehspy;  
  gopNaw;f Ntz;btUk; vd;gjwpNtd;  
  mopj;njhopf;f tpUk;GtNdy; gpd;Ndhh; ehspy;  
  mope;njhopNtd; vd;gjid mwpNtd; ehNd” 

(jpUj;njhz;lh;fhg;gpak; - gh.1040 ) 
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vd;gij mWjpapl;L $Wfpwhh;. fUt+yg; nghWg;ghshpd; fsTr; nraiy mwpe;j 
kd;dd;;> 

“cUtpdpNy J}a;ikadha; ,Ue;jhy; Nghjh! 
 cs;sj;jpy; J}a;ikaJk; Ntz;Lk; vd;whd;” 

(jpUj;njhz;lh; fhg;gpak; - gh. 1044) 

vd;w fUj;ij $wp> Ruz;ly; Ngh;topfSf;F rhl;ilab mspj;J cs;sj;J}a;ik 
kdpjDf;F kpfTk; mtrpakhdJ vd;W typAWj;Jfpwhh;.  

gpzpNghf;Fk; kUj;Jtk;  

kdpj caph; tpiykjpg;gw;wJ. kdpjDf;F Neha; te;jhy;> kUj;Jthplk; 
nry;tJ tof;fk; kUj;Jth; Neha;f;F jFe;j kUe;Jfis toq;fp Nehahsp 
tpiutpy; eyk; ngw cjTthh;. ,j;jifa caph;fhf;Fk; kUj;Jtj;Jiw ,d;W 
gzk; rk;ghjpf;Fk; Nehf;fpy; nray;gl;L tUfpd;wJ. ePyfz;lg;gps;is fhyj;jpYk; 
,Nj mtyk; ,Ue;Js;sJ. kUj;Jtk; mwk; vd;gijAk;> mjid mtykhf;Fgth; 
mj;Jiwf;Fj; jFjpaw;wth; vd;gijAk;>  

“tud;Kiwia kPWgth; vtNu ahapd; 
  tFj;Js;s jz;lidf;Nf chpah; Mth; 
  cuKila jiytUila kfsha; ,Ug;gpd;  
  chpanjhU jz;lidNa ,Uik ahFk;.  
  juk;ghh;j;Jj; jz;lidfs; toq;fy; $lh  
  jtw;Wf;Nf chpathW jz;lk; Ntz;Lk;.  

(jpUj;njhz;lh;fhg;gpak; - gh. 1087)  

vd;w thpfs; %yk; mwpa Kbfpd;wJ. gilj;jiyth; kfs; xUth; murdpd; 
kUj;Jtkidapy; nrtpypauhf gzpGhpe;jhh;. ,th; kUj;Jtkidapd; ,ytr 
kUe;Jfisf; fhRf;F tpw;gijf; fz;ldh;. gilj;jiyth; kfs; vd;gjhy;> kf;fs; 
,jid murdplk; $wg;gae;jdh;. Mdhy; ePyf;fz;lgps;is ,r;nra;jpia murdpd; 
ftdj;jpw;F nfhz;L te;jhh;. ,jidawpe;j kd;dd;> gilj;jiythpd; kfshapDk; 
jtW nra;jhy; jz;lidf;F chpath; Mthh; vd;W $wpdhh;. 

nghiwAilik 

xUth; jdf;F vjpuhf jPq;F nra;jhy; mijg;gw;wp vz;zp 
kdNrhh;tilahky; mij kdjpy; itj;Jf; nfhs;shky; kd;dpj;J kwf;f Ntz;Lk; 
vd;Dk; fUj;ij  

 “nghiwAilik nfhs;tJNt ed;ikahFk; 
  nghWf;fhNjhh; Ngr;rpidNa kwf;f Ntz;Lk; 
  kiwthfg; NgRtij kdj;Jl; nfhs;s  
  kdkjid cWjpahff; nfhs;s Ntz;Lk;” 

(jpUj;njhz;lh;fhg;gpak; - gh. 1140) 

vd;w thpfs; topahf mwpa Kbfpd;wJ. jhd; nra;Ak; gzpfisf; fz;L 
nghwhikf; nfhz;L> kiwthfg; NgRk; mikr;rh;fspd; vz;zj;ij mwpe;j 
ePyfz;ld; vijg;gw;wpAk; ftiyf; nfhs;shky; kdij cWjpahf itj;J 
gzpia nrt;tNd nra;J kd;ddpd; ghuhl;ilg; ngw Ntz;Lk; vd;W vz;zpdhh;. 
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,jd;%yk; gpwh; kiwthfg; NgRtij kdjpy; itj;J nfhs;shky; kd;dpf;Fk; 
ePyfz;ldpd; kdjpid mwpa Kbfpd;wJ. 

Viof;F cjTjy;  

 Viof;F cjTjy; ,iwtDf;F cjTjy; Nghd;wjhFk;. ehk; fhZk; Vio> 
vspath;fs;> NehAw;Nwhh; Jd;gj;jpy; thLNthh;> NjitapypUg;Nghh; Nghd;Nwhhpd; 
Njitawpe;J jq;fsplk; cs;stw;iw ,y;yhjth;f;F gfph;e;jspg;gjd; %yk; 
kdepiwT mila KbAk;. gpwUf;F cjTk; gz;G xt;nthUtUf;Fk; mtrpak; 
vd;gij>  

“vhpAk; neUg;igj; jz;zPh; mtpf;Fk;  
 Vioapd; tho;it cjtpfs; fhf;Fk;  
 vhpr;ry; grpaiu vd;Wk; tijf;Fk;  
 Vioapd; frg;Gzh; Td;idr; rgpf;Fk;  
 chpa ePjpiag; ngWjy; Ntz;Lk;  
 cod;why; tWikapy; cjty; Ntz;Lk;  
 chpik tho;tpy; xLf;fg;gl;lhy; 
 cWjpaha; mtiu tpLf;f Ntz;Lk;” 

(jpUj;njhz;lh;fhg;gpak; - gh. 1294) 

vd;W tptpypaj;jpy; rPuhf; E}ypy; $wg;gl;Ls;s fUj;Jf;fs; %yk; vhpAk; neUg;ig 
jz;zPh; mizg;gJ Nghy; ViofSf;F ehk; nra;Ak; cjtp mth;fspd; tho;it 
fhf;Fk;. grpahy; thLk; Vioapd; frg;Gzh;T ek;ik rgpf;Fk;. NkYk; ViofSf;F 
chpa ePjpiag; ngw;W jUjy;> tWikapy; cjTjy;> xLf;fg;gl;lth;f;F chpik 
tho;tspj;jy; Nghd;w cjtpfis nra;a Ntz;Lk; vd;w fUj;J 
typAWj;jg;gl;Ls;sJ.  

giftDf;F ,uq;Fk; Nguwk; 

 jd;id rpYitapy; miwe;jth;fSf;fhf ,NaR ,iwtdplk; kd;whbdhh; 
vd;gJ cyfwpe;j nra;jp. Mdhy;> giftDf;Fk; ,uq;Fk; mNj Nguwj;ij 
cyNfhh; gpd;gw;w Ntz;Lk; vd;W jpUj;njhz;lh; fhg;gpak; typAWj;Jk; ghh;it 
Kw;wpYk; GjpajhFk;.  

“mbg;gjw;fha; ahdbia thq;ftpy;iy 
  md;gpDf;fha; mbNaw;W tho itg;Ngd;” 

(jpUj;njhz;lh;fhg;gpak; - gh. 1977) 

vd;w thpfs; gpwh;jUk; typfSf;F vjph; tpidahw;whky; md;igNa ju 
typAWj;JfpwJ.  

nra;td jpUe;jr; nra;jy; 

Neh;ik jpwj;ij neQ;rpy; epiwj;J murd; gzpj;j midj;Jg; gzpfisAk; 
jpUj;jKw epiwNtw;wpa ePyfz;lh; kd;dd; kdjpy; ek;gpf;if ikakhdhh;.  

“,jid ,jdhy; ,td;Kbg;ghd; vd;wha;e;J 
 mjid mtd;fz; tply;” 

vd;w FwSf;Nfw;g muz;kidiaf; fl;Lk; ngUk; nghWg;ig kd;dd; ePyfz;lhplk; 
xg;gilj;jhh;.  
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“,bg;gjw;Nf vtuhYk; ,ayh thWk; 
  ,bf;fthpd; flg;ghiu xbA khWk;  
  mbg;gilNa typikAld; mikA khWk;  
  mjw;Nfw;w fw;fisNa tutioj;jhd;” 

(jpUj;njhz;lh;fhg;gpak; - gh. 1147) 

vd;w thpfs; ePyfz;lh; fl;ba muz;kidapd; cWjpj;jd;ikAk; mtuJ jpUj;jr; 
nra;Ak; nraypd; Neh;ikiaAk; ntspg;gLj;JfpwJ. “nra;td jpUj;j nra;” vd;w 
xsitapd; thf;F ,jid cWjpg;gLj;JfpwJ.  

kd;dpf;Fk; kdk;  

,iwtd; thOk; ,lkhd Nfhapypy; gzpahw;WnthUs; rpyh; kl;Lk; md;whl 
G+irfs; nra;tjpy;iy> flTSf;Fhpa ke;jpuq;fis khwhky; nrhy;tjpy;iy. 
thrid kyh;fSf;Fg; gjpy; thridaw;w kyh;fisf; Fiwe;j tpiyapy; 
thq;Fjy;> thrid kyh;fSf;Fs;s fhRjidj; jdpahf thq;fpf; nfhz;L 
fzf;Ffisf; $Ljyhf vOJk; epiy Nghd;wit ,Ue;jd. gf;jh;fs; jUk; 
fhzpf;iffisf; ifr;nryTf;F vLg;gJk;> me;jf; fzf;F tof;Ffspy; nryT 
$l;bf; fzf;Ffs; fhl;lg;gl;lJk; fz;Lgpbf;fg;gl;ld. ,it midj;Jk; 
fhg;gpaj;jiytd; ePydhy; murUf;Fj; njhptpf;fg;gl;ld. rk;ge;jg;gl;l jiyik 
mh;r;rfiu tprhhpj;Jr; rpdk; nfhz;lhd; murd;. mjw;F mikr;rd;>  

“ngha;Aiuj;Jg; gadpy;iy vd;W zh;e;jhh; 
NghFKaph; jpUk;gptuh njd;W zh;e;jhh; 

nka;Aiuf;fj; njk;gpy;iy NkYk; ngha;ahy; 
  Nkw;gjtp jidapof;f tpUg;gk; ,y;iy 

nra;njhopyhy; Nrh;j;j nghUs; njhifiaf; $wpr;  
  nrQ;Nrhw;Wf; fld;jPh;f;fh epiyAk; $wp 

nka;jiuapy; tpotzq;fpg; nghWf;F khW 
  NkNdhf;fp kd;dd;Kfk; ghh;j;J epd;whh;”.  

     (jpUj;njhz;lh;fhg;gpak; - gh. 1077) 
,dpNky; jtW nra;a$lhJ vd;W $wp kd;dd; kd;dpj;jhh;.  
kf;fs; eyd; 

ehl;by; kf;fs; Fiwtpd;wp tho;f;ifia elj;j rpwe;j Ml;rpahsh; Njit. 
mt;tifapy; jpUtpjhq;$h; gFjpia Mz;l khh;j;jhz;l th;kd; mUfpypUe;j 
rpw;wuRfis ifafg;gLj;jp kw;wth;fisf; fhl;bYk; rpwg;ghf Ml;rp nra;jhd;. 
kf;fs; Fiw jPh;f;Fk; khkd;wkhfNt khh;j;jhz;lth;kdpd; murit mike;jJ. 
kf;fspd; Fiw jPh;g;gNjhL kf;fs; eyg;gzpfSk; Nkw;nfhs;sg;gl;ld.  

Nfhapy; %yk; Md;kPf newpfs; kf;fisr; nrd;W milaf; Nfhtpypy; 
rhpahd gzpahsh;fis epakpj;J g+irelj;Jjy;> jw;NghJs;s fhty;Jiw Nghd;W 
kf;fspd; mikjpahd tho;f;iff;F Ch;f; fhtyh;fis epakpj;jy; Mfpa 
mUk;gzpfs; Nkw;nfhs;sg;gl;ld. epu;thfk; jpwikAld; nray;glg; gy;NtW 
Jiwfshfg; gphpf;fg;gl;L> xt;nthU JiwAk; jdpj;jdp mikr;rh; nghWg;gpy; 
xg;gilf;fg;gl;lJ.  

caph;fsplj;jpy; md;G  
,t;Tyfpy; thOk; midj;J caph;fisAk; xd;wpizg;gJ md;G. jha; 

Foe;ijaplk; fhl;Lk; md;G> caph;fsplj;jpy; fhl;Lk; md;G vd md;gpid thhp 
toq;Fk; nghf;fp\khf jpfo;gts; ngz;. ,jid> 
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“jhnahUj;jp kl;Lkq;Nf jLj;J epd;whs; 
 jiaf;$h;e;J gpsf;fhjPh;! kfid vd;whs; 
 NghnahUj;jp aplkhfg; gps;is tho;e;jhy; 
 NghJkJ vd;wOjhs;” 

(jpUj;njhz;lh;fhg;gpak; - gh. 1286) 

vd;w thpfs; topahf Foe;ijf;fhf NghuhLk; jhahdts; jdJ Foe;ij capNuhL 
kw;nwhUg; ngz;zplk; tsh;e;jhy; NghJkhdJ vd;W vz;Zk; jhapd; md;gpid 
mwpaKbfpd;wJ.  

jd; jpUkzj;jpd; NghJ rPuhff; nfhz;L te;j gR ,we;jij jhq;f 
Kbahj fhg;gpaj;jiytp  

 “rPuhsd; cd;wzf;F kzehs; jd;dpy;  
  rPuhff; nfhz;L te;j gRjhd; md;Nwh? 
 fhuhSk; fodpjdpy; tpl;lhw; $lf;  
  fzNkDk; tha;itf;f tpUk;gp ghj 
 ghuhSk; Nte;jFe;jhd; tpUg;gk; nfhs;Sk;  
  ghw;Ritjhd; nfhz;ljpe;j MNt md;Nwh? 
 ahuhYk; FotpaJk; Jd;gk; fhz 
  ahq;fZNk fz;ljpy;iy vd;Nw mOjhs;  

jpUj;njhz;lh;fhg;gpak; - gh. 2033 

vd;gjpypUe;J jha;f;F Foe;ijapd; kPJs;s msT fle;j md;Gz;L vd;gij 
mwptNjhL kl;Lkpd;wp> Ie;jwpT caph;fsplk; fhl;Lk; md;gpid gw;wp Mrphpah; 
vLj;Jiuj;Js;shh;.  

KbTiu 

 “cs;sNk Nfhapy; Cd; clk;G Myak;” vd;w jpU%yhpd; $w;Wf;Nfw;g 
,iwtid cs;sf; Nfhapypy; itj;J topgl;lth; Njtrfhak; gps;is. vdNt 
jhd; mtUk; jpUj;njhz;luhfpj; nja;tepiy mile;jhh;. cz;ikAk; 
cs;sj;J}a;ikAk;> gpzpNghf;Fk; kUj;Jtk;> nghiwAilik;> ViofSf;F 
cjTjy;> giftDf;F ,uq;Fk; Nguwk;> nra;td jpUe;jr; nra;jy;> kd;dpf;Fk; 
kdk;> kf;fs; eyd;> caph;fsplj;jpy; md;G Mfpa mwnewpfNs jpUj;njhz;lh; 
fhg;gpak; fhl;Lk; tho;tpay; newpfshFk;.  

“neQ;rNk Nfhapy; epidNt Rje;jpuk;  
  md;Ng mQ;rd ePh;  
  G+ir nfhs;s thuha; guhguNk” 

vd;W jhAkhdth; Nghw;wpa mwnewp tho;it ePyfz;lg; gps;is topahf 
jpUj;njhz;lh; fhg;gpak; fhl;LfpwJ. fhg;gpak; KOtJk; tputpf; fplf;Fk; mwf; 
Nfhl;ghLfis fhfpjj;jpy; tphpg;gJ fliyf; fl;Lkuj;jpw;Fs; milf;Fk; 
Kaw;rpf;F xg;ghf mike;Js;sJ. 
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,Njh khDlk; - czh;j;Jk; tho;tpay; tpOkpaq;fs; 

tpz;zurp. 
Kidth; gl;l Ma;thsh>; jkpo;j;Jiw>  

eph;kyh kfsph; fy;Y}hp(jd;dhl;rp)> Nfhit -18 

KfTiu: 

,yf;fpaq;fs; kf;fspd; ghuk;gupaj;ijAk; gz;ghl;ilAk; vLj;Jiuf;Fk; 
,ay;Gilad. rkaq;fs; kf;fspd; tho;f;if Kiwapid newpgLj;Jk; fUtpahfr; 
nray;gLfpd;wd. jdpkdpjidAk; rKjhaj;ijAk; rPh;;gLj;JtjpYk; xOf;f 
newpia vLj;Jiug;gjpYk; fhg;gpaq;fs; Kf;fpa ,lk; ngWfpd;wd. cyf 
rkaq;fs; midj;Jk; xt;nthU gz;ghl;Lg; gpd;dzpapy; gpwe;jit. ,t;tifapy; 
jkpoHjk; gz;ghL gy newpfis tFj;Js;sJ. ,j;jifa jkpo;nkhopapy;; 
Njhd;wpa fpwpj;jt ,yf;fpaq;fs;> ,NaR fpwpj;Jtpd; tho;tpidAk; 
tpOkpaq;fisAk; kdpj Fyj;jpw;F vLj;Jiuf;fpd;wd. mt;thpirapy;> 
,Ugj;njhd;whk; E}w;whz;by; Gyth;.k. mUs; rhkp mtHfs; ,aw;wpa ‘,Njh 
khDlk;’ vd;Dk; fhg;gpa E}y; $Wk; tho;tpay; tpOkpaq;fs; gw;wp ,f;fl;Liuapy; 
vLj;jpak;gg;gLfpd;wd. 

tho;tpay; tpOkpak;: 

tpOkpaq;fs; vdg;gLgit (Values) xU gz;ghl;ilr; rhHe;Njhhpd; 
tho;tpaYf;Fk;> nray;fSf;Fk; elj;ij KiwfSf;Fk; (Behaviour Pattern) 
mtrpakhdit MFk;. tpOkpaq;fs; ehl;bw;F ehL> gz;ghl;bw;Fg; gz;ghL 
khWgLk;. xt;nthU gz;ghLk; xU Fwpg;gpl;l tpOkpaj;jpw;F Kf;fpaj;Jtk; 
jUfpwJ. [g;ghdpaUf;F moFk;> ];ngapd; ehl;ltUf;F Mz;fspd; tPuj;jd;ikAk;> 
[hth jPtpdUf;F mikjpj;jd;ikAk;> ,e;jpaHfSf;F Md;kPf czHTk; 
,d;wpaikah tpOkpaq;fshFk;. jkpoHfs; mftho;itAk;> mfk;rhh;e;j Gw 
tho;itAk; ikag;gLj;jp tho;tpd; tpOkpaq;fis tFj;Js;sdH> ,jid>  

 
“mwj;jhd; tUtNj ,d;gk; kw;nwy;yhk; 

   Gwj;Nj GfOk; ,y” 
      (mwd; typAWj;jy;:9) 

vd;w Fwspd; top mwr;nray;fshy; tUtNj cz;ikahd ,d;gkhFk;. 
mjw;F khwhd nray;fshy; miktJ ,d;gKkhfhJ vd;Wk; mwk; nra;tNj 
tho;tpay; tpOkpakhFk; vd;gijAk; mwpa KbfpwJ. 

fhg;gpaq;fspy; tpOkpak; : 

flTisAk;> muridAk;> jdpkdpjidAk;> ikag;gLj;jp me;je;j fhyr; 
rKjhaj;ijg; gpd;dzpahff; nfhz;L fhg;gpaq;fs; gilf;fg;gl;Ls;sd. ghujKk;> 
,uhkhazKk; flTs; mtjhuq;fis kdpj epajpfSf;Fl;gLj;jp> 
vOjg;gl;litahFk;. rPtf rpe;jhkzp> ngUq;fij Nghd;wit muridj; 
jiyikg;ghj;jpukhff; nfhz;L ,aw;wg;gl;ljhFk;. rpyg;gjpfhuk; - kdpjtho;tpd; 
tpOkpaq;fisAk;> kzpNkfiy - JwT tho;itAk; epiyahikiaAk; 
vLj;jpak;Gk; fhg;gpaq;fshFk;. flTisg;gw;wpajhf ,Ue;jhYk;> kdpjid 
ikag;gLj;jpajhf ,Ue;jhYk;> midj;Jtif fhg;gpaq;fSk;> khDlj;jpw;F> 
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ey;ywKk;> kdpjNeaKk;> <ifFzKk;> ,d;wpaikahjJ vd;gij typAWj;Jk; 
tifapy; vOjg;gl;Ls;sd vd;gJ Fwpg;gplj;jf;fjhFk;. 

,y;ywk; : 

kdpjDk; rKjhaKk; eyk;ngw Ntz;Lkhdhy; FLk;g epWtdk; rpijahky; 
,Uj;jy; Ntz;Lk;. FLk;gf; fl;likg;igr; rhpahd Kiwapy; epiy epWj;Jgth;fs; 
fztDk; kidtpAk; Mth;. ,th;fs; kdk; xd;Wgl;Lr; nray;gl;lhy; tho;f;if 
,dpjhf mikAk;. ,UtUk; md;NghL ,ize;J thOk; epiyapy; kl;LNk 
tpUe;Njhk;gy;> <if> kw;w mwj;ij filgpbf;f KbAk; vd;gij ,yf;fpaq;fs; 
vLj;Jf;fhl;Lfpd;wd. fztDk;> kidtpAk; kdk; xd;wp tho;tNj rpwe;jjhFk;. 
,NjhkhDlj;jpy;> md;Gk; mwKk; nfhz;L tsDk; khpAk; tho;e;j ,y;yw tho;T 
#hpaDk; re;jpuDk; Nghd;W mike;jjid> 

“ ….. …… md;gpy; %o;fp 
md;idAk; je;ij Mf 

   tho;e;jhh;fs; fjpUk; kjpAk;  
thh;j;ijapd; nghUisg; NghNy”  

(,Njh khDlk; gf;:31)  

vd;w thpfspd; top> mwpaKbfpwJ. ‘md;gpd; topaJ caph;epiy’ vd;gjw;Nfw;g 
md;gpd; top elj;jy; vd;gNj ,y;ywj;jpw;Fhpa rpwe;j mwkhFk; vd;gij 
czHj;Jk; tifapy; tsDk; khpAk; tho;e;jhh;fs;; vd;gij mwpa KbfpwJ. 

,iwAzHT:  

kdij xUKfg;gLj;jpl cz;zhkYk; cz;Zk; mstpidf; Fiwj;Jf; 
nfhz;NlDk; cs;sj;jhYk; nrhw;fshYk; flTis nka;ad;NghL tpjpg;gb 
topgLk;NghJ ek;kpy; ,iwAzh;T NkNyhq;FfpwJ. ,jdhy; tsh;fpd;w gf;jpNa 
Nehd;ghfpwJ.  
,jid> 

“kdjhNy Nehd;G Nehw;gpd;  
  Gdpjh;f;F epfuhk;.” 

(,Njh khDlk; gf;:154)  

vd;w thpfshdJ>Nehd;gpw;F Gwj;J}a;ikiaf; fhl;bYk; mfj;J}a;ikNa 
kpfTk; ,d;wpaikahjJ vd;gij vLj;Jiug;gjhf mike;Js;sJ. NkYk;> 
mfj;J}a;ikNahL Nehd;G Nkw;nfhs;Sk; NghJ Gdpjh;f;F epfuhfg; Nghw;wg;gLtH 
vd;gijAk; czuKbfpwJ.  

kdpj Neak;: 

kdpjid kjpj;J md;G nra;Ak; cahpa FzNk kdpj NeakhFk;. ,J 
kdpjhgpkhdk; vdTk; miof;fg;gLk;. Mq;fpyj;jpy; ,jid ‘Humanisum’ vd;W 
miog;gh;. ey;y rpe;jidAld; gpwiu thoitj;Jj; jhDk; tho;tNj kdpj 
Neaj;jpd; khz;ghFk;. ,jid  

“cw;wth; fhj;jy; Ntz;Lk; 
cjtp nra;J kPl;ly; Ntz;Lk;”  

 (,Njh khDlk; gf;:352) 
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 vd;w thpfspd; top jk;ik ek;gp jQ;rk; GFNthiu ghJfhf;f Ntz;Lk;. 
mth;fspd; tho;T cau cjtp nra;a Ntz;Lk;. ,t;thW> gpwupd; tho;T Nkk;gl 
Kd;tUk; NghJ kdpj Neak; kpspUk; vd;gij> czu KbfpwJ. 

kd;dpg;G: 

 cyfpy; gilf;fg;gl;l kdpjh;fs; midtUk; gifapd;wp> kd;dpj;J> md;G 
nra;J> tho Ntz;Lk;. ,jid ,NaR jk; tho;tpy; jd;id Jd;GWj;jpath;fis 
kd;dpj;J mth;fSf;fhf je;ijaplk; nrgpj;jhh>; mt;topapy; tho;e;Jk; fhl;bdhh;. 
,jid>  

  “kd;dpAq;fs; ,th;fs; Fw;wk;    
  kd;whLNtd; je;ij ck;ik” 
     (,Njh khDlk; gf;:675)  

vd;w thpfs; ,NaRtpd; md;G topapy; kd;dpj;J> Vw;W kfpo;NthL tho Ntz;Lk; 
vd;gij> mwpa KbfpwJ.  

md;G: 

ehk; nra;Ak; jtk;> ek; caph;j;; jd;ikiaj; njhl Ntz;Lk;. ek; 
caph;j;jd;ik ve;j msT md;Gkakhf ,Uf;f Ntz;Lnkdpy;> vt;tpj 
vjph;g;ghh;g;Gkpd;wp jd;idNa jUtJ jhd; cz;ikahd md;G. ,jid> fUtiu 
Kjy; fy;yiw tiu jd; tho;thNy tho;e;J fhl;bath; ,NaR.  

  “jd;idNa ,oe;Nj jpahfk; - nra;Nay;  
   juzpapy; khw;wk; Njhd;whJ 
  jd;idNa ,oe;Nj jpahfk; - nra;jhy;  
   juzpapy; khw;wk; GjpjhFk;” 

      (,Njh khDlk; gf;:706) 

 Nkw;fz;lthpfshdJ> ,t;Tyfpy; jPikfs; Fiwe;J ed;idfs; ngUfp> r%f 
khw;wk;;;;;;; epfo Ntz;Lnkdpy;> jd;idNa jpahfk; nra;Ak; cs;sk; cs;stuhy; 
kl;LNk caHe;Njhuhf KbAk; vd;gjw;Fr; rhd;whf tho;e;J fhl;baH ,NaRgpuhd; 
vd;gij njspTWj;JfpwJ.  

“nghy;yhj gifjhd; Ntz;lhk; 
    Gdpjkhk; ez;G Ntz;Lk; 
    vy;yhUk; el;gha; tho;Nthk;:”  

      (,Njh khDlk; gf;:137) 

gifapd;wp tho ,dpa nrhw;fisg; NgRtNj rpwe;jjhFk;> ,dpanrhy; cs;s 
NghJ> ,d;dhjtw;iw $WtJ> fdpapUf;f fha; ftHe;jw;whFk; vd;w ts;StH 
Fwpg;gpLtJ Nghy> gad;jUk; nrhw;fisg; Ngrp gifapd;wp el;Gld; tho;jy; 
Ntz;Lk;. mt;thW thOk; NghJ mwj;jpd; nray;fs; epiwe;J fhzg;gLk;. 
,d;nrhy; Ngrp> gifapd;wp md;G nra;J el;Gld; tho;tNj el;gpd; cr;rkhFk; 
vd;gij ,NjhkhDlk; tpsf;FfpwJ.  
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gad; fUjh cjtp: 

gpwtpapd; gaNd gpwH eyd; NgZjy; vd;Dk; cz;ikiaj; jkpoH md;Nw> 
jk; tho;tpaw; nfhs;ifahff; nfhz;bUe;jij cse;njhWk; ,d;gk; jUtjhf 
cs;sJ. kdpjdhfg; gpwe;j xt;nthUtUk; VNjh xUtifapy; gpwUf;F cjtp 
nra;a Ntz;Lk.; ahUk; jdpj;J tho KbahJ. xUth; kw;nwhUtiur; rhh;e;J 
tho;tJ tho;tpay; KiwahFk;. gaid vjph;ghh;f;fhky; nra;fpd;w cjtpjhd; 
cjtpahf fUjg;gLk;. ,j;jifa gad; fUjh cjtpNa rpwe;jjhFk;. fy;tpawpT 
ngw;w mwpQh;fs; nghUspy;yhj twpath;fSf;Fr; nra;tJjhd; cjtp vd;W 
ed;ndwp Fwpg;gpLfpwJ> ,jid> 

“ifkhW cfthky; fw;wwpe;Njhh; nka;tUj;jpj;  
jk;khy; ,aYjtp jhk; nra;thh;.” 

(ed;ndwp:27) 
vd;w ghly;thpfspd; top mwpayhfpwJ 

md;id khpahs; vyprngj;jpd; ,y;yj;jpw;F tpiue;J nrd;whh;. fUTw;wpUe;j 
vyprngj;jp;w;F Njitahd gzpfs; midj;ijAk; nra;J jk; ,y;yk; nrd;wij> 

“vyprngj;J ,y;yj;jpy; 
csk;kfpo;e;Nj khpahSk; 
,Ue;jhh; gyehl;fs; 
tpUe;jhh; ehnsy;yhk; 
gzptpilfs; ghq;fhf” 

(,Njh khDlk; gf;:35) 

vd;w thpfshdJ kw;wtUf;fhf tho;tNj rpwe;j tho;thFk; vd;gij 
czh;j;Jfpd;wd..  

tpUe;Njhk;gy;:  

tho;tpay; newpKiwfspy; Kf;fpa $whd ,y;ywj;jpy; tpUe;Njhk;gy; 
,d;wpaikahj xd;whFk;. jkpoh; gz;ghl;by; Nghw;WjYf;Fhpa gz;ghL 
tpUe;Njhk;gy; jd; ,y;yj;ij ehb te;jth;f;F ,y;iynad;W nrhy;yhJ kdk; 
kfpOkhW cgrhpj;jNy> rpwe;j gz;ghFk;. ,NaRtpd; Nghjidfis ,unty;yhk; 
Nfl;L> kf;fs; Md;k gyk; ngw;wdh;. kf;fspd; tapw;Wg;grpapid Mw;wpl ,NaR 
tpUk;gpaNghJ Kd;te;j rpWtdpd; gfph;tpid> 

“rpd;dnjhU rpWtd; ,q;Nf 
rpwg;ghd mg;gk; Ie;J 

   jd;DlNd kPd;fs; ,uz;L jUfpwhd;” 

     (,Njh khDlk; gf;:322)  

vd;w ghly; thpfs;> czitg; gfph;e;J cz;gNj khDlg;gz;ghFk; vd;gij 
tpsf;Ffpd;wd. 
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jpUtpoh: 

 r%fj;jpy; kf;fs; gy gphpTfshfg; gphpe;J tho;e;jhYk; mth;fs; 
midtiuAk; xd;W Nrh;g;gJ tpohf;fNs MFk;. rKjhaj;jpy; grp> gpzp> gif 
Nghd;w ,d;dy;fspypUe;J tpLgl;L> ,d;gKld; tho tpohf;fs; 
nfhz;lhlg;gLfpd;wd. 

“grpAk; gpzpAk; gifAk; ePq;fp 
trpAk; tsDk; Ruf;nfd tho;j;jp 
mzptpoh miwe;jdd; mfefh; kUq;nfd”  

     (kzpNkfiy> tpohtiuf;fhij:70-72) 

vd etpy;fpwJ kzpNkfiy. 

,];uNay; kf;fs; mbik epiyapypUe;J chpik tho;Tf;F mioj;Jr; 
nry;yg;gl;lij epidTWj;Jk; tpoh gh];fh tpoh MFk.; ,t;tpohtpidf; 
nfhz;lhl md;id khpahTk; #irAk; ,NaRk; nrd;wdh;. 

   “nrd;whh;fs; vUrNyk; Nehf;fp  
   rpe;ijnay;yhk; gh];fh tpohtpy;”  
      (,Njh khDlk; gf;:93) 

vd;w ghly;thpfs; fhg;gpaq;fspy; ,lk;ngWk; tpohf;fspd; thapyhf kdpjg;gz;G 
NkNyhq;fpapUg;gij mwpaKbfpwJ.  

epiwthf:  

,d;iwa cyfpy; kdpjd; gy Mf;fg;g+h;tkhd cj;jpfisf; ifahz;L 
jdf;nfd xU tho;f;if Kiwia tFj;Jf;nfhs;fpwhd;. ,j;jifa nray;> 
mtdJ tho;f;ifapy; gy khw;wq;fis Vw;gLj;JfpwJ. khw;wq;fs; gy Vw;gbDk;> 
ey;ywj;jhy; thOk; kdpjNd GfNohL vd;Wk; epiyj;J epw;ghd; vd;Wk;> mt;thW 
epiyj;J epw;f> xU kdpjd; jd; tho;tpy; gpd;gw;w Ntz;ba tho;tpay; 
tpOkpaq;fshd ‘gad; fUjh cjtp> ,iwAzh;T> ,y;tho;f;if> tpUe;Njhk;gy;> 
kdpj Neak;> kd;dpg;G> md;G’ Nghd;w gz;Gfisf; filgpbj;J> Rita+l;Lk; 
cg;ghf> topfhl;Lk; xspahf tho ‘,Njh khDlk;’ vd;w E}ypd; top MrphpaH 
njspTgLj;jpAs;sij ,f;fl;Liu top mwpayhfpwJ. 

Jiz epd;w E}y;fs;  

1) ,Njh khDlk;  - Gyth;.k.mUs;rhkp 
jdnyl;Rkp gjpg;gfk; 
nrd;id 600 014 

2)  mgpjhd rpe;jhkzp - M.rpq;fhu NtYKjypahh; 
 Vrpad; vLNf\d; rh;tP]; 
 GJby;yp – 110016 

3) jpUf;Fws;  - rhujh gjpg;fk; 
 nrd;id 600 014  
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ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gilapy; epytpaYk; r%f mikg;Gk ; 

gh. Nkhfd; 
KidtHgl;l Ma;thsH(KONeuk;)>  

eph;kyh kfsph; fy;Y}hp(jd;dhl;rp)> Nfhit -18. 

Kd;Diu: 

 cyfpy; ,d;W tof;fpy; ,Uf;Fk; njhd;ikahd nkhopfSs; xd;W 
jkpo;nkhop. ,k;nkhop kpfTk; goikahd ,yf;fz> ,yf;fpa tsq;fisj; 
jd;dfj;Nj nfhz;Ls;sJ. ,yf;fpa tiffSs; Kjd;ikahf itj;Jg; 
Nghw;wj;jf;fJ rq;f ,yf;fpak; MFk;. ,r;rq;f ,yf;fpakhdJ 
gjpndz;Nkw;fzf;F>gjpndz;fPo;f;fzf;F vDk; ,UgphpTfisf; nfhz;ljhFk;. 
mtw;Ws;> gjpndz;fPo;fzf;fpy; gj;Jg;ghl;L E}y;fSs; xd;whf miktNj 
ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gilahFk.; ,e;E}y; thapyhf rq;ffhy kdpjd; jhd; tho;e;j 
epytpaYk; mtw;wpd; %yk; mikAk; r%f mikg;Gk; Fwpj;J tpsf;Ftjhf 
,t;tha;Tf;fl;Liu mikfpwJ. 

ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gil tpsf;fk;: 

 ghprpy; ngw;w ghzd; jd;idg; Nghd;W ghprpy; ngwtpUf;Fk; kw;nwhUtid 
Mw;Wg; gLj;JtNj Mw;Wg;gilahFk;. ,jid njhy;fhg;gpak;> 

“$j;jUk; ghzUk; nghUeUk; tpwypAk; 
Mw;wpilf; fhl;rp cwoj; Njhd;wpg;  
ngw;w ngUtsk; ngwhmh;f;F mwpTwP,r; 
nrd;Wgad; vjpur; nrhd;d gf;fKk;”(njhy;.nghUs;:36) 

vd;W vLj;Jiwf;fpd;wJ. nghpaahopid> mjhtJ Nghpahopid itj;Js;s ghzd; 
nghUk;ghzd; vd;wiof;fg;gl;lhd;. ngUk;ghzd; Mw;Wg;gLj;Jk; tpjj;jpy; ,e;E}y; 
miktjhy; ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gil vd toq;fg;gl;lJ. tWik epiyapypUf;ff; 
$ba ghzid njhz;ilkhd; ,se;jpiuadplk>; ghprpy; ngw;w ghzd; 
Mw;Wg;gLj;Jk; tpj;jpy; mike;Js;sJ. mg;ghzd; jhd; ngw;w ghpR gw;wpAk; 
fle;J te;j epyj;jpd; jd;ikfisAk; mq;F thOk; kf;fspd; tho;tpay; #oy;fs; 
Nghd;wtw;iw vy;yhk; 500 mbfspy; fbaY}h; cUj;jpuq;fz;zdhh; tpsf;fpAs;shh;. 
,e;E}y; Mw;Wg;gil E}y;fspy; mstpy; nghpajhfTk; Mrphpag;gh tbtpy; 
mike;Js;sJ. 

ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gilapy; epytpay;: 

 kdpj ,dk; Njhd;wpa fhye;njhl;Nl mth;fspd; tho;f;ifahdJ 
,aw;ifNahL ,iae;j tho;f;if Kiwahf ,Ue;Js;sJ. kdpjd; jhd; thOk; 
,lj;jpd; #oYf;F Vw;wthW jd;Dila ,Ug;gplk;> njhopy;> czTKiw 
Nghd;wtw;iw Vw;W tho;e;Js;shd;. mjid Gyg;gLj;Jk; Nehf;fpy; 
ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gilapd; Mrphpah; ghzd; ghpR ngw fle;J nrd;w epyq;fspd; 
jd;ikfis vLj;Jf;$wpAs;shh;. 
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ghiy: 

 RuKk; Ruk; rhh;e;J> twz;l epyg;gFjpahff; fhl;rpaspg;gJ ghiy 
epykhFk;.,q;F vapdh;> vapw;wpah; ,e;epykf;fshf tho;e;Js;sdh;. ,th;fspd; 
tPl;likg;ghdJ ghiy epyj;jpd; jd;ikf;F Vw;w tifapy; mike;jpUe;jJ. mjpy; 
mzpYk; vypAk; Eioa Kbahjgb neUf;fkhf <r;r ,iyapy; Ntag;gl;l Fbiy 
mike;jpUe;jdh;. ,jid> 

“Ntw;wiy ad;d ite;Ejp neLe;jfh; 
<j;jpiy Nta;e;j va;g;Gwf; Fuk;ig” (ngUk;.87>88) 

vd;w mbfs; Fwpg;gpLfpd;wd. vapdh;fs; cztpw;fhf Gy;yhprpapid Nrfhpj;J 
te;Js;sdh;. mjid vapw;wpah; cyf;ifapy; ,bj;J rikj;J fUthl;Lf; 
Fok;NghL Njf;f ,iyapy; czT cz;ljid> 

“nja;t kilapy; Njf;fpiyf; Fiu,Ek; 
igjPh; fLf;nghL gjkpfg; ngWFtph;” (ngUk;. 104> 105) 

vd;w mbfshy; mwpaKbfpwJ. ,t;thW ghiy epykhdJ twz;l kzw;ghq;fhd 
,lkhff; fhzg;gl;lhYk; fpilj;j nghUspidf; nfhzL; twpath;fSf;F 
cztspj;jJ Gyg;gLfpwJ. 

FwpQ;rp: 

FwpQ;rp epynkd;gJ kiyAk; kiy rhh;e;j gFjpahf tpsq;FtjhFk;. 
,g;gFjpapy; thOk; Mz;fs; jq;fspd; njhopy;fspy; xd;whd Mepiufisf; 
fth;e;Js;sdh;. gpd; mjdhy; fpilf;ff; $ba nghUspidf; nfhz;L fs;Sz;L 
kfpo;e;jpUe;j epiyapid> 

“nry;eh ad;d fUtpw; Rw;wnkhL 
Nfsh kd;dh; fbGyk; Gf;F 
ehsh je;J ewTnfhil njhiyr;rp 
,y;yL fs;spd; Njhg;gp gUfp” (ngUk;. 139-142) 

vd;w ghlybfs; top mwpaKbfpwJ. FwpQ;rpepy kf;fs; Mepiu fth;jypd; %yk; 
fpilj;j nghUspidAk; fs;spidAk; kw;wth;fSf;Fk; gfph;e;jspj;J kfpo;e;jJ 
Gyg;gLfpwJ. 

Ky;iy: 

Ky;iy epyj;jpy; thOk; kf;fs; Nfhtyh;fs; vd;wiof;fg;gl;ldh;;. 
mth;fspd; tPlhdJ> MLfs; jpd;Dtjw;fhfj; jiofs; fl;lg;gl;bUf;Fk; rpwa 
J}z;fis cila FbirapidAk; %q;fpy; nfhz;L nrwpthff; fl;lg;gl;l 
fjtpidAk; nfhz;bUe;jJ vd;gjid> 

“………………… kwpa 
Fsfiu ahe;j FWq;fhw; Fuk;igr; 
nrw;iw thapw; nrwpfopf; fjtpw;  
fw;iw Nta;e;j fopj;jiyr; rhk;gpd;” (ngUk;.147-150) 
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vd;w ghly; mbfs; ntspg;gLj;Jfpd;wd. Mah;Fyg; ngz;fshd Ma;r;rpah;fs; 
MepiufspypUe;J fpilf;Fk; ghypidf; nfhz;L Nkhh;> ntz;nza; Nghd;wtw;iw 
vy;yhk; tpw;W tho;e;Js;sdh;. ,jidr; rpyg;gjpfhuk;> 

“Mfhj; Njhk;gp ahg;ga dspf;Fk; 
Nfhtyh; tho;f;ifNahh; nfhLk;ghby;iy”  

(rpyk;G. milfyf;fhij: 120>121) 

vd;w ghly;thpfs; tpsf;Ffpd;wd. ,Nj fUj;jpid ngUk;gzhw;Wg;gilAk; 
$WfpwJ. 

“ehz;Nkhh; khW ed;kh Nkdpr; 
rpWFio Jay;tUk; fhjpw; gidMaj;Njhl; 
FWnewpf; nfhz;l $e;j yha;kfs;” (ngUk;. 160-162) 

vd;w ghly;thpfshy; njspTgLj;JfpwJ. Mah; Fyg;ngz;fs; jq;fspd; FLgk; 
Nkk;ghl;bw;fhfg; ghypidf; nfhz;L tpw;w nghUspy; nghd;> nghUspid thq;fhky; 
Mepiufis thq;fpAs;sJ thapyhf tpahghuk; ngUf;Fk; Nehf;F ntspg;gLfpwJ.  

Ky;iy epy kf;fs; Gy;yhq;Foiy ,irj;Jg; ghba Ky;iyg; gz;iz 
,urpj;jNjhL Fkpo kuj;jpd; jz;by; ‘kuy;’ vdg;gLk; fs;spehuhy; aho; nra;J 
FwpQ;rpg; gz;izAk; ghb kfpo;e;J ,Ue;jdh;. vd;gjid> 

“nre;jPj; Njhl; fUj;Jisf; Foypd; 
 ,d;wPk; ghiy Kidapw; Fkpopd;  

Gof;Nfhl;Lj; njhLj;j guw;Ghp euk;gpd; 
tpyah opirf;Fk; tpunywp FwpQ;rp” (ngUk;: 179-182) 

vd;w ghlybfs; tpsf;Ffpd;wd. 

 Nkw;fz;lthW Ky;iyepy kf;fs; jq;fspd; epyr;#oYf;F Vw;wthW 
tho;e;jNjhL> FwpQ;rp epyg;gz;zhd FwpQ;rpg; gz;izAk; thrpj;J kfpo;e;jdh; 
vd;w nra;jp ,irg;Gyikiaf; fhl;LfpwJ.  

kUjk;: 

 taYk; tay; rhh;e;j gFjp kUjepykhFk;. ,q;F thOk; kf;fs; coth;fs; 
vd;wiof;fg;gl;ldh;. ,th;fs; jq;fspd; njhopyhfpa coTj;njhopypid kpfTk; 
nrk;ikahfr; nra;Js;sdh;. mt;thW cOk;NghJ taypid mfykhfTk; 
MokhfTk; cOJs;sdh; vd;gjid> 

  “Fbepiw ty;rpr; nrQ;rh Yoth; 
eiletpy; ngUk;gfL Gjtpw; G+l;bg; 
gpbth ad;d kbtha; ehQ;rpy; 
cLg;GKf KOf;nfhO %o;f T+d;wp” (ngUk;.197-200) 

vd;w ghly; thpfs; njspTgLj;Jfpd;wd. kUjepykhdJ kpfTk; tsg;gk; kpf;f 
gFjp vd;gjdhy; mq;F thOk; kf;fs; trjpahd ,y;yq;fis mikj;J 
tho;e;Js;sdh;. vd;gjid> 
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“Fkhp %j;j $Nlhq;F ey;ypy;” - (ngUk;. 247) 
   “mkspj; JQ;Rk; moFil ey;ypy;” - (ngUk;.252) 
vd;w ghly; thpfs; thapyhf tsKila ,y;yq;fs; mikf;fg;gl;l nra;jpia 
mwpaKbfpwJ. 

nea;jy;: 

 flYk; fly; rhh;e;j gFjp nea;jy; epykhFk;. ,g;gFjpapy; tho;e;j kf;fs; 
gujh; vdg;gl;ldh;. ,th;fs; jq;fs; ehl;by; tpise;jg; nghUl;fis Vw;Wkjp 
nra;Jk;> kw;w ehl;Lg; nghUl;fis ,wf;Fkjp nra;Jk; tho;e;Js;sdh;. ,jw;F 
ehtha;fis mjpf mstpy; gad;gLj;jp cs;sdh;. ,jid 

“………………. ghw;Nfo; 
thYisg; GutpNahL tltse; j&ck; 
ehtha; #o;e;j espePh;g; glg;ig 
gujh; kype;j gy;NtW njUtpy;” (ngUk;. 319-321) 

vd;w thpfspy; mwpaKbfpwJ. ehtha;fs; te;jpwq;Fk; epyg;gug;gpidr; Rw;wpAs;s 
gFjpfspy; gy nghUl;fis tpw;Fk; gz;lfrhiyfSk;> cah;e;j khlq;fSk; 
mikf;fg;gl;bUe;jd. mjid gl;bdk; vd;w ngahpl;L mioj;Js;sdh;. ,jid>  

“%j;j thh;kzw; nghw;foq; fhLk; 
gl;bd kUq;fp dirapd;” (ngUk;. 335-336)  

vd;w mbfs; Fwpg;gpLfpd;wJ. ,t;thW nea;jy; epy kf;fs; fly; #o;e;j 
gFjpapYs;s nghUl;fisf; nfhz;L Vw;Wkjp> ,wf;Fkjp nra;J tho;e;jJ 
Gyg;gLfpwJ. nea;jy; epy tho;tpay; top JiwKf efuq;fs;> fly;top 
Nghf;Ftuj;J vd rh;tNjr tzpfikakhf nea;jy; epyk; tpsq;fpaij 
mwpaKbfpwJ.  

ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gilapy; r%f mikg;G: jdpkdpjh;fs; gyiu xd;wpizf;Fk; Xh; 
mikg;Ng r%fkhFk;. Ie;J tifahd epyq;fspy; kdpjd; thoj; njhlq;fpa 
NghNj $l;lk; $l;lkhf tho;e;Js;shd;. mt;thW thOk;NghJ jhd; thOk; 
epyj;jpd; mikg;gpw;F Vw;wthW gy njhopy;fs;> czTKiwfs;> tPl;likg;Gfs; 
Nghd;wdtw;iw nfhz;bUe;jdh; vd;gij mwpaKbfpwJ. r%f mikg;G vd;gJ 
rhjp mbg;gilahff; nfhz;ljy;y. mJ kdpjh;fs; thOk; epytpaypd; 
mbg;gilapy; miktJ vd;gij ntspf;fhl;Lk; tifapy; ,t;tha;Tf; fl;Liu 
mikfpwJ. 

njhopy;: 

Ie;J tifahd epyq;fspy; thOk; kf;fs; jq;fspd; epytpayikg;gpw;F 
Vw;wthW njhopy;fspidr; nra;Js;sdh;. cjhuzkhf> tay; rhh;e;j gFjpahd 
kUjepy kf;fs; coTj; njhopypid Nkw;nfhz;Ls;sdh;. mjdhy; mth;fs; coth; 
vd;W toq;fg;gl;ljid> 

“Fbepiw ty;rpr; nrQ;rh Yoth;” (ngUk;-197) 

vd;w mbahdJ Gyg;gLj;JfpwJ. ,t;thW xt;nthU epyj;jpd;fz; thOk; kf;fspd; 
njhopy; KiwahdJ miktJ njspTgLfpwJ. 
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czT Kiw: 

 gz;ilf; fhyk; Kjw;nfhz;Nl kdpjh;fs; jq;fspd; epyg;gFjpapy; 
fpilf;ff; $ba czTg; nghUl;fis czthf cl;nfhz;L tho;e;jdh;. Ky;iy 
epykf;fs; jq;fs; thOk; gFjp fhl;Lg;gFjp vd;gjhy; mq;F tpise;j mtiu 
tpijapd; gUg;NghL Nrhw;iw cz;L kfpo;e;Js;sdh;. ,jid  

“mtiu thd;GOf; fl;bg; gapy;Tw; 
wpd;Rit %uw; ngWFtph;” (ngUk;.195-196) 

vd;w ghly;thpfs; tpsf;Ffpd;wd. mtuth; epyj;jpy; tpise;j cztpid 
cl;nfhz;lhYk; tWik epiyapypUf;ff; $ba ghzh;fs; ghprpy; ngwr; 
nry;Yk;NghJ jhq;fs; fle;J nry;Yk; epyq;fspy; fpilf;ff; $ba cztpid 
cl;nfhz;ljid ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gilahdJ njspTgLj;JfpwJ. 

tPl;likg;G: 

,aw;ifr;rPw;wk;> Nguplh;fs;> tpyq;fpdq;fspd; mr;RWj;jy; Nghd;wtw;wpypUe;J 
ghJfhj;Jf; nfhs;s JizGhpgit tPLfshFk;. rq;f fhy kdpjd; ,aw;if 
epyr;#oypd; mikg;gpw;F Vw;w tifapy; tPLfis mikj;Jf; nfhz;lhd;. ghiy 
epykhdJ kpfTk; twz;l epyg;gug;G vd;gjhy; mq;F mjpfstpy; ,Uf;ff;$ba 
<r;rku ,iyiaf; nfhz;L Fbypid mikj;jpUe;jdh;. vd;gjid>   

“<j;jpiy Nta;e;j va;g;Gwf; Fuk;ig” (ngUk;. 88) 

vd;w mb Fwpg;gpLfpwJ. kUjepy kf;fs; gy;NtW tifahd ,y;yq;fis 
mikj;jpUe;jdh;. flNyhuj;jpy; thOk; nea;jy; epy kf;fs; gy mLf;Ffis 
cila khlq;fisAk;> #iwf;fhw;W cl;GfhjthW Njhg;G tPLfisAk; 
mikj;jpUe;jdh; vd;gij mwpaKbfpwJ. 

tpUe;Njhk;gy;: 

 tPl;bw;F tpUe;jpduhf te;jth;fis ,d;Kfj;NjhL tuNtw;W cgrhpg;gJ 
jkpoh; kuG. mt;thW cgrhpf;Fk; NghJ Kfe;jphpahky; cgrhpf;f Ntz;Lk;. 
,jid jpUts;Sth;>  

“Nkhg;gf; FioAk; mdpr;rk; Kfe;jphpe;J  
Nehf;ff; FioAk; tpUe;J” (Fws;: 90) 

vd;W Fwpg;gpLfpwhh;. ,f;fUj;jpidg; ngUk;ghzhw;Wg;gilapy; cw;W Nehf;Fk; 
NghJ tWik epiyapYs;s ghzdplk; ghpR ngw;w ghzd; Itif epyq;fspYk; 
jhd; tpUe;jhfg; ngw;w cztpid $Wfpwhd;. ,jid> 

“nrt;tiu ehld; nrd;dpak; vdpNd 
Nja;t kilapy; Njf;fpiyf; Fit ,Wk; 
igjPh; fLk;nghL gjkpfg; ngWFtph;” (ngUk;. 103-105) 

vd;w ghly;thpfs; tpsf;Ffpd;wd. ,t;thW> Ie;J tifahd epyq;fspy; tho;e;j 
kf;fs; njhopy;> czT tPl;likg;G Nghd;wtw;wpnyy;yhk; khWgl;Lf; 
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fhzg;gl;lhYk; tpUe;Njhk;gy; gz;gpy; xNu khjphpahd kdepiyapy; fhzg;gl;lJ 
njspTgLfpwJ. 

KbTiu: 

 ngUk;ghzd; jhd; gupR ngw fle;J nrd;w ghijahdJ ghiy> FwpQ;rp> 
Ky;iy> kUjk;> nea;jy; vd;w Itif epytpayikg;gpy; mike;jpUe;jJ. kf;fs; 
jq;fs; epyj;jpd; #oYf;Fk;> jq;fSila nghUshjhu epiyf;F Vw;w tifapy; 
,y;yq;fis mikj;Jk;> czT Kiwfspy; khWgl;Lk; tho;e;Js;sdh;. 
ngUk;ghzhw;Wg; gilapy; r%f mikg;ghdJ epytpayikg;gpd; mbg;gilapy; 
mq;F thOk; kf;fspd; tPl;likg;G> njhopy;> czT Kiwfs; Nghd;wtw;wpd; top 
miktJ njspTgLj;jg;gl;Ls;sJ. ,t;thW> epytpay; mikg;G top r%fKk; 
tho;tpaYk; tpsq;fpaJ njspTgLj;jg;gl;Ls;sJ.  

JizE}w;gl;bay;: 

1) rq;f ,yf;fpak; gj;Jg;ghl;L  - epa+nrQ;Rhp Gf;fT];> nrd;id. 
2) jpUf;Fws;    - rhujh gjpg;gfk;> nrd;id 600 014  
3) njhy;fhg;gpak; - irt rpj;jhe;j E}w;gjpg;Gf; fofk;> 

jpUney;Ntyp. 
 

 
 

,uhtzpd] epiwfs ; 

jpUkjp. Rfph;jh 

gFjp neuKidth; gl;l Ma;thsh;[  
eph;kyh kfsph; fy;Y}hp(jd;dhl;rp)> Nfhit -18 

Kd]Diu 

 caphpd']fspnyna kdpjh]fSf]F kl]Lnk tha]j]j kfj]jhd xd]W gFj]jwpt[ 

vd]gjhFk]. mjdhy] jhd] 2300 Mz]LfSf]F Kd]ng/ kdpj ehfhpfj]jpd] bjhl]oy] 

vd tuyhw]W mwp"h]fshy] bfhz]lhlg]gLk] fpnuf]f ehl]oy] kdpjd] vd]why] vd]d 

,yf]fzk]> vd]d tiuaiw> vd]w tpdh vGe]j nghJ/ mhp!]lhl]oy] kdpjd] vd]gtd] 

gFj]jwpa[k] tpy';F vdr] RUf]fkhf vy]yhUk] ,d]W tiu Vw]Wf] bfhs]Sk]goahd 

xU tiuaiw tH']fpdhh]. vdnt/ kdpjh]fshfpa ekJ mog]gilf; Fznk/ 

vg]bghGJk] ve]j xd]iwg] gw]wpa[k] gFj]Jg] gFj]Jg; gy]ntW nfhzj]jpy] gy]ntW 

Kiwapy] Muha]e]J bfhz]nl ,Ug]gJ jhd]. vdnt jhd] Muha]r]rp ,y]yhj ,lj]jpy]/ 

kdpjh]fspd] ,Ug]g[k] ,y]yhky] ngha] tpLfpwJ vd mwp"h]fs] fUJfpd]wdh]. 

 nkw]Twpa fUj]Jf]fis kdjpy] ,Uj]jp <Lk] ,iza[k] ,y]yhj xU 

,Wk]g{Jk] fhtpakhk] fk]guhkhazj]jpd] vjph]epiyj]jiytd] ,uhtzdpd] 

epiwfisg] gFj]jwpa[k] nehf]fpy] ,f]fl]Liu mikfpwJ. 

vjph]epiyj]jiyth]fs] 

 ,yf]fpa']fspy] fijj]jiyth]fs] kl]Lkpd]wp vjph]epiyj] jiyth]fSk] 

epiyj]j ,lk]bgw]W tpLfpwhh]fs]. ghujk] vd]wt[ld] mUr]Rdd] epidt[f]F tUtJ 

nghynt JhpnahjdDk] epidt[f]F tUfpwhd]. fe]jg[uhzk] vd]wt[ld] KUfd] kl]Lk] 

epidt[f]F tUtJ ,y]iy/ R{ugd]kDk] epidt[f]F tUfpwhd]. ,J jkpH] 

,yf]fpaj]jpw]F kl]Lkpd]wp cyf ,yf]fpaj]jpw]nf bghJthd Xh] ,ay]ghFk]. 
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n#f]!]gpahpd] btdp!] th]j]jfd] ehlfj]jpy] tUk] fjhehafd] grhdpnahitg] nghyg] 

nguhirf]fhudhd i#yhf]Fk] gog]gth] kdjpy] epw]fpwhd]. cyf thH]f]ifapYk] 

,jidf] fhzyhk]. mz]zy] fhe]jpia epidf]Fk] nghJ mtiuf] bfhd]w 

nfhl]nrit epidg]gJ jtph]f]f ,ayhjJ. 

 mJnghynt ,uhkhazj]jpy] ,uhkd] vg]go epiyj]j ghj]jpukhf 

,Uf]fpwhndh mg]go ,uhtzDk] epiyj]j ,lj]ijg] bgw]Ws]shd;. rpwe]j 

jiytidg] nghyr] rpwe]j vjphpa[k] epiyahd ,lj]ijg] bgWfpwhd]. mnj rkaj]jpy] 

vjph]epiyj]jiytdpd] bgUikia tpsf]FtJ fhg]gpa Mrphpah]fs] nkw]bfhs]Sk] 

ey]y cj]jpfspy] xd]whFk]. fk]gUk]/ thd]kPfpa[k] ,t]t[j]jpapidf] ifahz]Ls]sdh]. 

mjdhy] ,U fhg]gpa']fspYk] ,uhtzd] ghj]jpug]gilg]g[ mHFw mike]Js]sJ 

vdyhk;. 

 fhg]gpa Mrphpah]fs] vy]yhg] ghj]jpu']fisa[k] xnu epiyapy] jhd] fUJth]. 

mtw]iw mtw]wpd] ,ay]g[ g[yg]gLk] tifapy] kpFe]j mf]fiwnahL gilg]ghh]fs]. 

fhg]gpaj]jpd] jiytidg] gilg]gjpy] vt]tst[ fUj]J brYj]Jthh]fnsh mt]tst[ 

fUj]jpid vjph]epiyj] jiytidg] gilg]gjpYk] brYj]Jth]. Vbddpy]/ ,UtUk] 

mth]fs] FHe]ijfns. fk]gd] ,uhkd] vd]Dk] ghj]jpuj]ij tidtjw]F vLj]Jf] 

bfhz]l Kaw]rpf]F rw]Wk] Fiwahj Kaw]rpapid ,uhtzd] vd]Dk] ghj]jpuj]ij 

tidtjw]Fk] vLj]Jf] bfhz]Ls]shh]. fw]gth] be"]rpy] ,uhkd] bjhHj]jf]ftdhf 

epw]gijg]nghy ,uhtzd] ,uf]fj]jpw]Fhpatdhf epw]fpwhd]. mj]jifa ,uhtzdpd] 

thH]f]ifapy] epiwfSk] FiwfSk] fye]nj ,Ue]jd. mtd] epiwfSs] 

Fwpg]gplj]jf]fit mtDila bgUkpjk]/ gj]jpik/ tPuk] MfpatdthFk].  

bgUkpjk] 

 ,uhtzd] bgUkpj thH;tpid mHFw thH]e]Js]shd]. mtd] ve]jr] R{HypYk] 

jd]idg] gw]wpj] jhnd jhH]thf epidj]jjpy]iy. jd]idj] jhnd fh]tj]njhL elj]jpf] 

bfhs]tjpy] ,uhtzDf]F epfh] ,uhtznd. 

 vj]Jizg] bghpa tPudhapDk] kidtp Cly] bfhz]l rkaj]jpy] mts] 

Cliyj] jzpg]gjw]fhf mtis tz']FtJ cz]L. mJ Fw]wkhff] 

fUjg]gLtjpy]iy[ cah]thfnt nghw]wg]gLk]. 

 “kidtp cah]t[k] fpHnthd] gzpt[k] 

 epida['] fhiyg] g[ytpa[s] chpa” 

     (bjhy]. bghUspay] 33) 

vd]gJ ,yf]fzk]. jpUts]Sth] mj]njhy]tpia btw]wpahff] Fwpf]fpwhh]. Clypw] 

njhw]wth] btd]whh] vd]gJ mth] thf]F. 

 Mdhy]/ ,uhtzd] Clw]fhyj]jpy] Tl kfspiu tz']fhjtdhk]. 

md]g[f]fhff] Tl mtd] ahiua[k] mogzpe]jtd] my]yd]. g[ytpf] fhyj]jpYk] mHfpa 

bgz]fis tz']fhj mtd] jiyfspy] kFl']fs] xsptPrpd. 

 “g[ypapd]mjd] cilahDk] bghd]dhil  

  g[ide]jhDk] g{tp dhDk] 

 eypa[k]tyj] jhh]my]yh]; njthpd] ,']F 

  ahth],dp ehl]ly] Mthh]> 

 bkypa[kpil jof]FKiy ntapse]njhs] 

  nrahpf]fz] btd]wp khjh] 

 typabeLk] g[ytpapDk] tz']fhj 

  kFlepiy ta']f kd]ndh*   (3069) 
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mtd] njhs]fs] cjakiyfs] nghy] cah]e]J epd]wd. mtd] fhJfspy] mzpe]j 

Fz]ly']fs] njhs]fspd] nkny Rlh]tpl]L xsph]e]jd. me]jg] gd]dpU Rlh]fSk] 

,Ugjhf tot'] bfhz]oUe]jhw] nghyj] njhd]wpd. mtd] khh]gpy] rd]dtPuk] vd]Dk] 

Muk] fple]jJ. m@J mtdhy] ,y']ifapy] milj]J itf]fg]gl]oUe]j nfhs]fs] 

vy]yhk] rpiwg]gl]lJ nghyf] fhl]rp je]jJ. mtd] fhy]fspy] fple]j tPuf] fHy]fs] 

muf]fh] jiyth]fSk] gpwUk] j']fs] fphPlk] bghUe]j tz']Ftjhy] nja]e]J nja]e]J 

g[j]bjhspnahL jpfH]e]jd. 

 ,g]g[ide]Jiuapy] ,uhtzdpd] bgUkpjj]njhw]wk] kl]Lk] tps']ftpy]iy. 

mtd] R{hpad]/ nfhs]fs] Kjypatw]iwa[k] btw]wp bfhz]ltd] vd]Dk] Fwpg]g[k] 

g[yg]gLfpwJ. 

 nkYk] ,uhtzdpd] muz]kidapy] \t[yfj]jiyth]fSk] Xahky] bfhz]L 

te]J je]j ghpRfs] kiyaha] Ftpe]J fple]jd. mtd] vg]bghGJ j']fisg] 

ghh]g]ghndh vd]gJ mwpahky] vg]bghGJk] jiynky] iffisf] Ftpj]jthW 

tpj]jpahjunte]jh]fs] fhj]jpUe]jdh]. mtd] bgz]fsplk] VjhtJ brhd]dhYk] 

j']fsplk] jhd] brhy]Yfpwhd] vd]W fUjpr] rpj]jh]fs] tz']fp epd]wdh]. 

gj]jpik 

 ,uhtzd] ntj']fisf] fw]Wzh]e]jtd]. mtid Mapuk] kiwg]bghUs] 

czh]e]J mwpt[ mike]jtd] vd]fpwhd] Fk]gfh;zd]. ,uhtzd] rkar]rhh]g[ gw]wp 

thd]kPfj]jpy] Fwpg]g[ ,y]iy. Mdhy] fk]gehlh] mtidr] rpwe]j rptgf]jdhfg] 

gilj]Js]shh]. 

 fk]gehlhh] mtd] gj]jpiaf] fhl]Lk] tifapy] be"]ir befpH]tpf]Fk] 

epfH]r]rpbahd]iwr] rpj]jhpf]fpwhh]. ,uhtzd] bgUk]gilfs] vy]yhk] mHpe]Jtpl]ld. 

mtd] thH]tpd] ,Wjpf]fl]lk] mJ. mtd] ,y']ifapy] v"]rpapUe]j muf]fh]fisj] 

jpul]of] bfhz]L ,Wjpg]nghUf]Fg] g[wg]gl]lhd]. mjw]F Kd]g[ Kiwg]gor; rptDf]F 

tHpghL epfH]j]jpdhd]. ntjtpjpg]go bfhil tH']fpdhd]. nkYk] 

tpUk]gpath]fSf]bfy]yhk] mth]fs] tpUk]gpaijj] je]J nghUf]F Maj]jkhdhd]. 

 “<rid ,ikah Kf]fz] 

  xUtid ,Uikf]F Vw]w 

 g{rid Kiwapd] bra]J 

  jpUkiw g[fd]w jhdk] 

 tPrpdd] ,aw]wp kw]Wk] 

  ntl]ld ntl]nlhh]f]F vy]yhk] 

 MRmw ey]fp xy]fhg] 

  nghh]j] bjhHpw]F miktJ Mdhd]  (9644) 

tPuk] 

 ,uhtzd] tPuk] kpf]ftd]. rPijiaf] fth]e]J brd]w gpd]dnu ,uhtzd] jd] 

epiyapy] jhH]e]jhd]. mjw]F Kd]g[k] mtdplk] fhkk] ,Ue]jJ. Mdhy] m@J 

mst[gl]oUe]jJ. mJ kl]Lkpd]wp mjw]F Kd]g[ mtd] tpUk]gpa bgz]fis vy]yhk] 

mile]J tpl]lhd]. mjdhy] tPuj]ij mhpj]J mHpf]Fk] tpufjhgk] mtid 

mz]ltpy]iy. 

 tPuj]jpy] ,uhkDf]F mLj]j epiyapy] vz]zj]jf]ftdhf ,uhtzd] 

jpfH]e]jhd]. ,jidf] fhg]gpa epfH]r]rpfs] El]gkhff] fhl]Lfpd]wd. 
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,uhtzid vjph]j]Jj;/ jdpj]Jg]nghhpl]l mDkd]/ Rf]fphPtd]/ ,yf]Ftd] 

Mfpath]fshy] tPH]j]j Koahj kpfg]bgUtPud] ,uhtzd]. 

 ,jid ,uhtzdplj]jpy] J}J brd]w m']fjd] ,uhtzidf]fz]l 

mg]bghGnj czh]e]jhd]. mtid ,uhkd] xUtdhy] kl]Lnk bty]y Koa[k] vd]w 

Kot[f]F te]jhd]. 

 “fy]Yz]L; kuKk] cz]L ViHf] 

  fly] xd]Wk] fle]njk] vd]Wk] 

 brhy]Yz]nl ,tid bty]yj] 

  njhw]Wk] Xh] Tw]wk] cz]nl> 

 vy]Yz]l giliff] bfhz]lhy] 

  vjph] cz]nl> ,uhkd] ifapy] 

 tpy] cz]nly] cz]L vd]W vz]zp 

  Mw]wiy tpae]J epd]whd] “(6989) 

vd]W mtd] vz]zj]ijj] bjhptpf]fpd]whh; fk]gehlhh]. 

Kot[iu 

 ,t]thW bgUkpj thH]t[k]/ gj]jpika[k]/ tPuKk] bgw]wpUe]j ,uhtzd] mHpt[ 

ek] cs]sj]jpy] tUj]jj]ij cz]lhf]ftpy]iy. khwhf mtdJ Mw]wYk]/ tPuKk] gpw 

jFjpfSk] tPzhfptpl]ldnt vd]gjhd ,uf]fk] vGk]. ,uhtzd; nghd]wth]fspd] 

tPH]r]rp tUj]jj]ij cz]lhf]fhky] ,uf]fj]ij kl]Lnk cz]lhf]FfpwJ. 

 jd] caph] tpw]Wg] g[fiHg] bgWtJ g[dpj kuzk]. jd] caph] bfhLj]Jg] gHpiag] 

bgWtJ g[iykuzk]. mJ ,uhtzd] mile]jJ. ,uhtzd] caph]bfhLj]Jg] 

gHpbfhz]l gpj]jd] vdyhk;. 
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EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN IN THE PLAYS OF EURIPEDAS 

R. Mythili 1& Dr. Aseda Fatima2 

1Ph.D (PT) Scholar & 2Head and Assistant Professor,  

Department of English, Nirmala College for Women, Coimbatore 

 Euripedas (c.480 – 406 B.C.) was the last of the great Greek dramatists. He wrote ninety 

two plays and of the nineteen that survive the most important are the tragedies like Alcestis, 

Medea, Hippolytes, Electra, The Trojan Women, Helen and The Bacchae and the only surviving 

play satyr play, Cyclops. Euripedas is notable for his portrayal of powerful women characters like 

Medea and Electra. He investigates their mental agony and their depth of character. Euripedas 

was interested in the psychological analysis of his characters, so his portrayels are rounded, 

sometimes contradictory and always complicated. Euripedas was more of a romantic who 

appealed to the newer generation with new theatrical and psychological concepts. In his classic 

work Medea he has dealt in detail with the weakening of marriage bonds, cruelty of men to 

women. Euripedas chose to present problems of individuals. Medea for example, presents a case 

of emancipation of women, Euripedas was trying to expose the social evils through his plays, thus 

women is always in a precarious is always assailable and vulnerable. Euripedas has made out of a 

strong case for regeneration of women. A litterateur, being a spokesperson of his age, has to draw 

attention of the people to the problems confronting the society. 

POPULARITY 

 Medea is written by the Greek dramatist Euripedas probably in 431 B.C., Even though 

the play belongs to the classical age, but still it creates interest for its art and theme towards the 

modern readers. It also inspires several writers like Neophron who also writes the play regarding 

the same content and title. Roman writer Seneca also writes Medea with certain differences. Ovid 

also tries to write the play, but for some unknown reasons he abandons the plan. EuripedasMedea 

has stands the evidence of time because even now it has been translated and elected into various 

languages. 

EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN 

 Medea is the protagonist of the play and the entire story revolves around her. The 

dramatist gives emphasis on Medea. Even though she belongs to the barbarian place of Colchies, 

but she is an intellectual person having enigmatic capacities. She shows inequity by selecting her 

sole partner. She is an emotional lover. She leaves her father’s home for her true love of Jason. 

And also she is ready to cheated the daughters of Pelias in order to murder their father. She 

remains faithful to her husband Jason and gives birth to two sons for him. But Jason shows 

falseness and injustice to her, marries another women and orders to her to be exiled along with 

her sons. But she is not like a submissive women who accept betrayal. She truly loves Jason and 

remains very loyal to him. By her intelligence, she murders the traitors, but she also murders her 

children in order to protect them from the injustice and violence of the enemies and also adds 

injuries on the psyche of Jason. Through her actions she gives an underlying theme to this current 

world that one must not consider that women are weak, inferior, submissive and ready to tolerate 

the tyrannies. They have the great admirable qualities of both head and heart.  

WOMEN’S PREDICAMENT 

 Literature is the reflection of society. Women in the age of Euripedas consider as 

subordinate and inferior to men. Euripedas, however, gives importance to women psyche as a 

feminist, wants to work for up gradation of women. So that, he announces women’s case in front 
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of society through the long speech given by Medea. She mentions a women buys husband ruled 

over her body and also her mind. Then it depends upon her destiny whether the husband is good 

or bad. If she applies for divorce, she loses her reputation in the society. In addition, the society 

compel her to adopt with the new rules and customs follow by her husband’s family. She also has 

the skill to be familiar with the taste and desires of a man whose bed she shares. If her husband 

enjoys his marriage yoke happily, then the wife is blessed with a happy life. But on the other hand 

if the marriage does not work, wife’s life is worse than hell. Her husband finds a mistress to enjoy 

his life. A women meets greater danger of life during the child birth than men in the war field. 

She tolerates the labour pain and gives life to her baby. As a literature review shows in 2000 to 

finds out the memory of pain during child birth that women do not forget the pain during child 

birth. The researches comes to the conclusion that women are able to feel the pain of child birth 

perhaps not accurates. The researches also mentions that most women discuss the pain of labour 

in a positive way, simply mention the happiness of holding her baby for the first time overpowers 

any pain or negativity from the pain. Euripedas makes a strong effort for the rehabilitation of 

women. As a feminist, being a spokesperson of his age he gains attention and reputation among 

people to the problems of the society. Through the long speech given by Medea, he expresses the 

women’s predicament in the society and gives emphasises of women’s role.  

INJUSTICES FACED BY WOMEN 

 For the past hundred years, March 8th has been celebrated as the International Women’s 

Day, which primarily aims to acknowledge the role of women and raise awareness of the 

injustices that still happened to them. This technological era also we find inequities between 

gender, Millions of women in this present world face injustices, they are denied by an education, 

forced with an early marriage, made victims of gender based violence. These injustices arrest 

women from reaching their ambition. 

STEPS TO ACHIEVE GENDER EQUALITY 

 Women's voices are often ignored from domestic and global decision making. A 

women’s voice and her ability to become a leader in her community is fundamental to 

empowering women. Men and women were created to be different. They were created with 

different strengths and weakness to complement each other. Instead of missing their strengths to 

put down or show the superiority over the opposite sex, we must try to create a healthier society 

which highlights and respects the individual qualities and strengths of each person. The dramatist 

is an excellent craftsman though he has taken the mythological story but gives the content which 

apt for the present society. The play deals with the message that marital happiness is not possible 

unless women gets rightful place in the society. 
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War as a theme in the novels of Michael Ondaatje 
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Michael Ondaatje in his novels The English Patient, Anil’s Ghost and War light uses the 

theme of war in order to clearly signify to the readers how war impacts human life be it 

civil war, the war between nations or wars for more beneficial or superficial reasons. This 

paper voices out how lives of people are shaped and remolded by the gruesome effects of 

war.  

Keywords: war, revolution, psychological impacts, family 

War as a theme in the novels of Michael Ondaatje 

Literature has testified detailed information of life on this planet in the most credible at the same 

time in the most plethoric way ballooning ideas for study ever since human civilization 

commenced the art of documenting. It is a fact that humans have evolved and are evolving in 

various parallels seeking knowledge and insight to innumerable fields and thoughts. In spite of 

such advancements, human life has succeeded in the battle of dominance. Power which was the 

most difficult strength to possess has now reached the palms of individuals and mass destruction 

for any reason is just a thought away. 

Canadian literature is one among world literature and has its own reflections of the group 

that belongs to that space giving it distinguishing characteristics due to various influences. For 

literature is concerned, it is a fact that human groups have various stories to share and it is 

possible to achieve the same through technological advancements within the blink of an eye. 

From the legacies of explorers, colonial writing, writings influenced by the confederation groups, 

the Canadian school and its influences along with the writers express their ideas in history, 

poetry, essays, novels, stories, drama and non-fiction writings. Margaret Atwood, Malcolm 

Gladwell, Kathleen Margaret, Michael Ondaatje, Yann Martel, Alice Munro, Rohinton Mistry 

and more are Canadian contemporary writers. Their intellectual merit and immense understanding 

of the natures of everything that facilitates the birth of wondrous stories is reflected in their 

works. Worldwide acclaim is a prestigious asset to this group of writers.  

Michael Ondaatje, is the First Canadian writer to have won the Booker Prize in the year 

1992, he was born in Sri Lanka and moved to Canada and is presently based in Toronto along 

with his spouse Linda Spalding, who is also a literary figure. He is the recipient of various literary 

awards and is one of Canada’s most famous and excelling writers. He excels as a poet, novelist, 

editor and film maker. The movie adaptations of his books are also greatly praised and many 

awards were won for the same. He was also made an Officer of the Order of Canada and was the 

Foreign Honorary Member of the American Academy of Arts and Letters. He is the author of 

many books including novels, books of poetry and memoirs. His writings are highly mysterious 

and moving, compelling the readers to travel into the world of war with love, maps and 

exploration. 

The English Patient is a novel written by Michael Ondaatje and was published in the year 

1992. Michael Ondaatje won the Booker Prize, the Canada Australia Prize and the Governor 

General’s Award for the same. The novel was adapted as a motion picture, which won the 

Academy Award for Best Picture and many other awards. 
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The novel is set in an Italian villa during the Italian Campaign of the Second World War. 

Four varied characters are brought together by the character the English patient who gets 

unrecognizably burnt. Hana, a nurse, stays behind in the abandoned villa to tend a patient whom 

she believes is English. The patient is taunted by his memories of love, passion, exploration and 

betrayal. The only object of clue that meets the space between the two is the copy of The 

Histories by Herodotus with written notes on a tragic love affair described in a provocative 

manner and makes Hana curious about the anonymous person.  

The other characters like David Caravaggio and Kip (Kirpal Singh) join in the story as it 

unfolds. Caravaggio suspects the English man and his suspicions are confirmed as the patient 

reveals his story little by little, we get to know that the patient is Almasy and how his love affair 

with Geoffrey Clinton’s wife Katherine cost his own life. The story shifts to Kip who is an Indian 

and how he is smart enough to diffuse bombs and missiles with a particular knack and his affinity 

towards his job as a snapper. Hana has a secret liking towards Kip and feels secure when he is 

around. Hana celebrates her twenty first birthday and Kip feels uncomfortable as her boyfriend 

though she is the one who reminds him that humanity exists at a war zone. Very soon Kip is 

enraged by the news that the white men have dropped a missile in another white mens’ land (the 

United States launching their bombs on Japan), Kip is disturbed by this and leaves the place. 

Soon the novel winds up with Kip settling down in India as a doctor with his happy life, though 

he sometimes gets reminded of Hana. 

In this novel, Michael Ondaatje expresses through words the gruesome effects of war 

from the following lines:  

“The last vices of war. Completely unsafe... The smell of the dead is the worst. We need a good 

snowfall to clean up this country. We need ravens.” (The English Patient, 1992 p.31), through 

these lines we understand that the situation after war is the most gruesome as the land is filled 

with the presence of death and decay. The situation seems to be very dark and eerie along with a 

landscape that needs immediate sanitation. 

In the same novel we also read how the land turns out to be a very sensitive ground where either 

the bombs generally get activated poisoning the fertile land or how the unexploded bombs get 

buried in the lanes and fields. It shows how a post war scenario is where every step for survival is 

a blessing as a small trigger or nudge against the casing of the bombs may cause an unexpected 

damage through deadly explosions. 

Anil’s Ghost (2000) is a novel set in Sri Lanka tells the story of a young female 

anthropologist investigating war crimes for an international human rights group. Anil’s Ghost 

(2000) returns us to the author’s Sri Lankan homeland. Here the backdrop shifts from the 

European World War to the South Asian civil war and the horrors and traumas of the post- 

colonial violence. The novel is the story of Anil Tissera, a forensic anthropologist trained in the 

United States and in England. Anil returns to Sri Lanka to investigate a series of politically 

motivated murders on the island. Paired up with another anthropologist, Sarath Diyasena, it is the 

discovery of human remains in the Banderawala caves that drives the quest for the truth and 

which haunts both the novel and its war-torn landscape. 

In this novel through one of the characters we understand that human beings were so used 

to combat and competition that they did not need a specific reason to wage war especially when 

people found that power was in their hands, even silly reasons such as personal duels turned out 

to be the reasons of war between human groups and nations. “The reason for war was war” 

(Anil’s Ghost, 2000 p39.) 
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Warlight (2018) is the most recently published novel of Ondaatje. It is a thrilling novel of 

adventures and reflects how war, death and turmoil has changed the lives of people and how it 

forced people to run on the treadmills of the world with the fear of falling prey to poverty. People 

had to leave homes to harvest money and trust while children were left under the care of 

strangers.  

In this novel also we find the impact of war as the story is set in London and how 

families live and survive in a post-war scenario. “At night everyone disappears, and  

five-hundred-pound bombs and high-explosive–incendiaries whistle down on the sparsely 

populated houses and streets, so it seems light as day”. (Warlight,2018 p.217). The pain of 

families hiding in silence even when ammunitions are dropped a few feet away from where they 

sleep and the fate of embracing every second life with hope is what human beings go through 

during war and post-war. 

Through these novels we are enlightened by the fact that sapiens have lost their minds 

and have turned endless lives into a whirlwind of havoc, and yet none of the human groups have 

attained complete contentment.  

As in the last line of the book- Sapiens by Yuval Noah Harari- “Is there anything more 

dangerous than dissatisfied and irresponsible gods who don’t know what they want?” 

(Sapiens,2011 p.466), it is true that human beings have become godlike creators and destroyers 

for their wants and desires yet are unsure of what they really want and have a very little idea on 

what to do with all the power they possess. 
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This study deals with the struggle and focuses on the interpretation of the individual and 

importance of being loved and valued in the life of an individual its impact, disordered and 

traumatic behavior resulting from an unsettling and disturbing experience. The work attests to the 

physical and emotional oppression worked out upon children with special regard on the 

protagonist Lula Ann Bridewell in Toni Morrison’s novel God Help the Child and strives to 

investigate alternative modes of thought and behavior in dealing with children. The individual 

development of the children with the right kind of attention and love lead to the attainment of 

selfhood. 

KEY WORD: Black female body, pain, rejection, depression. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Toni Morrison’s God Help the Child leafs through the consequences of the recurrence of 

the past terrible experiences in the makeup of the present and the memory of childhood on the 

individual’s psyche. The inter-racism characteristic of America in the times of slavery, 

represented in the novel through the character of Sweetness; and the second is the contemporary 

American society where blackness represents beauty, also represented in the text through the 

black protagonist, Bride. Third is Booker, the love of her life. Everything seemed perfect with 

him, just like in the fairytale.  

The novel carries on a discussion on Morrison’s major themes in her well-known works 

as racial bigotry, black skin colour and centre-periphery relationships. It is also, as the title 

indicates, about childhood and the way to confront childhood past ghost to better reclaim the 

present and the future. The story of the novel revolves around Lula Ann Bridewell, Morrison’s 

black protagonist, born to light skin parents, the father Louis and the mother Sweetness. 

CHILDHOOD MEMORIES 

Morrison’s novel starts with the birth of Lula Ann. From the moment she is born, her 

mother is repelled by her, as she has skin so black that it scares her mother, sweetness explains 

“Midnight black, Sudanese black” ( 3). The hostility grows when Lula Ann’s father leaves them, 

because he does not believe that he can be the father of a girl as black as Lula Ann. Lula Ann’s 

mother looks back at how she and her husband had three good years together and how it changed 

when Lula Ann was born. He blamed her “and treated Lula Ann like she was a stranger – more 

than that, an enemy” (5). 

As a dark baby girl, Lula Ann Bridewell was refused by her father and hated by her 

mother because of her black epidermal signs. The child’s dark skin embarrassed the mother to the 

extent that she obliges the daughter to call her sweetness instead of mom. She even tried once to 

kill her by pressing a blanket on her face, and withholds any kind of affection and love for her. 

I hate to say it, but from the very beginning in the maternity ward the baby, Lula 

Ann, embarrassed me. Her birth skin was pale like all babies’, even African ones, 

but it changed fast. I thought I was going crazy when she turned blue-black right 

before my eyes. I know I went crazy for a minute because once-just for a few 

seconds- I held a blanket over her face and pressed. (4,5) 

Sweetness, with her ironic name, rears Lula Ann in a patriarchal authoritarian way. Lula 

Ann grows up bereft of affection and love, which destroys the mother- daughter bond. Patriarchal 

motherhood prevents Sweetness from developing the necessary emotion and affection ties with 

her daughter, critical during the first years of a child’s life. Lula Ann remembers how her mother 

loathed touching her dark skin, “distaste was all over her face when I was little and she had to 

bathe me.”(31)  

As an infant, Lula Ann misses being close to her mother. She remembers hiding behind 

the door to hear Sweetness hum some blue song, thinking how nice it would have been if they 

could have sung together. Sweetness’s withdrawal of affection is her daughter’s worst memory. 

Lula Ann is desperately in need of love. That is why she testifies against a teacher, Sofia Huxley, 

and lies about her pervert abuses of children, “to get some love- from her mama” (156). 

Lula Ann remembers how Sweetness was kind of mother like the day she colludes with 

her classmates to accuse their teacher, a white women named Sofia Huxley, of sexually molesting 

them. Smiling at her and even holding her hand when they walked down the courthouse steps, 
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which she had never done before. “I glanced at Sweetness; she was smiling like I’ve never seen 

her smile before- with mouth and eyes”. (31)The racial self-contempt that Sweetness, who has 

accepted an inferior definition of the black self, inculcates in her daughter does not allow her to 

have a sense of belonging or identity. 

Sweetness believes that “there was no point in being tough or sassy even when you were 

right.”(41) To help black children cope with racism, their parents teach them special skills, self-

reliance, self-defence, dealing with pain and disappointments. However, Sweetness’s motherhood 

only seeks absolute and uncontested obedience. She does not foster a positive racial identity in 

her daughter so she can resist racist practices, culture norms, values and expectations of the 

dominant culture.  

Lula Ann’s upbringing and disciplining are really harsh and even more when she is 

turning an adolescent. Her rearing was all about following rules, which she obeyed. “I behaved 

and behaved and behaved” (32). And yet Lula Ann feels that: 

She never knew the right thing to do or say or remember what the rules were. 

Leave the spoon in the cereal bowl or place it next to the bowl; tie her shoelaces 

with a bow or a double knot; fold her socks down or pull them straight up to the 

calf? What were the rules when did they change? (78, 79) 

Despite all the suffering, Sweetness’ patriarchal motherhood cannot preserve her 

daughter from the curse that starts with Mr. Leigh’s insults when Lula Ann sees him abusing a 

boy. He calls her nigger and cunt. Lula Ann, who is only six years old, does not need the 

definitions of the words because she feels the hate and revulsion they are charged with. 

Lula Ann learns her mother’s lessons and “let the name calling, the bullying travel like 

poison, like lethal viruses through her veins, with no antibiotic available building up immunity so 

tough that not being a nigger girl was all she needed to win” (57). Sweetness’ patriarchal 

motherhood does not focus on meeting Lula Ann’s cultural and emotional needs. She is more 

concerned about her daughter living up to the standards, norm-abiding ideas, consensus values 

and expectation of the white dominated racist society. 

BECOMING BRIDE 

Bride’s memory as an adult is still stuck in her experiences of childhood traumas and 

refuses to forget her mother’s avoidance. She builds a new life for herself, escaping from her 

mother’s and society’s definitions. Bride reinvents herself. She becomes the regional manager of 

a prosperous cosmetic business, Sylvia Inc., and leads a glamorous life. “She had stitched 

together: personal glamour, control in an exciting even creative profession, sexual freedom and 

most of all a shield that protected her from any overly intense feeling, be it rage, embarrassment 

or love”(79). 

Being a successful woman she finds vengeance in selling her elegant blackness to her 

childhood ghost, her tormentors, so they can feel envious of her triumph. And still, her past is 

with her. Bride tries to make amends for the terrible lie she told as a young girl but, in the 

process, her boyfriend Booker walks out on her and bride decides to approach her former teacher, 

who has recently been released on parole, to make recompense for her imprisonment but Huxley 

greets Bride with a vicious, disfiguring beat down. She learns that making amends does not 

always go according to plan. 

I reverted to the Lula Ann who never fought back. Ever. I just lay there while she 

beat the shit out of me…. I didn’t make a sound, didn’t even raise a hand to 
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protect myself when she slapped my face then punched me in the ribs before 

smashing my jaw with her fist then butting my head with hers.(32) 

Bride’s relationship with her lover, Booker Starbern, has just run aground. Bride suspects 

that Booker’s leaving has instigated her body’s melting away. As she heals from her run-in with 

Huxley, Bride notices that her body has begun regressing towards some prepubescent stage, her 

pubic hair suddenly disappears, her ear lobe piercings close, and she stops menstruating. 

I shouldn’t have –trusted him, I mean. I spilled my heart to him; he told me 

nothing about himself. I talked; he listened. Then he split, left without a word. 

Mocking me, dumping me exactly as Sofia Huxley did….but I really thought I 

had found my guy. “You not the woman” is the last thing I expected to hear. (62) 

Bride decides to track down Booker to find out why he exited their relationship. Bride 

says, her failures in adult life her breakup with Booker, her boyfriend or being beaten by Sofia 

Huxley makes her realize that, in spite of her mother’s strict lessons, she is helpless in the 

presence of confounding cruelty. She just obeyed, never fought back. She feels that she is “Too 

weak, too scared to defy Sweetness, or the landlord, or Sofia Huxley, there was nothing in the 

world left to do but stand up for herself finally and confront the first man she had bared her soul 

to, unaware that he was mocking her”(79). 

All along the novel, the extent of harm sweetness’s patriarchal motherhood has inflicted 

in Bride is exposed. Her traumatic childhood experiences keep surfacing. Her lost identity is 

symbolized by physical regression, “back into a scared little black girl” (142), triggered by 

Booker’s rejection.She becomes conscious that “she had counted on her looks for so long-how 

well beauty worked. She had not known its shallowness or  

her own cowardice, the vital lesson Sweetness taught and nailed to her spine to curve  

it” (151). 

In rural California, Bride confronts Booker and her confession to him makes her feel 

newly born. “No longer forced to relive, no, outlive the disdain of her mother and the 

abandonment of her father” (162). Bride tells him about her pregnancy and he offers her “the 

hand she had craved all her life, the hand that did not need a lie to deserve it, the hand of trust and 

caring for” (175). 

At the end of the novel, Bride acquires, apparently, the sense of self required to mother 

her baby and not to reproduce Sweetness. “A child. New life. Immune to evil or illness, protected 

from kidnap, beatings, rape, racism, insult, hurt, self-loathing, abandonment…so they believe” 

(175). There is a ray of hope in the ending of this brisk tale. 

Morrison is a writer to whom stories come spontaneously. This is shown in God Help the 

Child. She has woven in this one tale of Bride many other stories that are reverberating with too 

much human life. The characters in Brides life have their own pain, trauma, death, cheat, love, 

and losses. The action of this novel s made intense by these individual stories.  

This is exactly what Judith Herman reflects on child abuse in her book Trauma and Recovery: 

Many abused children cling to the hope that growing up will bring escape and 

freedom. But the personality formed in an environment of coercive control is not 

well adapted to adult life. The survivor is left with fundamental problems in basic 

trust, autonomy, and initiative. She is still a prisoner of her childhood; attempting 

to create a new life, she reencounters the trauma. (80) 
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FINDINGS 

One among the many themes in the novel is individual psyche. Morrison’s novels always 

make sense of the individual psyche and memory in wider social and political term. As a 

chronicle of African American experience, Morrison’s contribution has been to create, the face of 

public dissociation of painful past, a space where the traumatic material may find a coherent 

articulation and a collective dimension. Her novels create a public space for trauma.  

Morrison dwells with innumerable problems of individual that are seen in the novel under 

study, through which she wishes to bring to light the suffering and the hardship through her 

characters. Themes like ill motherhood, child abuse, victims and witnesses of trauma are deeply 

embedded in Toni Morrison’s novel. 

Reminiscent memories are another notable theme in the novel. They have a deep impact 

on the lives of the individuals and have a great bearing on their future self. Memories can either 

shape an individual or break them down beyond repair. The influence of childhood memory is 

plainly seen in the lives of Bride, Booker and sweetness. Though it’s destructive in the lives of 

Booker, Bride and Sweetness, Bride at the edge of crushing down braces herself breaking all 

clutches of chain that was holding her back and marches towards the unknown to find out the 

truth. 

As a black woman writer, a designation she embraces, Morrison has created many 

memorable female characters whose stories are informed by the difficulty of growing up in a 

predominantly white racist society. Bride even since a child faced problems due to her unusual 

skin colour. Right from her mother to the people she met gave her a repulsive stare. Sweetness 

confessed “I wish she hadn’t been born with that terrible color”. (5) 

Rejection is another important theme in the novel. Bride goes through the same phase in 

life where she is fighting her childhood demons. She grows out from those dark and gloomy days 

yet they reappear when booker deserts her saying “You not the women I want.”(8) These words 

keep resonating in her ears and she feels like she does not belong at all. But Bride from a scarred, 

unloved girl who is hiding herself changes into a beautiful, popular and successful woman. 

Racism plays a prominent theme in the novel. Around which many events of the novel 

are interconnected. Sweetness said “her color is a cross she will always carry” (7) but Bride 

turned her colour into a weapon that helped her gain the lost identity and selfhood. “I forgot just 

how black she really was because she was using it to her advantage in beautiful white clothes.” 

(43) For she wore it well and remade herself. “She’s sort of pretty under all that black.” (35) She 

only wore white and looked stunning like a “panther in snow”. (34) Bride had met a designer 

named Jeri for her makeover and all he said was “you should always wear white and all white all 

the time…because of what it does to your licorice skin….make people think of whipped cream 

and chocolate soufflé every time they see you.” (33) 

Bride endured many events in her life which lead up to her delusion state of mind. She 

constantly battles with the desire to be loved and the desire comes from the lack of love from her 

mother and the man of her life, Booker. Bride fights all odds and goes on a search to discover 

why all the people in her life leave her devastated. It is only after tracking down Booker in an 

unknown land she knows the true feeling of being loved. 

 The novel closes down with a beautiful note from Sweetness who is now regretting for all 

the things she did to Bride. “No. I have to push those memories away fast” (177). She wants to 

believe that she had raised her daughter right to cope with the harsh reality black people had to 
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face. “I know I did the best for her under the circumstances.” (177) yet she passes on an advice to 

all the Mothers out there “what you do to children matters. And they might never forget.”(43) 

And she ends with a blessing like bidding “Good luck and God help the child.” (178) to Bride 

who is now pregnant with her own child.  

CONCLUSION 

God Help the Child is filled with various themes that revisit traumatic moments in the 

black history and culture. Toni Morrison has voiced African American experiences of racism, and 

has particularly concentrated on the oppression inflected upon children. Indeed, the theme of 

childhood abuse and trauma has been recurrent in her major works including Beloved, The Bluest 

Eye, and Tar Baby among the others.. Bride is an example of survival; she firmly battled the 

nightmares of her past to offer them a happy living in the present. 
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 Literature enlightens the mind and life of an individual through philosophy, religion and 

morality. Moral or Ethnic criticism is one of the oldest approaches to Literature that conveys a 

message or a lesson in a particular work of literature. This approach of Literature significantly 

affirms to the values that readers experience in their own lives. The concept of morality in 

literature began to influence many past and contemporary American writers.  

Barbara Kingsolver is an American writer, most prominently known for the moral values, 

social justice and ecological themes portrayed in her works. Kingsolver believes that a work of art 

should evoke a thought in the mind of the reader representing a moral and social responsibility. 

The proposed paper attempts to make a study on the unravelling the moral struggles in an 

individual’s life in the novels of Barbara Kingsolver.  
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Morality in the novels of Barbara Kingsolver 

The writers of the past and present paint the image of literature with the sole concept that 

it holds the replica of life. Morality, philosophy and spirituality plays a crucial role in the 

labyrinth of human life and so does literature. Literature from its origin is known to impart moral 

values and aesthetic pleasures. Moral and Ethnic literature should be different from sermonizing 

in a way that allows readers to assimilate the ideas and see if these values are morally adequate.  

Literature in the perspective of morality aims to create works that would help readers to 

live better lives for the enhancement of the human race as a whole. Most of the literature in 

America portray characters who endure moral conflicts in their lives, finding it difficult to choose 

the right from wrong. Various genres of literature produced works of morality and philosophy. 

Some of the most prominent writers like Ralph Waldo Emerson, Ernest Hemingway produced 

morality works in literature that pictured lives of individuals often conflicting moral implications 

and struggles.  

 Barbara Kingsolver is an American environmentalist, novelist, poet and journalist. Her 

works were nominated for the Pulitzer Prize Award and it also won the Orange Prize for Fiction 

and many other awards. Kingsolver cites the adage, “Literature should inform as well as 

enlighten”. She uses her fiction to bring out social justice and moral values through the 

experiences of life by which her characters are drawn.  

Her most focused themes signify the importance of motherhood, ecological aspects, 

human relationships, forgiveness, loss, human and non-human connections, religion, political 

aspects and romance. Kingsolver’s novels contain serious and lofty issues that are debatable. It 

holds racial, sensational, spiritual and ethnic perspectives that support philosophical and moral 

values. 

 Kingsolver’s works represent symbols that infuse ideas or thoughts into the mind of the 

reader that would integrate into an appreciated deed in the life of the reader. Her novels explain 

that actions can be effective. Her characters are consistently empathetic and attain social justice 

with a special sense of belonging. They are created in such a way that helps them self-reinvent 

themselves from their pessimistic former ways. Kingsolver’s protagonists are moulded in a way 

that often begins the novel with a cynical or negative character, who, by the end of the novel is 

morally transformed into a person of moral and ethical value. The resolutions of her novel show 

her readers that hope is always renewable and is one of the most essential things in life. 

 John Gardner in his essay, On Moral Fiction, strongly affirms that “true art is moral: it 

seeks to improve life, not debase it”. The inherent value of a piece of art is that it should deal with 

moral struggles and emit moral intelligence to its readers. In the novels of Barbara Kingsolver, 

most of her characters experience moral struggles that help them make better choices in future. 

Distinguishing the right from the wrong or choosing the right choice is what matters in everyday 

life. Kingsolver’s novels lead the readers through such circumstances and incidents.  

 In the novel, Animal Dreams Codi comes to Grace, she feels detached and lost but 

towards the end of the novel, Codi chooses to stay in Grace and help in solving the issues of the 

town and teach students science rather than going to Tucson and spending her life with her new 

boyfriend. She lost her mother, her baby, her sister and her father. In the midst of moral 

challenges and struggles, she chooses to forgive Loyd and reconciled with her father. All she 

wanted to do was to be a strong and brave person like her sister Hallie and she accomplished it 

through the moral challenges. By doing this, she also gained what she lost.  
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 Kingsolver’s works always present a self-congratulatory quality. John Leonard gave a 

tribute to Kingsolver’s artistry in The Nation as, “our very own Lessing and our very own 

Gordimer”. Her novels speak about insolent people not showcasing them as discourteous but 

people with a lesser sense of goodness. In the novel, Pigs in Heaven, Taylor has Turtle, the 

Native American child whom she adopted without proper legal documents. She loved Turtle more 

than herself, “Since she found Turtle in her car and adopted her three years ago, she has had many 

moments of not believing she’s Turtle’s mother” (Kingsolver 10). They develop a mother-

daughter relationship which made it hard for them to give up on each other.  

Towards the end of the novel, Turtle is allowed to stay with Taylor after so many 

difficulties. The novelist brings about a moral purpose in this novel that transforms the lives 

characters. Alice, Cash and Taylor were ready to do anything for the happiness of Turtle, a lost 

and abused child. Kingsolver also gives the reader an insight into morality through Native 

American morality tales.  

In Kingsolver’s novel, The Poisonwood Bible, it is not the Africans who go through 

sufferings alone, but the white Americans who suffer moral conflicts, anguish and pain. The 

house of this white family becomes a prison that is contradictory to the adage of a good home or 

family. Hope was the only escape for the Price’s girls. They always hoped for a better life and 

they received what they hoped for. Just as how she explains in her novel, Pigs in Heaven, “No 

matter what kind of night you’re having, morning always wins.” (Kingsolver 6).Kingsolver seems 

to set into a new moral ground in this influential and emotionally echoing novel. The author 

conveys that in the local spaces of hope, there is always a predicament and a promise.  

Ernest Hemingway in Hills like White Elephants, speaks about the choices that an 

individual makes between the right and the wrong in the midst of a moral dilemma. It portrays a 

moral sense of truth in spite of the complete senselessness by which the characters are drawn. 

Kingsolver’s novel, Prodigal Summer, also takes the reader through a moral dilemma in the novel 

that is neatly unravelled by the protagonist Lusa. Moral perspectives in literature come in various 

ways holding one solid solution or moral transformation.  

In the novel, Prodigal Summer, Kingsolver portrays the moral redemption brought by the 

protagonist. Lusa reconciles with her husband’s family and even adopts her sister-in-law’s 

children as her own. This is the result of a moral conflict in her life. She lost her husband and 

hates his family. She experiences a lot of pain and false accusations. Out of all these problems, 

Lusa forgives, loves and reconciles and also seems to live a happier life than before. Kingsolver 

presents a moral transformation of a character that emerged from moral struggles.  

 Kingsolver says that she wakes up with a question in her mind that she finds difficult to 

answer. The only way she finds the solution to her question is by writing a novel that resolves it 

in the most attractive manner showcasing moral values and social awareness. In Literature, moral 

art shows a path for a better future. The novel Flight Behaviour seems to be a masterpiece of 

moral fiction of the modern age. The novel began with a propulsive moral rigour and then 

gradually leads the reader through various moralistic aspects. Dellarobiameets circumstances 

where she is given the opportunity to choose the right thing in accordance with her moral self.  

 Married at a very young age, Dellarobia is unhappy with her husband Cub and his family. 

Being a mother of two kids, she experiences a lot of moral dilemmas and discovers a moral 

purpose to take the right decision in life. She returns from committing adultery after encountering 

something that she called the “burning bush” (Kingsolver 16). Another incident of moral conflict 

in her life was when she begins to fall in love with Ovid and then later realizes her fault. All 
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through the novel, Dellarobia has moral instincts within her. Towards the end of the novel, 

Dellarobia transforms into a beautiful monarch butterfly, a “perfect female” (Kingsolver 396).  

Emerson also has a moralistic perspective in a work of art. According to him, it should be 

aesthetic, intellectual and most of all moral. To identify a work of art with a moral approach to 

literature is to identify a lesson or a message that it brings. Kingsolver graced her novels with 

morals and ethnic principles. Her characters always made the right choice in times of moral 

conflict. Her works portray real-life situations where the decision between the virtuous and 

malevolent serves as the most significant criterion in the life of any individual.  
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 Literature always sheds light to all corners of the society. Disability Studies is an 

emerging topic in literature, which helps people to understand the difference between impairment 

and disability and it helps them to analyze the importance of constructing normalcy in the society. 

Differences among us make each of us unique, but few people are treated in a different way based 

on look and behavior. According to the appearance and behavior few people are termed as 

physically or mentally impaired. Being impaired does not harm the society but sometimes it is 

hard to digest when an impaired person is next to us. Ratsasan is a Tamil psychological thriller 

movie, which portrays the life of a serial killer, Christopher who suffers from a hormonal disorder 

similar to Progeria, a genetic condition that makes a child looks old. This movie is one of the best 

examples to highlight the role of society in the cognitive development of children with disability. 

This paper explores the importance of constructing normalcy in society to make this society a 

better place for all people without any difference. 

Importance of Constructing Normalcy – A critical study on the Movie  

Ratsasan 

Literature always reflects the society. People can find information about anything they 

want in literature. Nowadays, there are many new emerging trends that help people to understand 

literature and society. One of the important trends is disability studies. There are many ideas and 

theories that make people aware of various disabilities. The main objective of disability studies is 

voicing the difficulties faced by disabled people in society and making the society a better place 

for them to live peacefully. Normally, when disabled people appear among the crowd they are 

treated differently and sometimes badly. There is always a pity or fear filter in the way they are 

seen and treated. In many instances, they are considered weak and ill-treated and this behavior 
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and attitudes of other people affect their psyche and it either makes them strong or weak. In other 

words, the way people with impairments are considered disabled by other people affects their 

cognitive development and psychosocial behavior.  

Creating normalcy in the ways that people with impairments are treated in the society 

will facilitate people in many ways. Government has normalized many rules to create normalcy 

among people but lack of awareness among people in understanding the difference between 

impairments and disability create a lot of problems for people with impairments. So framing rules 

alone will not be enough to change the lives of people. Spreading awareness and making 

everyone understand that people with impairments are not disabled they are very normal like any 

other people. The various models of disability play a vital role in analyzing the importance of 

constructing normalcy in society. The prominent models are medical model of disability and 

social model of disability.  

Social model of disability emphasizes that people with impairments are not socially 

disabled. UPIAS (1976) draws an important conceptual distinction between the terms 

‘impairment’ and ‘disability’. Impairment is defined as ‘lacking part of or all of a limb, or having 

a defective limb, organ or mechanism of the body’, while disability is defined as “the 

disadvantage or restriction of activity caused by a contemporary social organization which takes 

no or little account of people who have physical impairments and thus excludes them from 

participation in the mainstream of social activities”. (UPIAS 1976:14). Society influences a 

person’s identity. Oliver, a disabled activist and lecturer, who also coined the phrase social model 

of disability, stresses the need to focus on the social aspects of disability, especially how ‘the 

physical and social environments impose limitations upon certain categories of people’.  

There are many physiological disorders such as, cosmetic disfigurement, or anatomical 

loss affecting one or more of the following body systems: Neurological; musculoskeletal; special 

sense organs; respiratory, including speech organs; cardiovascular; reproductive; digestive; 

genitourinary; hemic and lymphatic; skin; and endocrine. There are many genetic disorders like 

Hunter's Syndrome, Down Syndrome, Angelman Syndrome, Albinism and Progeria. These 

disorders are visible and they make people with these disorders look different from others. In a lot 

of situations people who suffer from cosmetic, physical and genetic disorders are treated badly 

based on their appearance. People with these disorders face problems in the society from their 

childhood so that affects their cognitive development and psychosocial behavior. Everyone 

should understand that people with impairments and disorders are not worthless and 

unproductive. They also have personal and social life like everyone else. This paper aims to 

explore the ways of constructing normalcy in society with reference to a Tamil psychological 

thriller movie Ratsasan.  

The story of the movie Ratsasan revolves around the protagonist, Arun. He wants to 

become a film director and he collects a lot of information about many psycho killers. 

Unfortunately, he could not find a producer to film his psycho thriller movie so he joins the 

Tamilnadu police force as a sub inspector. He engages himself in tracking an unknown serial 

killer, who kills young girls in a very cruel manner. The killer kidnaps young girls and brutally 

chops them into pieces when they are alive and lets them bleed to die. He leaves a doll with some 

marks on its face while he kidnaps the girls. Then he leaves some marks which are similar to the 

marks on the dolls, on the faces of the girls he kills. He targets girls who are fifteen years old and 

kills them. He even kills Arun’s favorite niece Ammu, who studies eleventh standard. Arun was 

clueless even after this incident. Later he finds a clue from a hearing aid of a dead girl. Arun 

discovers that the psycho killer is not a man but a woman. She is a magician and uses magic as a 

tool to interact with the girls who she plans to kill. Arun prevents a girl from getting murdered by 

the women and reaches her place. There he finds many photos and he checks his collection of 
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serial killers. He finds the information about Mary Fernandez, who killed a school girl in a very 

cruel manner. He approaches the police inspector Raja manickkam who investigated the case.  

Through him he learns the story of Mary Fernandez and Christoper Fernandez, her son. 

Fernandez is a magician and his Mary is deaf and dumb. After her husband’s death Mary does 

part-time magic shows in many places. Christoper her son, suffers from a rare genetic disorder, 

which is similar to Progeria. The disorder makes him look like an old man. During his 

adolescence age Mary sends him to a new school. Other students in the school refused to talk to 

him and accept him. One of his classmates Sofia, accepts him as her friend and they spend their 

time together. Mary is happy to see them. Sofia gifts Christopher a doll on his birthday. Sofia 

being the one and only companion Christopher develops love towards her. Meanwhile, Mary 

trains Christopher to become a good magician. Christopher entertains Sofia with his magical 

tricks and she also encourages him. One day Christopher confesses his love to Sofia. Sofia is 

shocked by the confession and she starts to avoid him. 

 Christopher is not able to accept the changes so he keeps on disturbing Sofia. One day he 

behaves very aggressively to one of his classmates and Sofia. Sofia takes him to the school 

library and asks him to read the genetic books she has read but Christopher gets emotional and 

refuses to read them. Without any other option Sofia informs Christopher about his genetic 

disorder and because of it he is impotent. Sofia asks him to forget about love and marriage and 

she leaves the library with a heavy heart. On that day, Christopher feels very bad and low and he 

cries to his mother and narrates the incidents that happened in his school. Mary convinces him 

that he will become a good magician and she grooms him up. 

 On the next day, Christopher goes to school very confidently but other students in the 

school teases him to the core and they laugh at him by calling him impotent. They draw some 

disturbing pictures and laugh at Christopher. Christopher’s confidence gets collapsed and he runs 

from him school to his house. Mary witnesses the incidents that happened in her son’s school. 

Christopher is frustrated so he hits the doll which is gifted by Sofia and broke it into pieces with a 

hammer. Mary was very disappointed and on the next day Mary visits Sofia and requests Sofia to 

be friends with Christopher again. Sofia feels sorry for her action and informs Mary that she was 

absent the day before because of fever and she is ready to be friends with Christopher again. 

Mary gives a present to Sofia and Sofia is shocked to find the head of the broken doll. Then she is 

found dead in Mary’s house. Both Mary and Christopher are arrested by Rajamanickkam.  

When Arun searches Mary, inspector Rajamanickkam calls him and tells him that the 

case is very serious and he has a clue. But before Arun reaches the inspector’s house he is killed. 

Arun collects many photographs from the inspector’s house and finds that Mary is not the serial 

killer. It is Christopher who disguises himself as Mary and kills many girls. Christopher is killed 

in the end because of his psychotic acts that harms many people.    

Christopher has a disorder but he is efficient in many ways. His peers refused to accept 

him so this affects his psychosocial relationship with other students of his age. His one and only 

companion is Sofia, during adolescence it is very common for both genders to get attracted 

towards opposite gender. Christopher also has the same feeling like other children of his age. 

Sofia cares about Christopher so she hesitates to reveal the consequences of his disorder to him 

but at one point she reveals that to him and rejects his proposal. Sofia has all rights to accept or 

reject any guy’s proposal irrespective to any disorder. Sofia rejects Christopher’s proposal and 

she asks him to learn the truth about him and forget about love and marriage. This will be 

shocking for any child during adolescence. Even after knowing about his disorder he tries to 

overcome Sofia’s refusal and goes to school the next day. But Christopher was neglected by other 
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students and they never accepted Christopher as he is and when they learn about his disorder they 

teased him and bullied him heartlessly. Their actions made Christopher and Mary hate Sofia.  

Being a single mother Mary tried her best to raise her son with confidence. But she was 

upset to see her son suffer. They believed that Sofia is the reason for all the troubles. This 

incident made them to hate mankind. They started to enjoy death instead of life so they killed 

Sofia. They felt comfortable and powerful when people were afraid of them. Christopher 

continued to kill girls in Sofia’s age because he thought Sofia rejected him because of his disorder 

and spread the information about it to other students. But it was not true. The neglecting attitude 

of people affected Christopher’s cognitive development and psychosocial behavior from his 

childhood.  

Mary and Christopher are efficient in their professions and they could have served and 

played a better social role to the society. Christopher’s disorder does not stop him from being a 

normal child. However, the negative attitude of people has complicated his day-to-day life. 

People focus only on external appearance and fail to identify the uniqueness in each individual. 

Here, Christopher’s love proposal and Sofia’s rejection was an amateur personal expression of 

love between two teenagers, whereas Christopher’s peer school mates have been a trigger for him 

to turn up into a treacherous serial killer. Also, we should notice that Christopher’s mother had 

influenced his killing for pleasure appetite.  

Constructing normalcy in society is a Himalayan task. If society would have 

acknowledged Christopher’s impotencies he might have been a successful person, rather the 

public mocked at his disorder and allowed him to isolate and aggravated his negative attitude 

towards the society and made him become a living monster, Ratsasan.  

The social model of disability is especially concerned with addressing the ‘barriers to 

participation’ experienced by impaired people as a result of various ableist social and 

environmental factors in society. (O’Connell, Finnerty & Egan 2008:15). From the movie 

Ratsasan, the viewers can understand how society affected Christopher’s psychosocial behavior 

and stimulated his psychotic behavior. Understanding the social model of disability helps people 

to construct normalcy. Constructing normalcy in society is an effective way to create a strong 

society.  
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Sudha Murty a disciplined writer, a technically skilled with the most innovative and skilful mind 

has been highly reverenced with awards for her philanthropic and literary accession. She is 

writing in the back ground of Indian English Literature. The works of recent Indian writers like 

Anita Desai, Ruth Prawer Jahabwala, Mahashweta Devi Shashi Deshpande, Shobhaa De, Jhumpa 

Lahiri, Arundhati Roy and Sudha Murthy has not only reached a large and international reading 

public but has also made us to know and understand difficulties of life in a better way. They made 

the readers to learn about the social taboos in Indian society and the problems faced by voiceless 

people. Her novels are fascinating; they are understandable, unique and stimulate spiritually the 

readers to aspire and to calibrate their mental outlook. She has published Dollar Bahu, House of 

Cards, Mahashweta, The Bird with Golden Wings, Wise and Otherwise: A Salute to life, The Old 

man and his God, The Day I Stopped Drinking Milk, A Wedding in Russai, The Accolades 

Galore, Changing India, House of Cards, Sweet Hospitality, Gently falls the Bakula, Fasalcut 

chiefly through penguin. This article focuses on the destructive effects of money on close 

domestic relations. The protagonist Mridula didn’t spend money because she wanted to build a 

financially secure and harmonious future. Her husband had exploited her completely due to her 

love and trust in him by secretly giving lakhs of money to his mother and sister. The breach of 

trust made her paralysed and she was disappointed and absconded herself. Heartless 

judiciousness, manipulation and power destroy a marital relationship and the house built 

insubstantially was dreadfully collapsed. 

Keywords: humanitarian, marriage, responsibility, trust, exploitation, relationship, house, respect, 

collapsed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Sudha Murty draws one‘s attention to the contemplation of Indian consciousness that 

entrust through legendary episodes, characters, and relationships. She descends deep into the 

heart of the characters and focus on the absurdity going on in them. She focuses on the 

atmosphere of native elegance in her writings and the readers become well acquainted with the 

Karnataka places and appreciate the glimpses of villages. The names of the characters are also 

from Karnataka. Sudha Murthy‘s art and mind is reflected in the creation of her novels. Sudha 

Murty in House of cards focuses on the temperament of the people when they have more money. 

She also describes the pretentiousness, insensibility, greediness of the characters mostly males. 

The novel House of Cards presents the transformation in the marital life of Mridula and Sanjay. 

This article focuses on the destructive effects of money on close domestic relations. The 

protagonist Mridula didn’t spend money because she wanted to build a financially secure and 

harmonious future. Her husband had exploited her completely due to her love and trust in him by 

secretly giving lakhs of money to his mother and sister. The breach of trust made her paralysed 

and she was disappointed and absconded herself. In this novel the protagonist Mridula is from 

Aladahalli a top student, unobjectionable, pure at heart, knowledgeable and possesses attractive 

large twinkling eyes and also long dark hairs on which she used to put a string of flowers. Her 

family was full of content, not pretentious or money hungry. She thinks that everybody is like her. 

She possesses enormous enthusiasm for life and unlimited energy for reading, cooking and 

sketching. She enjoyed every beautiful moment of life and always excelled in school. She was 

working as a teacher in Government high School 
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DISSCUSSION 

The protagonist of this novel Sanjay came from a lower middle class Indian family from 

a semi urban area and became a renowned medical practitioner through incessant hard work. 

When he worked in a Government medical college in Bangalore as an apprentice, he cared for 

patients and their relatives without any expectations. He thought of it as the noblest profession in 

the world. His idea was that “If he continued in the Government hospital, he could teach the next 

generation and easily keeps himself updated with the latest information about surgery, drugs and 

other medical innovations. He recollected his father’s words: “Sanjay, the foremost duty of a 

doctor is to take care of his patients. As a doctor, you should understand a patient’s sufferings and 

serve him the same way that you serve the God. God doesn’t stay in just T. Narasipura’s temple. He 

also comes i n the form of a patient.”1 He treated his patients in public hospital with a pious sense of 

devotion, thinking of them as the incarnations of divine souls. He was available to them for 

twenty four hours of a day, without caring much for his own health. Though he suffered due to 

the political interferences there, he did not stop from his voluntary selfless services to the poor 

and needy. He faced all the odds there for the sake of his patients. 

He cared for his beloved wife Mridula and discussed each and every point of his personal 

and professional career with her. His world comprised of his wife and son in the first stage. 

Mridula reciprocated his simplicity, honesty and integrity by continuously showering her love 

and affection on him. She had opted to marry him in spite of his deformity because he had not 

hidden it from her. His frankness had impressed her. Even when she knew that life after marriage 

was battle, she was ready to fight it out with the help of her Sanjay. 

Relationship between Mridula and Sanjay in the initial stage was based on mutual love 

and trust. They knew each other pretty well. They had woven their destiny in each other’s 

interdependence. This helped them build a palatial house for them and state of the art hospital for 

the needy patients. But then the things began to go wrong. Affluence spoiled their innocence. 

Sanjay began to play a game of hide and seek with Mridula for no specific reason. Wealth 

brought arrogance in him which isolated him from Mridula. He acquired capitalist’s philosophy 

and said, “Nothing is black or white in this world. The cow gives milk for its calf. But we drink 

that milk. Isn’t that wrong? Trees have life. But we cut them and use their wood. Isn’t that wrong 

too? Mosquitoes and bugs are also creatures. Don’t we kill them because they trouble us? Big fish 

always eats the small fish. Is that wrong?” 2 Mridula was dumbstruck by Sanjay’s array of 

arguments which forced to revise her thinking about him. 

In spite of all professional hurdles in Sanjay‟ s life, their marital life was carried on 

smoothly, without any disagreement between the two because they did not have huge property. 

Lack of money kept them together; needs stuck them to each other. Mridula brought three lakh 

rupees from her middle class father to build a hospital. She purposefully avoided a debate with 

her mother in law by giving her undue respect to help Sanjay to keep cool and concentrate on 

his work. She thought of Sanjay’s sister’s convenience before her own comforts. Sanjay in return 

respected Mridula’s parents. Everything seemed smooth. 

Sanjay’s ideals however collapsed in the face of continuous flow of unaccountable money 

in the hospital. He obtained name and fame within such a comparatively short time that he had no 

need to think about their miserable past. He could not eat on time and rest for a while. The needy 

patients, international medicine companies and corrupt doctors paid him white and black money. 

He deliberately kept it a secret from Mridula. He learned to amass money through all the possible 

sources. Money blinded him to the realities of personal decency. He started blaming Mridula for 

being sensitive and emotional and philosophised that if she was less emotional she would have 

better chances of success in life. He made fun of Mridula’s monthly salary forgetting its crucial 
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role in shaping his life in the past. He mocked at her wise suggestions to be considerate to his 

patients. He remorselessly conceals his unethical medical practices in the hospital from his wife. 

First he ignored her; gradually he began to hide things from her. Later on he began to lie with her 

about the hospital management. In the end arrogance took him over. All these changes resulted 

into an unbridgeable gap between the two. Mridula had no place in his busy schedule. “He came 

home and joined his family for dinner. This was the only time he spent with Shishir. He talked to 

him about everything and advised him on his future. Sanjay thought Mridula did not play an 

important role anywhere in his life now. Rosemary assisted Sanjay in the hospital, Shankar 

managed the accounts, Sakamma did the cooking and Shishir entertained him. Sanjay hardly ever 

took a holiday and when he travelled abroad, it was only for business. Sanjay did not ask Mridula 

what she did during the day or about her family at Aladhalli. As far as he was concerned, the 

small talk was a waste of time.” 3 

Richness played its diabolic role in breaking them into pieces. Innocent Mridula was 

deadly hurt by the changes in Sanjay’s attitude to her and to his profession. She tried to reason 

things out with him but it necessarily ended in unexpectedly humiliating response from Sanjay. 

He mocked at her old fashioned thinking. He ridiculed her ignorance about the changes in global 

scenario. She realized that he was incurable and there was only one way out to save her from the 

emerging disaster that was to go away from him at her earliest. 

CONCLUSION 

Money had purchased his soul. Naturally, he was not expected to track her down after her 

sudden disappearance. The novel ended with hallucination in which she felt the hand of Sanjay 

balancing her swing. Wealth had accumulated but men had decayed. The couple was attached to 

each other as long as their income was proportionate to their daily needs. They fell into pieces 

immediately after they began to earn in millions. 

Mridula’s son Shishir did not care much for his mother because he had always seen her as a 

middle class wage earner. He had seen his father earning lakhs of rupees every month and also 

knew the purchasing power of money in human market. He purchased clothes, electronic gadgets, 

and furniture, food items at excessive rates without thinking much about their need in life. When 

Mridula tried to explain to him the importance of good habits, he made a mockery of her 

profession. He knew that once one had tremendous wealth, human relations were meaningless. 

Young generation’s thoughts about the place of money in life are vividly expressed in Shishir’s 

ideas about his mother. “Amma was so beautiful when she was young. Had she been taller, she 

could have entered the Miss India parade. She has wasted her beauty by becoming a teacher and 

housewife. Had I been in her place, I’d have pursued modeling and probably made more money 

than dad and taken less time than him. She could have become a lady doctor and joined dad and 

they could have built many more nursing homes together. Amma would have been also famous. 

She’s spent so much of energy on teaching children in Government schools.”5This remark 

showed that Shishir looked at Mridula not as mother but as a contestant in beauty competition. 

The title House of Cards signified the rickety nature of human relations in the modern 

world. It is always said in India that houses are not built merely by lifeless bricks, cement and 

steel. They are built by trust among the members of the house. If members did not possess mutual 

love, it became a rickety house of cards, likely to collapse at the slightest thump. One is always 

webbed into some relations in India. Husband, wife, son, daughter, grandparents, grandsons, 

uncle, aunts are closely weaved in personal relations. Any threat to such relations always causes 

sleepless nights to the sensitive minds. Mridula and Anita were startled by the money madness of 

their husbands. They were shocked by the careless attitude of their sons to their mothers. 
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Sudha Murty, being a woman knew the emotional make of female well. As she has 

mentioned in her telephonic talk with the researcher, she had taken tremendous efforts to portray 

these emotions in her works well. She knew that teenager girls in India can be easily beguiled into 

friendship and then can be emotionally blackmailed and exploited to selfish purposes by men. 
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Young Adult fictions are emerging form of literature where most of the teen readers are 

interested in it and Young Adult fiction attempts to bridge the gap between children’s literature 

and writing for adults. Though age categories were kept for YA still there are confusions for this 

Young Adult on who reads it and what titles fill under this particular category. 

Harry potter and the sorcerer’s stone is the first novel of the entire series where most of 

the characters are children of age ten and above but their activities and actions were completely of 

Young Adults. The characteristics associated with YA is prominently seen with the main 

characters. Psychologically it can be defined as behavioral psychology in which a person’s 

behavior depends on the situation and environment he lives. Internal events such as thinking can 

be explained through behavioral psychology. The stimulus-response of the characters merges 

with the psyche there by the person behaves more reserved accordingly. J.K Rowling in the novel 

made a characters in such a way with Young Adult features to demonstrate the need of 

development within children to tackle the hurdles. This paper attempts to define the elements of 

YA in this novel. 

Keywords: Young Adult, behavioral psychology, stimulus. 

Characteristics of Young Adult fictions in Harry Potter and the sorcerer’s stone by J.K. 

Rowling 

 Young Adult literature emerged as a distinct category in the twentieth century, it can be 

broadly defines as fiction written for Young Adults by Young Adults about Young Adults. On the 

basis of understanding attempts had been made to define Young Adult fiction, on the other side 

children’s literature is completely different were it is meant for children with the stories full of 
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rich values, morals. They help in the proper growth of children in the form of their behavior and 

characteristic towards society and with the people around them. 

 Literature is a way of defining life, the sensual features in it molds a person to actively 

participate and face all the encounters in the crucial phase of life. It can be enjoyed as well as 

experienced in such a way children’s literature is meant for children and it guides them and 

entertain but they are not for adults. The colorful, magical characters in children’s novels cannot 

match to the expectation of adults. There comes Young Adult novels which were meant for 

teenagers as well as adults irrespective of their acceptance. 

In the novel Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone we find the features of the term Young 

Adult with almost all the children characters. This novel initially categorized as children’s 

literature as the story plot, turning points were made in such a way that it could attract children. 

The protagonist of the novel is harry a ten year old boy in the start of the novel, so it is clear that 

this novel and the plot setting is developed for children, but there are places where the elements 

of Young Adults like actions, eagerness, fearless, challenges, willpower, fight for self-identity 

etc. they are seen in the characters of the novel. In this manner Harry potter can be seen as a 

coming of age novel. Harry the protagonist starting the journey as a ten year old boy but his 

behavior and psychic nature is well set like a Young Adult. 

Joanne Rowling is a British novelist, philanthropist, film producer, television producer 

and screen writer who writes under the pen name J.K Rowling who is known for her well known 

Harry Potter series. The books have won multiple awards and sold more than 500 million copies 

becomes the bestselling book series history. Harry Potter and the |Sorcerer’s stone was publishes 

in 1997 which came after numerous hurdles in Rowling’s life, but this novel and its series has 

completely changed the level of literature and it was a next leap in the field of literature and a 

trend setting master work in English literature. This novel is actually written for children as a 

lengthy story for them but soon it picked up the place of matching the quickness and the desires 

of youngsters too. The characters are built and designed with many different characteristics that is 

each character differs from the other, but ultimately every character possess some massage to lead 

a life. 

This novel have the protagonist Harry Potter an orphan lives in his uncle’s place who is 

very cruel. On his tenth birthday he came to know about his most powerful dead witch and wizard 

father and mother and about their death. Harry reaches Hogwarts school of magical arts in the 

right time there he experiences many hurdles and comes to know about his own power which was 

so far hidden within hi. It actually arouse him to voluntarily act in many situations. He meets his 

friends Hermione, Ron Wesley and the other important competitor Draco Malfoy who envies and 

starts to have enmity on Harry and his friends. Harry and his friends finds the Sorcerer’s stone 

after undergoing many struggles and saves it from the hands of evil there by portraying them as 

the gems of their group Gryffindor. 

The story is the first brief experience of Harry potter in the magical school of Hogwarts. 

Magic is meant for children they enjoy it but wizardry is not an easy job for a ten year old boy he 

comes under the category of kid. He doesn’t know about the world outside, but in their novel 

Harry Potter learns wizardry and acts in an abnormal way if we compared him to a normal kid of 

that age, for example his uncle’s son Dudley, he is nearly the same age of Harry but spends his 

time in feeding himself and bully Harry even other people the elders. He has the control over his 

parents and on the other side his parents that is Harry’s uncle and aunt pampers Dudley with all 

he wishes. He was not a perfect boy with good potentials but he was a normal kid who go behind 

what he needs in whatever way, but Harry was completely reserved. 
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In the study of the plot we find that the characters like Harry, Ron, Hermione, and 

Malfoy with Young Adult characteristics. They behave as if they are adults. It is a shocking 

reality in the novel as the plot revolves around them. Psychologically the children were possessed 

with extraordinary characteristics and talents and a desire towards their psyche and needs. Harry 

potter didn’t come to Hogwarts with a motive of becoming the world’s famous wizard, his 

intention was to experience something at least to experience something new away from his 

uncle’s place. Harry meets people fearlessly and interacts without any hesitation, being in uncle’s 

home for years the absence of friendship, love, care so long for ten years didn’t affected him in a 

wrong way. He wholeheartedly enjoys his place in Hogwarts. It is not the nature of a kid who had 

a terrible life in uncle’s place opening up to the outsiders. A normal kid will be afraid and behave 

shyly in front of new people but Harry’s first move was so heroic. He has the desire to find the 

secrets, he was not afraid of rules and regulation he was waiting for challenges and new 

experiments in Hogwarts. Harry faces it all alone without any help, he fights with Malfoy at first 

and as a result he enters Quidditch and he wins there. It didn’t made him to behave arrogant 

rather it molded him to behave much more wisely and actively he researches about the sorcerer’s 

stone and its value silently. The urge of knowing the secret about it was burning vigorously. He 

breaks the ruled and regulations followed In Hogwarts he goes out with his friends at night they 

meet Malfoy without knowing the trap and gets punished. Harry was fearless and he goes deep 

into the forest with his wand alone and encounters new people out there. Normal children never 

disobeys elders particularly teachers and they are afraid of being caught. Harry was behind his 

explorations and behaves like a fearless fighter a youngster. He makes himself ready to face the 

hardships and fights against his professors Snape and Quirell and finally a face to face combat 

with Voldemort. These are completely matching to the features of Young Adults.  

The women character Hermione is a living dictionary an encyclopedia. She is engulfed 

with full of knowledge and her memory power is unbelievable, no kid can do it in normal life. 

She saves Harry and Ron, she helps them in all possible way. Being a book worm she answers for 

most of the problematic questions in a way of giving solutions and ideas. Besides that she has 

good quality of maintaining unity among the three friends Harry, Ron, Hermione. Normally kids 

may get jealousy upon other friends and acts possessively on them but here she guides as well as 

guards them in a perfect way. 

The story plot becomes more entertaining as the character Ron enters into the scene. He 

is comical and try to deal the problems in a cool way. He fears inside but still accompanies his 

friends than hiding behind like a kid. Ron behaves like a great companion to both of them. 

Towards the story these characters becomes fond of each other. Ron supports Harry with his 

entire family this creates a bond between them. He looks childish but behave in a more matured 

way.  

A story cannot be an entertaining one if there is no enemy, Malfoy is one of the 

characters who bullies the three friends in an irritating way. He goes to the extent of killing the 

particularly he corners Harry Potter and tries to attack him physically and mentally in a brutal 

way. Harry, Ron, Hermione moves to the extreme level of giving their lives in the end of the 

novel for saving the sorcerer’s stone. No children takes the risk but these three goes without any 

fear by breaking the rules and orders and trusting only their willpower and mind, through that 

they succeed at the end. The challenges were one by one and they face it without any agitation 

but had with a desire and eagerness. 

The psychology of these Young Adults in Hogwarts is completely new to the literature 

field. They are children but capable enough to fight back against the crime. Children’s don’t have 

the mind power to differentiate good and bad, but in the case of Hogwarts all the students were 

taught magical arts, black magic with wands and guided by their teachers. These three kids were 
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unbelievable they voluntarily involves themselves in risks there by saving the wealth and name of 

Hogwarts. The stimulus- response of the characters were based on their environment, the magical 

school and its secrets pushes them to know about them. Its strikes them psychologically to move 

along with the riddle life in school at the same time it encourages them to proceed further 

according to their desire. Behavioral theory when examine d with the characters of Hogwarts they 

act according to their surrounding and follow their psyche, their inner mind pricks them to 

involve in actions than being idle. Harry is an orphan, was not guided by his family members 

though he grew up in such a mess still he was good enough even perfect in interaction with 

people like |Dumbledore, McGonagall, Hagrid. He respects them and follow the words, help 

them. He takes care of him and the surroundings like a little guardian but his mind is completely a 

gentle man.  

The Young Adult feature and elements are flooded with the characters of the novel. 

Though this novel comes under children’s literature base still from the point of view of a Young 

Adult reader it shows the elements of YA in the novel. A child could only see the magical 

elements and flash of unbelievable flying teapots, people nimbus 2000 alone. Beside that this 

novel is for both children as well a Young Adult too. Thus it is clear being the first novel of the 

series though with ten year old characters still the novel possess the qualities of Young Adults it 

paves a way to understand it when the interpretation is based on the nature of the person. 
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Jhumpa Lahiri, Pulitzer Prize Winner 2000 was born in 1967 in London, England, and raised in 

Rhode Island. Jhumpa Lahiri in her novel “THE NAMESAKE” affirms her Bengali culture 

identity and substantiates it as a reality in multi-cultural America. The Namesake is a novel which 

tells about a middle-class Bengali family in particular, their traditions, customs, cultural beliefs 

and social set-up. It also depicts their struggle to acculturate themselves in the American culture. 

During their process of acculturation they lose their self-identity and also face loss and nostalgia. 

JhumpaLahiri, a second generation immigrant, explores the immigrants’ inner psyche, identity 

crisis, sense of belongingness, loneliness, alienation, clash of cultures, the conflicts of adjustment 

and the baffling ties between the first and second generation. When coming to immigrants’ 

experiences it includes displacement, hybridity, quest for identity and gender inequality. The 

diasporans feel homeless and alienated in the foreign land. Dispersal of root involves pain, 

alienation, identity crisis and other feelings to the accultured ones. 

KEY WORDS: Bengali culture, rituals, ceremony, immigrant identity, multi-culturalism. 
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MULTICULTURALISM AND IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCE IN JHUMPA LAHIRI’S 

“THE NAMESAKE”: 

 NilanjanaSudeshana “JhumpaLahiri”(Bengali) wasborn on July 11, 1967. She was born 

in London, the daughter of Bengali Indian emigrants from the state of West Bengal. Lahiri’s 

mother wanted her children to grow up knowing their Bengali heritage and her family often 

visited Calcutta. This influence of her mother to her children about the Bengali culture made an 

impact on her which could be revealed through the character Gogol in the story, Namesake.  

 ‘Multiculturalism’ suggest the co-existence of a number of different culture. 

’TheNamesake ’explores the theme of transnational identity and trauma of cultural dislocation. 

The Namesake describes the struggles and hardships of a Bengali couple who immigrates to 

USA. In The Namesake the quest for identity plays a major role. The immigrant experience 

includes quest for identity, uprooting, re-rooting, no sense of belongingness, no involvement, etc.  

 The immigrants can neither assimilate with the western culture nor associate with the 

parent culture. The immigrant children are in a dilemma whether they should follow their native 

culture or to follow their western culture. This state of mind can be clearly seen through the 

character Gogol, the son of the Immigrants. This makes him void and loses interest in all the 

aspects of his life. Even after getting married he is not interested in that life.  

 The Namesake throws light on the excruciate and painful experience of the immigrants 

(Here, “The Gangulis”).The word “NAMESAKE” itself gives the entire concept dealt in the 

story. Namesake means something done without any involvement, no sense of belongingness, and 

loses interest in what one does. Thus the character in the story Gogol does everything in his life 

for namesake, he did nothing with interest or passion. His whole life was lifeless, devoid and 

empty. 

 The immigrants life can be indicated as ‘Life without significance’. The different facets 

of experience of immigrants are, 

 “Politics without Principle  

Education without Values 

Prayer without Trust 

Service without Love 

Identity without Sense of belongingness” 

 In the fiction THE NAMESAKE, Lahiri’s experiences of growing up as a child of 

immigrants resemble that of her protagonist, Gogol Ganguli. As Lahiri belongs to the second 

generation of Indian diaspora, whose on-going quest for identity never seems to end, it is 

reflected through the character Gogol. Jhumpa Lahiri tries to focus on the issues of identity, what 

she has faced in her childhood. The problem of Gogol’s name symbolizes the problem of his 

identity. He wants to be connected to the strange names in the grave yard when the students were 

taken to the grave yard for the project. NIKHIL replaces Gogol when he enters Yale as a fresh 

man. As nobody knows his earlier name, he feels relief and confidence. His transformation starts 

here with new name. This can be seen in the following lines from the novel, 

 “There is only one complication : he doesn’t feel like Nikhil. Not yet. Part of the problem 

is that the people who now know him as Nikhil have no idea that he used to be Gogol. They know 
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him only in the present, not all in the past. But after eighteen years of Gogol, two months of 

Nikhil feel scant, inconsequential. At times he feels as if he’s cast himself in a play, acting the 

part of twins, indistinguishable to the naked eye yet fundamentally different”(105). 

 He starts doing many activities which he could not do as Gogol. He takes American girls, 

he shares live-in relationship, his way of life, food, everything changes. But the new dilemma 

clutches him. Gogol’s life in New York, in turn, leads to transformation within Romantic 

relationships. Lahiri’s narrator focuses on Gogol’s life with three women: Ruth in college, 

Maxine in New York, and, finally, Moushimi, his wife. Each women marks a stage in Gogol’s 

development. 

 The Namesake is about the way various generations look at their native and foreign land. 

The generation belongs to 1960s. They face trouble to merge with foreign culture. On the 

contrary, the second generation practices Indian culture to pacify their parents. But they live as 

Americans in their hearts as Gogol did in the novel.  

SUMMATION: Through out the novel the dilemma in culture can be seen. The best example for 

the immigrant who is in search of self identity and ends up in the novel without getting solution 

for his quest is Gogol. He could neither fit himself to the Indian tradition and culture nor to the 

American culture. When he tries to fit himself to the American culture he could see that he is not 

at all satisfied with anything in his life. Thus, through JhumpaLahiri’s novel the dilemma in the 

minds of the second generation immigrants can be clearly understood. 
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 The article aims at focusing human –nature relationship in the perspective of 

Ecopsychology. Ecopsychology is a newly emerging literary approach with nature, human-nature 

relationship is reflected in current literary works. A critical study is undertaken to seek and 

discover the protagonist’s relationship with the nature in the perspective of Ecopsychology. It 

discusses how the protagonist immerses himself in the natural elements and how he is healed with 

the help of nature. Hullabaloo in the Guava Orchard is one of the best novels of Kiran Desai can 

be seen from the perspective of Ecopsychology, and has a profound ecological thoughts which 

reflects how the humans’ psyche is healed and developed with the nature’s encounter. Humans 

are part of nature. It ends with an exploration of the protagonist’s relation with nature and how he 

becomes one with the nature. Humans should embrace nature in order to heal them. It concludes 

that nature is important to save the humankind. Humans should embrace the Mother Earth to 

awake the ecological consciousness, to generate the feelings and emotions as well as to promote 

an ecological life style that humans live harmonious with nature. 

Key Words: Nature, Ecopsychology, and Eco-consciousness. 
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Humans have a place on the earth, similarly as creatures and plants do. They are also a 

species of animal and a part of the ecosystem and ward upon it for survival. Nature has given 

everything abundantly to use for the people, yet humans fail to understand his part in ensuring 

nature. The ecological turn in literature is incidental, natural and inevitable. Literature has forever 

evolved through the concerns of the globe both inclusively and exclusively. The disastrous results 

of industrialisation, modernisation, and urbanisation have taken its toll upon humanity. The 

contribution of the writers and proponents of ‘Green Literature' and ecocriticism in cultivating 

‘Eco-consciousness' is influential and praiseworthy Ecopsychology offers the treatment with 

nature for mental illness, which bridges the gap between people and nature. The Earth is our 

ground, our constant companion. Environmentalists have made awareness of industrial 

civilization’s often-harmful impacts on the natural world. However, these warnings have only 

rarely led to any significant. Ecopsychology is a new area of psychological study and its aim is to 

use established psychological principles to help the humans to understand the tendency to the 

love environment and to change one’s behaviour in ways that allows living more responsibly, 

harmoniously and sustainably in the world. 

Social historian Theodore Rosak publicly articulates the term ‘ecopsychology’. He is 

credited with coining the term ‘Eco psychology’ in his book, The Voice of the Earth (1992). As a 

term, it considers the connection between one’s self and the nature. It recognises the healing of 

oneself and the healing of the world are interrelated. It is also known as ‘Psycho ecology’, ‘Eco 

therapy’, ‘Green therapy’, ‘Earth-centred therapy’ and ‘ Re-earthing’. It is an area which is 

dedicated to an examination of the emotional bonds that exists between humans and the natural 

world. It seeks to understand the complexity of these bonds and suggests paths to healing the 

weakened connections embedded in the human-nature relationship 

 It is the primary relationship in this physical world. The Earth is our life force and life-

support system, our mother and our very substance. Kiran Desai’s Hullabaloo in the Guava 

Orchard embodies the ecological idea of the bond between humans psyche and nature. Sampath 

is being bored with the materialistic life and his works at the post office, and hence runs away 

from his home and take protection in the guava orchard for life and liveliness. Beautiful nature 

helps in his healing and fills him with spiritual enlightenment. A new life has begun to him. 

Nature plays an important role in healing our interior and exterior features, which is body and 

mind.  

When Sampath has born, he has a brown birthmark upon one cheek on his face. 

Sampath's frustration with the life and his duties, that leads him to find freedom. The boundaries 

and limitations of Sampath force him to escape and climb the guava tree. It seems to be quite 

abnormal, but it is right for someone who loves nature with genuine and deep love. According to 

Sampath, working at the post office is another form of imprisonment.  

He is tormented at his workplace. He has a nice time with his own devices. Hence, he 

cannot concentrate his work. He is fed up with his routine way of living. He is disturbed and thus 

becomes quiet. He examines all the letters and hence he comes to know all the personal details of 

his people. When his chief's daughter's wedding had arrived, Sampath is giving the job of filling 

glasses with sherbet. He feels very boring to do the work. Filling and washing hundreds of glasses 

make him tired. He looks around the house and comes into the room, which is filled with 

wedding finery. On seeing the fineries, his heart starts to grow light with the fragrance of 

marigolds, mothballs, rose water and baby powder.  

He is in a scented world of sandalwood oil. He examines the jewel box of his cousin-

sister, and he wears a nose ring. He behaves differently without any reasons. As the room is dark, 

he lits a candle to him in the mirror with the fineries. He metamorphoses himself into a glorious 
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bird, where he feels far away from the lifts to another world. The lines show he longs for another 

world:  

Distant, tinged with mystery, warm with the romance of it all, he felt  

a sudden sharp longing, a carving for an imagined world, for 

 something he'd never known but felt deep within himself. The candle  

attracted his finger like a moth and he drew it back and forth through the 

  yellow and blue flame (38). 

 He holds the candle far enough away to lose its heat, yet close enough to keep the light 

around him. He traces the outline of his face and draws in the fantastic costume. He smiles and 

bows at his reflection as if he were his honored guest. The lizards on the wall watch him with 

harsh eyes. He sticks his tongue at them, feels suddenly and unreasonably happy. Encouraged by 

the atmosphere, he feels floating in some groundless state. He wades into the fountain and jumps 

in the spray, by splashing the grand women with water so they run squealing in consternation. 

Therefore, Mr D.P. S orders him not to come for the job. He removes his clothes and runs from 

the crowd.  

 The act of removing his clothes suggests that he is not of this world and his sense of 

meaningless in the world. His resolution to isolate himself from the boring life is a bold step to 

cope up with the feeling of alienation. Sampath also does not like his work and he hates it. He 

hates his life too. His life becomes a never-ending flow of misery. He is born in a prison. He feels 

bitter at heart. He returns to home jobless for his ill behavior. He does not want the job but he 

needs a free space and to be left alone. He wants peace and contentment in his life.  

 A beautiful turning point has come into Sampath's life is when her mother Kulfi gives 

him a guava. First, he does not like to eat that guava and finally he holds it. However, his stomach 

needs it. His stomach begins to growl and he takes the guava into his hands. He is cross and 

grumpy. The guava is cool, green, and calm looking. He likes the guava; he forgets his worries, 

disgrace on seeing the guava. He wishes to get all the coolness, quiet and stillness of the fruit. He 

forgets himself in the coolness of the guava.  

 Intentionally, he stares at the guava. Ferociously, with a deep gaze he shakes it. He can 

feel that the guava is expanding in response, when he speaks to it and rising under his fingers. He 

says to the guava that he does want a job and does not live like this. This is the first conversation 

with nature in the novel. He starts to speak with a guava and does not like to speak with any 

human. The size of the guava then rises even more and explores in an enormous explosion. The 

guava becomes fleshy, creamy, and cool. 

The cool greenness of guava fills his body. His heart swells with a mysterious wild 

sweetness. He feels awake when the clear juice flows through him, which is quite unlike the 

human blood. A strange force enters into him, something which is new inside him, is circulating. 

He smiles at the first time and openly says to his mother ‘I need freedom'. The strength, in which 

the guava gives, helps Sampath to understand him and his needs. He comes out of his house 

propelled by a great enthusiasm of feeling; he makes his way down to the bazaar. He catches the 

first bus he sees. In his escape, he thinks of snakes that leave the withered rags of their old skins, 

insects that break pods that struggle to form the warm blindness of silk. 
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His escape is a symbol of a man from the materialistic world to the natural world. This is 

his real place. Sampath thinks how he is going to leave the world, which makes only endless 

revolutions towards nothing. Breaking away from the world is not an easy way, but he makes his 

mind to live only with nature and not with the humans. His heart is full of joy and fear. He feels 

the thin air and the freshness of greenery. He is now ready to surrender himself to nature in order 

to cure himself. 

In his house, he is ignored and disregarded; though he is loved by his mother he separates 

himself from her. Unintentionally and accidentally, he sees the guava orchard from the bus. He 

does not have the idea to stay for his goodness, but only to fulfil the immediate urge to find a 

quiet place to take rest. However, later he feels that it is good to spend his whole life with the 

tree. At a very early age, he climbs the tree. Indeed, he is in need of isolation and alienation. 

Nature fulfils his desires. He understands his ‘Self'.  

He feels the marvellous emotion that has overtaken him begin to droop. The bus goes to 

the slope of the hill. He leaps from the window of the stalling bus. He runs into the wilderness 

towards the guava orchard. With a feeling of urgency, he runs into it. The emotion is high. 

Through the bushes and weeds, he runs to the orchard. He sees an old tree, which is silent, holds 

between the branches like prayer. Excitedly, without ceasing he climbs the tree. It seems like 

baby who goes fast to its mother for its refuge. Now he is in the lap of the Mother Earth. No one 

is daring enough to disgrace or scold him. He becomes one with nature. His deep emotional bond 

with nature is clearly shown when he climbs the guava tree. The tree is big than any other he had 

ever seen in his life.  

Among the branches, he feels a wave of peace and contentment over takes him. He is 

amazed at the beauty of nature. The orchard is matched to what Sampath has imagined in his life. 

It has filled his whole mind and he wonders if he gets enough of it. He touches the leaves that are 

delicate and smooth. When he sees a flock of parrots, which are chattering in the sky, his mind is 

full of joy and he realises that this is the way of riches and this is the life of a king. He wants to 

become a part of nature. He has to learn many things in the orchard. His love for nature is 

revealed in an exotic way: 

 He thought. . . and he ached to swallow it whole, in one glorious mouthful 

 that could become part of him forever. Oh, if he could exchange his life for this 

 luxury of stillness, to be able to stay with his face held towards the afternoon 

 like a sunflower and to learn all there was to know in the orchard; each small 

 insect that is crawling by; the smell of the earth thick beneath the grass: the bristling  

 of leaves; his way easy through the foliage; his tongue around every name (51). 

 At last, he is in the right place. He falls asleep in the guava tree, whereas he never sleeps 

in his house. He refuses to come down when his family members called him. He is now attached 

completely to the tree. He is happy without his family and asks them not to disturb him. He 

adopts a new and simple way of life. He has no relatives now. However, he does not want to hurt 

anyone's feelings. Being one with nature, he does not like to hurt anyone. All the creatures 

become his relatives and now he is a beast that the air can play with his fur (hair). 

It is true that nature is the powerful therapeutic resource. It seeks to help people to 

explore the connection and restore the bond where it may have broken. Sampath has a deep love 
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for nature and thus it restores its bond with him. A number of studies suggested that if a person 

spends his time with nature, his level of stress is decreased. 

The orchard in the novel connects back with nature and he starts associating his existence 

with its beauty. He can feel himself as an inseparable part of nature and he realizes that he would 

be able to regain his lost identity in the lap of nature. He has become a part of the cosmos and the 

secret of its creation .The protagonist finally becomes one with nature. After his experience of 

being at a purely natural state, he is free to go anywhere. His inner strength guides him and let 

him fall apart. His spiritual association with the forest symbolizes his sense of harmony with 

nature. He gains knowledge of the forest as the source of energy and productivity. His ecological 

insight helps him in discovering his identity as a man. He can feel tranquility and inner peace in 

the forest and that helps her in gaining real insight of her identity. He can associate with the well-

being of the forest and the monkeys.  

The psychological approach with environmental activism results in greater effectiveness. 

Thus, Kiran Desai calls her readers to relate with nature in the perspective of psychology. To 

become one among the nature is noteworthy and it gives peace to one’s heart and mind. Nature, 

by its nature, is therapeutic. Nature heals humans in the times of troubles and distress. The special 

value of Kiran Desai in the novel lies in the relationship between nature and humans in the 

technological society. Ecopsychology is relevant for sustainability because the reconnecting of 

humans and non-human nature is viewed by the ecopsychologists not merely an end in itself, but 

as a step towards healing the planet. 

 Let our eco-consciousness and eco-sensitivity lead to firm and sincere eco-commitment 

and integrated spirituality of love and compassion that embrace nature. 
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Constructive Influence: A Psychological study of Frances Hodgson Burnett’s novel 

The Secret Garden 

S. Balatharani 
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Literature is a legacy of the past to the present and the future. A literature is a record of 

human experience, and people have always been impelled to write down their impressions of life. 

The children’s literature embraces the whole content of the child’s imaginative world and that of 

his daily environment, as well as certain ideas and sentiments characteristic of it. The Secret 

Garden by Frances Hodgson Burnett is the story of how Mary Lennox and her friends find 

independence as they tend their garden. 

Frances Eliza Hodgson Burnett born on November 24, 1849, in Manchester, England, 

had a long and productive writing career. She was a novelist and a playwright. She is famous for 

her children’s books such as Little Lord Fauntleroy, A Little Princess and The Secret Garden. The 

Secret Garden is a novel about change, friendship and nature. It portrays that when people are 

introduced to an atmosphere of nurture and comfort they can change. The positive changes in the 

environment lead to the changes in the character. 

Key Words – Environment, conditioning, behaviour, psychology. 

Constructive Influence: A Psychological study of Frances Hodgson Burnett’s novel The 

Secret Garden 

Behaviourism is a theory of human development that studies observable behaviours. 

Behavioural Theories focus on the observable behaviours of a person. These theories state that 

the forces in the environment have a primary influence on a person’s behaviour than the person’s 

unconscious. It is concerned with the environmental factors which affect the behaviour. 

Behaviourism was formally established with the publication of a paper Psychology as the 

Behaviourist Views It (1913) by John Broadus Watson, the Father of Behaviourism. The two 

founding theorists of the behavioural movement were John Watson and Ivan Pavlov. 

John Watson in his book Psychological Care of Infant and Child (1928) explained that 

behaviourists were starting to believe psychological care and analysis was required for infants 

and children. He explains that love is conditioned. The emotional disabilities were a result of 

personal treatment, not inherited. He holds the view that nothing is instinctual, rather everything 

is built into a child through the interaction with their environment. Parents therefore hold 

complete responsibility for choosing the environment which plays a very prominent role in the 

development of the personality of their children. Behaviourism is also known as behavioural 

psychology. It is a theory of learning based on the idea that all behaviours are acquired through 

conditioning. Conditioning occurs through interaction with the environment. 

The novel The Secret Garden is the story of Mary Lennox, a selfish and disagreeable ten 

year old girl, who is living in India with her wealthy British family. She is spoiled by her servants 

and neglected by her unloving parents. When a cholera epidemic kills her parents and the 

servants, Mary is orphaned. She is sent to live with her uncle Archibald Craven, at his huge 

Yorkshire estate, Misselthwaite Manor. She finds the key to ‘the secret garden’ of Mrs. Craven 

which remained locked for ten years after her death. Mary continues to tend the garden with the 

help of Dickon Sowerby, and her interaction with the environment results in a transformation of 

her behaviour from foul tempered to kind and considerate. She also helps her sick cousin, Colin 

Craven to regain his health mentally and physically. The three children tend the garden together 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sentiments
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and bring it back to life. Mary’s and Colin’s interaction with nature help them to grow healthier 

and happier. 

The Secret Garden is a story which is an exaltation of the beauty of nature and 

the beneficial effects of nature on the human spirit, the need for human companionship, and the 

importance of allowing children the time to be children. Being emotionally neglected, becoming 

orphaned, being separated from her culture, and beginning anew in a different country are all 

environmental risk factors which is frequently manifested in temper problems and poor peer 

relations of Mary Lennox. Despite these emotional and behavioural issues, the magical healing 

quality of the Secret Garden aided the blossoming of friendships cultivated within Misselthwaite 

Manor, friendships that demonstrate to readers, young and old alike, that empathy towards others 

and a focus outside of oneself can help to heal even the oldest of wounds. 

Mary Lennox is the only daughter of Captain Lennox and Mrs. Lennox who never cared 

about her. Mary was deprived of the affection that she should have got from her parents. She 

grows into a spoilt and lonely child. She was never given the love she deserved from her parents, 

who always leave her under the care of her Ayah. Mrs. Lennox was never pleased to see her 

daughter Mary. She grew up as a fretful girl who was not loved by anyone.  

In the first chapter of the novel The Secret Garden, Mary Lennox is introduced as ‘the 

most disagreeable-looking child’ disliked by her own mother. She was a tyrannical, selfish and 

spoilt child. She was a mistreated young girl who lacks care given to her by her mother, who 

never wanted Mary to be born: 

She had not wanted a little girl at all, and when Mary was born she handed 

her over to the care of an Ayah, who was made to understand that if she 

wished to please the Memsahib she must keep the child out of sight as 

much as possible. So when she was a sickly, fretful, ugly little baby she 

was kept out of the way, and when she became a sickly, fretful, toddling 

thing she was kept out of the way also. (1) 

The physical needs of Mary were met, but she was emotionally neglected. The native 

servants served to her whims and fancies, yet no one cared to give her the affection she lacked 

from her parents. The environmental condition in which a child grew up influences its behaviour 

and character. Mary was not given the affection she deserved when she was a child. It is reflected 

in her character as she never cares about anyone other than herself. She is disagreeable and never 

cares about other people around her. 

Mary thought that her life in the new place would teach her a number of things quite new 

to her. This change was brought in her first by Martha Sowerby, who always talks to Mary and 

tells her good positive things. Though she comes from a poor family, she is a good hearted 

person. It was hard for Mary to make new friends in the beginning. But as days passed in the new 

place, she started to like people, “There was something comforting and really friendly in her 

queer Yorkshire speech and sturdy way which had a good effect on Mary” (23).  

Behaviourism emphasizes the role of environmental factors in influencing behaviour. 

Behavioural theories provide a basis for understanding how people can learn new things from the 

environment. A new behaviour is learned from the environment. The environment of the garden 

brought a change in Mary. She was beginning to take care of something around her with all her 

heart: “She had began to like the garden just as she had begun to like the robin and Dickon and 

Martha’s mother. She was beginning to like Martha, too. That seemed a good many people to 

like. . .” (54). 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/beneficial
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Colin Craven is introduced in the novel The Secret Garden as a boy with ‘a sharp, 

delicate face, the colour of ivory’. He is a weak, sickly and hysterical child who throws tantrums 

often. He was also deprived of parental affection like Mary. In his case, his mother died shortly 

after his birth and his father didn’t like to see him because he has his mother’s eyes. He was 

bedridden since his birth and everyone believed that he will die before he reaches adulthood. 

Mary questions him why he won’t let people near him, “Because I am like this always, ill and 

having to lie down. My father won’t let people talk me over, either. The servants are not allowed 

to speak about me. If I live I may be a hunchback, but I shan’t live. My father hates to think I may 

be like him.” (105). 

The impact of the ‘secret garden’ on the characters Mary and Colin as displayed in the 

novel The Secret Garden shows that love and care can change people. Mary transformed from a 

hateful girl to a friendly child when she is introduced to an atmosphere of care and comfort. The 

atmosphere of the Misselthwaite Manor and the caring people she had met in the Manor helped 

her for good. She helps her cousin Colin to recover with her positive words. The ‘secret garden’ 

helps them both acquire happiness in their lives: 

‘The boy is a new creature.’ 

‘So is the girl,’ said Mrs. Medlock. ‘She’s begun to be down-right pretty since 

she’s filled out and lost her ugly little sour look. Her hair’s grown thick and 

healthy looking and she’s got a bright colour.’(212) 

Environment helps people to change as it influences human behaviour. The change in the 

environment leads to a change in behaviour. This change is seen in the character, Mary, as her 

secret garden helps her to heal. The experiences she gets in the new place shape her character. 

The love she gets from the people around her brings out the goodness in her. The secret garden 

and the venture to bring the garden back to life transformed not only the garden but also the lives 

of Mary and Colin. Their friendship with Dickens brings a new experience in their lives and it 

helps them a lot to get healed.  

Behavioural theories help to understand the human behaviour which is shaped by the 

environment. They have helped to see that troubling behaviour occurs not because of something 

that is wrong with the child but because of the environmental conditions in which the child is 

grown. Mary Lennox is grown in an atmosphere where nobody has cared about her. When she is 

given the care she never got from her parents, she changed. 

Burnett portrayed that the lack of love has a negative impact on children and the same 

love can help them to come back from sorrows and bring them happiness. Lack of love and 

affection made Mary and Colin ‘contrary’ and ‘spoilt’. The power of love helped Mary and Colin 

to be better people. The spoilt children, Mary and Colin, transformed into healthy and 

understanding children with the help of others and the environment. 

 The Secret Garden renders an influential message to its readers. It shows to its readers 

how a person can change when they are introduced to a better environment. Their transformation 

is the result of the environment to which they are exposed. The new atmosphere has a positive 

impact on them. The secret garden, which Mary discovered, is the place for Mary and Colin to 

recover and to experience love that they have been missing for a long time. Mary and Colin 

gradually show some welcome changes in their character as the result of the influence of 

environment on them. 
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SENSE OF LETHALITY IN THE NOVEL THE FAULT IN OUR STARS BY 

JOHN GREEN 

S. Merumesenaka 
M.Phil-English 

 Literature depicts the life of the people in various aspects. Death plays a major role in the 

lives of the people. Though people are aware that one day everyone is going to die, to accept the 

death is a very difficult task to the humans. In the novel The Fault in Our Stars John Green 

picturises the life of the young adult American citizen who are suffering from cancer. They know 

that their life is too short compared to the normal youngsters. Somehow they accept the fate and 

living the happiest life is the heart breaking plot of the novel. Death robs dreams, aspiration and 

ambition of juveniles like Augustus, Hazel, Issac etc... Hazel and Augustus are star crossed lovers 

that are born with an anomaly into this world. Since both are on the threshold of death, it becomes 

important to know how the writer deals with the theme of death. 

 Here, author portrays how the power of death changes the brave person, Augustus into 

coward. He dies a painful and pathetic death, but his life is not failure. It gives a full circle to 

Hazel because of his love on him, she is transformed into a stronger character that death is 

nothing to be feared of. This paper discusses how the theme of death enterprises the structure of 

the fiction. To cover and examine this significant theme, Green uses the similar symbols, images 

and character. 

SENSE OF LETHALITY IN THE NOVEL “THE FAULT IN OUR STARS”  

BY JOHN GREEN 

Death, be not proud, though some have called thee 

Mighty and dreadful, for thou are not so 

-John Donne 

Literature is the collection of best use of language which is a means of human 

communication. Literature has developed language to grow. It acts as a mirror of life. It plays an 

important role for many reasons, including its ability to provide pleasure, to help readers for 
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building experience, empathizing with others and to develop thinking skills. It visualizes the 

various aspects of human being.  

Young adult literature is described for the readers from the age of twelve to eighteen. 

During the last half of twentieth century, young adult literature has developed as a distinct unit of 

publishing. There is a market for stories especially written for youth. There is also doom and 

gloom talk of people no longer reading like they used to, that there are too many other interest 

including the media and the internet, that take away from reading activities. There is a wide 

variety of literature for young adults. The late sixties saw distinct changes in publishing for youth 

adults with the publication of The Pigman, by Paul Zindel in 1968, and The Outsiders, by S.E. 

Hinton in1967. 

John Green is the author of popular novels for teens and young adults, including 2012’s 

The Fault in Our Stars. He’s also one half of the brother duo whose YouTube channel is known 

as VlogBrothers. He grew up in Florida and is a 2000 graduate of Kenyon College, where he 

studied English and Religion. He was a publishing assistant in Chicago and a book reviewer in 

NewYork, and in 2005 published his first novel, Looking For Alaska. The book was  

well-received and sold well, and Green went on to publish the novel An Abundance of Katherines 

(2006) and Paper Towns (2008), which won the Edgar Award for best young adult novel. By that 

time, Green and his brother, Hank, were gaining popularity on YouTube for a series of back-and-

forth exchanges that came to be known as Vlog Brothers and Brothers2. They advocated social 

activism and their fans became known as “Nerd fighters.” The Green brothers went on to make a 

series of educational videos for teens, and they founded The Foundation to Decrease World Suck, 

a grassroots charitable organization. Green has also collaborated on a number of young adult 

novels, and the best-selling The Fault in Our Stars was made into a 2014 movie starring Shailene 

Woodley and Ansel Elgort. 

The Fault in Our Stars is a tragic love story that deals with the sufferings and death of 

cancer patients. John Green borrows the title from Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar, wherein Cassius 

says, “the fault dear Brutus is not in ourselves that we are underlings.” But on divergent to what 

cassius says, this story establishes the puzzle that people are helpless in front of fate. This paper 

discusses the real lives of the young adults suffering from cancer and setting, characters, symbols 

used by green to examine the feel of mortality. 

The Fault in Our Stars by Green is not only a work of fiction, but it is also remarkable for 

being realistic picture of the world of diseased people. Green has portrayed the true picture of 

tragic lovers through his personal experience with the cancer patients. Working as a student 

chaplain he came across a nerd fighter, “Esther Earl”, who served a great inspiration for his 

novel. Esther died of cancer in 2010 and he dedicated it to her pure soul. Although the protagonist 

of the novel is Hazel Grace, the readers can find the echos of Esther‘s suffering in the novel. 

Green follows the first person narration by making Hazel as a central character and vividly 

compacts the conflict of life and death. The novel has the universal notion as it depicts the picture 

of cancer patients all over the world. 

Green’s art of characterization is unique. His characters are young and imaginary which 

leave credible thoughts on the heart of the readers. Hazel and Augustus are hero and heroine of 

the novel. They both are suffering from cancer and their friends are also cancer patients. Their 

tentancy to accept the death and living a care free life is the highlight of the novel which provokes 

pity and touched the heart of the readers. Hazel, the narrator and the protagonist, is a sixteen year-

old girl, suffering from a terminal form of thyroid cancer for last three years. Cancer has spread to 

her lungs and she is confined to breathe through the four walls of an oxygen cylinder. Green 

makes use of a powerful image by showing how she has to drag the oxygen cylinder round the 
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neck. “These tubes give me oxygen and help me breath.”(4). her life depends on the cylinder 

which contains her life to a great extend. The image of carrying the cylinder describes the 

forthcoming death, which can burst like a balloon in any moment.  

 Hazel is a conscientious girl, far mature for her tender she is aware other impending death 

and this is the reason she has confined herself to her parents and her home. She knows the pain 

the death of a beloved to the parents and other concerned ones. She is determined not to scar the 

lives of others by her death, and keeps herself aloof and alienated from others. Green makes use 

of another visual image to show how the persistently gnawing sense of mortality has got the 

better of Hazel. She considers herself a”Grenade” which is going to explode very soon, 

annihilating all rounds in its train “I’m a grenade and at some point I’m going to blow up and I 

would like to minimize the casualties, okay?”(6) Since is aware of her mortality, she does not 

want others to cry for her when is dead. It can be realized from her words,” I can’t be realized 

from her words; I can’t be a regular teen, because I’m grenade” (7) how her mortality is weighing 

on her vitality. 

 In order to while away her time and engross herself with things other than the mortality 

of a cancer patient, she reads a fictional novel, “An Imperial Affliction” written by Van Hounten. 

The novel has captivated her as it deals with the mortality of a young girl, Anna, who is also a 

cancer patient. Although the character of Anna is only a sub plot, it further pokes into the theme 

of mortality, wherein the reader can draw a parallel between the characters of Hazel and Anna. 

Hazel is enthralled as well as deluded by the novel, since the novel ends mid sentences. Hazel is 

bent upon discovering the fate of Anna’s parents at the end; a fact that she will assimilate into her 

own parents. If Anna’s parents can brave with her death, the Lancaster’s may as well do with 

hers. 

Hazel’s melancholy has made her love her parents passionately, and it is for the sake of 

their happiness that she joins a support group, despite her severe bouts of depression. It is here at 

the support center that her stars take hold of hers, and she initiates a journey into the unknown, 

she is accosted by an eighteen-year-old lively. Handsome and enthusiastic boy, Augustus Waters. 

He suffers from osteosarcoma, and as a result of it, wears prosthesis. He is a romantic boy who 

falls in love with Hazel at first sight. He weaves his gossamer of a heroic life, and wants to do 

something, which will be remembered by humanity forever. He fears oblivion, and is desperate to 

do something that will make him a hero. During a video game, “the price of drawn”, he sacrifices 

himself by jumping on a grenade in order to save the innocent children. He takes pride in 

declaring, “may be that’s the minute that buys them an hour, which is the hour that buys them a 

year. No one’s gonna buy them forever, Hazel Grace, but my life bought them a minute. And 

that’s not nothing.” (8). A happy basketball player, Augustus, is now a handicapped individual, 

and this serves a guiding force in the life of Hazel. He fills enthusiasm and magnetism into her 

life, through his romantic gestures and theatrical grandiosity, quite ignorant of the fact that cancer 

is eating into his body but he is dying. He is determined to make the life of Hazel meaningful 

through his love, sincerity and exuberance. Green uses another visual image of Augustus holding 

a cigarette between his lips, an image that makes him aware of his vulnerability and mortality. 

His main contribution in the life of Hazal starts when he gives a concrete shape to her most 

cherished desire of meeting the author of “An Imperial afflication”. Through the character of 

Peter Van Houten, Green makes Hazel’s reason get the better of her emotions. She realizes that 

Van Houten is not a “veritable god” or a magical person. His character plays a significant role in 

restoring Hazel back from the dream world to the real world. Like her, Houten is also a victim of 

the stars. His character Anna is not a fictitious one, but takes after his daughter Anna, who died of 

cancer at eight. Through the imaginative character of Anna John Green depicts the grief of death. 
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The Fault in Our Stars is completely packed up with the sense of death with the usage of 

images, characters and symbols. It finds answer within the novel for the death. The power of 

death can be seen when Hazel is weak, stirred upon herself and betray to face the society, 

Augustus is transformed from the brave into coward, from the escapist into the realist and from 

lively into the death. Through him, the life of Hazel come a complete circle and she is 

transformed into a stronger character that death is nothing to be feared of and that life goes on. 

She is thankful to Augustus, and will cherish his memories still her end and the same will go with 

her parents, who will be sad but proud of being her parents.  

Life is like a bed of roses, so enjoy every moment. Destiny is deserved in hand of God. 

As every sentences has a full stop, all living and non livings has an end in life that is death. Past is 

like waste paper, present is like Newspaper and Future is a Question Paper. Don’t go in search of 

the Question paper where the answer is with God, unable to get it from him. God will give 

everything at a right time. Death is nothing to be feared of and that life must move on. 
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Le sentiment de la nature dans les œuvres de Charles Ferdinand Ramuz et de S. 

Corinna Bille : Une analyse. 
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Résumé : 

La nature était toujours un thème important de la littérature, même si elle est perçue 

différemment à travers le temps, chez les écrivains différents. Dans les œuvres Cantique de la 

jeune fille  de S. Corinna Bille et  C'est une fille avec un garçon  de Ramuz, on voit que la 

manifestation de la nature est remarquable. L’objectif de cette analyse est de mettre en évidence 

le thème de la nature comme noyau de l’œuvre de Charles Ferdinand Ramuz et de S. Corinna 

Bille : le rôle de la nature présenté et comment ils perçoivent la nature.  En premier lieu, on 

examine le rôle de la nature dans les deux œuvres  et en deuxième lieu, on aborde le portrait de 

la nature favorable et en troisième lieu, on discute de la représentation  de la nature destructive.  

Mots clés : la nature, le rôle joué, la nature  favorable et destructive, la complice de l'amour. 

Charles Ferdinand Ramuz et S. Corinna Bille sont des écrivains suisses renommés du 

vingtième siècle et la  place qu’ils occupent dans la littérature francophone est considérable. 

Vaud est la région d’origine de Ramuz et souvent ses écritures tournent autour des thèmes qui 

sont vaudois : les montagnes, les paysans, la vie rurale, la nature, les paysages, etc. tandis que la 

nature, la mort, la passion, l’amour et le désir sont les principaux thèmes  des œuvres de S. 

Corinna Bille. A travers l’analyse de la nouvelle Cantique de la jeune fille de S. Corinna Bille et 

du morceau C'est une fille avec un garçon,  nous allons examiner  le rôle de la nature présenté 

et comment ils perçoivent la nature.   

La nature était toujours un thème important de la littérature, même si elle est perçue 

différemment à travers le temps, chez les écrivains différents. Souvent elle constitue un décor 

ou une ambiance; parfois elle est dépeinte comme  un personnage; fréquemment, elle forme des 

symboles, des métaphores et des images etc. de la littérature. La nature a été une source 

d’inspiration sans égal pour de nombreux poètes. 

Dans les œuvres Cantique de la jeune fille  de S. Corinna Bille et  C'est une fille avec 

un garçon  de Ramuz, on voit que la manifestation de la nature est remarquable. En premier 

lieu, je vais discuter le rôle de la nature dans les deux œuvres  et en deuxième lieu, je vais 

aborder le portrait de la 'nature favorable' et en troisième lieu, je parlerai de la représentation  de 

la nature destructive.  

Le rôle de la nature    

Dans Cantique de la jeune fille par Corinna Bille et C'est une fille avec un garçon par 

Ramuz, la présence de la nature est impressionnante. Dans le morceau de Ramuz, la nature est 

présentée comme un des trois personnages ; elle est  personnifiée. Par exemple, au début, le 

ruisseau représente la nature :  

« Et la voix qui venait maintenant (…) était celle du ruisseau épelant et lisant difficilement une 

phrase (…). »1 

On voit que le garçon n'ose pas dire « j'aime bien Louise »2 mais le ruisseau ose l'épeler, 

i.e., la nature ose. Dès le début jusqu'à la fin, le narrateur présente la nature comme jouant un 

rôle important  dans l'amour du garçon et de la fille. Elle est représentée à travers des images 

différentes. Par exemple, la bord d'un buisson de ronces, le bruit des abeilles, les bourdons, les 

                                                 
1 RAMUZ, C F. Salutation paysanne, Œuvres complètes, C'est une fille avec un garçon, Editions Rencontre, 

Lousanne.  (p. 84) 

2 Ibid (p. 84) 
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mouches, la voix de ruisseau le tunnel que faisaient les branches, la chaleur, le bois, l'orage, une 

garniture d’anémones, et des couleurs (la grande nature peinte en blanc, nuages couleur de 

pierre, espèces de vert,  la couleur des feuilles de hêtres, un tronc gris et blanc avec des couleurs 

blanches, etc.).  

Dans  Cantique de la jeune fille   Corinna Bille présente la nature comme ayant des 

visages différents. « Les prairies »3 représente la nature avec ses cotés variés. « (…) de graines 

et d’épis tranchants, elles parfument et brûlent, elles guérissent, elle donne la mort ».4 De plus 

important, à la fois, la narratrice la perçoit comme guérissante et destructive. « (…) elles 

guérissent, elles donnent la mort»5. La narratrice ressent ces manifestations différentes  qui lui 

amènent à prendre des positions différentes quant à  la nature; D'une part elle s'identifie avec la 

nature adoucissante et d'autre part, elle se distancie de la nature destructive.  

Elle  commence la nouvelle en présentant la nature favorable. Elle s'amuse bien avec 

son amant dans la nature. « Nous traversons à la nage les fleuves, nous galopons sur les 

chevaux sauvages»6. Pour elle, la nature est  guérissante, adoucissante et favorable. C'est la 

nature qui lui donne l'amour et la joie. C'est elle qui  remplit ses jours des milles couleurs. Le 

bonheur est son cadeau. En fait, dans ces deux œuvres, ce visage favorable de la nature est 

reconnu.  

La nature favorable 

La nature est tellement favorable et adoucissante que la narratrice de Cantique de la 

jeune fille, cherche à s’éloigner de ce qui est possiblement artificielle et humain  et à  se 

reconnaît dans la nature, comme sa partie. 

C'est aussi intéressant de noter que quand elle se reconnaît dans la nature, elle se 

distancie des autres hommes. Cette idée est démontrée dans la ligne, « Nous traversons à la 

nage les fleuves, nous galopons sur les chevaux sauvages.» car les chevaux ne sont pas 

apprivoisés par l'homme mais restent sauvages : 

 Nous ne nous épouserons jamais selon la loi des hommes. Nous resterons nus et absents,. 

Mais l'amour fou sera notre bien, l'espace notre demeure. Pas de toit, ni de  maison (…)7. 

Elle ne veut pas vivre  selon la loi des hommes et elle ne veut  posséder que l'amour 

comme leur bien et l'espace comme leur demeure. C'est comme 'vivre dans la nature'  avec la 

nature suivant ses lois et dénonçant la loi de l'homme.  

Une telle  perception de la nature est comparable à la perception de la nature chez les 

écrivains romantiques. C'est au dix-huitième siècle que Rousseau a développé cette idée de la 

nature sauvage offrant aux âmes sensibles un refuge contre la cruauté et la bêtise de la société. 

Il dit, «La nature a fait l'homme heureux et bon, mais la société le déprave et le rend 

misérable»8. Les écrivains romantiques cherchent à  prendre du recul de la civilisation humaine 

et la nature pour eux, est un lieu de repos et de recueillement. De la même façon, dans  C'est 

une fille avec un garçon, Ramuz dépeint une nature favorable en présentant  la nature  comme 

une complice de l'amour du garçon et de la fille. 

Même l''amour est perçu comme un phénomène très naturel et c'est la nature qui leur 

conduit. La phrase, « Il disait rien, elle ne disait rien ; il ne pensait pas à vouloir, il pensait plutôt 

à ne pas vouloir, (...) »9 indique que le garçon n'est pas conscient de ce qu'il fait mais qu'il est 

                                                 
3 BILLE, CORINNA.  Cantique de la jeune fille (p.91) 
4 Ibid (p.91) 

5    Ibid (p.91) 

6  ibid (p.91) 

7 ibid (p. 93) 
8    Rousseau, Jean-Jacques, Rousseau juge de Jean-Jacques, 1795 ; Paris, France. 

9 RAMUZ, C F. Salutation paysanne, Œuvres complètes, C'est une fille avec un garçon, Editions Rencontre, 

Lausanne.  (p. 84) 
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automatique et naturel. La nature permet assez d'espace pour les deux amoureux. C'est comme 

la nature les aide à être ensemble. Les phrases comme celles-ci le démontrent.  

(…) comme si le sentier eut été fait sur mesure pour eux. Mais c’était une   indication 

de plus et c'est un encouragement quand même(...)10. 

 Cet endroit semblait avoir été fait  exprès pour eux11.  

C’était comme tout est préparé purement pour les deux amoureux. Ils ne se distancient 

pas de la nature mais ils trouvent leur bonheur dans elle.  

De ce point de vue, on voit que la nature joue presque le même rôle dans les deux œuvres ; la 

source de bonheur. Cependant, dans Cantique de la jeune fille, le visage destructif de la nature 

est également  dépeint côte à côte avec l'image d'une nature favorable.  

La nature comme destructrice  

   La nature est perçue aussi comme une destructrice dans la nouvelle de Corinna Bille ; 

« elle donne la mort.»12 À travers la nouvelle, l’idée que 'la nature est destructive et effrayante', 

apparaît.  Souvent on a le sentiment que la narratrice se distancie de la nature et elle pense que 

la nature détruit et dévore ce qui n'est pas naturelle, ce qui est fabriqué. C'est démontré par des 

images comme, «  le lierre rongeait les statues des parcs, Parfois, les feux les avaient détruits, 

les genévriers griffaient, la neige nous a recouverts, les racines ébranlaient »13, etc.  

   Son amour est comparable à des choses fabriquées par des hommes. Pour elle, l'amour 

n'est pas naturel comme pour Ramuz et elle croit que la nature essaie de dévorer son amour par 

la mort de son amant et ainsi  son absence. À la fin, elle  veut peut-être prendre du recul de la 

nature qui lui a offert des souffrances par la mort de son amant. Elle veut s'en distancier : 

(…) nous nous élèverons dans les airs. (…) au-dessus des villes et des tours, au-dessus 

des brouillards, des rivières et des lacs, au-dessus du plus haut sommet des montagnes 

brunes.14 

Dans l’œuvre de Ramuz, la nature est la complice de l'amour et le narrateur dépeint la 

collaboration de la nature à créer une rencontre agréable  entre les deux amoureux. Même dans 

la nouvelle de Corinna Bille, elle présente une nature adoucissante et favorable au début mais 

elle finit par reconnaître le 'visage destructeur' de la nature. Pour elle, la nature est à la fois la 

source de bonheur et  son destructrice ; l’amour n’est pas naturel comme pour Ramuz et la 

nature le détruit et le dévore. Les deux auteurs présentent deux visages opposés de la nature ; la 

nature qui cherche à détruire  l’amour et la nature qui est une complice de l’amour.   
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“kks/k lkjka”k 

Jherh- lq/kk “kekZ 

foHkkxk/;{kk] fganh foHkkx 

fueZyk dkWyst QkWj ohesu 

dks;EcÙkwj&4- 

lH;rk ds fodkl ds lkFk&lkFk euq’; vius thou ds vFkZ dh [kkst esa yx x;kA  blh Øe esa og grk”k vkSj 

fujk”k gqvk fdarq [kqn laHky dj mlus viuk jkLrk cuk;kA  gj euq’; vius HkkX; dk fuekZrk Lo;a gSA  oLrqr% ^ 

vfLrÙookn* dk ;gh lkj gSA  fganh lkfgR; ds lkfgR;dkjksa us viuh jpukvksa ds tfj, ekuo ek= dks viuk vfLrÙo 

ryk”k djus dh izsj.kk nh gSA  m’kk fi z;aonk th ds miU;klksa esa vfLrÙookn dh Li’V >yd fn[kykbZ iM+rh gSA  vius 

l”kDr ukjh ik=ksa ds ek/;e ls m’kk th lekt dh ukfj;ksa dks vkdk”k dh Å¡pkbZ;ksa dks Nw ysus dk lkgl iznku djrh gSaA 

m’kk fiz;aonk ds miU;klksa esa vfLrÙookn 

 1940 vkSj 1950 ds n”kd esa vfLrÙookn iwjs ;wjksi esa ,d fopkjlaØkafr ds :i esa mHkjkA  1950 ds vklikl 

euksoSKkfudksa us euksfoKku ds O;kogkfjd i{k ij Hkh fopkj djuk “kq# dj fn;kA  ftlds QyLo:i euksfo”ys’k.k rFkk 

vfLrÙooknh euksfoKku ;s nksuksa mUgsa vf/kd mi;qDr izrhr gksus yxsA 

^^ftl fo”o esa O;fDr dk vfLrÙo gS] ftlesa og jg jgk gS] mlds lkFk O;fDr ds ,dhdj.k dks gh vfLrÙooknh euksfoKku dh 

laKk nh tk ldrh gSA** 

vfLrÙooknh] fopkj ;k izR;; dh vis{kk O;fDr ds vfLrÙo dks vf/kd egÙo nsrs gSaA  okLro esa] vfLrÙooknh 

euksfoKku dk y{; gS ?kVukvksa dk o.kZu djuk] u fd muds dkj.kksa dh O;k[;k djukA  vfLrÙookn] ekuo&vfLrÙo esa 

dkj.k&izHkko laca/k dks ugha ekurk] og rks dkj.kksa ds LFkku ij vuqizsj.kk rFkk le>&cw> ds vk/kkj ij O;fDr ds O;ogkj 

dh O;k[;k djrk gSA  vfLrÙookn ds vuqlkj lkjs fopkj ;k fl)kar O;fDr dh fparuk ds gh ifj.kke gaSA 

vfLrÙookfn;ksa us euq’; dks ,d vfLrÙo ds :i esa ekuk gS vkSj Li’V fd;k gS fd ekuo thou dks le>us ds 

fy, O;fDr;ksa dh vuqHkwfr;ksa dks le>uk vfuok;Z gSA  vfLrÙooknh euksfoKku ekuo LoHkko ds izfr vf/kd ldkjkRed 

nf̀’Vdks.k viukrk gSA  mldh ekU;rk ;g gS fd euq’; esa vius dks fodflr djus rFkk vkRe/kkj.kk ,oa vkRecks/k dh 

viwoZ {kerk gksrh gSA 

vk/kqfud ekuo izÑfr ls nwj gksrk tk jgk gSA  QyLo:i og fnuksafnu vius dks vdsyk vkSj yksxksa ls nwj 

eglwl djus yxk gSA  vkt ekufld :i ls foÑr vf/kdka”k yksxksa dks vis{kkÑr vfLrÙokRed Luk;q&foÑfr dh vf/kd 

f”kdk;r jgrh gS rFkk Luk;q&foÑfr ds fof”k’V y{k.kksa dh deA 

^^vfLrÙokRed Luk;q foÑfr ls rkRi;Z gS] lkFkZd thou ds vHkko esa vdsysiu ,oa vlarks’k dh vuqHkwfrA**  vfLrÙookn dh 

nf̀’V ls vkt ds vf/kdka”k yksx izk;% “kwU; esa gh jgrs gSaA  izfl) euksfpfdRld foDVj ÝSaDy ds vuqlkj ^^;g ,d rjg dk 

volkn gS ftlesa O;fDr vius thou esa larks’k dh deh dks eglwl djrk gS] lkFk gh vius thou ds vdsysiu dk Hkh mls vglkl gksrk 

gSA** 

ÝSaDy us vfLrÙooknh “kwU;rk dks nwj dj thou dh lkFkZdrk ds fy, larks’k iznku djus okys thou ewY;ksa dh 

vfuok;Zrk ij tksj fn;k gSA  bl lanHkZ esa mUgksaus rhu izdkj ds thou ewY;ksa dks iz/kku ekuk gSA  os rhu thou ewY; gSa 

& 

1- jpukRed ewY;&ftudk laca/k O;fDr dh miyfC/k;ksa ls gSA 

2- vuqHkotU; ewY;&ftudk laca/k nwljs O;fDr;ksa dks le>us vkSj I;kj nsus ls gSA 

3- eukso`Ù;kRed ewY;&ftudk laca/k lkgl rFkk fcuk f>>d ds nq%[k lgus dh {kerk ls gSA 

 

1- euksfoKku dk bfrgkl] MkW- jkeizlkn ik.Ms;] ì-la- 424 

2- euksfoKku dk bfrgkl] MkW- jkeizlkn ik.Ms;] ì-la- 424 

3- Man’s search for Meaning – Frankl, Victor E., Pg. 141 
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 bu ewY;ksa ds dkj.k gh ekuo thou lkFkZd izrhr gksrk gSA  oLrqr% izR;sd O;fDr vius vki esa fof”k’V gksrk gSA  

vr% og vius vuqdwy thou ewY;ksa dks viukdj thou dks lkFkZd cuk ysrk gSA  ^^vfLrÙookn vU; yksxksa ds izfr O;fDr ds 

dÙkZO; ij Hkh tksj nsrk gS D;ksafd vfLrÙookn ds vuqlkj ;g dÙkZO; cks/k gh mlds ^Lo* dks lkFkZd cukrk gSA** 

 lH;rk ds fodkl ds lkFk&lkFk] euq’; thou ds vFkZ dh [kkst esa Hkh yx x;kA  blh Øe esa og grk”k vkSj 

fujk”k Hkh gqvk ysfdu fQj [kqn gh laHky dj mlus viuk jkLrk cuk;kA  gj euq’; vius HkkX; dk fuekZrk Lo;a gSA  

^vfLrÙookn* dk ;gh lkj gSA  fganh lkfgR; ds dbZ lkfgR;dkjksa us viuh jpukvk sa ds tfj;s euq’; dks viuk vfLrÙo 

ryk”kus dh izsj.kk nh gSA  m’kk fiz;aonk mu lkfgR;dkjksa esa ,d gSaA 

 m’kk fiz;aonk ds lHkh miU;klksa esa ^vfLrÙookn* dh >yd feyrh gSA  m’kkth ds miU;kl ukjh iz/kku gSaA  

1961 bZ- esa izdkf”kr ^ipiu [kaHks yky nhokjsa* dh ukf;dk lq’kek fnYyh ds ,d izfrf’Br dkWyst esa ysDpjj gSA  mlds 

Åij vius chekj firk] ekrk vkSj NksVs&NksVs HkkbZ&cguksa dk nkf;Ùo gSA  lq’kek ds Hkh lius gSaA  fdarq og viuk ?kj 

clkdj vius ifjokj dks cslgkjk ugha NksM+ ldrhA  uhjl ftanxh thrs&thrs lq’kek dqafBr gks tkrh gSA  ^ÝSaDy* us 

viuh iqLrd] ^eSUl lpZ QkWj ehfuax* esa bls ^vfLrÙo dqaBk dk uke fn;k gSA  ÝSaDy ds vuqlkj] ^^euq’; ds vFkZ dh [kkst dh 

/kkjk esa grk”kk ;k fujk”kk gh vfLrÙo dqaBk* dgykrh gSA** 

 ^ÝSaDy* ds vuqlkj vk/kqfud ;qx esa euq’; dks thou vFkZghu yxus yxk gS ftldh otg ls mlesa ftanxh dks 

thus dh mRlqdrk gh ugha jghA  euq’; ds thou esa [kks[kykiu vk x;k gS D;ksafd og vkarfjd vdsysiu ls xqtjrk gSA   

 lq’kek dh Hkh ;gh fLFkfr gSA  lq’kek dks yxrk gS fd mlds ekrk&firk brus LokFkhZ gks x, gSa fd mUgsa lq’kek 

dh [kq”kh dk dksbZ [;ky ugha gSA  gj oDr] NksVh cgu uh: dh “kknh ds fy, fpafrr viuh ek¡ ls lq’kek dks uQ+jr lh 

gksus yxrh gSA  ,d fnu lq’kek dh vEek¡ tc lq’kek dh nksuksa NksVh cguksa ds ckjs esa lq’kek ls dgrh gSa & ^^rqEgkjs ikl 

rks lc dqN gSA  ;s nksuksa Hkh vius ?kj tk,¡] lq[k ls jgsa] vius eu dk [kk,¡] ;gh pkgrh gw¡A** 

 ;g lqurs gh lq’kek fcQj mBrh gS & ^^vHkh dkSu nq%[k gSA  Hkw[kh jgrh gSa ;k ru <¡dus dks&diM+s ugha gSa\  eSa 

dq¡okjh jg xbZ rks dkSu lk vkleku QV iM+k\  bu nksuksa dh Hkh “kknh u gks ldh rks D;k gks tk,xk\** 

 lq’kek dh ftanxh esa uhy ds vkus ls cgkj vk tkrh gSA  mlds lius banz/kuq’kh gks tkrs gSaA  ysfdu og pkgdj 

Hkh [kqys vkleku esa mM+ku ugha Hkj ldrhA  mlds iSjksa esa mÙkjnkf;Ùo dh csfM+;k¡ gSaA 

 vius ifjokj ds izfr drZO;cks/k lq’kek ds ^Lo* dks lkFkZd cukrk gSA  vius deZ esa fyIr gksdj lq’kek vius 

thou dk gy <w¡<+ ysrh gS vkSj uhy ds lkFk gkWySaM tkuk vLohdkj dj nsrh gSA  R;kx vkSj leiZ.k ds lkFk&lkFk lq’kek 

dk ^vfLoÙooknh ǹf’Vdks.k* mls vkn”kZ cukrk gSA 

 m’kk th dk miU;kl ^”ks’k;k=k* 1984 bZ- esa izdkf”kr gqvkA  ^”ks’k;k=k* dh dFkk Hkkjr ds ,d “kgj ds vutku 

eksgYys ls fudydj vesfjdk esa tk clh ^vuqdk* mQZ vuq ds bnZ&fxnZ cquh xbZ gSA  cpiu ls vukFk] ijkfJrk vuq dks 

vesfjdk dk BkV&ckV LoIu dh rjg yxrk gSA  ysfdu “kh?kz gh mldk ;g LoIu pwj&pwj gks tkrk gS tc mldk ifr 

nwljh L=h ds eksgik”k esa c¡/kdj vuq dks vdsyk NksM+dj pyk tkrk gSA  vuq dks yxrk gS & ^^ftldh iw.kZrk] ftldk 

iRuhÙo] lc dqN udkj fn;k x;k gS] ftldh iwjh vkbMsafVVh] iwjk vuq&iu ,dne >d>ksj fn;k x;k gSA  ygjksa us mls dwM+s dh rjg jsr 

ij ykdj iVd fn;k gS vkSj tSls vusd vkoktsa mls fp<+k fp<+kdj dgrh jgrh gSa&rqe dqN ugha gks] rqe dqN ugha gksA** 

 vlgk;] vdsyh vuq fof{kIr lh gks mBrh gSA  og ^vfLoÙooknh “kwU;rk* dh fLFkfr esa pyh tkrh gSA  mls 

ftanxh vFkZghu yxus yxrh gSA  ysfdu viuh lgsyh fnO;k ds dgus ij vius VwVs&fc[kjs vfLoÙo dks tksM+dj] dfBu 

ifjfLFkfr;ksa esa thus dk jkLrk [kkstrh gSA  vVwV vkRefo”okl ds lkFk i<+kbZ djus esa yx tkrh gS vkSj ,d vLirky esa 

twfu;j iSFkkksykWftLV gks tkrh gSA  rc vuq dks yxrk gS & ^^eSa gw¡ vuq] vius esa rq’V] vius LoÙo cks/k esa lq[kh] vius lq[k&nq%[k 

esa vdsyh] vius esa Lok/khuA  mls ;g vuqHkwfr fiz; yxrh gSA  mlus vius O;fDrRo vkSj vfLrRo dk y{; ik fy;k gSA** 

 oDr djoV ysrk gS vkSj mls ea>/kkj esa vdsyk NksM+dj py nsus okyk mldk ifr iz.ko] mlh ds vLirky esa 

ân;&jksx dk bykt djkus vkrk gSA  vuq dks ns[kdj og gSjku jg tkrk gSA  iz.ko iwNrk gS &  

 ^^exj vuq] iSlk dgk¡ ls\** 

 vuq crkrh gS & 

 

1- euksfoKku dk bfrgkl] MkW- jkeizlkn ik.Ms;] ì-la- 424 

2- Man’s search for Meaning – Frankl, Victor E., Pg. 141-142 
3- “ks’k;k=k] m’kk fiz;aonk] i`-la- 9 
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^^dqN Fkk] dqN ukSdfj;k¡ dh] dqN dtZ fy,&,d ckj “kq#vkr djds fQj NksM+us dk loky gh ugha mBkA  fdlh&u&fdlh rjg ls] 

isV ds cy jsaxrs gq, eSaus ;g iqy ikj dj gh fy;kA** 

QSaDy ds vuqlkj euq’; tc thou esa grk”k gks tkrk gS] rHkh mls vius vfLrÙo dk vglkl gksrk gSA  vius 

ifr }kjk Bxh xbZ vuq ds lkeus nks fodYi Fks&thou esa gkj eku ysuk ;k ftanxh dh fo’ke ifjfLFkfr;ksa dk MVdj 

eqdkcyk djukA  vuq us nwljk fodYi pqukA  ^vfLrÙookn* ds vuqlkj lkjs fopkj ;k fl)kar O;fDr dh fparuk ds gh 

ifj.kke gSaA  vuq us fu”p; dj fy;kA 

^^“kq#vkr rks djks] ns[kks fd rqe Hkh iz.ko dqekj cu ldrh gks fd ugha\  bÙkQkQ ls esfMdy dkWyst esa ,Mfe”ku fey x;k] ek¡ 

dh Hkh bPNk Fkh fd eSa MkWDVj curh] ,aM fg;j vkb ,se&ukscy izkbt+ fotsrk dh fjlpZ Vhe esa ----** 

ekuo thou lq[k&nq%[k ls Hkjk gSA  nq%[k ds {k.kksa esa mnkl gksuk LokHkkfod gSA  ysfdu euq’; ds fy, vfuok;Z 

gS fd og ifjfLFkfr;ksa dks vius Åij gkoh u gksus nsA  unh ds FkisM+ksa ls ?kcjk, ugha vfirq lrr rSjrk gqvk fdukjs dh 

ryk”k djsA  ^vfLrÙookn* dk ;gh lkj gSA  euq’; Lo;a vius HkkX; dk fuekZrk gSA  thou esa vius vfLrÙo dks cuk, 

j[kuk gh ekuo ek= dk y{; gksuk pkfg,A 

^ipiu [kaHk yky nhokjsa* dh ukf;dk lq’kek vkSj ^”ks’k;k=k* dh vuq nksuksa gh ukfj;k¡ thou dh vk¡f/k;ksa ls ?kcjk 

tkrh gSa ysfdu fgEer ugha gkjrhaA  vius vfLrÙo dh ryk”k dj ,sls eqdke ij tk igq¡prh gSa] tgk¡ mUgsa [kqn vius vki 

ij xoZ gksrk gSA  lq’kek Hkys gh thou esa vdsyh jg tkrh gS ysfdu mldk fu%LokFkZ R;kx mls lEeku dk ik= cukrk gSA  

vuq* fons”kh Hkwfe ij vnE; lkgl dk ifjp; nsrh gqbZ vius fu’Bqj ifr iz.ko ds led{k tk [kM+h gksrh gSA  lpeqp m’kk 

th dh ;s nksuksa ukf;dk,¡ ^vfLrÙookn* dh vkn”kZ mnkgj.k gSa vkSj lekt dh ukfj;ksa ds fy, vuqdj.kh; gSaA  ;s ^xqIr th* 

dh vcyk ukfj;k¡ ugha vfirq ^egknsoh th* dh rtZ ij rksM+ nw¡ f{kfrt] ns[k yw¡ ml vksj D;k gS dk gq¡dkj Hkjus okyh 

ukfj;k¡ gSaA 
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2- “ks’k;k=k] MkW- m’kk fiz;aonk] jktdey izdk”ku] ubZ fnYyh] igyk laLdj.k 1984 
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4- Man’s Search for Meaning, Viktor E. Frankl, Publisher, Beacon Press, Year 1946. 
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